<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (first appearance)</th>
<th>Title (linked)</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RESEARCH RESOURCES ANNOUNCEMENTS</td>
<td>Research Resources will not distribute a Newsletter 12/24 or 12/31. We plan to distribute an abbreviated Newsletter on 12/29.</td>
<td>R2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEEKLY HIGHLIGHT CALDERONE AWARD FOR JUNIOR FACULTY DEVELOPMENT</td>
<td>Calderone Award for Junior Faculty Development, Submission Deadline 01/10/2022 Calderone Award for Junior Faculty Development, Submission Deadline 01/10/2022; Downloadable Application Form</td>
<td>Mailman, Calderone family</td>
<td>01/10/2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAILMAN SCHOOL CENTENNIAL GRAND CHALLENGES</td>
<td>Mailman School of Public Health Centennial Grand Challenges Mailman School of Public Health Centennial Grand Challenges Downloadable RFA Deadline 02/18/2022</td>
<td><a href="https://www.publichealth.columbia.edu/people/our-faculty/faculty-awards/centennial-grand-challenges">https://www.publichealth.columbia.edu/people/our-faculty/faculty-awards/centennial-grand-challenges</a></td>
<td>02/18/2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESEARCH RESOURCES INFORMATION SESSIONS</td>
<td>SPRING 2022 INFORMATION SESSIONS (Columbia Research/SPA and Research Resources) January: We recommend that Mailman Affiliates, especially those who will be participating faculty on upcoming Training Grant initiatives attend the January Columbia Research SPA Town Halls! Columbia Research/SPA, NIH Town Hall, Part I – NIH Biosketches and Other Support: The Latest Information, 01/10/2022 Columbia Research/SPA, NIH Town Hall, Part II – covering all NIH changes effective 1/25/2022 February: Andrea Baccarelli, Time Management, 02/24/2022, 3:30 – 5:00 PM, Register here March: Rosa Rivera, Dori Lorsch, Lourdes Pilapil, Pre and Post Award Grant Management, Budget Design and Justification Workshop, 03/24/2022, 11:30 AM – 1:00 PM; Register Here! Japan: Columbia Research / SPA and Research Resources</td>
<td>01/10/2022 (SPA NIH Biosketch and Other Support Webinar) [This is a Columbia Research / SPA Event, We recommend that Mailman Affiliates attend this given the pending Training Grants Season]; 02/24/2022 (Time Management); 03/24/2022 (Pre- and Post- Award Grant Management, Budget Design and Justification Workshop); 04/28/2022 (Optimizing Your Responses to Summary Statements)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## New This Week (Tabular)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (first appearance)</th>
<th>Title (linked)</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>April: Pam Factor-Litvak, <em>Optimizing Your Responses to Summary Statements</em>, 04/28/2022, 11:30 AM – 1:00 PM; Register Here!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PILOT</td>
<td>NIEHS Center for Environmental Health in Northern Manhattan; P30 Center Annual Pilot Award Announcement; 12.03.2021 Statistical Application Deadline, EXTENDED; 12.15.2021 (EXTENDED Application Deadline)</td>
<td><a href="https://www.publichealth.columbia.edu/research/niehs-environmental-health-northern-manhattan">https://www.publichealth.columbia.edu/research/niehs-environmental-health-northern-manhattan</a></td>
<td>12/03/2021 (Statistical Consultation EXTENDED Deadline); 12/15/2021 (Application EXTENDED Deadline)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUNIOR FACULTY</td>
<td>KL2 Mentored Career Development Award KL2 Mentored Career Development Award Application KL2 Mentored Career Development Award Information and Application Procedures</td>
<td>Irving Institute; CLIC Career Development Community; <a href="https://clic-ctsa.org/career-development-community">https://clic-ctsa.org/career-development-community</a></td>
<td>12/20/2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEWLY NEGOTIATED FEDERAL FACILITIES AND ADMINISTRATIVE RATES</td>
<td>Columbia Research Newly Negotiated Federal Facilities and Administrative Rates MSPH SPA Department Assignments</td>
<td><a href="https://research.columbia.edu/content/facilities-and-administrative-fac-costs">https://research.columbia.edu/content/facilities-and-administrative-fac-costs</a> <a href="https://research.columbia.edu/institutional-information">https://research.columbia.edu/institutional-information</a></td>
<td>10/25/2021 (Release Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPA ANNOUNCEMENTS</td>
<td>Update non-government FY22 fringe rates 01.01.2022 to 06.30.2022, 32% CU SPA Institutional Information Page SPA Project Officer SPA Summary One-Pager relative to NIH Biosketch and Other Support Page stipulations for 01.25.2022 onward</td>
<td>SPA</td>
<td>12/16/2021 (Received information from SPA); 01/01/2022_06/30/2022 (Update Non-Government FY22 Fringe Rates)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPLEMENTS</td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest: Administrative Supplements for Summer Research Experiences for Students and Science Teachers</td>
<td>National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; Office of Research on Women’s Health</td>
<td>01/31/2022 (First Available Due Date); 02/01/2023 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest: Administrative Supplements on High Priority Topic Areas for NCCIH Grants</td>
<td>National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health</td>
<td>01/03/2022 (First Available Due Date);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Availability of Administrative Supplements to INBRE Awards to Fund Research Collaborations</strong></td>
<td>National Institute of General Medical Sciences; Office of Research on Women's Health</td>
<td>06/02/2022 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Administrative Supplements for Research on Sex and/or Gender Influences (Admin Supp Clinical Trial Optional)</strong></td>
<td>Office of Research on Women's Health; National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Eye Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; <strong>Eunice Kennedy Shriver</strong> National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health;</td>
<td>01/26/2022 (First Available Due Date); 01/27/2023 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New This Week (Tabular)</td>
<td></td>
<td>National Institute of Nursing Research; Division of Program Coordination, Planning and Strategic Initiatives, Office of Research Infrastructure Programs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Administrative Supplements for Research on Sexual and Gender Minority (SGM) Populations (Admin Supp Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Institutes of Health; John E. Fogarty International Center; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research; Office of AIDS Research; Office of Disease Prevention; Office of Research on Women's Health</td>
<td>01/31/2021 (First Available Due Date); 02/01/2024 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANCILLARY STUDIES</td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Heart, Lung, Blood and Sleep Focused Ancillary Studies to Large Ongoing Clinical Studies (Revised)</td>
<td>National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute</td>
<td>02/05/2022 (First Available Due Date); 05/08/2023 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIMITED SUBMISSION</td>
<td>Limited Submission; NIH Pediatric Obesity Discovery Science Research to</td>
<td>NIH</td>
<td>11/05/2021 (Internal, Limited)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBESITY</td>
<td>Improve Understanding of Risk and Causal Mechanisms for Obesity in Early Life (R01) NIH Pediatric Obesity Discovery Science Research to Improve Understanding of Risk and Causal Mechanisms for Obesity in Early Life (R01) RFA for Reference</td>
<td>Submission Deadline; 03/08/2022 (Application); 03/09/2022 (Expiration)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Limited Submission [internal CU/Limited Submission Information, link and deadline pending/tbd]; 10th Annual Regeneron Prize for Creative Innovation ; Deadline: 03/07/2022 [Each institution may nominate no more than two (2) PhD students and two (2) postdoctoral fellows; it is anticipated that CU/Limited Submissions will soon provide stipulations and a deadline relative to an internal Columbia Limited Submission avenue]</td>
<td>Regeneron, (and anticipated, a CU/Limited Submissions avenue)</td>
<td>TBD (Internal Limited Submission Deadline; we anticipate an internal Limited Submissions posting, with Deadline); 03/07/2022 (Sponsor Deadline)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Limited Competition for Administrative Supplements to Accelerate the Development of a Translational Research Resource Platform for Advancing Maternal Precision Therapeutics</td>
<td>Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development</td>
<td>03/03/2022 (First Available Due Date); 03/04/2022 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CU Limited Submission; Limited Submission. NCI Pathway to Independence Award for Outstanding Early Stage Postdoctoral Researchers Pre-Application Webinar for RFA-CA-21-060, RFA-CA-21-061, and RFA-CA-21-062: &quot;The NCI Pathway to Independence Award for Outstanding Early Stage Postdoctoral Researchers&quot; 12/14/2021 RFA-CA-21-060 - NCI Pathway to Independence Award for Outstanding Early Stage Postdoctoral Researchers (K99/R00 - Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>12/15/2021 (Internal Proposal Deadlines); 12/14/2021 (Webinar); 02/28/2022 (Application); 03/01/2022 (Expiration) [RFAs-CA-21-060, 061,062]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## New This Week (Tabular)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (first appearance)</th>
<th>Title (linked)</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| RF                         | RFA-CA-21-061 - NCI Pathway to Independence Award for Outstanding Early Stage Postdoctoral Researchers (K99/R00 - Independent Clinical Trial Required)  
RFA-CA-21-062 - NCI Pathway to Independence Award for Outstanding Early Stage Postdoctoral Researchers (K99/R00 - Independent Basic Experimental Studies with Humans Required) | http://blavatnikawards.org                                               | 12/13/2021 (Internal Proposal Deadline); 01/26/2021 (Sponsor Deadline) |
| Limited Submission; Blavatnik Regional Postdoctoral Awards; Internal Proposal due on Monday, December 13 |                                                                                       |                                                                 | |
| FOUNDATION FUNDING         | Burroughs Wellcome Fund | Postdoctoral Diversity Enrichment Program (PDEP)                        | https://www.bwfund.org                                                                       | 01/12/2022                                                                 |
| AMAZON WEB SERVICES        | Click here for more information on cloud services at CUIMC IT, including how to request an AWS account  
[1] The Registry of Open Data on AWS;  
Gain experience with cloud computing tools w/a sandbox of open data; - CUIMC faculty, staff & grad students can receive $1,000 in cloud credits to support research utilizing the open data sets  
[2] Ob/Gyn’s Ongoing Journey in Migrating to the Cloud (from PACS imaging to healthcare data for research & beyond); featuring Damon Lall (Director of IT, Ob/Gyn)  
[3] Health Equity Research Funding Opportunities (up to $250,000 in cloud credits) | AWS, Amazon Web Services                                                | 03/2022 (Next Deadline)                                                                 |
| T32                        | Notice of High Priority Research Areas for NIDA T32 Training Grants               | National Institute on Drug Abuse                                        | 10/21/2021 (Release Date)                      |
## New This Week (Tabular)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (first appearance)</th>
<th>Title (linked)</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ETHICS POSTDOCTORAL</td>
<td>Responsible and Ethical Conduct of Research Training for Postdocs</td>
<td><a href="https://research.columbia.edu">https://research.columbia.edu</a></td>
<td>10/13/2021 – 04/2022 (Class Dates)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Responsible and Ethical Conduct of Research RECR training site</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NIH Extramural Nexus, Clarifying NIH's Approach to Granting ESI Extensions</td>
<td><a href="https://nexus.od.nih.gov">https://nexus.od.nih.gov</a></td>
<td>09/17/2021 (Release Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NIH Implementation of the Revised Common Rule Provision Regarding Public Health Surveillance Activities Deemed Not to Be Research</td>
<td>Office of the Director, NIH</td>
<td>10/12/2021 (Release Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUMC</td>
<td>Apgar Academy Call for Applications: 2022 Vanneck-Bailey Scholar Award</td>
<td>Columbia Vagelos College of Physicians and Surgeons</td>
<td>01/14/2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>enhanced CV template</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISABILITIES</td>
<td>Promoting Reproductive Health for Adolescents and Adults with Disabilities (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; Office of Research on Women's Health</td>
<td>03/30/2022; 03/31/2022 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-AWARDS</td>
<td>2021 - 2022 cycle of the K Award Development Seminars</td>
<td>Columbia</td>
<td>10/21/2021 – 05/19/2022 (Class Date Range)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10.21.2021_05.19.2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW</td>
<td><a href="https://research.columbia.edu/">NHLBI Career Transition Award for Intramural Postdoctoral Fellows and Research Trainees (K22 Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</a></td>
<td>National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute</td>
<td>02/12/2022; 02/12/2024; 06/12/2024; 07/13/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://research.columbia.edu/">NHLBI Career Transition Award for Intramural Postdoctoral Fellows and Research Trainees (K22 Clinical Trial Required)</a></td>
<td>National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute</td>
<td>2/12/2022; 02/12/2024; 06/12/2024; 07/13/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RISE</td>
<td><a href="https://research.columbia.edu/content/ri.se">2022 Research Initiatives in Science and Engineering (RISE) Competition</a></td>
<td><a href="https://research.columbia.edu/content/ri.se">https://research.columbia.edu/content/ri.se</a></td>
<td>10/18/2021 (Round 1 Deadline); 01/2022 (Round 2 Deadline, Invited Applicants)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COVID-19</td>
<td>The National Institutes of Health’s All of Us Research Program has announced a</td>
<td><a href="https://allofus.nih.gov/">https://allofus.nih.gov/</a></td>
<td>09/2021 (Release Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>New This Week (Tabular)</strong></td>
<td>significant increase in the COVID-19 data available in its precision medicine database</td>
<td>All of Us Research Program</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Apply for Access to the All of Us Research Program Database</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MICROBIOME</strong></td>
<td>Development of Microbiome-Related Approaches for Diagnosis/Mitigation/Treatment of Radiation Injuries (U01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases</td>
<td>02/09/2022; 02/10/2022 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INFORMATION SESSIONS</strong></td>
<td>EPIKAGE Info Sessions (Archival) Navigating Interactions with Your Program Officer (PO) Specific Aims Workshop Grant Writing Tips NIH Review Process Info Session NIH Reviewer Panel Discussion How to Help Your Lab Members Obtain Funding K Award Info Session for Clinicians Grant Starter Kit Facilities and Resources Bank BioRender ESI Editing Service</td>
<td><a href="https://research.ps.columbia.edu/">https://research.ps.columbia.edu/</a></td>
<td>NA, Archival</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BIG DATA</strong></td>
<td>Do you need a data scientist to support your research? Form on Campus Connections Hire a DSI Student</td>
<td>Columbia Data Science Institute</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Limited Submission NIH SUNBEAM - Analysis and Bioinformatics Center (ABC) (UM1); Limited Submission Deadline 10/12/201; RFA, Sponsor Deadline 02/15/2022 Current CU Limited Submission Opportunities</td>
<td>NIH Sunbeam</td>
<td>10/12/2021 (Limited Submission Deadline); 02/15/2022 (Sponsor Deadline); 02/16/2022 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NEW YORK STATE BIODEFENSE</strong></td>
<td>NIH Request for Information (RFI) on Search Capabilities across the biomedical landscape for NIH-wide Data Discovery</td>
<td>Office of the Director, NIH</td>
<td>01/28/2022 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Governor Hochul Announces Opening of:</td>
<td>New York State</td>
<td>09/27/2021 (Short Proposal Deadline;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMERCIALIZATION FUND</td>
<td>New York State’s New $40 Million Biodefense Commercialization Fund</td>
<td></td>
<td>Applications received after the September 27 deadline will be rolled into the next application cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clarification and Guidance for Applicants Preparing Applications for the Fall 2021 Due Dates During the COVID-19 Pandemic</td>
<td>Office of the Director, NIH</td>
<td>08/25/2021 (Release Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Availability of Administrative Supplements for Research on Pathobiological Mechanisms of Post-Acute Sequelae of SARS-CoV-2 Infection</td>
<td>Office of the Director, NIH</td>
<td>01/24/2022 (First Available Due Date); 01/25/2022 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Social, Behavioral, and Economic Impact of COVID-19 in Underserved and Vulnerable Populations</td>
<td>NIH</td>
<td>10/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 09/08/2024 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW NIH BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH AND OTHER SUPPORT FORMAT PAGE</td>
<td>[updates from NIH and SPA] NIH Other Support format pages NIH Biographical Sketches Awardees must report significant changes in Other Support in RPPRs Rather than simply updating a previously submitted Other Support form, we strongly recommend that you create a new form from scratch, to ensure that you are able to implement all changes FAQs NIH’s FAQs and Instructions: NIH Other Support (main page containing forms and instructions) NIH Other Support FAQs NIH Biosketch Format Pages, Instructions and Samples (main page containing forms and instructions) NIH Biographical Sketch FAQs SciENcv</td>
<td>NIH, SPA</td>
<td>01/25/2022 (recent updates from NIH and SPA for NIH Grant Submissions on or after this date)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## New This Week (Tabular)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (first appearance)</th>
<th>Title (linked)</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Columbia resources:</td>
<td>Columbia’s FAQs on NIH Other Support and Biosketches</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NIH Researcher Disclosure Requirements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Science &amp; Security website</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIH BIOSKETCH</td>
<td>Columbia Research/SPA, NIH Biosketch/Other Support Webinar, Event Date, Archival 12/09/2021 Slide Deck Available</td>
<td>Columbia Research/SPA, NIH</td>
<td>12/09/2021 (upcoming Columbia Research / SPA Webinar; NIH Biosketches and Other Support)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTHER SUPPORT</td>
<td>Columbia Research/SPA, NIH Town Hall, Part I – NIH Biosketches and Other Support: The Latest Information, 01/10/2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPA WEBINARS</td>
<td>Columbia Research/SPA, NIH Town Hall, Part II – covering all NIH changes effective 1/25/2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIH Biosketches and Other Support Town Hall_11.17.2021 Archival; Columbia Research/SPA, NIH Biosketch/Other Support Webinar, Event Date, Archival 12/09/2021 Slide Deck Available</td>
<td><a href="https://spa.columbia.edu/">https://spa.columbia.edu/</a></td>
<td>11/17/2021 (Town Hall Date, Archival)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Summary One-Pager, (rev. 11/17/2021) of the new NIH Disclosure Requirements Annotated Biosketch (rev. 11/11/2021); NIH Researcher Disclosure Requirements webpage.; future town halls for the latest information. Register here: Columbia Research/SPA, NIH Town Hall, Part I – NIH Biosketches and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other Support: The Latest Information, 01/10/2022 Columbia Research/SPA, NIH Town Hall, Part II – covering all NIH changes effective 1/25/2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Biographical Sketches Other Support Columbia University’s Electronic Signature Policy DocuSign Rascal module NIH Biosketches and Other Support Town Hall_11.17.2021 Monday, January 10, 2022, 1-2pm EST NIH Researcher Disclosure Requirements</td>
<td>NIH</td>
<td>01/25/2022 (Effective Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SPA Webinars on NIH Biosketches and Other Support format pages NIH Researcher Disclosure Requirements Monday, October 18 Archival NIH Biosketches and Other Support Town Hall_11.17.2021 Columbia Research/SPA, NIH Biosketch/Other Support Webinar, Event Date, Archival 12/09/2021 Slide Deck Available Monday, January 10, 2022, 1-2pm EST</td>
<td>SPA</td>
<td>10/18/2021 (Archival); 11/17/2021 (Archival); 12/09/2021 (Archival); 01/10/2022 (Archived and Currently Scheduled SPA Webinar Dates)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Announcing New Inbox for Inquiries Related to Changes to Biographical Sketch and Other Support Format Page Effective as of this announcement, please send inquiries related to changes to the biographical sketch and other support templates to <a href="mailto:nihosbiosketch@nih.gov">nihosbiosketch@nih.gov</a> Updated Other Support resources, including FAQs and sample Other Support format pages Implementation of Changes to the Biographical Sketch and Other Support Format Page</td>
<td>National Institutes of Health</td>
<td>05/18/2021 (Release Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upcoming Changes to the Biographical Sketch and Other Support Format Page for Due Dates on or after May 25, 2021 Reminders of NIH Policies on Other Support and on Policies related to Financial Conflicts of Interest and Foreign Components</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archival_05.19.2021 SPA Town Hall on the Revised NIH Other Support Format Pages Archival 05.10.2021 SPA Town Hall on NIH Biographical Sketches and Other Support Pages NIH Researcher Disclosure Requirements Reminders of NIH Policies on Other Support and on Policies related to Financial Conflicts of Interest and Foreign Components SPA Project Officer</td>
<td>SPA</td>
<td>05/19/2021 (Event Date); For NIH Submissions 05/25/2021, 01/25/2022 and after; You may continue to use the current biosketch and other support format pages, however, the new formats will be required for applications, JIT requests, and RPPRs due on or after 1/25/2022</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGING</td>
<td>2022-2023 HAPF Health and Aging Policy Fellowships The Impact of Social Determinants on Biology in Health Disparities; Speakers: Daniel Belsky, PhD; Melissa Boneta Davis, PhD; Ervin R. Fox, MD, MPH; Jasmine McDonald, PhD; Jacquelyn Taylor, PhD; moderated by Kevin Gardner, MD, PhD; TUESDAY, DECEMBER 14, at 4:30PM ET Exposures to adversity accelerate aging in the immune and central nervous systems Noah Snyder-Mackler, PhD, Assistant Professor, Arizona State University, Center for Evolution and Medicine; School of Life Sciences; THURSDAY, DECEMBER 16, at 11:30 AM ET</td>
<td><a href="https://www.healthandagingpolicy.org">https://www.healthandagingpolicy.org</a>; <a href="https://aging.columbia.edu/">https://aging.columbia.edu/</a></td>
<td>12/14/2021 (Social Determinants Lecture); Exposures to Adversity Lecture (12/16/2021); 04/14/2022 (Policy Fellowship)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## New This Week (Tabular)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (first appearance)</th>
<th>Title (linked)</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| MEETING                     | **Learning Health Systems Symposium; Thursday, December 16, 2021 12:00PM - 2:30PM ET**  
Sponsor:  
Deadline(s):                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  | Columbia University’s Learning Health System Initiative                                         | 12/16/2021 (Event Date)                                               |
| NIH extramural NEXUS August 2021 Further Demographic Analyses of NIH R01 Grant Outcomes of T32 Postdoctoral Participants Data on Implementing NIH’s Next Generation Researchers Initiative NIH-Wide Strategic Plan for FY 2021-2025 Now Available Additional Clarifications to Biosketch and Other Support Policies Now Available Save the Date: Fall 2021 NIH Virtual Seminar on Program Funding and Grants Administration! | NIH Office of Extramural Research                                                                                                                         | 08/04/2021 (Release Date)                                             |
| NIH STRATEGIC PLAN          | NIH-Wide Strategic Plan for Fiscal Years (FYs) 2021-2025 is now available  
Extramural Nexus Framework of three key objectives of the NIH 2021-2025 NIH-Wide Strategic Plan, Archival 02.18.2020 Archival NIH-Wide Strategic Plan for Fiscal Years (FYs) 2016-2020                                                                 | NIH                                                                                               | 07/30/2021 (2021-2025 plan; Release Date)                             |
| FORMS-G                     | New NIH "FORMS-G" Grant Application Forms and Instructions Coming for Due Dates on or after January 25, 2022  
High-level Summary of Form Changes in FORMS-G Application Packages                                                                                                                                                    | National Institutes of Health; Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality; Food and Drug Administration | 01/25/2022 (Forms-G must be used for grants submitted on or after this date) |
|                             | Reminder: FORMS-G Grant Application Forms & Instructions Must Be Used for Due Dates On or After January 25, 2022 - New Grant Application Instructions Now Available                                                                                                                 | National Institutes of Health; Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality AHRQ; U.S. Food and Drug Administration | 01/25/2022 (For Due Dates on or after January 25, 2022)                |
|                             | NIA Announces Guidance for Purchasing Identifiable Centers for                                                                                                                                                                                                                      | National Institute on Aging                                                                      | 08/25/2021 (Release Date)                                             |
### New This Week (Tabular)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (first appearance)</th>
<th>Title (linked)</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) Data in Grant Applications Effective FY 2022</td>
<td>National Institutes of Health</td>
<td>04/20/2021 (Release Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Publication of the Revised NIH Grants Policy Statement (Rev. April 2021) for Fiscal Year 2021</td>
<td>National Institutes of Health</td>
<td>04/20/2021 (Release Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expanding Requirement for eRA Commons IDs to All Senior/Key Personnel</td>
<td>National Institutes of Health; Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality; Food and Drug Administration</td>
<td>04/20/2021 (Release Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARDIOVASCULAR</td>
<td>NHLBI Announces Interest in Promoting Cardiovascular and Cardiometabolic Health in Early Stages of the Lifecourse: Pre-adolescence Through Adolescence to Young Adulthood</td>
<td>National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute</td>
<td>08/30/2021 (Release Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Promoting Cardiovascular and Cardiometabolic Health in Early Stages of the Lifecourse: Pre-adolescence Through Adolescence to Young Adulthood</td>
<td>National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute</td>
<td>10/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 06/06/2026 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION</td>
<td>SF New Proposal Functionality, NSF Website Enhancements, and Updates to the Biographical Sketch and Current and Pending Support Formats NSF Funding Opportunity Search About Proposal Preparation and Submission Proposal Submission Capabilities NSF 22-1 About NSF beta CU SPA Project Officer</td>
<td>NSF, SPA</td>
<td>NA, NSF website update in progress; 10/04/2021 (PPAG activation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NSF Electronic Research Administration Forum</td>
<td>NSF</td>
<td>11/16/2021 (Archival)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>nsf22001 Proposal &amp; Award Policies &amp; Procedures Guide (PAPPG)</td>
<td>NSF - National Science Foundation SPA Project Officer Department Assignments</td>
<td>Effective October 4, 2021, the National Science Foundation (NSF) made a number of system updates for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Summary of Significant Changes to NSF 22-1 (nsf.gov) NSF 22-1 PAPPG Chapter II (nsf.gov) NSF biographical sketch NSF Current and pending support FAQs on using SciENcv FAQs on using NSF fillable PDF</td>
<td></td>
<td>proposals submitted in Research.gov, FastLane, and Grants.gov in accordance with the implementation of the Proposal &amp; Award Policies &amp; Procedures Guide (PAPPG) (NSF 22-1); 10/04/2021 (Effective Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NSF Proposal and Award Policy Update Webinar Proposal &amp; Award Policies &amp; Procedures Guide (PAPPG)</td>
<td>NSF</td>
<td>09/21/2021 (Event Date, Archival)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Issuance of NSF Proposal and Award Policies and Procedures Guide (NSF 22-1)</td>
<td>National Science Foundation</td>
<td>10/04/2021 (Effective Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Statement by NSF Director Sethuraman Panchanathan on the President’s FY22 Budget Request</td>
<td>National Science Foundation (NSF)</td>
<td>05/28/2021 (Release Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCORI</td>
<td>PCORI Funding Cycle Opens with 9 Funding Announcements View all PCORI funding opportunities What you need to know to apply Applicant FAQs Applicant Resources and Cheat Sheets SPA Project Officer Managing Mild Persistent Asthma in Children and Teens; A new PCORI Evidence Update</td>
<td>PCORI</td>
<td>10/05/2021 (LOI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute (PCORI) Online System will open for the submission of Letters of Intent (LOIs) and applications for nine PCORI Funding Announcements (PFAs) on 09.07.2021 PCORI Openings and apply Program Officer, Methodological Research</td>
<td>PCORI</td>
<td>09/07/2021 (Submission Opening Date)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## New This Week (Tabular)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (first appearance)</th>
<th>Title (linked)</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| PICORI Targeted funding announcement | [1] Broad PCORI Funding Announcements -- Cycle 2 2021  
[3] Broad PCORI Funding Announcements -- Cycle 3 2021  

## OUTCOMES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (first appearance)</th>
<th>Title (linked)</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Improving Patient Adherence to Treatment and Prevention Regimens to Promote Health</td>
<td>Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; *Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on...</td>
<td>05/07/2021 (First Available Due Date); 06/08/2024 (Expiration Date)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dyadic Interpersonal Processes and Biopsychosocial Outcomes (R01 Clinical Trials Not Allowed)</td>
<td>Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Nursing Research; Office of Disease Prevention; Office of Research on Women’s Health</td>
<td>02/05/2022; 02/05/2023; 05/08/2023 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REENTRY</td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Research Supplements to Promote Reentry and Reintegration into Health-Related Research Careers” (NOT-OD-21-134)</td>
<td>NIH Office of Research on Women’s Health</td>
<td>08/26/2021 (First Available Due Date); 10/07/2023 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PILOT</td>
<td>DASHI Pilot projects in the intersection of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Health Sciences Workshop 12.10.2021</td>
<td>Hosted by The Data Science Institute and Columbia University Irving Medical Center; The Data Science Institute and Columbia University Irving Medical Center have a new partnership focused on</td>
<td>11/23/2021 (LOI); 12/10/2021 (Workshop Date); 01/07/2022 (Proposal Deadline)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>building collaborative research projects that leverage foundational data</td>
<td>multiple, first and last presented</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>science for new clinical advances. On the biomedical side, this is driven</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>by emerging access to large scale complex datasets due to recently deployed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>technologies, e.g. in imaging, genomics, and electronic health records.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>These data challenges are looking for analysis tools to tackle them. On the</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>engineering side, method developers are seeking data to sink their teeth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>into and test their developments in real-world settings. The Data Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and Health Initiative (DASHI) aims to bridge this gap and create synergy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>between our institutional strengths.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021-2022 HICCC Pilot Award</td>
<td><strong>Center for Precision Cancer Medicine (CPCM) Pilot Studies; RFP Deadline: 02/01/2022</strong></td>
<td><strong>Center for Precision Cancer Medicine (CPCM)</strong></td>
<td>02/01/2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schedule</td>
<td><strong>The Collaborative and Multidisciplinary Pilot Research (CaMPR) General and</strong></td>
<td><strong>Irving Institute</strong></td>
<td>02/07/2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Integrating Special Populations (CaMPR-ISP) Pilot Award</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>The Irving Multi-PI Planning Grant</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Pilot Award: Strategic Priorities; Learning Health Systems Focus</td>
<td>This award is supported by the Irving Institute for Clinical and Translational Research, Columbia University Irving Medical Center,</td>
<td>02/10/2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ColumbiaDoctors, and the Columbia University Fu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLLABORATORY</td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for NIH Health Care Systems Research Collaboratory - Pragmatic and Implementation Trials of Embedded Interventions (UG3/UH3 Clinical Trials Optional)</td>
<td>National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Nursing Research; Office of Disease Prevention</td>
<td>11/15/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Limited Competition: NIH Health Care Systems Research Collaboratory - Coordinating Center (U24 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Nursing Research; Office of Disease Prevention</td>
<td>11/15/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CANCER</td>
<td>Integrating Biospecimen Science Approaches into Clinical Assay Development (U01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institutes of Health NIH; National Cancer Institute NCI</td>
<td>01/11/2022; 06/07/2022; 09/13/2024; 09/14/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>01/12/2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>01/15/2022 (Response Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>02/05/2022 (First Available Due Date);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discovery of the Genetic Basis of Childhood Cancers and of Structural Birth Defects: Gabriella Miller Kids First Pediatric Research Program (X01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>Office of Strategic Coordination (Common Fund)</td>
<td>11/06/2024 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Modulating Human Microbiome Function to Enhance Immune Responses Against Cancer (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>02/05/2022; 01/08/2025 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Modulating Human Microbiome Function to Enhance Immune Responses Against Cancer (R21 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>NIH, NCI</td>
<td>02/16/2022; 01/08/2025 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cancer Center Support Grants (CCSGs) for NCI-designated Cancer Centers (P30 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>01/25/2022; 01/25/2023; 01/25/2024; Standard dates ; 01/08/2025 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exploratory Grants in Cancer Control (R21 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>01/07/2022; 10/07/2022; 06/07/2024; 10/08/2024; 10/09/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY</td>
<td>U.S. Environmental Protection Agency : New Funding Opportunity: Life-Cycle Analysis to Support Cost-Effective Enhanced Aquifer Recharge Request for Applications (RFA); Deadline 01/13/2022 and Informational Webinar; 12/01/2021</td>
<td>US Environmental Protection Agency</td>
<td>12/01/2021 (Webinar); 01/13/2022 (Application)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Environmental Protection Agency; New Funding Opportunity: Research to Reduce Consumer Food Waste in the United States Request for Applications (RFA) and Informational Webinar EPA’s Solicitation Clauses Research to Reduce Consumer Food Waste in the United States Request for Applications (RFA) Register for the Webinar EPA Research Grants</td>
<td>Environmental Protection Agency</td>
<td>02/09/2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASPPH WEEKLY NEWSLETTER</td>
<td>ASPPH Newsletter New Format (updated weekly)! [please note that the ASPPH Newsletter’s Blog Page will be updated every Friday. All may access it and the url remains constant <a href="https://www.aspph.org/friday-letter/">https://www.aspph.org/friday-letter/</a>] ASPPH Has Redesigned its Newsletter Page</td>
<td><a href="http://aspph.org">http://aspph.org</a></td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOBILE HEALTH</td>
<td>Mobile Health: Technology and Outcomes in Low and Middle Income Countries (R21/R33 - Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>John E. Fogarty International Center; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research; Office of Research on Women’s Health</td>
<td>11/15/2022; 12/10/2022 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUBERCULOSIS</td>
<td>RePORT International Coordinating Center (RICC) (U01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases</td>
<td>03/17/2022; 03/18/2022 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## New This Week (Tabular)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (first appearance)</th>
<th>Title (linked)</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IMAGING</td>
<td>Imaging - Science Track Award for Research Transition (I/START) (R03-Basic Experimental Studies with Humans Required)</td>
<td>National Institute on Drug Abuse</td>
<td>02/16/2022; 02/16/2024; 06/16/2024; 09/08/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Imaging - Science Track Award for Research Transition (I/START) (R03-Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Institute on Drug Abuse</td>
<td>02/16/2022; 02/16/2024; 06/16/2024; 09/08/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLINICAL TRIALS</td>
<td>NIA Announces New Policy and Procedures for the Reporting of Human Subjects Enrollment Data for NIA Clinical Research Trials/Studies</td>
<td>National Institute on Aging</td>
<td>06/17/2021 (Release Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): IDEA2Health: Innovative Data Evaluation and Analysis to Health</td>
<td>National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute</td>
<td>02/05/2022 (First Available Due Date); 01/08/2025 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pilot Projects Enhancing Utility and Usage of Common Fund Data Sets (R03 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>Office of Strategic Coordination (Common Fund)</td>
<td>02/18/2022; 02/19/2022 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Request for Information on Proposed Updates and Long-Term Considerations for the NIH Genomic Data Sharing Policy</td>
<td>Office of the Director, NIH</td>
<td>02/28/2022 (Response Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CU DATA Science Institute SUBMIT CAPSTONE PROJECT PROPOSAL HERE by 12/15/2021 CU Data Science Institute BECOME A CAPSTONE PROJECT MENTOR HERE submit by 01/03/2022</td>
<td><a href="https://datascience.columbia.edu/">https://datascience.columbia.edu/</a></td>
<td>12/15/2021 (Capstone Project Proposal Deadline, Faculty); 01/03/2022 (Capstone Project Mentor Application)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETHICS</td>
<td>Center for ELSI Resources and Analysis (CERA) call for proposals INFORMATION - APPLICATION - FAQ S</td>
<td>Irving Institute</td>
<td>10/15/2021 (Initial Proposal); 11/15/2021 (Notification of Finalists); 12/31/2021 (Invited Proposals Due)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Administrative Supplement for Research and Capacity Building Efforts</td>
<td>Office of the Director, NIH; John E. Fogarty International Center; National Center for</td>
<td>01/17/2022 (First Available Due Date);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Related to Bioethical Issues (Admin Supp Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>Advancing Translational Sciences; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; <strong>Eunice Kennedy Shriver</strong> National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research; National Library of Medicine; Office of Research on Women’s Health</td>
<td>03/17/2022 (Expiration)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### New This Week (Tabular)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (first appearance)</th>
<th>Title (linked)</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RETURNING TO CAMPUS</td>
<td>COVID-19 Campus Safety for Employees and Students</td>
<td>CUMC</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C4R CU Collaborative Cohort of Cohorts for COVID-19 Research</td>
<td>NIH/CU</td>
<td>ACTIVELY encouraging submissions of C4R manuscript proposals! Proposals are reviewed on a monthly basis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Please visit the C4R webpage for more information on research opportunities and contact <a href="mailto:c4r@cumc.columbia.edu">c4r@cumc.columbia.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Updated Process for Submission of Federal Financial Reports for Closed Payment Management System Subaccounts</td>
<td>National Institutes of Health</td>
<td>06/01/2021 (Release Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEALTHCARE ASSOCIATED INFECTIONS (HAI)</td>
<td>Limited Competition: Promoting a Basic Understanding of Chemical Threats to Skin (R34 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases</td>
<td>02/16/2022; 06/16/2022; 02/16/2024; 06/16/2024; 09/08/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Large Health Services Research Demonstration and Dissemination Projects for Prevention of Healthcare-Associated Infections (R18)</td>
<td>Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality</td>
<td>Standard dates ; 05/27/2025 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Large Research Projects for Prevention of Healthcare-Associated Infections (R01)</td>
<td>Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality</td>
<td>Standard dates ; 05/27/2025 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Informational Webinar on the Intramural NIGMS Postdoctoral Research Associate Training (PRAT) Program and Fi2 Application Process</td>
<td>National Institute of General Medical Sciences</td>
<td>06/22/2021 (2PM, Event Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Archival Webinar Pre-Application Informational Webinar for PAR-21-168 &quot;Summer Research Education Experience Program (R25 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)&quot;</td>
<td>National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences</td>
<td>07/27/2021 (Webinar Date) Archival posting pending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Pre-Application Webinar for RFA-DK-21-026, Silvio O. Conte Digestive Diseases Research Core Centers (P30 Clinical Trial Optional) Webinar Registration</td>
<td>National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases</td>
<td>10/27/2021 (Webinar Date); 02/17/2022; 06/08/2023 (Application); 06/09/2023 (Expiration)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIABETES</td>
<td>Comprehensive Care for Adults with Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus from Populations with Health Disparities (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Eye Institute; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; Office of Research on Women's Health</td>
<td>02/05/2022; 02/05/2024; 06/05/2024; 09/08/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Naomi Berrie Diabetes Center of Columbia University and the Russell Berrie Foundation; Call for Applications: Pre-translational Diabetes Research Awards</td>
<td>The Naomi Berrie Diabetes Center of Columbia University and the Russell Berrie Foundation</td>
<td>01/15/2022</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-Resolution Exploration of the Human Islet Tissue Environment [HIRN Human Pancreas Analysis Consortium (HPAC)] (U01 - Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases</td>
<td>03/03/2022; 03/04/2022 (Expiration)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understanding and Targeting the Pathophysiology of Youth-onset Type 2 Diabetes Clinical Centers (U01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases</td>
<td>03/03/2022; 03/04/2022 (Expiration)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understanding and Targeting the Pathophysiology of Youth-onset Type 2 Diabetes Biostatistics Research Center (U01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases</td>
<td>03/03/2022; 03/04/2022 (Expiration)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot and Feasibility Studies to Improve Technology Adoption and Reduce Health Disparities in Type 1 Diabetes Mellitus (R01 Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td>National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases</td>
<td>03/03/2022; 03/04/2022 (Expiration)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMALL RESEARCH GRANTS</td>
<td>NICHD Small Research Grant Program (R03 Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td>Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development</td>
<td>02/16/2022; 06/16/2022; 10/16/2022; 02/16/2023 06/16/02023;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## New This Week (Tabular)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (first appearance)</th>
<th>Title (linked)</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION FORUMS</td>
<td>Archival Research Administration Forum 10.13.2021 Requires CU uni login NIH Other Support and Biosketch town hall SPA Project Officer Video Slides 61-76 NIH videos on transitioning to Login.gov Overview of NIH eRA and 2FA NIH FAQs on both Login.gov and InCommon Federated</td>
<td>SPA</td>
<td>04/12/2021; (Event Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENVIRONMENTAL EPIDEMIOLOGY CLIMATE CONNECTIONS (E2C2)</td>
<td>Environmental Epidemiology Climate Connections (E2C2), formerly EEC Register for any of our currently scheduled E2C2 Zoom 10/12, 26, 11/9, 23, 12/14 Simulcasts Here E2C2 Meetings are Postponed Until Further Notice</td>
<td>Research Resources and the Departments of Environmental Health Sciences and Epidemiology</td>
<td>E2C2 plans on meeting during the Fall term on the 2nd and 4th Tuesdays in October [12, 26], November [9, 23 (TG week)], and December [14, (no meeting on the 28th)] from 4PM-5PM; 11/23/2021; 12/14/2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## New This Week (Tabular)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (first appearance)</th>
<th>Title (linked)</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ENVIRONMENTAL</td>
<td>The HHEAR Data Center’s public data repository has recently been updated</td>
<td>Sponsored by: National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS)</td>
<td>(Meeting Dates); we will meet in ARB EHS Conference Room 1102 and plan to simulcast these meetings on Zoom. You may register for any of these Zoom presentations <a href="#">here</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NOAA Announces new Environmental Literacy Program Funding Opportunity</td>
<td><a href="https://www.noaa.gov/office-education/elp/grants/apply">https://www.noaa.gov/</a></td>
<td>05/17/2022; 04/16/2022 (Archive Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEALTH EQUITY</td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish Funding Announcement for Strategies to Implement Evidence-based Care to Reduce High Burden Racial and Ethnic Disparities</td>
<td>Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality</td>
<td>NA, NOI, applications are not being requested at this time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Re-issue RFA-RM-21-022 Transformative Research to Address Health Disparities and Advance Health Equity at Minority Serving Institutions (U01 Clinical Trial Allowed)*</td>
<td>Office of Strategic Coordination (Common Fund)</td>
<td>03/05/2022 (Final Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Merck Foundation Alliance for Equity in Cancer Care; Deadline: LOI November 19 Please let us know if you plan to apply by sending an email to <a href="mailto:tj2325@cumc.columbia.edu">tj2325@cumc.columbia.edu</a></td>
<td>The Merck Foundation (the Foundation)</td>
<td>11/19/2021 (LOI); 01/07/2022 (Notification)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUTSTANDING INVESTIGATOR AWARD</td>
<td>NHLBI Outstanding Investigator Award (OIA) (R35 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute</td>
<td>02/15/2022; 02/15/2023; 02/15/2024; 04/26/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EARLY INVESTIGATOR</td>
<td>NHLBI Emerging Investigator Award (EIA) (R35 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute</td>
<td>02/15/2022; 02/15/2023; 02/15/2024; 04/26/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Method to Extend Research in Time (MERIT) Award Extension Request (Type 4 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>07/07/2021 (First Application Due Date); 12/02/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest: Expanding the Otitis Media Research Workforce: Focus on Early Stage Investigators</td>
<td>National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders</td>
<td>01/25/2022 (First Available Due Date); 09/08/2025 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish the Reissuance of PAR-18-420, NINDS Exploratory Clinical Trials (U01 - Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td>National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke</td>
<td>06/05/2021 (Estimated First Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P GRANTS</td>
<td>NINDS Program Project Grant (P01 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke</td>
<td>05/25/2021 (First Application Due Date); 01/25/2024; 05/08/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMER RESEARCH</td>
<td>Summer Research Education Experience Program (R25 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences</td>
<td>03/17/2022; 03/17/2023; 03/19/2024; 05/08/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLINICIAN SCIENTISTS</td>
<td>Research Experiences to Enhance Clinician-Scientists' Participation in NIDCDs Research (R25 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders</td>
<td>01/27/2022; 05/27/2022; 09/21/2022; 01/27/2023; 05/26/2023; 09/26/2023; 01/29/2024;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Limited Competition: Clinical and Translational Science Awards (CTSA) Consortium-Wide Centers: Resources for Rapid Demonstration and Dissemination (U24 Clinical Trials Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences</td>
<td>01/30/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHYSICAL ACTIVITY</td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Developing and Testing Multilevel Physical Activity Interventions to Improve Health and Well-Being</td>
<td>Office of Disease Prevention; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Nursing Research; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research; Office of Research on Women’s Health</td>
<td>06/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 02/16/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MICROBIOLOGY</td>
<td>Identification and Characterization of Bioactive Microbial Metabolites for Advancing Research on Microbe-Diet-Host Interactions (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Cancer Institute; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences</td>
<td>06/22/2022; 10/20/2022; 06/22/2023; 10/19/2023; 10/20/2023 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## New This Week (Tabular)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (first appearance)</th>
<th>Title (linked)</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PSYCHOLOGY</td>
<td>Computational Approaches for Validating Dimensional Constructs of Relevance to Psychopathology (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>11/01/2022; 11/01/2023; 11/02/2023 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Computationally-Defined Behaviors in Psychiatry (R21 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>11/01/2022; 11/01/2023; 11/02/2023 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOUNDATION FUNDING</td>
<td>Bill &amp; Melinda Gates Foundation - Global Grand Challenges</td>
<td><a href="https://gcgh.grandchallenges.org">https://gcgh.grandchallenges.org</a></td>
<td>01/13/2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strengthening Data Science Capacity and the Ecosystem: Enabling Data-Centered Public Health Interventions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bill &amp; Melinda Gates Foundation - Global Grand Challenges</td>
<td><a href="https://gcgh.grandchallenges.org">https://gcgh.grandchallenges.org</a></td>
<td>01/13/2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Metagenomic Next Generation Sequencing to Detect, Identify, and Characterize Pathogens</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bill &amp; Melinda Gates Foundation - Global Grand Challenges</td>
<td><a href="https://gcgh.grandchallenges.org">https://gcgh.grandchallenges.org</a></td>
<td>01/13/2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Innovations in Eliminating Neglected Tropical Diseases</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bill &amp; Melinda Gates Foundation - Global Grand Challenges</td>
<td><a href="https://gcgh.grandchallenges.org">https://gcgh.grandchallenges.org</a></td>
<td>01/13/2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Building Malaria Modeling in Sub-Saharan Africa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bill &amp; Melinda Gates Foundation - Global Grand Challenges</td>
<td><a href="https://gcgh.grandchallenges.org">https://gcgh.grandchallenges.org</a></td>
<td>01/13/2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Digital Health Services for Pregnant Women to Support Antenatal Risk Stratification in Sub-Saharan Africa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Concern Foundation</td>
<td>Conquer Cancer Now Award</td>
<td><a href="https://www.concernfoundation.org">https://www.concernfoundation.org</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## New This Week (Tabular)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (first appearance)</th>
<th>Title (linked)</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Patricia S. Brown Breast Cancer Risk Reduction Education Research Projects (Round 8) ; Webinars</td>
<td><a href="https://grantsgateway.ny.gov">https://grantsgateway.ny.gov</a></td>
<td>01/11/2022 (LOI, Encouraged); 03/08/2022 (Application)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Damon Runyon Clinical Investigator Award; Internal Deadline 01.18.2022; Sponsor Deadline [RFA posted for reference] 02.01.2022</td>
<td><a href="https://www.damonrunyon.org">https://www.damonrunyon.org</a></td>
<td>01/18/2022 (Internal Deadline); 02/01/2022 (Sponsor Deadline)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Apply Mary Kay Ash Foundation Cancer Research Grants Internal Deadline 01.07.2022 MKAF RFP Sponsor Deadline 02.04.2022</td>
<td>Mary Kay Ash Foundation</td>
<td>01/07/2022 (Internal Deadline); 02/04/2022 (Sponsor Deadline)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cancer Research Institute Lloyd J. Old STAR Program; Deadline 01.15.2022</td>
<td>Cancer Research Institute ; <a href="https://www.cancerresearch.org">https://www.cancerresearch.org</a></td>
<td>01/15/2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lustgarten Foundation-AACR Career Development Award for Pancreatic Cancer Research Lustgarten Foundation – AACR Career Development Award for Pancreatic Cancer Research Program Guidelines</td>
<td>ACR</td>
<td>10/18/2021 (LOI); 12/2/2021 (LOI Notification Date); 01/24/2022 (Invited Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Columbia University VeloCity Ride to End Cancer</td>
<td>Columbia</td>
<td>10/03/2021 (Event Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cancer Research Education Grants Program - Courses for Skills Development (R25 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>Standard dates ; Standard AIDS dates ; 09/08/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cancer Research Education Grants Program - Research Experiences (R25 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>Standard dates ; Standard AIDS dates ; 09/08/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Utilizing the PLCO Biospecimens Resource to Bridge Gaps in Cancer Etiology and Early Detection Research (U01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>02/11/2022; 06/10/2022; 06/11/2024; 10/11/2024; 10/12/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pancreatic Cancer Detection Consortium: Research Units (U01 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>06/11/2024; 06/12/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pancreatic Cancer Detection Consortium: Management and Data Coordination Unit (U24 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>06/11/2024; 06/12/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>National Cancer Institute Youth Enjoy Science Research Education Program (R25 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>09/28/2022; 09/28/2023; 09/29/2023 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Implementation Science for Cancer Control in People Living with HIV in Low- and Middle-Income Countries (U01 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>12/15/2021; 12/16/2021 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Pancreatic Cancer Detection Consortium: Management and Data Coordination Unit (U24 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>11/15/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): New Information Technology-Enabled Care Delivery Models to Improve Depression Care in Cancer</td>
<td>National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>10/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 03/08/2024 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): New Information Technology-Enabled Care Delivery Models to Improve Depression Care in Cancer</td>
<td>National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>10/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 03/08/2024 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE</td>
<td>DoD Young Investigator Program (YIP) DoD Fiscal Year (FY) 2022 Young Investigator Program N00014-21-S-F008 Limit, a PI may submit only 1 proposal; Applicants are strongly encouraged to contact the appropriate Program Office before submitting an application Current CUMC limited submission programs</td>
<td>Department of Defense</td>
<td>10/15/2021 (Pre-Proposal); 10/29/2021; 11/28/2021 (Archive Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIH REPORTER</td>
<td>NIH Extramural Nexus, NIH Reporter, Keeping on Top of NIH-Funded Research You Care the Most About Just Got Easier</td>
<td><a href="https://grants.nih.gov/grants/oer.htm">https://grants.nih.gov/grants/oer.htm</a></td>
<td>02/16/2021 (Release Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Requesting Extensions for Early Career Scientists Whose Career Trajectories Have Been Significantly Impacted by COVID-19</td>
<td>Office of The Director, National Institutes of Health (OD)</td>
<td>02/02/2021 (Release Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSF-BSF JOINT FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES</td>
<td>NSF-BSF Joint Funding Opportunities by Program NSF-BSF Foundational Research in Robotics NSF-BSF Cyber-Physical Systems NSF-BSF Mathematical and Scientific Foundations of Deep Learning</td>
<td>U.S.-Israel Binational Science Foundation (BSF); <a href="http://www.bsf.org">www.bsf.org</a> ; <a href="https://www.bsf.org.il/funding-opportunities/bsf-joint-research-grants/about/">https://www.bsf.org.il/funding-opportunities/bsf-joint-research-grants/about/</a></td>
<td>Please see individual opportunities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DoD/CDMRP - COVID-19 Impact on Research Awards [No Link Provided] CDMRP continues to be concerned about the impacts of COVID-19 on Service Members and the public. We are aware of the challenges it poses and are tracking some of the impacts to current awardees and ongoing research. While not every program will have financial resources available to assist, awareness of any significant unresolved issues affecting current research awards is important. The intent of this notice is to remind recipients of the requirements in 32 CFR Part 1134, Subpart E Other Reporting. This provision specifies the requirement for recipients to disclose significant</td>
<td>Department of Defense</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**New This Week (Tabular)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (first appearance)</th>
<th>Title (linked)</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>developments as soon as they become known. These include problems, delays, or adverse conditions that will materially impair your ability to meet the objectives of your awards; Disclosures of significant developments may be made on your next interim performance report or at any point between scheduled performance reporting dates by contacting the Science Officer or Grant Specialist assigned to your award. This disclosure must include a statement of the action taken, or contemplated, and any assistance needed to resolve the situation</td>
<td>DoD/CDMRP Funding Opportunities update - 4/23/2021 Fiscal Year 2021 (FY21) Epilepsy Research Program (ERP) Fiscal Year 2021 (FY21) Orthotics and Prosthetics Outcomes Research Program (OPORP) Fiscal Year 2021 (FY21) Peer Reviewed Alzheimer’s Research Program (PRARP) Fiscal Year 2021 (FY21) Peer Reviewed Cancer Research Program (PRCRP) Fiscal Year 2021 (FY21) Peer Reviewed Orthopaedic Research Program (PRORP) Fiscal Year 2021 (FY21) Prostate Cancer Research Program (PCRP) Fiscal Year 2021 (FY21) Spinal Cord Injury Research Program (SCIRP) Fiscal Year 2021 (FY21) Tick-Borne Disease Research Program (TBDRP) Fiscal Year 2021 (FY21) Tuberous Sclerosis Complex Research Program (TSCRCP) Subscribe to the DOD ListServ SPA Project Officer</td>
<td>Department of Defense</td>
<td>Please see individual opportunities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### New This Week (Tabular)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (first appearance)</th>
<th>Title (linked)</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fiscal Year 2021 (FY21)</td>
<td>Autism Research Program (ARP)</td>
<td>Department of Defense</td>
<td>Later April, Early May (Pre-Applications); Please see piecemeal opportunities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiscal Year 2021 (FY21) Pe</td>
<td>Peer Reviewed Medical Research Program (PRMRP)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiscal Year 2021 (FY21) Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis Research Program (ALS RP)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiscal Year 2021 (FY21) Breast Cancer Research Program (BCRP)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiscal Year 2021 (FY21) Combat Casualty Care Research Program (JPC- 6)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiscal Year 2021 (FY21) Gulf War Illness Research Program (GWIRP)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiscal Year 2021 (FY21) Lung Cancer Research Program (LCRP)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiscal Year 2021 (FY21) Ovarian Cancer Research Program (OCRP)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiscal Year 2021 (FY21) Peer Reviewed Cancer Research Program (PRCRP)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiscal Year 2021 (FY21) Tick-Borne Disease Research Program (TBDRP)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current, FY 2021 Defense Funding Opportunities</td>
<td>Department of Defense</td>
<td></td>
<td>Please see piecemeal programs and their individual opportunities for Deadlines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Your Questions Answered: COVID-19 Vaccines, Archival Webinar 04.08.2021, with Drs. Kellie Bryant and Gary Miller</td>
<td>Office of the Dean</td>
<td>04/08/2021 (Archival posting, Event Date)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIH COVID-19 RESEARCH WEBSITE</td>
<td>NIH’s COVID-19 Research Website NIH’s COVID-19 Research Website - NEXUS</td>
<td>NIH</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIH Funding Opportunities Specific to COVID-19 Webpage CU RESEARCH SPA COVID-19 Funding Opportunities Webpage</td>
<td>NIH</td>
<td>NA, 07/08/2020 (Release Date)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEDICATED CU WEBSITE, COVID-19: FAQs AND RESOURCES RELATING TO RESEARCH</td>
<td>CU Website Dedicated to COVID-19: FAQs and Resources Relating to Research</td>
<td><a href="https://research.columbia.edu">https://research.columbia.edu</a></td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MENTAL HEALTH DISORDERS</td>
<td>Clinical Trials to Test the Effectiveness of Treatment, Preventive, and Services Interventions (Collaborative R01 Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>02/15/2022; 06/15/2022; 10/14/2022; 02/15/2023; 06/15/2023; 10/17/2023; 02/15/2024; 02/16/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clinical Trials to Test the Effectiveness of Treatment, Preventive, and Services Interventions (R01 Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>02/15/2022; 06/15/2022; 10/14/2022; 02/15/2023; 06/15/2023; 10/17/2023; 02/15/2024; 02/16/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Using Just-in-Time Adaptive Interventions to Optimize Established Adolescent Mental Health Treatments (R61/R33 Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>02/22/2023; 02/23/2023 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement: Effectiveness and Implementation Research for Post-Acute Interventions to Optimize Long-Term Mental Health Outcomes in Low- and Middle-Income Countries (R34 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>12/09/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Innovative Mental Health Services Research Not Involving Clinical Trials (R01 Clinical Trials Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>02/05/2022; 02/05/2024; 06/05/2024; 09/08/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Extension to PA-18-908, “New Computational Methods for Understanding the Functional Role of DNA Variants that are Associated with Mental Disorders (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)”</td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2022 (New Expiration) [PA-18-908]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Extension to PA-18-907, “New Computational Methods for Understanding the Functional Role of DNA Variants that are Associated with Mental Disorders (R01 (Collab) Clinical Trial Not Allowed)”</td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2022 (New Expiration) [PA-18-907]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NIMH Exploratory/Developmental Research Grant (R21 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>10/16/2023; 02/16/2024; 05/08/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pilot Effectiveness Trials for Treatment, Preventive and Services Interventions (R34 Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>02/15/2022; 06/15/2022; 10/14/2022; 02/15/2023; 06/15/2023; 10/17/2023; 02/15/2024; 02/16/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Confirmatory Efficacy Clinical Trials of Non-Pharmacological Interventions for Mental Disorders (R01 Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>02/15/2022; 06/15/2022; 10/14/2022; 02/15/2023; 06/15/2023; 10/17/2023; 02/15/2024; 02/16/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>First in Human and Early Stage Clinical Trials of Novel Investigational Drugs or Devices for Psychiatric Disorders (U01 Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>02/15/2022; 06/15/2022; 10/14/2022; 02/15/2023; 06/15/2023; 10/17/2023; 02/15/2024; 02/15/2024; 02/16/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### New This Week (Tabular)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (first appearance)</th>
<th>Title (linked)</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Development of Psychosocial Therapeutic and Preventive Interventions for Mental Disorders (R33 Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>02/15/2022; 06/15/2022; 10/14/2022; 02/15/2023; 06/15/2023; 10/17/2023; 02/15/2024; 02/16/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Development of Psychosocial Therapeutic and Preventive Interventions for Mental Disorders (R61/R33 Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>02/15/2022; 06/15/2022; 10/14/2022; 02/15/2023; 06/15/2023; 10/17/2023; 02/15/2024; 02/16/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Early Stage Testing of Pharmacologic or Device-based Interventions for the Treatment of Mental Disorders (R33-Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>02/15/2022; 06/15/2022; 10/14/2022; 02/15/2023; 06/15/2023; 10/17/2023; 02/15/2024; 02/16/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Early Stage Testing of Pharmacologic or Device-based Interventions for the Treatment of Mental Disorders (R61/R33 Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>02/15/2022; 06/15/2022; 10/14/2022; 02/15/2023; 06/15/2023; 10/17/2023; 02/15/2024; 02/16/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Implementing and Sustaining Evidence-Based Mental Health Practices in Low-Resource Settings to Achieve Equity in</td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>02/16/2022; 02/16/2024; 06/16/2024;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcomes (R34 Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td>Effectiveness of Implementing Sustainable Evidence-Based Mental Health Practices in Low-Resource Settings to Achieve Mental Health Equity for Traditionally Underserved Populations (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>02/05/2022; 02/05/2024; 06/05/2024; 09/08/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initiation of a Mental Health Family Navigator Model to Promote Early Access, Engagement and Coordination of Needed Mental Health Services for Children and Adolescents (R01 Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td></td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>02/05/2022; 02/05/2024; 06/05/2024; 09/08/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot Studies to Test the Initiation of a Mental Health Family Navigator Model to Promote Early Access, Engagement and Coordination of Needed Mental Health Services for Children and Adolescents (R34 Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td></td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>02/16/2022; 02/16/2024; 06/16/2024; 09/08/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERVENTIONS</td>
<td>Feasibility Clinical Trials of Mind and Body Interventions for NCCIH High Priority Research Topics (R34 Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td>National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health</td>
<td>02/18/2022; 10/20/2023; 02/20/2024; 03/12/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCCIH Multi-Site Feasibility Clinical Trials of Mind and Body Interventions (R01 Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td></td>
<td>National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health</td>
<td>02/18/2022; 10/20/2023; 02/20/2024; 03/12/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Coordinating Center for NCCIH Multi-Site Investigator-Initiated Clinical Trials of Mind and Body Interventions (Collaborative U24 Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td></td>
<td>National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health</td>
<td>02/18/2022; 10/20/2023; 02/20/2024; 03/12/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Coordinating Center for NCCIH Multi-Site Investigator-Initiated Clinical Trials of Mind and Body Interventions</td>
<td></td>
<td>National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health</td>
<td>02/18/2022; 10/20/2023; 02/20/2024; 03/12/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Collaborative UG3/UH3 Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td>(Collaborative UG3/UH3 Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td>National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Nursing Research; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research; Office of Disease Prevention</td>
<td>03/12/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIH Health Care Systems Research Collaboratory - Pragmatic and Implementation Trials of Embedded Interventions (UG3/UH3, Clinical Trials Optional)</td>
<td>NIH Health Care Systems Research Collaboratory - Pragmatic and Implementation Trials of Embedded Interventions (UG3/UH3, Clinical Trials Optional)</td>
<td>National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Nursing Research; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research; Office of Disease Prevention</td>
<td>06/17/2022; 06/18/2022 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk and Protective Factors of Family Health and Family Level Interventions (R01 - Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>Risk and Protective Factors of Family Health and Family Level Interventions (R01 - Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Cancer Institute; National Institute of Nursing Research; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research; Office of Disease Prevention; Office of Research on Women’s Health</td>
<td>06/05/2022; 10/05/2022; 01/07/2025; 05/07/2025; 05/08/2025 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH</td>
<td>Announcement of Childcare Costs for Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Award (NRSA) Individual Fellows Extramural Nexus How do I request childcare costs in my fellowship application</td>
<td>NIH</td>
<td>03/15/2021 (Release Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elucidating the Role of Nutrition in Care and Development of Preterm Infants (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>NIH</td>
<td>03/30/2022; 03/31/2022 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Dietary, Physical Activity, Sedentary Behavior and Sleep Assessment Methodologies Among Infants and Young Children (Birth to 5 years) through Adults</td>
<td>National Cancer Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development</td>
<td>02/05/2022 (First Available Due Date) 05/08/2023 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Information: Upcoming Prize Competition Announcement for the NIH Technology Accelerator Challenge - Maternal Health</td>
<td>National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering</td>
<td>10/06/2021 (Release Date); 11/2021 (Expected Announcement Release Date, with Submission Window through 02/2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Announcement of Childcare Costs for Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Award (NRSA) Institutional Research Training Awards</td>
<td>National Institutes of Health</td>
<td>09/23/2021 (Release Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elucidating the Role of Nutrition in Care and Development of Preterm Infants (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Institutes of Health NIH; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development NICHD</td>
<td>03/30/2022; 03/31/2022 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expert-Driven Small Projects to Strengthen Gabriella Miller Kids First Discovery (R03 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>Office of Strategic Coordination (Common Fund)</td>
<td>06/10/2022; 06/11/2022 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Child Health Research Career Development Award (CHRCDA) Program (K12 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development</td>
<td>03/30/2022; 03/31/2022 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Innovative Screening Approaches and Therapies for Screenable Disorders in Newborns (R01 - Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development</td>
<td>02/05/2022; 11/05/2024; 11/06/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Innovative Screening Approaches and Therapies for Screenable Disorders in Newborns (R03 - Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development</td>
<td>02/16/2022; 11/16/2024; 11/17/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Innovative Screening Approaches and Therapies for Screenable Disorders in Newborns (R21 - Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development</td>
<td>02/16/2022; 11/16/2024; 11/17/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Reissue of Elucidating the Role of Nutrition in Care and Development of Preterm Infants (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development</td>
<td>03/28/2022 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Administrative Supplements for NIMH</td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>04/01/2022 (First Available Due Date); 04/02/2022 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grants to Expand Perinatal Mental Health Interventions and Services Research</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Using Systems Science Methodologies to</td>
<td>Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human</td>
<td>06/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 05/08/2024 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Protect and Improve Child and Reproductive Population Health</td>
<td>Development; National Cancer Institute; Office of Disease Prevention</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Reproductive Health, Pregnancy, and</td>
<td>Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human</td>
<td>06/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 05/31/2024 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parenting among Women with Disabilities</td>
<td>Development</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Screening and Functional Validation of Human Birth Defects Genomic Variants</td>
<td>Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human</td>
<td>02/05/2025; 05/08/2025 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>Development; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Division of Program Coordination, Planning and Strategic Initiatives,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Office of Research Infrastructure Programs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Reduction of Sudden Unexpected Infant</td>
<td>Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human</td>
<td>06/16/2021 (First Available Due Date); 05/08/2023 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Death and Sudden Infant Death Syndrome</td>
<td>Development</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Information: NIMH High-Priority Areas for Research on Women's</td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>06/23/2021 (Release Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mental Health during the Perinatal Period</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): High Priority Areas in Placental Research</td>
<td>Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human</td>
<td>10/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 10/06/2024 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>for Healthy Pregnancies</td>
<td>Development</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WOMEN'S HEALTH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Supporting Womens Health Research in the</td>
<td>National Institute of General Medical Sciences; Office of Research on</td>
<td>01/27/2022 (First Available Due Date);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IDeA States through the Centers</td>
<td>Women's Health</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### New This Week (Tabular)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (first appearance)</th>
<th>Title (linked)</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>of Biomedical Research Excellence (COBRE) Phase I Program</td>
<td>Office of Research on Women's Health; National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Nursing Research; Office of Disease Prevention</td>
<td>01/28/2022 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Research on the Health of Women of Understudied, Underrepresented and Underreported (U3) Populations (Admin Supp Clinical Trial Optional) Advancing Science for the Health of Women: The Trans-NIH Strategic Plan for Women's Health Research</td>
<td></td>
<td>01/31/2022 (First Available Due Date); 02/01/2023 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mood and Psychosis Symptoms during the Menopause Transition (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>02/05/2022; 01/08/2025 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
New This Week (Tabular)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (first appearance)</th>
<th>Title (linked)</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mood and Psychosis Symptoms during the Menopause Transition (R21 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>Mood and Psychosis Symptoms during the Menopause Transition (R21 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>02/16/2022; 01/08/2025 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV</td>
<td>American Women: Assessing Risk Epidemiologically (AWARE) (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Mental Health; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research; Office of Research on Women's Health</td>
<td>12/09/2021; 12/10/2021 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEXUAL HARASSMENT</td>
<td>NIH issues funding opportunity for studies on mitigating sexual harassment in the biomedical research enterprise (govdelivery.com) NOT-OD-21-150: Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Interventions Designed to Change the Culture to Mitigate or Eliminate Sexual Harassment in the Biomedical Research Enterprise (nih.gov)</td>
<td>National Institutes of Health; Office of Research on Women's Health; National Eye Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Nursing Research</td>
<td>10/13/2021 (First Available Due Date); 10/14/2023 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBSTANCE USE DISORDERS</td>
<td>Prevention and Intervention Approaches for Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders (R34 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism</td>
<td>02/17/2022; 06/17/2022; 10/18/2022; 02/17/2023; 06/19/2023; 10/17/2023; 10/18/2023 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevention and Intervention Approaches for Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders (R61/R33 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism</td>
<td>02/17/2022; 06/17/2022; 10/18/2022; 02/17/2023; 06/19/2023; 10/17/2023; 10/18/2023 (Expiration)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Epidemiology and Prevention of Alcohol Misuse in Understudied Young Adult Populations; Military, Workforce, and Community College</td>
<td>National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism</td>
<td>06/05/2022 (First Available Due Date); 09/09/2025 (Expiration Date)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for NIDA Research Center of Excellence Grant Program (P50 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Institute on Drug Abuse</td>
<td>09/27/2022 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Reducing Stigma Related to Drug Use in Human Service Settings</td>
<td>National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>02/05/2022 (First Available Due Date); 01/08/2025 (Expiration Date)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEAL Initiative: Development of Therapies and Technologies Directed at Enhanced Pain Management (R41/R42 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and...</td>
<td>01/06/2022; 04/06/2022; 09/08/2022; 09/09/2022 (Expiration)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for HEAL Initiative: Developing Quantitative Imaging and Other Relevant Biomarkers of Myofascial Tissues for Clinical Pain Management</td>
<td>Human Development; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Nursing Research; National Library of Medicine; Division of Program Coordination, Planning and Strategic Initiatives, Office of Research Infrastructure Programs</td>
<td>12/15/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest: Availability of Administrative Supplements for NIH HEAL Initiative Awardees to Make Data Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable (FAIR) Through the HEAL Data Ecosystem</td>
<td>NIH; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health (NCCIH); National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases (NIAMS); National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering (NIBIB); National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research (NIDCR); National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS)</td>
<td>01/18/2022 (First Available Due Date); 01/19/2022 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Collaborative Partnership between Research Centers in Minority Institutions (RCMI) and Alcohol</td>
<td>National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism</td>
<td>12/15/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Centers (U54 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Accelerating the Pace of Drug Abuse Research Using Existing Data (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Institute on Drug Abuse</td>
<td>02/05/2022 (First Estimated Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Accelerating the Pace of Drug Abuse Research Using Existing Data (R21 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Institute on Drug Abuse</td>
<td>02/05/2022 (First Estimated Due Date)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): International Research Collaboration on Drug Abuse and Addiction Research</td>
<td>National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA)</td>
<td>01/07/2022 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Human Molecular Genetics of Substance Use Disorders</td>
<td>National Institute on Drug Abuse; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research</td>
<td>01/07/2022 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
<td>01/07/2022 (First Estimated Application Due Date) (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for the NIH HEAL Initiative: Preventing Opioid Misuse and other Drug Use by Intervening on Social Determinants (R01 Clinical Trials Optional)</td>
<td>National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke</td>
<td>11/01/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
<td>11/01/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date) (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for HEAL Initiative: Interdisciplinary Teams to Elucidate the Mechanisms of Device-Based Pain Relief (RM1 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism</td>
<td>06/09/2022; 02/16/2024; 06/16/2024; 09/08/2024 (Expiration)</td>
<td>06/09/2022; 02/16/2024; 06/16/2024; 09/08/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanisms of Alcohol Tolerance (R21/R33 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Center for Complementary and Supportive Care (R61 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Center for Complementary and Supportive Care (R61 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>06/09/2022; 02/16/2024; 06/16/2024; 09/08/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Integrative Health; National Eye Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>10/11/2023 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NIDA Animal Genomics Program (U01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute on Drug Abuse</td>
<td>03/02/2022; 07/26/2022; 03/02/2023; 07/26/2023; 03/04/2024; 03/05/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEDIATRICS</td>
<td>Pediatric Immune System Ontogeny and Development (INTEND) (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development</td>
<td>02/05/2022; 10/05/2022; 02/05/2023; 10/05/2023; 02/05/2024; 05/08/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRAIN INITIATIVE</td>
<td>BRAIN Initiative: Integration and Analysis of BRAIN Initiative Data (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Eye Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and</td>
<td>06/10/2022; 10/14/2022; 06/09/2023; 10/13/2023; 06/07/2024; 06/08/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIVERSITY</td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest to Encourage Eligible NIH BRAIN Initiative Awardees to Apply for PA-21-071 Research Supplements to Promote Diversity in Health-Related Research (Admin Supp - Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Eye Institute; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>09/30/2021 (First Available Due Date); 09/30/2024 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The BRAIN Initiative Plan for Enhancing Diverse Perspectives (PEDP)</td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Eye Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse</td>
<td>08/31/2021 (Release Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brain Initiative: New Concepts and Early-Stage Research for Recording and Modulation in the Nervous System (R21) (Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke</td>
<td>05/02/2022; 10/28/2022; 05/01/2023; 10/27/2023; 10/28/2023 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brain Initiative: New Technologies and Novel Approaches for Recording and Modulation in the Nervous System (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Eye Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Mental Health; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research</td>
<td>05/02/2022; 10/28/2022; 05/01/2023; 10/27/2023; 10/28/2023 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brain Initiative: Optimization of Transformative Technologies for Recording and Modulation in the Nervous System (U01 Clinical Trials Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Eye Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism</td>
<td>05/02/2022; 10/28/2022; 05/01/2023; 10/27/2023; 10/28/2023 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alcoholism; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Mental Health; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research</td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Eye Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Mental Health; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research</td>
<td>10/11/2022; 10/11/2023; 10/12/2023 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BRAIN Initiative: Research on the Ethical Implications of Advancements in Neurotechnology and Brain Science (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Institutes of Health (NIH); Components of Participating Organizations; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke ([NINDS]); National Eye Institute ([NEI]); National Institute on Aging ([NIA]);</td>
<td>02/10/2022; 06/08/2022; 10/11/2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BRAIN Initiative Advanced Postdoctoral Career Transition Award to Promote Diversity (K99/R00 Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institutes of Health (NIH); Components of Participating Organizations; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke ([NINDS]); National Eye Institute ([NEI]); National Institute on Aging ([NIA]);</td>
<td>02/10/2022; 06/08/2022; 10/11/2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### New This Week (Tabular)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (first appearance)</th>
<th>Title (linked)</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Global Brain and Nervous System Disorders Research Across the Lifespan (R01 Clinical Trials Optional)</td>
<td>National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering (NIBIB); Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health (NCCIH)</td>
<td>1/15/2022; 11/15/2023; 12/12/2023 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Global Brain and Nervous System Disorders Research Across the Lifespan (R21 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>John E. Fogarty International Center; National Eye Institute; National Institute on Aging; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke</td>
<td>1/15/2022; 11/15/2023; 12/12/2023 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BRAIN Initiative: Tools for Germline Gene Editing in Marmosets (U01 - Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke</td>
<td>10/15/2022 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BRAIN Initiative Advanced Postdoctoral Career Transition Award to Promote Diversity (K99/R00 Independent Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td>National Institutes of Health (NIH); Components of Participating Organizations; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); National Eye Institute (NEI); National Institute on Aging (NIA); National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering (NIBIB); Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders (NIDCD); National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health (NCCIH)</td>
<td>02/10/2022; 06/08/2022; 10/11/2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NIH Blueprint and BRAIN Initiative Diversity Specialized Predoctoral to Postdoctoral Advancement in Neuroscience (D-SPAN) Award</td>
<td>National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National</td>
<td>04/15/2022; 12/15/2022; 04/14/2023; 12/15/2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(F99/K00 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>Eye Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; <em>Eunice Kennedy Shriver</em> National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research</td>
<td>12/16/2023 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for BRAIN Initiative Cell Atlas Network (BICAN): Coordinating Unit for Biostatistics, Informatics, and Engagement (CUBIE) (U24 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Eye Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; <em>Eunice Kennedy Shriver</em> National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke</td>
<td>11/09/2021 (First Estimated Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BRAIN Initiative: Development and Validation of Novel Tools to Probe Cell-Specific and Circuit-Specific Processes in the Brain (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Eye Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research</td>
<td>10/07/2022; 10/06/2023; 10/07/2023 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New York-Presbyterian Hospital William Rhodes Center for Glioblastoma Collaborative Research Initiative; Deadline: December 03, 2021 [Extended Deadline] [no link provided]; For questions on eligibility and application requirements, email Matt Baird at <a href="mailto:mab9327@nyp.org">mab9327@nyp.org</a></td>
<td><a href="https://www.nyp.org/neuro/rhodes-center-glioblastoma">https://www.nyp.org/neuro/rhodes-center-glioblastoma</a>; New York-Presbyterian Hospital William Rhodes Center for Glioblastoma; The NewYork-Presbyterian Hospital (NYP), in collaboration with its Ivy League partners, Weill Cornell Medicine and Columbia University Vagelos College of Physicians and Surgeons, and with the generous support of the Rhodes family, has established the William Rhodes and Louise Tilzer-Rhodes Center for Glioblastoma (RCG)</td>
<td>Applications must be submitted as a single e-mail attachment in PDF format to Matt Baird <a href="mailto:mab9327@nyp.org">mab9327@nyp.org</a> by 5:00pm on December 03, 2021. [Extended Deadline] The subject line of the e-mail should read &quot;RCG RFA&quot;. Incomplete applications or those received after the deadline will not be considered.; 12/03/2021 [Extended Deadline]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## New This Week (Tabular)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (first appearance)</th>
<th>Title (linked)</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADHD</td>
<td>Pilot Effectiveness Trials of Interventions for Preschoolers with ADHD (R34 Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>03/01/2022; 03/02/2022 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE</td>
<td>NINDS Alzheimers Disease and Alzheimer’s Disease-Related Dementias (AD/ADRD) Advanced Postdoctoral Career Transition Award to Promote Diversity (K99/R00 Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute on Aging</td>
<td>Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 07/13/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Request for Information (RFI): Soliciting Input on Priorities and Progress in Alzheimers Disease-Related Dementias Research</td>
<td>National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke</td>
<td>12/20/2021 (Response Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clinical Relevance of the Linkage between Environmental Toxicant Exposures and Alzheimers Disease and Related Dementias (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute on Aging</td>
<td>03/11/2022; 03/12/2022 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Promoting research to understand vascular contributions to cognitive impairment and dementia (VCID)</td>
<td>National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke</td>
<td>02/05/2022 (First Available Due Date); 05/08/2025 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NINDS</td>
<td>NINDS Institutional AD/ADRD Research Training Program (T32 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute on Aging</td>
<td>05/25/2022; 05/25/2023; 05/25/2024; 05/26/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alzheimer’s Disease Research Center (ADRC) Research Education Scholar beginning in Fall 2021</td>
<td><a href="http://www.neurology.columbia.edu">www.neurology.columbia.edu</a></td>
<td>08/01/2021 (start date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mechanism-Focused Research to Promote Adherence to Healthful Behaviors to Prevent Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) and Alzheimers Disease and Related Dementias (AD/ADRD) (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Institute on Aging</td>
<td>1/26/2022; 01/27/2022 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dementia Care and Caregiver Support Intervention Research (R01 Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td>National Institute on Aging</td>
<td>02/10/2022; 10/11/2022; 02/10/2023; 10/10/2023; 02/13/2024; 02/14/2024 (Expiration)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pragmatic Trials for Dementia Care and Caregiver Support (R61/R33 Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td>National Institute on Aging</td>
<td>02/10/2022; 10/11/2022; 02/10/2023; 10/10/2023; 02/13/2024; 02/14/2024 (Expiration)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEUROSCIENCE</td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Joint NINDS and NIMH Exploratory Neuroscience Research Grant (R21 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>06/16/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>McKnight Foundation</td>
<td>Neuroscience Scholar Awards</td>
<td><a href="https://www.mcknight.org">https://www.mcknight.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for the NIH Blueprint Training in Computational Neuroscience (T90/R90)</td>
<td>National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research</td>
<td>09/06/2022 (First Estimated Application Due Date); 05/09/2023 (Earliest Estimated Award Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joint NINDS/NIMH Exploratory Neuroscience Research Grant (R21 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>10/16/2023; 02/16/2024; 05/08/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Translational Neural Devices (UG3/UH3 - Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke</td>
<td>10/18/2023; 02/20/2024; 02/21/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clinical Trial Readiness for Functional Neurological Disorders (U01 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke</td>
<td>02/05/2022; 11/06/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Translational Neural Devices (U44 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke</td>
<td>02/18/2022; 06/20/2022; 10/18/2022; 02/21/2023; 06/19/2023; 10/18/2023; 02/20/2024; 02/21/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STROKE</td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Stroke Preclinical Assessment Network (SPAN) to Support Translational Studies for Acute Cerebroprotection - Testing Laboratories (U01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke</td>
<td>02/16/2022 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Stroke Preclinical Assessment Network (SPAN) to Support Translational Studies For Acute Cerebroprotection - Interventions (U01 CT Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke</td>
<td>02/16/2022 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Stroke Preclinical Assessment Network (SPAN) to Support Translational Studies for Acute Cerebroprotection - Interventions from Small Businesses (U44 CT Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke</td>
<td>02/16/2022 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Scalable and Systematic Neurobiology of Psychiatric and Neurodevelopmental Disorder Risk Genes: Data Resource and Administrative Coordination Center (U24 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>06/01/2022 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Scalable and Systematic Neurobiology of Psychiatric and Neurodevelopmental Disorder Risk Genes: Assay and Data</td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>06/01/2022 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generation Centers (RM1 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest: Advancing Research in Gastrointestinal Dysfunction in People with Neurodevelopmental Disorders</td>
<td>National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; <em>Eunice Kennedy Shriver</em> National Institute of Child Health and Human Development</td>
<td>10/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 07/17/2024 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUTISM</td>
<td>Research on Autism Spectrum Disorders (R03 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health; <em>Eunice Kennedy Shriver</em> National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences</td>
<td>02/16/2022; 02/16/2024; 03/17/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Research on Autism Spectrum Disorders (R21 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health; <em>Eunice Kennedy Shriver</em> National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke</td>
<td>02/16/2024; 03/17/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Research on Autism Spectrum Disorders (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health; <em>Eunice Kennedy Shriver</em> National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke</td>
<td>02/05/2024; 03/06/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### New This Week (Tabular)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (first appearance)</th>
<th>Title (linked)</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neurological Disorders and Stroke</td>
<td><strong>2022 Slifka/Ritvo Award Applications Now Open!</strong>; Insar International Society for Autism Research; INSAR 2022; Autism Texas; May 11-14, 2022</td>
<td><a href="https://www.autism-insar.org">https://www.autism-insar.org</a></td>
<td>02/07/2022 (Slifka/Ritvo Award Applications); 05/11-14/2022 (INSAR 2022 Meeting Dates)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autism Centers of Excellence (ACE) Funding Opportunity Announcements: Frequently Asked Questions</td>
<td><strong>Eunice Kennedy Shriver</strong> National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke</td>
<td></td>
<td>09/22/2021 (Release Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGING</td>
<td>Longevity Impetus Grant Announcement; Applications Open on 09.13.2021</td>
<td><a href="https://impetusgrants.org/">https://impetusgrants.org/</a></td>
<td>09/13/2021 (Applications Open); Open Deadline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Understanding Place-Based Health Inequalities in Mid-Life (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute on Aging</td>
<td>03/03/2022; 03/04/2022 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transition to Aging Research for Predoctoral Students (F99/K00 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>NIH, NIA</td>
<td>02/03/2022; 02/04/2022 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Implementation Research for Chronic Disease Prevention Across the Lifespan (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>John E. Fogarty International Center</td>
<td>03/31/2022 (First Estimated Application Due Date); 12/06/2022 (Earliest Estimated Award Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Making Health Care Safer in Ambulatory Care Settings and Long-term Care Facilities (R18)</td>
<td>Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality</td>
<td>01/25/2022; Standard dates; 05/27/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Navigating Pediatric to Adult Health Care: Lost in Transition</td>
<td>Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Cancer</td>
<td>06/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 01/08/2024 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Maximizing the Scientific Value of Secondary Analyses of Existing Cohorts and Datasets in Order to Address Research Gaps and Foster Additional Opportunities in Aging Research</td>
<td>National Institute on Aging</td>
<td>10/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 09/08/2023 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chronic, Non-Communicable Diseases and Disorders Across the Lifespan: Fogarty International Research Training Award (NCD-LIFESPAN) (D43 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>John E. Fogarty International Center; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke Office of Disease Prevention; Office of Research on Women’s Health</td>
<td>07/13/2022; 07/13/2023; 07/14/2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Participation of the National Institute on Aging (NIA) in PAR-21-230 “Chronic, Non-Communicable Diseases and Disorders Across the Lifespan: Fogarty International Research Training Award (NCD-LIFESPAN) (D43 Clinical Trial Optional)”</td>
<td>National Institute on Aging</td>
<td>07/13/2022; 07/13/2023; 07/14/2023 (Expiration, PAR-21-230)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The "New This Week (Tabular)" table shows new opportunities for funding as of December 17, 2021.*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (first appearance)</th>
<th>Title (linked)</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chronic, Non-Communicable Diseases and Disorders Across the Lifespan: Fogarty International Research Training Award (NCD-LIFESPAN) (D43 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td></td>
<td>National Institute on Aging</td>
<td>02/01/2022 (Updated / New Application Due Dates PAR—21-156)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Change to Key Dates and Application Types Allowed for PAR-21-156 The Midlife in the United States Study (U19 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td></td>
<td>National Institute on Aging</td>
<td>02/02/2022 (New Expiration Date, PAR-21-156)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Change to Key Dates for PAR-21-157 The Midlife in the United States Study - Cognitive and Neurocognitive Precursors of AD/ADRD (U01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td></td>
<td>National Institute on Aging</td>
<td>02/01/2022 (Updated / New Application Due Dates PAR—21-157)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rollout of Redesigned eRA Commons Home and Landing Screens in January 2021 New eRA Commons Login and Landing Screens Take a Sneak Peek: Redesigned eRA Commons Home Screen Coming in 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td>NIH era commons</td>
<td>01/12/2021 (Rollout Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) to add harassment as an area of interest to Research to Understand and Inform Interventions that Promote the Research Careers of Individuals in the Biomedical Sciences</td>
<td></td>
<td>Office of Research on Women's Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke;</td>
<td>10/15/2021 (First Available Due Date); 01/08/2022 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2021 NIAID Omnibus Broad Agency Announcement HHS-NIH-NIAID-BAA2021-1 Now Available</td>
<td>National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases</td>
<td>03/31/2021 (Release Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reminder Regarding Recipient and Applicant Grants Policy Related Inquiries</td>
<td>National Institutes of Health</td>
<td>07/13/2021 (Release Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIVERSITY</td>
<td>Updated Guidelines for Enhancing Diversity and Creating Safe Environments in Conferences Supported by NIH Grants and Cooperative Agreements</td>
<td>Office of The Director, National Institutes of Health (OD)</td>
<td>01/22/2021 (Release Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NIDA Research Education Program for Clinical Researchers and Clinicians (R25 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute on Drug Abuse</td>
<td>03/15/2022; 08/10/2022; 11/15/2022; 03/15/2023; 08/10/2023; 11/15/2023; 03/15/2024; 08/09/2024; 08/10/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The National Institutes of Health (NIH) UNITE Announces Listening Sessions Inviting NIH Stakeholders to Discuss Racial &amp; Ethnic Equity</td>
<td>Office of the Director, NIH</td>
<td>Multiple Dates 12/01/2021 – 02/01/2022; please see announcement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maximizing Access to Research Careers (T34 - Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute of General Medical Sciences</td>
<td>05/26/2022; 05/26/2023; 05/27/2023 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mental Health Research Dissertation Grant to Enhance Workforce Diversity (R36 Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>09/07/2024; 09/08/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Short-term Mentored Research Career Enhancement Award to Promote Genomic Medicine Diversity</td>
<td>National Human Genome Research Institute</td>
<td>07/29/2021 (Release Date); 02/12/2022; 02/12/2023; 02/13/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## New This Week (Tabular)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (first appearance)</th>
<th>Title (linked)</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Research Supplements to Promote Diversity in Health-Related Research (Admin Supp Clinical Trial Not Allowed) IC Submission Dates and Special Instructions NCI Diversity Supplements Guidelines Office for Research NIH Diversity Supplements Application Preparation Sponsor: National Institutes of Health; John E. Fogarty International Center; National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; <em>Eunice Kennedy Shriver</em> National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Library of Medicine; Division of Program Coordination, Planning and Strategic Initiatives, Office of Research Infrastructure Programs</td>
<td>National Institutes of Health; John E. Fogarty International Center; National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; <em>Eunice Kennedy Shriver</em> National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Library of Medicine; Division of Program Coordination, Planning and Strategic Initiatives, Office of Research Infrastructure Programs</td>
<td>[Expiration] [PAR-21-214] Due dates vary by awarding IC Applicants are encouraged to apply early to allow adequate time to make any corrections to errors found in the application during the submission process by the due date; 12/01/2021 (Fall Deadline); 03/01/2022 (Spring Deadline)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NIA MSTEM: Advancing Diversity in Aging Research through Undergraduate Education (R25 - Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute on Aging</td>
<td>05/25/2022; 05/25/2023; 05/26/2023 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Understanding and Addressing the Impact of Structural Racism and Discrimination on Biomedical Career Progression and the Biomedical Research Enterprise</td>
<td>National Institute of General Medical Sciences</td>
<td>05/17/2021 (First Available Due Date); 10/04/2022 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for New Investigators to Promote Workforce Diversity in Genomics and other Health-Related Research (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Human Genome Research Institute</td>
<td>08/03/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Research Opportunity Announcement for AIM-AHEAD: Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning Consortium to Advance Health Equity and Researcher Diversity</td>
<td>National Institutes of Health</td>
<td>07/07/2021 (Release Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Genome Research Experiences to Attract Talented Undergraduates into the Genomics Field to Enhance Diversity (R25 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Human Genome Research Institute</td>
<td>12/01/2022; 12/01/2023; 12/02/2023 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Investigators to Promote Workforce Diversity in Genomics, Bioinformatics, or Bioengineering and Biomedical Imaging Research (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Human Genome Research Institute; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Office of the Director, NIH</td>
<td>02/22/2022; 02/22/2023; 02/22/2024; 02/23/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEALTH DISPARITIES</td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Understanding and Addressing the Impact of Structural Racism and Discrimination on Minority Health and</td>
<td>National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye</td>
<td>08/20/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## New This Week (Tabular)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (first appearance)</th>
<th>Title (linked)</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Health Disparities (R01 - Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Health Care Models for Persons with Multiple Chronic Conditions from Populations that Experience Health Disparities (R01 Clinical Trials Optional)</td>
<td>National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Health</td>
<td>03/18/2022 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (first appearance)</th>
<th>Title (linked)</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Measures and Methods to Advance Research on Minority Health and Health Disparities-Related Constructs (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Cancer Institute; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research; Office of Disease Prevention</td>
<td>02/05/2022; 05/08/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Patient-Clinician Relationship: Improving Health Outcomes in Populations that Experience Health Care Disparities (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; Office of Research on Women’s Health</td>
<td>02/05/2022; 10/05/2024; 01/08/2025 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Biologic Factors Underlying Dental, Oral, and Craniofacial Health Disparities</td>
<td>National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Cancer Institute; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities</td>
<td>02/05/2022 [First Available Due Date]; 01/08/2025 [Expiration Date]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Research on Biopsychosocial Factors of Social Connectedness and Isolation on Health, Wellbeing, Illness, and Recovery (R01 Basic Experimental Studies with Humans Required)</td>
<td>NIH Basic Behavioral and Social Science Opportunity Network; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human</td>
<td>06/21/2022; 06/21/2023; 06/21/2024; 06/22/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Research on Biopsychosocial Factors of Social Connectedness and Isolation on Health, Wellbeing, Illness, and Recovery (R01 Clinical Trials Not Allowed)</td>
<td>Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research</td>
<td>06/21/2022; 06/21/2023; 06/21/2024; 06/22/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Research on Biopsychosocial Factors of Social Connectedness and Isolation on Health, Wellbeing, Illness, and Recovery</td>
<td>NIH Basic Behavioral and Social Science Opportunity Network; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research</td>
<td>06/21/2022; 06/21/2023; 06/21/2024; 06/22/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recovery (R01 Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td>Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Nursing Research</td>
<td>09/07/2024; 09/08/2024 (Expiration)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addressing Health Disparities among Immigrant Populations through Effective Interventions (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Cancer Institute; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research</td>
<td>Standard dates ; Standard AIDS dates ; 10/05/2021; 01/08/2023 (Expiration)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addressing the Etiology of Health Disparities and Health Advantages Among Immigrant Populations (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>Participating Organization(s); National Institutes of Health (NIH); Components of Participating Organizations; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities (NIMHD); National Institute on Aging (NIA); National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS); National Cancer Institute (NCI)</td>
<td>Standard dates ; Standard AIDS dates ; 01/08/2023 (Expiration)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic Research in Cancer Health Disparities (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>02/05/2022; 06/05/2022; 10/05/2022; 02/05/2023; 06/05/2023; 10/05/2023; 02/05/2024; 06/05/2024; 09/08/2024 (Expiration)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Basic Research in Cancer Health Disparities (R21 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>02/16/2022; 06/16/2022; 10/16/2022; 02/16/2023; 06/16/2023; 10/16/2023; 02/16/2024; 06/16/2024; 09/08/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Basic Research in Cancer Health Disparities (R03 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>02/16/2022; 06/16/2022; 10/16/2022; 02/16/2023; 06/16/2023; 10/16/2023; 02/16/2024; 06/16/2024; 09/08/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Role of Work in Health Disparities in the U.S. (R01 Clinical Trials Optional)</td>
<td>NIH</td>
<td>02/05/2022; 06/05/2022; 06/05/2024; 10/05/2024; 01/08/2025 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Special Emphasis Notice (SEN): AHRQ Announces Interest in Health Services Research to Advance Health Equity</td>
<td>Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality</td>
<td>08/29/2021 (Release Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Effectiveness of School-Based Health Centers to Advance Health Equity (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Mental Health; Office of Disease Prevention</td>
<td>02/05/2022; 06/05/2022; 06/05/2024; 10/05/2024; 01/08/2025 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTSA CENTER FOR LEADING INNOVATION AND COLLABORATION</td>
<td>The Center for Leading Innovation &amp; Collaboration across all CTSA hubs</td>
<td>Irving Institute; <a href="https://www.irvinginstitute.columbia.edu/">https://www.irvinginstitute.columbia.edu/</a></td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTSA</td>
<td>CTSA Overview; CUIMC Town Hall Celebrating the CTSA Renewal; 10/12/2021 (Archival)</td>
<td>Columbia Irving Institute for Clinical and Translational Research;</td>
<td>10/12/2021 (Archival, Event Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESEARCH ENHANCEMENT</td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Research Enhancement Award Program (REAP) for Health Professional Schools and Graduate Schools (R15 Clinical Trial Not Allowed) FOA</td>
<td>National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research</td>
<td>02/25/2022 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish the &quot;Research Enhancement Award Program (REAP) for Health Professional Schools and Graduate Schools (R15, Clinical Trial Required)&quot; FOA</td>
<td>Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>02/25/2022 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2 ANNOUNCEMENTS</td>
<td>We are segueing over to CU / Uni PW login protected file storage and access (Newsletters and files linked within), e.g. the R2eport 12/10/2021 [Sharepoint]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please let us (R2/ckk7) know if anyone is submitting a training grant (of any sort, T32, R25, D43, etc) in 2022. We will also reach out to Departmental and Center Administrators relative to this.

Research resources is pleased to coordinate grant type specific grant writing groups, pending faculty / researcher interest. Please let us know (via email to prf1@cumc.columbia.edu and or ckk7@cumc.columbia.edu) if you are interested in such groups, along with the type of grant and proposed due date(s). We are planning to coordinate a writing
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (first appearance)</th>
<th>Title (linked)</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RIGOR AND REPRODUCIBILITY</td>
<td>NIH Rigor and Reproducibility Webinar; 01/08/2021; Archival</td>
<td>Office for Research</td>
<td>Vagelos College of Physicians and Surgeons (columbia.edu); <a href="https://www.ps.columbia.edu/research/office-research">https://www.ps.columbia.edu/research/office-research</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NIH Rigor and Reproducibility Slides; 01/08/2021; Archival</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Creating an Educational Nexus for Training in Experimental Rigor (CENTER) (UC2 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke</td>
<td>10/21/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Materials to Enhance Training in Experimental Rigor (METER) (UE5 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke</td>
<td>10/21/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Materials to Enhance Training in Experimental Rigor (METER) (UE5 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke</td>
<td>10/11/2022; 10/10/2023; 10/11/2023 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) Announcing the Availability of Administrative Supplements and Urgent Competitive Revisions for Research on the 2019 Novel Coronavirus</td>
<td>National Institute on Drug Abuse</td>
<td>04/01/2021 (First Available Due Date); 03/31/2022 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): COVID-19 Related School Disruptions Impact on Mental Health, Cognitive, Social, and Emotional Development of Children</td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development</td>
<td>06/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 09/08/2022 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Updated Reporting Requirements for RADx-rad Grant Recipients</td>
<td>National Institutes of Health</td>
<td>03/26/2021 (Release Date)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## New This Week (Tabular)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (first appearance)</th>
<th>Title (linked)</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish Funding Opportunity Announcements for the RADx-UP Initiative (Phase II)</td>
<td>National Institutes of Health; Office of Research on Women's Health</td>
<td>04/30/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish Funding opportunity RADx-UP Return to School Diagnostic Testing Approaches</td>
<td>Office of The Director, National Institutes of Health (OD)</td>
<td>03/29/2021 (Release Date)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apply for a RADx-UP Coordination and Data Collection Center Grant The RADx-UP CDCC Community Collaboration Mini-Grant Program The RADx-UP CDCC Rapid Research Pilot Program</td>
<td><a href="https://radx-up.org">https://radx-up.org</a> ; RADx-UP Coordination and Data Collection Center (CDCC)</td>
<td>11/19/2021 (LOI); 12/10/2021 (Application)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDA Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) to add COVID-19 Capacity Building Grants to PAR-18-604 Vet-LIRN Network Capacity-Building Projects (Vet-LIRN)</td>
<td>Food and Drug Administration</td>
<td>04/26/2021 (Release Date)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Research on the Impact of the Covid 19 Pandemic and Risks for Abuse and Injury Among Vulnerable Children and Youth</td>
<td>Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development</td>
<td>06/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 05/08/2024 (Expiration Date)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Information: NCATS to Issue an Emergency Competitive Revision Sole Source Award in Support of ACTIV-6</td>
<td>National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPLEMENTS</td>
<td>Administrative Supplements to Existing NIH Grants and Cooperative Agreements (Parent Admin Supp Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Institutes of Health; John E. Fogarty International Center; National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute</td>
<td>Due dates may vary by awarding IC. See the awarding IC's website or applicable Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) for appropriate Application Due Dates. Applicants may also contact their respective awarding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research; National Library of Medicine; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research; Office of Research on Women’s Health</td>
<td>IC; 07/24/2023 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Office of The Director, National Institutes of Health (OD)</td>
<td>11/04/2020 (Release Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>National Institutes of Health</td>
<td>11/17/2020 (Release Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SINGLE IRB</td>
<td>AHRQ Guide Notice on Exception to the Use of the Single IRB Review Requirements During the Coronavirus</td>
<td>Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality</td>
<td>11/05/2020 (Release Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease 2019 (COVID-19) Public Health Emergency</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The NCI Transition Career Development Award (K22 - Independent Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td>National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>Standard dates; 03/15/2024 (Expiration)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIA Career Transition Award (K22 Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute on Aging</td>
<td>12/12/2022; 01/08/2025 (Expiration)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emerging Global Leader Award (K43 Independent Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td>John E. Fogarty International Center; National Cancer Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; Office of Research on Women’s Health</td>
<td>11/03/2022; 11/03/2023; 12/12/2023 (Expiration)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emerging Global Leader Award (K43 Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>John E. Fogarty International Center; National Cancer Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; Office of Research on Women’s Health</td>
<td>11/03/2022; 11/03/2023; 12/12/2023 (Expiration)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHGRI Predoctoral to Postdoctoral Transition Award for a Diverse Genomics Workforce (F99/K00)</td>
<td>National Human Genome Research Institute</td>
<td>04/08/2022; 08/08/2022; 12/08/2022; 04/08/2023; 08/08/2023; 12/08/2023; 04/08/2024;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NCI Mentored Research Scientist Development Award to Promote Diversity (K01 Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>04/09/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NCI Mentored Research Scientist Development Award to Promote Diversity (K01 Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td>National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>11/14/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transition to Independent Environmental Health Research (TIEHR) Career Award (K01 Independent Basic Experimental Studies with Humans Required)</td>
<td>National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences</td>
<td>Standard dates; 05/08/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transition to Independent Environmental Health Research (TIEHR) Career Award (K01 Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td>National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences</td>
<td>Standard dates; 05/08/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transition to Independent Environmental Health Research (TIEHR) Career Award (K01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences</td>
<td>Standard dates; 05/08/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The NCI Transition Career Development Award (K22 Independent Basic Experimental Studies with Humans Required)</td>
<td>National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>Standard dates; 03/15/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NINDS Faculty Development Award to Promote Diversity in Neuroscience Research (K01 Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke</td>
<td>Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NINDS Faculty Development Award to Promote Diversity in Neuroscience Research (K01 Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td>National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke</td>
<td>Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maximizing Opportunities for Scientific and Academic Independent Careers (MOSAIC) Postdoctoral Career Transition Award to Promote Diversity (K99/R00 - Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>Participating Organization(s): National Institutes of Health (NIH); Components of Participating Organizations: National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS); National Institute of</td>
<td>Standard dates; 11/15/2022 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering (NIBIB); National Institute of Nursing Research (NINR); National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities (NIMHD); National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI); National Institute on Aging (NIA); National Library of Medicine (NLM); National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute (NHLBI); National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEMS); National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders (NIDCD)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NIMH Career Transition Award for Tenure-Track Intramural Investigators (K22 No Independent Clinical Trials)</td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>Standard dates; 09/08/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIVERSITY</td>
<td>Maximizing Opportunities for Scientific and Academic Independent Careers (MOSAIC) Postdoctoral Career Transition Award to Promote Diversity (K99/R00 Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Eye Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal</td>
<td>Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 09/08/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maximizing Opportunities for Scientific and Academic Independent Careers (MOSAIC) Postdoctoral Career Transition Award to Promote Diversity (K99/R00 - Independent Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td>National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Eye Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research; National Library of Medicine; Office of Research on Women's Health</td>
<td>Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 09/08/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maximizing Opportunities for Scientific and Academic Independent Careers (MOSAIC) Postdoctoral Career Transition Award to Promote Diversity (K99/R00 - Independent Basic Experimental Studies with Humans Required (BESH))</td>
<td>National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Eye Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Nursing Research</td>
<td>Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 09/08/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maximizing Opportunities for Scientific and Academic Independent Careers (MOSAIC) Institutionally-Focused Research Education Award to Promote Diversity (UE5 - Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute of Allergy and ...</td>
<td>11/5/2022; 11/15/2023; 11/16/2023 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maximizing the Scientific Value of Existing Biospecimen Collections (R21 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Mental Health; National Library of Medicine; Office of Research on Women's Health</td>
<td>08/08/2022; 03/08/2023; 03/09/2023 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Secondary Analysis of Posttraumatic Psychopathology Data</td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>02/05/2022 (First Available Due Date); 01/08/2025 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data Harmonization, Curation and Secondary Analysis of Existing Clinical Datasets (R61/R33 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke</td>
<td>03/15/2022; 03/14/2024; 03/15/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Supporting Data Sciences in the IDeA States through the Centers of Biomedical Research Excellence (COBRE) Phase I Program</td>
<td>National Institute of General Medical Sciences</td>
<td>01/27/2022 (First Available Due Date); 01/28/2022 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Investigator Initiated Research in Computational Genomics and Data Science (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed), PAR-21-254 Deadline: 10.05.2021</td>
<td>National Institutes of Health; Components of Participating Organizations: National Human Genome Research Institute NHGRI</td>
<td>10/05/2021 [First Standard Due Date, PAR-21-254]; 10/16/2021 [First Standard Due Date, PAR-21-255]; Standard dates; 09/08/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Investigator Initiated Research in Computational Genomics and Data Science (R21 Clinical Trial Not Allowed), PAR-21-255 Deadline: 10.16.2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENOMICS</td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI):</td>
<td>National Human Genome Research Institute</td>
<td>01/05/2022 (First Available Due Date); 12/31/2024 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Genomics Education Interactive Digital Media Resources (SBIR/STTR)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Supporting Talented Early Career Researchers in Genomics (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Human Genome Research Institute</td>
<td>03/04/2022; 02/28/2023; 02/27/2024; 02/28/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Modifications to PAR-21-075, &quot;Research Experience in Genomic Research for Data Scientists (R25)&quot;</td>
<td>National Human Genome Research Institute</td>
<td>05/25/2022; 05/25/2023; 05/26/2023 (Expiration, PAR-21-075)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Early-Stage Development of Data Science Technologies for Infectious and Immune-mediated Diseases (U01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases</td>
<td>02/17/2022; 07/01/2022; 02/17/2023; 07/06/2023; 07/07/2023 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enhancement or Sustainment of Data Science Tools for Infectious and Immune-Mediated diseases (U24 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases</td>
<td>02/17/2022; 07/01/2022; 02/17/2023; 07/06/2023; 07/07/2023 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exploratory Data Science Methods and Algorithm Development in Infectious and Immune-mediated Diseases (R21 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases</td>
<td>02/17/2022; 07/01/2022; 02/17/2023; 07/06/2023; 07/07/2023 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Limited Competition for the Continuation of the National Consortium on Alcohol and Neurodevelopment in Adolescence (NCANDA) Data Analysis Resource (U24)</td>
<td>National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>08/18/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for</td>
<td>National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>10/01/2021 (First Estimated Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordinating and Data Management Center for Translational and Basic Science Research in Early Lesions (TBEL) (U24 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Research Opportunity Announcement for the Data Generation Projects of the NIH Bridge to Artificial Intelligence (Bridge2AI) Program (OT2)</td>
<td>Office of Strategic Coordination (Common Fund)</td>
<td>08/20/2021 (Estimated First Application Due Date)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE</td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for NIH Bridge2AI Integration, Dissemination, and Evaluation (BRIDGE) Center (U54 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>Office of Strategic Coordination (Common Fund)</td>
<td>08/20/2021 (Estimated First Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Integrative Omics Analysis of NHLBI TOPMed Data (Parent R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute</td>
<td>10/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 05/08/2023 (Expiration Date)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York State Department of Health/Health Research, Inc. Comprehensive Cancer Control Program</td>
<td>Health Research, Inc (HRI) and the New York State Department of Health (NYSDOH)</td>
<td>Applications will be accepted starting immediately and will be reviewed and awarded in the order received on a rolling basis until funds are no longer available.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Characterization of Cancer Therapy-induced Adverse Sequelae and Mechanism-based Interventional Strategies (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>02/05/2022 through 11/05/2024; 11/06/2024 (Expiration)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Clinical Characterization and Intervention Strategies for Cancer Therapy Induced Adverse Sequelae</td>
<td>National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>01/25/2022 (First Available Due Date); 05/08/2023 (Expiration Date)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Cancer Prevention-Interception Targeted Agent Discovery Program (CAP-IT) Centers (U54 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>10/01/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### New This Week (Tabular)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (first appearance)</th>
<th>Title (linked)</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Cancer Prevention-Interception Targeted Agent Discovery Program (CAP-IT) Data and Resource Coordination Center (DRCC) (U24 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>10/01/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Mechanisms that Impact Cancer Risk after Bariatric Surgery (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>11/01/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Leveraging Real-World Imaging Data for Artificial Intelligence-based Modeling and Early Detection of Abdominal Cancers</td>
<td>National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>06/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 01/08/2024 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Telehealth in Cancer Care</td>
<td>National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>06/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 03/08/2024 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest: National Cancer Institute Administrative Supplement Opportunity for Strategies to Optimize Recruitment and Retention of Cancer Prevention and Symptom Management Clinical Trial Participants</td>
<td>National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>06/15/2021 (First Available Due Date); 05/16/2023 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Expanding Cancer Control Research in Persistent Poverty Areas</td>
<td>National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>09/24/2021 (June 15, 2021); 05/08/2023 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Pancreatic Ductal Adenocarcinoma (PDAC) Stromal Reprogramming Consortium (PSRC) (U01 - Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>11/01/2021 (Estimated First Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish: Pancreatic Ductal Adenocarcinoma Stromal Reprogramming Consortium Coordinating and Data Management</td>
<td>National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>11/01/2021 (Estimated First Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### New This Week (Tabular)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (first appearance)</th>
<th>Title (linked)</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Center (PSRC CDMC) (U24 - Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Early-life Factors and Cancer Development Later in Life</td>
<td>National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>06/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 03/08/2024 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Integration of Individual Residential Histories in Cancer Research</td>
<td>National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>10/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 03/08/2024 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NIH Extramural Nexus New Policy for Data Management and Sharing Final NIH Policy for Data Management and Sharing</td>
<td>Office of The Director, National Institutes of Health (OD) [Announcement]; <a href="https://grants.nih.gov/grants/oer.htm">https://grants.nih.gov/grants/oer.htm</a> [Extramural Nexus; Office of Extramural Research]</td>
<td>10/29/2020 (Release Date); 01/25/2023 (Effective Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Final NIH Policy for Data Management and Sharing</td>
<td>National Institutes of Health</td>
<td>10/29/2020 (Release Date); 01/25/2023 (Effective Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reminder: NIH Policy on Use of Hypertext in NIH Grant Applications Reminder - No Hyperlinks and URLs in NIH Proposals The Do's &amp; Don'ts of Hyperlinks in Grant Applications NIH formatting instructions</td>
<td>NIH National Institutes of Health; Office of The Director, National Institutes of Health (OD)</td>
<td>NA; 09/16/2020 (Release Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[2] Restart Survey Requested for All Projects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RETURNING TO CAMPUS</strong></td>
<td>[1] Mailman School: Returning to Campus [provided for reference; please note the updated phone number for Covid-19 testing, below]</td>
<td>Mailman School</td>
<td>NA; page updated regularly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RASCAL IRB 2.1</td>
<td>Rascal IRB 2.1</td>
<td>The Columbia University Human Research Protection Office (HRPO)</td>
<td>09/20/2020 (Release Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPA COVID-19 TOWN HALL</td>
<td>SPA COVID TOWN HALLS [ARCHIVAL]</td>
<td>SPA</td>
<td>NA, Archival Postings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Columbia Public Health’s Free Online Course COVID-19 from Virus to Vaccine: Biological, Clinical, and Public Health Dimensions (Archival)</td>
<td>Columbia Mailman School of Public Health.</td>
<td>Archival</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COVID-19 Early Treatment Fund: Outpatient Clinical Trials for Effective Early Treatment for COVID-19, Using Existing Drugs, Rolling Deadline</td>
<td>Foundation Funding Opportunities brought to our attention by the Columbia University Office of Alumni Development</td>
<td>Please see piecemeal announcements</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU TEACHING AND LEARNING GRANTS</td>
<td>Columbia University Center for Teaching and Learning, Office of the Provost: Teaching and Learning Grants Presented by Consortium of Institutes &amp; Centers</td>
<td>Columbia University Center for Teaching and Learning, Office of the Provost; <a href="https://scienceandsociety.columbia.edu">https://scienceandsociety.columbia.edu</a></td>
<td>Open; Applications for the grants are open via rolling submission throughout the 2020-21 academic year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIH ANNOUNCEMENTS</td>
<td>Policy Update - Results Information Reporting for Applicable Clinical Trials (ACTs)</td>
<td>National Institutes of Health; General Notices</td>
<td>07/28/2020 (Release Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORMS-F</td>
<td>eRA Information: Changes in HSS Post-Submission Updates with FORMS-F Starting June 13 NIH Policy and Guidelines on the Inclusion of Individuals Across the Lifespan as Participants in Research Involving Human Subjects High-level Grant Application Form Change Summary: FORMS-F</td>
<td>NIH eRA</td>
<td>06/13/2020 (Effective Date); 06/15/2020 (Release Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORMS-F</td>
<td>Reminder of Upcoming FORMS-F and Inclusion Across the Lifespan Requirements for NIH Applicants and Recipients Submitting Post-Submission Updates Using the Human Subjects System (HSS)</td>
<td>National Institutes of Health</td>
<td>06/17/2020 (Release Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORMS-F</td>
<td>Reminder: Required use of FORMS-F application forms for application submission</td>
<td>National Institutes of Health</td>
<td>04/14/2021 (Release Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATA TABLES FOR TRAINING GRANTS</td>
<td>[1] Data Tables for FORMS-F required institutional training grant proposals; required for applications due May 25th, 2020 or later [2] Data Tables Changes from FORMS-E to FORMS-F</td>
<td>NIH, SPA</td>
<td>05/25/2020 (Forms-F, required for applications due 05/25/2020 or later)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPA TRAINING GRANT RPPRS AND SURVEY</td>
<td>Training Grant RPPRs and Survey</td>
<td>SPA/HICCC</td>
<td>10/01/2020 (Release Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIH Summary Statement Available to the Signing Officials (SO) through the eRA Commons</td>
<td>National Institutes of Health</td>
<td>06/18/2020 (Release Date)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extending the Special Exception to the NIH/AHRQ/NIOSH Post-Submission Material Policy During the COVID-19 Pandemic</td>
<td>National Institutes of Health</td>
<td>This Notice extends the special exception for post-submission material (see NOT-OD-20-123) to applications submitted for the May 2021 Council round.; For applications submitted for the May 2021 council (beginning with applications submitted for the September 25, 2020 due date for Spring 2021 review</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The NIH, AHRQ, and NIOSH will accept a one-page update with preliminary data as post-submission materials for applications submitted under all activity codes, ONLY if the Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) used for submission allowed preliminary data in the application. One page of preliminary data will be accepted for single component applications or for each component of a multi-component application. The deadline for submitting all post-submission materials, including preliminary data, will be 30 days before the study section meeting. Because applications for emergency competitive revisions and urgent competitive revisions undergo expedited review, post-submission materials will not be accepted for those</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### New This Week (Tabular)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (first appearance)</th>
<th>Title (linked)</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest: Administrative Supplements and Urgent Competitive Revisions on Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) within the Mission of NIAAA</td>
<td>National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism</td>
<td>12/31/2021 (First Available Due Date); 05/08/2024 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Participation of NINR in PA-21-050, Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Award (NRSA) Individual Fellowship for Students at Institutions Without NIH-Funded Institutional Predoctoral Dual-Degree Training Programs (Parent F30)</td>
<td>National Institute of Nursing Research</td>
<td>06/08/2021 (Release Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Change to NOT-NR-21-001: &quot;Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): NINR Priority Areas for Training and Career Development Awards&quot;</td>
<td>National Institute of Nursing Research</td>
<td>Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 09/08/2023 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Award (NRSA) Stipends, Tuition/Fees and Other Budgetary Levels Effective for Fiscal Year 2021</td>
<td>National Institutes of Health; Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality; Health Resources and Services Administration</td>
<td>01/27/2021 (Release Date)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### New This Week (Tabular)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (first appearance)</th>
<th>Title (linked)</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notices for changes in T32 submission instructions; Reminder: Changes to Forms and Instructions for Research Training Grant, Fellowship, and Career Development Award Applications for Applications Due on or After May 25, 2020 [NOT-OD-090]</td>
<td>NIH; NIEHS</td>
<td>05/25/2020 (for Research Training Grant, Fellowship, and Career Development Award Applications for Applications Due on or After May 25, 2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T32 Training Program for Institutions That Promote Diversity (T32 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute</td>
<td>02/28/2022; 09/13/2022; 02/28/2023; 09/13/2023; 02/28/2024; 02/29/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>National Institute of General Medical Sciences Institutional Predoctoral Research Training Grant (T32 - Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute of General Medical Sciences</td>
<td>Standard dates; 05/26/2023 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NINDS Institutional Research Training Program (T32 - Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke</td>
<td>05/25/2022; 05/25/2023; 05/26/2023 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Columbia Public Health Now Podcasts</td>
<td>Mailman</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Health and Policy Management Virtual Events</td>
<td>Health Policy and Management; <a href="https://www.mailman.columbia.edu/academics/departments/health-policy-and-management">https://www.mailman.columbia.edu/academics/departments/health-policy-and-management</a></td>
<td>ongoing and archived</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Three searchable databases provide information on global opportunities for</td>
<td>Curated by Johns Hopkins University</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### New This Week (Tabular)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (first appearance)</th>
<th>Title (linked)</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AROUND THE WORLD AVAILABLE ONLINE</td>
<td>graduate students, postdocs and junior faculty members</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HICCC FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES</td>
<td>HICCC Funding Opportunities</td>
<td>HICCC</td>
<td>NA, site updated regularly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESEARCH SUPPORT SERVICES</td>
<td>Update on Research Support Services, Spring 2019; we are pleased to expand the Research Support Services to also include resubmissions of otherwise eligible R01, P, K, Center and T32 grants Grant Review Submission Form (updated Spring 2019)</td>
<td>Mailman School</td>
<td>relative to upcoming NIH Grant Submission 5 weeks prior to submission deadline (Inform R2 of intent to utilize services); 4 weeks prior to submission deadline (science draft for external review); 2 weeks prior to submission deadline (submission for editing services)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RWJF Evidence for Action: Investigator-Initiated Research to Build a Culture of Health</td>
<td><a href="https://www.rwjf.org">https://www.rwjf.org</a></td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subscribe to RWJF Funding Alerts</td>
<td>RWJF</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Evidence for Action: Innovative Research to Advance Racial Equity</td>
<td>RWJF; <a href="https://www.evidenceforaction.org/">https://www.evidenceforaction.org/</a></td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Elsa U. Pardee Foundation</td>
<td><a href="https://pardeefoundation.org/">https://pardeefoundation.org/</a></td>
<td>12/31/2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anesthesia Patient Safety Foundation</td>
<td><a href="https://www.apsf.org">https://www.apsf.org</a></td>
<td>01/01/2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simons Foundation</td>
<td><a href="https://www.simonsfoundation.org">https://www.simonsfoundation.org</a></td>
<td>01/26/2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leukemia Research Foundation</td>
<td><a href="https://allbloodcancers.org">https://allbloodcancers.org</a></td>
<td>02/04/2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIREARM INJURY AND MORTALITY PREVENTION</td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish Funding Opportunity Announcements for Research on Firearm Injury and Mortality Prevention</td>
<td>Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research</td>
<td>06/01/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gun Violence Research RFP Pre-Announcement; Dissertation Awards and Postdoctoral Fellowships</td>
<td>The National Collaborative on Gun Violence Research; ncgvr.org</td>
<td>RFP will be posted in January 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Research on Community Level Interventions to Prevent Firearm and Related Violence, Injury and Mortality</td>
<td>Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research</td>
<td>04/22/2022 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RWJF; Pioneering Ideas: Exploring the Future to Build a Culture of Health</td>
<td>RWJF</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest: Advancing Health Communication Research on HIV Prevention, Treatment and Cure</td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>05/08/2021 (First Available Due Date); 05/09/2024 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expanding Differentiated Care Approaches for Adolescents Living with HIV (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>01/06/2022; 01/07/2022 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expanding Differentiated Care Approaches for Adolescents Living with HIV (R34 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>01/06/2022; 01/07/2022 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Examining Effects of HIV Pre-Exposure Prophylaxis (PrEP) on Heart, Lung, Blood, and Sleep Function</td>
<td>National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute</td>
<td>05/07/2022 (First Available Due Date); 05/08/2025 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Basic and Translational Oral Health Research Related to HIV/AIDS</td>
<td>National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research</td>
<td>01/07/2022 (First Available Due Date); 05/08/2023 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Improving Uptake and Use of the Dapivirine Vaginal Ring for HIV Prevention (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health; Office of Research on Women’s Health</td>
<td>08/15/2022 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Improving Uptake and Use of the Dapivirine Vaginal Ring for HIV Prevention (R21 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health; Office of Research on Women’s Health</td>
<td>08/15/2022 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Improving Uptake and Use of the Dapivirine Vaginal Ring for HIV Prevention (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health; Office of Research on Women’s Health</td>
<td>08/15/2022 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dapivirine Vaginal Ring for HIV Prevention (R34 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute</td>
<td>01/07/2022 (First Available Due Date); 01/08/2024 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NOSI: Notice of Special Interest: Resilience and Vulnerability following Acute Heart, Lung, Blood, and Sleep Insults in People with HIV (R01, Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>12/28/2021; 12/29/2021 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Research Bases for HIV/Cervical Cancer Prevention 'CASCADE' Clinical Trials Network (UG1 Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td>National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>12/28/2021; 12/29/2021 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clinical Sites for HIV/Cervical Cancer Prevention 'CASCADE' Clinical Trials Network (UG1 Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td>National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>12/28/2021; 12/29/2021 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interventions for Stigma Reduction to Improve HIV/AIDS Prevention, Treatment and Care in Low- and Middle- Income Countries (R01 - Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>John E. Fogarty International Center; National Cancer Institute; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>12/20/2021; 12/20/2022; 12/21/2022 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The role of Epstein Barr virus (EBV) infection in Non-Hodgkin Lymphoma (NHL) and Hodgkin disease (HD) development with or without an underlying HIV infection (U01 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>NIH, NCI</td>
<td>2/15/2022; 12/15/2023; 12/16/2023 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Adolescent Medicine Trials Network for HIV/AIDS Intervention (ATN) Scientific Leadership Center (UM2 Clinical Trial Required), and Operations and Collaborations Center (UM1 Clinical Trial)</td>
<td>Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development</td>
<td>01/07/2022 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Evaluation of sex differences on HIV-associated comorbidities in the context of stimulant use</td>
<td>National Institute on Drug Abuse</td>
<td>02/05/2022 (First Available Due Date); 01/08/2025 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multipurpose Prevention Technology: Novel Systemic Options for Young Adults (R41/R42 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>Multipurpose Prevention Technology: Novel Systemic Options for Young Adults (R41/R42 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>12/09/2022; 12/09/2023; 12/10/2023 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multipurpose Prevention Technology: Novel Systemic Options for Young Adults (R43/R44 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>Multipurpose Prevention Technology: Novel Systemic Options for Young Adults (R43/R44 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>12/09/2022; 12/09/2023; 12/10/2023 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovative Multi-Level Approaches and Strategies to Prevent, Test and Treat HIV in Primary Care Settings in Health Disparity Populations in Geographic Hot Spots in the United States (R01 - Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td>Innovative Multi-Level Approaches and Strategies to Prevent, Test and Treat HIV in Primary Care Settings in Health Disparity Populations in Geographic Hot Spots in the United States (R01 - Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td>National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>01/14/2022; 01/15/2022 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Harnessing Big Data to Halt HIV</td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Harnessing Big Data to Halt HIV</td>
<td>National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>09/07/2021 (First Available Due Date); 05/08/2024 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Implementation Science for Cancer Control in People Living with HIV in Low- and Middle-Income Countries (U01 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Implementation Science for Cancer Control in People Living with HIV in Low- and Middle-Income Countries (U01 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>09/05/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordinating Center for the HIV/AIDS and Substance Use Cohorts Program (U24 - Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>Coordinating Center for the HIV/AIDS and Substance Use Cohorts Program (U24 - Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute on Drug Abuse</td>
<td>02/17/2022; 02/18/2022 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): HIV Drug Resistance Assays and Actionable Data Dissemination Strategies</td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): HIV Drug Resistance Assays and Actionable Data Dissemination Strategies</td>
<td>National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute on Drug Abuse</td>
<td>06/17/2021 (First Available Due Date); 09/05/2021 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV-associated Non-Communicable Diseases Research at Low- and High Income Settings</td>
<td>HIV-associated Non-Communicable Diseases Research at Low- and High Income Settings</td>
<td>John E. Fogarty International Center; National Cancer Institute; National Institute on Drug Abuse</td>
<td>2/08/2022; 12/09/2022 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Middle-Income Country Institutions (R21 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>Aging; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Development and Testing of Novel Interventions to improve HIV Prevention, Treatment, and Program Implementation for People Who Use Drugs (R34 Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td>National Institute on Drug Abuse</td>
<td>1/07/2022; 05/07/2022; 09/07/2022; 01/07/2024; 05/07/2024; 05/08/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>American Women: Assessing Risk Epidemiologically (AWARE) (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>NIH</td>
<td>12/09/2021; 12/10/2021 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Coordinating Center for HIV/Cervical Cancer Prevention 'CASCADE' Clinical Trials Network (U24 Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td>National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>12/28/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Research Bases for HIV/Cervical Cancer Prevention 'CASCADE' Clinical Trials Network (UG1 Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td>National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>12/28/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Clinical Sites for HIV/Cervical Cancer Prevention 'CASCADE' Clinical Trials Network (UG1 Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td>National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>12/28/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High Priority HIV and Substance Use Research (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Institute on Drug Abuse</td>
<td>02/15/2022; 08/15/2022; 02/15/2023; 08/15/2023; 02/15/2024;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## New This Week (Tabular)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (first appearance)</th>
<th>Title (linked)</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Identification of Biomarkers of HIV Pathogenesis and Substance Use Disorder Comorbidity</td>
<td>National Institute on Drug Abuse</td>
<td>02/16/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest: Advanced Computational Approaches to Elucidate Disease Pathology and Identify Novel Therapeutics for Addiction</td>
<td>National Institute on Drug Abuse</td>
<td>06/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 09/08/2024 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for HEAL Initiative: Advancing Health Equity in Pain and Comorbidities (R61/R33 Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td>National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Nursing Research; Office of Research on Women's Health; Notices of Special Interest</td>
<td>04/01/2022 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): International Research Collaboration on Drug Abuse and Addiction Research</td>
<td>National Institute on Drug Abuse</td>
<td>10/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 09/08/2024 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pilot Health Services and Economic Research on the Treatment of Drug, Alcohol, and Tobacco Use Disorders (R34 - Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism</td>
<td>02/16/2022; 06/16/2022; 10/16/2023; 02/16/2024; 05/08/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### New This Week (Tabular)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (first appearance)</th>
<th>Title (linked)</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Special Interest: Public Policy Effects on Alcohol-, Cannabis-, Tobacco-, and Other Drug-Related Behaviors and Outcomes</td>
<td>National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Cancer Institute; National Institute on Drug Abuse</td>
<td>06/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 09/08/2024 (Expiration Date)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Limited Competition for the Continuation of the National Consortium on Alcohol and Neurodevelopment in Adolescence (NCANDA) Research Project Sites (U01)</td>
<td>National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>08/17/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Limited Competition for the Continuation of the National Consortium on Alcohol and Neurodevelopment in Adolescence (NCANDA) Administrative Resource (U24)</td>
<td>National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>08/18/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Collaborative Initiative on Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders (CIFASD), Research Project (U01 Clinical Trial optional)</td>
<td>National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism</td>
<td>08/15/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Collaborative Initiative on Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders (CIFASD), Administrative Core (U24) (Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism</td>
<td>08/15/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Collaborative Initiative on Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders (CIFASD), Diagnostic-Telemedicine Core (U24 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism</td>
<td>08/15/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Collaborative Initiative on Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders (CIFASD), Data</td>
<td>National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism</td>
<td>08/15/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordination Core (U24 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Collaborative Initiative on Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders (CIFASD), Developmental Project (UH2 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism</td>
<td>08/15/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HEAL INITIATIVE: Development of Therapies and Technologies Directed at Enhanced Pain Management (R43/R44 - Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Nursing Research; National Library of Medicine; Division</td>
<td>01/06/2022; 04/06/2022; 09/08/2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Synthetic Psychoactive Drugs and Strategic Approaches to Counteract Their Deleterious Effects</td>
<td>National Institute on Drug Abuse</td>
<td>06/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 09/08/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Administrative Supplements for research on fentanyl and derivatives</td>
<td>National Institute on Drug Abuse</td>
<td>04/01/2021 (First Available Due Date); 04/01/2022 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1] Other NIH NIDA Funding Opportunities</td>
<td></td>
<td>NIH, NIDA; <a href="https://www.drugabuse.gov">https://www.drugabuse.gov</a></td>
<td>Please see piecemeal opportunities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2] National Institute of Drug Abuse NIDA Funding Opportunities; NIDA Notices</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3] National Institute of Drug Abuse NIDA Funding Opportunities; NIDA Notices of Special Interest</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[4] National Institute of Drug Abuse NIDA Funding Opportunities; Active NIDA Requests for Applications, RFAs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[5] National Institute of Drug Abuse NIDA Funding Opportunities; Active NIDA Program Announcements, PAs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Emphasis Notice (SEN): AHRQ Announces Interest in Health Services Research to Address Substance Use Disorder Epidemic</td>
<td>Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality</td>
<td>04/03/2021 (Release Date)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAIN MANAGEMENT</td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for HEAL Initiative: Analgesic Development Initial Translational Efforts [Small Molecules and Biologics] (U19 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Eye Institute; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; Eunice Kennedy</td>
<td>04/27/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>NIH-DOD-VA Pain Management Collaboratory Pragmatic and/or Implementation Science Demonstration Projects ((UG3/UH3) Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td>NIH; Components of Participating Organizations; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health</td>
<td>03/15/2022; 03/16/2022 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Institutes of Health NCIH</td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for HEAL Initiative: Planning Studies for Initial Analgesic Development Initial Translational Efforts [Small Molecules and Biologics]</td>
<td>National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Nursing Research; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research; Office of Research on Women's Health</td>
<td>04/27/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Nursing Research; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research; Office of Research on Women's Health</td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for HEAL Initiative: Sickle Cell Disease Pain Management Trials Utilizing the Pain Effectiveness Research Network Cooperative Agreement (UG3/UH3, Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td>National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Nursing Research; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research; Office of Research on Women's Health</td>
<td>12/15/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New This Week (Tabular)</td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for HEAL Initiative: Pragmatic and Implementation Studies for the Management of Sickle Cell Disease Pain (UG3/UH3, Clinical Trials Optional)</td>
<td>Office of Research on Women’s Health</td>
<td>12/15/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Promoting Pain Research Within the NIAMS Mission Areas</td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>11/05/2021 (First Available Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Administrative Supplements for NCCIH Grants to Support Pain-Focused High Priority Research Areas</td>
<td>National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health</td>
<td>01/03/2022 (First Available Due Date); 05/03/2022 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUICIDE PREVENTION</td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) in Reducing Suicide Risk in Young People in Low- and Middle-Income Countries and Low-Resource Settings</td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>06/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 05/08/2024 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enhanced Interpersonal Focused Strategies for Suicide Prevention</td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>02/18/2022; 02/19/2022 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interventions (R34 Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td>Notice of Change to NOT-MH-21-090, &quot;Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) in Reducing Suicide Risk in Young People in Low- and Middle-Income Countries and Low-Resource Settings&quot;</td>
<td>National Institutes of Health, Components of Participating Organizations; National Institute of Mental Health (NIHM)</td>
<td>06/09/2021 (Release Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Pre-Application Webinar for RFA-MH-22-120, &quot;Pilot Practice-based Research for Primary Care Suicide Prevention (R34 Clinical Trial Optional)&quot; Pilot Practice-based Research for Primary Care Suicide Prevention (R34 Clinical Trial Optional) 12/08/2021 Webinar (Registration is not required) 03/16/2021 Webinar (Registration is not required)</td>
<td>National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Eye Institute; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>03/16/2022 (Webinar Dates); 06/21/2022 (Application); 06/22/2022 (Expiration)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COUNTERMEASURES AGAINST CHEMICAL THREATS</td>
<td>Countermeasures Against Chemical Threats (CounterACT) Research Centers of Excellence (U54 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Eye Institute; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute on Drug Abuse</td>
<td>09/13/2022; 09/12/2023; 09/13/2023 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for NIH Countermeasures Against Chemical Threats (CounterACT) Early-stage Investigator Research Award</td>
<td>National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases</td>
<td>06/27/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT</td>
<td>NIDDK High Risk Multi-Center Clinical Study Implementation Planning Cooperative Agreements (U34 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases</td>
<td>02/17/2022; 10/13/2022; 06/08/2023; 02/15/2024; 02/16/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NIDDK High Risk Multi-Center Clinical Study Cooperative Agreement (U01 Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td>National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases</td>
<td>Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 01/08/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NIDDK High Risk Multi-Center Clinical Study Cooperative Agreement (U01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institutes of Health (NIH); Components of Participating Organizations: National Cancer Institute (NCI); National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI); National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI); National Institute on Aging (NIA); National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID); National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases (NIAMS); Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders (NIDCD); National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research (NIDCR); National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS); National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); National Institute of Nursing Research (NINR); National Institute on Minority Health and Health Research (NIMH)</td>
<td>Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 01/08/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## New This Week (Tabular)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (first appearance)</th>
<th>Title (linked)</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| IMPLEMENTATION RESEARCH    | [1] Dissemination and Implementation Research in Health R01 Clinical Trial Optional  
[2] Dissemination and Implementation Research in Health R21 Clinical Trial Optional  
[3] Dissemination and Implementation Research in Health R03 Clinical Trial Not Allowed | Disparities (NIMHD); National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health (NCCIH); All applications to this funding opportunity announcement should fall within the mission of the Institutes/Centers. The following NIH Offices may co-fund applications assigned to those Institutes/Centers; Division of Program Coordination, Planning and Strategic Initiatives, Office of Disease Prevention (ODP); Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research (OBSSR); Office of Research on Women’s Health (ORWH) | National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences  
Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2022 (Expiration) |
| RARE DISEASES              | Basket Clinical Trials of Drugs Targeting Shared Molecular Etiologies in Multiple Rare Diseases (U44 Clinical Trial Required) | Food and Drug Administration                                           | 01/12/2022; 01/13/2022 (Expiration)          |
| FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION | Efficient and Innovative Natural History Studies Addressing Unmet Needs in Rare Diseases (R01) Clinical Trials Not Required | Food and Drug Administration                                           | 02/15/2022; 02/13/2024; 02/14/2024 (Expiration) |
### New This Week (Tabular)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (first appearance)</th>
<th>Title (linked)</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The FDA's Cooperative Agreement Program for States and Territories to Implement a National Produce Safety Program (U2F) Clinical Trials Not Allowed</td>
<td>National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases</td>
<td>03/01/2022; 03/02/2023 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMALL BUSINESS</td>
<td>NIAID SBIR Phase II Clinical Trial Implementation Cooperative Agreement (U44 Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td>National Institutes of Health</td>
<td>01/14/2022; 05/13/2022; 09/13/2022; 01/13/2023; 05/13/2023; 09/14/2023; 01/13/2024; 01/14/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for PHS 2021 Omnibus Solicitations of the NIH, CDC, and FDA for Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) and Small Business Technology Transfer (STTR) Grant Applications</td>
<td>National Institute on Aging</td>
<td>09/07/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PHS 2021-2 Omnibus Solicitation of the NIH, CDC and FDA for Small Business Innovation Research Grant Applications (Parent SBIR [R43/R44] Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institutes of Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other</td>
<td>Standard dates; 04/06/2022 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Communication Disorders; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Nursing Research</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PHS 2021-2 Omnibus Solicitation of the NIH and CDC for Small Business Innovation Research Grant Applications (Parent SBIR [R43/R44] Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td>National Institutes of Health; National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on</td>
<td>Standard dates; 04/06/2022 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## New This Week (Tabular)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (first appearance)</th>
<th>Title (linked)</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PHS 2021-2 Omnibus Solicitation of the NIH for Small Business Technology Transfer Grant Applications (Parent STTR [R41/R42] Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td>Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Nursing Research</td>
<td>Standard dates; 04/06/2022 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PHS 2021-2 Omnibus Solicitation of the NIH for Small Business Technology Transfer Grant Applications (Parent STTR [R41/R42] Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute on Drug Abuse</td>
<td>Standard dates ; 04/06/2022 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPPORT FOR RESEARCH EXCELLENCE (SURE)</td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Support for Research Excellence (SuRE)</td>
<td>National Institute of General Medical Sciences</td>
<td>05/25/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Support for Research Excellence - First Independent Research Support &amp; Transition (SuRE-First)</td>
<td>National Institute of General Medical Sciences</td>
<td>09/25/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for a National Resource Center for the Support for Research Excellence (SuRE) Program</td>
<td>NIH</td>
<td>09/25/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SuRE R16 Program Funding Announcements and Upcoming Webinar Support for Research Excellence (SuRE) Award (R16 Clinical Trial Not Allowed) Support for Research Excellence – First Independent Research (SuRE)</td>
<td>Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality</td>
<td>05/26/2022; 05/26/2023; 09/08/2023 (Expiration) [Support for Research Excellence (SuRE) Award (R16 Clinical Trial Not Allowed);]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First) Award (R16 - Clinical Trial Not Allowed) SuRE program, please join our informational webinar: Tuesday, April 13, 3:00-4:30 p.m. ET</td>
<td></td>
<td>09/28/2022; 09/28/2023; 01/08/2024 (Expiration) [Support for Research Excellence – First Independent Research (SuRE-First) Award (R16 - Clinical Trial Not Allowed)]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Special Interest: National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health (NCCIH) T32 Supplement Program for Pre- and Postdoctoral Candidates from Diverse Backgrounds</td>
<td></td>
<td>National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health</td>
<td>03/01/2022 (First Available Due Date); 07/02/2025 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHRQ Policy on the Inclusion of Priority Populations in Research</td>
<td></td>
<td>National Human Genome Research Institute; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Office of the Director, NIH</td>
<td>05/18/2021 (Release Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Investigators to Promote Workforce Diversity in Genomics and other Health-Related Research (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td></td>
<td>National Institute of General Medical Sciences</td>
<td>02/22/2022; 02/22/2023; 02/23/2023 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research on Interventions that Promote the Careers of Individuals in the Biomedical Research Enterprise (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td></td>
<td>National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute</td>
<td>10/13/2022; 10/13/2023; 10/14/2023 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentored Career Development Award to Promote Faculty Diversity in Biomedical Research (K01 Independent Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td></td>
<td>National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute</td>
<td>2/11/2022; 10/13/2022; 02/14/2023; 10/13/2023; 02/13/2024; 05/08/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentored Career Development Award to Promote Faculty Diversity in</td>
<td></td>
<td>National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute</td>
<td>02/11/2022; 10/13/2022; 02/14/2023;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| Category: New This Week (Tabular) | Title: Notice of Special Interest: National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health (NCCIH) T32 Supplement Program for Pre- and Postdoctoral Candidates from Diverse Backgrounds | Sponsor: National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health | Deadline: 03/01/2022 (First Available Due Date); 07/02/2025 (Expiration Date) |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (first appearance)</th>
<th>Title (linked)</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Biomedical Research (K01 Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td></td>
<td>National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute on Drug Abuse</td>
<td>10/13/2023; 02/13/2024; 05/08/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short-Term Research Education Program to Enhance Diversity in Health-Related Research (R25 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td></td>
<td>National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute on Drug Abuse</td>
<td>02/23/2022; 08/09/2022; 02/23/2023; 08/09/2023; 02/23/2024; 02/24/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reminder: Notice of NIH’s Encouragement of Applications Supporting Individuals from Underrepresented Ethnic and Racial Groups as well as Individuals with Disabilities</td>
<td></td>
<td>National Institutes of Health</td>
<td>10/25/2021 (Release Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): NIH Research Project Grant (R01) Applications from Individuals from Diverse Backgrounds, Including Under-Represented Minorities</td>
<td></td>
<td>National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health</td>
<td>06/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 05/08/2023 (June 05, 2021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONFERENCE AND MEETING SUPPORT</td>
<td>NIOSH Support for Conferences and Scientific Meetings (R13 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institutes of Health; National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Standard dates; 12/15/2025 (Expiration)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## New This Week (Tabular)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (first appearance)</th>
<th>Title (linked)</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Imaging and Bioengineering;</td>
<td><strong>NIH Support for Conferences and Scientific Meetings (Parent R13 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</strong></td>
<td>Office of Research on Women’s Health; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases</td>
<td>standard due dates: 01/07/2024; 01/08/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eunice Kennedy Shriver</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Library of Medicine; Division of Program Coordination, Planning and Strategic Initiatives, Office of Research Infrastructure Programs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GENDER INCLUSIVE EXCELLENCE</strong></td>
<td><strong>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Advancing Gender Inclusive Excellence (AGIE) Coordinating Center (U54)</strong></td>
<td>National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities</td>
<td>01/29/2021 (Release Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VACCINE HESITANCY</strong></td>
<td><strong>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Urgent Competitive Revisions and Administrative Supplements for Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>03/05/2021 (First Available Due Date);</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## New This Week (Tabular)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (first appearance)</th>
<th>Title (linked)</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Research at NIMHD Research Centers in Minority Institutions (RCMI U54s) on SARS-CoV-2 Vaccine Hesitancy, Uptake, and Implementation</td>
<td>Child Health and Human Development</td>
<td>05/04/2024 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Promoting Vaccine Access, Acceptance and Uptake among Children, Adolescents, Pregnant and Lactating Women, and Persons with Disabilities</td>
<td>Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality</td>
<td>09/08/2021 (First Available Due Date) ; 05/08/2024 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Advancing Research Needed to Develop a Universal Influenza Vaccine</td>
<td>National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases</td>
<td>02/05/2022 (First Available Due Date); 01/08/2025 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIGITAL HEALTHCARE</td>
<td>Using Innovative Digital Healthcare Solutions to Improve Quality at the Point of Care (R21/R33 - Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality</td>
<td>Standard dates; 06/18/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Using Innovative Digital Healthcare Solutions to Improve Quality at the Point of Care (R21/R33 - Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health</td>
<td>Standard dates; 07/18/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AHRQ Announces Interest in Research on Digital Healthcare Safety</td>
<td>Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality</td>
<td>10/28/2021 (Release Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INFECTIOUS DISEASE</td>
<td>Global Infectious Disease Research Training Program (D43 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases</td>
<td>08/03/2022; 08/03/2023; 08/04/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Systems Biology for Infectious Diseases (U19 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institutes of Health; National Cancer Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences</td>
<td>01/14/2022; 01/15/2022 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOBACCO</td>
<td>Tobacco Regulatory Science (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Institutes of Health; National Cancer Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences</td>
<td>02/15/2022; 07/14/2022; 02/14/2023; 02/15/2023 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Secondary Analyses of Existing Datasets of Tobacco Use and Health (R21 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>Office of Disease Prevention; National Cancer Institute; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences</td>
<td>08/08/2022; 03/08/2023; 03/09/2023 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Center for Rapid Surveillance of Tobacco (CRST) to Assess Changes in Use Behaviors, Product Marketing, and the Marketplace (U01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>Office of Disease Prevention; National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>05/18/2022; 05/19/2022 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Electronic Nicotine Delivery Systems (ENDS) and Alternative Nicotine and Tobacco Delivery Systems: Basic Mechanisms of Health Effects</td>
<td>Office of Disease Prevention; National Cancer Institute; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences</td>
<td>02/05/2022 (First Available Due Date); 05/09/2023 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Electronic Nicotine Delivery Systems (ENDS) and Alternative Nicotine and Tobacco Delivery Systems: Population, Clinical and Applied Prevention Mechanisms of Health Effects</td>
<td>Office of Disease Prevention; National Cancer Institute; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities</td>
<td>02/05/2022 (First Available Due Date); 05/09/2024 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Center for Coordination of Analysis, Science, Enhancement, and Logistics (CASEL) in Tobacco Regulatory Science (U54 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>Office of Disease Prevention; National Institute on Drug Abuse</td>
<td>07/01/2022 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Tobacco Centers of Regulatory Science (TCORS) for Research Relevant to the Family Smoking Prevention and Tobacco Control Act (U54 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>Office of Disease Prevention; National Cancer Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences</td>
<td>07/01/2022 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Electronic Nicotine Delivery Systems (ENDS) and Alternative Nicotine and Tobacco Delivery Systems: Basic Mechanisms of Health Effects</td>
<td>Office of Disease Prevention; National Cancer Institute; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities</td>
<td>10/05/2021 (First Available Due Date) ; 05/08/2023 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Electronic Nicotine Delivery Systems (ENDS) and Alternative Nicotine and Tobacco Delivery Systems: Population, Clinical and Applied Prevention Mechanisms of Health Effects</td>
<td>Office of Disease Prevention; National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>10/05/2021 (First Available Due Date) ; 05/08/2024 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for the Center for Rapid Surveillance of Tobacco (CRST) to Assess Changes in Use Behaviors, Product Marketing, and the Marketplace (U01 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute of General Medical Sciences</td>
<td>05/2022 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESPIRATORY</td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for the ARDS, Pneumonia, and Sepsis Phenotyping Consortium Clinical Centers (U01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute of General Medical Sciences</td>
<td>06/17/2022 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### New This Week (Tabular)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (first appearance)</th>
<th>Title (linked)</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for the ARDS, Pneumonia, and Sepsis Phenotyping Consortium Coordinating Center (U01)</td>
<td>National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute</td>
<td>06/17/2022 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEHAVIORAL</td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Behavioral Economics for Implementation Research (BEIR) to improve use of Evidence-Based Practices for HLBS conditions</td>
<td>National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research</td>
<td>10/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 09/08/2024 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NIDCR Behavioral and Social Intervention Clinical Trial Planning and Implementation Cooperative Agreement (UG3/UH3 Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td>National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>02/08/2022; 06/07/2022; 10/04/2022; 02/07/2023; 06/06/2023; 10/03/2023; 02/06/2024; 05/07/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Request for Information (RFI): Research Challenges and Needs in the Biobehavioral Mechanisms of Aggression</td>
<td>Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>01/31/2022 (Response Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EARLY DETECTION</td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for The Early Detection Research Network: Biomarker Characterization Centers (U2C Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>08/31/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement: Early Detection Research Network (EDRN) Clinical Validation Centers</td>
<td>National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>08/31/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category (first appearance)</td>
<td>Title (linked)</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Training</td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement: Early Detection Research Network (EDRN) Data Management and Coordinating Center</td>
<td>National Institute of General Medical Sciences</td>
<td>08/31/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESEARCH TRAINING</td>
<td>Innovative Programs to Enhance Research Training (IPERT) (R25 Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>10/14/2022; 10/13/2023; 10/14/2023 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POST-ACUTE INTERVENTIONS</td>
<td>Effectiveness Trials for Post-Acute Interventions and Services to Optimize Longer-term Outcomes (R01 Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td>National Institute of Mental Health</td>
<td>03/06/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POST-ACUTE INTERVENTIONS</td>
<td>Pilot Effectiveness Trials for Post-Acute Interventions and Services to Optimize Longer-term Outcomes (R34 Clinical Trial Required)</td>
<td>National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases</td>
<td>03/17/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POPULATION DYNAMICS</td>
<td>Time-Sensitive Obesity Policy and Program Evaluation (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development</td>
<td>03/08/2024; 04/09/2024; 07/09/2024; 08/09/2024; 09/10/2024; 09/11/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POPULATION DYNAMICS</td>
<td>National Centers for Metabolic Phenotyping in Live Models of Obesity and Diabetes (MPMOD) (U2C - Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases</td>
<td>03/08/2022; 03/09/2022 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POPULATION DYNAMICS</td>
<td>Notice of Information: NICHD Population Dynamics Centers Research Infrastructure Program FY2023 and FY2024</td>
<td>National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>06/08/2021 (Release Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRANSLATIONAL</td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Translational and Basic Science Research in Early Lesions (TBEL) (U54 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Cancer Institute</td>
<td>10/01/2021 (First Estimated Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRANSLATIONAL</td>
<td>Virtual Consortium for Translational/Transdisciplinary Environmental Research (ViCTER) ViCTER (including 11.18.2021 Webinar description)</td>
<td>National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases</td>
<td>11/18/2021 (Webinar Date); 02/01/2022; 02/01/2023; 02/01/2024;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## New This Week (Tabular)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (first appearance)</th>
<th>Title (linked)</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ViCTER Webinar 11.18.2021</td>
<td>Registration SRP Funding Opportunities</td>
<td></td>
<td>02/02/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANTIVIRALS</td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Antiviral Drug Discovery (AViDD) Centers for Pathogens of Pandemic Concern (U19 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute</td>
<td>10/15/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHRONIC LUNG DISEASE</td>
<td>Notice of Change in Key Dates and Award Information for RFA-HL-21-013 &quot;Disease Modifying Therapies for Chronic Lung Disease (R61/R33 Clinical Trial Required)&quot;</td>
<td>National Institutes of Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research</td>
<td>06/02/2022 (Revised/updated application due date); 06/03/2022 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOWN SYNDROME</td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Use of Digital Technology and Mobile Health (mHealth) to Improve Diagnosis, Assessments, Interventions, Management and Outcomes for Individuals with Down Syndrome Across the Lifespan (R21 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>NIH</td>
<td>10/16/2021 (First Available Due Date); 11/17/2023 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VISION RESEARCH</td>
<td>NEI Vision Research Epidemiology Grant (UG1 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td><a href="https://grants.nih.gov/grants/how-to-apply-application-guide/due-dates-and-submission-policies/due-dates.htm">https://grants.nih.gov/grants/how-to-apply-application-guide/due-dates-and-submission-policies/due-dates.htm</a></td>
<td>01/25/2022; 05/25/2024; 09/08/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CELIAC DISEASE</td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Accelerating Progress in Celiac Disease Research</td>
<td>National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health</td>
<td>01/12/2022 (First Available Due Date); 01/08/2025 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### New This Week (Tabular)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (first appearance)</th>
<th>Title (linked)</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Deadline (if multiple, first and last presented)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>AGRICULTURE</strong></td>
<td>Centers for Agricultural Safety and Health (U54)</td>
<td>National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health</td>
<td>01/24/2022; 10/24/2022; 10/24/2023; 10/22/204; 12/01/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IMMUNITY</strong></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Molecular and Genetic Characterization of Inborn Errors of Immunity</td>
<td>National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases</td>
<td>02/05/2022 (First Available Due Date); 01/08/2025 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Immune Drivers of Autoimmune Disease (U01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</td>
<td>National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases</td>
<td>07/01/2022 (Estimated First Application Due Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MALARIA</strong></td>
<td>Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Accelerating Malaria Vaccine Discovery</td>
<td>National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases</td>
<td>02/05/2022 (First Available Due Date); 01/08/2025 (Expiration Date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INTERDISCIPLINARY</strong></td>
<td>High Impact, Interdisciplinary Science in NIDDK Research Areas (RC2 Clinical Trial Optional)</td>
<td>National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases</td>
<td>01/01/2022; 10/30/2024; 10/31/2024 (Expiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STANDARD DUE DATES</strong></td>
<td>Standard Due Dates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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NEW THIS WEEK [NTW]

Funding opportunities and announcements listed in the “New this Week” section will be moved to the main body of the newsletter in the following weeks. They are presented (in the posted .pdf version of the newsletter) in the following order.

WEEKLY HIGHLIGHT
[NTW] [RESEARCH RESOURCES ANNOUNCEMENTS] Research Resources will not distribute a Newsletter 12/24 or 12/31. We plan to distribute an abbreviated Newsletter on 12/29.

[NTW] [WEEKLY HIGHLIGHT/CALDERONE AWARD FOR JUNIOR FACULTY DEVELOPMENT]
Calderone Award for Junior Faculty Development, Submission Deadline 01/10/2022
Calderone Award for Junior Faculty Development, Submission Deadline 01/10/2022; Downloadable Application Form

**Sponsor:** Mailman, Calderone family  
**Deadline(s):** 01/10/2022  
**Contact:** Calderone Award for Junior Faculty Development, Submission Deadline 01/10/2022; Downloadable Application Form; To apply, please complete this form (download the Word template). The deadline for the 2022-23 academic year is 5 p.m. on Monday, January 10, 2022; Please forward applications and all supporting documentation to: Craig Kandell; Project Coordinator; ckk7@cumc.columbia.edu  
**Link(s):** https://www.publichealth.columbia.edu/people/our-faculty/faculty-awards/calderone-awards-junior-faculty-development  
**Additional Information:** Supported by a generous endowment established by the Calderone family in 1986, this award honors Frank A. Calderone’s distinguished career and lifelong commitment to public health. Designed expressly for junior faculty holding an appointment in the Mailman School, this award supports research efforts initiated by full-time junior faculty members (assistant professors and associate research scientists) holding appointments in one of the departments at the Mailman School; Full-time junior faculty (assistant professors and associate research scientists) holding appointments in one of the School’s departments or centers are eligible.

[NTW] [MAILMAN SCHOOL CENTENNIAL GRAND CHALLENGES]
Mailman School of Public Health Centennial Grand Challenges

**Mailman School of Public Health Centennial Grand Challenges Downloadable RFA**  
**Deadline 02/18/2022**  
**Sponsor:** https://www.publichealth.columbia.edu/people/our-faculty/faculty-awards/centennial-grand-challenges  
**Deadline(s):** 02/18/2022  
**Contact:** Craig Kandell, Project Coordinator, ckk7@cumc.columbia.edu  
**Link(s):** https://www.publichealth.columbia.edu/people/our-faculty/faculty-awards/centennial-grand-challenges  
**Additional Information:** Dear Colleagues, During last month’s School Assembly, I was delighted to share that as part of Columbia Mailman’s Centennial, that we would soon be accepting applications for our Centennial Grand Challenges. The purpose of the Grand Challenges RFA is to spur the needed interdisciplinary team development and discovery to tackle some of the most critical public health challenges of this century. After consultation with faculty and members of the school community, we have identified these specific areas of focus as priorities: [1] Growing health inequities with high rates of obesity and chronic disease; [2] The health impacts of climate change; [3] Aging populations and longer lives that could be healthy but are not; [4] The inadequacy of food systems; [5] The global mental health crisis; [6] The likelihood of increased rates of future pandemics. I am pleased to announce that the website for our Centennial Grand Challenges has launched, and we are now accepting applications to this RFA. We are cognizant that our faculty may identify challenges not noted and we are therefore not limiting the call to these topics. I hope you will take advantage of this opportunity for the Centennial Grand Challenges RFA. All full-time faculty holding primary appointments in one of the School’s Departments or Centers are eligible. The deadline is 5 p.m. on Friday, February
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18, 2022.; To apply, please complete this downloadable form, word document. ; Applications and all supporting documentation should be forwarded to Craig Kandell, Project Coordinator, ckk7@cumc.columbia.edu.; We look forward to receiving your submissions.

[NTW] [RESEARCH RESOURCES INFORMATION SESSIONS]
SPRING 2022 INFORMATION SESSIONS (Columbia Research/SPA and Research Resources)

January: We recommend that Mailman Affiliates, especially those who will be participating faculty on upcoming Training Grant initiatives, attend the January Columbia Research SPA Town Halls!

Columbia Research/SPA, NIH Town Hall, Part I – NIH Biosketches and Other Support: The Latest Information, 01/10/2022
Columbia Research/SPA, NIH Town Hall, Part II – covering all NIH changes effective 1/25/2022

February: Andrea Baccarelli, Time Management, 02/24/2022, 3:30 – 5:00 PM, Register here

March: Rosa Rivera, Dori Lorsch, Lourdes Pilapil, Pre and Post Award Grant Management, Budget Design and Justification Workshop, 03/24/2022, 11:30 AM – 1:00 PM; Register Here!

April: Pam Factor-Litvak, Optimizing Your Responses to Summary Statements, 04/28/2022, 11:30 AM – 1:00 PM; Register Here!

Sponsor: Research Resources
Deadline(s): 01/10/2022 (SPA NIH Biosketch and Other Support Webinar); 02/24/2022 (Time Management); 03/24/2022 (Pre- and Post-Award Grant Management, Budget Design and Justification Workshop); 04/28/2022 (Optimizing Your Responses to Summary Statements)

Contact: Craig Kandell, ckk7@cumc.columbia.edu

Link(s): https://columbiacuimc.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_r_Be3qTThTdKRnDhVglIZbQ [Columbia Research/SPA, NIH Town Hall, Part I – NIH Biosketches and Other Support: The Latest Information, 01/10/2022]
https://columbiacuimc.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_m6pMEKuEO5KpLzK_IzuQuA [Columbia Research/SPA, NIH Town Hall, Part II – covering all NIH changes effective 1/25/2022]
https://www.publichealth.columbia.edu/public-health-now/events/time-management; https://columbiacuimc.zoom.us/meeting/register/Nwpc-6rqDgvEICISXdHRQU_Y0wbY8qsLCOn; [February: Andrea Baccarelli, Time Management, 02/24/2022, 3:30 – 5:00 PM, Register here]
https://www.publichealth.columbia.edu/public-health-now/events/pre-and-post-award-grant-management-budget-design-and-justification-workshop; https://columbiacuimc.zoom.us/meeting/register/LMof-6qjwqGxfWHVKN5agYDYSqvVp_z1Yg ; [March: Rosa Rivera, Dori Lorsch, Lourdes Pilapil, Pre and Post Award Grant Management, Budget Design and Justification Workshop, 03/24/2022, 11:30 AM – 1:00 PM; Register Here!]
https://www.publichealth.columbia.edu/public-health-now/events/optimizing-your-responses-summary-statements-1; https://columbiacuimc.zoom.us/meeting/register/UEru2Vpq4pGde_a2HhGBNPQJDWBAQ4AG. [April: Pam Factor-Litvak, Optimizing Your Responses to Summary Statements, 04/28/2022, 11:30 AM – 1:00 PM; Register!]

Additional Information:

January 2022: We recommend that Mailman Affiliates, especially those who will be participating faculty on upcoming Training Grant initiatives, attend the January Columbia Research SPA Town Halls!
February 2022: Please join Research Resources, and the Department of Environmental Health Sciences on Thursday February 24, 2022 (02/24/2022) from 3:30 – 5:00 PM for a talk with Professor Andrea Baccarelli, Leon Hess Professor, and Chair, Department of Environmental Health Sciences, who will discuss “Time Management”. All in the Columbia Community are welcome to attend. Time will be allocated for questions and answers. Register here!

March 2022: Please join Research Resources, Sponsored Projects Administration, and the Department of Health and Policy Management on Thursday March 24, 2022 (03/24/2022) from 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM for a Virtual (Zoom) "Pre and Post Award Grant Management, Budget Design and Justification Workshop" moderated by Rosa Rivera, Director of Sponsored Projects Administration (SPA) and Associate Dean for Grants and Contracts, Dori Lorsch, Department Administrator, and Lourdes Pilapil, Associate Director, Grant/Finance, of the Department of Health Policy and Management. All in the Columbia Community are welcome to attend. Time will be allocated for questions and answers. Register Here!

April 2022: Please join Research Resources on Thursday April 28, 2022 (04/28/2022) from 11:30 AM – 1:00 PM for a discussion with Dr. Pam Factor-Litvak, Professor of Epidemiology at CUMC and Associate Dean for Research Resources at the Mailman School who will present "Optimizing Your Responses to Summary Statements." All in the Columbia Community are welcome to attend. Time will be allocated for questions and answers. Register Here!

[NTW] [JUNIOR FACULTY]
KL2 Mentored Career Development Award
KL2 Mentored Career Development Award Application
KL2 Mentored Career Development Award Information and Application Procedures

**Sponsor:** Irving Institute; CLIC Career Development Community; https://clic-ctsa.org/career-development-community

**Deadline(s):** 12/20/2021

**Contact:** education@clic-ctsa.org; ctsa_edu@cumc.columbia.edu

**Link(s):** https://www.irvinginstitute.columbia.edu/services/kl2-mentored-career-development-award
https://clic-ctsa.org/career-development-community
https://www.irvinginstitute.columbia.edu/file/6030/download?token=Rt1PYx8U
https://www.irvinginstitute.columbia.edu/file/6629/download?token=uheGMXjO

**Additional Information:** Applications open for KL2 Career Development Award; Columbia | Irving Institute for Clinical and Translational Research; KL2 Award Application; The KL2 Mentored Career Development Award combines didactic training, mentoring, exposure to multidisciplinary research, and ongoing evaluation to prepare young investigators for careers in patient oriented research (POR). The award serves as a "bridge" by which young junior faculty can achieve research independence. KL2 scholars complete a rigorous training program that guarantees exposure to a wide range of clinical and translational research methods in both classroom and experiential settings.; The KL2 program places special emphasis on multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary research, which must be reflected in the research, training, and team mentorship plans. By “team mentorship,” we mean that each applicant must identify KL2 mentors from at least two different disciplines to supervise his/her research progress during the period of the award.; Deadline: December 20, 2021; For complete details visit our web-page ; National CTSA: Career Development; The CLIC Career Development Community is an interactive space available to the CTSA Program and greater
translational science community where individuals can collaborate, network, and share ideas with their peers from across the consortium.; Three Focus Areas: KL2 Scholars, TL1 Trainees, & Clinical Research Professionals (CRPs); Each Focus Area includes: a message board; highlighted resources and activities; searchable user list to foster communication, networking, and collaboration; Questions? education@clinc-ctsa.org; ctwaedu@cumc.columbia.edu ; The typical duration of the KL2 award is two years, initially awarded as a one-year grant but renewable annually based on performance and renewal of the Irving Institute’s CTSA grant from NIH. Extensions beyond two years are possible but rare. (After two to three years as a KL2 scholar, individuals are still eligible for K awards from the NIH in most cases. Note that each NIH institute has its own policy on this issue and the institute should be consulted for clarification.); For complete details visit our web-page

[NTW] [NEWLY NEGOTIATED FEDERAL FACILITIES AND ADMINISTRATIVE RATES]
Columbia Research Newly Negotiated Federal Facilities and Administrative Rates
MSPH SPA Department Assignments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Research: On-Campus</th>
<th>Research: Modified Off-Campus</th>
<th>Research: Off-Campus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Columbia University</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY22</td>
<td>62.5%</td>
<td>28.5%</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY23</td>
<td>64.5%</td>
<td>28.5%</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY24 (and beyond)</td>
<td>64.5%</td>
<td>28.5%</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamont Doherty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY22</td>
<td>54.5%</td>
<td>28.5%</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY23</td>
<td>55.5%</td>
<td>28.5%</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY24 (and beyond)</td>
<td>55.5%</td>
<td>28.5%</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Active awards which have approved budgets will use the rates that were previously in place:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Research: On-Campus</th>
<th>Research: Modified Off-Campus</th>
<th>Research: Off-Campus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Columbia University</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>29.4%</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamont Doherty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>29.4%</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sponsor:**
https://research.columbia.edu/institutional-information
https://research.columbia.edu/content/facilities-and-administrative-fa-costs
https://research.columbia.edu/sites/default/files/content/SPA/Department%20Assignments/MSPH%20Dept%20Assignment%208-13-21%20(SPA%20WEBSITE).pdf

**Deadline(s):** 10/25/2021 (Release Date)

**Contact:** If you have any questions, please reach out to Fabrizio Carucci at fc2586@columbia.edu or Kristi Bazata at klv2102@columbia.edu or your project officer in SPA.; Columbia | Research ; Office of the Executive Vice President for Research

**Link(s):** https://research.columbia.edu/institutional-information
https://research.columbia.edu/department-assignments
Additional Information: Memo to: Principal Investigators and Sponsored Project Administrators; From: Mark Hawkins, Vice President, Finance & Controller; William Berger, Executive Director, Sponsored Projects Administration; October 25, 2021; Newly Negotiated Federal Facilities and Administrative Rates; We are writing to inform you that the University has recently concluded the negotiation of a new Facilities and Administrative (F&A) rate agreement with the federal government. This will impact the preparation of budgets included in future grant and contract proposals to federal sponsors.; Effective immediately, budgets being prepared for new research proposals should use the following new federal F&A rates based on the location and the year the expenses will be incurred. New competitive awards will also generally be subject to the following rates:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Research: On-Campus</th>
<th>Research: Modified Off-Campus</th>
<th>Research: Off-Campus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Columbia University</td>
<td>FY22: 62.5%</td>
<td>FY23: 64.5%</td>
<td>FY24 (and beyond): 64.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FY24 (and beyond): 62.5%</td>
<td>FY23: 28.5%</td>
<td>FY24 (and beyond): 28.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamont Doherty</td>
<td>FY22: 54.5%</td>
<td>FY23: 55.5%</td>
<td>FY24 (and beyond): 55.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FY24 (and beyond): 28.5%</td>
<td>FY23: 28.5%</td>
<td>FY24 (and beyond): 26%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Active awards which have approved budgets will use the rates that were previously in place:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Research: On-Campus</th>
<th>Research: Modified Off-Campus</th>
<th>Research: Off-Campus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Columbia University</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>29.4%</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamont Doherty</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>29.4%</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

University systems are currently being updated to accommodate the new rates. If you have any questions, please reach out to Fabrizio Carucci at fc2586@columbia.edu or Kristi Bazata at klv2102@columbia.edu or your project officer in SPA; Columbia | Research | Office of the Executive Vice President for Research

The memo is posted on our Institutional Information Page here:

https://research.columbia.edu/institutional-information

However, the actual rate agreement itself is not available yet. We are allowed, though, to use these new rates when preparing proposal budgets. The rate agreement itself will not be available for a few weeks.

Therefore, you need to rely on this memo, and speak with a SPA Project Officer if you have specific questions about how to use the new rates for proposal budgets.

[NTW] [SPA]

Update non-government FY22 fringe rates 01.01.2022 to 06.30.2022, 32%
CU SPA Institutional Information Page
SPA Project Officer
SPA Summary One-Pager relative to NIH Biosketch and Other Support Page stipulations for 01.25.2022 onward

**Sponsor:** SPA

**Deadline(s):** 12/16/2021 (Received information from SPA); 01/01/2022_06/30/2022 (Update Non-Government FY22 Fringe Rates)

**Contact:** stephanie.scott@columbia.edu; https://spa.columbia.edu/ SPA Project Officer

**Link(s):** https://www.finance.columbia.edu/content/learn-about-fringe-benefit-rates
https://research.columbia.edu/institutional-information
https://research.columbia.edu/department-assignments

**Additional Information:** Dear Departmental and Research Administrators, There has been an update to the non-government FY22 fringe rates. The update is for the six month period 1/1/2022 – 6/30/2022, originally planned for 31.5% will now be 32%; Please note that the fringe rate for government grants (GG) remains at 28.20% until further notice.; SPA will work with the department on a final budget for award setup prorating the rates in effect at the time of NOA issuance. If your award has already been set up during, SPA will not be rebudgeting to the new rate.; The new rate is reflected on the SPA Institutional Information page. If you have any questions, please contact your SPA Project Officer.; [brought to our attention by] Stephanie F. Scott, MS, CRA; Director of Policy and Research Development; Columbia Research; Sponsored Projects Administration; Email: stephanie.scott@columbia.edu; Website: https://spa.columbia.edu/; Are you ready for the new NIH Disclosure Requirements for the Biosketch and Other Support, effective January 25, 2022? View our Summary One-Pager, and feel free to distribute to other researchers and administrators at Columbia.

[NTW] [ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPLEMENTS]
Notice of Special Interest: Administrative Supplements for Summer Research Experiences for Students and Science Teachers

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; Office of Research on Women’s Health

**Deadline(s):** 01/31/2022 (First Available Due Date); 02/01/2023 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Astrid C. Haugen, MSEH; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS); Telephone: 984-287-3266; Email: Haugen@niehs.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-ES-22-001.html

[NTW] [ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPLEMENTS]
Notice of Special Interest: Administrative Supplements on High Priority Topic Areas for NCCIH Grants

**Sponsor:** National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health

**Deadline(s):** 01/03/2022 (First Available Due Date); 06/02/2022 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to the program officer listed in each NCCIH award.

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-AT-22-002.html
[NTW] [ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPLEMENTS]
Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Availability of Administrative Supplements to INBRE Awards to Fund Research Collaborations

**Sponsor:** National Institute of General Medical Sciences; Office of Research on Women’s Health  
**Deadline(s):** 01/31/2022 (First Available Due Date); 02/01/2024 (Expiration Date)  
**Contact:** Yang Zhou, PhD; National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS); Email: yang.zhou@nih.gov  

[NTW] [ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPLEMENTS]
Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Administrative Supplements for Research on Sex and/or Gender Influences (Admin Supp Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** Office of Research on Women’s Health; National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Eye Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Nursing Research; Division of Program Coordination, Planning and Strategic Initiatives, Office of Research Infrastructure Programs  
**Deadline(s):** 01/26/2022 (First Available Due Date); 01/27/2023 (Expiration Date)  
**Contact:** Rajeev K. Agarwal, Ph.D.; Office of Research on Women’s Health ORWH; Telephone: 301-451-7058; Email: Rajeev.Agarwal@nih.gov  

[NTW] [ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPLEMENTS]
Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Administrative Supplements for Research on Sexual and Gender Minority (SGM) Populations (Admin Supp Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; John E. Fogarty International Center; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research; Office of AIDS Research; Office of Disease Prevention; Office of Research on Women's Health  
**Deadline(s):** 01/31/2021 (First Available Due Date); 02/01/2024 (Expiration Date)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to the Program Officer associated with the parent award and/or the designated contact at the ICO supporting the parent award listed in the announcement  
**[NTW] [ANCILLARY STUDIES]**

**Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Heart, Lung, Blood and Sleep Focused Ancillary Studies to Large Ongoing Clinical Studies (Revised)**

**Sponsor:** National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute  
**Deadline(s):** 02/05/2022 (First Available Due Date); 05/08/2023 (Expiration Date)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Division of Cardiovascular Sciences; Yue Chen, Ph.D.; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI); Telephone: 301-435-0550; Email: jue.chen@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-HL-21-030.html  
**Additional Information:** This Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) seeks to expand the breadth of scientific research on the clinical course, prevention and treatment of diseases within the mission of the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI) by leveraging ongoing clinical research studies through ancillary studies. The purpose of this NOSI is to invite research project applications to conduct focused ancillary studies to large ongoing clinical trials (including late-stage T4 implementation clinical trials), observational studies, and registries. This NOSI also serves as a replacement for NOT-HL-20-755 (expired as of November 6, 2021).

**[NTW] [LIMITED SUBMISSION/OBESITY]**

**Limited Submission; NIH Pediatric Obesity Discovery Science Research to Improve Understanding of Risk and Causal Mechanisms for Obesity in Early Life (R01)**

**NIH Pediatric Obesity Discovery Science Research to Improve Understanding of Risk and Causal Mechanisms for Obesity in Early Life (R01) RFA for Reference**

**Sponsor:** NIH  
**Deadline(s):** 11/05/2021 (Internal, Limited Submission Deadline); 03/08/2022 (Application); 03/09/2022 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Questions: Greg Culler at limitedsubmissions@columbia.edu; Scientific/Research Contact(s): Voula Osganian, M.D., Sc.D., M.P.H.; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases (NIDDK); Telephone: (301) 827-6939; Email: voula.osganian@nih.gov [NIH Contact provided for reference, this is a Limited Submission Opportunity]  
**Link(s):** [https://columbia.infoready4.com/#competitionDetail/1855323](https://columbia.infoready4.com/#competitionDetail/1855323)  

**Additional Information:** NIH Pediatric Obesity Discovery Science Research to Improve Understanding of Risk and Causal Mechanisms for Obesity in Early Life (R01); Limited Submission; NIH Pediatric Obesity Discovery Science Research to Improve Understanding of Risk and Causal Mechanisms for Obesity in Early Life (R01); **Internal Deadline – 9:00 a.m. on Friday, November 5; Internal Application and Instructions** – Internal Applications must be completed on our InfoReady Review site at [https://columbia.infoready4.com/#competitionDetail/1855323](https://columbia.infoready4.com/#competitionDetail/1855323). Please click the "Columbia University Login" button to view instructions and begin your application.; **What:** The purpose of this Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) is to support innovative, discovery research studies to better characterize early-life risk factors and elucidate underlying causal mechanisms through which these risk factors contribute to the development of obesity during infancy and early childhood. Studies should aim to understand biological mechanisms that mediate behavioral and/or metabolic risk for obesity development in young children and how risk may be modified by other contributors such as psychosocial, contextual, and/or environmental factors. This FOA encourages multidisciplinary teams of scientists including, but not limited to those with expertise in basic, translational, clinical, and behavioral research.; **Who:** The Any individual(s) with the skills, knowledge, and resources necessary to carry out the proposed research as the Program Director/Principal Investigator (PD/PI) may apply.; **When:** Internal Deadline - 9:00 a.m. on
Friday, November 5; Sponsor Deadline – March 8; How: To apply, please visit the internal application and instructions on our InfoReady Review site at: https://columbia.infoready4.com/#competitionDetail/1855323; Questions: Greg Culler at limitedsubmissions@columbia.edu.

[NTW] [LIMITED SUBMISSION]
Limited Submission [Internal CU/Limited Submission Information, link and deadline pending/tbd]; 10th Annual Regeneron Prize for Creative Innovation; Deadline: 03/07/2022

[Each institution may nominate no more than two (2) PhD students and two (2) postdoctoral fellows; it is anticipated that CU/Limited Submissions will soon provide stipulations and a deadline relative to an internal Columbia Limited Submission avenue]

Sponsor: Regeneron, (and anticipated, a CU/Limited Submissions avenue)
Deadline(s): TBD (we anticipate an internal Limited Submissions posting, with Deadline); 03/07/2022 (Sponsor Deadline)
Contact: science.education@regeneron.com; (Sponsor Contact, Provided for Reference)
Link(s): https://regeneron.avature.net/regnprize [Sponsor Link provided for reference; given Limited Submission stipulations, it is anticipated that CU/Limited Submissions Office will soon announce an internal link and deadlines for this initiative]
Additional Information: 10th Annual Regeneron Prize for Creative Innovation; Deadline: March 7; Mission: To recognize and honor Excellence in Biomedical Science conducted by graduate students and postdoctoral fellows; Prize details: One (1) graduate student and one (1) postdoctoral fellow are selected to receive the Regeneron Prize for Creative Innovation each year. Each winner receives a check for $50,000. Finalists are each awarded $5,000. In addition, the home institution of the winners will each receive a $5,000 donation to support the institution’s seminar series. Approximately 8-10 applicants will be selected for finalist status. Finalists may be invited to visit Regeneron for the onsite competition, travel expenses paid.; Nominations: Each institution may nominate no more than two (2) PhD students and two (2) postdoctoral fellows. Each submission must include a signed institutional endorsement form, see attached. Applicants must prepare a description of their “dream” project and submit their full academic CV along with evidence of scholarly achievement. The proposal must be no more than two single-spaced pages (no smaller than 10-point font). References do not need to be included within the two-page limit, but any figures, etc. should be. Note that preliminary data is not necessary. ; The proposal should clearly define a specific experiment or series of experiments, and include a rationale, basic methodology/design (citing literature is fine), and discussion of how the experiment’s results would advance the field. ; Complete applications will include the following: Full academic CV; Institutional endorsement form signed by applicant and institutional endorser; Dream Project (up to 2 pages not including references, no smaller than 10-point font); Publications as evidence of scholarly achievement; All applicants will be asked to certify that the “dream” project proposal submitted is their original idea and does not appear in any publication or grant application where they are not the principal investigator. Project proposals found to the contrary may be disqualified. Please also note that joint/team proposals are not eligible to be submitted for the Regeneron Prize. Regeneron reserves the right to not award a prize if the judges decide that no application meets the requirements or standards.; Nominees should submit their online applications through Avature.; Contact science.education@regeneron.com with questions. Deadline for submissions is Monday March 7th, 2022.

[NTW] [LIMITED SUBMISSION]
Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Limited Competition for Administrative Supplements
to Accelerate the Development of a Translational Research Resource Platform for Advancing Maternal Precision Therapeutics

**Sponsor:** Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development

**Deadline(s):** 03/03/2022 (First Available Due Date); 03/04/2022 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Zhaoxia Ren, M.D., Ph.D.; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human; Development (NICHD); Telephone: 301-402-9340; E-mail: zren@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-CA-21-060.html

[NTW] [LIMITED SUBMISSION]

CU Limited Submission; Limited Submission_NCI Pathway to Independence Award for Outstanding Early Stage Postdoctoral Researchers Pre-Application Webinar for RFA-CA-21-060, RFA-CA-21-061, and RFA-CA-21-062: "The NCI Pathway to Independence Award for Outstanding Early Stage Postdoctoral Researchers” 12/14/2021

**RFA-CA-21-060** - NCI Pathway to Independence Award for Outstanding Early Stage Postdoctoral Researchers (K99/R00 - Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**RFA-CA-21-061** - NCI Pathway to Independence Award for Outstanding Early Stage Postdoctoral Researchers (K99/R00 - Independent Clinical Trial Required)

**RFA-CA-21-062** - NCI Pathway to Independence Award for Outstanding Early Stage Postdoctoral Researchers (K99/R00 - Independent Basic Experimental Studies with Humans Required)

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute

**Deadline(s):** 12/15/2021 (Internal Proposal Deadlines); 12/14/2021 (Webinar); 02/28/2022 (Application); 03/01/2022 (Expiration) [RFAs-CA-21-060, 061,062]

**Contact:** Steve Dearwent, PhD; Scientific Program Official; Office of Extramural Programs; National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health; Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; SDearwent@cdc.gov

[NIH contact provided for reference, these are Limited Submission, internally vetted opportunities]; Questions: Greg Culler at limitedsubmissions@columbia.edu; Candidates must obtain confirmation of their eligibility from NCI (Sergey Radaev, PhD; sradaev@mail.nih.gov before submitting an internal proposal

**Link(s):** http://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-CA-22-019.html
https://cbil.webex.com/cbil/j.php?MTID=m0a5d42a252d67bd7f217f48a00f0b7a2
https://columbia.infoready4.com/#competitionDetail/1657669
https://columbia.infoready4.com/#limitedsubmissions

**Additional Information:** Related Announcements: RFA-CA-21-060 - NCI Pathway to Independence Award for Outstanding Early Stage Postdoctoral Researchers (K99/R00 - Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed); RFA-CA-21-061 - NCI Pathway to Independence Award for Outstanding Early Stage Postdoctoral Researchers (K99/R00 - Independent Clinical Trial Required); RFA-CA-21-062 - NCI Pathway to Independence Award for Outstanding Early Stage Postdoctoral Researchers (K99/R00 - Independent Basic Experimental Studies with Humans Required); Limited Submission; NCI Pathway to Independence Award for Outstanding Early Stage Postdoctoral Researchers (K99/R00) Programs; Internal Proposal deadline 9:00 a.m. on Wednesday, December 15; Please note this announcement covers all three related RFAs: NCI Pathway to Independence Award
for Outstanding Early Stage Postdoctoral Researchers (K99/R00 - Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed) RFA-CA-21-060; NCI Pathway to Independence Award for Outstanding Early Stage Postdoctoral Researchers (K99/R00 - Independent Clinical Trial Required) RFA-CA-21-061; NCI Pathway to Independence Award for Outstanding Early Stage Postdoctoral Researchers (K99/R00 - Independent Basic Experimental Studies with Humans Required) RFA-CA-21-062; Internal Application and Instructions – Internal Application and Instructions must be completed on our InfoReady Review site at https://columbia.infoready4.com/#competitionDetail/1857669. Please click the “Columbia University Login” button to view instructions and begin your application.; What: The purpose of the NCI Pathway to Independence Award for Outstanding Early Stage Postdoctoral Researchers (K99/R00) program is to increase and maintain a strong cohort of new and talented, NCI-supported, independent investigators. This program is designed for postdoctoral fellows with research and/or clinical doctoral degrees who do not require an extended period of mentored research career development beyond their doctoral degrees. The objective of this award is to facilitate a timely transition of these fellows from their mentored, postdoctoral research positions to independent, tenure-track or equivalent faculty positions. The program will provide independent NCI research support during this transition to help awardees to launch competitive, independent research careers. Researchers in the scientific areas of data science and cancer control science are especially encouraged to apply.; Who: Candidates must obtain confirmation of their eligibility from NCI (Sergey Radaev, PhD, sradaev@mail.nih.gov before submitting an internal proposal. Before contacting NCI program staff, candidates should read the complete eligibility terms in the relevant RFA.; RFA-CA-21-060 (Clinical Trial Not Allowed) https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/RFA-CA-21-060.html; RFA-CA-21-061 (Clinical Trial Required) https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/RFA-CA-21-061.html; RFA-CA-21-062 (Basic Experimental Studies with Humans Required) https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/RFA-CA-21-062.html; When: Internal Proposal deadline 9:00 a.m. on Wednesday, December 15; Sponsor Proposal deadline February 28; How: To apply, please visit the internal application and instructions on our InfoReady Review site at: https://columbia.infoready4.com/#competitionDetail/1857669; Questions: Greg Culler at limitedsubmissions@columbia.edu.; Research Initiatives; Office of the Executive Vice President for Research; Columbia University in the City of New York; To view current limited submission programs please visit: https://columbia.infoready4.com/#limitedsubmissions

[NTW] [LIMITED SUBMISSION]
Limited Submission; Blavatnik Regional Postdoctoral Awards; Internal Proposal due on Monday, December 13
Sponsor: http://blavatnikawards.org
Deadline(s): 12/13/2021 (Internal Proposal Deadline); 01/26/2021 (Sponsor Deadline)
Contact: limitedsubmissions@columbia.edu
Link(s): https://columbia.infoready4.com/#competitionDetail/1857374
http://blavatnikawards.org/awards/regional-awards/
http://blavatnikawards.org/awards/regional-awards/regionaldisciplines/
https://columbia.infoready4.com/#limitedsubmissions

Additional Information: Limited Submission; Blavatnik Regional Postdoctoral Awards; Internal Proposal due on Monday, December 13 (9:00 a.m.); Internal Application and Instructions – Internal Applications must be completed on our InfoReady Review site at https://columbia.infoready4.com/#competitionDetail/1857374. Please click the “Columbia University Login” button to view instructions and begin your application.; What: The regional postdoctoral awards of the Blavatnik Awards for Young Scientists recognize the most promising postdoctoral-rank scientists and engineers from New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut working in disciplines within the three categories: Life Sciences, Physical Sciences & Engineering, and Chemistry.; Nominations should be based on outstanding work as a postdoctoral researcher. A minimum of two publications from research conducted as a postdoc must be included in the application. Blavatnik will not consider work published by the nominee during graduate training.; Three winners will each receive $30,000 in unrestricted funds, and six finalists will each receive $10,000 in unrestricted funds.; Who: To be eligible for the regional postdoctoral competition, candidates must: Have been born in or after 1980.; Have earned a doctoral degree (PhD, DPhil, MD, DDS, DVM, etc.); Have made significant research contributions to sub-disciplines in the Life
Sciences, Physical Sciences & Engineering, or Chemistry.; When: Internal Proposal – 9:00 a.m. on Monday, December 13; Sponsor proposal deadline – January 26; How: To apply, please visit the internal application and instructions on our InfoReady Review site at: https://columbia.infoready4.com/#competitionDetail/1857374; Questions: Greg Culler at limitedsubmissions@columbia.edu; Research Initiatives; Office of the Executive Vice President for Research; Columbia University in the City of New York; To view current limited submission programs please visit: https://columbia.infoready4.com/#limitedsubmissions;

C O L U M B I A | R E S E A R C H

[NTW] [FOUNDATION FUNDING]
Burroughs Wellcome Fund | Postdoctoral Diversity Enrichment Program (PDEP)

**Sponsor:** https://www.bwfund.org

**Deadline(s):** 01/12/2022

**Contact:** Alfred Mays, Senior Program Officer amays@bwfund.org


[NTW] [AMAZON WEB SERVICES]

Click here for more information on cloud services at CUIMC IT, including how to request an AWS account

[1] The Registry of Open Data on AWS; Gain experience with cloud computing tools w/a sandbox of open data!; -CUIMC faculty, staff & grad students can receive $1,000 in cloud credits to support research utilizing the open data sets

[2] Ob/Gyn’s Ongoing Journey in Migrating to the Cloud (from PACS imaging to healthcare data for research & beyond) ; featuring Damon Lall (Director of IT, Ob/Gyn)

[3] Health Equity Research Funding Opportunities (up to $250,000 in cloud credits)

**Sponsor:** AWS, Amazon Web Services

**Deadline(s):** 03/2022 (Next Deadline)

**Contact:** For questions, please reach out to columbia-med@amazon.com

**Link(s):** https://cumprod.service-now.com/kb_article_view?sys_kb_id=8ef494131b4f5c107743773bdc4bcb9e

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/cloud-computing-for-academic-medicine-faculty-grad-students-researchers-tickets-167650879293

https://registry.opendata.aws/#health

Damon L. - New York City Metropolitan Area | Professional Profile | LinkedIn

Additional Information: The following training is available to faculty, researchers, and grad students, campus-wide. Sending on behalf of CUIMC and Amazon Web Services (AWS), who have worked together to bring this series of workshops to assist researchers utilizing the AWS Cloud Computing infrastructure. The workshops explore different topics such as DNA sequence analysis and High-Performance Computing. For questions, please reach out to columbia-med@amazon.com.; AWS; Are you eager to accelerate the time to reproducible research? Curious about how to utilize the cloud for making your next grant application more competitive? Join the Academic Medicine team from Amazon Web Services for this monthly workshop series during the academic year. They’ll provide foundational overviews of the cloud and then deeper dives on successful case studies from your colleagues on how they’ve utilized AI/ML tools, R studio on Amazon, cloud credits, medical imaging annotation, open data, & the AWS team’s clinical & research subject matter experts! CUIMC IT offers Amazon Web Services (AWS) accounts for individuals and departments
who want to use space and resources such as virtual servers, data management, massive cloud storage and analytics. For more information on cloud services at CUIMC IT, including how to request an AWS account please click here.; CUIMC IT & AWS: Third Thursday Series for Academic Medicine Faculty, Staff & Grad Students: RSVP here to receive the calendar invite and virtual meeting link.; Join the cloud computing teams this week on Thursday, December 16, 2021 from noon-1pm EST to learn about: [1] The Registry of Open Data on AWS; Gain experience with cloud computing tools w/a sandbox of open data!; -CUIMC faculty, staff & grad students can receive $1,000 in cloud credits to support research utilizing the open data sets; [2] Ob/Gyn's Ongoing Journey in Migrating to the Cloud (from PACS imaging to healthcare data for research & beyond); featuring Damon Lall (Director of IT, Ob/Gyn); [3] Health Equity Research Funding Opportunities (up to $250,000 in cloud credits!); Next deadline: March, 2022; There will be time at the end for Q&A in an office hours format. Please email columbia-med@amazon.com with any questions or to access slides/recordings from prior sessions. [brought to our attention by Stephanie Scott]

[NTW] [T32]

Notice of High Priority Research Areas for NIDA T32 Training Grants

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse  
**Deadline(s):** 10/21/2021 (Release Date);  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Lindsey Friend, PhD; Office of Research Training, Diversity and Health Disparities; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: 301-402-1428; Email: lindsey.friend@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DA-21-087.html

**Additional Information:** Notice of High Priority Research Areas for NIDA T32 Training Grants; Just passing along this notice from NIDA, issued today, announcing their High Priority Research Areas for NIDA T32 Training Grants. See the full announcement: https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DA-21-087.html; Data Science: The goal is to prepare trainees to apply data science strategies including computational modeling, machine learning, analysis of large data sets, and artificial intelligence to substance use questions.; Translational Science: The goal is to move from discovery science to the development of medications and devices (including regulatory science).; Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) and Drug Use/Addiction: The goal is to foster a dynamic workforce equipped to use novel approaches to address the intersection of HIV and substance use, prevention, treatment, and cure, including a special emphasis on addressing health inequities. [brought to our attention by] Stephanie Scott; NIH Funding Opportunities (Notices, PA, RFA); Subject: Notice of High Priority Research Areas for NIDA T32 Training Grants; Notice NOT-DA-21-087 from the NIH Guide for Grants and Contracts; The National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) has a robust training program with a broad range of scientific topics related to substance use and addiction; however, gaps remain. As always, we encourage increasing the pool of nationally underrepresented trainees, including individuals from underrepresented racial and ethnic groups. See, Notice of NIH’s Interest in Diversity. In addition, three specific areas of training have been identified for emphasis.; Strong applications will include a team of mentors in 1 or more of the research areas listed below: Data Science: The goal is to prepare trainees to apply data science strategies including computational modeling, machine learning, analysis of large data sets, and artificial intelligence to substance use questions.; Translational Science: The goal is to move from discovery science to the development of medications and devices (including regulatory science).; Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) and Drug Use/Addiction: The goal is to foster a dynamic workforce equipped to use novel approaches to address the intersection of HIV and substance use, prevention, treatment, and cure, including a special emphasis on addressing health inequities.

[NTW] [T32]

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): NIDDK National Research Service Award (NRSA) T32 Diversity Administrative Supplement
Sponsor: National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases
Deadline(s): 01/17/2022 (First Available Due Date); 05/16/2024 (Expiration Date)
Contact: Arthur L. Castle, Ph.D.; Division of Diabetes Endocrinology and Metabolic Diseases; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases (NIDDK); Telephone:301-594-7719; Email: castlea@niddk.nih.gov

[NTW] [NIH ANNOUNCEMENTS]
NIH Operates Under a Continuing Resolution
Sponsor: National Institutes of Health
Deadline(s): 10/20/2021 (Release Date)
Contact: Please direct all inquiries to: Questions regarding adjustments applied to individual grant awards may be directed to the Grants Management Specialist identified in the Notice of Award.
Additional Information: The Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), including NIH, operates under the Extending Government Funding and Delivering Emergency Assistance Act (Public Law 117-43) signed by President Biden on September 30, 2021. This Act (CR) continues government operations through December 3, 2021 at the FY 2021 enacted level, with no reduction.

[NTW] [NIH ANNOUNCEMENTS]
NIH Operates Under a Continuing Resolution
Sponsor: National Institutes of Health
Deadline(s): 12/15/2021 (Release Date)
Contact: Questions regarding adjustments applied to individual grant awards may be directed to the Grants Management Specialist identified in the Notice of Award.
Additional Information: The Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), including National Institutes of Health (NIH), operates under the Further Extending Government Funding Act (Public Law 117-70) signed by President Biden on December 3, 2021. This Act (CR) continues government operations through February 18, 2022 at the FY 2021 enacted level, with no reduction. Continuing the procedures identified under NOT-OD-21-058 and consistent with NIH practices during the CRs of FYs 2006 - 2021, NIH Institutes and/or Centers may, at their discretion, issue non-competing research grant awards at a level below that indicated on the most recent Notice of Award. Upward adjustments to awarded levels will be considered after FY 2022 appropriations are enacted, but NIH expects institutions to monitor their expenditures carefully during this period. All legislative mandates that were in effect in FY 2021 (see NOT-OD-21-056) remain in effect under this CR, as well as the salary limitation set at Executive Level II of the Federal Pay Scale (see NOT-OD-21-057) and the Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Award predoctoral and postdoctoral stipend levels and tuition/fees as described in NOT-OD-21-049.

[NTW] [NIH ANNOUNCEMENTS]
Guidance electronic Research Administration (eRA) Research Performance Progress
Report (RPPR) Submission Validations for Clinical Trial Registration and Results Reporting

Applicable Clinical Trial (ACT)

FDAAA 801 and the Final Rule

NIH Policy on the Dissemination of NIH-Funded Clinical Trial Information

**Sponsor:** Office of The Director, National Institutes of Health (OD)

**Deadline(s):** 10/29/2021 (Release Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all compliance inquiries to: Office of Policy for Extramural Research Administration; Division of Grants Compliance and Oversight; Telephone: 301-435-0938; Email: grantscompliance@mail.nih.gov; Please direct all RPPR forms and instructions inquiries to: Office of Policy for Extramural Research Administration; Systems Policy Branch; Email: OPERAsystemspolicy@nih.gov [NIH Contacts]; If you require assistance with ClinicalTrials.gov registration or results reporting, please contact the University’s system administrators at ClinicalTrialsGov@cumc.columbia.edu

**Link(s):**
- https://clinicaltrials.gov/c2/manage-recs/fdaaa

**Additional Information:** Last week, the NIH implemented new system validations for Research Performance Progress Reports (RPPR) for clinical trial registration and results reporting. RPPRs that have associated clinical trials that are non-compliant with these requirements will receive errors preventing submission of the RPPR. See NOT-OD-22-008 for more details. As a reminder, failure to register or report results data for an Applicable Clinical Trial (ACT) as per FDAAA 801 and the Final Rule or the NIH Policy on the Dissemination of NIH-Funded Clinical Trial Information can result in immediate suspension or termination of funding, monetary civil penalties of up to $10,000 per day of non-compliance, criminal or civil prosecution, and/or a permanent notice of non-compliance publicly posted on the ClinicalTrials.gov record for a study. Of note, the FDA issued its first Notice of Noncompliance to an individual investigator conducting a trial sponsored by an academic institution. The Principal Investigator (PI) failed to submit required results data to ClinicalTrials.gov. As a result of this noncompliance, the ClinicalTrials.gov record for the study will be permanently marked with and searchable by the “FDAAA 801 Violations” field, even though results were posted a day after the Notice was issued. The requirements for registration and results reporting are as follows: Applicable studies must be registered no later than 21 days after enrollment of the 1st participant (i.e., date of when the 1st participant signs a study consent form). Results information for applicable studies must be submitted to ClinicalTrials.gov no later than one year after primary completion date (with limited exceptions) for the primary outcome measure, and one year after the study completion date for all other outcome measures, including safety data. If you require assistance with ClinicalTrials.gov registration or results reporting, please contact the University’s system administrators at ClinicalTrialsGov@cumc.columbia.edu. [brought to our attention by] Jane Cho, MS, MPH; Associate Director of Regulatory Science; Clinical Trials Office; Vagelos College of Physicians and Surgeons; Columbia University; E: jc2050@cumc.columbia.edu and Stephanie F. Scott, MS, CRA; Director of Policy and Research Development; Columbia | Research; Sponsored Projects Administration; sfs2110@cumc.columbia.edu; Website: https://spa.columbia.edu/
**R²port**  
*Friday Newsletter 12/17/2021*

**Link(s):**  
https://research.columbia.edu/recr-training-postdocs  
https://research.columbia.edu/responsible-and-ethical-conduct-research

**Additional Information:** Sending on behalf of the Office of Research Compliance and Training, in collaboration with the Office of Postdoctoral Affairs. Please send all questions about this series to Shawna Benston at RCTraining@columbia.edu. These series of presentations are not just for postdocs, but for anyone interested, campus-wide. The Office of Research Compliance and Training, in collaboration with the Office of Postdoctoral Affairs, is offering our five-part series, "Responsible and Ethical Conduct of Research Training for Postdocs", starting in October. **Please note: This series is NOT limited to postdocs—we welcome anyone interested in any or all of these topics!** For postdocs, each of the training sessions will fulfill one of the eight required hours of RECR training for NIH.** At least the first two events will be conducted online via Zoom (more information on the final two events forthcoming). All events will feature experts in the following RECR-relevant subject areas: collaborative research, conflict of interest, ethics, science and security, issues of race in research ethics, and more. ; Please note: postdocs may earn up to five hours of RECR credit by attending all of the presentations listed below (the one in December will count for two hours). In order to fulfill the remaining hours of the RECR training requirement, please consult our RECR training site; Even if you do not require RECR credit, anyone is welcome to attend any of the sessions below; **These RECR credit hours do not replace required RECR training for T32 trainees;** Register for any or all of the sessions below: November 15, 1 - 2:30pm: Navigating Relationships with Industry. A faculty panel will discuss their experiences collaborating with industry, successful commercial licensing, and starting their own companies. Featuring: Andrew Lassman (John Harris Associate Professor of Neurology); I. John Kymissis (Professor of Electrical Engineering; Co-Director, Maker Space Facility); Darcy Peterka (Senior Research Scientist in the Mortimer B. Zuckerman Mind Brain Behavior Institute; Director of Cellular Imaging in the Mortimer B. Zuckerman Mind Brain Behavior Institute); Ofra Weinberger (Director of Licensing Associate VP for IP and Tech Transfer); Moderated by Michael Klein (Director of Research Compliance, Columbia Office of Research Compliance and Training); December 16, 1 - 3pm: Ethics, scientist as a responsible member of society, issues of race in research ethics. Featuring: Robert Fulfilove (Professor of Sociomedical Sciences, CUIMC; Associate Dean, Community and Minority Affairs, Mailman School of Public Health); Harriet Washington (writer and medical ethicist; Lecturer in Professional Studies, Columbia School of Professional Studies); Hilda Hutcherson (Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology, CUIMC; Senior Associate Dean for Diversity and Multicultural Affairs; College of Physicians and Surgeons); J.C. Hallman (Adjunct Assistant Professor of Writing, Columbia School of the Arts); Michelle Browder (artist and activist); (Save the date) February 2, 12 - 1:30pm: Science and Security. Featuring: Naomi Schrag, Vice President for Research Compliance, Training, and Policy; April 2022 (exact date and time TBD): Publishing Ethics. In collaboration with Columbia Health Sciences Library.; Stay tuned for more information about and registration links for the remaining two training sessions, which will be held in Spring 2022.; Questions? Email Shawna Benston at RCTraining@columbia.edu

**[NTW] [NIH ANNOUNCEMENTS]**  
**NIH Extramural Nexus 09.24.2021 Reminder of COVID-19-Related Flexibilities for NIH Grants**  
**Sponsor:** https://nexus.od.nih.gov  
**Deadline(s):** 09/24/2021 (Release Date)  
**Contact:** ExtramuralNexus@mail.nih.gov  
**Additional Information:** By Mike Lauerm; When the public health emergency was first declared, NIH, working with OMB and HHS, quickly identified a long list of flexibilities to support the research community. The list has evolved since the pandemic began, so we would like to take this opportunity to remind the community of many of the current flexibilities we have in place.
NIH Extramural Nexus, Clarifying NIH’s Approach toGranting ESI Extensions

**Sponsor:** https://nexus.od.nih.gov

**Deadline(s):** 09/17/2021 (Release Date)

**Contact:** ExtramuralNexus@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://nexus.od.nih.gov/all/2021/09/17/clarifying-nihs-approach-to-granting-esi-extensions/

**Additional Information:** By Mike Lauer; There has been a lot of focus on early stage investigator (ESI) extension requests in the community recently. And we certainly understand why. The experience of the COVID-19 public health emergency has brought into sharp focus that the effects of the pandemic on careers and life in general may continue for years to come. This fact has led us to revisit our approach to granting ESI extension requests.

NIH Implementation of the Revised Common Rule Provision Regarding Public Health Surveillance Activities Deemed Not to Be Research

**Sponsor:** Office of the Director, NIH

**Deadline(s):** 10/12/2021 (Release Date)

**Contact:** Email: grantspolicy@mail.nih.gov for questions about grants and cooperative agreements.; Email: nihodota@nih.gov for questions about other transactions.

Apgar Academy Call for Applications: 2022 Vanneck-Bailey Scholar Award

**Enhanced CV template**

**Sponsor:** Columbia Vagelos College of Physicians and Surgeons

**Deadline(s):** 01/14/2022

**Contact:** Please contact Renée Russas rs3970@cumc.columbia.edu with any questions.


**Additional Information:** Apgar Academy Call for Applications: 2022 Vanneck-Bailey Scholar Award; Columbia Vagelos College of Physicians and Surgeons; Apgar Academy of Medical Educators; 2022 Vanneck-Bailey Scholar Award; Call for Applications; The Virginia Apgar Academy of Medical Educators of the Vagelos Columbia University College of Physicians and Surgeons seeks applications for the Vanneck-Bailey Scholars Program, now in its seventh granting year. The award is conferred on a VP&S faculty member who will create and develop new educational programs for medical students that will “ensure that VP&S students are among the finest physicians entering the profession, skilled in the knowledge and practice of medicine and modeling compassionate, humanistic care to all patients.” This $40,000 amount is to be committed to salary and fringe support to give the scholar protected academic time for accomplishing the project. Applications are due by Friday, January 14, 2022.; Nominations must include: Statement of the proposed project: The proposed project must be directly related to undergraduate medical education at VP&S. It must be a project that will have a significant, demonstrable impact on medical student education. The statement must include background information about the project with at least three references, proposed methodology, plan for implementation, timeline, and proposed methods for evaluation (2 – 4 pages in length); Personal statement: The personal statement should outline the applicant’s credentials as a medical educator and scholar, including their track record of completed scholarly projects and career trajectory in medical education. The statement must also indicate the applicant’s...
willingness to report on the project to the Apgar Academy members and guests at the end of the year in the Vanneck-Bailey Presentation (2 – 3 pages in length); *Letter of nomination from the department chair:* In addition to information about the nominee’s credentials, this letter must indicate that, if selected, the nominee would have protected time for the project and would use the salary support for this purpose; *Letter from Vice Dean of Education, Associate Dean for Curriculum, course director, or clerkship director indicating that the project has been approved for inclusion in the curriculum* if the project would result in a course for VP&S students.; *Nominee’s current CV* – please use enhanced CV template to outline all educational activities.; The Vanneck-Bailey Scholars Program is executed and administered by the Virginia Apgar Academy of Medical Educators, and Vanneck-Bailey Scholars are encouraged to approach academy members as mentors. One Vanneck-Bailey Scholar will be chosen per academic year. Deadline for applications is Friday, January 14, 2022. Please contact Renée Russas rs3970@cumc.columbia.edu with any questions.

**[NTW] [DISABILITIES]**

**Promoting Reproductive Health for Adolescents and Adults with Disabilities (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)**

**Sponsor:** Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; Office of Research on Women’s Health  
**Deadline(s):** 03/30/2022; 03/31/2022 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Rosalind B. King, PhD; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); Telephone: 301-435-6986; Email: rozking@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/RFA-HD-23-005.html

**[NTW] [K-AWARDS]**

**2021 - 2022 cycle of the K Award Development Seminars 10.21.2021_05.19.2022**

**Sponsor:** Columbia  
**Deadline(s):** 10/21/2021 – 05/19/2022 (Class Date Range)  
**Contact:** If you have any questions, please feel free to email either Catherine Monk, PhD, Professor of Medical Psychology (in Psychiatry and Obstetrics and Gynecology) cem31@cumc.columbia.edu; Harold Alan Pincus, M.D.; Professor and Vice Chair; Department of Psychiatry; Co-Director, Irving Institute for Clinical and Translational Research; Vagelos College of Physicians and Surgeons; Email: Harold.Pincus@nyspi.columbia.edu  
**Link(s):** https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/BDRTVBZ  
**Additional Information:** We are pleased to announce that the 2021 - 2022 cycle of the K Award Development Seminars will begin on Thursday, October 21st, 2021 and will run through Thursday, May 19th, 2022. Please distribute this email to those you feel may benefit from this seminar series.; As of now, seminars will be held virtually on the 3rd Thursday of every month from 10:00 am-11:00 am (with the exception of the May seminar which will be Thursday, May 19th; 10:00 am - 11:30 am); These seminars are designed to assist research fellows and junior faculty with preparing their proposal for a K Award, but also to expose the application process to those who are interested in learning more. Each monthly seminar has a faculty presenter or panel and focuses on a component of the K Award application. One of the seminars is a mock review, where seminar participants volunteer to have their applications reviewed by faculty and the class experiences a simulated review committee meeting.; Please note that we are expecting participants to commit to the full cycle by attending each monthly seminar and be willing to share interim drafts for constructive comments.; We are asking participants to register by completing this survey form: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/BDRTVBZ. Catherine Monk, PhD, Professor of Medical Psychology (in Psychiatry and Obstetrics and Gynecology), has joined me again this year in co-leading the seminar.; If you have any questions, please feel free to email
either of us; please distribute this email to those who might benefit from the seminars; Thank you! Best Regards, Harold and Catherine; Harold Alan Pincus, M.D.; Professor and Vice Chair; Department of Psychiatry; Co-Director, Irving Institute for Clinical and Translational Research; Vagelos College of Physicians and Surgeons; Email: Harold.Pincus@nyspi.columbia.edu ; Senior Scientist, RAND Corporation; National Program Director, Health and Aging Policy Fellowship ; www.healthandagingpolicy.org

[NTW] [K-AWARDS]

**NHLBI Career Transition Award for Intramural Postdoctoral Fellows and Research Trainees (K22 Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute  
**Deadline(s):** 02/12/2022; 06/12/2024; 07/13/2024 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Intramural Programmatic Issues: Shawn Bediako, Ph.D.; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI); Telephone: 301-827-5163; Email: direducation@nhlbi.nih.gov; Extramural Programmatic Issues: Li-Shin Huang, Ph.D.; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI); Telephone: 301-435-0535; Email: li-shin.huang@nih.gov  

[NTW] [K-AWARDS]

**NHLBI Career Transition Award for Intramural Postdoctoral Fellows and Research Trainees (K22 Clinical Trial Required)**

**Sponsor:** National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute  
**Deadline(s):** 02/12/2022; 06/12/2024; 07/13/2024 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Intramural Programmatic Issues: Shawn Bediako, Ph.D.; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI); Telephone: 301-827-5163; Email: direducation@nhlbi.nih.gov; Extramural Programmatic Issues: Li-Shin Huang, Ph.D.; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI); Telephone: 301-435-0535; Email: li-shin.huang@nih.gov


**[NTW] [RISE]**

**2022 Research Initiatives in Science and Engineering (RISE) Competition**

**Sponsor:** [https://research.columbia.edu/content/riise](https://research.columbia.edu/content/riise)  
**Deadline(s):** 10/18/2021 (Round 1 Deadline); 01/2022 (Round 2 Deadline, Invited Applicants)  
**Contact:** rise@columbia.edu  
**Link(s):** [https://research.columbia.edu/content/riise](https://research.columbia.edu/content/riise)  
[https://research.columbia.edu/riise-past-awardees](https://research.columbia.edu/riise-past-awardees)  
[https://research.columbia.edu/internal-seed-funding](https://research.columbia.edu/internal-seed-funding)  
[https://columbia.inforea.com/#/competitionDetail/1848434](https://columbia.inforea.com/#/competitionDetail/1848434)  

**Additional Information:** Apply for the 2022 RISE Competition; Dear Colleagues, We invite you to apply to the 2022 Research Initiatives in Science and Engineering (RISE) competition. Via a one to two year annual award of $80k, RISE seeds innovative, interdisciplinary, high-risk, and potentially high-impact research collaborations that are not ready to secure funding through conventional sources. All Columbia-employed, full-time researchers eligible to serve as Principal Investigators may apply for this internal seed funding opportunity, albeit with seven important restrictions and recommendations: **PIs and Co-PIs currently funded by the RISE program may not submit applications; Applications must be fully collaborative and must include at least two Lead PIs.** Applications from only one PI, or who name a Lead PI who is not a full-time Columbia faculty member, RISE will reject;
At least one of the two PIs must be a researcher from a scientific, engineering, and/or medical discipline; Applications from PIs that span two or more schools and departments are strongly encouraged; Applications from PIs that have never previously collaborated are preferred; Proposed projects must not have received support from Columbia’s other seed funding programs; Multiple applications from the same PI are discouraged. **About RISE:** RISE supports projects that conventional funding sources perceive as too risky or unfamiliar. RISE provides up to $80,000 for one year – with potential for a second year of funding – to enable researchers to produce the preliminary data and establish an initial proof of concept before submitting the proposal to government agencies, private foundations, and/or for-profit companies. Therefore, you should not submit proposals currently suitable for submission to such conventional mechanisms to RISE. The most frequent reason reviewers reject RISE proposals is that they believe that the project appears ready for conventional review; Since its inception in 2004, the RISE competition has provided approximately $13.3 million in seed funding to 89 project teams. Consonant with the high risk/high reward objective of RISE, approximately half the projects fail to prove out. However, the half that succeed have subsequently won over $78 million in extramural grants or a nearly six-fold return to our research community; Last year’s 2021 competition received 37 applications. RISE advanced thirteen to the secondary stage of consideration, and awarded funding to six teams. 102 Columbia faculty participated as peer reviewers of the applications; **Other Internal Seed Funding Programs:** The RISE competition is one of multiple seed funding programs internal to Columbia University. Should the project you are conceptualizing not fit within RISE’s purview of early-stage, discovery research, we encourage you to review other internal programs, which are identified via my Office’s webpage: [https://research.columbia.edu/content/internal-seed-funding](https://research.columbia.edu/content/internal-seed-funding); **How to Apply:** To apply for the 2022 RISE competition, please submit your application via InfoReady by 5:00 p.m. EST on Monday, October 18th, 2020. Internal peer review committees composed of researchers across the University review all complete and eligible applications. All eligible applications will receive anonymized feedback relayed by the RISE administrator team.; We invite a small handful of the very strongest applications to submit a four-page Round 2 proposal by January 2022. RISE awards up to six teams from Round 2 by Spring 2022.; For more information pertaining to the RISE program, including a list of Frequently Asked Questions and past awarded teams, please visit the website at [www.columbia.edu/rise](http://www.columbia.edu/rise). You may also refer to the sample Evaluation Form that reviewers will use when evaluating applications, which is attached to this email; With questions about the RISE competition or how to design the strongest application, please email rise@columbia.edu.; Sincerely, Jeannette M. Wing; Executive Vice President for Research

**[NTW] [TRANSLATIONAL]**

**Notice of Availability of Application Information for NCATS Clinical and Translational Science Award (UM1), Career Development (K12), Training (T32), Education (R25) and Specialized Innovation Program (RC2) Opportunities**

**Sponsor:** National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences

**Deadline(s):** please see individual opportunities

**Contact:** Please direct inquiries about the Clinical and Translational Science Award (UM1) and the Limited Competition: High Impact Specialized Innovation Programs in Clinical and Translational Science for UM1 CTSA Hub Awards to: [CTSAFOAQuestions@mail.nih.gov](mailto:CTSAFOAQuestions@mail.nih.gov); Please direct inquiries about Career Development (K12), Training (T32) and Education (R25) opportunities to: [CTSATrainingFOAsQuestions@mail.nih.gov](mailto:CTSATrainingFOAsQuestions@mail.nih.gov)

The National Institutes of Health’s All of Us Research Program has announced a significant increase in the COVID-19 data available in its precision medicine database.

**All of Us Research Program**

**Apply for Access to the All of Us Research Program Database**

**Sponsor:** https://allofus.nih.gov/

**Deadline(s):** 09/2021 (Release Date)

**Contact:** https://allofus.nih.gov/about/contact-us

https://www.researchallofus.org/apply

**Additional Information:** All of Us Research Program; The Future of Health Begins With You; Now Available: All of Us Research Program Expands Dataset to Fuel New Discoveries; The National Institutes of Health’s All of Us Research Program has announced a significant increase in the COVID-19 data available in its precision medicine database, adding survey responses from more than 37,000 additional participants, and virus-related diagnosis and treatment data from the nearly 215,000 participant electronic health records (EHRs) that are currently available. The program has also expanded its collection of wearable data to now include 11,670 paired participant Fitbit records, a 42% increase from its last update, making this one of the largest publicly-available sets of digital health technology data available.; Researchers interested in exploring the data and conducting analyses can apply for access after their institutions have signed a data use agreement with the program. At this time, any U.S.-based academic, nonprofit, or health care organization can enter into a data use agreement with the program; The program anticipates releasing the first set of genomic data in the next refresh, anticipated this winter.

**[NTW] [MICROBIOME]**

**Development of Microbiome-Related Approaches for Diagnosis/Mitigation/Treatment of Radiation Injuries (U01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases

**Deadline(s):** 02/09/2022; 02/10/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Carmen I. Rios, Ph.D.; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID);
Telephone: 240-627-3553; Email: carmen.rios@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/RFA-AI-21-068.html

**[NTW] [INFORMATION SESSIONS]**

EPIKAGE Info Sessions (Archival)

- Navigating Interactions with Your Program Officer (PO)
- Specific Aims Workshop
- Grant Writing Tips
- NIH Review Process Info Session
- NIH Reviewer Panel Discussion
- How to Help Your Lab Members Obtain Funding
- K Award Info Session for Clinicians
- Grant Starter Kit
Facilities and Resources Bank
BioRender
ESI Editing Service

**Sponsor:** https://research.ps.columbia.edu/

**Deadline(s):** NA, Archival

**Contact:** For more information or if you have questions, email ps-officeforresearch@cumc.columbia.edu

**Link(s):**
- https://research.ps.columbia.edu/content/facilities
- https://research.ps.columbia.edu/content/k
- https://research.ps.columbia.edu/content/how
- https://research.ps.columbia.edu/content/Grant
- https://research.ps.columbia.edu/content/writing

**Additional Information:**

**EPIKAGE Info Sessions:** The VP&S Office for Research and the Office of Academic Affairs has hosted several info sessions focused on assisting researchers navigate NIH and apply for funds to support their research. All of these sessions have been recorded and with the upcoming NIH submission dates, we invite you to view these resources.

- **Navigating Interactions with Your Program Officer (PO):** This moderated panel discussion comprised of senior VP&S faculty and POs from multiple NIH Institutes/Centers share their perspectives on how to optimize the extramural scientist-PO relationship.
- **Specific Aims Workshop:** This workshop provides insight into the elements of an effective and strong Specific Aims section.
- **NIH Review Process Info Session:** This one-hour info session covers the NIH review process including application assignment, who reviews it and when, key players at NIH, and how your application is scored.
- **NIH Reviewer Panel Discussion:** This moderated panel discussion covers insights into what reviewers look for in a strong application and tips that make it easier for reviewers who scoring your grant.
- **How to Help Your Lab Members Obtain Funding:** This one-hour info session explores the types of funding available to trainees, at what point in the training period mentors should encourage trainees to apply, and what reviewers look for in a good mentor.
- **K Award Info Session for Clinicians:** This session provides a guide to understanding the different NIH Career Development (K) Awards, the review process, and the steps that one may take now for submitting a compelling application.
- **Other helpful grant resources:**
  - **Grant Starter Kit:** The Grant Starter Kit has checklists, templates, examples, and helpful instructions for assembling all the components (e.g., Human Subjects, Resource Sharing, etc.) of NIH grants.
  - **Facilities and Resources Bank:** The Facilities and Resources Bank contains descriptions of departments, centers, institutes, core/shared facilities, scientific initiatives, and institutional resources that can enhance your application.
  - **BioRender:** BioRender is a web-based tool that allows individuals to create professional scientific figures for use in presentations, grant applications, and publications.
  - **ESI Editing Service:** The VP&S Office for Research will sponsor BioScience Writers to professionally edit R01 (or equivalent) submissions for faculty who are Early Stage Investigators (ESI) with a primary appointment in VP&S.

**Deadline(s):** NA, Archival

**Contact:** For more information or if you have questions, email ps-officeforresearch@cumc.columbia.edu

**Link(s):**
- https://research.ps.columbia.edu/content/esi-editing-service

---

**[NTW] [BIG DATA]**

**Do you need a data scientist to support your research?**

**Form on Campus Connections**
**Hire a DSI Student**

**Sponsor:** Columbia Data Science Institute  
**Deadline(s):** NA  
**Contact:** Complete the form on our Campus Connections

**Link(s):**  
https://49mcq.r.ag.d.sendibm3.com/mk/mn/1uDqQU6yKlBie5cQalFk2VLpFhLm5UFqj1QczELQpqVHdoyHnzzUASI46SQ_a4qAysR18fb656Xj9Shs5Dbo3oQWUkZ2oR60xGoShecrofQyCxG  
https://datascience.columbia.edu/outreach/campus-connections/?utm_source=sendinblue&utm_campaign=Fall%202021%20Campus%20Connections&utm_medium=email

**Additional Information:** Do you need a data scientist to support your research?; View in browser. Do you need a data scientist to support your research?; Whether you're exploring ancient texts, image and sound libraries, public documents, genomes, chromatographs, bond yields, or social media interactions, the Data Science Institute at Columbia University aims to connect faculty and researchers to a talented pool of data scientist experts available to help extract meaning and value from your datasets.; We support projects across campus, including COVID-19-related research initiatives, and can evaluate your dataset, categorize its elements, and apply advanced statistics and algorithms to analyze your data and extract valuable insights. We can also help with the ever-present “I-simply-don't-know-what-to-do-with-all-this-data” challenge.; Complete the form on our Campus Connections page to connect with Columbia’s talented pool of data science experts for both short-term, discrete projects and ongoing, complex work. A DSI researcher will respond in three to five business days once you have submitted your request. Please include as much information about your project as possible, but note that the content you submit will be shared and should be regarded as public information. Do not include any proprietary or private details.; Note: The information you submit will be shared with our students and should be regarded as public information.; Please do not include any details that constitute proprietary or private information.; If you are from an institution outside of Columbia and are looking to hire students and graduates, please visit Hire a DSI Student.; Visit Campus Connections Today!

**[NTW] [BIG DATA/LIMITED SUBMISSION]**

**Limited Submission NIH SUNBEAM - Analysis and Bioinformatics Center (ABC) (UM1); Limited Submission Deadline 10/12/2021; RFA, Sponsor Deadline 02/15/2022**

**Current CU Limited Submission Opportunities**

**Sponsor:** NIH Sunbeam  
**Deadline(s):** 10/12/2021 (Limited Submission Deadline); 02/15/2022 (Sponsor Deadline); 02/16/2022 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Gang Dong, MD PhD; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID); Telephone: 240-627-3508; Email: gdong@niaid.nih.gov [Sponsor Contact provided for reference, this is a limited submission initiative]; Questions: Greg Culler at LimitedSubmissions@columbia.edu Research Initiatives; Office of the Executive Vice President for Research; Columbia University in the City of New York

**Link(s):**  
https://columbia.infoready4.com/#competitionDetail/1853141  
https://columbia.infoready4.com/#limitedsubmissions

**Additional Information:** Limited Submission; NIH SUNBEAM - Analysis and Bioinformatics Center (ABC) (UM1); Internal Proposal Deadline - 9:00 a.m. on Tuesday, October 12; Internal Application and Instructions – Internal Applications must be completed on our InfoReady site at https://columbia.infoready4.com/#competitionDetail/1853141. Please click the “Columbia University Login” button to view instructions and begin your application.; What: The purpose of the SUNBEAM - Analysis and Bioinformatics Center (SUNBEAM-ABC) is to establish a mechanistic omics center to support the birth cohort study Systems Biology of Early
Atopy (SUNBEAM). The center will assay biologic samples collected within the SUNBEAM cohort using omics and systems biology approaches to identify determinants of atopic disease, focusing on food allergy and atopic dermatitis (AD) in newborns, infants, and very young children. SUNBEAM-ABC will support the SUNBEAM birth cohort study by providing analytic infrastructure for a comprehensive understanding of molecular and cellular pathways that contribute to atopic disease development and to identify early predictive biomarkers.; Who: Anyone with the skills, knowledge, resources, and institutional support necessary to carry out the proposed research may apply.; When: Internal Deadline – 9:00 a.m. on Tuesday, October 12; Sponsor Deadline – February 15, 2022; How: To apply, please visit the internal application and instructions on our InfoReady site at: https://columbia.infoready4.com/#competitionDetail/1853141; Questions: Greg Culler at LimitedSubmissions@columbia.edu; RFA: https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/RFA-AI-21-060.html; To view current limited submission programs please visit: https://columbia.infoready4.com/#limitedsubmissions; COLUMBIA | RESEARCH

**[NTW] [BIG DATA]**

**NIH Request for Information (RFI) on Search Capabilities across the biomedical landscape for NIH-wide Data Discovery**

**Sponsor:** Office of the Director, NIH  
**Deadline(s):** 01/28/2022 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Susan Gregurick, Ph.D.; Office of Data Science Strategy; Division of Program Coordination, Planning, and Strategic Initiatives; Office of the Director; Telephone: (301) 435-1923; Email: search-rfi@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** http://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-22-042.html

**[NTW] [NEW YORK STATE BIODEFENSE COMMERCIALIZATION FUND]**

**Governor Hochul Announces Opening of:**  
**New York State’s New $40 Million Biodefense Commercialization Fund**

**Sponsor:** New York State  
**Deadline(s):** 09/27/2021 (Short Proposal Deadline; Applications received after the September 27 deadline will be rolled into the next application cycle)  
**Contact:** If you have any questions prior to submitting an application, please reach out to BiodefenseFund@esd.ny.gov.  
**Link(s):** https://esd.ny.gov/biodefensefund  
NYSBiodefenseFund.submittable.com  
https://mcusercontent.com/62dee4a9c6e60631ed27b1d57/files/62a1b0fd-ebc0-5ec9-22fe-f3c472f11c96/NYS_BiodefenseFund_Flyer.01.pdf  
**Additional Information:** Infectious Disease Fund Developed to Support and Accelerate Growth in New York’s Life Science Industry and Combat Public Health Threats like COVID-19; Fund Will Fast Track Qualified Startups, Early Stage Companies and Late Stage Academic Research in New York Institutions to Commercialize Efforts to Combat Infectious Disease; Applications and Fund Guidelines Available [Here](https://www.governor.ny.gov/news/governor-hochul-announces-opening-new-york-states-new-40-million-biodefense-commercialization); Short Proposal Instructions: Short proposals are due by 5:00 PM EDT on September 27, 2021. Short proposals should be completed and submitted through an online form found at NYSBiodefenseFund.submittable.com. Information included in the Short proposal should be non-confidential. Applications received after the September 27 deadline will be rolled into the next application cycle.; **Please allow time to create a Submittable account if you do not already have one.**

Columbia led this effort. We encourage you to apply. New York State Spearheads Defense Against the Next Pandemic by Launching a $40 M Biodefense Fund for Startups and Academic Researchers. Applications are now available for New York State’s new $40 million Biodefense Commercialization Fund that will provide grants of as much as $4 million to startups and academic research projects to help accelerate the development and commercialization of life science research that addresses serious
infectious disease threats, including COVID-19 and its variants. Eligible companies that are developing promising diagnostics, therapeutics, vaccines, and other innovations to prevent, treat or mitigate serious infectious disease threats may apply for grants of up to $4 million. New York’s academic research institutions will be able to apply for grants of up to $500,000 to help fast track advanced intellectual property that is on the cusp of moving to a commercial phase and university exit. An emphasis will be placed on supporting the development of innovations with the highest potential for commercial viability.; To submit an application or learn more about the Fund, please visit the program’s website at https://esd.ny.gov/biodefensefund, or email BiodefenseFund@esd.ny.gov

[NTW] [NIH ANNOUNCEMENTS/COVID-19]
Clarification and Guidance for Applicants Preparing Applications for the Fall 2021 Due Dates During the COVID-19 Pandemic

Sponsor: Office of the Director, NIH
Deadline(s): 08/25/2021 (Release Date)
Contact: NIH Review Policy Officer; ReviewPolicyOfficer@mail.nih.gov

Additional Information: Last week, NIH issued announcement NOT-OD-21-180, which provides additional guidance related to COVID-19 for applicants preparing applications for the May 2022 Council round, beginning with the September 25, 2021 due date for Spring 2022 initial peer review meetings. Please see text of the announcement below, especially highlighted section.; Purpose: The NIH remains firmly committed to supporting the biomedical research enterprise as the nation implements the President's Guidelines for Re-Opening America Again. The purpose of this Notice is to clarify the guidance provided earlier NOT-OD-21-026, for applicants preparing applications for the May 2022 Council round, beginning with the September 25, 2021 due date for Spring 2022 initial peer review meetings.; Reviewers will continue to receive instructions to assume that constraints arising from the COVID-19 pandemic (e.g., lab occupancy restrictions, declines in patient accrual, etc.) will be resolved during the project period and thus should not affect their scores.; Therefore, NIH grant applications should NOT include contingency or recovery plans for problems resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic. However, applicants may address effects due to the pandemic on productivity or other scoreable issues in their Personal Statement in the NIH Biosketch. Reviewers will be instructed to take these pandemic-related circumstances into account when assessing applicants’ productivity and other score-driving factors.; As with previous instructions, if needed, NIH staff will request and assess plans to resolve specific problems arising from the COVID-19 pandemic prior to funding.; [brought to our attention by] Stephanie F. Scott, MS, CRA; Director of Policy and Research Development; Columbia | Research; Sponsored Projects Administration; Columbia University; Columbia University Irving Medical Center; sfs2110@cumc.columbia.edu

[NTW] [NEW NIH BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES AND OTHER SUPPORT PAGES]
[updates from NIH and SPA]
NIH Other Support format pages
NIH Biographical Sketches
Awardees must report significant changes in Other Support in RPPRs

Rather than simply updating a previously submitted Other Support form, we strongly recommend that you create a new form from scratch, to ensure that you are able to implement all changes.

FAQs
NIH’s FAQs and Instructions:
NIH Other Support (main page containing forms and instructions)
NIH Other Support FAQs
NIH Biosketch Format Pages, Instructions and Samples
(main page containing forms and instructions)
NIH Biographical Sketch FAQs
SciENcv
Columbia resources:
Columbia’s FAQs on NIH Other Support and Biosketches

NIH Researcher Disclosure Requirements
Science & Security website

Sponsor: NIH, brought to our attention by SPA
Deadline(s): 01/25/2022 (recent updates from NIH and SPA for NIH Grant Submissions on or after this date)
Contact: All questions should be directed to your SPA Project Officer.
Link(s): https://grants.nih.gov/faqs/#/other-support-and-foreign-components.htm
https://grants.nih.gov/faqs/#/biosketches.htm
https://research.columbia.edu/FAQs_nihosbiosketch/#cu_accordion_item-19181
https://research.columbia.edu/department-assignments
https://research.columbia.edu/FAQs_nihosbiosketch

Additional Information: NIH recently released new clarifications for the Other Support format pages and Biographical Sketches. Key clarifications include:

- Signatures are not required on the Other Support format pages until January 25, 2022, regardless of whether you use the old or new formats.
- Completed support from the last three years is no longer required in Other Support. Only include active and pending projects. Awardees must report significant changes in Other Support in RPPRs, such as a change in status of previously reported current or pending projects, or access to a new resource/in-kind contribution.
- Only unique, high-value materials and data received within the past three years, that are still in use, must be included as in-kind contributions in Other Support.
- Only current positions and scientific appointments are required in the Biosketch. Applicants may choose to include past appointments that they wish to highlight.
- Consulting agreements must be included in Other Support only when the PD/PI or other senior/key personnel will be conducting research as part of the consulting activities. Non-research consulting activities are not Other Support.
- Include estimates for the amount paid, rather than time and effort reflected in calendar months, for consulting that is disclosed in Other Support.

Rather than simply updating a previously submitted Other Support form, we strongly recommend that you create a new form from scratch, to ensure that you are able to implement all changes.

To assist you further, we created additional FAQs based on questions collected from researchers and administrators at Columbia University. They are meant to supplement NIH’s FAQs. In addition, we will be hosting monthly webinars to walk you through the forms. Stay tuned for a separate communication with the webinar schedule.

All questions should be directed to your SPA Project Officer. Below is a listing of applicable resources:

NIH’s FAQs and Instructions:
NIH Other Support (main page containing forms and instructions)
NIH Other Support FAQs
NIH Biosketch Format Pages, Instructions and Samples
(main page containing forms and instructions)
NIH Biographical Sketch FAQs
SciENcv

Columbia resources:
Columbia’s FAQs on NIH Other Support and Biosketches
NIH Researcher Disclosure Requirements
Science & Security website
[brought to our attention by] Stephanie F. Scott, MS, CRA; Director of Policy and Research Development; Columbia | Research; Sponsored Projects Administration; sfs2110@cumc.columbia.edu; Website: https://spa.columbia.edu/

[NTW] [NIH BIOSKETCH OTHER SUPPORT SPA WEBINARS]
Columbia Research/SPA, NIH Biosketch/Other Support Webinar, Event Date, Archival Slide Deck Available
Columbia Research/SPA, NIH Town Hall, Part I – NIH Biosketches and Other Support: The Latest Information, 01/10/2022
Columbia Research/SPA, NIH Town Hall, Part II – covering all NIH changes effective 1/25/2022

Sponsor: Columbia Research/SPA, NIH
Deadline(s): 12/09/2021 (Columbia Research/SPA, NIH Biosketch/Other Support Webinar, Event Date, Archival Slide Deck Available); 01/10/2021 (upcoming Columbia Research / SPA Webinar; NIH Biosketches and Other Support); 01/14/2021 (upcoming Columbia Research / SPA Webinar; covering All NIH Changes Effective 01/25/2022)
Contact: Stephanie F. Scott, MS, CRA; Director of Policy and Research Development; Columbia | Research; Sponsored Projects Administration; Email: stephanie.scott@columbia.edu; Website: https://spa.columbia.edu/

Link(s):
https://research.columbia.edu/nih-researcher-disclosure-requirements
https://columbiacuimc.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_r_Be3qTdTdKrRnDhVglZbQ
https://columbiacuimc.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_m6pMEKuEQ5KpLzK_IzuQuA

Additional Information: The slides are available from today’s (12/09/2021) NIH Town Hall on the Biosketches and Other Support forms. Click this link to access the slides; These slides, as well as all previous presentations, FAQs, and other resources can be found on our NIH Researcher Disclosure Requirements webpage; We have two upcoming Town Halls scheduled for January 2022. You can register by clicking the links below, using your Columbia-affiliated email address: NIH Town Hall, Part I – NIH Biosketches and Other Support: The Latest Information; Monday, January 10, 2022, 1-2pm EST; NIH Town Hall, Part II – covering all NIH changes effective 1/25/2022 (FORMS-G, required eRA Commons IDs, extended Q&A on Biosketches and Other Support); Friday, January 14, 2022, 2-3:30pm EST; Please let me know if you have any questions. Thank you. [brought to us by] Stephanie F. Scott, MS, CRA; Director of Policy and Research Development; Columbia | Research; Sponsored Projects Administration; Email: stephanie.scott@columbia.edu; Website: https://spa.columbia.edu/
R2port
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[NTW] [NIH BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH AND OTHER SUPPORT PAGES]
NIH Biosketches and Other Support Town Hall _11.17.2021 Archival;
Columbia Research/SPA, NIH Biosketch/Other Support Webinar, Event Date, Archival
12/09/2021 Slide Deck Available

Summary One-Pager, (rev. 11/17/2021) of the new NIH Disclosure Requirements Annotated Biosketch (rev. 11/11/2021); NIH Researcher Disclosure Requirements webpage.; future town halls for the latest information. Register here:

Columbia Research/SPA, NIH Town Hall, Part I – NIH Biosketches and Other Support: The Latest Information, 01/10/2022
Columbia Research/SPA, NIH Town Hall, Part II – covering all NIH changes effective 1/25/2022

Sponsor: https://spa.columbia.edu/
Deadline(s): 11/17/2021 (Town Hall Date, Archival)
Contact: https://research.columbia.edu/department-assignments; stephanie.scott@columbia.edu
Link(s): https://cas.columbia.edu/cas/login?service=https%3A//research.columbia.edu/casservice%3FReturndo%3Dsystem/files/RCT%2520content/Science%2520and%2520Security%2520website/NIH%2520Biosketches%2520and%2520Other%2520Support/2021-11-17_NIH%2520OS%2520and%2520BIO%2520Town%2520Hall.pdf%261637357346%3D
https://cas.columbia.edu/cas/login?service=https%3A//research.columbia.edu/casservice%3FReturndo%3Dsystem/files/RCT%2520content/Science%2520and%2520Security%2520website/NIH%2520Biosketches%2520and%2520Other%2520Support/2021-11-17_One%2520pager_NIH%2520OS%2520and%2520BIO.pdf%261637357452%3D
https://cas.columbia.edu/cas/login?service=https%3A//research.columbia.edu/casservice%3FReturndo%3Dsystem/files/RCT%2520content/Science%2520and%2520Security%2520website/NIH%2520Biosketches%2520and%2520Other%2520Support/new%2520biosketch%2520example%252011-11-2021.pdf%261637357545%3D
https://research.columbia.edu/nih-researcher-disclosure-requirements
https://columbiacuimc.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_PHFM8Lx1QmKIEUTqV4DggQ
https://columbiacuimc.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_r_Be3qThTdKRNdhVgIzBQ
https://research.columbia.edu/department-assignments

Additional Information: Just a quick note that the materials from yesterday’s town hall on the latest information concerning the NIH Biosketches and Other Support forms are posted on our website. Below are the links that will take you directly to the materials: Slide deck: NIH Biosketches and Other Support Town Hall; New Summary One-Pager, (rev. 11/17/2021) of the new NIH Disclosure Requirements – feel free to share widely to spread the word!; New resource: Annotated Biosketch (rev. 11/11/2021); All these materials and related announcements, past presentations, and FAQs are posted on the NIH Researcher Disclosure Requirements webpage.; We encourage you to register for future town halls for the latest information. Register here: Thursday, December 9, 1-2pm EST; Monday, January 10, 2022, 1-2pm EST; We will continue to provide the community with updates and guidance materials. For questions, please reach out to your SPA Project Officer. You can contact me if you have questions about the town halls, guidance materials, and other speaking engagements.; [brought to our attention by] Stephanie F. Scott, MS, CRA; Director of Policy and Research Development; Columbia | Research; Sponsored Projects Administration; Columbia University & Columbia University Irving Medical Center; Email: stephanie.scott@columbia.edu; Website: https://spa.columbia.edu/. Are you ready for the new NIH Disclosure Requirements for the Biosketch and Other Support, effective January 25, 2022? View our Summary One-Pager, and feel free to distribute to other researchers and administrators at Columbia.
[NTW] [NIH BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH AND OTHER SUPPORT PAGES]

Biographical Sketches
Other Support
Columbia University’s Electronic Signature Policy
DocuSign
Rascal module

Monday, January 10, 2022, 1-2pm EST

NIH Researcher Disclosure Requirements

Sponsor: NIH
Deadline(s): 01/25/2022 (Effective Date)
Contact: For questions about these webinars and speaking engagements, please reach out to Stephanie Scott at sfs2110@cumc.columbia.edu

Link(s):
https://grants.nih.gov/grants/forms/biosketch.htm
https://grants.nih.gov/grants/forms/thersupport.htm
https://universitypolicies.columbia.edu/content/electronic-signature-policy
https://cuit.columbia.edu/electronic-signature
https://www.rascal.columbia.edu/coi
https://columbiaucimc.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_500j
https://research.columbia.edu/nih-researcher-disclosure-requirements

Additional Information: The following announcement was just sent from the Office of the Executive Vice President of Research (EVPR). I can’t stress enough how important these changes are if you are an NIH applicant, PI, or senior/key personnel.; I strongly encourage you to read the announcement below, and register for an upcoming town hall.; Dear NIH Researchers, As previously announced, as of January 25, 2022, NIH will require new Biographical Sketches and Other Support format pages containing substantial changes. The updated forms and instructions are required for use in applications and Research Performance Progress Reports (RPPRs) due on or after January 25, 2022.; IMPORTANT: the revised Other Support form requires three new action items for all PIs and senior/key persons: Sign Electronically: The PI and other senior/key personnel must electronically sign the Other Support form to certify the accuracy of the information provided, and adhere to Columbia University’s Electronic Signature Policy. A typed name is not an electronic signature and is not acceptable. Acceptable methods for obtaining electronic signature are DocuSign, and a departmentally licensed version of Adobe.; PIs and Departments must retain the “original” electronic signatures, prior to the conversion to PDF format, and prior to submission to Sponsored Projects Administration (SPA).; Include Non-U.S. Supporting Documentation in JIT/RPPR Other Support Packet: With the electronically signed Other Support forms, PIs and senior/key persons must include copies of contracts/agreements specific to any non-U.S. appointments and/or employment for any non-U.S. activities and resources that are reported in Other Support. If the contracts/agreements are not in English, recipients must provide translated copies. These materials must be provided to SPA as part of the JIT/RPPR Other Support packet.; Upload Non-U.S. Supporting Documentation to Rascal: A new Rascal module has been launched to allow PIs and senior/key personnel to upload their supporting documentation for a limited, parallel compliance review by the Office of Research Compliance and Training (ORCT). Documentation need only be uploaded one time in the life of the agreement, but amendments and modifications must be uploaded. This upload is separate from the
submission to SPA noted above; We strongly recommend that individuals who have non-U.S. agreements related to Other Support upload the documentation to Rascal now, so that ORCT can review before submission to NIH.; To learn more about the changes to the Biosketches and Other Support forms, complying with the electronic signature mandate, and the new Rascal module for supporting documentation, sign up for an upcoming webinar: Schedule (click on the hyperlinks below to register, using a Columbia-affiliated email address. Other email addresses will be rejected): Wednesday, November 17, 1-2pm EST; Thursday, December 9, 1-2pm EST; Monday, January 10, 2022, 1-2pm EST; We will continue to provide updates as we get closer to January 25, 2022. We are also happy to discuss these updates at upcoming faculty or administrator meeting as scheduling permits. For questions about these webinars and speaking engagements, please reach out to Stephanie Scott at sfs2110@cumc.columbia.edu. For more information, see our NIH Researcher Disclosure Requirements webpage, and our supplemental FAQs; Sincerely, Naomi J. Schrag, JD; Vice President for Research Compliance, Training & Policy; Office of Research Compliance & Training; William Berger; Executive Director; Sponsored Projects Administration

[NTW] [NIH BIOSKETCH AND OTHER SUPPORT FORMAT PAGES]

SPA Webinars on NIH Biosketches and Other Support format pages

NIH Researcher Disclosure Requirements
Monday, October 18 Archival

Wednesday, November 17, 1-2pm EST Archival
NIH Biosketches and Other Support Town Hall 11.17.2021 Archival

Thursday, December 9, 1-2pm EST

Monday, January 10, 2022, 1-2pm EST

**Sponsor:** SPA

**Deadline(s):** 10/18/2021, 11/17/2021; 12/09/2021; 01/10/2022 (Currently Scheduled SPA Webinar Dates)

**Contact:** sfs2110@cumc.columbia.edu

**Link(s):**
https://grants.nih.gov/faqs/#other-support-and-foreign-components.htm?anchor=question56186
https://grants.nih.gov/faqs/#other-support-and-foreign-components.htm?anchor=question56204
https://grants.nih.gov/faqs/#other-support-and-foreign-components.htm?anchor=header11778
https://research.columbia.edu/nih-researcher-disclosure-requirements
https://columbiacumc.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_PHFM8Lx1QmKIEUTqV4DgQ
https://columbiacumc.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_r_Be3qThTdKrRN DHVgIzBQ
https://research.columbia.edu/content/announcements

**Additional Information:** SPA will be hosting webinars on the NIH Biosketches and Other Support format pages to provide you with the latest information and guidance. The new format pages will be required for proposals, Just-In-Time (JIT) and the Research Performance Progress Reports (RPPRs) for due dates on or after January 25, 2022. In addition, electronic signatures and the collection of supporting documentation, where applicable, will take effect January 25, 2022 for Other Support. The University will be implementing new procedures in order to meet these requirements.; NIH is continuing to provide clarifications and guidance on these new requirements. For this reason, we may have additional information as we get closer to the January 25, 2022 effective date, and you may wish to register for multiple sessions to stay current on the latest information.; Schedule (click on the hyperlinks below to register, using a Columbia-affiliated email address): Monday, October 18, 3-4pm EDT; Wednesday, November 17, 1-
Upcoming NIH proposal deadlines - reminder of required disclosures

**Sponsor:** CU Sponsored Projects Administration  
**Deadline(s):** 09/20/2021 (Release Date)  
**Contact:** SPA Project Officer  
**Link(s):**  
https://grants.nih.gov/grants/forms/biosketch.htm  
https://research.columbia.edu/content/announcements  
https://grants.nih.gov/faqs/#biosketches.htm  
https://research.columbia.edu/department-assignments  
https://grants.nih.gov/faqs/#biosketches.htm  
https://research.columbia.edu/FAQs.nihbiosketch  
https://grants.nih.gov/grants/how-to-apply-application-guide/forms-f/general/g.220-r&r-other-project-information-form.htm#6  
https://grants.nih.gov/grants/how-to-apply-application-guide/forms-f/general/g.220-r&r-other-project-information-form.htm#12  
https://grants.nih.gov/faqs/#other-support-and-foreign-components.htm?anchor=alphaHeader4227

**Additional Information:** With the NIH application due dates approaching in late September and early October, we wanted to take this opportunity to remind the research community of the latest required researcher disclosure requirements in proposals:  
Biographical Sketch (“Biosketch”) – The newest Biosketch format is preferred immediately and required to be used for applications and Research Performance Progress Reports (RPPRs) submitted on or after January 25, 2022 NOT-OD-21-073 and NOT-OD-21-110; The Positions, Scientific Appointments and Honors section of the Biosketch must include, in reverse chronological order, all current positions and scientific appointments both domestic and foreign, including affiliations with foreign entities or governments. This includes titled academic, professional, or institutional appointments whether or not remuneration is received, and whether full-time, part-time, or voluntary (including adjunct, visiting, or honorary). Regardless of whether you use the old or new formats, only current positions and scientific appointments are required in the Biosketch. Applicants may choose to include past appointments that they wish to highlight; The Personal Statement may now include including ongoing and completed research projects from the past three years that you want to draw attention to (previously captured under Section D. Research Support); Biosketches can be created using SciENcv, or using NIH’s blank format page in Word.; If you forgot to include an item in the Biosketch after submission, contact your SPA Project Officer as soon as possible.; Refer to NIH's Biosketch FAQs, Columbia’s supplementary FAQs, and contact your SPA Project Officer should you have any questions.; Disclosing a Foreign Component – If any significant scientific element or segment of your project will be performed outside the United States, either by you or by a researcher employed by a foreign organization, whether or not grant funds will be expended, your project has a “foreign component” that requires disclosure and prior approval by NIH. See NIH’s full definition of Foreign Component; You must answer Field 6 of the Research and Related (R&R) Other Project Information form to indicate whether your project involves activities outside the U.S. or partnerships with international collaborators.; If you indicate “Yes” to Field 6, you must include a "Foreign Justification" attachment in Field 12, Other Attachments.; If a project develops a foreign component during the course of the project, prior approval must be obtained. Contact your SPA Project Officer in this situation.; See NIH's Foreign Component FAQs.; We will be hosting several webinars in the coming months to provide the latest information on Biosketches and Other Support. Stay tuned for a subsequent announcement.; As always, all questions should be directed to your SPA Project Officer.; [brought to our attention by] ; Stephanie F. Scott, MS, CRA; Director of Policy and Research Development; Columbia University; Columbia University Irving Medical Center; sfs2110@cumc.columbia.edu; Website: https://spa.columbia.edu/
[NTW] [CHANGES TO BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH AND OTHER SUPPORT PAGES]

Announcing New Inbox for Inquiries Related to Changes to Biographical Sketch and Other Support Format Page

Effective as of this announcement, please send inquiries related to changes to the biographical sketch and other support templates to nihosbiosketch@nih.gov

Updated Other Support resources, including FAQs and sample Other Support format pages

Implementation of Changes to the Biographical Sketch and Other Support Format Page

Upcoming Changes to the Biographical Sketch and Other Support Format Page for Due Dates on or after May 25, 2021

Reminders of NIH Policies on Other Support and on Policies related to Financial Conflicts of Interest and Foreign Components

Sponsor: National Institutes of Health
Deadline(s): 05/18/2021 (Release Date)
Contact: Please direct all inquiries to: Office of Policy for Extramural Research Administration (OPERA); nihosbiosketch@nih.gov


Additional Information: This announcement informs the research community of the creation of a central email inbox for inquiries related to changes to the biographical sketch and other support templates in response to the high volume of inquiries received.; Effective as of this announcement, please send inquiries related to changes to the biographical sketch and other support templates to nihosbiosketch@nih.gov.; NIH is diligently working to ensure complete and timely responses to inquiries received to date via existing email inboxes. The research community may elect to forward inquiries that are pending a response to the new central email inbox, as needed.; NIH encourages the research community to review the currently available resources related to this effort: Updated Biosketch resources, including FAQs and sample Biosketch format pages can be found here.; Additional resources, including training videos and other materials will be posted on the pages above as they become available.; Related Announcements: NOT-OD-21-110 - Implementation of Changes to the Biographical Sketch and Other Support Format Page; NOT-OD-21-073 - Upcoming Changes to the Biographical Sketch and Other Support Format Page for Due Dates on or after May 25, 2021; NOT-OD-19-114 - Reminders of NIH Policies on Other Support and on Policies related to Financial Conflicts of Interest and Foreign Components; It is important for all NIH applicants and awardees, including PIs, senior/key personnel, and grants administrators, to read it in its entirety.; The updated Biographical Sketch and Other Support format pages will be required for applications and Research Performance Progress Reports (RPPRs) submitted for due dates on or after May 25, 2021. It is advisable that you bookmark these pages: NIH Biosketch format pages and instructions and FAQs; NIH Other Support format pages and FAQs; Please note: PIs and senior/key personnel will be required to certify that their Other Support information is true, complete and accurate to the best of their knowledge.; Our office is in the process of reviewing the updated forms and instructions. We are scheduling webinars in the coming weeks to provide an overview of these changes. NIH is also planning to release additional resources and training materials in the coming weeks. If you are in the process of creating either a Biosketch or Other Support
format page for applications and RPPRs due on or after May 25, 2021; Updated Biosketch resources, including FAQs and sample Biosketch format pages can be found [here](#); Updated Other Support resources, including FAQs and sample Other Support format pages can be found [here](#). One of the most important changes in the Biosketch instructions is Section B: “List in reverse chronological order all positions and scientific appointments both domestic and foreign, including affiliations with foreign entities or governments. This includes titled academic, professional, or institutional appointments whether or not remuneration is received, and whether full-time, part-time, or voluntary (including adjunct, visiting, or honorary).”; This is critical. The senior/key personnel, and mentors for training grants, have to include all positions and appointments, not just select ones, or ones relevant to the proposal. It’s not just the heading of Section B that changed, it’s the instructions to Section B.; The changes as outlined in the announcement are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Format Page</th>
<th>Changes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Biographical Sketch Format Page</td>
<td>Section B ‘Positions and Honors’ has been renamed ‘Positions, Scientific Appointments, and Honors’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>For the non-Fellowship Biosketch, Section D. has been removed. For the Fellowship Biosketch, Section D has been updated to remove ‘Research Support.’ As applicable, all applicants may include details on ongoing and completed research projects from the past three years that they want to draw attention to within the personal statement, Section A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Support Format Page</td>
<td>The format page has been re-organized to separate funded projects from in-kind contributions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Signature block added, for Program Director/Principal Investigator or Other Senior/Key Personnel to certify the accuracy of the information submitted. Each PD/PI or senior/key personnel must electronically sign their respective Other Support form as a PDF prior to submission.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[NTW] [NIH NEW BIOSKETCH AND OTHER SUPPORT PAGES]

Archival_05.19.2021 SPA Town Hall on the Revised NIH Other Support Format Pages
Archival_05.10.2021 SPA Town Hall on NIH Biographical Sketches and Other Support Pages

NIH Researcher Disclosure Requirements
Reminders of NIH Policies on Other Support and on Policies related to Financial Conflicts of Interest and Foreign Components

SPA Project Officer

**Sponsor:** SPA  
**Deadline(s):** 05/10, 19/2021 (Event Dates)  
**Contact:** For immediate questions, please contact your SPA Project Officer; [brought to our attention by] Stephanie F. Scott, MS, CRA; Director of Policy and Research Development; Columbia | Research; Sponsored Projects Administration; sfs2110@cumc.columbia.edu; Website: https://spa.columbia.edu/

**Link(s):**  
https://research.columbia.edu.nih-researcher-disclosure-requirements  
https://research.columbia.edu/departments/department-assignments

[NTW] [AGING]

2022-2023 HAPF Health and Aging Policy Fellowships
The Impact of Social Determinants on Biology in Health Disparities; Speakers: Daniel Belsky, PhD; Melissa Boneta Davis, PhD; Ervin R. Fox, MD, MPH; Jasmine McDonald, PhD; Jacquelyn Taylor, PhD; moderated by Kevin Gardner, MD, PhD; TUESDAY, DECEMBER 14, at 4:30PM ET  
Exposures to adversity accelerate aging in the immune and central nervous systems  
Noah Snyder-Mackler, PhD, Assistant Professor, Arizona State University, Center for Evolution and Medicine; School of Life Sciences; THURSDAY, DECEMBER 16, at 11:30 AM ET

**Deadline(s):** 12/14/2021 (Social Determinants Lecture); Exposures to Adversity Lecture (12/16/2021); 04/14/2022 (Policy Fellowship)  
**Contact:** For further questions, or to arrange a call with Dr. Pincus or Dr. Pike to discuss your eligibility or application specifically, please contact the program office: Program Coordinator: Tel: +1 646 774 8495; Email: hapfell@nyspi.columbia.edu (Health and Aging Policy Fellowship Questions)

**Link(s):**  
https://www.healthandagingpolicy.org/fellowship-application/how-to-apply/  
https://columbiacuimc.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_afnvGER5Q09aUXOZm0Pw [12/14/2021]  
https://columbiacuimc.zoom.us/meeting/register/tJUvf-CvrgtGtSBB1rDjsFV7eDWTiwJsljB [1/16/2021]

**Additional Information:** Policy Fellowship RFA and Upcoming Aging Talks; Dear Colleagues, Students and Friends of the Columbia Aging Center: I write to bring the call for applicants of the Health and Aging Policy Fellowship to your attention. The program has a broad interdisciplinary focus, and Fellowship cohorts have included physicians, nurses, social workers, psychologists, food scientists, city planners, healthcare administrators, epidemiologists, economists, and lawyers from academic and practice settings, spanning career stages from newly minted PhDs to senior professors and community leaders; Also a reminder that we wind up the year with a terrific variety of talks and a school panel on the impact of social determinants on biology. Information on registering for each below.; With best wishes to all for the year-end.; Caitlin Hawke; Associate Director, Programming; Senior
Science and Strategy Officer; Robert N. Butler Columbia Aging Center; Columbia University Mailman School of Public Health; About the Fellowship: https://www.healthandagingpolicy.org/; Call for 2022-2023 HAPF Applicants Now Open!; Are you committed to improving health and aging? Are you interested in learning about policymaking to increase your impact? If so, we invite you to apply to join the next class of Health and Aging Policy Fellows! The 2020-2021 Health and Aging Policy Fellows at their Capstone in Washington, DC; As a Health and Aging Policy Fellow, you have the opportunity to join a dynamic community of 166 Fellows who are committed to improving health and quality of life for older Americans. The one-year Fellowship runs from October 1 – September 30 and has full-time and part-time tracks. It is conducted as a hybrid program of mentoring, networking, learning and practicum experiences. Health and Aging Policy Fellows work across diverse fields of aging. They develop lifelong partnerships and networks. Individually and collectively they are improving the lives of older adults around the country.; Click here to learn more about Fellows’ recent placement experiences and accomplishments. Apply here! THE PROGRAM; The Health and Aging Policy Fellows Program aims to create a cadre of leaders who will serve as change agents in health and aging policy to ultimately improve the health care of older adults. The year-long fellowship offers a rich and unique training and enrichment program that is focused on current policy issues, communication skills development, and professional networking opportunities to provide Fellows with the experience and skills necessary to help affect policy.; PROGRAM TRACKS; The Residential track includes a year-long placement in Washington, DC or at a state agency. Residential Fellows are immersed full-time in a policy-focused placement that is determined in the initial phase of the fellowship. Placements may include working as a legislative assistant in Congress, as professional staff in executive agencies, or with ‘think tank’ organizations, for example.; The Non-Residential track allows Fellows to remain at their home institutions and requires that they dedicate at least 20% of their time to a “virtual” placement and/or project with federal agencies, Congressional offices, or health and aging policy organizations. This may involve short periods of travel throughout the year to relevant sites. Non-residential Fellows may focus on a health policy project that is global, federal, state, city, or community-based.; The VA Track is a specific non-residential track for VA staff to represent the Department of Veterans Affairs as a VA/Health and Aging Policy Fellow. VA/Health and Aging Policy Fellow participate through the non-residential track of the fellowship.; Areas of focus include but are not limited to: Behavioral Health; Societal Aging and Age-Friendly Public Health; Global Health and Aging; Aging at the Federal, State, and/or Community Level; IMPORTANT NOTE: Both residential and non-residential Fellows are required to attend the 6-week Orientation in Washington, DC at the beginning of their fellowship, from the end of October to the beginning of December. Nothing is scheduled during the week of Thanksgiving. Fellows are also brought together periodically over the course of the fellowship year for HAPF Program events.; WHO SHOULD APPLY?; The program has a broad interdisciplinary focus, and Fellowship cohorts have included physicians, nurses, social workers, psychologists, food scientists, city planners, healthcare administrators, epidemiologists, economists, and lawyers from academic and practice settings, spanning career stages from newly minted PhDs to senior professors and community leaders.; Apply here!; APPLICATION KEY DATES; Submission deadline: April 15, 2022; Notification of finalists to be interviewed: Mid-May; Interviews and selection of Fellows: Mid-June; Fellowship begins October 2022; Information Sessions for the 2022-2023 Fellowship Year; If you are interested in becoming a Health and Aging Policy Fellow and have questions, we are holding information sessions via Zoom on various dates between December 2021 and April 2022.; The schedule is as follows (in EST): Thursday, December 9, 2021 from 12–1 PM; Tuesday, December 14, 2021 from 3–4 PM; Tuesday, January 18, 2022 from 4–5 PM; *Wednesday, February 2, 2022 from 12–1 PM - With a focus on VA track; Monday, March 7, 2022 from 12–1 PM; Monday, April 4, 2022 from 12–1 PM; RSVP to hapfell@nyspi.columbia.edu.; For further questions, or to arrange a call with Dr. Harold Pincus or Dr. Kathleen Pike to discuss applicant eligibility or the application specifically, please contact the Program Coordinator at the above email address.
Further Demographic Analyses of NIH R01 Grant Outcomes of T32 Postdoctoral Participants
Data on Implementing NIH’s Next Generation Researchers Initiative
NIH-Wide Strategic Plan for FY 2021-2025 Now Available
Additional Clarifications to Biosketch and Other Support Policies Now Available
Save the Date: Fall 2021 NIH Virtual Seminar on Program Funding and Grants Administration!

Sponsor: NIH Office of Extramural Research
Deadline(s): 08/04/2021 (Release Date)
Contact: ExtramuralNexus@mail.nih.gov
Link(s): https://nexus.od.nih.gov/all/issue/august-2021/

Additional Information: NIH's August issue of their newsletter, the NIH extramural NEXUS August 2021, was released. It contains a number of announcements, reminders, and blog posts. To note is the Save the Date for the 2021 NIH Virtual Seminar, taking place November 1 – 4. It’s a great opportunity for researchers and administrators to learn about NIH’s processes. There are also new FAQs related to the Other Support format pages and Biographical Sketches (our office will provide further guidance on that in the coming week). See below for more information.

[NTW] NIH STRATEGIC PLAN 2021-2025

NIH-Wide Strategic Plan for Fiscal Years (FYs) 2021-2025 is now available
Extramural Nexus Framework of three key objectives of the NIH 2021-2025 NIH-Wide Strategic Plan, Archival 02.18.2020
Archival NIH-Wide Strategic Plan for Fiscal Years (FYs) 2016-2020

Sponsor: NIH
Deadline(s): 07/30/2021 (2021-2025 plan; Release Date)
Contact: ExtramuralNexus@mail.nih.gov
https://nexus.od.nih.gov/all/2020/02/18/seeking-thoughts-on-the-framework-for-the-next-nih-wide-strategic-plan/

Additional Information: NIH-Wide Strategic Plan for FY 2021-2025 Now Available; We are pleased to announce that the NIH-Wide Strategic Plan for Fiscal Years (FYs) 2021-2025 is now available. This updated plan articulates NIH’s highest priorities over the next 5 years, outlining our vision for the future direction, capacity, and stewardship of biomedical and behavioral research.; The plan is organized around a framework of three key objectives: [1] Advancing Biomedical and Behavioral Sciences; [2] Developing, Maintaining, and Renewing Scientific Research Capacity; [3] Exemplifying and Promoting the Highest Level of Scientific Integrity, Public Accountability, and Social Responsibility in the Conduct of Science.; The plan weaves five cross-cutting themes across these objectives, centered around minority health and health disparities, women’s health, public health challenges across the lifespan, collaborative science, and data science. The plan also mentions several achievements made during the previous FY 2016-2020 plan, but please recognize that this plan is not meant to describe everything NIH does.; As Dr. Francis Collins, the NIH Director, notes in the opening statement, “NIH will [invest] efficiently and effectively in a wide range of basic, translational, clinical, and applied research, while at the same time supporting the workforce and infrastructure required for a sustainable research...
enterprise. As outlined in this Strategic Plan, this approach will enable NIH to build a solid foundation of fundamental knowledge about living systems that will serve to accelerate research aimed at addressing our most pressing health needs.”; We appreciate members from the research community, professional societies, advocacy groups, and the public who worked with us and provided feedback throughout the process to develop this plan.

[NTW] [FORMS-G]

New NIH "FORMS-G" Grant Application Forms and Instructions Coming for Due Dates on or after January 25, 2022

High-level Summary of Form Changes in FORMS-G Application Packages

Sponsor: National Institutes of Health; Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality; Food and Drug Administration

Deadline(s): 01/25/2022 (Forms-G must be used for grants submitted on or after this date)

Contact: Please direct all NIH inquiries to: NIH Office of Policy for Extramural Research Administration (OPERA); Systems Policy Branch; Email: OPERAsystemspolicy@nih.gov; Please direct all AHRQ inquiries to: Division for Policy, Coordination and Analysis; Office of Extramural Research, Education, and Priority Populations; Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, HHS; Email: Grant_Queries@ahrq.hhs.gov; Please direct all FDA inquiries to: Food and Drug Administration (FDA); Office of Acquisitions and Grants Services (OAGS); Grants Management Branch; Email: OAGSGrantsPolicy@fda.hhs.gov


Additional Information: See High-level Summary of Form Changes in FORMS-G Application Packages for a full list of form changes. Participating agencies will notify the community if it is determined additional changes are needed. These changes will be implemented with application form packages identified with a Competition ID of "FORMS-G" and associated application guide instructions. Additional guidance and confirmation of implementation plans will be provided in Fall 2021.; Effective Date: Applicants must use FORMS-G application packages for due dates on or after January 25, 2022 and must use FORMS-F application packages for due dates on or before January 24, 2022. Applications submitted using the wrong forms for their intended due date may be withdrawn and removed from funding consideration.

[NTW] [FORMS-G]

Reminder: FORMS-G Grant Application Forms & Instructions Must be Used for Due Dates On or After January 25, 2022 - New Grant Application Instructions Now Available

Sponsor: National Institutes of Health; National Institutes of Health NIH; Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality AHRQ; U.S. Food and Drug Administration FDA

Deadline(s): 01/25/2022 (For Due Dates on or after January 25, 2022)

Contact: Please direct all NIH inquiries to: NIH Office of Policy for Extramural Research Administration (OPERA); Systems Policy Branch; Email: OPERAsystemspolicy@nih.gov; Please direct all AHRQ inquiries to: Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, HHS; Division for Policy, Coordination and Analysis; Office of Extramural Research, Education, and Priority Populations; Email: Grant_Queries@ahrq.hhs.gov; Please direct all FDA inquiries to: Food and Drug Administration (FDA); Office of Acquisitions and Grants Services (OAGS); Grants Management Branch; Email: OAGSGrantsPolicy@fda.hhs.gov

[NTW] [NIH ANNOUNCEMENTS]

NIH Announces Guidance for Purchasing Identifiable Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) Data in Grant Applications Effective FY 2022

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Aging  
**Deadline(s):** 08/25/2021 (Release Date)  
**Contact:** Partha Bhattacharyya, Ph.D.; National Institute on Aging (NIA); Phone: 301-496-3136; Email: NIACMSDataRequest@mail.nih.gov  

**Additional Information:** The purpose of this Notice is to inform the research community of the National Institute on Aging’s (NIA) guidance and procedures related to Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) data requests in NIA grant applications. This Notice includes guidance on budgeting CMS data costs in applications and the NIA procedure for facilitating access to data for grantees.

[NTW] [NIH ANNOUNCEMENTS]

Publication of the Revised NIH Grants Policy Statement (Rev. April 2021) for Fiscal Year 2021

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health  
**Deadline(s):** 04/20/2021 (Release Date)  
**Contact:** NIH Office of Policy for Extramural Research Administration; Division of Grants Policy; grantspolicy@nih.gov; As always, contact your SPA Project Officer should you have any NIH policy-related questions  

**Additional Information:** NIH announced the publication of the revised NIH Grants Policy Statement (NIHGPS, rev. April 2021). See: NIH Grants Policy Statement (both HTML and PDF format); Significant Changes Document, revisions since December 2019; Per NIH’s announcement, “This revision is applicable to all NIH grants and cooperative agreements with budget periods beginning on or after October 1, 2020. This revision supersedes, in its entirety, the NIHGPS dated December 2019. Previous versions of the NIHGPS remain applicable as standard terms and conditions of award for all NIH grants and cooperative agreements with budget periods that began prior to October 1, 2020.”; For more information about these changes, see NIH’s full announcement at [https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-21-107.html](https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-21-107.html); As always, contact your SPA Project Officer should you have any NIH policy-related questions; Stephanie F. Scott, MS, CRA; Director of Policy and Research Development; Columbia | Research Sponsored Projects Administration; Columbia University; Columbia University Irving Medical Center; sfs2110@cumc.columbia.edu; Website: [https://spa.columbia.edu/](https://spa.columbia.edu/)

[NTW] [NIH ANNOUNCEMENTS]

Expanding Requirement for eRA Commons IDs to All Senior/Key Personnel

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality; Food and Drug Administration  
**Deadline(s):** 04/20/2021 (Release Date)  
**Contact:** Please direct all eRA technical inquiries to: eRA Service Desk; Submit a web ticket: [https://grants.nih.gov/support/index.html](https://grants.nih.gov/support/index.html); Toll-free:1-866-504-9552; Phone:301-402-7469  
[NTW] [CARDIOVASCULAR]
NHLBI Announces Interest in Promoting Cardiovascular and Cardiometabolic Health in Early Stages of the Lifecourse: Pre-adolescence Through Adolescence to Young Adulthood

**Sponsor:** National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute  
**Deadline(s):** 08/30/2021 (Release Date)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Alison G.M. Brown, PhD, MS, RDN; National Heart Lung and Blood Institute (NHLBI); National Institutes of Health; Telephone: 301-435-0583; Email: Alison.brown@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-HL-21-020.html

[NTW] [CARDIOVASCULAR]
Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Promoting Cardiovascular and Cardiometabolic Health in Early Stages of the Lifecourse: Pre-adolescence Through Adolescence to Young Adulthood

**Sponsor:** National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute  
**Deadline(s):** 10/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 06/06/2026 (Expiration Date)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Alison G.M. Brown, PhD, MS, RDN; National Heart Lung and Blood Institute (NHLBI); National Institutes of Health; Telephone: 301 435 0583; Email: Alison.brown@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** http://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-HL-21-015.html

[NTW] [NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION]
NSF New Proposal Functionality, NSF Website Enhancements, and Updates to the Biographical Sketch and Current and Pending Support Formats

**NSF Funding Opportunity Search**  
**About Proposal Preparation and Submission**  
**Proposal Submission Capabilities**  
**NSF 22-1**  
**About NSF beta**  
**CU SPA Project Officer**

**Sponsor:** NSF, SPA  
**Deadline(s):** NA, NSF website update in progress; 10/04/2021 (PPAG activation)  
**Contact:** https://research.columbia.edu/department-assignments; Feedback on the updated Funding Search and program page enhancements or any other aspect of the site may be directed to beta-nsf-feedback@nsf.gov; **Questions?** If you have IT system-related questions, please contact the NSF Help Desk at 1-800-381-1532 (7:00 AM - 9:00 PM ET; Monday - Friday except federal holidays) or to rgov@nsf.gov. Policy-related questions should be directed to policy@nsf.gov  
**Link(s):** https://beta.nsf.gov/funding/opportunities  
https://research.columbia.edu/department-assignments  
Dear Colleagues:

The National Science Foundation (NSF) has announced today a number of system enhancements for proposals submitted in Research.gov and FastLane, and upcoming revisions to the NSF Funding Opportunity Search functionality with enhanced features to help you identify opportunities quickly and easily. Please see below for the details. We’ll be sure to provide more information about these changes soon, and as always, please feel free to ask questions to your SPA Project Officer; [brought to our attention by] Stephanie F. Scott, MS, CRA; Director of Policy and Research Development; Columbia | Research; Sponsored Projects Administration; sfs2110@cumc.columbia.edu; Website: https://spa.columbia.edu/

New Proposal Functionality, NSF Website Enhancements, and Updates to the Biographical Sketch and Current and Pending Support Formats; Dear Colleagues: The National Science Foundation (NSF) has enabled a number of enhancements for proposals submitted in Research.gov, FastLane, and Grants.gov. In addition, the updated NSF-approved biographical sketch and current and pending support SciEcnv and fillable PDF formats that fall under the revised Proposal & Award Policies & Procedures Guide (PAPPG) NSF 22-1 will be available to preview by September 17, 2021.; We are also excited to announce enhanced NSF Funding Opportunity Search functionality and revamped program pages on nsf.gov and beta.nsf.gov, the new version of the NSF website. As NSF builds its new nsf.gov website in small, iterative pieces using the https://beta.nsf.gov/ platform, we are not simply moving existing content from nsf.gov to the new site. Rather, the new website will improve how information is presented for use by various audiences including prospective proposers, grantees, and the general public.; Here’s what to know;

Research.gov Proposal Submission System Enhancements; Research.gov proposal features continue to expand to support the transition of all proposal preparation and submission functionality from FastLane to Research.gov by a target date of December 31, 2022. Many NSF funding opportunities are supported in Research.gov and clearly specify whether submission via Research.gov is available or required.; Effective August 30, 2021, Conference and Ideas Lab proposal types, renewal and accomplishment-based renewal submission types, and preliminary proposals for Ideas Lab solicitations are all now available for submission in Research.gov. FastLane must be used to submit preliminary proposals for proposal types other than Ideas Lab until that functionality is available in Research.gov.; The proposal preparation landing page has been revised, and Principal Investigators will now first select the proposal submission type from the drop-down options and then will follow the proposal setup wizard to initiate a new proposal. In progress and submitted proposals are accessible from the tiles on the revised proposal preparation landing page, after first selecting the submission type from the drop-down options.; New automated compliance checks and associated error and warning messages for the enabled proposal and submission types were also implemented. Error messages will prohibit proposal submission to NSF, whereas warning messages still permit proposal submission.; New Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) were added to the Research.gov About Proposal Preparation and Submission page, and the Proposal Submission Capabilities page has been updated to reflect the latest development updates.; All supported proposal and submission types as well as associated compliance checks are also enabled in the Research.gov Proposal Preparation Demo Site.; Refer to the PAPPG NSF 20-1 for current proposal requirements. Guidelines in the revised PAPPG NSF 22-1 will apply for proposals submitted or due on or after October 4, 2021.; NSF-approved Biographical Sketch and Current and Pending Support Format Updates; Current and Pending Support Fillable PDF Updates; Based on feedback from the research community and NSF Program Officers, NSF has incorporated functionality as of August 30, 2021, in FastLane and Grants.gov to remove any pages which do not contain data entered by users (i.e., blank pages) from the NSF-approved current and pending support fillable PDF. This trimming functionality will be integrated in Research.gov on October 4, 2021, in coordination with implementation of the revised
PAPPG NSF 22-1 for proposals submitted in Research.gov and project reports submitted in the Research.gov Project Reporting System.; The trimming service only applies to the NSF-approved current and pending support fillable PDF and not to any other uploaded PDFs. Current and pending support PDFs generated in SciENcv do not include blank pages.; The current and pending support fillable PDF document is paginated, and the PDF page numbers will not be updated during the trimming process. This means that it is possible for the trimmed PDF to have skipped page numbers corresponding to the blank pages removed from the fillable PDF. NSF Program Officers are aware of this potential occurrence in proposals submitted to NSF.; Proposers with in progress proposals as of August 30, 2021, can delete previously uploaded current and pending support fillable PDFs from their FastLane or Grants.gov proposals and then re-upload them to trigger the trimming service.; Updated Biographical Sketch and Current and Pending Support SciENcv and Fillable PDF Formats; The updated NSF-approved biographical sketch and current and pending support formats will be available in September 2021 to preview before they are required on October 4th. The updated fillable PDF formats will be available for download from the NSF biographical sketch and current and pending support websites by September 3rd. Updated SciENcv formats will be available on the SciENcv Create a New Document screen by September 17th.; Biographical sketch format updates include increasing the page limit from two to three pages; Current and pending support format updates include the addition of new sections for information on objectives and overlap with other projects to help NSF and reviewers assess overlap/duplication.; Although submission of the updated NSF-approved formats is not permitted (i.e., Research.gov, FastLane, and Grants.gov will not allow the 22-1 forms to be uploaded) until implementation of the revised PAPPG NSF 22-1 on October 4, 2021, NSF is encouraging proposers and grantees to begin familiarizing themselves with the updated NSF-approved formats when they are available.; Enhanced Funding Opportunity Search Functionality and Revamped Program Pages; Based on extensive research with external and internal stakeholders, NSF has made significant improvements to the NSF Funding Opportunity Search functionality to help researchers. 

Funding Search results now include short program descriptions, programs incorporated in core program solicitations with links to the relevant guidelines, and Dear Colleague Letters; The revamped program pages include significant content and navigation improvements including information previously only viewable in solicitations.; For more information about NSF’s beta site, please visit https://beta.nsf.gov/about-beta. NSF will continue to enhance the site, and ongoing feedback from external and internal stakeholders is vital to the process. Feedback on the updated Funding Search and program page enhancements or any other aspect of the site may be directed to beta-nsf-feedback@nsf.gov.; Questions? If you have IT system-related questions, please contact the NSF Help Desk at 1-800-381-1532 (7:00 AM - 9:00 PM ET; Monday - Friday except federal holidays) or to rgov@nsf.gov. Policy-related questions should be directed to policy@nsf.gov.; Regards, National Science Foundation

[NTW] [NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION]

nsf22001 Proposal & Award Policies & Procedures Guide (PAPPG) | NSF - National Science Foundation

SPA Project Officer Department Assignments | Columbia | Research

Summary of Significant Changes to NSF 22-1 (nsf.gov)

NSF 22-1

PAPPG Chapter II (nsf.gov)

NSF biographical sketch

NSF Current and pending support

FAQs on using SciENcv

FAQs on using NSF fillable PDF
Effective October 4, 2021, the National Science Foundation (NSF) made a number of system updates for proposals submitted in Research.gov, FastLane, and Grants.gov in accordance with the implementation of the Proposal & Award Policies & Procedures Guide (PAPPG) (NSF 22-1); We'll be reviewing some of these changes during next week's Research Administration Forum, taking place on Wednesday, October 13th at 11am (link for more information about the Forum). As always, please feel free to reach out to your SPA Project Officer should you have any questions. [brought to our attention by Stephanie Scott] Now Available: New Proposal and Submission Types and System Enhancements to Support the Revised PAPPG (NSF 22-1); Dear Colleague: Effective October 4, 2021, the National Science Foundation (NSF) made a number of system updates for proposals submitted in Research.gov, FastLane, and Grants.gov in accordance with the implementation of the Proposal & Award Policies & Procedures Guide (PAPPG) (NSF 22-1). Please see the list of PAPPG (NSF 22-1) significant changes and clarifications for all of the updates. New proposal and submission types were also enabled in the Research.gov Proposal Submission System; New Proposal Types in the PAPPG; The PAPPG (NSF 22-1) incorporates two new "Other Types of Proposals": Planning Proposals; Planning proposals must be prepared and submitted in Research.gov; Refer to PAPPG Chapter II.E.1. for Planning proposal requirements; Career-Life Balance (CLB) Supplemental Funding Requests; CLB supplemental funding request must be prepared and submitted in FastLane; Refer to PAPPG Chapter II.E.8. for CLB supplemental funding request requirements; Updates to NSF-approved Biographical Sketch and Current and Pending Support Formats; The NSF-approved biographical sketch and current and pending support formats were updated to incorporate revisions in the PAPPG (NSF 22-1) and must be used for proposals submitted or due on or after October 4, 2021; The current formats are posted on the NSF biographical sketch and current and pending support websites. Updated system-related Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) are also available: FAQs on using SciENcv and FAQs on using NSF fillable PDF; SciENcv documents created using the previous version (i.e., NSF 20-1) prior to October 4th are automatically converted in SciENcv to the current version after October 4th; Biographical sketch format updates include increasing the page limit from two to three pages; Current and pending support format updates include the addition of new sections for information on objectives and overlap with other projects to help NSF and reviewers assess overlap/duplication; Biographical sketches and current and pending support information also must be uploaded with Change of Principal Investigator (PI) and Add/Change co-PI requests in FastLane; When notifying NSF that active other support has changed since the award was made, or since the most recent annual report, current and pending support information must be uploaded in annual and final project reports in the Research.gov Project Reporting System; Research.gov, FastLane, and Grants.gov will remove any pages which do not contain data entered by users (i.e., blank pages) from the NSF-approved current and pending support fillable PDF; The trimming service is triggered in Research.gov and FastLane during document upload and during proposal submission in Grants.gov; The trimming service only applies to the NSF-approved current and pending support fillable PDF and not to any other uploaded PDFs. Current and pending support PDFs generated in SciENcv do not include blank pages; The current and pending support fillable PDF.
document is paginated, and the PDF page numbers will not be updated during the trimming process. This means that it is possible for the trimmed PDF to have skipped page numbers corresponding to the blank pages removed from the fillable PDF.

Research.gov Proposal Submission System Enhancements; The Grant Opportunities for Academic Liaison with Industry (GOALI) and Planning proposal types and the Letter of Intent submission type are now available for submission in Research.gov.; New automated compliance checks and associated error and warning messages for the enabled proposal and submission types were also implemented. Error messages will prohibit proposal submission to NSF, whereas warning messages still permit proposal submission.; All supported proposal and submission types as well as associated compliance checks are also enabled in the Research.gov Proposal Preparation Demo Site.; New FAQs were added to the Research.gov About Proposal Preparation and Submission page, and the Proposal Submission Capabilities page has been updated to reflect the latest development updates.; Research.gov proposal features continue to expand to support the transition of all proposal preparation and submission functionality from FastLane to Research.gov by a target date of December 31, 2022. Many NSF funding opportunities are supported in Research.gov and clearly specify whether submission via Research.gov is available or required.; Questions? If you have IT system-related questions, please contact the NSF Help Desk at 1-800-381-1532 (7:00 AM - 9:00 PM ET; Monday - Friday except federal holidays) or to rgov@nsf.gov. Policy-related questions should be directed to policy@nsf.gov.

Regards,
National Science Foundation

[NTW] [NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION/ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE]

Smart Health and Biomedical Research in the Era of Artificial Intelligence and Advanced Data Science

NSF Smart Health website

Sponsor: NIH, NSF
Deadline(s): 11/10/2022 [NSF Deadlines]
Contact: Inquiries are encouraged and NIH Scientific/Research contacts are listed below. Please see


Additional Information: Smart Health and Biomedical Research in the Era of Artificial Intelligence and Advanced Data Science; NIH announced a collaboration with the National Science Foundation (NSF) on an interagency funding opportunity, Smart Health and Biomedical Research in the Era of Artificial Intelligence and Advanced Data Science. The solicitation aims to address technological and data science challenges that require fundamental research and development of new tools to address pressing questions in the biomedical and public health communities. Traditional disease-centric medical, clinical, pharmacological, biological, or physiological studies and evaluations are outside the scope of this solicitation. Applications are due Nov. 10. For more information, refer to the NSF Smart Health website.

[NTW] [NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION]

Issuance of NSF Proposal and Award Policies and Procedures Guide (NSF 22-1)

Sponsor: National Science Foundation
Deadline(s): 10/04/2021 (Effective Date)

Contact: If you have any questions regarding these changes, please contact the DIAS/Policy Office at policy@nsf.gov.; Regards, Jean Feldman; Head, Policy Office; Division of Institution and Award Support; Office of Budget, Finance & Award Management; CU SPA Project Officer
Additional Information: Issuance of NSF Proposal and Award Policies and Procedures Guide (NSF 22-1); See below announcement from NSF. They have released the latest version of the NSF Proposal & Award Policies & Procedures Guide (PAPPG) (NSF 22-1), effective for proposals submitted or due on or after October 4, 2021. While this version of the PAPPG becomes effective on October 4, 2021, in the interim, the guidelines contained in the current PAPPG (NSF 20-1) continue to apply. A listing of significant changes can be found here, and a condensed list of major changes are below. NSF will be hosting a webinar to review the significant changes, date to be determined. However, you can sign up here to be notified immediately when registration for the webinar is open. I’ll also provide that information once it becomes available.; One thing I’d like to highlight is that NSF will be increasing the page limit for the biographical sketch from two to three pages, effective for proposals submitted or due on or after October 4, 2021. Stay tuned for more information about that.; As always, feel free to contact your SPA Project Officer should you have any questions, and we’ll keep you posted of new developments.; [brought to our attention by] Stephanie F. Scott, MS, CRA; Director of Policy and Research Development; sfsc2110@columbia.edu ; Website: https://spa.columbia.edu/ ; Dear Colleagues; We are pleased to announce that a revised version of the NSF Proposal & Award Policies & Procedures Guide (PAPPG) (NSF 22-1) has been issued.; The new PAPPG will be effective for proposals submitted or due on or after October 4, 2021. Significant changes include: A new section covering requests for reasonable and accessibility accommodations regarding the proposal process or requests for accessibility accommodations to access NSF’s electronic systems, websites and other digital content; A table entitled, NSF Pre-award and Post-award Disclosures Relating to the Biographical Sketch and Current and Pending Support. This table identifies where pre- and post-award current and pending support disclosure information must be provided. Proposers and awardees may begin using this table immediately; Increasing the page limit for the biographical sketch from two to three pages; Updates to the current and pending support section of NSF proposals to require that information on objectives and overlap with other projects is provided to help NSF and reviewers assess overlap/duplication; Adding planning proposals and Career-Life Balance supplemental funding requests as new proposal types; Updates to travel proposals will require that AORs certify that prior to the proposer’s participation in the meeting for which NSF travel support is being requested, the proposer will assure that the meeting organizer has a written policy or code-of-conduct addressing harassment.; You are encouraged to review the by-chapter summary of changes provided in the Introduction section of the PAPPG.; NSF plans to conduct a webinar covering these changes. Visit the NSF policy outreach website to sign up for notifications about this and other outreach events.; While this version of the PAPPG becomes effective on October 4, 2021, in the interim, the guidelines contained in the current PAPPG (NSF 20-1) continue to apply.; If you have any questions regarding these changes, please contact the DIAS/Policy Office at policy@nsf.gov.; Regards, Jean Feldman; Head, Policy Office; Division of Institution and Award Support; Office of Budget, Finance & Award Management

[NTW] [NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION (NSF)]

Statement by NSF Director Sethuraman Panchanathan on the President’s FY22 Budget Request

Sponsor: NSF

Deadline(s): 05/28/2021 (Release Date)

Contact: https://www.nsf.gov/help/contact.jsp


https://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/budget/

COLUMBIA
RESEARCH RESOURCES
mailman.columbia.edu/r2
Additional Information: May 28, 2021; Statement by NSF Director Sethuraman Panchanathan on the President’s FY22 Budget Request; President Proposes Crucial Investments to Advance the Frontiers of U.S. Science and Technology; The Biden-Harris Administration today submitted to Congress the President’s Budget for fiscal year 2022. As the Administration continues to make progress defeating the pandemic and getting our economy back on track, the Budget makes historic investments that will help the country build back better and lay the foundation for shared growth and prosperity for decades to come; “This request will bolster the U.S. economy and our leadership in critical and emerging areas of research and technological advancements, which are essential to our long-term economic and national security,” said NSF Director Sethuraman Panchanathan. “NSF’s mission is unique in supporting research across all fields of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics, and all levels of STEM education. Seven decades of experience building the necessary partnerships between federal, state, and local government, academia, and industry have produced remarkable results for the country. With this budget, we can rapidly scale our investments and build even stronger bridges between discovery, innovation, and commercialization.”; The Budget includes more details on what is proposed in the two historic plans the President has already put forward — the Americans Jobs Plan and the American Families Plan – and reinvests in education, research, public health, and other foundations of our country’s strength. At the U.S. National Science Foundation, the Budget would: Enhance Fundamental Research and Development. $9.43 billion, an increase of $1.55 billion above 2021 enacted level will support research across the spectrum of science, engineering and technology. This includes biological sciences; computer and information sciences; engineering; geosciences; math and physical sciences; social, behavioral, and economic sciences; and education. With this additional funding, NSF will continue to be the champion of basic and fundamental research and will strengthen it at speed and scale; Strengthen U.S. Leadership in Emerging Technologies. Includes the establishment of a new directorate for technology, innovation and partnerships within NSF to help translate research into practical applications. The directorate will work with programs across NSF and with other federal and non-federal entities to expedite technology development in emerging areas that are crucial for the United States’ technological leadership.; Advances Equity in Science and Engineering. +$100 million, an increase of about 50 percent, in funding for programs that aim to increase participation in science and engineering of individuals from racial and ethnic groups underrepresented in these fields. Funding will support curriculum design, research on successful recruitment and retention methods, development of outreach or mentorship programs, fellowships, and building science and engineering research and education capacity at historically black colleges and universities, and other minority-serving institutions.; Advances Climate Science and Sustainability Research. $1.2 billion for climate and clean energy-related research will fund a broad portfolio of research related to climate science and clean energy, including research on atmospheric composition, water and carbon cycles, modeling climate systems, renewable energy technologies, materials sciences, and social, behavioral, and economic research on human responses to climate change.; Continues Construction of Forefront Research Infrastructure. Invests in the continued construction of major NSF research facilities, including long-term upgrades of NSF’s major Antarctic infrastructure. It also supports construction of the Vera C. Rubin Observatory to enable astronomy research. In addition, the budget request seeks funding for the construction and procurement of smaller research facilities and equipment across the nation.; Enacting the Budget policies into law this year would strengthen our Nation’s economy and lay the foundation for shared prosperity, while also improving our Nation’s long-term fiscal health.; For more information on the President’s FY22 Budget, please visit: https://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/budget; For more information on the NSF budget, please visit: https://beta.nsf.gov/budget ; -NSF- [brought to our attention by Stephanie Scott / SPA]

[NTW] [NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION/LIMITED SUBMISSION]
CU Limited Submission; NSF INCLUDES Alliances - Inclusion across the Nation of Communities of Learners of Underrepresented Discoverers in Engineering and Science; Internal Deadline: 9:00 a.m. on Wednesday, August 25, 2021
PCORI Funding Cycle Opens with 9 Funding Announcements

**PCORI Funding Cycle Opens with 9 Funding Announcements**

**NSF INCLUDES Alliances - Inclusion across the Nation of Communities of Learners of Underrepresented Discoverers in Engineering and Science, Sponsor Deadline**

**01.25.2022** [Sponsor posting for reference]

**Sponsor:** NSF; https://www.includesnetwork.org/home

**Deadline(s):** 08/25/2021 (Limited Submission Deadline); 10/04/2021 (Sponsor Letter of Intent); 01/25/2022 (Sponsor Deadline)

**Contact:** Questions should be sent to Greg Culler at limitedsubmissions@columbia.edu

**Link(s):** https://www.includesnetwork.org/home
https://columbia.infoready4.com/#competitionDetail/1848662
https://columbia.infoready4.com/#limitedsubmissions

**Additional Information:** NSF INCLUDES Alliances - Inclusion across the Nation of Communities of Learners of Underrepresented Discoverers in Engineering and Science; Limited Submission; NSF INCLUDES Alliances - Inclusion across the Nation of Communities of Learners of Underrepresented Discoverers in Engineering and Science; Internal Deadline: 9:00 a.m. on Wednesday, August 25, 2021; Program: The NSF INCLUDES provides a distinctive approach to addressing broadening participation challenges faced by underrepresented and underserved groups in STEM through collaborative networks and partnerships. The Alliances are integral to NSF INCLUDES and bring together new partners from many academic and professional disciplines and leverage the five design elements of collaborative infrastructure to address a broadening participation challenge at scale. In FY 2018 and FY 2019, NSF INCLUDES funded a total of eight Alliances. For more information on funded NSF INCLUDES Alliances, visit https://www.includesnetwork.org/home.; NSF INCLUDES Alliances build the infrastructure necessary to foster collaboration and broaden participation in STEM by emphasizing the following five design elements of collaborative infrastructure: Shared Vision - Develop a shared vision and strategy (e.g., problem statement and theory of change) for broadening the participation of the target population(s) in STEM along with relevant metrics of success and key milestones/goals to be achieved during the project’s lifecycle; Partnerships - Develop multi-stakeholder partnerships and build infrastructure among them to decrease social distance and achieve progress on common goals targeted by the Alliance; Goals and Metrics - Contribute to the knowledge base on broadening participation in STEM through broadening participation and implementation research, sharing project evaluations, data, new scientific findings/discoveries, and promising practices; Leadership and Communication - Establish a “backbone” or support organization that provides a framework for communication and networking, network assistance and reinforcement, visibility and expansion of the Alliance and its partners, that will collaborate with the NSF INCLUDES Coordination Hub; Expansion, Sustainability, and Scale - Advance a logic model or other heuristic that identifies Alliance outcomes that reflect implementation of change at scale and progress toward developing an inclusive STEM enterprise.; NSF anticipates making up to three Alliance awards with a duration of five years, contingent on availability of funds and receipt of competitive proposals. Awards will range from $1.0 to $2.0 million per year for five years depending on the goals, objectives, and the size of the communities involved.; Eligibility: The lead PI must possess the experience and institutional support necessary to implement and manage the INCLUDES Alliance.; Deadlines: Internal Proposal due 9:00 a.m. on Wednesday, August 25, 2021.; Sponsor Letter of Intent due October 4, 2021; Sponsor Proposal due January 25, 2022; How: For more information, please visit the internal application at https://columbia.infoready4.com/#competitionDetail/1848662; Questions should be sent to Greg Culler at limitedsubmissions@columbia.edu.; Program Solicitation: https://www.nsf.gov/pubs/2020/nsf20569/nsf20569.htm; Research Initiatives; Office of the Executive Vice President for Research; Columbia University in the City of New York; To view current limited submission programs please visit: https://columbia.infoready4.com/#limitedsubmissions; COLUMBIA | RESEARCH

**[NTW] [PCORI]**

PCORI Funding Cycle Opens with 9 Funding Announcements

[Image: Columbia Mailman School of Public Health]
View all PCORI funding opportunities
What you need to know to apply
Applicant FAQs
Applicant Resources and Cheat Sheets
SPA Project Officer
Managing Mild Persistent Asthma in Children and Teens; A new PCORI Evidence Update

Sponsor: PCORI
Deadline(s): 10/05/2021 (LOI)
Contact: https://www.pcori.org/about-us/contact-us ; https://research.columbia.edu/department-assignments
Link(s): https://www.pcori.org/blog/pcori-funding-opportunities-open-september-7
https://www.pcori.org/funding-opportunities
https://www.pcori.org/funding-opportunities/what-you-need-know-apply
https://www.pcori.org/funding-opportunities/applicant-resources

Additional Information: PCORI Funding Cycle Opens with 9 Funding Announcements; The Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute (PCORI) opened a funding cycle that includes nine PCORI Funding Announcements (PFAs) on broad and targeted research topics, large clinical trials, methodology studies, and implementation projects. Click here to view all nine opportunities and to view a schedule of applicant town halls.; View all PCORI funding opportunities; What you need to know to apply; Applicant FAQs; Applicant Resources and Cheat Sheets. As always, contact your SPA Project Officer should you have any questions.; September 7, 2021; Funding Opportunities Now Open; PCORI today opened a funding cycle that includes nine PCORI Funding Announcements (PFAs) on broad and targeted research topics, large clinical trials, methodology studies, and implementation projects.; A set of Targeted PFAs seeks high-quality comparative clinical effectiveness research (CER) studies on three high-burden topics: treatments for migraine prevention, healthy aging, and fractures in individuals with osteoporosis.; Our Phased Large Awards for Comparative Effectiveness Research (PLACER) PFA offers funds to support large, multiphase CER studies designed to fill critical gaps in evidence and support healthcare decision making.; Five funding opportunities encompassing broad CER areas and methods are part of this current cycle. The Broad PFAs include new special areas of emphasis: telehealth for chronic disease management among vulnerable populations and addressing systemic racism, discrimination, and bias in healthcare systems and healthcare delivery; however, applications may also address other topics.; Letters of Intent for all the above PFAs are due October 5.; In addition, PCORI has opened three PFAs focused on implementing findings from previous PCORI-funded studies. Letters of Intent for these implementation PFAs are due on September 28. Learn more about these funding opportunities ; Managing Mild Persistent Asthma in Children and Teens; A new PCORI Evidence Update helps inform families and clinicians about choosing the best option for managing mild persistent asthma in children and teens. The Evidence Update shares results of PCORI-funded research that compared how well two approaches to managing mild persistent asthma—symptom-based and clinician-based use of a control inhaler—work for children and teens.; Read the Evidence Update

[NTW] [PCORI]
Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute (PCORI) Online System will open for the submission of Letters of Intent (LOIs) and applications for nine PCORI Funding Announcements (PFAs) on 09.07.2021
**PCORI Openings and apply**

**Program Officer, Methodological Research**

**PICORI Targeted funding announcement**

**Sponsor:** PCORI  
**Deadline(s):** 09/07/2021 (Submission Opening Date)  
**Contact:** https://www.pcori.org/about-us/contact-us  
**Link(s):** https://www.pcori.org/content/cycle-3-2021-pcori-funding-announcements-open-tuesday-september-7  

**Additional Information:** The Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute intends to release a targeted funding announcement supporting high-quality comparative effectiveness research projects that focus on multimodal interventions to prevent fractures in people with osteoporosis and a history of a fracture. This funding opportunity will open on September 7, 2021; On Tuesday, September 7, the Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute (PCORI) Online System will open for the submission of Letters of Intent (LOIs) and applications for nine PCORI Funding Announcements (PFAs). View all nine PFAs for more details, including specific LOI and application submission deadlines here.; See below for latest information about these PCORI opportunities.; [brought to our attention by] Stephanie F. Scott, MS, CRA; Director of Policy and Research Development; Columbia | Research; Sponsored Projects Administration; sfs210@cumc.columbia.edu ; Website: https://spa.columbia.edu/ ; New Funding Opportunities Open in September; On September 7, PCORI will begin accepting applications through our Phased Large Awards for Comparative Effectiveness Research (PLACER) PCORI Funding Announcement (PFA) totaling up to $200 million. This PFA offers funds to support large, multiphase comparative clinical effectiveness research (CER) studies designed to fill critical gaps in evidence and support healthcare decision making. Prospective applicants are invited to attend a September 10 town hall for more information.; PCORI is also accepting applications through several Broad PFAs for CER studies aligned with our current National Priorities, offering a cumulative total of $72 million. Within these opportunities, new special areas of focus will include telehealth for chronic disease management among vulnerable populations and addressing systemic racism, discrimination, and bias in healthcare systems and healthcare delivery. Prospective applicants are invited to attend a September 8 town hall for more information.; In addition, PCORI will consider proposals through an Implementation PFA for projects that aim to implement CER results generated by PCORI-funded studies in real-world practice settings, moving evidence toward practical use in improving health care and health outcomes.; More about these funding opportunities; Now Available! 2020 Annual Report; PCORI’s latest Annual Report, sharing our achievements and accomplishments for the 2020 fiscal year, is available online. Visit our website to download the report.; Read the Annual Report. We are in search of a Program Officer, Methodological Research. This individual will be responsible for strategic decision making and high-level planning, management, and monitoring of a program portfolio and activities that advance PCORI’s patient-centered research agenda.; Learn more about all openings and apply

---

[1] Broad PCORI Funding Announcements -- Cycle 2 2021  
[3] Broad PCORI Funding Announcements -- Cycle 3 2021  

**Sponsor:** PCORI; https://www.pcori.org/ ; https://www.pcori.org/about-us/contact-us

**Deadline:**
[1] [Broad PCORI Funding Announcements -- Cycle 2 2021]; [2] [Improving Methods for Conducting Patient-Centered Outcomes Research -- Cycle 2 2021] 10/05/2021 (LOI); 01/11/2022 (Application); [3] [Broad PCORI Funding Announcements -- Cycle 3 2021]; [4] [Improving Methods for Conducting Patient-Centered Outcomes Research -- Cycle 3 2021] 10/05/2021 (LOI); 01/11/2022 (Application); [5] [Broad PCORI Funding Announcements -- Cycle 3 2021]; [6] [Improving Methods for Conducting Patient-Centered Outcomes Research -- Cycle 3 2021]

Contact: https://help.pcori.org/hc/en-us


Link(s):
https://www.pcori.org/funding-opportunities/announcement/broad-pcori-funding-announcements-cycle-2-2021 [6] [Broad PCORI Funding Announcements -- Cycle 2 2021]
https://www.pcori.org/funding-opportunities/announcement/broad-pcori-funding-announcements-cycle-3-2021 [5] [Broad PCORI Funding Announcements -- Cycle 3 2021]

[NTW] [OUTCOMES]

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Improving Patient Adherence to Treatment and Prevention Regimens to Promote Health

Sponsor: Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Nursing Research; Office of Disease Prevention; Office of Research on Women's Health

Deadline(s): 05/07/2021 (First Available Due Date); 06/08/2024 (Expiration Date)

Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Wendy Nelson, PhD, MPH; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone:240-276-6971; Email: nelsonw@mail.nih.gov

Link(s): https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-21-100.html

[NTW] [OUTCOMES]

Dyadic Interpersonal Processes and Biopsychosocial Outcomes (R01 Clinical Trials Not Allowed)

Sponsor: NIH Basic Behavioral and Social Science Opportunity Network; National Cancer Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National
Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research; Office of Research on Women’s Health

**Deadline(s):** 02/05/2022; 02/05/2023; 05/08/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** William Elwood, PhD; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research (OBSSR); Telephone: 301-402-0116; Email: william.elwood@nih.gov


**Additional Information:** This FOA invites basic and/or methodological research projects that seek to illuminate or measure independent and interdependent health-related effects within dyads. For the purpose of this FOA, a *dyad* is a unit of two individuals whose interactions and influences on one another are nested within larger social contexts and networks. Both animal and human subjects research projects are welcome. Types of projects submitted under this FOA include but are not limited to, observational studies involving humans, or existing/synthesized datasets studies. Researchers proposing basic science experimental studies involving human participants (i.e., experimentally manipulate independent variables) should consider the companion FOA PAR-21-280 “Dyadic Interpersonal Processes and Biopsychosocial Outcomes (R01 Basic Experimental Studies with Humans).”

**[NTW] [OUTOCOMES]**

**Dyadic Interpersonal Processes and Biopsychosocial Outcomes; (R01- Basic Experimental Studies with Humans)**

**Sponsor:** NIH

**Deadline(s):** 03/05/2022; 03/08/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** William Elwood, PhD; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research (OBSSR); Telephone: 301-402-0116; Email: william.elwood@nih.gov


**Additional Information:** This FOA invites basic and/or methodological research projects that illuminate and/or measure independent and interdependent health-related effects within dyads across relationships and settings. For the purpose of this FOA, a *dyad* is a unit of two individuals whose interactions and influences on one another are nested within larger social contexts and networks. Dyads are social relationships that extend beyond the individual and have strong bidirectional influences on physical and mental health. For the purpose of this FOA, independent effects are those effects that affect each member of the dyad individually (i.e., by nature of being part of the dyad), whereas interdependent effects are those that affect one member of the dyad contingent upon the other member of the dyad (i.e., not only because the individual is part of a dyad but also because being part of the dyad has an effect on the other individual within the dyad as well).

**[NTW] [REENTRY]**

**Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Research Supplements to Promote Reentry and Reintegration into Health-Related Research Careers” (NOT-OD-21-134)**

**Sponsor:** NIH Office of Research on Women’s Health

**Deadline(s):** 08/26/2021 (First Available Due Date); 10/07/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific Contact; Paul Cotton, Ph.D., RDN; Phone: (301) 496-1051; Email: NHLBI_DivReEntry@nhlbi.gov.

Additional Information: NIH NOSI supports returning biomedical researchers; NIH Office of Research on Women's Health; NIH NOSI Supports Returning Biomedical Researchers; NIH has announced a new supplements program for researchers returning to biomedical careers after a qualifying absence. Under “Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Research Supplements to Promote Reentry and Reintegration into Health-Related Research Careers” (NOT-OD-21-134), successful applicants will be able to participate in full- or part-time mentored research experiences through existing NIH research grants. Eligible for these reentry supplements are individuals whose research careers have been interrupted for at least 6 months because of family responsibilities or other qualifying circumstances. The reintegration supplements will enable individuals to find supportive scientific environments after departure from an unsafe or discriminatory environment resulting from unlawful harassment.; Most candidates for the reentry supplements will have a doctoral degree or equivalent; however, some awarding NIH Institutes and Centers may enable predoctoral students, including those enrolled in dual-degree programs, to apply. Postdoctoral and predoctoral students are eligible to apply for reintegration supplements to allow them to transition to a safe, supportive research environment and complete their graduate degrees.; Click here for more information, including detailed eligibility requirements and staff contacts. The first available due date for submissions is August 26, 2021, and the supplements program is set to expire on October 7, 2023.; Related Announcements: PA-20-272 - Administrative Supplements to Existing NIH Grants and Cooperative Agreements (Parent Admin Supp Clinical Trial Optional)

[NTW] [PILOT]
DASHI Pilot projects in the intersection of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Health Sciences Workshop 12.10.2021

Sponsor: Hosted by The Data Science Institute and Columbia University Irving Medical Center; The Data Science Institute and Columbia University Irving Medical Center have a new partnership focused on building collaborative research projects that leverage foundational data science for new clinical advances. On the biomedical side, this is driven by emerging access to large scale complex datasets due to recently deployed technologies, e.g. in imaging, genomics, and electronic health records. These data challenges are looking for analysis tools to tackle them. On the engineering side, method developers are seeking data to sink their teeth into and test their developments in real-world settings. The Data Science and Health Initiative (DASHI) aims to bridge this gap and create synergy between our institutional strengths.

Deadline(s): 11/23/2021 (LOI); 12/10/2021 (Workshop Date); 01/07/2022 (Proposal Deadline)

Contact: datascience@columbia.edu ; Sharon Sputz, Data Science Institute, at ssputz@columbia.edu; or Emer Smyth, PhD, CUIMC at es3551@cumc.columbia.edu.

Link(s): https://form.jotform.com/DSI_Events/DASHI-LOI-Submission

Additional Information: Hosted by The Data Science Institute and Columbia University Irving Medical Center; DASHI Pilot projects in the intersection of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Health Sciences; Encouraging the formation of interdisciplinary project teams through a cross-campus brainstorming workshop.; The workshop is part of the funding application process.; Friday, December 10, 2021, from 9:00 AM – 12:00 PM EST; Columbia University faculty members can either: Submit a Letter of Intent (LOI) Here in advance of the workshop to be considered for DASHI funding. Accepted summaries will be asked to present at the workshop. The LOI deadline is Tuesday, November 23, 2021.; Those who did not submit an LOI are encouraged to register to meet others and potentially join an existing project team.; Workshop Registration & Details Here ; The Data Science and Health Initiative (DASHI) invites applications for pilot projects in the intersection of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Health Sciences. Towards that end, DASHI will encourage the formation of interdisciplinary project teams through a cross-campus brainstorming workshop this fall.; PI Eligibility Criteria: Any faculty member/research scientist across the campus at either Morningside or CUIMC. Postdocs can participate in a collaborative team.; DASHI Budget: DASHI expects to fund at least 2 projects, up to $75k each;
Workshop Date: Friday, December 10, 2021 (9:00 AM - 12:00 PM EST) — Virtual; Register Here; Attending this workshop is part of the application process. Columbia University faculty members can either: Submit a Letter of Intent (LOI) here in advance of the workshop to be considered for DASHI funding. Accepted summaries will be asked to present at the workshop. The LOI deadline is Tuesday, November 23, 2021.; Those who did not submit an LOI are encouraged to register for the workshop to meet others and potentially join an existing project team.; The workshop will include: A plenary session of invited speakers and lightning talks from accepted LOI summaries; and breakout working groups to meet other research teams and explore areas for collaboration.; Please see details, funding timeline, and more on the registration page. We hope you can join us!

[NTW] [PILOT]

2021-2022 HICCC Pilot Award Schedule

**Sponsor:** [https://www.cancer.columbia.edu/](https://www.cancer.columbia.edu/)

**Deadline(s):** Multiple

**Contact:** infoready@cumc.columbia.edu

**Link(s):** [https://columbia.infoready4.com/#HICCCfundingopportunities](https://columbia.infoready4.com/#HICCCfundingopportunities)

**Additional Information:** 2021-2022 HICCC Pilot Award Schedule; HICCC 2021-2022 pilot award schedule is now available. You can apply for pilot awards using the following link [https://columbia.infoready4.com/#HICCCfundingopportunities](https://columbia.infoready4.com/#HICCCfundingopportunities); 2021-2022 HICCC Pilot Award Schedule

[NTW] [PILOT]

Center for Precision Cancer Medicine (CPCM) Pilot Studies; RFP Deadline: 02/01/2022

**Sponsor:** Center for Precision Cancer Medicine (CPCM)

**Deadline(s):** 02/01/2022

**Contact:** Please contact Dr. Adam Bass ab5147@cumc.columbia.edu with questions about the CPCM pilot competition or if you need assistance in identifying potential topics

**Link(s):** [https://mcusercontent.com/62dee4a9c0e60631ed27b1d57/files/cca0f979c-c743-3c17-5935-a209213050a/2022_Center_for_Precision_Medicine_Pilot_Award_RFP.pdf](https://mcusercontent.com/62dee4a9c0e60631ed27b1d57/files/cca0f979c-c743-3c17-5935-a209213050a/2022_Center_for_Precision_Medicine_Pilot_Award_RFP.pdf)

[https://columbia.infoready4.com/#competitionDetail/1857788](https://columbia.infoready4.com/#competitionDetail/1857788)

**Additional Information:** Center for Precision Cancer Medicine Pilot Award; Deadline: February 1; The Center for Precision Cancer Medicine (CPCM) is excited to announce funding for pilot studies. The goal of this funding opportunity is to stimulate research that develops and implements novel approaches for defining biomarker-driven approaches for guiding cancer medicine. This initiative aims to support the early stages of translational and interdisciplinary research projects that have the potential to develop into long-term projects capable of attracting external grant support.; At least two projects will be funded for one year at the level of $100,000 per project. We intend to fund at least one project focused upon integrating cancer modeling with experimental therapeutics and omic technologies to evaluate therapeutic efficacy and pharmacodynamics.; **Topics:** Studies must be relevant to advancing precision cancer medicine basic science and pre-clinical/clinical approaches that will ultimately advance biomarker-driven clinical care.; Potential research project topics include:

- Innovative integration of preclinical model systems with new systems for interrogating cancer targets with functional genomic or pharmacologic tools;
- Development of novel systems for evaluating combinatorial therapies;
- Innovative application of multi-omic tools for evaluating the dynamic effects of perturbing therapeutic targets upon cancer cells (and, potentially, the microenvironment);
- Machine learning technologies for extracting data from large clinical and/or experimental datasets;
- Identification of biomarkers for individualized therapy;
- Aggregated clinical/environmental data and/or patient-reported data to develop personalized cancer care;
- New methods of working with precision oncology data and its integration with electronic health records;

**Contact:** Please contact Dr. Adam Bass ab5147@cumc.columbia.edu with questions about the CPCM pilot competition.
or if you need assistance in identifying potential topics, For more information, eligibility requirements and to apply, follow the link below.; Center for Precision Cancer Medicine Pilot RFP; Apply Center for Precision Medicine Pilot Award

[NTW] [PILOT]
The Collaborative and Multidisciplinary Pilot Research (CaMPR) General and Integrating Special Populations (CaMPR-ISP) Pilot Award
The Irving Multi-PI Planning Grant
Sponsor: Irving Institute
Deadline(s): 02/07/2022
Contact: Kayla Zalcgendler, kz2397@cumc.Columbia.edu
https://www.irvinginstitute.columbia.edu/services/irving-multi-pi-planning-grant

Additional Information: The Irving Institute is offering two funding opportunities: The Collaborative and Multidisciplinary Pilot Research (CaMPR) General and Integrating Special Populations (CaMPR-ISP) Pilot Award provides funding to support the formation of new cross-disciplinary research teams aimed at addressing unresolved clinical, translational, and public health problems.; CaMPR-ISP focuses on special populations: Pediatrics, Geriatrics, Rare Diseases, and Emerging Pathogens in our Community.; Applicants are expected to implement plans to publish findings and apply for follow-on grants (e.g., R01); The Irving Multi-PI Planning Grant supports the submission of multi-component biomedical research grants (e.g., SPORE, U54, P01, P50) and large multi-PI research grants (e.g., NCATS U01, MPI grants that require NIH preapproval); Priority will be given to projects proposing to apply for NCATS U01 and SPORE grants.; Supported by The Irving Institute for Clinical and Translational Research, the Clinical Trials Office, and the Herbert Irving Comprehensive Cancer Center; Award Amounts: CaMPR/CaMPR-ISP: $40,000; Multi-PI Planning Grant: $50,000-$80,000; Award Duration: One (1) Year; Deadline: Monday, February 7, 2022, by 5 PM

[NTW] [PILOT]
New Pilot Award: Strategic Priorities; Learning Health Systems Focus
Sponsor: This award is supported by the Irving Institute for Clinical and Translational Research, Columbia University Irving Medical Center, ColumbiaDoctors, and the Columbia University Fu Foundation School of Engineering and Applied Science
Deadline(s): 02/10/2022
Contact: Kayla Zalcgendler, kz2397@cumc.columbia.edu
Link(s): https://www.irvinginstitute.columbia.edu/services/strategic-priorities-pilot-award

Additional Information: New Pilot Award: Strategic Priorities; Learning Health Systems Focus
Columbia | Irving Institute for Clinical and Translational Research; New Funding Opportunity; The Irving Institute for Clinical and Translational Research launches the new, annual; Strategic Priorities Pilot Award; To address emerging needs and jump-start timely research collaborations.; This year, the focus is a Learning Health Systems Pilot Award. The award will support proposals that apply a learning health systems (LHS) approach that integrates informatics, research, and clinical practice programs to solve real-world problems at NYP/CUIMC.; The program offers early resources for innovative and creative LHS studies, including rapid cycle trials and interventions in digital health, decision support, quality improvement (QI), and patient safety.; Award Duration: One (1) Year; Award Amount: $30,000- $40,000; Quantity: Two (2) or more; Deadline: Thursday, February 10, 2022, by 5 PM.; Apply Here; Contact: Kayla Zalcgendler, kz2397@cumc.columbia.edu
**[NTW] [COLLABORATORY]**

**Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for NIH Health Care Systems Research Collaboratory - Pragmatic and Implementation Trials of Embedded Interventions (UG3/UH3 Clinical Trials Optional)**

**Sponsor:** National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Nursing Research; Office of Disease Prevention

**Deadline(s):** 11/15/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)

**Contact:** Wendy Weber, N.D., Ph.D., M.P.H.; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health (NCCIH); 301-402-1272; weberwj@mail.nih.gov


---

**[NTW] [COLLABORATORY]**

**Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Limited Competition: NIH Health Care Systems Research Collaboratory - Coordinating Center (U24 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Nursing Research; Office of Disease Prevention

**Deadline(s):** 11/15/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)

**Contact:** Wendy Weber, N.D., Ph.D., M.P.H.; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health (NCCIH); 301-402-1272; weberwj@mail.nih.gov


---

**[NTW] [CANCER]**

**Integrating Biospecimen Science Approaches into Clinical Assay Development (U01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health NIH; National Cancer Institute NCI

**Deadline(s):** 01/11/2022; 07/07/2022; 06/07/2024; 09/13/2024; 09/14/2024 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Lokesh Agrawal, PhD; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-5718; Email: lokesh.agrawal@nih.gov


**Additional Information:** New Funding Opportunity Announcement: Integrating Biospecimen Science Approaches into Clinical Assay Development; NIH National Cancer Institute [www.cancer.gov](http://www.cancer.gov); Announcement: Integrating Biospecimen Science Approaches into Clinical Assay Development – PAR 22-049 (Re-issue of PAR 18-947); Includes small biopsies (core biopsies, small excision samples), blood utilized for liquid biopsies, tissue swabs, tissue secretions, pleural and esophageal aspirates, feces, or bodily fluids like sweat, urine, CSF, breast milk and saliva.; This FOA seeks to: Support research to investigate and mitigate challenges facing clinical assay development due to biopsy specimen preanalytical variability in liquid biopsies and tissue biopsies; Improve understanding of biopsy collection, processing, and storage procedures that may affect analytical performance for
current and emerging clinical biomarkers; Serve to facilitate the development of clinical biomarker assays through evidence-based standardization of biopsy handling; Next Application Due Date: January 11th, 2022; Future Application Dates: June 7th, 2022, September 13th, 2022; For more information, please contact the program directors: Lokesh Agrawal, Ph.D.; Phone: (240) 276-5718; Email: lokesh.agrawal@nih.gov; Abhi Rao, PhD.; Phone: (240) 276-5715; Email: abhi.rao@nih.gov; Visit us on the web at http://biospecimens.cancer.gov

[NTW] [CANCER]
Bladder Cancer Research Innovation Awards; Deadline 01/12/2022

Sponsor: https://bcan.org
Deadline(s): 01/12/2022
Contact: grants@bcan.org
https://proposalcentral.com/default.asp
Additional Information: Bladder Cancer Research Innovation Awards; LOI Deadline: January 12; The Bladder Cancer Advocacy Network (BCAN) is pleased to announce the 2022 Bladder Cancer Research Innovation Awards are now open for Letter of Intent submissions until Wednesday, January 12, 2022. The BCAN Bladder Cancer Research Innovation Awards support novel, high risk, high reward projects with great potential to produce breakthroughs in our understanding of bladder cancer. The proposed research may be basic, translational, clinical or epidemiological and must have direct applicability and relevance to bladder cancer. Applications must include innovative approaches and new ideas to be eligible for funding. These awards are available to full time, experienced, independent investigators affiliated with non-profit academic, medical or research institutions within the United States or Canada. Eligible applicants include investigators who have experience in other areas of cancer or biomedical and health science research with promising approaches that can be applied to bladder cancer research. BCAN will offer two Bladder Cancer Research Innovation Awards in 2022. Both awarded proposals will be funded for $300,000 for two years ($150,000 per year); Interested applicants must submit a Letter of Intent by Wednesday, January 12, 2022 by 5:00 PM EST and must be invited to submit a full application. Click here to apply, or paste this URL into your browser https://bcan.org/bcancer-to-again-offer-two-bladder-cancer-research-innovation-awards-in-2022/.

[NTW] [CANCER]
Request for Information: Seeking Input from Cohort and Biorepository Researchers on Liquid Biopsy Studies for Early Cancer Detection

Sponsor: National Cancer Institute
Deadline(s): 01/15/2022 (Response Date)
Contact: Please direct all inquiries to: Leah E. Mechanic, Ph.D., M.P.H.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-6847; Email: NCILiquidBiopRFI@mail.nih.gov

[NTW] [CANCER]
Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Improving Outcomes in Cancer Treatment-Related Cardiotoxicity

Sponsor: National Cancer Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute
Deadline(s): 02/05/2022 (First Available Due Date); 11/06/2024 (Expiration Date)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contacts; Nonniekaye Shelburne, MS, CRNP, AOCN; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-6897; Email: nshelborne@mail.nih.gov


[NTW] [CANCER]
Discovery of the Genetic Basis of Childhood Cancers and of Structural Birth Defects: Gabriella Miller Kids First Pediatric Research Program (X01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

Sponsor: Office of Strategic Coordination (Common Fund)
Deadline(s): 02/23/2022; 02/24/2022 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); James Coulombe, Ph.D.; Eunice Kennedy Shriver; National Institute of Child Health & Human Development (NICHD); Telephone: 301-451-1390; Email: CoulombeJ@mail.nih.gov

[NTW] [CANCER]
Modulating Human Microbiome Function to Enhance Immune Responses Against Cancer (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

Sponsor: National Cancer Institute
Deadline(s): 02/05/2022; 01/08/2025 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Phillip J. Daschner, M.Sc.; National Cancer Institute; Telephone: 240-276-6227; Email: PD93u@nih.gov

[NTW] [CANCER]
Modulating Human Microbiome Function to Enhance Immune Responses Against Cancer (R21 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

Sponsor: NIH, NCI
Deadline(s): 02/16/2022; 01/08/2025 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Phillip J. Daschner, M.Sc.; National Cancer Institute; Telephone: 240-276-6227; Email: PD93u@nih.gov

[NTW] [CANCER]
Cancer Center Support Grants (CCSGs) for NCI-designated Cancer Centers (P30 Clinical Trial Optional)

Sponsor: National Cancer Institute
Deadline(s): 01/25/2022; 01/25/2023; 01/25/2024; Standard dates; 01/08/2025 (Expiration Date)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Office of Cancer Centers; National Cancer Institute (NCI)
Telephone: 240-276-5600; Email: ncicenters-r@mail.nih.gov

[NTW] [CANCER]
Exploratory Grants in Cancer Control (R21 Clinical Trial Optional)
Sponsor: National Cancer Institute
Deadline(s): 01/07/2022; 10/07/2022; 06/07/2024; 10/08/2024; 10/09/2024 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Mukesh Verma, Ph.D.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-6889; Email: vermam@mail.nih.gov

[NTW] [ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY]
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency; New Funding Opportunity: Life-Cycle Analysis to Support Cost-Effective Enhanced Aquifer Recharge Request for Applications (RFA); Deadline 01/13/2022 and Informational Webinar; 12/01/2021
Sponsor: US Environmental Protection Agency
Deadline(s): 12/01/2021 (Webinar); 01/13/2022 (Application)
Contact: https://www.epa.gov/research-grants/forms/contact-us-about-research-grants
Link(s): https://www.epa.gov/research-grants/life-cycle-analysis-support-cost-effective-enhanced-aquifer-recharge-request
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/informational-webinar-enhanced-aquifer-recharge-tickets-198390640747
https://www.epa.gov/research-grants/additional-information:
Additional Information: New Funding Opportunity: Life-Cycle Analysis to Support Cost-Effective Enhanced Aquifer Recharge Request for Applications (RFA) and Informational Webinar; COVID-19 Update: EPA is providing flexibilities to applicants experiencing challenges related to COVID-19. Please see the Flexibilities Available to Organizations Impacted by COVID-19 clause in Section IV of EPA’s Solicitation Clauses.; URL: Life-Cycle Analysis to Support Cost-Effective Enhanced Aquifer Recharge Request for Applications (RFA): Open/Close Dates: October 27, 2021 - January 13, 2022; Register for the Webinar: https://enhanced-aquifer-recharge-info-webinar.eventbrite.com; Background: The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), as part of its Science to Achieve Results (STAR) program, is seeking applications proposing research to develop cost-benefit tools to support the use of Enhanced Aquifer Recharge (EAR) as a viable, safe, and cost-effective water management strategy. This research is needed to assist communities throughout the United States in evaluating whether to invest in EAR strategies to improve water management and security. This new funding opportunity is titled, “Life-Cycle Analysis to Support Cost-Effective Enhanced Aquifer Recharge Request for Applications (RFA)”.; Using too much groundwater can lead to many issues that impact water quality and water security. EAR is the practice of using excess surface water to replenish and supplement existing groundwater supplies for storage, potential reuse, and to augment water supplies. In many locations, EAR can be a cost-effective way to increase water resource resiliency to mitigate the impacts of drought exacerbated by climate change and can also provide ways to combat saltwater intrusion near coastal communities, among other benefits. However, the growing rate of groundwater extraction outpaces the rate of EAR implementation.; This RFA is intended to address the key economic, technological, institutional, and legal factors that affect the
ability to implement EAR projects. The expected outcomes from this research include new tools, frameworks, and models that assist state, local and other decision-makers in understanding the costs and benefits of pursuing EAR strategies. Applications should address both of the following two research areas: Research Area 1: Identification of Priority Research and Development Needs to Support EAR; Research Area 2: Development of Tools, Models, and Frameworks to Support EAR Implementation; For information on eligibility, project specifications, or how to apply, visit: Life-Cycle Analysis to Support Cost-Effective Enhanced Aquifer Recharge Request for Applications (RFA); Learn more about EPA Research Grants; Informational Webinar for Applicants; Date: Wednesday, December 1, 2021; Time: 1:00 p.m. EST; Register: https://enhanced-aquifer-recharge-info-webinar.eventbrite.com; Join us for an informational webinar on this funding opportunity. The webinar will cover application information and provide an overview of what has already been provided in the RFA; Webinar Objectives: Share general information and information on research areas for the RFA (EPA Project Officer); Learn about the submission, eligibility, relevancy review and peer review processes (EPA Eligibility, Submission, and Peer Review Officers); Question & answer session; A copy of the webinar presentation will be available on the Life-Cycle Analysis to Support Cost-Effective Enhanced Aquifer Recharge Request for Applications (RFA) for those unable to participate in the scheduled webinar.

[NTW] [ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY]
EPA’s Solicitation Clauses
Water Quality Benefits Request for Applications (RFA)
Webinar 12/15/2021
Safe and Sustainable Water Resources (SSWR) Research Program
EPA Research Grants

**Sponsor:** https://www.epa.gov

**Deadline(s):** 12/15/2021 (Webinar) 01/26/2022 (Application)

**Contact:** https://www.epa.gov/research-grants/forms/contact-us-about-research-grants

**Link(s):** https://www.epa.gov/grants/epa-solicitation-clauses
https://www.epa.gov/research-grants/water-quality-benefits-request-applications-rfa
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/informational-webinar-water-quality-benefits-tickets-211196653877
https://www.epa.gov/research-grants/water-research-grants
https://www.epa.gov/research-grants

**Additional Information:** New Research Funding Opportunity Water Quality Benefits Request for Applications (RFA) and Webinar; New Research Funding Opportunity Water Quality Benefits Request for Applications (RFA) and Webinar; COVID-19 Update: EPA is providing flexibilities to applicants experiencing challenges related to COVID-19. Please see the Flexibilities Available to Organizations Impacted by COVID-19 clause in Section IV of EPA's Solicitation Clauses.; URL: Water Quality Benefits Request for Applications (RFA): Open Date: November 24, 2021; Close Date: January 26, 2022; Join us for an informational webinar on Dec. 15, 2021 E.T. Register at https://water_quality_benefits_info_webinar.eventbrite.com; The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is seeking applications for research that will address how measurable attributes of water quality improvements can be valued, either directly or through indicators. This research should focus on national level studies and/or valuation for underrepresented water body types and regions, improvements to water quality indices, and environmental justice valuation.; Across the United States, the beneficial impacts of healthy waterbodies can be surprisingly far-reaching. These benefits include recreational uses, such as swimming, boating, and wildlife viewing, as well as increased property values and reduced drinking water treatment costs. Quantifying these benefits supports national, state, tribal, and local water quality decision-making. However, there are several gaps in existing research on the value of water quality improvements in many areas of the U.S., the benefits of improvements to coastal areas, and how water quality changes impact underserved communities.; The goal of this request for applications is to
R²port
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advance knowledge of how changes in water quality can be valued at appropriate spatial scales using advanced valuation methods. The research should help public and private decision makers and stakeholders at the state and local levels, by quantifying the behavioral and socioeconomic consequences of water quality regulations and related policy options across a full range of ecological and economic endpoints.; There are three distinct areas of research covered by this solicitation. EPA encourages applicants to focus on only one research area so that applications have the detail necessary to fully address one research area.; Research Area 1: National Level Studies and/or Valuation for Underrepresented Water Body Types and Regions.; Research Area 2: Improving Water Quality Indices (WQIs); Research Area 3: Environmental Justice Valuation: Physical Characteristics and Geography; For information on eligibility and how to apply, visit: Water Quality Benefits Request for Applications (RFA); Learn more about the Safe and Sustainable Water Resources (SSWR) Research Program.; Learn more about EPA Research Grants.; Informational Webinar; Date: Wednesday, December 15, 2021 Time: 2:30 p.m. – 3:30 p.m.; Join us for an informational webinar on the Water Quality Benefits funding opportunity. The webinar will cover application information and provide an overview of what has already been provided in the RFA.; Webinar Objectives: Share general information and information on research areas for the RFA (EPA Project Officer); Learn about the submission, eligibility, relevancy review and peer review processes (EPA Eligibility, Submission, and Peer Review Officers); Question & answer session; A copy of the webinar presentation will be available on the RFA webpage for those unable to participate in the scheduled webinar.

[NTW] [ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY]

Environmental Protection Agency; New Funding Opportunity: Research to Reduce Consumer Food Waste in the United States Request for Applications (RFA) and Informational Webinar

EPA’s Solicitation Clauses
Research to Reduce Consumer Food Waste in the United States Request for Applications (RFA)
Register for the Webinar
EPA Research Grants

Sponsor: Environmental Protection Agency
Deadline(s): 02/09/2022
Contact: https://www.epa.gov/research-grants/forms/contact-us-about-research-grants
Link(s): https://www.epa.gov/grants/epa-solicitation-clauses
https://www.epa.gov/research-grants/research-consumer-food-waste-united-states-request-applications-rfa
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/informational-webinar-research-to-reduce-consumer-food-waste-tickets-224786110307
https://www.epa.gov/research-grants

Additional Information: New Funding Opportunity: Research to Reduce Consumer Food Waste in the United States Request for Applications (RFA) and Informational Webinar; COVID-19 Update: EPA is providing flexibilities to applicants experiencing challenges related to COVID-19. Please see the Flexibilities Available to Organizations Impacted by COVID-19 clause in Section IV of EPA’s Solicitation Clauses.; URL: Research to Reduce Consumer Food Waste in the United States Request for Applications (RFA); Open / Close Dates: December 10, 2021 – February 9, 2022; Register for the Webinar: https://food_waste_info_webinar.eventbrite.com; Background: The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), as part of its Science to Achieve Results (STAR) program, is seeking applications proposing research to develop, apply, and test innovative and creative community-engaged approaches to reduce household food waste in the United States.; Food waste is a major global environmental, social, and economic challenge. When food is wasted, all the resources used to produce the food – water, energy, fertilizers – and the resources used to transport it from farms to our tables, are wasted as well. Reducing food waste could significantly contribute to the prevention and reduction of air, water, and land pollution and help combat climate change.; Applicants should propose a research project that addresses at least
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one of the following research areas on how to reduce household food waste: Research Area 1: Changing the U.S. food environment to discourage waste by consumers.; Research Area 2: Strengthening consumers’ motivation, opportunity, and ability to reduce food waste.; Research Area 3: Leveraging and applying research findings and technology to support consumers in food waste reduction.; Projects submitted under this request for applications (RFA) should build upon existing research where available and include partnerships with state, local, community, or private sector entities where possible. Research should examine how the food waste reduction strategies or methods could be implemented effectively on community and larger scales.; For information on eligibility, project specifications, or how to apply, visit: Research to Reduce Consumer Food Waste in the United States Request for Applications (RFA); Learn more about EPA Research Grants.; Informational Webinar for Applicants; Date: Thursday, January 6, 2022; Time: 2:00 - 3:00 p.m.; Register: https://food_waste_info_webinar.eventbrite.com; Join us for an informational webinar on this funding opportunity. The webinar will cover application information and provide an overview of what has already been provided in the RFA.; Webinar Objectives: Share general information and information on research areas for the RFA (EPA Project Officer); Learn about the submission, eligibility, relevancy review and peer review processes (EPA Eligibility, Submission, and Peer Review Officers); Question & answer session; A copy of the webinar presentation will be available on the Research to Reduce Consumer Food Waste in the United States Request for Applications (RFA) for those unable to participate in the scheduled webinar.

[NTW] [ASPH WEEKLY NEWSLETTER]
ASPH Newsletter New Format page will be updated every Friday
[please note that the ASPPH Newsletter’s Blog Page will be updated every Friday. All may access it and the url remains constant at https://www.aspph.org/friday-letter/]
ASPH has Redesigned its Newsletter Page

Sponsor:  http://aspph.org
Deadline(s): NA
Contact: submissions@aspph.org, ASPPH 1900 M Street NW, Suite 710 Washington, DC 20036;
Link(s):  https://www.aspph.org/friday-letter/ https://mailchi.mp/aspph/exciting-friday-letter-changes-5220979?e=52be84a6f5

[NTW] [MOBILE HEALTH]
Mobile Health: Technology and Outcomes in Low and Middle Income Countries (R21/R33 - Clinical Trial Optional)

Sponsor: John E. Fogarty International Center; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research; Office of Research on Women’s Health
Deadline(s): 11/15/2022; 12/10/2022 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Brad Newsome, Ph.D; Fogarty International Center (FIC); Telephone: 301-480-8389; E-mail: brad.newsome@nih.gov

[NTW] [TUBERCULOSIS]
RePORT International Coordinating Center (RICC) (U01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)
**Sponsor:** National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases  
**Deadline(s):** 03/17/2022; 03/18/2022 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Sudha Srinivasan, Ph.D.; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID);  
Telephone: 240-281-0303; Email: sudha.srinivasan@niaid.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/RFA-AI-21-078.html  
**Additional Information:** The purpose of this Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) is to solicit applications for a Regional Prospective Observational Research in Tuberculosis (RePORT) International Coordinating Center (RICC) for the national RePORT networks, whose mission is to advance regional and international TB and TB/HIV science, strengthen TB/HIV research capacity and infrastructure, and foster research collaboration. The RICC will coordinate the planning and implementation of research in TB and TB/HIV across all the RePORT networks and establish and maintain the required infrastructure to enable such research.

**[NTW] [IMAGING]**  
**Imaging - Science Track Award for Research Transition (I/START) (R03 - Basic Experimental Studies with Humans Required)**  
**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse  
**Deadline(s):** 02/16/2022; 02/16/2024; 06/16/2024; 09/08/2024 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); John Fedota, PhD; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: (301) 402-0812; Email: john.fedota@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-309.html

**[NTW] [IMAGING]**  
**Imaging - Science Track Award for Research Transition (I/START) (R03 - Clinical Trial Optional)**  
**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse  
**Deadline(s):** 02/16/2022; 02/16/2024; 06/16/2024; 09/08/2024 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); John Fedota, PhD; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: (301) 402-0812; Email: john.fedota@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-310.html

**[NTW] [CLINICAL TRIALS]**  
**NIA Announces New Policy and Procedures for the Reporting of Human Subjects Enrollment Data for NIA Clinical Research Trials/Studies**  
**Sponsor:** National Institute on Aging  
**Deadline(s):** 06/17/2021 (Release Date)  
**Contact:** Holly Massett, Ph.D.; Senior Advisor, Clinical Research Recruitment & Engagement; Division of Extramural Activities; National Institute on Aging; Email: NIAclinicalresearch@nia.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-AG-21-029.html
**Additional Information:** The purpose of this Notice is to inform the research community of the National Institute on Aging (NIA) new policy and procedures for reporting enrollment data for clinical research trials/studies funded through an NIA funding mechanism (including grants, contracts, and cooperative agreements). This Notice details the new requirements, expectations of NIA-funded investigators, and impetus for the policy change.

[NTW] [BIG DATA]

**Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): IDEA2Health: Innovative Data Evaluation and Analysis to Health**

**Sponsor:** National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute  
**Deadline(s):** 02/05/2022 (First Available Due Date); 01/08/2025 (Expiration Date)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to the contacts in Section VII of the listed funding opportunity announcements with the following additions/substitutions: For Non-Clinical Trial applications [PA-20-185](https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-HL-22-001.html): NIH Research Project Grant, Parent R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed); Lucy L. Hsu, M.P.H.; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI); Telephone: 301-402-3276; Email: lucy.hsu@nih.gov  
**Additional Information:** Related Announcements: [PA-20-183](https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/PAAU220183.html) NIH Research Project Grant (Parent R01 Clinical Trial Required); [PA-20-185](https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/PAAU220185.html) NIH Research Project Grant (Parent R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

[NTW] [BIG DATA]

**Pilot Projects Enhancing Utility and Usage of Common Fund Data Sets (R03 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** Office of Strategic Coordination (Common Fund)  
**Deadline(s):** 02/18/2022; 02/19/2022 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): George J. Papanicolaou, Ph.D.; Office of Strategic Coordination (OSC); Office of the Director (OD); Telephone: 301-480-6722; Email: george.papanicolaou@nih.gov  

[NTW] [BIG DATA]

**Request for Information on Proposed Updates and Long-Term Considerations for the NIH Genomic Data Sharing Policy**

**Sponsor:** Office of the Director, NIH  
**Deadline(s):** 02/28/2022 (Response Date)  
**Contact:** NIH Office of Science Policy; SciencePolicy@od.nih.gov  

[NTW] [BIG DATA]

**CU DATA Science Institute SUBMIT CAPSTONE PROJECT PROPOSAL HERE by 12/15/2021**
CU Data Science Institute BECOME A CAPSTONE PROJECT MENTOR HERE submit by 01/03/2022

Sponsor: https://datascience.columbia.edu/

Deadline(s): 12/15/2021 (Capstone Project Proposal Deadline, Faculty); 01/03/2022 (Capstone Project Mentor Application)

Contact: https://datascience.columbia.edu/about-us/contact-us/

Link(s): https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSc9X5ZD18CrRY-L-NhU59daVFGpuTOMyWtY8ERfJoKQ5yZPQ/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1jhM458UWHHeY5yMETPgQw3FOnJABStUINMNyD41fU/viewform?edit_requested=true

Additional Information: Call for Faculty Participation: Capstone Projects Spring 2022; Columbia University Data Science Institute; Spring 2022 Capstone Projects; Call for Faculty Participation; Greetings!; Education is one of the pillars of the Data Science Institute. Through educational activities, we strive to create a community in Data Science at Columbia. The capstone project is one of the most lauded elements of our MS in Data Science program. As a final step during their study at Columbia, our MS students work on a project sponsored by a DSI industry affiliate or a faculty member over the course of a semester.; There are two levels of engagement for DSI faculty in the capstone program: [1] The first is through faculty-sponsored capstone projects, where a DSI faculty member proposes a research project and advises a team of students working on this project. This is a great way to run a research project with enthusiastic students, eager to try out their newly acquired data science skills in a research setting. Interested faculty should submit a Capstone Project Proposal by December 15, 2021. This is especially a good opportunity for developing and accelerating interdisciplinary collaboration.; SUBMIT CAPSTONE PROJECT PROPOSAL HERE; [2] The second way a DSI faculty member can contribute is by serving as a faculty mentor, who will mentor a team of students working on a project proposed by an industry affiliate. While the students work with industry mentors, we have found that timely advising from a faculty member is absolutely crucial for the success of these projects. The faculty mentor will be jointly mentoring the students with the project’s industry mentor. This is a great way to participate in DSI’s industry affiliates program and network with data scientists from industry. As a faculty mentor you also gain a first-hand and close look at the MS in Data Science students’ skill set -- a nice opportunity for someone who might be looking for future research assistants with data science skills or who might want to propose a capstone project in the future. Interested faculty should fill out this form - Capstone project mentor sign-up form (deadline January 3, 2022); BECOME A CAPSTONE PROJECT MENTOR HERE; Specifically, to the center chairs/co-chairs on this list: Each DSI’s center or working group represents a unique focused area of data science, whose intellectual activities attract faculty and students across campus. There is a lot of potential for the centers and working groups to contribute to DSI’s educational mission, which is a great way to build up the center/working group’s research-education integration/convergence profile. We would like to increase the engagement from centers in our educational initiatives of DSI. We are hoping all the centers will help us recruit capstone project proposals and faculty mentors from your center’s members.; All submissions are subject to review and approval by the capstone committee. For capstone project proposals, the committee will do their best to provide timely feedback on how to make it fit with the mission of the capstone project.

[NTW] [ETHICS]
Center for ELSI Resources and Analysis (CERA) call for proposals

INFORMATION - APPLICATION - FAQS

Sponsor: Irving Institute

Deadline(s): 10/15/2021 (Initial Proposal); 11/15/2021 (Notification of Finalists); 12/31/2021 (Invited Proposals Due)

Contact: https://elsihub.org/contact

Link(s): https://elsihub.org/funding/funding-opportunities/the-center-for-elsi-resources-and-analysis-cera
https://elsihub.org/funding/funding-opportunities/call-for-proposal-application
https://elsihub.org/funding/funding-opportunities/faq
Additional Information: ELSI; CERA working group call for proposals; Center for ELSI Resources and Analysis (CERA) call for proposals - CERA Working Groups; CERA Working Groups are interdisciplinary teams that meet in person or virtually, to deepen understanding of and create innovative approaches to addressing emerging, high priority, or understudied ethical, legal, and social implications (ELSI) of genetics and genomics issues. The CERA will support up to two new Working Groups at a level of up to $20,000 over two years.; INFORMATION - APPLICATION - FAQS

[NTW] [ETHICS]
Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Administrative Supplement for Research and Capacity Building Efforts Related to Bioethical Issues (Admin Supp Clinical Trial Optional)

Sponsor: Office of the Director, NIH; John E. Fogarty International Center; National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research; National Library of Medicine; Office of Research on Women's Health

Deadline(s): 01/17/2022 (First Available Due Date); 03/17/2022 (Expiration)

Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Shari Feirman, PhD; Office of Science Policy, Office of the Director (OSP/OD);
Telephone: 301-435-6350; Email: shari.feirman@nih.gov


[NTW] [COVID-19/RETURNING TO CAMPUS]
COVID-19 Campus Safety for Employees and Students

Sponsor: CUMC
Deadline(s): NA

Contact: If you have further questions or requests after reading this guide, please email cumchr@cumc.columbia.edu (link sends e-mail) or your Senior Human Resources Business Partner. If you have any COVID-19 specific questions, please email covid19questions@cumc.columbia.edu (link sends e-mail).


Additional Information: CUMC is focused on the safety of our health care providers, our staff, students and the patients we serve. In charting a path forward, CUMC is committed to continuing our missions of providing the finest clinical care, cutting edge research, and educating the next generation of leaders in science and medicine.

[NTW] [COVID-19]
C4R CU Collaborative Cohort of Cohorts for COVID-19 Research

Please visit the C4R webpage for more information on research opportunities and contact c4r@cumc.columbia.edu

Sponsor: NIH/CU
Deadline(s): ACTIVELY encouraging submissions of C4R manuscript proposals!; Proposals are reviewed on a monthly basis.
Contact: Please visit the C4R webpage for more information on research opportunities and contact c4r@cumc.columbia.edu

Link(s): https://c4r.nih.org/content/research-opportunities

Additional Information: COVID Study; Calling all researchers interested in working with a national cohort study! Drs. Elizabeth Oelsner and R. Graham Barr are the Principal Investigators for Columbia’s site of the national Collaborative Cohort of Cohorts for COVID-19 Research, or “C4R” (NHLBI-CONNECTS OT2HL158276). C4R has already collected data on major COVID-related health outcomes via >45K Wave 1 Questionnaires, >11K Wave 2 Questionnaires, >10K dried blood spots, and reports of >1K COVID-related hospitalizations and deaths and are ACTIVELY encouraging submissions of C4R manuscript proposals! Proposals are reviewed on a monthly basis. Please visit the C4R webpage for more information on research opportunities and contact c4r@cumc.columbia.edu for help.

[NTW] [COVID-19]
Clarification and Guidance for Applicants Preparing Applications for the Fall 2021 Due Dates During the COVID-19 Pandemic

Sponsor: Office of the Director, NIH

Deadline(s): 08/25/2021 (Release Date)

Contact: NIH Review Policy Officer; ReviewPolicyOfficer@mail.nih.gov


[NTW] [COVID-19]
Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Availability of Administrative Supplements for Research on Pathobiological Mechanisms of Post-Acute Sequelae of SARS-CoV-2 Infection

Sponsor: Office of the Director, NIH; National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research; National Library of Medicine; Office of Disease Prevention; Division of Program Coordination, Planning and Strategic Initiatives, Office of Research; Infrastructure Programs; Office of Research on Women's Health

Deadline(s): 01/24/2022 (First Available Due Date); 01/25/2022 (Expiration Date)

Contact: Please contact the program officer from the Institute or Center supporting the active award regarding specific questions on the proposed project.; Please direct general inquiries regarding this Notice to: RECOVER Initiative, Email: RECOVERPathBio@nih.gov

[NTW] [COVID-19]
Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Social, Behavioral, and Economic Impact of COVID-19 in Underserved and Vulnerable Populations

**Sponsor:** NIH

**Deadline(s):** 10/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 09/08/2024 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Adam Haim, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Email: haima@mail.nih.gov (and others listed in the rfa)

[content.govdelivery.com/accounts/USNIHORWH/bulletins/2f561d2](https://content.govdelivery.com/accounts/USNIHORWH/bulletins/2f561d2)

**Additional Information:** NIH releases NOSI on COVID-19’s impact on underserved and vulnerable populations; View it as a Web page. NIH NOSI to Support Studies on COVID-19’s Impact on Underserved and Vulnerable Populations; ORWH has announced its participation in Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Social, Behavioral, and Economic Impact of COVID-19 in Underserved and Vulnerable Populations (NOT-MH-21-330). The COVID-19 pandemic has demonstrated that prevention and mitigation strategies for the pandemic are uneven—for a range of reasons, including a lack of trust in health systems, economic circumstances, and challenges in sustaining long-term adherence, especially for underserved and vulnerable populations. By increasing our understanding of the multifaceted effects of the COVID-19 pandemic and public health interventions that mitigate risk and promote resilience in high-risk populations, we can improve the long-term response to the pandemic and prepare more effectively for future public health emergencies.; To strengthen the understanding and response to social, behavioral, and economic effects of the COVID-19 pandemic, NIH is encouraging the submission of applications that will: Address the roles and effects of interventions, particularly those under the umbrella of digital health, as well as community-engaged and multilevel interventions in health care settings to address access, reach, delivery, engagement, effectiveness, scalability, and sustainability of services that are utilized during and following the pandemic; Encourage the leveraging of existing large-scale data sources with broad population coverage to improve prediction of various mitigation efforts (including vaccinations, masking, and physical distancing) on transmission reduction and on social and economic effects and assess the downstream health and health care access effects, with an emphasis on underserved and vulnerable populations; The first submission date is October 5, 2021, and subsequent receipt dates will extend through September 8, 2024.

[NTW] [NIH ANNOUNCEMENTS]
Updated Process for Submission of Federal Financial Reports for Closed Payment Management System Subaccounts

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health

**Deadline(s):** 06/01/2021 (Release Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all system policy inquiries to: Systems Policy Branch; Office of Policy for Extramural Research Administration; OPERAsystemspolicy@nih.gov; Please direct inquiries for NIH Office of Financial Management (OFM) to: Don Geiger, OFM-GAB Branch Chief; don.geiger@nih.gov; (301) 402-5130


**Additional Information:** The purpose of this Notice is to provide instructions to NIH recipients who need to submit an SF-425 Federal Financial Report (FFR) for a closed subaccount (e.g. “C” status) in the HHS Payment Management System (PMS). The subaccount corresponds to the award document number in Section I of the Notice of Award.
[NTW] [LIMITED COMPETITION]

Limited Competition: Promoting a Basic Understanding of Chemical Threats to Skin (R34 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases

**Deadline(s):** 02/16/2022; 06/16/2022; 02/16/2024; 06/16/2024; 09/08/2024 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Hung Tseng PhD; National Institute of Arthritis Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases (NIAMS); Telephone: 301-496-0810; Email: tsengh@mail.nih.gov


[NTW] [LIMITED SUBMISSION]

NIH Science Education Partnership Award (SEPA) (R25 - Clinical Trial Not Allowed) [This is a Limited Submission Opportunity, link provided for reference]

**Currently Available CU Limited Submission Opportunities**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of General Medical Sciences

**Deadline(s):** 07/13/2022; 07/14/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Tony Beck, Ph.D.; National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS); Email: beckl@mail.nih.gov [NIH Reference, this is a limited submission opportunity and questions should be directed to] Greg Culler at limitedsubmissions@columbia.edu


**Additional Information:** NIH Science Education Partnership Award (SEPA) (R25); Limited Submission; NIH Science Education Partnership Award (SEPA) (R25); Internal proposal due – 9:00 a.m. on Monday, June 28, 2021; Anyone who is planning to submit a proposal to this program must submit the information request below to limitedsubmissions@columbia.edu by 9:00 a.m. on Monday, June 28. “NIH SEPA” should appear in the subject of the email; PI – Name, department, and contact information; Co-PIs – Name, department, and institution; Abstract – A program overview (two-pages maximum) summarizing the following: Courses, curriculum, and research experiences; Mentoring activities; Outreach; Questions should be sent to Greg Culler at limitedsubmissions@columbia.edu. ; RFA: [https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/par-files/PAR-20-153.html](https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/par-files/PAR-20-153.html) ; Funding Opportunity Purpose: The NIH Research Education Program (R25) supports research education activities in the mission areas of the NIH. The overarching goal of this R25 program is to support educational activities that complement and/or enhance the training of a workforce to meet the nation’s biomedical, behavioral and clinical research needs; To accomplish the stated over-arching goal, this FOA will support creative educational activities with a primary focus on: Courses for Skills Development; Research Experiences; Mentoring Activities; Curriculum or Methods Development; Outreach; Information on current SEPA projects can be found at: [https://www.nigs.nih.gov/Research/crcb/sepa/Pages/default.aspx](https://www.nigs.nih.gov/Research/crcb/sepa/Pages/default.aspx) and [https://www.nihsepa.org](https://www.nihsepa.org). ; Applicants are strongly encouraged to consult with the SEPA Scientific/Research Contact to be advised on the appropriateness of the intended project for SEPA program objectives and the priorities of the NIGMS; Research Initiatives; Office of the Executive Vice President for Research; Columbia University in the City of New York; To view current limited submission programs please visit: [https://columbia.infoready4.com/#limitedsubmissions](https://columbia.infoready4.com/#limitedsubmissions)

[NTW] [LIMITED SUBMISSION]

Banting Postdoctoral Fellowships (for Canadian Citizens who received their PhD at Columbia University)

---

**COLUMBIA**

RESEARCH RESOURCES

mailman.columbia.edu/r2
Canadian Universities and who plan to pursue their postdoctoral at Columbia); internal
Limited Submission Deadline 08.17.2021; Sponsor Deadline 09.22.2021 [This is a limited
submission opportunity, sponsor link provided for reference]

Currently posted CU Limited Submission Opportunities

**Sponsor:** https://banting.fellowships-bourses.gc.ca/

**Deadline(s):** NA

**Contact:** Questions should be sent to Greg Culler at limitedsubmissions@columbia.edu

**Link(s):** https://banting.fellowships-bourses.gc.ca/en/app-dem_guide.html
https://columbia.infoready4.com/#limitedsubmissions

**[NTW] [HEALTHCARE ASSOCIATED INFECTIONS (HAI)]**

Large Health Services Research Demonstration and Dissemination Projects for
Prevention of Healthcare-Associated Infections (R18)

**Sponsor:** Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; 05/27/2025 (Expiration)

**Contact:** James Cleeman, MD; Division of Healthcare-Associated Infections; Center for Quality Improvement and Patient Safety; Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality; Telephone: (301) 427-1330; E-mail: james.cleeman@ahrq.hhs.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-21-264.html

**[NTW] [HEALTHCARE ASSOCIATED INFECTIONS]**

Large Research Projects for Prevention of Healthcare-Associated Infections (R01)

**Sponsor:** Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; 05/27/2025 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); James Cleeman, MD; Division of Healthcare-Associated Infections; Center for Quality Improvement and Patient Safety; Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality; Telephone: (301) 427-1330; E-mail: james.cleeman@ahrq.hhs.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-21-265.html

**[NTW] [DIVERSITY]**

Short-Term Research Education Program to Enhance Diversity in Health-Related
Research (R25 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute

**Deadline(s):** 02/23/2022; 08/09/2022; 02/23/2023; 08/09/2023; 02/23/2024; 02/24/2024 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Paul Cotton, Ph.D., RDN; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI); Telephone: 301-435-0202; Email: paul.cotton@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/RFA-HL-22-012.html
[NTW] [DIVERSITY]
Reminder: Notice of NIH's Encouragement of Applications Supporting Individuals from Underrepresented Ethnic and Racial Groups as well as Individuals with Disabilities

**Sponsor**: National Institutes of Health  
**Deadline(s)**: 10/25/2021 (Release Date)  
**Contact**: Please direct all inquiries to: Division of Biomedical Research Workforce; Office of Extramural Research;  
Website: https://researchtraining.nih.gov; Email: NIHtrain@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s)**: https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-22-019.html  
**Additional Information**: NOT-OD-20-031 - Notice of NIH’s Interest in Diversity

[NTW] [WEBINAR]
Archival Webinar Pre-Application Informational Webinar for PAR-21-168 "Summer Research Education Experience Program (R25 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)"

**Sponsor**: National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences  
**Deadline(s)**: 07/27/2021 (Archival, Webinar Date)  
**Contact**: Please direct all inquiries to: Lauren Ullrich, PhD; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); Telephone: 301-451-7964; Email: lauren.ullrich@nih.gov  
**Link(s)**: https://www.ninds.nih.gov/Funding/Training-Career-Development/Award/R25-Summer-Research-Experience-High-School-Undergraduate  
**Additional Information**: Related Announcement: PAR-21-168 - Summer Research Education Experience Program (R25 Clinical Trial Not Allowed); Webinar Information; The webinar will be hosted through WebEx.; **Date**: Tuesday, July 27, 2021; **Time**: 2:00-3:00 pm EDT; The recording and slides will be posted on the NINDS website after the event: https://www.ninds.nih.gov/Funding/Training-Career-Development/Award/R25-Summer-Research-Experience-High-School-Undergraduate.

[NTW] [WEBINAR]
Notice of Pre-Application Webinar for RFA-DK-21-026, Silvio O. Conte Digestive Diseases Research Core Centers (P30 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Webinar Registration**  
**Sponsor**: National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases  
**Deadline(s)**: 10/27/2021 (Webinar Date); 02/17/2022; 06/08/2023 (Application); 06/09/2023 (Expiration)  
**Contact**: Please direct all inquiries to: Peter Perrin, Ph.D.; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases (NIDDK); Telephone: 301-451-3759; Email: Peter.Perrin@nih.gov  
**Link(s)**: https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DK-21-031.html  
https://nih.zoomgov.com/webinar/register/WN_bj8OMm45QQOOFNCKdRIFnQ [Webinar Registration]  
**Additional Information**: RFA-DK-21-026 - Silvio O. Conte Digestive Diseases Research Core Centers (P30 Clinical Trial Optional)
[NTW] [DIABETES]

Comprehensive Care for Adults with Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus from Populations with Health Disparities (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Eye Institute; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; Office of Research on Women's Health

**Deadline(s):** 02/05/2022; 02/05/2024; 06/05/2024; 09/08/2024 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Larissa Aviles-Santa, MD, MPH; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities (NIMHD); Telephone: 301-827-6924; Email: avilessantal@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-21-232.html

---

[NTW] [DIABETES]

The Naomi Berrie Diabetes Center of Columbia University and the Russell Berrie Foundation; Call for Applications: Pre-translational Diabetes Research Awards

**Sponsor:** The Naomi Berrie Diabetes Center of Columbia University and the Russell Berrie Foundation

**Deadline(s):** 01/15/2022

**Contact:** e-mail the completed application to Dr. Utpal Pajvani at up2104@cumc.columbia.edu. For questions, please e-mail Dr. Pajvani directly

**Link(s):** https://cumccolumbia.sharepoint.com/teams/r2eport/Shared%20Documents/Forms/AllItems.aspx?id=%2Fteams%2Fr2eport%2FShared%20Documents%2FRFA%20for%20Pre%20Translational%20Awards%20January%202022%2Epdf&parent=%2Fteams%2Fr2eport%2FShared%20Documents

**Additional Information:** Call for Applications: Pre-translational Diabetes Research Awards; The Naomi Berrie Diabetes Center of Columbia University and the Russell Berrie Foundation are pleased to announce the second cycle of a pilot award program in Pre-Translational Diabetes Research. This competition is open to all Columbia University faculty and will fund awards for up to 1 year with a maximum budget of $50,000. This new program is designed to support early "pre-translational" pilot research in diabetes mellitus and its allied disorders aimed at investigating novel disease mechanisms or interventions. These bench-to-beside studies must involve human subjects or specimens. Studies exploring novel areas of biology that may eventually lead to larger clinical studies are encouraged. Examples of eligible studies: Obtaining or analysis of human tissues to test hypotheses related to specific interventions for diabetes, obesity and associated disorders; Short term interventions (e.g. drug, exercise, diet) to mitigate disease; Imaging studies in human subjects related to diabetes- obesity-related phenotypes; Proposals will be reviewed on a rolling basis at 4-month intervals by a review panel comprised of Columbia and ad hoc extramural investigators. Applications will be evaluated primarily for the quality and relevance of the proposed clinical science and for the study’s potential for generating a go/no-go signal for further studies that might secure external funding. Novel and underrepresented research themes, collaborative efforts between basic scientists and clinical investigators, and “high risk” studies designed to test or extend novel concepts are encouraged. Application deadline is January 15, 2022, for an anticipated funding start date of April 1, 2022. Applications should include the following materials: 1) Cover Page, which includes the following information: PI Title, Department and Institution; Title of Proposed Project; 2) Description of Project (4 page maximum including figures, but not bibliography); 3) NIH-style biosketches for PI and key personnel.; 4) IRB approval, or plans for IRB approval; 5) Budget justification - funds (up to $50,000) can be used for salary, supplies and patient stipends. Salary for PIs is discouraged. Please collate all the above documents as a single PDF and e-mail the completed application to Dr. Utpal Pajvani at up2104@cumc.columbia.edu. For questions, please e-mail Dr. Pajvani directly.
[NTW] [DIABETES]

National Program for the Career Development of Physician Scientists in Diabetes Research (Diabetes - Docs) (K12 Clinical Trial Optional)

Sponsor: National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases
Deadline(s): 11/18/2021; 11/19/2021 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Lisa Spain, Ph.D.; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases (NIDDK); Telephone: 301-451-9871; Email: Lisa.Spain@nih.gov

[NTW] [DIABETES]

High-Resolution Exploration of the Human Islet Tissue Environment [HIRN Human Pancreas Analysis Consortium (HPAC)] (U01 - Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

Sponsor: National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases
Deadline(s): 03/03/2022; 03/04/2022 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Olivier Blondel, Ph.D.; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases (NIDDK); Telephone: 301-451-7334; Email: blondelol@niddk.nih.gov
Link(s): https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide-rfa-files/RFA-DK-21-017.html

[NTW] [DIABETES]

Understanding and Targeting the Pathophysiology of Youth-onset Type 2 Diabetes Clinical Centers (U01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

Sponsor: National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases
Deadline(s): 03/03/2022; 03/04/2022 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Barbara Linder, M.D., Ph.D.; Division of Diabetes, Endocrinology and Metabolic Diseases; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases (NIDDK); Telephone: 301-594-0021; Email: linderb@mail.nih.gov

[NTW] [DIABETES]

Understanding and Targeting the Pathophysiology of Youth-onset Type 2 Diabetes Biostatistics Research Center (U01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

Sponsor: National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases
Deadline(s): 03/03/2022; 03/04/2022 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Barbara Linder, M.D., Ph.D.; Division of Diabetes, Endocrinology and Metabolic Diseases; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases (NIDDK); Telephone: 301-594-0021; Email: linderb@mail.nih.gov
[NTW] [DIABETES]
Pilot and Feasibility Studies to Improve Technology Adoption and Reduce Health Disparities in Type 1 Diabetes Mellitus (R01 Clinical Trial Required)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases  
**Deadline(s):** 03/03/2022; 03/04/2022 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Miranda M. Broadney, M.D., M.P.H.; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases (NIDDK); Telephone: 301-594-6841; Email: Miranda.Broadney@nih.gov  

[NTW] [SMALL RESEARCH GRANTS]

**NICHD Small Research Grant Program (R03 Clinical Trial Required)**

**Sponsor:** Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development  
**Deadline(s):** 02/16/2022; 06/16/2022; 10/16/2022; 02/16/2023 06/16/2023; 10/16/2023; 02/16/2024; 05/08/2024 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): NICHD Referral Office; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); Email: NICHDReferral@mail.nih.gov  

[NTW] [SMALL RESEARCH GRANTS]

**NICHD Small Research Grant Program (R03 Basic Experimental Studies with Humans Required)**

**Sponsor:** Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development  
**Deadline(s):** 02/16/2022; 06/16/2022; 10/16/2022; 02/16/2023 06/16/2023; 10/16/2023; 02/16/2024; 05/08/2024 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): NICHD Referral Office; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); Email: NICHDReferral@mail.nih.gov  

[NTW] [RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION FORUMS]

**Research Administration Forums**

**Research Administration Forum Part I 04.12.2021 Archival**

**Sponsor:** SPA  
**Deadline(s):** 04/12/2021; 04/19/2021 (Event Dates)  
**Contact:** Stephanie F. Scott, MS, CRA; Director of Policy and Research Development; Columbia University; sfs2110@cumc.columbia.edu; Website: https://spa.columbia.edu/  
**Link(s):** [https://research.columbia.edu/research-administration-forums](https://research.columbia.edu/research-administration-forums)  
[https://columbiacuimc.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_-8gZ4ZqbSnOeBS0bBXrStA](https://columbiacuimc.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_-8gZ4ZqbSnOeBS0bBXrStA)  
[https://columbiacuimc.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_3RpBsujdS8KiNonXxcrRKFA](https://columbiacuimc.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_3RpBsujdS8KiNonXxcrRKFA)
[NTW] [RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION FORUM]
Archival Research Administration Forum 10.13.2021 Requires CU uni login
NIH Other Support and Biosketch town hall
SPA Project Officer
Video
Slides 61-76
NIH videos on transitioning to Login.gov
Overview of NIH eRA and 2FA
NIH FAQs on both Login.gov and InCommon Federated

Sponsor: SPA
Deadline[s]: 10/13/2021 (Event Date)
Contact: Stephanie F. Scott, MS, CRA; Director of Policy and Research Development; Columbia | Research; Sponsored Projects Administration; sfs2110@cumc.columbia.edu; Website: https://spa.columbia.edu/; SPA Project Officer
https://research.columbia.edu/department-assignments
https://cas.columbia.edu/cas/login?service=https%3A//research.columbia.edu/casservice%3Freturms%3D/system/files/SPA/Admin%20Forums/2021/2021-10-13_RA%2520Forum.pdf%261634223730%3D
https://era.nih.gov/era-training/era-videos.html#2FA
https://era.nih.gov/faqs.htm#XXIV

Additional Information: Thank you all for attending today's Forum. The slides are available for you to view and download here. If you have any trouble downloading them, please email me directly (sometimes there are browser incompatibility issues).; These slides contain many links to registrations to upcoming events and trainings, including: Tomorrow's NIH Loan Repayment Program webinar; Next week's NIH Other Support and Biosketch town hall; Next week's training on the new Request for Outbound Subaward form, targeted for administrators; And many more. Please view these slides and feel free to register for anything applicable to you. I will still be sending separate emails announcing some of these upcoming events.; As always, please feel free to reach out to your SPA Project Officer should you have any questions.; During yesterday's Research Administration Forum, I provided an overview of transitioning to two-factor authentication (2FA) using Login.gov and/or InCommon Federated accounts (your Columbia UNI and password) in order to be able to access the NIH eRA Commons and other NIH modules. NIH is requiring everyone to transition to 2FA, but is taking a phased approach.; I recorded this segment of the Forum. You can watch the video here, and follow along with yesterday's slide deck, see slides 61-76. I cover: Who needs to transition; When you need to transition; The two different options (Login.gov vs InCommon Federated); Essential tips for doing it correctly; Where to go for help; NIH also has their own videos and resources, but I do think listening to me explain it first will assist you in making decisions faster.; NIH Resources: NIH videos on transitioning to Login.gov; Overview of NIH eRA and 2FA; NIH FAQs on both Login.gov and InCommon Federated; If after watching my video and reading NIH's FAQs you feel you are in a unique situation then feel free to contact me.; [brought to our attention by] Stephanie F. Scott, MS, CRA; Director of Policy and Research Development; Columbia | Research; Sponsored Projects Administration; sfs2110@cumc.columbia.edu; Website: https://spa.columbia.edu/

[NTW] [ENVIRONMENTAL EPIDEMIOLOGY CLIMATE CONNECTIONS (E2C2)]
Environmental Epidemiology Climate Connections (E2C2), formerly EEC
E2C2 Meetings are Postponed Until Further Notice
Register for any of our currently scheduled E2C2 Zoom 12/14 Simulcasts Here

**Sponsor:** Research Resources, and the Departments of Environmental Health Sciences and Epidemiology

**Deadline(s):** E2C2 plans on meeting during the Fall term on the 2nd and 4th Tuesdays in October [12, 26], November [9, 23 (TG week)], and December [14, (no meeting on the 14th, 28th)] from 4PM-5PM; 10/12/2021; 10/26/2021; 11/09/2021; 11/23/2021; 12/14/2021 (Meeting Dates); we will meet in ARB EHS Conference Room 1102 and plan to simulcast these meetings on Zoom. You may register for any of these Zoom presentations [here].

**Contact:** Craig Kandell, ckk7@cumc.columbia.edu

**Link(s):**
- [https://columbiacuimc.zoom.us/meeting/register/tJwrfuyvrDsoH9Hf5C5PKQk-VBuE7hfEHKcT](https://columbiacuimc.zoom.us/meeting/register/tJwrfuyvrDsoH9Hf5C5PKQk-VBuE7hfEHKcT)
- [https://www.pnas.org/content/118/41/e2021636118](https://www.pnas.org/content/118/41/e2021636118)

[Register for any of our currently scheduled 10/12, 26, 11/9, 23, 12/14 E2C2 Zoom Simulcasts Here]

**Additional Information:** Environmental Epidemiology Climate Connections, E2C2, formerly EEC: Join faculty, students, postdocs, and staff to informally discuss relevant topics in the field of environmental and climate epidemiology today. Led by Marianthi-Anna Kioumourtzoglou, Jeanette Stingone, and Robbie Parks. Email ckk7@cumc.columbia.edu to register to attend the E2C2 events in person in ARB EHS Conference Room 1102. We will simultaneously Zoom our E2C2 meetings. [https://www.pnas.org/content/118/41/e2021636118](https://www.pnas.org/content/118/41/e2021636118) E2C2 will plan on meeting this Fall on the second (2nd) and fourth (4th) Tuesdays of October [12, 26], November [9, 23 (TG week)], and December [14, (no meeting on the 14th, 28th)] from 4PM-5PM. We’ve reserved again ARB EHS Conference Room 1102 for these meetings and will also plan on simulcasting the meetings via Zoom (registration via our regular link). Register Here for any of our currently scheduled Environmental Epidemiology Climate Connections (E2C2) Zoom meetings!

---

[NTW] [ENVIRONMENTAL/BIG DATA]

**The HHEAR Data Center’s public data repository has recently been updated**

**Sponsor:** Sponsored by: National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NEIHS) | New York State Foundation for Science, Technology and Innovation (NYSTAR)

**Deadline(s):** NA

**Contact:** HHEARsupport@mssm.edu

**Link(s):** [https://hheardatacenter.mssm.edu/](https://hheardatacenter.mssm.edu/)

**Additional Information:** The HHEAR Data Center’s public data repository has recently been updated. To benefit the broader research community, the HHEAR Data Center hosts a public data repository that contains both de-identified original study and de-identified harmonized data from all studies accepted into the CHEAR and HHEAR program that have passed the embargo period. The goal of this repository is to promote the secondary analysis of pooled environmental health data by providing data in a manner that is findable, accessible, interoperable and reusable. The repository is searchable by a number of features and users are able to compile and download customized datasets from CHEAR and HHEAR research studies. The repository is updated periodically as studies come off embargo. To access both types of data, go to [HHEAR Data Center website](https://hheardatacenter.mssm.edu/). Thank you, The HHEAR Coordinating Center

---

[NTW] [ENVIRONMENTAL]

**NOAA Announces new Environmental Literacy Program Funding Opportunity**
**Sponsor:** https://www.noaa.gov/office-education/elp/grants/apply  
**Deadline(s):** 05/17/2022; 04/16/2022 (Archive Date)  
**Contact:** For questions about the opportunity, please contact John McLaughlin John.McLaughlin@noaa.gov  
**Link(s):** https://www.noaa.gov/office-education/elp/grants/apply  
**Additional Information:** PEPH Colleagues, Here is a funding opportunity from NOAA that may be of interest to many of you;  
For questions about the opportunity, please contact John McLaughlin John.McLaughlin@noaa.gov.  
NOAA Announces new Environmental Literacy Program Funding Opportunity; Apologies for any cross postings. The NOAA Office of Education has issued a competitive funding opportunity for projects that develop the collective environmental literacy necessary for communities to take actions that build resilience to extreme weather and climate change in ways that contribute to community health, social cohesion, and socio-economic equity. This funding opportunity is soliciting two types of projects through separate competitive priorities; Priority 1 will support new projects ($250,000 - $500,000 per project) located in the following states: Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, District of Columbia, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, South Dakota, Vermont, Virginia, West Virginia, Wisconsin, and Wyoming. The entirety of a project must only serve audiences located in one or more of these listed states. Please note: The previous funding opportunity for this program in 2020 covered the other states and territories of the United States; Priority 2 will support the evolution of projects ($250,000- $500,000 per project) funded under the 2015-2018 funding opportunities from this program. The list of projects that are eligible can be found here; For both priorities, eligible applicants are: institutions of higher education; K-12 public and independent schools and school systems; other nonprofits, including community-based organizations and informal education institutions, such as museums, zoos, and aquariums; state and local government agencies; and Indian tribal governments in the United States.; Please note that we do not anticipate issuing a solicitation for applications next year. Rather, applications to this funding opportunity may be funded with fiscal year 2022 and 2023 funds.; Deadlines: For Priority 1, pre-applications are required and will be used to determine which applicants are invited to submit full applications to this priority. The deadline for pre-applications is 11:59 pm EDT on November 1, 2021 and the deadline for Priority 1 full applications is 11:59 pm EDT on March 17, 2022.; For Priority 2, only full applications are requested and the deadline for Priority 2 applications is 11:59 pm EST on January 25, 2022.; Informational Teleconferences: For Priority 1, two informational teleconferences with the program officers will occur on Thursday, September 23, 2021 from 3:00 to 5:00 pm EDT and Monday, September 27, 2021 from 3:00 to 5:00 pm EDT. An informational teleconference for Priority 2 with the program officers will occur on Thursday October 28, 2021 from 3:00 to 5:00 pm EDT. Interested applicants may obtain the phone number and related teleconference information by visiting the Apply webpage. Whenever possible, individuals from the same institution should try to join the teleconference from the same phone line to maximize our ability to host as many interested institutions as possible.; Additional Information: Read the full funding announcement NOAA-SEC-OED-2022-200699 in Grants.gov for the complete requirements.; Sincerely, NOAA Environmental Literacy Program Grants Team; [ brought to our attention by] John McLaughlin; Education Program Manager; National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Office of Education; (202) 482-2893; John.McLaughlin@noaa.gov  

**[NTW] [HEALTH EQUITY]**  
**Notice of Intent to Publish Funding Announcement for Strategies to Implement Evidence-based Care to Reduce High Burden Racial and Ethnic Disparities**  
**Sponsor:** Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality  
**Deadline(s):** NA, NOI, applications are not being requested at this time.
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Contact: Please direct all inquiries to: Celeste Torio, PhD, MPH; Director, Division of Priority Populations; Office of Extramural Research, Education, and Priority Populations (OEREP); Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality; Email: celeste.torio@ahrq.hhs.gov


[NTW] [HEALTH EQUITY]
A Multilevel Approach to Connecting Underrepresented Populations to Clinical Trials (CUSP2CT; U01 Clinical Trial Optional)

Sponsor: National Cancer Institute
Deadline(s): 12/10/2021; 12/11/2021 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); LeeAnn Bailey, M.D., Ph.D.; Center to Reduce Cancer Health Disparities (CRCHD); National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-5337; Email: LeeAnn.Bailey@nih.gov

[NTW] [HEALTH EQUITY]
Notice of Intent to Re-issue RFA-RM-21-022 Transformative Research to Address Health Disparities and Advance Health Equity at Minority Serving Institutions (U01 Clinical Trial Allowed)

Sponsor: Office of Strategic Coordination (Common Fund)
Deadline(s): 03/05/2022 (Final Application Due Date)
Contact: Cheryl Anne Boyce, Ph.D.; Office of the Director; Email: CFHealthDisparities@mail.nih.gov

Additional Information: RFA-RM-21-022 - Transformative Research to Address Health Disparities and Advance Health Equity at Minority Serving Institutions (U01 Clinical Trial Allowed)

[NTW] [HEALTH EQUITY/FOUNDATION FUNDING]
Merck Foundation Alliance for Equity in Cancer Care; Deadline: LOI November 19

Sponsor: The Merck Foundation (the Foundation); https://www.merck.com/company-overview/responsibility/philanthropy/
Deadline(s): 11/19/2021 (LOI); 01/07/2022 (Notification)
Contact: If you have any questions, please send them to Rabin Martin at cancercareequity@rabinmartin.com by November 5, 2021; Please let us know if you plan to apply by sending an email to tj2325@cumc.columbia.edu
https://mcusercontent.com/62dee4a9cee60631ed27b1d57/files/164ce6f8-f7ed-c584-4ed8-d1a3fd37a823/Merck_Alliance_for_Equity_in_Cancer_Care.pdf
https://www.merck.com/company-overview/responsibility/philanthropy/

Additional Information: Merck Foundation Alliance for Equity in Cancer Care; Deadline: LOI November 19; The Merck Foundation (the Foundation) is pleased to announce an exciting new funding opportunity to improve the delivery of patient-centered, equitable cancer care in the United States: Merck Alliance for Equity in Cancer Care (The Alliance). The Alliance aims to address persistent disparities across the cancer care continuum – from diagnosis to survivorship – and improve patient outcomes among adult underserved populations. The Foundation is committing $20 million over 5 years to support the development and implementation of innovative, multifaceted cancer care programs, as well as promote multisectoral
community collaborations to address barriers to care associated with the social determinants of health. The Foundation is seeking applications from eligible nonprofit organizations such as community cancer centers; oncology medical homes; community health centers and other health care organizations; community-based organizations; and units of state or local government. We invite you to join us in sharing information about The Alliance through your organization’s communications channels (e.g., list serves, newsletters, member-only sites). If you have any questions, please send them to Rabin Martin at cancercareequity@rabinmartin.com by November 5, 2021. For additional information about The Alliance and instructions for responding to the Call for Proposals, please click here. Letters of Intent from interested organizations are due by November 19, 2021.

[NTW] [OUTSTANDING INVESTIGATOR AWARD]

NHLBI Outstanding Investigator Award (OIA) (R35 Clinical Trial Optional)

Sponsor: National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute

Deadline(s): 02/15/2022; 02/15/2023; 02/15/2024; 04/26/2024 (Expiration)

Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Division of Cardiovascular Sciences; Narasimhan Danthi, Ph.D.; Telephone: 301-451-5170; Email: ndanthi@nhlbi.nih.gov


[NTW] [EARLY INVESTIGATOR]

NHLBI Emerging Investigator Award (EIA) (R35 Clinical Trial Optional)

Sponsor: National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute

Deadline(s): 02/15/2022; 02/15/2023; 02/15/2024; 04/26/2024 (Expiration)

Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Division of Cardiovascular Sciences; Narasimhan Danthi, Ph.D.; Telephone: 301-451-5170; Email: ndanthi@nhlbi.nih.gov


[NTW] [EARLY STAGE INVESTIGATOR]

Method to Extend Research in Time (MERIT) Award Extension Request (Type 4 Clinical Trial Optional)

Sponsor: National Cancer Institute

Deadline(s): 07/07/2021 (First Application Due Date); 12/02/2024 (Expiration)

Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); For any scientific or research-related questions on this extension request opportunity, please contact the Program Officer listed on the NoA of the most recent parent award.


Additional Information: The first Application Due Date is July 7, 2021. NCI ESI MERIT Award Extension requests are due during the penultimate award year, either on March 1, July 1, or November 1. For more details, refer to the deadlines table for the NCI ESI MERIT Awards. Recipients are encouraged to contact the NCI program director and grants management specialist assigned to the R37 award for details. All applications are due by 5:00 PM local time of applicant organization. All types of non-AIDS applications allowed for this funding opportunity announcement are due on the listed date(s) Applicants are encouraged to apply early to allow adequate time to make any corrections to errors found in the application during the submission process by the due date.
[NTW] [EARLY STAGE INVESTIGATOR]

Notice of Special Interest: Expanding the Otitis Media Research Workforce: Focus on Early Stage Investigators

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders

**Deadline(s):** 01/25/2022 (First Available Due Date); 09/08/2025 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Bracie Watson, Jr., Ph.D.; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders (NIDCD); Telephone: 301-402-3458; Email: watsonb@nidcd.nih.gov

**Link(s):** [https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DC-22-001.html](https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DC-22-001.html)

[NTW] [CLINICAL TRIALS]

Notice of Intent to Publish the Reissuance of PAR-18-420, NINDS Exploratory Clinical Trials (U01 - Clinical Trial Required)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke

**Deadline(s):** 06/05/2021 (Estimated First Application Due Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Jeremy Brown, MD; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); 301-496-9135; Jeremy.brown@nih.gov


[NTW] [CLINICAL TRIALS]

NIA Announces New Policy and Procedures for the Reporting of Human Subjects Enrollment Data for NIA Clinical Research Trials/Studies

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Aging

**Deadline(s):** 06/17/2021 (Release Date)

**Contact:** Holly Massett, Ph.D.; Senior Advisor, Clinical Research Recruitment & Engagement; Division of Extramural Activities; National Institute on Aging; Email: NIAclinicalresearch@nia.nih.gov


**Additional Information:** The purpose of this Notice is to inform the research community of the National Institute on Aging (NIA) new policy and procedures for reporting enrollment data for clinical research trials/studies funded through an NIA funding mechanism (including grants, contracts, and cooperative agreements). This Notice details the new requirements, expectations of NIA-funded investigators, and impetus for the policy change.

[NTW] [P GRANTS]

NINDS Program Project Grant (P01 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke

**Deadline(s):** 05/25/2021 (First Application Due Date); 01/25/2024; 05/08/2024 (Expiration)
[NTW] [SUMMER RESEARCH]

Summer Research Education Experience Program (R25 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

Sponsor: National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences

Deadline(s): 03/17/2022; 03/17/2023; 03/19/2024; 05/08/2024 (Expiration)

Contact: Laura E. Kwako, Ph.D.; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); Telephone: 301-451-8507; Email: laura.kwako@nih.gov


[NTW] [CLINICIAN SCIENTISTS]

Research Experiences to Enhance Clinician-Scientists' Participation in NIDCDs Research (R25 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

Sponsor: National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders

Deadline(s): 01/27/2022; 05/27/2022; 09/21/2022; 01/27/2023; 05/26/2023; 09/26/2023; 01/29/2024; 01/30/2024 (Expiration)

Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Alberto L. Rivera-Rentas, Ph.D.; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders (NIDCD); Telephone: 301-496-1804

Email: riverara@nidcd.nih.gov

Link(s): https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-188.html

[NTW] [LIMITED COMPETITION]

Limited Competition: Clinical and Translational Science Awards (CTSA) Consortium-Wide Centers: Resources for Rapid Demonstration and Dissemination (U24 Clinical Trials Not Allowed)

Sponsor: National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences

Deadline(s): 06/21/2022; 06/21/2023; 06/22/2023 (Expiration)

Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Audie Atienza, PhD; National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences (NCATS); Telephone: 301-435-0198; Email: Audie.Attienza@nih.gov


[NTW] [PHYSICAL ACTIVITY]

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Developing and Testing Multilevel Physical Activity Interventions to Improve Health and Well-Being
**R\textsuperscript{2}eport**
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**Sponsor:** Office of Disease Prevention; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; *Eunice Kennedy Shriver* National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Nursing Research; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research; Office of Research on Women’s Health

**Deadline(s):** 06/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 02/16/2024 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Bramaramba Kowtha MS, RDN, LDN; Office of Disease Prevention (ODP); Telephone: 301-435-8052; Email: bramaramba.kowtha@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-21-087.html

---

**[NTW] [MICROBIOLOGY]**

**Identification and Characterization of Bioactive Microbial Metabolites for Advancing Research on Microbe-Diet-Host Interactions (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Cancer Institute; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences

**Deadline(s):** 06/22/2022; 10/20/2022; 06/22/2023; 10/19/2023; 10/20/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Padma Maruvada; National Institute of Diabetes, and Digestive and Kidney Diseases (NIDDK); Telephone: 301-594-8884; Email: maruvadp@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-253.html

---

**[NTW] [PSYCHOLOGY]**

**Computational Approaches for Validating Dimensional Constructs of Relevance to Psychopathology (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health

**Deadline(s):** 11/01/2022; 11/01/2023; 11/02/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Michele Ferrante, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-435-6782

Email: michele.ferrante@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-263.html

---

**[NTW] [PSYCHOLOGY]**

**Computationally-Defined Behaviors in Psychiatry (R21 Clinical Trial Optional)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health

**Deadline(s):** 11/01/2022; 11/01/2023; 11/02/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Siavash Vaziri, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-443-1576

Email: siavash.vaziri@nih.gov

[NTW] [FOUNDATION FUNDING]
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation - Global Grand Challenges | Strengthening Data Science Capacity and the Ecosystem: Enabling Data-Centered Public Health Interventions

Sponsor: https://gcgh.grandchallenges.org
Deadline(s): 01/13/2022
Contact: grandchallenges@gatesfoundation.org
https://gcgh.grandchallenges.org/sites/default/files/files/strengthening_data_science_capacity_and_the_ecosystem_rfp.pdf

[NTW] [FOUNDATION FUNDING]
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation - Global Grand Challenges | Metagenomic Next Generation Sequencing to Detect, Identify, and Characterize Pathogens

Sponsor: https://gcgh.grandchallenges.org
Deadline(s): 01/13/2022
Contact: grandchallenges@gatesfoundation.org

[NTW] [FOUNDATION FUNDING]
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation - Global Grand Challenges | Innovations in Eliminating Neglected Tropical Diseases

Sponsor: https://gcgh.grandchallenges.org
Deadline(s): 01/13/2022
Contact: grandchallenges@gatesfoundation.org
Link(s): https://gcgh.grandchallenges.org/challenge/innovations-eliminating-neglected-tropical-diseases

[NTW] [FOUNDATION FUNDING]
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation - Global Grand Challenges | Building Malaria Modeling in Sub-Saharan Africa

Sponsor: https://gcgh.grandchallenges.org
Deadline(s): 01/13/2022
Contact: grandchallenges@gatesfoundation.org
Link(s): https://gcgh.grandchallenges.org/challenge/building-malaria-modeling-capacity-sub-saharan-africa

[NTW] [FOUNDATION FUNDING]
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation - Global Grand Challenges | Digital Health Services for Pregnant Women to Support Antenatal Risk Stratification in Sub-Saharan Africa

**Sponsor:** [https://gcgh.grandchallenges.org](https://gcgh.grandchallenges.org)

**Deadline(s):** 01/13/2022

**Contact:** grandchallenges@gatesfoundation.org

**Link(s):** [https://gcgh.grandchallenges.org/challenge/digital-health-services-pregnant-women-support-antenatal-risk-stratification-sub-saharan](https://gcgh.grandchallenges.org/challenge/digital-health-services-pregnant-women-support-antenatal-risk-stratification-sub-saharan)

[https://gcgh.grandchallenges.org/sites/default/files/files/mnch_digital_health_services_rfp.pdf](https://gcgh.grandchallenges.org/sites/default/files/files/mnch_digital_health_services_rfp.pdf)

[NTW] [FOUNDATION FUNDING/CANCER]

**Concern Foundation | Conquer Cancer Now Award**

**Sponsor:** [https://www.concernfoundation.org](https://www.concernfoundation.org)

**Deadline(s):** 09/06/2021 (LOI pre-eligibility questionnaire); 12/08/2021 (LOI Selection Notification); 02/01/2022 (Application)

**Contact:** Seunga Yu; Grants Administrator; E-mail: grants@concernfoundation.org

**Link(s):** [https://www.concernfoundation.org/apply-for-a-grant](https://www.concernfoundation.org/apply-for-a-grant)

[NTW] [FOUNDATION FUNDING/CANCER]

**Patricia S. Brown Breast Cancer Risk Reduction Education Research Projects (Round 8) ; Webinars**

**Sponsor:** [https://grantsgateway.ny.gov](https://grantsgateway.ny.gov)

**Deadline(s):** 01/11/2022 (LOI, Encouraged); 03/08/2022 (Application)

**Contact:** hrsb@health.ny.gov


**Additional Information:**

Release of Patricia S. Brown Breast Cancer Risk Reduction Education Research Projects (Round 8) Request for Applications; The Patricia S. Brown Breast Cancer Risk Reduction Education Research Projects (Round 8) Request for Applications (RFA) has been released. The NYS Health Research Science Board wishes to encourage the development and implementation of innovative pilot projects in breast cancer risk reduction education with rigorous evaluation and revision. The projects will propose the design of new educational strategies to elicit behavior changes intended to reduce specific risk factors associated with developing breast cancer.; Projects will be supported by the state's Breast Cancer Research and Education Fund. Approximately $270,000 will be available through this RFA to support approximately one (1) award. Annual direct costs are capped at $75,000 for a single award. The contract term will be up to three years.; To download a copy of the RFA and instructions, visit the New York State Grants Gateway: [https://grantsgateway.ny.gov/intelligrants_NYSGG//module/nysgg/goportal.aspx?NavItem1=4&ngoID=5001925](https://grantsgateway.ny.gov/intelligrants_NYSGG//module/nysgg/goportal.aspx?NavItem1=4&ngoID=5001925). Letters of Intent are strongly encouraged and due by 1/11/2022. Applications are due by 4:00 PM EST on 3/8/2022 in the New York State Grants Gateway.; If you are unfamiliar with the New York State Grants Gateway, we strongly encourage you to participate in the "Grant Application" webinar hosted by the New York State Grants Gateway Team. The training schedule can be found here: [https://grantsmanagement.ny.gov/live-webinars](https://grantsmanagement.ny.gov/live-webinars)
**Damon Runyon Clinical Investigator Award; Internal Deadline 01.18.2022; Sponsor Deadline [RFA posted for reference] 02.01.2022**

**Sponsor:** [https://www.damonrunyon.org](https://www.damonrunyon.org)

**Deadline(s):** 01/18/2022 (Internal Deadline); 02/01/2022 (Sponsor Deadline)

**Contact:** Award Programs | 212.455.0520 | awards@damonrunyon.org; [sponsor contact information, provided for reference]

**Questions:** contact Dr. Tanisha Jackson at tj2325@columbia.edu

**Link(s):** [https://columbia.infoready4.com/#competitionDetail/1855870](https://columbia.infoready4.com/#competitionDetail/1855870)

**Additional Information:** Damon Runyon Clinical Investigator Award; Internal Deadline: January 18; The Damon Runyon Clinical Investigator Award supports independent young physician-scientists conducting disease-oriented research that demonstrates a high level of innovation and creativity. The goal is to support the best young physician-scientists doing work aimed at improving the practice of cancer medicine.; The Clinical Investigator Award program is specifically intended to provide outstanding young physicians with the resources and training structure essential to becoming successful clinical investigators. The goal is to increase the number of physicians capable of moving seamlessly between the laboratory and the patient’s bedside in search of breakthrough treatments.; Each applicant must be nominated by their institution. **HICCC can nominate up to 5 applicants.** Eligible applicants must hold an independent assistant professor position or higher, and must be a U.S. citizen or permanent legal resident, and have received an MD, DO, or MD/PhD degree.; To apply for the nomination, applicants must provide the following documents using the InfoReady portal here: a one-page research summary; NIH-formatted biosketch (new format); mentor’s training proposal; mentor’s letters of support; External application deadline: February 1, 2022; For more details on eligibility, click here: [https://www.damonrunyon.org/for-scientists/application-guidelines/clinical-investigator](https://www.damonrunyon.org/for-scientists/application-guidelines/clinical-investigator); Questions: contact Dr. Tanisha Jackson at tj2325@columbia.edu


**Apply Mary Kay Ash Foundation Cancer Research Grants Internal Deadline 01.07.2022**

**Sponsor:** Mary Kay Ash Foundation

**Deadline(s):** 01/07/2022 (Internal Deadline); 02/04/2022 (Sponsor Deadline)

**Contact:** Questions: contact Dr. Tanisha Jackson at tj2325@columbia.edu

**Link(s):** [https://mcusercontent.com/62dee4a9cce60631ed27b1d57/files/4a84a212-40ec-2bed-c00e-d7e432d6fb7/2022_MKAF_RFP.pdf](https://mcusercontent.com/62dee4a9cce60631ed27b1d57/files/4a84a212-40ec-2bed-c00e-d7e432d6fb7/2022_MKAF_RFP.pdf)

**Additional Information:** Mary Kay Ash Foundation 2022 Cancer Research Grants; Internal Deadline: January 7; The Mary Kay Ash Foundation is a non-profit public foundation, which focuses on funding research for innovative grants for translational research of cancers affecting women (ovarian, uterine, breast, endometrial or cervical cancer among others). Translational research is broadly defined as research that will provide a scientific link between laboratory research and the clinic. Such research would lead to improvement in diagnosis, prognosis, prevention, or treatment of the cancer.; The grant will be up to **$100,000** (combined direct and indirect costs) **for a two-year period.** The Foundation anticipates funding between 10 and 15 grants.; HICCC had been invited to submit one grant proposal for this funding opportunity. Eligible applicants should be a full-time Assistant Professor or higher.; To apply, eligible faculty should submit: Summary (1-page) of the proposed outlining the proposed research, specific aims and objectives, innovation and significance; References cited in the summary (not counted toward the page limit); NIH-formatted Biosketch (new format); List of Current and Pending Grants; **Applicants can apply using the InfoReady portal here.; Internal application deadline: Friday, January 7, 2022, 11:59 pm ET.; Externarl application deadline: Friday, February 4, 2022, 11:59 pm CT; Submitted applications will be reviewed by the**
[NTW] [FOUNDATION FUNDING/CANCER]
Cancer Research Institute Lloyd J. Old STAR Program; Deadline 01.15.2022

**Sponsor:** Cancer Research Institute; [https://www.cancerresearch.org](https://www.cancerresearch.org)

**Deadline(s):** 01/15/2022

**Contact:** [https://www.cancerresearch.org/en-us/about-cri/stay-informed/contact](https://www.cancerresearch.org/en-us/about-cri/stay-informed/contact); [info@cancerresearch.org](mailto:info@cancerresearch.org)

**Link(s):** [https://www.cancerresearch.org/scientists/fellowships-grants/lloyd-j-old-star-program](https://www.cancerresearch.org/scientists/fellowships-grants/lloyd-j-old-star-program)

**Additional Information:** Cancer Research Institute Lloyd J. Old STAR Program; Deadline: January 15; The Cancer Research Institute is requesting applications for the Lloyd J. Old STAR Program. The STAR Program—Scientists TAKing Risks—provides long-term funding to mid-career scientists, offering a degree of freedom and flexibility to pursue high-risk/high-reward research at the forefront of discovery and innovation in cancer immunology. STAR grants are not tied to a specific research project, but rather support outstanding researchers based on the overall quality and promise of their work. A successful candidate is one that will demonstrate confidence and curiosity to ask difficult immunological questions—forcing new understandings and innovation that will drive the field forward. Candidates selected for this award are expected to be future “stars” in the field of cancer immunology.; **Eligibility:** Candidates must hold a tenure-track faculty appointment as an assistant professor (minimum 3 years) or as an associate professor (maximum of 3 years).; **Funding:** $1.25 million over five years; For more information and to apply, follow the link below. CRI Lloyd J. Old STAR Program

---

[NTW] [FOUNDATION FUNDING/CANCER]
Lustgarten Foundation-AACR Career Development Award for Pancreatic Cancer Research

**Lustgarten Foundation – AACR Career Development Award for Pancreatic Cancer Research Program Guidelines**

**Sponsor:** AACR

**Deadline(s):** 10/18/2021 (LOI); 12/2021 (LOI Notification Date); 01/24/2022 (Invited Application Due Date)

**Contact:** grants@aacr.org

**Link(s):** [https://mcsusercontent.com/62dee4a9c0e60831ed27b1d57/files/c53d8905-235c-4e5a-2b8e-50aae0fa8e6a/2022_Lustgarten_RBG_CDA_LOI_PGs.pdf](https://mcsusercontent.com/62dee4a9c0e60831ed27b1d57/files/c53d8905-235c-4e5a-2b8e-50aae0fa8e6a/2022_Lustgarten_RBG_CDA_LOI_PGs.pdf)  

**Additional Information:** Lustgarten Foundation-AACR Career Development Award for Pancreatic Cancer Research, in Honor of Ruth Bader Ginsburg; Deadline: LOI October 18; The Lustgarten Foundation-AACR Career Development Award for Pancreatic Cancer Research, in Honor of Ruth Bader Ginsburg, has been established to honor the life and legacy of Justice Ginsburg, who worked tirelessly to advance gender equality, even while battling pancreatic cancer. The intent of this program is to support the development and diversity of talent working in pancreatic cancer research. The grant provides $300,000 over three years for expenses related to the research project.; Additional details regarding this grant can be found in the Program Guidelines and Competitive Letter of Intent Application Instructions. Final determinations of eligibility will not be completed until the AACR is in receipt of the submitted Competitive Letter of Intent.; This Award represents a joint effort to support the career advancement...
of a female scientist engaged in pancreatic cancer research.; Program Guidelines; Lustgarten Foundation-AACR Career Development Award for Pancreatic Cancer Research

[NTW] [CANCER]
Cancer Research Education Grants Program - Courses for Skills Development (R25 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute  
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 09/08/2024 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Sergey Radaev, Ph.D.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-5630; Email: sradaev@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-278.html

[NTW] [CANCER]
Cancer Research Education Grants Program - Research Experiences (R25 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute  
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 09/08/2024 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Sergey Radaev, Ph.D.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-5630; Email: sradaev@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-279.html

[NTW] [CANCER]
Utilizing the PLCO Biospecimens Resource to Bridge Gaps in Cancer Etiology and Early Detection Research (U01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute  
**Deadline(s):** 02/11/2022; 06/10/2022; 06/11/2024; 10/11/2024; 10/12/2024 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Claire Zhu, Ph.D.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-7013; Email: zhucla@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-330.html

[NTW] [CANCER]
Pancreatic Cancer Detection Consortium: Research Units (U01 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute  
**Deadline(s):** 06/11/2024; 06/12/2024 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Sudhir Srivastava, Ph.D., M.P.H.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-7028; Email: srivasts@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-334.html
[NTW] [CANCER]
Pancreatic Cancer Detection Consortium: Management and Data Coordination Unit (U24 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute

**Deadline(s):** 06/11/2024; 06/12/2024 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Sudhir Srivastava, Ph.D., M.P.H.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-7028; Email: srivasts@mail.nih.gov


[NTW] [CANCER]
National Cancer Institute Youth Enjoy Science Research Education Program (R25 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute

**Deadline(s):** 09/28/2022; 09/28/2023; 09/29/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Alison Lin, PhD; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-6177; Email: linaj@mail.nih.gov


[NTW] [CANCER]
Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Pancreatic Cancer Detection Consortium: Research Units (U01 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute

**Deadline(s):** 11/15/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)

**Contact:** Sudhir Srivastava, Ph.D., M.P.H.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); 240-276-7028; Email: srivasts@mail.nih.gov


[NTW] [CANCER]
Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Pancreatic Cancer Detection Consortium: Management and Data Coordination Unit (U24 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute

**Deadline(s):** 11/15/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)

**Contact:** Sudhir Srivastava, Ph.D., M.P.H.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); 240-276-7028; Email: srivasts@mail.nih.gov

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): New Information Technology-Enabled Care Delivery Models to Improve Depression Care in Cancer

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute

**Deadline(s):** 10/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 03/08/2024 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Gurvaneet S. Randhawa, M.D., M.P.H.; National Cancer Institute; Telephone: (240) 276-6940; Email: Gurvaneet.Randhawa@nih.gov


---

**NTW [PIVOT]**

[1] Pivot, New Dashboard!


[3] Pivot Overview-Find Funding and Collaborators-Webinar 02.17.2021 Slides


**Sponsor:** Pivot, Medical Library; [https://pivot.proquest.com](https://pivot.proquest.com) the Augustus C. Long Health Sciences Library, in collaboration with Sponsored Projects Administration

**Deadline(s):** NA

**Contact:** Please feel free to contact us should you have any questions or need assistance at Pivot-Help@columbia.edu.; Stephanie F. Scott, MS, CRA; Director of Policy and Research Development; sfs2110@cumc.columbia.edu; Website: [https://spa.columbia.edu/](https://spa.columbia.edu/)

**Link(s):** [https://columbia.hosted.panopto.com/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=9c10497e-c077-43d1-a734-acd20135e7f2](https://columbia.hosted.panopto.com/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=9c10497e-c077-43d1-a734-acd20135e7f2) [Pivot Webinar, AV]

[https://research.columbia.edu/system/files/SPA/Pivot%20materials/Pivot%20webinar%202-17-2021.pdf](https://research.columbia.edu/system/files/SPA/Pivot%20materials/Pivot%20webinar%202-17-2021.pdf) [Pivot Webinar, Slides]

[https://research.columbia.edu/find-funding-using-pivot](https://research.columbia.edu/find-funding-using-pivot)

[Pivot Quick Start Guide](https://research.columbia.edu/find-funding-using-pivot)

[https://pivot.proquest.com](https://pivot.proquest.com)

[https://pivot.proquest.com/dashboard](https://pivot.proquest.com/dashboard) [Pivot, New Dashboard]

[https://research.columbia.edu/find-funding-using-pivot](https://research.columbia.edu/find-funding-using-pivot) [Pivot, Quick Guide]


**Addtional Information:** Thank you to all who attended yesterday’s webinar on Pivot, a funding opportunity and profile database. Slides, the full webinar recording, and a Quick Start Guide are available: Webinar - Pivot Overview-Find Funding and Collaborators, 9-16-2020; Webinar Slides; Pivot Quick Start Guide; We have additional training materials on our website at Find Funding Using Pivot. To access Pivot, go to [https://pivot.proquest.com/](https://pivot.proquest.com/), click “Use login from my institution”, select Columbia University from the drop-down menu, and enter your UNI and password.; If you have any questions, feel free to email Pivot-Help@columbia.edu.
[NTW] [NIH REPORTER]
 NIH Extramural Nexus, NIH Reporter, Keeping on Top of NIH-Funded Research You Care the Most About Just Got Easier

**Sponsor:** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/oer.htm  
**Deadline(s):** 02/16/2021 (Release Date)  
**Contact:** If you have any feedback or questions, please contact the RePORT team by email at RePORT@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://nexus.od.nih.gov/all/2021/02/16/keeping-on-top-of-nih-funded-research-you-care-the-most-about-just-got-easier/  
**Additional Information:** Keeping on Top of NIH-Funded Research You Care the Most About Just Got Easier; See article below on new functionality in NIH RePORTER. You can now create email alerts of newly awarded projects, or new publications linked to specific projects. If you have trouble seeing the full article below, you can read it here; [brought to our attention by Stephanie Scott] ; NIH Extramural Nexus; Posted on: Tuesday, February 16, 2021; Author: Mike Lauer; Subject: Keeping on Top of NIH-Funded Research You Care the Most About Just Got Easier

[NTW] [NIH ANNOUNCEMENTS/COVID-19]
 Requesting Extensions for Early Career Scientists Whose Career Trajectories Have Been Significantly Impacted by COVID-19

**Sponsor:** Office of The Director, National Institutes of Health (OD)  
**Deadline(s):** 02/02/2021 (Release Date)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Direct all inquiries and requests for funded extensions to the Grants Management and Program Officials listed on the Notice of Award; For general inquiries about fellowships and career development programs please contact: Division of Biomedical Research Workforce; Office of Extramural Research; Website: https://researchtraining.nih.gov ; Email: NIHTrain@mail.nih.gov ; For general policy questions please contact: NIH Office of Policy for Extramural Research Administration; Division of Grants Policy; Email: grantspolicy@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-21-052.html  
**Additional Information:** Requesting Extensions for Early Career Scientists Whose Career Trajectories Have Been Significantly Impacted by COVID-19; Please see announcement from NIH for recipients of NIH Fellowship (“F”) and NIH Career Development (“K”) awards who have been impacted by COVID-19: https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-21-052.html ; NIH is providing opportunities for no cost extensions and funded extensions for recipients of individual fellowships and K-awards impacted by COVID-19. Please read the notice carefully for specifics. Funded extensions are being considered on a case-by-case basis, and it is advised to speak with the Program Official named on the Notice of Award, and your SPA Project Officer, prior to submitting such a request; As always, please reach out to your SPA Project Officer should you have any questions. [brought to our attention by] Stephanie F. Scott, MS, CRA, Director of Policy and Research Development, Columbia | Research, Sponsored Projects Administration; sfs2110@cums.columbia.edu; Website: https://spa.columbia.edu/

[NTW] [NSF-BSF JOINT FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES]
 NSF-BSF Joint Funding Opportunities by Program
 NSF-BSF Foundational Research in Robotics  
 NSF-BSF Cyber-Physical Systems  
 NSF-BSF Mathematical and Scientific Foundations of Deep Learning

**Sponsor:** U.S.-Israel Binational Science Foundation (BSF); www.bsf.org ; https://www.bsf.org.il/funding-opportunities/  
**Deadline(s):** Please see individual opportunities
Contact: Please see individual announcements
Link(s): https://www.bsf.org.il/funding-opportunities

Additional Information: Quarterly overview of the NSF-BSF programs; Dear Colleague, BSF is pleased to make to announce three new, interdisciplinary NSF-BSF programs are welcoming joint applications: Foundational Research in Robotics. This program has no deadline. You can find more details in our call for proposals here; http://files.bsf.org.il/data/FormsToDownload/BSF-NSF_Robotics_Program_Call_for_Proposal.pdf; Cyber-Physical Systems - This program has no deadline. You can find more details in our call for proposals here; http://files.bsf.org.il/data/FormsToDownload/BSF-NSF_CNS_Call.pdf; Mathematical and Scientific Foundations of Deep Learning. Deadline for application by the U.S. partner to the NSF is May 12, 2021 and by the Israeli partner to the BSF is May 18, 2021. You can find more details in our call for proposals here; http://files.bsf.org.il/data/FormsToDownload/BSF-NSF_SCALE%20MoDL_Program_Call_for_Proposal.pdf; We also would like to draw your attention to a couple of changes in our budget regulation.; BSF will not approve requests for equipment that exceed 20% of the total budget.; In following a BSF Board of Governors decision, travel requests will be approved for visiting the partner lab only. BSF will no longer support PI/student travel to conferences and workshops.; Please check our regulations for both BSF regular grants and for NSF-BSF grants on our website: https://www.bsf.org.il/funding-opportunities/; We will be glad to see you among the applicants to any of these programs and we stand ready to provide assistance in answering your questions regarding proposal preparation, submission etc.; [brought to our attention by] Anton Post, PhD; Executive Director; U.S. – Israel Binational Science Foundation; www.bsf.org.il

[NTW] [DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE]
DoD/CDMRP - COVID-19 Impact on Research Awards
[No Link Provided]
CDMRP continues to be concerned about the impacts of COVID-19 on Service Members and the public. We are aware of the challenges it poses and are tracking some of the impacts to current awardees and ongoing research. While not every program will have financial resources available to assist, awareness of any significant unresolved issues affecting current research awards is important.; The intent of this notice is to remind recipients of the requirements in 32 CFR Part 1134, Subpart E Other Reporting. This provision specifies the requirement for recipients to disclose significant developments as soon as they become known. These include problems, delays, or adverse conditions that will materially impair your ability to meet the objectives of your awards.; Disclosures of significant developments may be made on your next interim performance report or at any point between scheduled performance reporting dates by contacting the Science Officer or Grant Specialist assigned to your award. This disclosure must include a statement of the action taken, or contemplated, and any assistance needed to resolve the situation

Sponsor: Department of Defense

Deadline(s): NA

Contact: For questions concerning this notice, please contact the Grants Specialist and Science Officer or Grants Officer’s Representative listed in your award

Link(s): No Link Provided

[NTW] [DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE]
JUST RELEASED! FY21 DoD BCRP, BMFRP, and LRP Program Announcements and DMDRP Pre-announcement

DOD CDMRP website
DOD FY21 Breast Cancer Research Program (BCRP) Bone Marrow Failure Research Program (BMFRP) Lupus Research Program (LRP)
R²eport
Friday Newsletter 12/17/2021

Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy (DMDRP)
CDMRP Webinar Series
Sponsor: Department of Defense
Deadline(s): Weekly DOD update; 04/30/2021
Contact: help@ebrap.org
Link(s): https://cdmrp.army.mil/funding/prgdefault
https://cdmrp.army.mil/funding/bcrp;
https://cdmrp.army.mil/funding/bmfrp
https://cdmrp.army.mil/funding/lrp;

[NTW] [DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE]
DoD/CDMRP Funding Opportunities update - 4/23/2021
Fiscal Year 2021 (FY21) Epilepsy Research Program (ERP)
Fiscal Year 2021 (FY21) Orthotics and Prosthetics Outcomes Research Program (OPORP)
Fiscal Year 2021 (FY21) Peer Reviewed Alzheimer’s Research Program (PRARP)
Fiscal Year 2021 (FY21) Peer Reviewed Cancer Research Program (PRCRP)
Fiscal Year 2021 (FY21) Peer Reviewed Orthopaedic Research Program (PRORP)
Fiscal Year 2021 (FY21) Prostate Cancer Research Program (PCRP)
Fiscal Year 2021 (FY21) Spinal Cord Injury Research Program (SCIRP)
Fiscal Year 2021 (FY21) Tick-Borne Disease Research Program (TBDRP)
Fiscal Year 2021 (FY21) Tuberous Sclerosis Complex Research Program (TSCRP)
Subscribe to the DOD ListServ
SPA Project Officer
Sponsor: Department of Defense
Deadline(s): Please see individual opportunities
Contact: Feel free to contact your SPA Project Officer with any questions
Link(s): https://cdmrp.army.mil/funding/prgdefault
https://ebrap.org/eBRAP/programSubscription/Subscribe.htm

[NTW] [DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE]
Current, FY 2020 Department of Defense Funding Opportunities
Sponsor: Department of Defense
Deadline(s): Please see piecemeal programs and their individual opportunities for Deadlines
Contact: CDMRP Help Desk, help@ebrap.org
Link(s): https://cdmrp.army.mil/funding/prgdefault
[NTW] [DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE]
Fiscal Year 2021 (FY21) Autism Research Program (ARP)
Fiscal Year 2021 (FY21) Peer Reviewed Medical Research Program (PRMRP)
Fiscal Year 2021 (FY21) Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis Research Program (ALSRP)
Fiscal Year 2021 (FY21) Breast Cancer Research Program (BCRP)
Fiscal Year 2021 (FY21) Combat Casualty Care Research Program (JPC-6)
Fiscal Year 2021 (FY21) Gulf War Illness Research Program (GWIRP)
Fiscal Year 2021 (FY21) Lung Cancer Research Program (LCRP)
Fiscal Year 2021 (FY21) Ovarian Cancer Research Program (OCRP)
Fiscal Year 2021 (FY21) Peer Reviewed Cancer Research Program (PRCRP)
Fiscal Year 2021 (FY21) Tick-Borne Disease Research Program (TBDRP)

**Sponsor:** Department of Defense  
**Deadline(s):** Later April, Early May (Pre-Applications); Please see piecemeal opportunities  
**Contact:** help@ebrap.org  
**Link(s):** [https://cdmrp.army.mil/funding/prgdefault](https://cdmrp.army.mil/funding/prgdefault)  
[https://cdmrp.army.mil/funding/prmrp](https://cdmrp.army.mil/funding/prmrp)

[NTW] [NIH COVID-19 RESEARCH WEBSITE]
NIH’s COVID-19 Research Website  
NIH’s COVID-19 Research Website - NEXUS

**Sponsor:** NIH  
**Deadline(s):** NA  
**Contact:** ExtramuralNexus@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** [https://covid19.nih.gov/](https://covid19.nih.gov/)  
[https://www.nih.gov/research-training/medical-research-initiatives/activ](https://www.nih.gov/research-training/medical-research-initiatives/activ)  
[https://www.nih.gov/research-training/medical-research-initiatives/radx](https://www.nih.gov/research-training/medical-research-initiatives/radx)  
[https://www.state.gov/coronavirus/](https://www.state.gov/coronavirus/)  

[NTW] [COVID-19]
Your Questions Answered: COVID-19 Vaccines, Archival Webinar 04.08.2021, with Gary Miller and Kellie Bryant

**Sponsor:** Office of the Dean
**Deadlines:** 04/08/2021 (Archival Event Date)

**Contact:** Lauren Sagnella, Associate Director of Special Events, 212-305-9737; las2336@cumc.columbia.edu

**Link(s):** https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XWWKe9HF0A

**Additional Information:** Kellie Bryant, DNP, WHNP, CHSE, Columbia School of Nursing and Gary W. Miller, PhD Columbia Mailman School of Public Health discuss Covid-19 Vaccines

---

**[NTW] [COVID-19]**

**NIH Funding Opportunities Specific to COVID-19 Webpage**

**CU RESEARCH SPA COVID-19 Funding Opportunities Webpage**

**Sponsor:** NIH

**Deadlines:** NA, 07/08/2020 (Release Date)

**Contact:** [brought to our attention by] Stephanie F. Scott, MS, CRA; Director of Policy and Research Development; Columbia Research; Sponsored Projects Administration; sfs2110@cumc.columbia.edu

**Website:** https://spa.columbia.edu/

**Link(s):**
- https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/COVID-Related.cfm [NIH Funding Opportunities Specific to COVID-19]
- https://research.columbia.edu/COVID-19_Research/Researchers/FundingOpps [CU RESEARCH SPA COVID-19 Funding Opportunities webpage]

---

**[NTW] [DEDICATED CU WEBSITE, COVID-19: FAQS AND RESOURCES RELATING TO RESEARCH]**

**CU Website Dedicated to COVID-19: FAQs and Resources Relating to Research**

**Sponsor:** https://research.columbia.edu

**Deadlines:** NA

**Contact:** Contact COVID19_research@columbia.edu for all research-related questions.

**Link(s):**
- https://research.columbia.edu/COVID-19_Research

**Additional Information:** COVID-19: FAQs and Resources Relating to Research; The Offices of the Executive Vice President for Research are continuing to monitor the impact of COVID-19 on research activities. See our new dedicated website COVID-19: FAQs and Resources Relating to Research. This website is updated daily. Contact COVID19_research@columbia.edu for all research-related questions.

---

**[NTW] [MENTAL HEALTH DISORDERS]**

**Clinical Trials to Test the Effectiveness of Treatment, Preventive, and Services Interventions (Collaborative R01 Clinical Trial Required)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health

**Deadlines:** 02/15/2022; 06/15/2022; 10/14/2022; 02/15/2023; 06/15/2023; 10/17/2023; 02/15/2024; 02/16/2024 (Expiration)

**Contact:** For Studies involving therapeutic and preventive interventions: Joel Sherrill, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-443-2477; Email: jsherril@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-129.html
[NTW] [MENTAL HEALTH DISORDERS]
Clinical Trials to Test the Effectiveness of Treatment, Preventive, and Services Interventions (R01 Clinical Trial Required)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health

**Deadline(s):** 02/15/2022; 06/15/2022; 10/14/2022; 02/15/2023; 06/15/2023; 10/17/2023; 02/15/2024; 02/16/2024 (Expiration)

**Contact:** For Studies involving therapeutic and preventive interventions: Joel Sherrill, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-443-2477; Email: jsherril@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-130.html

[NTW] [MENTAL HEALTH DISORDERS]
Using Just-in-Time Adaptive Interventions to Optimize Established Adolescent Mental Health Treatments (R61/R33 Clinical Trial Required)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health

**Deadline(s):** 02/22/2023; 02/23/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Mary Rooney, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-827-1325; Email: mary.rooney@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/RFA-MH-22-150.html

[NTW] [MENTAL HEALTH DISORDERS]
Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement: Effectiveness and Implementation Research for Post-Acute Interventions to Optimize Long-Term Mental Health Outcomes in Low- and Middle-Income Countries (R34 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health

**Deadline(s):** 12/09/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Leonardo Cubillos, MD, MPH; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Email: leonardo.cubillos@nih.gov


[NTW] [MENTAL HEALTH DISORDERS]
Innovative Mental Health Services Research Not Involving Clinical Trials (R01 Clinical Trials Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health

**Deadline(s):** 02/05/2022; 02/05/2024; 06/05/2024; 09/08/2024 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Michael C. Freed, Ph.D., EMT; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-443-3747; Email: michael.freed@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-316.html
[NTW] [MENTAL HEALTH DISORDERS]
Notice of Extension to PA-18-908, "New Computational Methods for Understanding the Functional Role of DNA Variants that are Associated with Mental Disorders (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)"

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health  
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2022 (New Expiration) [PA-18-908]  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Alexander Arguello, PhD; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-827-3547; Email: alexander.arguello@nih.gov  

**Additional Information:** PA-18-908 - New Computational Methods for Understanding the Functional Role of DNA Variants that are Associated with Mental Disorders (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed); This Notice extends the expiration date for Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) PA-18-908, "New Computational Methods for Understanding the Functional Role of DNA Variants that are Associated with Mental Disorders (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)". The dates have been modified to add one additional receipt due date, thereby extending the expiration date from January 8, 2022 to May 8, 2022.

[NTW] [MENTAL HEALTH DISORDERS]
Notice of Extension to PA-18-907, "New Computational Methods for Understanding the Functional Role of DNA Variants that are Associated with Mental Disorders (R01 (Collab) Clinical Trial Not Allowed)"

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health  
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2022 (New Expiration) [PA-18-907]  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Alexander Arguello, PhD; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-827-3547; Email: alexander.arguello@nih.gov  

**Additional Information:** Related Announcements: PA-18-907 - New Computational Methods for Understanding the Functional Role of DNA Variants that are Associated with Mental Disorders (R01 (Collab) Clinical Trial Not Allowed); This Notice extends the expiration date for Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) PA-18-907, "New Computational Methods for Understanding the Functional Role of DNA Variants that are Associated with Mental Disorders (R01 (Collab) Clinical Trial Not Allowed)". The dates have been modified to add one additional receipt due date, thereby extending the expiration date from January 8, 2022 to May 8, 2022.

[NTW] [MENTAL HEALTH DISORDERS]
NIMH Exploratory/Developmental Research Grant (R21 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health  
**Deadline(s):** 10/16/2023; 02/16/2024; 05/08/2024 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Division of Neuroscience and Basic Behavioral Science; Susan Koester, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: (301) 443-3563; Email: koesters@mail.nih.gov  
[NTW] [MENTAL HEALTH DISORDERS]

Pilot Effectiveness Trials for Treatment, Preventive and Services Interventions (R34 Clinical Trial Required)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health  

**Deadline(s):** 02/15/2022; 06/15/2022; 10/14/2022; 02/15/2023; 06/15/2023; 10/17/2023; 02/15/2024; 02/16/2024  

**Contact:** For Studies involving therapeutic and preventive interventions: Joel Sherrill, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-443-2477; Email: jsherril@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-131.html

[NTW] [MENTAL HEALTH DISORDERS]

Confirmatory Efficacy Clinical Trials of Non-Pharmacological Interventions for Mental Disorders (R01 Clinical Trial Required)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health  

**Deadline(s):** 02/15/2022; 06/15/2022; 10/14/2022; 02/15/2023; 06/15/2023; 10/17/2023; 02/15/2024; 02/16/2024  

**Contact:** Adam Haim, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-435-3593; Email: haima@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-132.html

[NTW] [MENTAL HEALTH DISORDERS]

First in Human and Early Stage Clinical Trials of Novel Investigational Drugs or Devices for Psychiatric Disorders (U01 Clinical Trial Required)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health  

**Deadline(s):** 02/15/2022; 06/15/2022; 10/14/2022; 02/15/2023; 06/15/2023; 10/17/2023; 02/15/2024; 02/16/2024  

**Contact:** Enrique Michelotti, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-443-5415; Email: michelottiel@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-133.html

[NTW] [MENTAL HEALTH DISORDERS]

Development of Psychosocial Therapeutic and Preventive Interventions for Mental Disorders (R33 Clinical Trial Required)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health  

**Deadline(s):** 02/15/2022; 06/15/2022; 10/14/2022; 02/15/2023; 06/15/2023; 10/17/2023; 02/15/2024; 02/16/2024  

**Contact:** Alexander Talkovsky, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-827-7614; Email: alexander.talkovsky@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-134.html
[NTW] [MENTAL HEALTH DISORDERS]
Development of Psychosocial Therapeutic and Preventive Interventions for Mental Disorders (R61/R33 Clinical Trial Required)

Sponsor: National Institute of Mental Health
Deadline(s): 02/15/2022; 06/15/2022; 10/14/2022; 02/15/2023; 06/15/2023; 10/17/2023; 02/15/2024; 02/16/2024 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Alexander Talkovsky, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-827-7614; Email: alexander.talkovsky@nih.gov

[NTW] [MENTAL HEALTH DISORDERS]
Early Stage Testing of Pharmacologic or Device-based Interventions for the Treatment of Mental Disorders (R33 - Clinical Trial Required)

Sponsor: National Institute of Mental Health
Deadline(s): 02/15/2022; 06/15/2022; 10/14/2022; 02/15/2023; 06/15/2023; 10/17/2023; 02/15/2024; 02/16/2024 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); For Pediatric Studies: Margaret Grabb, Ph.D.
National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-443-3563; Email: mgrabb@mail.nih.gov

[NTW] [MENTAL HEALTH DISORDERS]
Implementing and Sustaining Evidence-Based Mental Health Practices in Low-Resource Settings to Achieve Equity in Outcomes (R34 Clinical Trial Required)

Sponsor: National Institute of Mental Health
Deadline(s): 02/16/2022; 02/16/2024; 06/16/2024; 09/08/2024 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Denise Pintello, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-451-1481; Email: denise.pintello@nih.gov
[NTW] [MENTAL HEALTH DISORDERS]
Effectiveness of Implementing Sustainable Evidence-Based Mental Health Practices in Low-Resource Settings to Achieve Mental Health Equity for Traditionally Underserved Populations (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health  
**Deadline(s):** 02/05/2022; 02/05/2024; 06/05/2024; 09/08/2024 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Denise Pintello, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-451-1481; Email: denise.pintello@nih.gov  

[NTW] [MENTAL HEALTH DISORDERS]
Initiation of a Mental Health Family Navigator Model to Promote Early Access, Engagement and Coordination of Needed Mental Health Services for Children and Adolescents (R01 Clinical Trial Required)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health  
**Deadline(s):** 02/05/2022; 02/05/2024; 06/05/2024; 09/08/2024 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Denise Pintello, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-451-1481; Email: denise.pintello@nih.gov  

[NTW] [MENTAL HEALTH DISORDERS]
Pilot Studies to Test the Initiation of a Mental Health Family Navigator Model to Promote Early Access, Engagement and Coordination of Needed Mental Health Services for Children and Adolescents (R34 Clinical Trial Required)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health  
**Deadline(s):** 02/16/2022; 02/16/2024; 06/16/2024; 09/08/2024 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Denise Pintello, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-451-1481; Email: denise.pintello@nih.gov  

[NTW] [INTERVENTIONS]
Feasibility Clinical Trials of Mind and Body Interventions for NCCIH High Priority Research Topics (R34 Clinical Trial Required)

**Sponsor:** National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health  
**Deadline(s):** 02/18/2022; 10/20/2023; 02/20/2024; 03/12/2024 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Peter Murray, Ph.D.; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health (NCCIH); Telephone: 301-496-4054; Email: peter.murray@nih.gov
[NTW] [INTERVENTIONS]
NCCIH Multi-Site Feasibility Clinical Trials of Mind and Body Interventions (R01 Clinical Trial Required)

**Sponsor:** National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health  
**Deadline(s):** 02/18/2022; 10/20/2023; 02/20/2024; 03/12/2024 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Della White, Ph.D.; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health (NCCIH); Telephone: 301-827-6538; Email: della.white@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-240.html

[NTW] [INTERVENTIONS]
Data Coordinating Center for NCCIH Multi-Site Investigator-Initiated Clinical Trials of Mind and Body Interventions (Collaborative U24 Clinical Trial Required)

**Sponsor:** National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health  
**Deadline(s):** 02/18/2022; 10/20/2023; 02/20/2024; 03/12/2024 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Lanay Mudd, Ph.D.; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health (NCCIH); Telephone: 301-594-9346; Email: lanay.mudd@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-241.html

[NTW] [INTERVENTIONS]
Clinical Coordinating Center for NCCIH Multi-Site Investigator-Initiated Clinical Trials of Mind and Body Interventions (Collaborative UG3/UH3 Clinical Trial Required)

**Sponsor:** National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health  
**Deadline(s):** 02/18/2022; 10/20/2023; 02/20/2024; 03/12/2024 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Lanay Mudd, Ph.D.; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health (NCCIH); Telephone: 301-594-9346; Email: lanay.mudd@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-242.html

[NTW] [INTERVENTIONS]
NIH Health Care Systems Research Collaboratory - Pragmatic and Implementation Trials of Embedded Interventions (UG3/UH3, Clinical Trials Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Nursing Research; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research; Office of Disease Prevention  
**Deadline(s):** 06/17/2022; 06/18/2022 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Wendy Weber, ND, PhD, MPH; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health (NCCIH); Telephone: 301-402-1272; Email: weberwj@mail.nih.gov
[NTW] [INTERVENTIONS]

**Risk and Protective Factors of Family Health and Family Level Interventions (R01 - Clinical Trial Optional)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Cancer Institute; National Institute of Nursing Research; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research; Office of Disease Prevention; Office of Research on Women's Health

**Deadline(s):** 06/05/2022; 10/05/2022; 01/07/2025; 05/07/2025; 05/08/2025 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Deborah E. Linares, PhD, MA; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities (NIMHD); Telephone: 301-402-2516; Email: Deborah.Linares@nih.gov


[NTW] [MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH]

**Announcement of Childcare Costs for Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Award (NRSA) Individual Fellows**

Extramural Nexus

**How do I request childcare costs in my fellowship application**

**Sponsor:** NIH

**Deadline(s):** 03/15/2021 (Release Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all grants policy inquiries to: NIH Office of Policy for Extramural Research Administration; Division of Grants Policy; Email: grantspolicy@nih.gov; For general inquiries about fellowships and career development programs please contact: Division of Biomedical Research Workforce; Office of Extramural Research; Website: [https://researchtraining.nih.gov](https://researchtraining.nih.gov); Email: NIHTrain@mail.nih.gov


https://nexus.od.nih.gov/all/2021/03/02/announcement-of-childcare-costs-for-ruth-l-kirschstein-national-research-service-award-nrsa-supported-individual-fellows/

https://nexus.od.nih.gov/all/2021/03/19/how-do-i-request-childcare-costs-in-my-fellowship-application/

**Additional Information:** Earlier today, NIH issued corrected instructions to request childcare costs for recipients of NRSA individual fellowships. See [NOT-OD-21-074](https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-21-074.html), which replaces to announcement NOT-OD-21-069 referenced below. NIH also updated its FAQs; If you have any questions regarding how to make the request in a fellowship application, RPPR, or administrative supplement, please contact your SPA Project Officer. We'll provide you with any updates [brought to our attention by] Stephanie Scott, Announcement of Childcare Costs for Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Award (NRSA) Supported Individual Fellows; This week NIH announced a new policy to allow for childcare support costs to recipients of NRSA individual fellowships (i.e., F31, F32, etc). These costs must be specifically requested in new, continuation applications or through administrative supplements beginning on or after April 8, 2021. Please read the full announcement at [NOT-OD-21-069](https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-21-069.html), the FAQs, and supplementary information below.; **Some key takeaways:** The policy applies to full-time NIH-NRSA supported individual fellowship applicants and awardees. However, additional information is forthcoming later this year regarding expanding the policy to trainees on institutional training grants, anticipated for FY2022.; Each fellow is eligible to receive $2,500 per budget period for childcare costs. The childcare cost amount is not determined by number of children.; Childcare costs are permitted for dependent children living in the eligible fellow’s home from birth under the age of 13, or children who are disabled and under age 18.; Eligible childcare is care that is licensed and/or regulated by state and/or local authorities. See FAQs for more details.;

**COLUMBIA**

**Research Resources**

mailman.columbia.edu/r2
At a minimum, recipients must obtain and retain documentation verifying that a childcare provider is licensed and/or regulated by state and/or local authorities, and must document that the fellow is eligible to receive the childcare costs and has eligible dependents. The childcare cost is restricted for that purpose and cannot be rebudgeted without prior written approval from the NIH awarding IC. If you have any questions regarding how to make the request in the fellowship application, RPPR, or administrative supplement, please contact your SPA Project Officer. The announcement NOT-OD-21-069, and the FAQs, provide instructions on how to make the childcare support request. We’ll provide further guidance on these new costs at a later date.

Feed: blog – NIH Extramural Nexus; Posted on: Tuesday, March 2, 2021 11:40 AM; Author: Mike Lauer; Subject: Announcement of Childcare Costs for Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Award (NRSA) Supported Individual Fellows; View article; Subsequently, NIH posted this blog, with screen shot, to assist applicants with the request for childcare costs. If you have any questions regarding how to make the request in a fellowship application, RPPR, or administrative supplement, please contact your SPA Project Officer. We’ll provide you with any updates.

[NTW] [MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH]
Elucidating the Role of Nutrition in Care and Development of Preterm Infants (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)

Sponsor: National Institutes of Health NIH; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development NICHD

Deadline(s): 03/30/2022; 03/31/2022 (Expiration)

Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Daniel J. Raiten, PhD; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); Telephone: 301-435-7586; Email: raitend@mail.nih.gov


[NTW] [MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH]
Expert-Driven Small Projects to Strengthen Gabriella Miller Kids First Discovery (R03 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

Sponsor: Office of Strategic Coordination (Common Fund)

Deadline(s): 06/10/2022; 06/11/2022 (Expiration)

Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); James Coulombe, Ph.D.; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); Telephone: 301-451-1390; Email: CoulombeJ@mail.nih.gov


[NTW] [MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH]
Child Health Research Career Development Award (CHRCDA) Program (K12 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

Sponsor: Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development

Deadline(s): 03/30/2022; 03/31/2022 (Expiration)

Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Karen K. Winer, MD; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); Telephone: 301-435-6877; Email: winerk@mail.nih.gov

[NTW] [MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH]
Innovative Screening Approaches and Therapies for Screenable Disorders in Newborns (R01 - Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development

**Deadline(s):** 02/05/2022; 11/05/2024; 11/06/2024 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Mollie Minear, Ph.D.; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); Telephone: 301-827-9442; Email: mollie.minear@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-353.html

[NTW] [MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH]
Innovative Screening Approaches and Therapies for Screenable Disorders in Newborns (R03 - Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development

**Deadline(s):** 02/16/2022; 11/16/2024; 11/17/2024 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Mollie Minear, Ph.D.; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); Telephone: 301-827-9442; Email: mollie.minear@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-354.html

[NTW] [MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH]
Innovative Screening Approaches and Therapies for Screenable Disorders in Newborns (R21 - Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development

**Deadline(s):** 02/16/2022; 11/16/2024; 11/17/2024 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Mollie Minear, Ph.D.; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); Telephone: 301-827-9442; Email: mollie.minear@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-355.html

[NTW] [MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH]
Elucidating the Role of Nutrition in Care and Development of Preterm Infants (R01 - Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** NIH

**Deadline(s):** 03/30/2022; 03/31/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Daniel J. Raiten, PhD; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); Telephone: 301-435-7586; Email: raitend@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/RFA-HD-22-023.html

[NTW] [MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH]
Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Dietary, Physical Activity, Sedentary Behavior and
Sleep Assessment Methodologies Among Infants and Young Children (Birth to 5 years) through Adults

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; *Eunice Kennedy Shriver* National Institute of Child Health and Human Development

**Deadline(s):** 02/05/2022 (First Available Due Date) 05/08/2023 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contacts: Kirsten Herrick, PhD, MSc; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-5734; Email: kirsten.herrick@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-CA-21-108.html

[NTW] [MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH]

**Notice of Information: Upcoming Prize Competition Announcement for the NIH Technology Accelerator Challenge - Maternal Health**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering

**Deadline(s):** 10/06/2021 (Release Date); 11/2021 (Expected Announcement Release Date, with Submission Window through 02/2022)

**Contact:** Tiffani Bailey Lash, Ph.D.; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering (NIBIB); Telephone: 301-496-4778; Email: NIBIBChallenge@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-EB-21-028.html

**Additional Information:** The National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering (NIBIB) intends to publish a prize competition announcement to solicit entries for the NIH Technology Accelerator Challenge (NTAC): Maternal Health. NIBIB intends to launch this prize competition in order to spur and reward the development of low-cost, point-of-care molecular, cellular, and/or metabolic sensing and diagnostic technologies to guide rapid clinical decision-making, improve patient outcomes, and ultimately prevent maternal morbidity and mortality.; This Notice is being provided to inform potential participants of the upcoming opportunity to compete in the NTAC: Maternal Health prize competition and to begin developing innovative solutions that meet the Challenge’s goals.; The announcement is expected to be published in November 2021 with an expected submission window through February 2022.; NIBIB intends to award cash prizes to eligible winners of this prize competition https://www.nibib.nih.gov/research-program/NIH-Technology-Accelerator-Challenge.

[NTW] [MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH]

**Announcement of Childcare Costs for Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Award (NRSA) Institutional Research Training Awards**

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health

**Deadline(s):** 09/23/2021 (Release Date)

**Contact:** NIH Office of Policy for Extramural Research Administration; Division of Grants Policy; grantspolicy@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-21-177.html

**Additional Information:** In April 2021, NIH began providing childcare cost support to recipients of full-time NRSA fellowships in recognition that the high cost of childcare impacts graduate students and post-doctorates funded through NRSA fellowships, and hinders their ability to successfully complete their training and fully participate in the extramural research workforce NOT-
As Phase 2 of this initiative, anticipated for awards made beginning in Fiscal Year 2022, NIH will begin providing childcare cost support to full-time predoctoral and postdoctoral trainees appointed on NRSA institutional research training awards.

[NTW] [MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH]
Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Reissue of Elucidating the Role of Nutrition in Care and Development of Preterm Infants (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development

**Deadline(s):** 03/28/2022 (First Estimated Application Due Date)

**Contact:** Daniel J. Raiten, Ph.D.; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); 301-435-7586; raitend@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-HD-21-042.html

[NTW] [MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH]
Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Administrative Supplements for NIMH Grants to Expand Perinatal Mental Health Interventions and Services Research

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health

**Deadline(s):** 04/01/2022 (First Available Due Date); 04/02/2022 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Lauren D. Hill, PhD; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-443-2638; Email: hillla@mail.nih.gov


[NTW] [MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH]
Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Using Systems Science Methodologies to Protect and Improve Child and Reproductive Population Health

**Sponsor:** Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Cancer Institute; Office of Disease Prevention

**Deadline(s):** 06/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 05/08/2024 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to the contacts in Section VII of the listed funding opportunity announcements with the following additions/substitutions: Regina M. Bures, Ph.D.; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); Telephone: 301-496-9485; Email: regina.bures@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-HD-20-032.html

[NTW] [MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH]
Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Reproductive Health, Pregnancy, and Parenting among Women with Disabilities

**Sponsor:** Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development
Deadline(s): 06/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 05/31/2024 (Expiration Date)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); For Preconception and Gynecologic Health Topics; Rosalind King, Ph.D.; Telephone: 301-435-6986; Email: kingros@mail.nih.gov

[NTW] [MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH]
Screening and Functional Validation of Human Birth Defects Genomic Variants (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)
Sponsor: Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; Division of Program Coordination, Planning and Strategic Initiatives, Office of Research Infrastructure Programs
Deadline(s): 02/05/2025; 05/08/2025 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); Mahua Mukhopadhyay, Ph.D.; Telephone: 301-435-6886; Email: mukhopam@mail.nih.gov

[NTW] [MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH]
Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Reduction of Sudden Unexpected Infant Death and Sudden Infant Death Syndrome
Sponsor: Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development
Deadline(s): 06/16/2021 (First Available Due Date); 05/08/2023 (Expiration Date)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Marion Koso-Thomas M.D, MPH; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); Telephone: 301-435-6873; Email: kosomari@mail.nih.gov

[NTW] [MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH]
Notice of Information: NIMH High-Priority Areas for Research on Women's Mental Health during the Perinatal Period
Sponsor: National Institute of Mental Health
Deadline(s): 06/23/2021 (Release Date)
Contact: Tamara Lewis Johnson, MPH, MBA; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: (301) 594-7963; Email: tamara.lewisjohnson@nih.gov
Additional Information: The purpose of this notice is to outline high priority areas of research related to women's mental health during the perinatal period. NIMH is interested in receiving applications that will provide new knowledge in perinatal mental disorders and that will test strategies for translating this knowledge into improved diagnostics, therapies, and services to improve women's mental health during the perinatal period. This Notice of Information applies broadly to most but not all Funding Opportunity Announcements (FOAs) that are aligned with NIMH research priorities.
**[NTW] [MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH]**

**Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): High Priority Areas in Placental Research for Healthy Pregnancies**

**Sponsor:** Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development  
**Deadline(s):** 10/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 10/06/2024 (Expiration Date)  
**Contact:**  
Scientific/Research Contact(s): General scientific inquires (including contacts for areas of particular scientific interest): Areas 1 & 2; John V. Ilekis, PhD; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); Pregnancy and Perinatology Branch; Telephone: 301-435-6895; Email: ilekisj@nih.gov


---

**[NTW] [WOMEN’S HEALTH]**

**Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Supporting Women’s Health Research in the IDeA States through the Centers of Biomedical Research Excellence (COBRE) Phase I Program**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of General Medical Sciences; Office of Research on Women’s Health  
**Deadline(s):** 01/27/2022 (First Available Due Date); 01/28/2022 (Expiration Date)  
**Contact:** Crina Frincu, Ph.D.; National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS); Email: cfirincu@mail.nih.gov


**Additional Information:** Related Announcements: PAR-19-313 - Centers of Biomedical Research Excellence (COBRE) Phase 1 (P20 Clinical Trial Optional)

---

**[NTW] [WOMEN’S HEALTH]**

**Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Research on the Health of Women of Understudied, Underrepresented and Underreported (U3) Populations (Admin Supp Clinical Trial Optional)**

**Advancing Science for the Health of Women: The Trans-NIH Strategic Plan for Women’s Health Research**

**Sponsor:** Office of Research on Women’s Health; National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Nursing Research; Office of Disease Prevention  
**Deadline(s):** 01/31/2022 (First Available Due Date); 02/01/2023 (Expiration Date)  
**Contact:** Damiya (Miya) Whitaker, PsyD, MA; Office of Research on Women’s Health (ORWH); Telephone: 301-451-8206; Email contact damiya.whitaker@nih.gov

Additional Information: ORWH announces administrative supplements to support research on the health of women in U3 populations; https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-22-031.html; National Institutes of Health; Office of Research on Women’s Health; ORWH Announces Administrative Supplements to Support Research on the Health of Women in U3 Populations; ORWH has announced the availability of administrative supplements to support research highlighting health inequities among populations of women in the U.S. that are understudied, underrepresented, and underreported (U3) in biomedical research. Applications should provide robust study designs that would explore sex and gender influences and social determinants of health in order to reduce health inequities. The proposed research must address at least one objective from strategic goal 1, 2, or 3 of Advancing Science for the Health of Women: The Trans-NIH Strategic Plan for Women's Health Research.; There is a complex intersection of internal (e.g., genetics) and external institutional and structural forces (e.g., social determinants of health and experiences of trauma) that play a role in the health status, disease presentation, treatment responses, and health-related quality of life of women across the life course. These administrative supplements will support projects highlighting common sources of disparities in the health of women and girls, with an emphasis on projects that propose to integrate measures beyond the individual level and consider perspectives from multiple disciplines. A broad range of research topics studied at the preclinical, clinical, behavioral, and translational levels are encouraged. Proposals incorporating multilevel interventions, using community-engaged approaches, and focusing on one or more NIH-designated health disparity populations are also desired.; Applications are due January 31, 2022.

[NTW] [WOMEN’S HEALTH]
Mood and Psychosis Symptoms during the Menopause Transition (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)
Sponsor: National Institute of Mental Health
Deadline(s): 02/05/2022; 01/08/2025 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Laura M. Rowland, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-480-8335; Email: laura.rowland@nih.gov

[NTW] [WOMEN’S HEALTH]
Mood and Psychosis Symptoms during the Menopause Transition (R21 Clinical Trial Optional)
Sponsor: National Institute of Mental Health
Deadline(s): 02/16/2022; 01/08/2025 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Laura M. Rowland, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-480-8335; Email: laura.rowland@nih.gov

[NTW] [WOMEN’S HEALTH/HIV]
American Women: Assessing Risk Epidemiologically (AWARE) (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)
Sponsor: National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Mental Health; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research; Office of Research on Women’s Health

Deadline(s): 12/09/2021; 12/10/2021 (Expiration)

Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s): Joanna Roe, BA; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID); Telephone: 240-627-3213; Email: jroe@niaid.nih.gov


Additional Information: This Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) will support research that combines epidemiologic methods, digital technology, and data science approaches to better understand HIV prevention, transmission, and early care-cascade points for women living in the US. Applications must: 1) determine the best ways to identify, enroll, and retain cohorts of women living in the United States (US) who are behaviorally vulnerable to HIV; and 2) develop a knowledgebase comprised of cohort data from women augmented with other data sources including big data sources. Findings should not only lead to a better understanding of how women remain vulnerable to HIV but also inform future pilot interventions aimed at decreasing the incidence of HIV and other sexually transmitted infections (STIs) among cisgender, transgender, and gender non-conforming women.

[NTW] [SEXUAL HARASSMENT]

NIH issues funding opportunity for studies on mitigating sexual harassment in the biomedical research enterprise (govdelivery.com)

NOT-OD-21-150: Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Interventions Designed to Change the Culture to Mitigate or Eliminate Sexual Harassment in the Biomedical Research Enterprise (nih.gov)

Sponsor: National Institutes of Health; Office of Research on Women’s Health; National Eye Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Nursing Research

Deadline(s): 10/13/2021 (First Available Due Date); 10/14/2023 (Expiration)

Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s): Lisa Begg, Dr.P.H., RN; Office of Research on Women’s Health (ORWH); Telephone: 301-496-3975; Email: beggl@od.nih.gov

Link(s): https://content.govdelivery.com/accounts/USNIHORWH/bulletins/2f60f85

Additional Information: NIH issues funding opportunity for studies on mitigating sexual harassment in the biomedical research enterprise; National Institutes of Health; Office of Research on Women’s Health; NIH issues funding opportunity for studies on mitigating sexual harassment in the biomedical research enterprise (govdelivery.com); NIH NOSI to Support Studies on Mitigating Sexual Harassment in the Biomedical Research Enterprise; ORWH has announced its participation in Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Interventions Designed to Change the Culture to Mitigate or Eliminate Sexual Harassment in the Biomedical Research Enterprise NOT-OD-21-150. The cumulative effect of sexual harassment has a devastating and costly impact on individuals and the Nation. There are emotional, physical, mental, and legal consequences, which may have a direct impact on individual performance and career advancement, as well as social and fiscal effects on institutional settings, students, and co-workers.; The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine report titled Sexual Harassment of Women: Climate, Culture, and Consequences in Academic Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine demonstrates the urgent need to develop new partnerships to address this challenging
problem. NIH is encouraging applications to test interventions that would be designed to change the culture and mitigate or eliminate sexual harassment in the biomedical research enterprise.; The first available due date for funding opportunity submissions is October 13, 2021, and subsequent receipt dates will extend through October 14, 2023.

[NTW] [SUBSTANCE USE DISORDERS/MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH]

Prevention and Intervention Approaches for Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders (R34 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism  
**Deadline(s):** 02/17/2022; 06/17/2022; 10/18/2022; 02/17/2023; 06/19/2023; 10/17/2023; 10/18/2023 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Preclinical Studies and Medical Care; William Dunty, PhD  
National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); Telephone: 301-443-7351; Email: duntyw@mail.nih.gov  

[NTW] [SUBSTANCE USE DISORDERS/MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH]

Prevention and Intervention Approaches for Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders (R61/R33 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism  
**Deadline(s):** 02/17/2022; 06/17/2022; 10/18/2022; 02/17/2023; 06/19/2023; 10/17/2023; 10/18/2023 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Preclinical Studies and Medical Care; William Dunty, PhD  
National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); Telephone: 301-443-7351; Email: duntyw@mail.nih.gov  

[NTW] [SUBSTANCE USE DISORDERS]

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Epidemiology and Prevention of Alcohol Misuse in Understudied Young Adult Populations; Military, Workforce, and Community College  
**Sponsor:** National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism  
**Deadline(s):** 06/05/2022 (First Available Due Date); 09/09/2025 (Expiration Date)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Bradley Kerridge, Ph.D.; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); Phone: 301 827 7493; Email: bradley.kerridge@nih.gov  

[NTW] [SUBSTANCE USE DISORDERS]

Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for NIDA Research Center of Excellence Grant Program (P50 Clinical Trial Optional)  
**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse  
**Deadline(s):** 09/27/2022 (First Estimated Application Due Date)
Contact: Roger Little, Ph.D.; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); 301-435-1316; Roger.Little@nih.gov
Link(s): http://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DA-21-084.html

[NTW] [SUBSTANCE USE DISORDERS]
Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Reducing Stigma Related to Drug Use in Human Service Settings
Sponsor: National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Mental Health
Deadline(s): 02/05/2022 (First Available Due Date); 01/08/2025 (Expiration Date)
Contact: Please direct all inquiries to the contacts in Section VII of the listed funding opportunity announcements with the following additions/substitutions: Richard A. Jenkins PhD; National Institute on Drug Abuse NIDA; Telephone:301-443-1923; Email: jenkinsri@mail.nih.gov

[NTW] [SUBSTANCE USE DISORDERS]
HEAL Initiative: Development of Therapies and Technologies Directed at Enhanced Pain Management (R41/R42 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)
Sponsor: National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Nursing Research; National Library of Medicine; Division of Program Coordination, Planning and Strategic Initiatives, Office of Research Infrastructure Programs
Deadline(s): 01/06/2022; 04/06/2022; 09/08/2022; 09/09/2022 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Emily Caporello, Ph.D.; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); Phone: 301-496-1778; Email: Emily.caporello@nih.gov

[NTW] [SUBSTANCE USE DISORDERS]
Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for HEAL Initiative: Developing Quantitative Imaging and Other Relevant Biomarkers of Myofascial Tissues for Clinical Pain Management
Sponsor: NIH; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health (NCCIH); National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases (NIAMS); National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering (NIBIB); National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research (NIDCR); National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS)
Deadline(s): 12/15/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date);
Contact: Please direct all inquiries to: Wen G. Chen, Ph.D.; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health (NCCIH); 301-451-3989; chenw@mail.nih.gov
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-AT-21-012.html

**Additional Information:** The National Institutes of Health (NIH) intends to publish one Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) to solicit applications on the development of innovative quantitative imaging and other relevant biomarkers of myofascial tissues for pain management in human subjects using a two-phase grant funding mechanism.

**[NTW] [SUBSTANCE USE DISORDERS]**

**Notice of Special Interest: Availability of Administrative Supplements for NIH HEAL Initiative Awardees to Make Data Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable (FAIR) Through the HEAL Data Ecosystem**

**Sponsor:** NIH

**Deadline(s):** 01/18/2022 (First Available Due Date); 01/19/2022 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Jessica Mazerik, Ph.D.; Helping to End Addiction Long-term Initiative; Immediate Office of the Director; Office of the Director; Jessica.mazerik@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-22-033.html

**[NTW] [SUBSTANCE USE DISORDERS]**

**Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Collaborative Partnership between Research Centers in Minority Institutions (RCMI) and Alcohol Research Centers (U54 Clinical Trial Optional)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism

**Deadline(s):** 12/15/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)

**Contact:** Abraham P. Bautista, Ph.D.; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); bautista@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-AA-21-038.html

**[NTW] [SUBSTANCE USE DISORDERS]**

**Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Accelerating the Pace of Drug Abuse Research Using Existing Data (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse

**Deadline(s):** 02/05/2022 (First Estimated Due Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Marsha F. Lopez, Ph.D., M.H.S; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); 240-535-6066; marsha.lopez@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DA-21-081.html

**[NTW] [SUBSTANCE USE DISORDERS]**

**Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Accelerating the Pace of Drug Abuse Research Using Existing Data (R21 Clinical Trial Optional)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse

**Deadline(s):** 02/05/2022 (First Estimated Due Date)
[NTW] [SUBSTANCE USE DISORDERS]

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): International Research Collaboration on Drug Abuse and Addiction Research

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse

**Deadline(s):** 10/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 09/08/2024 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to the Scientific/Research, Peer Review, and Financial/Grants Management contacts in Section VII of the listed funding opportunity announcements.; Steve Gust, Ph.D.; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: 301-402-1118; Email: sgust@nida.nih.gov


[NTW] [SUBSTANCE USE DISORDERS]

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Human Molecular Genetics of Substance Use Disorders

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA)

**Deadline(s):** 06/05/2020 (First Available Due Date); 09/08/2023 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Jonathan D. Pollock, Ph.D.; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: 301-435-1309; Email: pollock@mail.nih.gov


**Additional Information:**
This Notice encourages applications for research projects that identify, validate and/or functionally characterize loci, genetic variations and haplotypes that are associated with vulnerability to addiction and that potentially inform the likelihood of responsiveness to treatment. Data may be collected from the general population, special populations, recent admixed populations, and/or electronic medical records (EMR). Secondary data analysis of data collected from the general population, special populations, recent admixed populations, and/or animal models is also appropriate for this notice. Investigators are encouraged to include functional characterization, gene x gene interactions, gene x environment interactions, and gene x environment x development interactions.

[NTW] [SUBSTANCE USE DISORDERS]

Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for the NIH HEAL Initiative: Preventing Opioid Misuse and other Drug Use by Intervening on Social Determinants (R01 Clinical Trials Optional)
**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research  
**Deadline(s):** 01/07/2022 (First Estimated Application Due Date)  
**Contact:** Aria Davis Crump, Sc.D.; National Institute on Drug Abuse; 301-435-0881; aria.crump@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DA-21-050.html

**[NTW] [SUBSTANCE USE DISORDERS]**  
**Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for HEAL Initiative: Interdisciplinary Teams to Elucidate the Mechanisms of Device-Based Pain Relief (RM1 Clinical Trial Optional)**  
**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke  
**Deadline(s):** 11/01/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)  
**Contact:** Eric Hudak, PhD; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; 301-496-1779; NINDS-Devices@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-NS-21-066.html

**[NTW] [SUBSTANCE USE DISORDERS]**  
**Mechanisms of Alcohol Tolerance (R21/R33 Clinical Trial Optional)**  
**Sponsor:** National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism  
**Deadline(s):** 02/16/2022; 02/16/2024; 06/16/2024; 09/08/2024 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Elizabeth Powell, PhD; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); Telephone: 301-443-0786; Email: elizabeth.powell3@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-250.html

**[NTW] [SUBSTANCE USE DISORDERS]**  
**HEAL Initiative: Planning Studies for Initial Analgesic Development [Small Molecules and Biologics] (R61 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**  
**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Eye Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Mental Health  
**Deadline(s):** 06/09/2022; 10/11/2022; 06/09/2023; 10/10/2023; 10/11/2023 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Michael L. Oshinsky, PhD; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); Telephone: 301-496-9964; Email: michael.oshinsky@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/RFA-NS-21-029.html

**[NTW] [SUBSTANCE USE DISORDERS]**  
**NIDA Animal Genomics Program (U01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**  
**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse  
**Deadline(s):** 03/02/2022; 07/26/2022; 03/02/2023; 07/26/2023; 03/04/2024; 03/05/2024 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Amy C. Lossie, PhD; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: 301-827-6092; Email: lossieac@mail.nih.gov

[NTW] [PEDIATRICS]
Pediatric Immune System Ontogeny and Development (INTEND) (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

Sponsor: Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development
Deadline(s): 02/05/2022; 10/05/2022; 02/05/2023; 10/05/2023; 02/05/2024; 05/08/2024 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Sai Majji, PhD; Maternal and Pediatric Infectious Disease Branch; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); Telephone: 301-661-9816; Email: sai.majji@nih.gov

[NTW] [BRAIN INITIATIVE]
BRAIN Initiative: Integration and Analysis of BRAIN Initiative Data (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

Sponsor: National Institute of Mental Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Eye Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke
Deadline(s): 06/10/2022; 10/14/2022; 06/09/2023; 10/13/2023; 06/07/2024; 06/08/2024 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Ming Zhan, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-827-3678; Email: ming.zhan@nih.gov

[NTW] [BRAIN INITIATIVE]
Notice of Special Interest to Encourage Eligible NIH BRAIN Initiative Awardees to Apply for PA-21-071 Research Supplements to Promote Diversity in Health-Related Research (Admin Supp - Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

Sponsor: National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Eye Institute; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Mental Health
Deadline(s): 09/30/2021 (First Available Due Date); 09/30/2024 (Expiration Date)
Contact: Michelle Jones-London, Ph.D.; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); Email: BRAINDiversitySupp@ninds.nih.gov

Additional Information: Related Announcements: PA-21-071 - Research Supplements to Promote Diversity in Health-Related Research (Admin Supp - Clinical Trial Not Allowed); NOT-MH-19-038 - Notice of Special Interest to Encourage Eligible NIH BRAIN Initiative Awardees to Apply for PA-18-906 Research Supplements to Promote Diversity in Health-Related Research (Admin Supp - Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

[NTW] [BRAIN INITIATIVE/DIVERSITY]
The BRAIN Initiative Plan for Enhancing Diverse Perspectives (PEDP)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Eye Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke

**Deadline(s):** 08/31/2021 (Release Date)

**Contact:** NIH BRAIN Initiative; Office of the BRAIN Director; Email: BRAINInitiative_PEDP@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-MH-21-310.html

**Additional Information:** The purpose of this Notice is to inform applicants to Brain Research through Advancing Innovative Neurotechnologies® (BRAIN) Initiative, Funding Opportunity Announcements (FOAs) of a new requirement to include diverse perspectives in proposed research.

[NTW] [BRAIN INITIATIVE]

**BRAIN Initiative: New Concepts and Early-Stage Research for Recording and Modulation in the Nervous System (R21) (Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** NIH

**Deadline(s):** 05/02/2022; 10/28/2022; 05/01/2023; 10/27/2023; 10/28/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Martha Flanders, PhD; National Eye Institute (NEI); Telephone: 301-451-2020; Email: BRAIN-FOAs@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/RFA-EY-21-001.html

[NTW] [BRAIN INITIATIVE]

**BRAIN Initiative: New Technologies and Novel Approaches for Recording and Modulation in the Nervous System (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Eye Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Mental Health; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research

**Deadline(s):** 05/02/2022; 10/28/2022; 05/01/2023; 10/27/2023; 10/28/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Edmund (Ned) Talley, PhD; Sahana N. Kukke, PhD National Institutes of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); Telephone: 301-496-1917, 301-496-1447; Email: BRAIN-FOAs@nih.gov
[NTW] [BRAIN INITIATIVE]
BRAIN Initiative: Optimization of Transformative Technologies for Recording and Modulation in the Nervous System (U01 Clinical Trials Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Eye Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Mental Health; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research

**Deadline(s):** 05/02/2022; 10/28/2022; 05/01/2023; 10/27/2023; 10/28/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Edmund (Ned) Talley, PhD; Sahana N. Kukke, PhD

National Institutes of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); Telephone: 301-496-1917, 301-496-1447; Email: BRAIN-FOAs@nih.gov


[NTW] [BRAIN INITIATIVE]
BRAIN Initiative: Research on the Ethical Implications of Advancements in Neurotechnology and Brain Science (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Eye Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke

**Deadline(s):** 10/11/2023; 10/12/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); James Churchill, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-443-3621; Email: james.churchill@nih.gov


[NTW] [BRAIN INITIATIVE/K-AWARDS]
BRAIN Initiative Advanced Postdoctoral Career Transition Award to Promote Diversity (K99/R00 Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health (NIH); Components of Participating Organizations; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); National Eye Institute (NEI); National Institute on Aging (NIA); National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering (NIBIB); Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders (NIDCD); National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health (NCCIH)

**Deadline(s):** 02/10/2022; 06/08/2022; 10/11/2022
[NTW] [BRAIN]
Global Brain and Nervous System Disorders Research Across the Lifespan (R01 Clinical Trials Optional)

**Sponsor:** John E. Fogarty International Center; National Eye Institute; National Institute on Aging; *Eunice Kennedy Shriver* National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke

**Deadline(s):** 12/09/2021; 11/15/2022; 11/15/2023; 12/12/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Kathleen Michels, Ph.D.; Fogarty International Center Telephone: 301-435-6031; Email: michelsk@nih.gov


[NTW] [BRAIN]
Global Brain and Nervous System Disorders Research Across the Lifespan (R21 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** John E. Fogarty International Center; National Eye Institute; National Institute on Aging; *Eunice Kennedy Shriver* National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke

**Deadline(s):** 12/09/2021; 11/15/2022; 11/15/2023; 12/12/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Kathleen Michels, Ph.D.; Fogarty International Center (FIC); Telephone: 301-435-6031; Email: michelsk@nih.gov


[NTW] [BRAIN]
BRAIN Initiative: Tools for Germline Gene Editing in Marmosets (U01 - Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** NIH

**Deadline(s):** 10/15/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Amy C. Lossie, PhD; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: 301-827-6092; Email: lossieac@mail.nih.gov


[NTW] [BRAIN]
BRAIN Initiative Advanced Postdoctoral Career Transition Award to Promote Diversity (K99/R00 Independent Clinical Trial Required)
**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health (NIH); Components of Participating Organizations; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); National Eye Institute (NEI); National Institute on Aging (NIA); National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering (NIBIB); Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders (NIDCD); National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health (NCCIH)

**Deadline(s):** 02/10/2022; 06/08/2022; 10/11/2022

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); For project relevance or scientific questions: Edmund (Ned) Talley, PhD; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); Telephone: 301-496-1917; Email: BRAINDIVERSITYK99R00@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/RFA-NS-19-044.html

**[NTW] [BRAIN]**

**NIH Blueprint and BRAIN Initiative Diversity Specialized Predoctoral to Postdoctoral Advancement in Neuroscience (D-SPAN) Award (F99/K00 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Eye Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research

**Deadline(s):** 04/15/2022; 12/15/2022; 04/14/2023; 12/15/2023; 12/16/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Michelle Jones-London, PhD; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); Telephone: 301-451-7966; Email: jonesmiche@ninds.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/RFA-NS-21-012.html

**[NTW] [BRAIN]**

**Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for BRAIN Initiative Cell Atlas Network (BICAN): Coordinating Unit for Biostatistics, Informatics, and Engagement (CUBIE) (U24 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Eye Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke

**Deadline(s):** 11/09/2021 (First Estimated Due Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Yong Yao, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); 301-443-6102; yyao@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-MH-21-262.html
[NTW] [BRAIN]

BRAIN Initiative: Development and Validation of Novel Tools to Probe Cell-Specific and Circuit-Specific Processes in the Brain (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Eye Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research

**Deadline(s):** 10/07/2022; 10/06/2023; 10/07/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Douglas S. Kim, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-827-6463; Email: douglas.kim@.nih.gov


[NTW] [ADHD]

Pilot Effectiveness Trials of Interventions for Preschoolers with ADHD (R34 Clinical Trial Required)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health

**Deadline(s):** 03/01/2022; 03/02/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Mary Rooney, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-827-1325; Email: mary.rooney@nih.gov


[NTW] [ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE]

NINDS Institutional AD/ADRD Research Training Program (T32 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute on Aging

**Deadline(s):** 05/25/2022; 05/25/2023; 05/25/2024; 05/26/2024 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contacts; Stephen Korn, Ph.D.; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); Email: korns@ninds.nih.gov


[NTW] [ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE]

NINDS Alzheimers Disease and Alzheimers Disease-Related Dementias (AD/ADRD) Advanced Postdoctoral Career Transition Award to Promote Diversity (K99/R00 Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute on Aging

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 07/13/2024 (Expiration)
**[NTW] [ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE]**

**Request for Information (RFI): Soliciting Input on Priorities and Progress in Alzheimer's Disease-Related Dementias Research**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke  
**Deadline(s):** 12/20/2021 (Response Date)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Rod Corriveau, PhD; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); Email: ADRDSummit2022@nih.gov  

**[NTW] [ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE]**

**Clinical Relevance of the Linkage between Environmental Toxicant Exposures and Alzheimer's Disease and Related Dementias (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute on Aging  
**Deadline(s):** 03/11/2022; 03/12/2022 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); David A. Jett, Ph.D.; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); Telephone: 301-496-6035; Email: jettd@nih.gov; Lisa Opanashuk, Ph. D.; National Institute on Aging (NIA); Phone: 301-827-5422; Email: lisa.opanashuk@nih.gov  

**[NTW] [ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE]**

**Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Promoting research to understand vascular contributions to cognitive impairment and dementia (VCID)**

**Sponsor:** National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke  
**Deadline(s):** 02/05/2022 (First Available Due Date); 05/08/2025 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Jue Chen, Ph.D.; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI); Telephone: 301-435-0550; Email:jue.chen@nih.gov  

**[NTW] [ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE]**

**Mechanism-Focused Research to Promote Adherence to Healthful Behaviors to Prevent Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) and Alzheimer's Disease and Related Dementias (AD/ADRD) (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)**

Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Amelie Gubitz, Ph.D.; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); Email: gubitza@ninds.nih.gov  
**Sponsor:** National Institute on Aging  
**Deadline(s):** 01/26/2022; 01/27/2022 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Luke Stoeckel, Ph.D.; National Institute on Aging ([NIA](https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-207.html)); Telephone: 301-496-3136; Email: luke.stoeckel@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** [NTW](https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-207.html)

**[NTW] [ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE]**  
**Dementia Care and Caregiver Support Intervention Research (R01 Clinical Trial Required)**  
**Sponsor:** National Institute on Aging  
**Deadline(s):** 02/10/2022; 10/11/2022; 02/10/2023; 10/10/2023; 02/13/2024; 02/14/2024 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Lisa Onken, Ph.D.; National Institute on Aging (NIA); Telephone: 301-496-3136; Email: lisa.onken@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** [NTW](https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-307.html)

**[NTW] [ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE]**  
**Pragmatic Trials for Dementia Care and Caregiver Support (R61/R33 Clinical Trial Required)**  
**Sponsor:** National Institute on Aging  
**Deadline(s):** 02/10/2022; 10/11/2022; 02/10/2023; 10/10/2023; 02/13/2024; 02/14/2024 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Partha Bhattacharyya, Ph. D.; National Institute on Aging (NIA); Telephone: 301-496-3136; Email: bhattacharyyap@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** [NTW](https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-308.html)

**[NTW] [NEUROSCIENCE]**  
**Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Joint NINDS and NIMH Exploratory Neuroscience Research Grant (R21 Clinical Trial Optional)**  
**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Mental Health  
**Deadline(s):** 06/16/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)  
**Contact:** Karrah Benson; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); 301-496-0838; Karrah.Benson@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** [NTW](https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-NS-21-050.html)

**[NTW] [FOUNDATION FUNDING]**  
**McKnight Foundation | Neuroscience Scholar Awards**  
**Sponsor:** [https://www.mcknight.org](https://www.mcknight.org)  
**Deadline(s):** 01/10/2022  
**Contact:** [https://www.mcknight.org/about/contact-us/](https://www.mcknight.org/about/contact-us/)  
**Link(s):** [https://www.mcknight.org/programs/the-mcknight-endowment-fund-for-neuroscience/scholar-awards/how-to-apply/](https://www.mcknight.org/programs/the-mcknight-endowment-fund-for-neuroscience/scholar-awards/how-to-apply/)
**[NTW] [NEUROSCIENCE]**

**Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for the NIH Blueprint Training in Computational Neuroscience (T90/R90)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research

**Deadline(s):** 09/06/2022 (First Estimated Application Due Date); 05/09/2023 (Earliest Estimated Award Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: John Fedota, PhD; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); (301) 402-0812; john.fedota@nih.gov


---

**[NTW] [NEUROSCIENCE]**

**Joint NINDS/NIMH Exploratory Neuroscience Research Grant (R21 Clinical Trial Optional)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Mental Health

**Deadline(s):** 10/16/2023; 02/16/2024; 05/08/2024 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Karrah Benson; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); Telephone: 301-496-0838; Email: Karrah.benson@nih.gov


---

**[NTW] [NEUROLOGY]**

**Translational Neural Devices (UG3/UH3 - Clinical Trial Optional)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke

**Deadline(s):** 10/18/2023; 02/20/2024; 02/21/2024 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Nick Langhals, PhD; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); Telephone: 301-496-1779; Email: NINDS-Devices@nih.gov


---

**[NTW] [NEUROLOGY]**

**Clinical Trial Readiness for Functional Neurological Disorders (U01 Clinical Trial Optional)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke

**Deadline(s):** 02/05/2022; 11/06/2024 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Codrin Lungu, MD; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); Telephone: 301-496-9135; E-mail: lunguc@ninds.nih.gov

**[NTW] [NEUROLOGY]**

Translational Neural Devices (U44 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke  
**Deadline(s):** 02/18/2022; 06/20/2022; 10/18/2022; 02/21/2023; 06/19/2023; 10/18/2023; 02/20/2024; 02/21/2024 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Eric Hudak, Ph.D.; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); Telephone: 301-496-1779; Email: NINDS-Devices@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/RFA-NS-21-022.html

**[NTW] [STROKE]**

Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Stroke Preclinical Assessment Network (SPAN) to Support Translational Studies for Acute Cerebroprotection - Testing Laboratories (U01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke  
**Deadline(s):** 02/16/2022 (First Estimated Application Due Date)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Francesca Bosetti, Ph.D., Pharm.D.; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); 301-496-1431; francesca.bosetti@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-NS-22-034.html

**[NTW] [STROKE]**

Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Stroke Preclinical Assessment Network (SPAN) to Support Translational Studies for Acute Cerebroprotection - Interventions (U01 CT Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke  
**Deadline(s):** 02/16/2022 (First Estimated Application Due Date)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Francesca Bosetti, Ph.D., Pharm.D.; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); 301-496-1431; francesca.bosetti@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-NS-22-036.html

**[NTW] [STROKE]**

Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Stroke Preclinical Assessment Network (SPAN) to Support Translational Studies for Acute Cerebroprotection - Interventions from Small Businesses (U44 CT Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke  
**Deadline(s):** 02/16/2022 (First Estimated Application Due Date)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Francesca Bosetti, Ph.D., Pharm.D.; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); 301-496-1431; francesca.bosetti@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-NS-22-037.html
Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Scalable and Systematic Neurobiology of Psychiatric and Neurodevelopmental Disorder Risk Genes: Data Resource and Administrative Coordination Center (U24 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health  
**Deadline(s):** 06/01/2022 (First Estimated Application Due Date)  
**Contact:** Alexander Arguello, PhD; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); 301-827-3547; alexander.arguello@nih.gov  

Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Scalable and Systematic Neurobiology of Psychiatric and Neurodevelopmental Disorder Risk Genes: Assay and Data Generation Centers (RM1 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health  
**Deadline(s):** 06/01/2022 (First Estimated Application Due Date)  
**Contact:** Jamie Driscoll; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); 301-443-5288; jdrisco1@mail.nih.gov  

Notice of Special Interest: Advancing Research in Gastrointestinal Dysfunction in People with Neurodevelopmental Disorders

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development  
**Deadline(s):** 10/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 07/17/2024 (Expiration Date)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Adam L. Hartman, MD; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; Telephone: 301-496-9135; Email: adam.hartman@nih.gov  

Research on Autism Spectrum Disorders (R03 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences  
**Deadline(s):** 02/16/2022; 02/16/2024; 03/17/2024 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Lisa Gilotty, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Phone: 301-443-3825; E-mail: gilottyl@mail.nih.gov  
Research on Autism Spectrum Disorders (R21 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health; *Eunice Kennedy Shriver* National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke

**Deadline(s):** 02/16/2024; 03/17/2024 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Lisa Gilotty, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Phone: 301-443-3825; E-mail: gilottyl@mail.nih.gov


Research on Autism Spectrum Disorders (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health; *Eunice Kennedy Shriver* National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke

**Deadline(s):** 02/05/2024; 03/06/2024 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Lisa Gilotty, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Phone: 301-443-3825; E-mail: gilottyl@mail.nih.gov


2022 Slifka/Ritvo Award Applications Now Open!; Insar International Society for Autism Research; INSAR 2022; Autsin Texas; May 11-14, 2022

**Sponsor:** [https://www.autism-insar.org](https://www.autism-insar.org)

**Deadline(s):** 02/07/2022 (Slifka/Ritvo Award Applications); 05/11-14/2022 (INSAR 2022 Meeting Dates)

**Contact:** [https://www.autism-insar.org/general/?type=CONTACT](https://www.autism-insar.org/general/?type=CONTACT)

**Link(s):** [https://www.autism-insar.org/page/Slifka2022](https://www.autism-insar.org/page/Slifka2022)

**Additional Information:** 2022 Slifka/Ritvo Award Applications Now Open!; Insar International Society for Autism Research; INSAR 2022; Autsin Texas; May 11-14, 2022; JW Marriott Austin Texas; Alan B. Slifka Foundation; Slifka / Ritvo Innovation in Autism Research Award; Call for Applications

Deadline: February 7, 2022; The Alan B. Slifka Foundation seeks to promote innovative research on autism spectrum disorder that will lead to novel treatments and improvements in the quality of life of individuals with autism, as well as novel discoveries regarding the basic science of autism.; The Foundation is once again partnering with INSAR in honoring the most meritorious and innovative research ideas of junior investigators. Use the button below to read more and apply. Must be a Full Member of INSAR to apply.

Autism Centers of Excellence (ACE) Funding Opportunity Announcements: Frequently Asked Questions
[NTW] [AGING]
Longevity Impetus Grant Announcement; Applications Open on 09.13.2021
Sponsor: https://impetusgrants.org/ [Application window opens 09/13/2021; sign up for a reminder when applications open at this site]
Deadline(s): 09/13/2021 (Applications Open); Open Deadline
Contact: contact@americanagingassociation.org
Link(s): www.impetusgrants.com
Additional Information: Longevity Impetus Grant Announcement; FYI Below. Yousin shared this. Applications open on 9/13: https://www.impetusgrants.com/; Impetus Grants provides funding for scientists to start working on what they consider the most important problems in aging biology, without delay.; www.impetusgrants.com; September 7, 2021; Dear AGE Member, I'd like to bring to your attention a new source of grant funding for bold ideas in aging research: the Longevity Impetus Grants. These grants will support bold ideas with the potential to change how the field thinks and works, including high-risk projects. For more information about the program and to apply, please visit the website.; The applications are ~1 page, and decisions are made within three weeks. Impetus Grants range from $10K to $500K, with a maximum of 10% institutional overhead. There’s no restriction on project period, and no strings attached.; The ideal application is able to explain how the project would broadly impact the field, by developing/validating new tools and/or changing how we think about aging biology. Such proposals could seek to prove or disprove common assumptions in the field, discover new ways to reverse aging processes, synthesize isolated manifestations of aging into a systemic perspective, and/or develop widely applicable methodologies.; Please consider sharing this email within your institution, and with anyone else you think should apply.; I highly encourage you to consider applying for a Longevity Impetus Grant.; Sincerely, [brought to our attention by] Matt Kaeberlein; CEO and Chair, American Aging Association; Impetus Grants provides funding for scientists to start working on what they consider the most important problems in aging biology, without delay. Such work should not be held up by red tape: we offer grants of up to $500k, with decisions made within 3 weeks. Our review process asks "what's the potential for impact" rather than "could this go wrong".; Our goal is to have a broad impact on the field, by supporting projects that challenge assumptions, develop new tools and methodologies, discover new ways to reverse aging processes, and/or synthesize isolated manifestations of aging into a systemic perspective. To ensure that we learn from every project, we're organizing a special issue of GeroScience to provide an opportunity to publish both positive and negative results from funded studies.; Applications will open on September 13, 2021.

[NTW] [AGING]
Understanding Place-Based Health Inequalities in Mid-Life (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)
Sponsor: National Institute on Aging
Deadline(s): 03/03/2022; 03/04/2022 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Amelia Karraker, Ph.D.; National Institute on Aging (NIA); Telephone: 301-496-3136; Email: Amelia.Karraker@nih.gov

[NTW] [AGING]
Transition to Aging Research for Predoctoral Students (F99/K00 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)
Sponsor: NIH, NIA
Deadline(s): 02/03/2022; 02/04/2022 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Maria Carranza, Ph.D.; NIA Training Officer; National Institute on Aging (NIA); Email: NIAtraining@nih.gov

[NTW] [AGING]
Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Implementation Research for Chronic Disease Prevention Across the Lifespan (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)
Sponsor: John E. Fogarty International Center
Deadline(s): 03/31/2022 (First Estimated Application Due Date); 12/06/2022 (Earliest Estimated Award Date)
Contact: Brad Newsome, PhD; Fogarty International Center; 1-301-480-8389; brad.newsome@nih.gov
Link(s): https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-TW-21-008.html

[NTW] [AGING]
Making Health Care Safer in Ambulatory Care Settings and Long-term Care Facilities (R18)
Sponsor: Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality
Deadline(s): 01/25/2022; Standard dates; 05/27/2024 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Emily Chew; Health Scientist Administrator; Center for Quality Improvement and Patient Safety; Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality; Email: emily.chew@ahrq.hhs.gov

[NTW] [AGING]
Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Navigating Pediatric to Adult Health Care: Lost in Transition
Sponsor: Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Cancer Institute; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases;
Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Maximizing the Scientific Value of Secondary Analyses of Existing Cohorts and Datasets in Order to Address Research Gaps and Foster Additional Opportunities in Aging Research

Sponsor: National Institute on Aging

Deadline(s): 10/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 09/08/2023 (Expiration Date)

Contact: Rosaly Correa-de-Araujo, MD, MSc, Ph.D.; AgingResearchBiobank; National Institute on Aging; Telephone 301-496-6762; Email: rosaly.correa-de-arauja@nih.gov [and other contacts provided in the link]


Additional Information: Related Announcements: PA-20-185 - NIH Research Project Grant (Parent R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed); PA-20-195 - NIH Exploratory/Developmental Research Grant Program (Parent R21 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

Notice of Participation of the National Institute on Aging (NIA) in PAR-21-230 "Chronic, Non-Communicable Diseases and Disorders Across the Lifespan: Fogarty International Research Training Award (NCD-LIFESPAN) (D43 Clinical Trial Optional)"

Sponsor: John E. Fogarty International Center; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; Office of Disease Prevention; Office of Research on Women’s Health

Deadline(s): 07/13/2022; 07/13/2023; 07/14/2023

Contact: Kathleen Michels, Ph.D.; Fogarty International Center (FIC); Telephone: 301-496-1653; Email: FIC-NCD@mail.nih.gov; Email: michelsk@nih.gov


Notice of Participation of the National Institute on Aging (NIA) in PAR-21-230 "Chronic,
Non-Communicable Diseases and Disorders Across the Lifespan: Fogarty International Research Training Award (NCD-LIFESPAN) (D43 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Aging  
**Deadline(s):** 07/13/2022; 07/13/2023; 07/14/2023 (Expiration, PAR-21-230)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Damali Martin, Ph. D., MPH; National Institute on Aging (NIA)  
Phone: 301-402-8310; Email: martinda@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-AG-21-027.html  
**Additional Information:** PAR-21-230 - Chronic, Non-Communicable Diseases and Disorders Across the Lifespan: Fogarty International Research Training Award (NCD-LIFESPAN) (D43 Clinical Trial Optional).

**[NTW] [AGING]**

Notice of Change to Key Dates and Application Types Allowed for PAR-21-156 The Midlife in the United States Study (U19 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Aging  
**Deadline(s):** 02/01/2022 (Updated / New Application Due Dates PAR—21-156) 02/02/2022 (New Expiration Date, PAR-21-156)  
**Contact:** Dana Jeffrey Plude, Ph.D.; National Institute on Aging (NIA); Telephone: 301-496-3136; Email: dana.plude@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-AG-21-026.html  
**Additional Information:** PAR-21-156 “The Midlife in the United States Study (U19 Clinical Trial Not Allowed).”

**[NTW] [AGING]**

Notice of Change to Key Dates for PAR-21-157 The Midlife in the United States Study - Cognitive and Neurocognitive Precursors of AD/ADRD (U01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Aging  
**Deadline(s):** 02/01/2022 (Updated / New Application Due Dates PAR—21-157) 02/02/2022 (New Expiration Date, PAR-21-157)  
**Contact:** Dana Jeffrey Plude, Ph.D.; National Institute on Aging (NIA); Telephone: 301-496-3136; Email: dana.plude@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-AG-21-025.html  
**Additional Information:** PAR-21-157 “The Midlife in the United States Study - Cognitive and Neurocognitive Precursors of AD/ADRD (U01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed).

**[NTW] [NIH ANNOUNCEMENTS]**

Rollout of Redesigned eRA Commons Home and Landing Screens in January 2021  
New eRA Commons Login and Landing Screens
Take a Sneak Peek: Redesigned eRA Commons Home Screen Coming in 2021

**Sponsor:** NIH era commons  
**Deadline(s):** 01/12/2021 (Rollout Date)  
**Contact:** eRA Service Desk; Submit a web ticket: https://grants.nih.gov/support/index.html

[NTW] [NIH ANNOUNCEMENTS]

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) to add harassment as an area of interest to Research to Understand and Inform Interventions that Promote the Research Careers of Individuals in the Biomedical Sciences

**Sponsor:** Office of Research on Women's Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research  
**Deadline(s):** 10/15/2021 (First Available Due Date); 01/08/2022 (Expiration Date)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Lynn Morin; Office of Research on Women’s Health; Telephone: 301-451-2730; Email: lynn.morin@nih.gov

[NTW] [NIH ANNOUNCEMENTS]

**2021 NIAID Omnibus Broad Agency Announcement HHS-NIH-NIAID-BAA2021-1 Now Available**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases  
**Deadline(s):** 03/31/2021 (Release Date)  
**Contact:** Alexandra Buck; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID); Telephone: 240-669-5174; Email: alexandra.buck@nih.gov

[NTW] [NIH ANNOUNCEMENTS]

**Reminder Regarding Recipient and Applicant Grants Policy Related Inquiries**

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health  
**Deadline(s):** 07/13/2021 (Release Date)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries from the AOR to: NIH Office of Policy for Extramural Research Administration (OPERA); Division of Grants Policy; grantspolicy@nih.gov

https://www.ninds.nih.gov/Funding/About-Funding/landis-award-for-outstanding-mentorship
Additional Information: The purpose of this notice is to remind the extramural research community of best practices regarding submission of grants policy related inquiries to NIH.

[NTW] [NIH ANNOUNCEMENTS/DIVERSITY]
Updated Guidelines for Enhancing Diversity and Creating Safe Environments in Conferences Supported by NIH Grants and Cooperative Agreements

Sponsor: Office of The Director, National Institutes of Health (OD)
Deadline(s): 01/22/2021 (Release Date)
Contact: Please direct all policy-related inquiries to: Office of Policy for Extramural Research Administration (OPERA); Division of Grants Policy; GrantsPolicy@OD.NIH.GOV


Additional Information: this new policy notice, which provides updated guidance on enhancing the diversity of conferences supported by NIH under the R13 and U13 activity codes. Per the notice, “Conference grant applicants (R13/U13) must include plans to enhance diversity during the selection of organizing committees, speakers, other invited participants, such as session chairs and panel discussants, and attendees. Plans to enhance diversity will be assessed during the scientific and technical merit review of the application. Though the proposed plans will not be scored individually, they will be considered in the overall impact score.” Please read the full notice for more details.

[NTW] [DIVERSITY]
NIDA Research Education Program for Clinical Researchers and Clinicians (R25 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

Sponsor: National Institute on Drug Abuse
Deadline(s): 03/15/2022; 08/10/2022; 11/15/2022; 03/15/2023; 08/10/2023; 11/15/2023; 03/15/2024; 08/09/2024; 08/10/2024 (Expiration)
Contact: Aria Davis Crump, Sc.D.; Division of Epidemiology, Services and Prevention Research; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: 301-435-0881; Email: acrump@nida.nih.gov


[NTW] [DIVERSITY]
The National Institutes of Health (NIH) UNITE Announces Listening Sessions Inviting NIH Stakeholders to Discuss Racial & Ethnic Equity

Sponsor: Office of the Director, NIH
Deadline(s): Multiple Dates 12/01/2021 – 02/01/2022; please see announcement
Contact: UNITEInitiative@nih.gov

[NTW] [DIVERSITY]
Maximizing Access to Research Careers (T34 - Clinical Trial Not Allowed)
**Sponsor**: National Institute of General Medical Sciences  
**Deadline(s)**: 05/26/2022; 05/26/2023; 05/27/2023 (Expiration)  
**Contact**: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Sydella Blatch, Ph.D.; National Institutes of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS); Email: sydella.blatch@nih.gov  
**Link(s)**: https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-147.html

[**NTW**] [**DIVERSITY**]  
**Mental Health Research Dissertation Grant to Enhance Workforce Diversity (R36 Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**  
**Sponsor**: National Institute of Mental Health  
**Deadline(s)**: 09/07/2024; 09/08/2024 (Expiration)  
**Contact**: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Mark Chavez, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-443-8942; Email: mchavez1@nih.gov  
**Link(s)**: https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-325.html

[**NTW**] [**DIVERSITY**]  
**Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Short-term Mentored Research Career Enhancement Award to Promote Genomic Medicine Diversity**  
**Sponsor**: National Human Genome Research Institute  
**Deadline(s)**: 07/29/2021 (Release Date) ; 02/12/2022; 02/12/2023; 02/13/2023 (Expiration) [PAR-21-214]  
**Contact**: Please direct all inquiries to the Scientific/Research, Peer Review, and Financial/Grants Management contacts in Section VII of the listed funding opportunity announcements.  
**Link(s)**: https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-HG-21-039.html  
**Additional Information**: The purpose of this Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) is to support individuals with clinical doctoral degrees(MD, DO, ND, PharmD, DNP, Ph.D. in Nursing or Ph.D. in Genetic Counseling ) from diverse backgrounds, including underrepresented groups, (NOT-OD-20-031) who wish either to expand their genomic competencies or to change their research careers by acquiring new genomics research knowledge or skills.; Submit applications for this initiative using the following funding opportunity announcement (FOA); PAR-21-214 - Short-term Mentored Research Career Enhancement Award to Promote Diversity (K18 No Independent Clinical Trials)

[**NTW**] [**DIVERSITY**]  
**Research Supplements to Promote Diversity in Health-Related Research (Admin Supp Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**  
**IC Submission Dates and Special Instructions**  
**NCI Diversity Supplements Guidelines**  
**Office for Research NIH Diversity Supplements Application Preparation**  
**Sponsor**: National Institutes of Health; John E. Fogarty International Center; National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism;
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Library of Medicine; Division of Program Coordination, Planning and Strategic Initiatives, Office of Research Infrastructure Programs

**Deadline(s):** Due dates vary by awarding IC. Applicants are encouraged to apply early to allow adequate time to make any corrections to errors found in the application during the submission process by the due date; 12/01/2021 (Fall Deadline); 03/01/2022 (Spring Deadline)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); See Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements and Staff Contacts


https://research.ps.columbia.edu/content/nih-diversity-supplements [CU/Uni PW protected]

**Additional Information:** The Research Supplements to Promote Diversity in Health-Related Research Administrative Supplement is an excellent source of funds to support underrepresented minority scientists. **The next submission period for NCI parent grant supplements will be Oct 1 – Dec 1, 2021.** These funds are awarded as supplements to many but not all parent awards such as R01, R21, and R35. For a full list of activities, follow the links.; Scientists eligible for support: High School Students; Undergraduate Students; Baccalaureate and Master’s Degree Holders; Graduate (Predoctoral) and Health; Professional Students; Individuals in Postdoctoral Training; Investigators Developing Independent Research Careers; At the time of a supplemental award, the parent award must have support remaining for two years or more. We strongly encourage you to **please reach out to the program officer of your parent grant for additional details about this funding opportunity.** NCI particularly encourages applications from individuals from groups identified in NIH’s Notice of Interest in Diversity (NOT-OD-20-031) as underrepresented in the biomedical, clinical, behavioral, and social sciences. Supplemental awards under this announcement are limited to citizens or non-citizen nationals of the United States or to Green card holders. ; The Office for Research provides instructions and template on how to assemble a diversity supplement. Follow the link below for application preparation details.; Please contact Dr. Tanisha Jackson at tj2325@cumc.columbia.edu if you would like an internal peer review of an application you plan to submit.; Additionally, Dr. Alison Lin, Deputy Chief of the Diversity Training Branch at the NIH/NCI Center to Reduce Cancer Health Disparities, can answer questions and provide tips on preparing a strong application.; Alison Lin, Ph.D.; Acting Chief, Diversity Training Branch; NIH/NCI Center to Reduce Cancer Health Disparities; Phone: (240) 276-6177; linaj@mail.nih.gov; http://www.cancer.gov/about-nci/organization/crchd

---

**[NTW] [DIVERSITY]**

**NIA MSTEM: Advancing Diversity in Aging Research through Undergraduate Education (R25 - Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Aging

**Deadline(s):** 05/25/2022; 05/25/2023; 05/26/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); NIA Training Office; National Institute on Aging (NIA); Email: NIAtraining@nih.gov

[NTW] [DIVERSITY]

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Understanding and Addressing the Impact of Structural Racism and Discrimination on Biomedical Career Progression and the Biomedical Research Enterprise

**Sponsor:** National Institute of General Medical Sciences

**Deadline(s):** 05/17/2021 (First Available Due Date); 10/04/2022 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to the Scientific/Research, Peer Review, and Financial/Grants Management contacts in Section VII of the listed funding opportunity announcements.

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-GM-21-033.html

[NTW] [DIVERSITY]

Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for New Investigators to Promote Workforce Diversity in Genomics and other Health-Related Research (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Human Genome Research Institute

**Deadline(s):** 08/03/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)

**Contact:** Jyoti Dayal, M.S.; 301-480-2307; jyotig@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-HG-21-024.html

[NTW] [DIVERSITY]

Notice of Intent to Publish a Research Opportunity Announcement for AIM-AHEAD: Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning Consortium to Advance Health Equity and Researcher Diversity

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health

**Deadline(s):** 07/07/2021 (Release Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: AIM-AHEAD_ROA@od.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-21-156.html

[NTW] [DIVERSITY]

Genome Research Experiences to Attract Talented Undergraduates into the Genomics Field to Enhance Diversity (R25 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Human Genome Research Institute

**Deadline(s):** 12/01/2022; 12/01/2023; 12/02/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Tina Gatlin, Ph.D.; National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI); Telephone: 301-480-2280; Email: gatlincl@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/RFA-HG-21-033.html
[NTW] [DIVERSITY]

New Investigators to Promote Workforce Diversity in Genomics, Bioinformatics, or Bioengineering and Biomedical Imaging Research (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Human Genome Research Institute; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Office of the Director, NIH

**Deadline(s):** 02/22/2022; 02/22/2023; 02/22/2024; 02/23/2024 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Jyoti Dayal, M.S.; National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI); Telephone: 301-480-2307; Email: jyotig@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/RFA-HG-21-041.html

[NTW] [HEALTH DISPARITIES]

Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Understanding and Addressing the Impact of Structural Racism and Discrimination on Minority Health and Health Disparities (R01 - Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research

**Deadline(s):** 08/20/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)

**Contact:** Jennifer Alvidrez, PhD; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities (NIMHD); Telephone: 301-594-9567; Email: jennifer.alvidrez@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-MD-21-016.html

[NTW] [HEALTH DISPARITIES]

Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Health Care Models for Persons with Multiple Chronic Conditions from Populations that Experience Health Disparities (R01 Clinical Trials Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Nursing Research; Office of Research on Women's Health

**Deadline(s):** 03/18/2022 (First Estimated Application Due Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Larissa Avilles-Santa, M.D., M.P.H.; National Institutes on Minority Health and Health Disparities; (301) 827-6924; Email: avilessantal@nih.gov

**Link(s):** http://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-MD-22-008.html
[NTW] [HEALTH DISPARITIES]

**Measures and Methods to Advance Research on Minority Health and Health Disparities-Related Constructs (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Cancer Institute; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research; Office of Disease Prevention

**Deadline(s):** 02/05/2022 ; 05/08/2024 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Nancy L. Jones, PhD, MS; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities NIMHD; Telephone: 301-594-8945; Email: nancy.jones@nih.gov


[NTW] [HEALTH CARE DISPARITIES]

**Patient-Clinician Relationship: Improving Health Outcomes in Populations that Experience Health Care Disparities (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; Office of Research on Women’s Health

**Deadline(s):** 02/05/2022; 10/05/2024; 01/08/2025 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Larissa Aviles-Santa, MD, MPH; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities (NIMHD); Telephone: 301-827-6924; Email: avilessantal@nih.gov


[NTW] [HEALTH DISPARITIES]

**Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Biologic Factors Underlying Dental, Oral, and Craniofacial Health Disparities**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Cancer Institute; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities

**Deadline(s):** 02/05/2022 [First Available Due Date]; 01/08/2025 [Expiration Date]

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Hiroko Iida, DDS, MPH; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; Telephone: 301-594-7404; Email: hiroko.iida@nih.gov


[NTW] [HEALTH DISPARITIES]

**Research on Biopsychosocial Factors of Social Connectedness and Isolation on Health, Wellbeing, Illness, and Recovery (R01 Basic Experimental Studies with Humans Required)**
Sponsor: NIH Basic Behavioral and Social Science Opportunity Network; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research

**Deadline(s):** 06/21/2022; 06/21/2023; 06/21/2024; 06/22/2024 (Expiration)

Contact: Scientific / Research Contact(s); The Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research OBSSR facilitates OppNet on behalf of NIH but cannot accept assignment of applications or manage awards that are funded. Please contact one of the IC-based contacts below for inquiries regarding the suitability of the proposed project for this FOA and the IC’s research portfolio.; William Elwood, PhD; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research OBSSR; Telephone: 301-402-0116; Email: william.elwood@nih.gov


**[NTW] [HEALTH DISPARITIES]**

**Research on Biopsychosocial Factors of Social Connectedness and Isolation on Health, Wellbeing, Illness, and Recovery (R01 Clinical Trials Not Allowed)**

Sponsor: NIH Basic Behavioral and Social Science Opportunity Network; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research

**Deadline(s):** 06/21/2022; 06/21/2023; 06/21/2024; 06/22/2024 (Expiration)

Contact: Scientific / Research Contact(s); The Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research OBSSR facilitates OppNet on behalf of NIH but cannot accept assignment of applications or manage awards that are funded. Please contact one of the IC-based contacts below for inquiries regarding the suitability of the proposed project for this FOA and the IC’s research portfolio.; William Elwood, PhD; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research OBSSR; Telephone: 301-402-0116; Email: william.elwood@nih.gov


**[NTW] [HEALTH DISPARITIES]**

**Research on Biopsychosocial Factors of Social Connectedness and Isolation on Health, Wellbeing, Illness, and Recovery (R01 Clinical Trial Required)**

Sponsor: NIH Basic Behavioral and Social Science Opportunity Network; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Nursing Research

**Deadline(s):** 06/21/2022; 06/21/2023; 06/21/2024; 09/07/2024; 09/08/2024 (Expiration)

Contact: Scientific / Research Contact(s); The Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research OBSSR facilitates OppNet on behalf of NIH but cannot accept assignment of applications or manage awards that are funded. Please contact one of the IC-based contacts below for inquiries regarding the suitability of the proposed project for this FOA and the IC’s research portfolio.; William Elwood, PhD; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research OBSSR; Telephone: 301-402-0116; Email: william.elwood@nih.gov
[NTW] [HEALTH DISPARITIES]
Addressing Health Disparities among Immigrant Populations through Effective Interventions (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Cancer Institute; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 10/05/2021; 01/08/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Rina Das, Ph.D.; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities (NIMHD); Telephone: 301-496-3996; Email: dasr2@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** [NTW] [HEALTH DISPARITIES]
Addressing the Etiology of Health Disparities and Health Advantages Among Immigrant Populations (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** Participating Organization(s): National Institutes of Health (NIH); Components of Participating Organizations; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities (NIMHD); National Institute on Aging (NIA); National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS); National Cancer Institute (NCI)

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 01/08/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Deborah Linares, Ph.D.; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities (NIMHD); Telephone: 301-402-2516; Email: deborah.linares@nih.gov

**Link(s):** [NTW] [HEALTH DISPARITIES]
Basic Research in Cancer Health Disparities (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute

**Deadline(s):** 02/05/2022; 06/05/2022; 10/05/2022; 02/05/2023; 06/05/2023; 10/05/2023; 02/05/2024; 06/05/2024; 09/08/2024 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Anu Sharman, Ph.D.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-6250; Email: sharanmanu@nih.gov

**Link(s):** [NTW] [HEALTH DISPARITIES]
Basic Research in Cancer Health Disparities (R21 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute

**Deadline(s):** 02/16/2022; 06/16/2022; 10/16/2022; 02/16/2023; 06/16/2023; 10/16/2023; 02/16/2024; 06/16/2024; 09/08/2024 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Anu Sharman, PhD; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-6250; Email: sharmananu@nih.gov


[NTW] [HEALTH DISPARITIES]
Basic Research in Cancer Health Disparities (R03 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

Sponsor: National Cancer Institute

Deadline(s): 02/16/2022; 06/16/2022; 10/16/2022; 02/16/2023; 06/16/2023; 10/16/2023; 02/16/2024; 06/16/2024; 09/08/2024 (Expiration)

Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Anu Sharman, PhD; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-6250; Email: sharmananu@nih.gov


[NTW] [HEALTH DISPARITIES]
The Role of Work in Health Disparities in the U.S. (R01 Clinical Trials Optional)

Sponsor: NIH

Deadline(s): 02/05/2022; 02/05/2024; 06/05/2024; 09/08/2024 (Expiration)

Contact: Rada K. Dagher, PhD, MPH; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities NIMHD; Telephone: 301-451-2187; Email: rada.dagher@nih.gov


Additional Information: NIH Announces Funding Opportunity to Study the Role of Work in Health Disparities in the U.S.; ORWH recently announced its participation in The Role of Work in Health Disparities in the U.S. (R01 Clinical Trials Optional) (PAR-21-275). The funding opportunity will support innovative population-based research designed to identify and characterize pathways and mechanisms through which work or occupation influences health outcomes and health status among populations with health and/or health care disparities. The main objective of this initiative is to determine the extent and mechanisms by which work, as a social determinant of health, both contributes to and helps alleviate disparities related to health and health care. Of particular interest are: Projects designed to examine pathways and mechanisms using conceptual model(s) grounded in minority health and health disparities theories that recognize that health disparities arise by multiple and overlapping contributing factors acting at multiple levels of influence; Intersectional approaches that consider different social identities and the embeddedness of individuals within families, households, and communities; Projects that explore whether work can explain the health or health care disparities seen within diseases or conditions (e.g., COVID-19, opioid use disorder, mental/behavioral health, diabetes, cancer, heart disease, asthma, and maternal and infant health); Projects that explore how work contributes to health care disparities—including, but not limited to, disparities in access to preventive, specialty, and emergency care in health insurance coverage and disparities in quality of health care; Applications for The Role of Work in Health Disparities in the U.S. (R01 Clinical Trials Optional) will open on September 5, 2021.

[NTW] [HEALTH DISPARITIES]
Special Emphasis Notice (SEN): AHRQ Announces Interest in Health Services Research to Advance Health Equity

Sponsor: Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality

Deadline(s): 08/29/2021 (Release Date)
Contact: Please direct all inquiries to: William Freeman, DrPH, MPH; Senior Research Advisor for Minority Health; Division of Priority Populations; Office of Extramural Research, Education and Priority Populations; Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality; William.Freeman@ahrq.hhs.gov

Link(s): https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-HS-21-014.html

[NTW] [HEALTH DISPARITIES]
Effectiveness of School-Based Health Centers to Advance Health Equity (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)

Sponsor: National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Mental Health; Office of Disease Prevention

Deadline(s): 02/05/2022; 06/05/2022; 06/05/2024; 10/05/2024; 01/08/2025 (Expiration)

Contact: Beda Jean-Francois, Ph.D.; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities NIMHD; Telephone: 301-594-9764; Email: beda.jean-francois@nih.gov


[NTW] [CTSA CENTER FOR LEADING INNOVATION AND COLLABORATION]
The Center for Leading Innovation & Collaboration across all CTSA hubs

Sponsor: Irving Institute; https://www.irvinginstitute.columbia.edu/

Deadline(s): NA

Contact: https://clic-ctsa.org/contact

Link(s): https://clic-ctsa.org/

Additional Information: CLIC has a new website; The Center for Leading Innovation & Collaboration across all CTSA hubs has a new platform for sharing and collaborating; CLIC has also collected stories from 60+ CTSA Program hubs (Including the Irving Institute) as they brought testing, treatment and prevention to people during the COVID-19 pandemic. The stories will be featured on a new CLIC webpage. Watch the trailer HERE.

[NTW] [CTSA]
CTSA Overview; CUIMC Town Hall Celebrating the CTSA Renewal; 10/12/2021 (Archival)

Sponsor: Columbia Irving Institute for Clinical and Translational Research; https://www.irvinginstitute.columbia.edu/

Deadline(s): 10/12/2021 (Archival, Event Date)

Contact: https://www.irvinginstitute.columbia.edu/contact

Link(s): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tGbDpsED54w

https://www.irvinginstitute.columbia.edu/services-and-programs

Additional Information: Dear Colleagues, Thank you for attending our recent CUIMC Town Hall, celebrating our fourth CTSA Award from NIH. We take great pride in offering over 70 services and programs including training, study design, research support services, funding, and mentoring. We support all stages of clinical and translational science research including planning, analyses, implementation and dissemination.; Watch the recording of our Town Hall for a wonderful overview of all the ways that the Irving Institute for Clinical and Translational Research can support YOU.; "It is our responsibility and our privilege to provide the vision and stewardship that accelerates translation of biomedical discoveries to improve societal health. At the Irving Institute, it is our passion to empower and enable our outstanding clinical and translational research communities to achieve their goals."

COLUMBIA
RESEARCH RESOURCES
mailman.columbia.edu/r2
[NTW] [RESEARCH ENHANCEMENT]

Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Research Enhancement Award Program (REAP) for Health Professional Schools and Graduate Schools (R15 Clinical Trial Not Allowed) FOA

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research  
**Deadline(s):** 02/25/2022 (First Estimated Application Due Date)  
**Contact:** Alicia Dombroski, Ph.D.; NIDCR; (301) 594-4805; adombroski@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** http://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DE-21-020.html  

**Additional Information:** The Research Enhancement Award Program (REAP) for Health Professional Schools and Graduate Schools supports small scale research grants at institutions that do not receive substantial funding from the NIH, with an emphasis on providing biomedical research experiences primarily for health professional, undergraduate and graduate students and enhancing the research environment at applicant institutions.

[NTW] [RESEARCH ENHANCEMENT]

Notice of Intent to Publish the "Research Enhancement Award Program (REAP) for Health Professional Schools and Graduate Schools (R15, Clinical Trial Required)" FOA

**Sponsor:** Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Mental Health  
**Deadline(s):** 02/25/2022 (First Estimated Application Due Date)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Mahua Mukhopadhyay, Ph.D.; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development NICHD; 301-435-6886; mukhopam@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** http://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-HD-21-047.html  

**Additional Information:** The Research Enhancement Award Program (REAP) for Health Professional Schools and Graduate Schools supports small scale research grants at institutions that do not receive substantial funding from the NIH, with an emphasis on providing biomedical research experiences primarily for health professional, undergraduate and graduate students and enhancing the research environment at applicant institutions.

[NTW] [R2 ANNOUNCEMENTS]

We are also segueing over to CU / Uni PW login protected file storage and access (Newsletters and files linked within), e.g. the R2eport 12/10/2021 [Sharepoint]

Please let us (R2/ckk7) know if anyone is submitting a training grant (of any sort, T32, R25, D43, etc) in 2022. We will also reach out to Departmental and Center Administrators relative to this.

Columbia Mailman School of Public Health  
mailman.columbia.edu/r2
Research resources is pleased to coordinate grant type specific grant writing groups, pending faculty / researcher interest. Please let us know (via email to prf1@cumc.columbia.edu and or ckk7@cumc.columbia.edu) if you are interested in such groups, along with the type of grant and proposed due date(s). We are planning to coordinate a writing group for this fall's NIH deadlines. Please join us.

[NTW] [RIGOR AND REPRODUCIBILITY]

NIH Rigor and Reproducibility Webinar; 01/08/2021; Archival
NIH Rigor and Reproducibility Slides; 01/08/2021; Archival

Sponsor: Office for Research | Vagelos College of Physicians and Surgeons (columbia.edu) ; https://www.ps.columbia.edu/research/office-research
Deadline(s): 01/08/2021 (Event Date, Archival Posting)
Contact: For more information, please email ps-officeforresearch@cumc.columbia.edu.
Link(s): https://columbia.hosted.panopto.com/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=ce8bf5b7-3fc8-425f-ab91-aaca0140d2f1 [Webinar, accessible via CU UNI pw login]
https://research.columbia.edu/system/files/RCT%20content/ReaDI%20Program/20200106_RR_Share.pdf [Slides]

[NTW] [RIGOR AND REPRODUCIBILITY]

Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Creating an Educational Nexus for Training in Experimental Rigor (CENTER) (UC2 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

Sponsor: National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke
Deadline(s): 10/21/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)
Contact: Shai Silberberg; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); 301-496-1917; SilberbS@ninds.nih.gov

Additional Information: The purpose of this Notice is to alert the community that the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS) plans to publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) to solicit applications for Creating an Educational Nexus for Training in Experimental Rigor (CENTER), which will build, evaluate, and disseminate a user-friendly, harmonized, and openly accessible educational resource to promote awareness, understanding, and utilization of the principles of rigorous biomedical research

[NTW] [RIGOR AND REPRODUCIBILITY]

Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Materials to Enhance Training in Experimental Rigor (METER) (UE5 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

Sponsor: National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke
Deadline(s): 10/21/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)
Contact: Shai Silberberg; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); 301-496-1917; SilberbS@ninds.nih.gov
Materials to Enhance Training in Experimental Rigor (METER) (UE5 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke

**Deadline(s):** 10/11/2022; 10/10/2023; 10/11/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Devon Crawford; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); Telephone: 301-496-1917; Email: devon.crawford@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/RFA-NS-21-033.html


**Sponsor:** https://covid19.columbia.edu

**Deadline(s):** beginning 12/23/2020

**Contact:** covid19.columbia.edu

**Link(s):** https://covid19.columbia.edu/content/columbia-university-test-and-trace-program-spring-2021-plan

https://secure.health.columbia.edu

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) Announcing the Availability of Administrative Supplements and Urgent Competitive Revisions for Research on the 2019 Novel Coronavirus

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse

**Deadline(s):** 04/01/2021 (First Available Due Date); 03/31/2022 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); MeLisa Creamer, PhD, MPH; Division of Epidemiology, Services, and Prevention Research; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: 301-402-1933; Email: melisa.creamer@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DA-21-041.html


**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development

**Deadline(s):** 06/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 09/08/2022 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Susan Borja, PhD; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-443-1252; Email: susan.borja@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NCT-21-103.html
**Updated Reporting Requirements for RADx-rad Grant Recipients**

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health  
**Deadline(s):** 03/26/2021 (Release Date)  
**Contact:** NIH Office of Policy for Extramural Research Administration; Division of Grants Policy; grantspolicy@nih.gov  

**Notice of Intent to Publish Funding Opportunity Announcements for the RADx-UP Initiative (Phase II)**

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; Office of Research on Women’s Health  
**Deadline(s):** 04/30/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)  
**Contact:** National Institute on Aging (NIA); Jonathan W. King, Ph.D.; 301-496-3136; kingjo@nia.nih.gov (preferred contact method)  

**Notice of Intent to Publish Funding opportunity RADx-UP Return to School Diagnostic Testing Approaches**

**Sponsor:** Office of The Director, National Institutes of Health (OD)  
**Deadline(s):** 03/29/2021 (Release Date)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: RADx-UPR2Sinfo@nih.gov  
[https://grants.nih.gov/sites/default/files/RADx-UP-LOI.pdf](https://grants.nih.gov/sites/default/files/RADx-UP-LOI.pdf)

**Columbia University Biobank**

**Sponsor:** [https://www.ps.columbia.edu/research/core-and-shared-facilities/core-facilities-category/columbia-university-biobank](https://www.ps.columbia.edu/research/core-and-shared-facilities/core-facilities-category/columbia-university-biobank)  
**Deadline(s):** NA  
**Contact:** General questions: Danielle Pendrick, dp2657@cumc.columbia.edu; Researchers can contact - PS-Officeforresearch@cumc.columbia.edu; Participants can contact - CUBiobankCOVID19@cumc.columbia.edu  
**Link(s):** [https://www.ps.columbia.edu/research/core-and-shared-facilities/core-facilities-category/columbia-university-biobank](https://www.ps.columbia.edu/research/core-and-shared-facilities/core-facilities-category/columbia-university-biobank)

**FDA Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) to add COVID-19 Capacity Building Grants to PAR-18-604 Vet-LIRN Network Capacity-Building Projects (Vet-LIRN)**

**Sponsor:** Food and Drug Administration  
**Deadline(s):** 04/26/2021 (Release Date)
**Contact:** Rene Vasquez; Grants Management Specialist; Office of Operations, Office of Finance Budget & Acquisitions; Office of Acquisitions and Grants Services, HFA-500; U.S. Food and Drug Administration; Tel: 301-796-3546; rene.vasquez@fda.hhs.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-FD-21-014.html

**[NTW] [COVID-19]**

**Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Research on the Impact of the Covid 19 Pandemic and Risks for Abuse and Injury Among Vulnerable Children and Youth**

**Sponsor:** Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development  
**Deadline(s):** 06/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 05/08/2024 (Expiration Date)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Valerie Maholmes, Ph.D., CAS; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); Telephone: 301-496-1514; Email: maholmev@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-HD-21-026.html

**[NTW] [COVID-19]**

**Notice of Information: NCATS to Issue an Emergency Competitive Revision Sole Source Award in Support of ACTIV-6**

**Sponsor:** National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences  
**Deadline(s):** NA  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Stacia Fleisher, MPP; National Center for Advancing Translational Research (NCATS); Phone: 301-435-0851; Email: stacia.fleisher@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-TR-21-024.html

**[NTW] [ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPLEMENTS]**

**Administrative Supplements to Existing NIH Grants and Cooperative Agreements**  
**(Parent Admin Supp Clinical Trial Optional)**

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; John E. Fogarty International Center; National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research; National Library of Medicine; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research; Office of Research on Women's Health  
**Deadline(s):** Due dates may vary by awarding IC. See the awarding IC's web site or applicable Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) for appropriate Application Due Dates. Applicants may also contact their respective awarding IC; 07/24/2023 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); For any scientific or research-related questions on this administrative supplement notice please contact the Program Officer listed on the NoA of the most recent parent award.  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-20-272.html
[NTW] [NIH ANNOUNCEMENTS/COVID-19]  
Extended Guidance for Applicants Preparing Applications During the COVID-19 Pandemic  
**Sponsor:** Office of The Director, National Institutes of Health (OD)  
**Deadline(s):** 11/04/2020 (Release Date)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Sally A. Amero, Ph.D.; NIH Review Policy Officer; ReviewPolicyOfficer@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-21-026.html

[NTW] [NIH ANNOUNCEMENTS]  
NIH Implementation of the Revised Federal-wide Research Terms and Conditions  
**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health  
**Deadline(s):** 11/17/2020 (Release Date)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Division of Grants Policy; Office of Policy for Extramural Research Administration; grantspolicy@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-21-029.html

[NTW] [NIH ANNOUNCEMENTS/SINGLE IRB]  
**Sponsor:** Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality  
**Deadline(s):** 11/05/2020 (Release Date)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Hope Hongzhu He, JD, MPA, MA; Human Protections Administrator; Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality; Telephone: (301) 427-1905; E-mail: HopeHongzhu.He@ahrq.hhs.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-HS-21-002.html

[NTW] [K-AWARDS]  
The NCI Transition Career Development Award (K22 - Independent Clinical Trial Required)  
**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute  
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; 03/15/2024 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Sonia B. Jakowlew, Ph.D.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-5630; Email: jakowles@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-111.html
[NTW] [K-AWARDS]

NIA Career Transition Award (K22 Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Aging
**Deadline(s):** 12/12/2022; 01/08/2025 (Expiration)
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Saroj Regmi, Ph.D.; National Institute on Aging (NIA); Phone: 301-480-8964; Email: saroj.regmi@nih.gov

[Link(s):](https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-351.html)

[NTW] [K-AWARDS]

Emerging Global Leader Award (K43 Independent Clinical Trial Required)

**Sponsor:** John E. Fogarty International Center; National Cancer Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; Office of Research on Women's Health
**Deadline(s):** 11/03/2022; 11/03/2023; 12/12/2023 (Expiration)
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Pre-application questions should be directed to the FIC Scientific/Research Contact; Christine Jessup, Ph.D; Fogarty International Center (FIC); Telephone: 301-496-1653; Email: Christine.Jessup@nih.gov


[NTW] [K-AWARDS]

Emerging Global Leader Award (K43 Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** John E. Fogarty International Center; National Cancer Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; Office of Research on Women’s Health
**Deadline(s):** 11/03/2022; 11/03/2023; 12/12/2023 (Expiration)
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Pre-application questions should be directed to the FIC Scientific/Research Contact; Christine Jessup, Ph.D; Fogarty International Center (FIC); Telephone: 301-496-1653; Email: Christine.Jessup@nih.gov


[NTW] [K-AWARDS]

NHGRI Predoctoral to Postdoctoral Transition Award for a Diverse Genomics Workforce (F99/K00)

**Sponsor:** National Human Genome Research Institute
**Deadline(s):** 04/08/2022; 08/08/2022; 12/08/2022; 04/08/2023; 08/08/2023; 12/08/2023; 04/08/2024; 04/09/2024 (Expiration)
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Tina Gatlin, Ph.D.; National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI); Telephone: 301-480-2280; Email: gatlincl@nih.gov

[NTW] [K-AWARDS]
NCI Mentored Research Scientist Development Award to Promote Diversity (K01 Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)
**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; 11/13/2024 (Expiration)
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Mulualem E. Tilahun, D.V.M., Ph.D; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-7360; Email: mulualem.tilahun@nih.gov
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-295.html

[NTW] [K-AWARDS]
NCI Mentored Research Scientist Development Award to Promote Diversity (K01 Clinical Trial Required)
**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; 11/14/2024 (Expiration)
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Mulualem E. Tilahun, D.V.M., Ph.D; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-7360; Email: mulualem.tilahun@nih.gov
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-296.html

[NTW] [K-AWARDS]
Transition to Independent Environmental Health Research (TIEHR) Career Award (K01 Independent Basic Experimental Studies with Humans Required)
**Sponsor:** National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; 05/08/2024 (Expiration)
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Carol Shreffler, PhD; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS); Telephone: 984-287-3322; Email: shreffl1@niehs.nih.gov
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-170.html

[NTW] [K-AWARDS]
Transition to Independent Environmental Health Research (TIEHR) Career Award (K01 Clinical Trial Required)
**Sponsor:** National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; 05/08/2024 (Expiration)
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Carol Shreffler, PhD; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS); Telephone: 984-287-3322; Email: shreffl1@niehs.nih.gov
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-171.html

[NTW] [K-AWARDS]
Transition to Independent Environmental Health Research (TIEHR) Career Award (K01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)
Sponsor: National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences  
Deadline(s): Standard dates; 05/08/2024 (Expiration)  
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Carol Shreffler, PhD; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS); Telephone: 984-287-3322; Email: shreffl1@niehs.nih.gov  

[NTW] [K-AWARDS]
The NCI Transition Career Development Award (K22 Independent Basic Experimental Studies with Humans Required)  
Sponsor: National Cancer Institute  
Deadline(s): Standard dates; 03/15/2024 (Expiration)  
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Sonia B. Jakowlew, Ph.D.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-5630; Email: jakowles@mail.nih.gov  

[NTW] [K-AWARDS]
NINDS Faculty Development Award to Promote Diversity in Neuroscience Research (K01 Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)  
Sponsor: National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke  
Deadline(s): Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2024 (Expiration)  
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Michelle Jones-London, Ph.D.; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); Telephone: 301-451-7966; Email: jonesmiche@ninds.nih.gov  
Link(s): https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-152.html

[NTW] [K-AWARDS]
NINDS Faculty Development Award to Promote Diversity in Neuroscience Research (K01 Clinical Trial Required)  
Sponsor: National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke  
Deadline(s): Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2024 (Expiration)  
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Michelle Jones-London, Ph.D.; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); Telephone: 301-451-7966; Email: jonesmiche@ninds.nih.gov  

[NTW] [K-AWARDS]
Maximizing Opportunities for Scientific and Academic Independent Careers (MOSAIC) Postdoctoral Career Transition Award to Promote Diversity (K99/R00 - Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)
**Sponsor**: Participating Organization(s): National Institutes of Health (NIH); Components of Participating Organizations: National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS); National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering (NIBIB); National Institute of Nursing Research (NINR); National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities (NIMHD); National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI); National Institute on Aging (NIA); National Library of Medicine (NLM); National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute (NHLBI); National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS); National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders (NIDCD)

**Deadline(s)**: Standard dates; 11/15/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact**: Scientific/Research Contact(s): Carol Shreffler, PhD; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS); Telephone: 984-257-3322; Email: shreffl1@niehs.nih.gov

**Link(s)**: https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/par-19-343.html

**[NTW] [K-AWARDS]**

**NIMH Career Transition Award for Tenure-Track Intramural Investigators (K22 No Independent Clinical Trials)**

**Sponsor**: National Institute of Mental Health

**Deadline(s)**: Standard dates; 09/08/2024 (Expiration)

**Contact**: Scientific/Research Contact(s): Ashlee Van’t Veer, PhD; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-443-3107; Email: dnbbstrainingbranch@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s)**: https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-239.html

**[NTW] [K-AWARDS/DIVERSITY]**

**Maximizing Opportunities for Scientific and Academic Independent Careers (MOSAIC) Postdoctoral Career Transition Award to Promote Diversity (K99/R00 Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor**: National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Eye Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research; National Library of Medicine; Office of Research on Women’s Health

**Deadline(s)**: Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 09/08/2024 (Expiration)

**Contact**: Scientific/Research Contact(s): Kenneth D. Gibbs, Jr., Ph.D., MPH; National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS); Email: kenneth.gibbs@nih.gov

**Link(s)**: https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-271.html
Maximizing Opportunities for Scientific and Academic Independent Careers (MOSAIC) Postdoctoral Career Transition Award to Promote Diversity (K99/R00 - Independent Clinical Trial Required)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Eye Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Nursing Research; Office of Research on Women's Health

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 09/08/2024 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Lanay M. Mudd, Ph.D., FACSM; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health (NCCIH); Phone: 301-594-9346; Email: lanay.mudd@nih.gov


Maximizing Opportunities for Scientific and Academic Independent Careers (MOSAIC) Postdoctoral Career Transition Award to Promote Diversity (K99/R00 - Independent Basic Experimental Studies with Humans Required (BESH))

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Eye Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Nursing Research

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 09/08/2024 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Leslie A. Frieden, Ph.D.; National Institute Of Dental & Craniofacial Research (NIDCR); Phone: 301-496-4263; Email: friedenla@mail.nih.gov


Maximizing Opportunities for Scientific and Academic Independent Careers (MOSAIC) Institutionally-Focused Research Education Award to Promote Diversity (UE5 - Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Mental Health; National Library of Medicine; Office of Research on Women's Health

**Deadline(s):** 11/5/2022; 11/15/2023; 11/16/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Kenneth D. Gibbs, Jr., Ph.D.; National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS); Email: kenneth.gibbs@nih.gov
[NTW] [BIG DATA]
Maximizing the Scientific Value of Existing Biospecimen Collections (R21 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Cancer Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institutes of Health

**Deadline(s):** 08/08/2022; 03/08/2023; 03/09/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Rachel Grana Mayne, PhD; National Cancer Institute (NCI)

Telephone: 240-276-5899; Email: granar@nih.gov


[NTW] [BIG DATA]
Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Secondary Analysis of Posttraumatic Psychopathology Data

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health

**Deadline(s):** 02/05/2022 (First Available Due Date); 01/08/2025 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Susan Borja, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 310-443-1252; Email: susan.borja@nih.gov


[NTW] [BIG DATA]
Data Harmonization, Curation and Secondary Analysis of Existing Clinical Datasets (R61/R33 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke

**Deadline(s):** 03/15/2022; 03/14/2024; 03/15/2024 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Christine Swanson-Fischer, PhD; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); Telephone: (301) 496-5680; Email: christine.swanson-fischer@nih.gov


[NTW] [BIG DATA]
Investigator Initiated Research in Computational Genomics and Data Science (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed), PAR-21-254 Deadline: 10.05.2021

Investigator Initiated Research in Computational Genomics and Data Science (R21 Clinical Trial Not Allowed), PAR-21-255 Deadline: 10.16.2021

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health NIH; Components of Participating Organizations: National Human Genome Research Institute NHGRI
Deadline(s): 10/05/2021 [First Standard Due Date, PAR-21-254]; 10/16/2021 [First Standard Due Date, PAR-21-255]; Standard dates; 09/08/2024 (Expiration)

Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Daniel Gilchrist, Ph.D.; National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI); Email: Daniel.Gilchrist@nih.gov


Additional Information: Investigator Initiated Research in Computational Genomics and Data Science; The National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI) released two funding opportunities for innovative research efforts in computational genomics, data science, statistics, and bioinformatics for basic and/or clinical genomic sciences that are broadly applicable to human health and disease. NHGRI also seeks applications for research leading to improvement of existing software or approaches that are in broad use by the genomics community.; PAR-21-254: Investigator Initiated Research in Computational Genomics and Data Science (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed). Applications are due Oct. 5.; PAR-21-255: Investigator Initiated Research in Computational Genomics and Data Science (R21 Clinical Trial Not Allowed). Applications are due Oct. 16.

[NTW] [BIG DATA]

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Supporting Data Sciences in the IDeA States through the Centers of Biomedical Research Excellence (COBRE) Phase I Program

Sponsor: National Institute of General Medical Sciences

Deadline(s): 01/27/2022 (First Available Due Date); 01/28/2022 (Expiration Date)

Contact: Lakshmi Kumar Matukumalli, Ph.D.; National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS);
Email: lakshmi.matukumalli@nih.gov


Additional Information: Related Announcements: PAR-19-313 - Centers of Biomedical Research Excellence (COBRE) Phase 1 (P20 Clinical Trial Optional); The purpose of this Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) is to inform potential applicants of the National Institutes of Health's interest in supporting data sciences research in Institutional Development Award (IDeA)-eligible states through PAR-19-313 "Centers of Biomedical Research Excellence (COBRE) Phase 1 (P20 Clinical Trial Optional)."

[NTW] [GENOMICS]

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Genomics Education Interactive Digital Media Resources (SBIR/STTR)

Sponsor: National Human Genome Research Institute

Deadline(s): 01/05/2022 (First Available Due Date); 12/31/2024 (Expiration Date)

Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s): Tina Gatlin, Ph.D.; Telephone: 301-480-2280; Email: gatlincl@nih.gov


Additional Information: Related Announcements: PA-21-259 - PHS 2021-2 Omnibus Solicitation of the NIH, CDC and FDA for Small Business Innovation Research Grant Applications (Parent SBIR [R43/R44] Clinical Trial Not Allowed); PA-21-262 - PHS 2021-2 Omnibus Solicitation of the NIH for Small Business Technology Transfer Grant Applications (Parent STTR [R41/R42] Clinical Trial Not Allowed)
[NTW] [GENOMICS]
Supporting Talented Early Career Researchers in Genomics (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Human Genome Research Institute  
**Deadline(s):** 03/04/2022; 02/28/2023; 02/27/2024; 02/28/2024 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Lisa H. Chadwick, Ph.D.; National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI);  
Telephone: 301-435-7275; Email: lisa.chadwick@nih.gov  

[NTW] [BIG DATA]
Notice of Modifications to PAR-21-075, "Research Experience in Genomic Research for Data Scientists (R25)"

Research Experience in Genomic Research for Data Scientists (R25)

**Sponsor:** National Human Genome Research Institute  
**Deadline(s):** 05/25/2022; 05/25/2023; 05/26/2023 (Expiration, PAR-2-075)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Shurjo K. Sen, Ph.D.; National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI); Phone: 301-827-7028; Email: sensh@mail.nih.gov  
**Additional Information:** Related, PAR-21-075 - Research Experience in Genomic Research for Data Scientists (R25)

[NTW] [BIG DATA]
Early-Stage Development of Data Science Technologies for Infectious and Immune-mediated Diseases (U01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases  
**Deadline(s):** 02/17/2022; 07/01/2022; 02/17/2023; 07/06/2023; 07/07/2023 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Steve Tsang, PhD; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID);  
Telephone: 240-627-3330; Email: AI-DSFOnquiries@nih.gov  

[NTW] [BIG DATA]
Enhancement or Sustainment of Data Science Tools for Infectious and Immune-mediated Diseases (U24 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases  
**Deadline(s):** 02/17/2022; 07/01/2022; 02/17/2023; 07/06/2023; 07/07/2023 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Steve Tsang, PhD; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID);  
Telephone: 240-627-3330; Email: AI-DSFOnquiries@nih.gov  
[NTW] [BIG DATA]

Exploratory Data Science Methods and Algorithm Development in Infectious and Immune-mediated Diseases (R21 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor**: National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases

**Deadline(s)**: 02/17/2022; 07/01/2022; 02/17/2023; 07/06/2023; 07/07/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact**: Scientific/Research Contact(s): Steve Tsang, PhD; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID); Telephone: 240-627-3330; Email: AI-DSFOinquiries@nih.gov

**Link(s)**: https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/RFA-AI-21-035.html

[NTW] [BIG DATA]

Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Limited Competition for the Continuation of the National Consortium on Alcohol and Neurodevelopment in Adolescence (NCANDA) Data Analysis Resource (U24)

**Sponsor**: National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Mental Health

**Deadline(s)**: 08/18/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)

**Contact**: Please direct all inquiries to: Abraham P. Bautista, Ph.D.; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); bautista@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s)**: https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-AA-21-018.html

[NTW] [BIG DATA]

Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Coordinating and Data Management Center for Translational and Basic Science Research in Early Lesions (TBEL) (U24 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor**: National Cancer Institute

**Deadline(s)**: 10/01/2021 (First Estimated Due Date)

**Contact**: Christos Patriotis, Ph.D.; Division of Cancer Prevention
National Cancer Institute (NCI); patriotisc@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s)**: https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-CA-21-061.html

[NTW] [BIG DATA]

Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Research Opportunity Announcement for the Data Generation Projects of the NIH Bridge to Artificial Intelligence (Bridge2AI) Program (OT2)

**Sponsor**: Office of Strategic Coordination (Common Fund)

**Deadline(s)**: 08/20/2021 (Estimated First Application Due Date)

**Contact**: Please direct all inquiries to: Shurjo Sen, Ph.D.; National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI); 301 827-7028; bridge2ai@od.nih.gov
[NTW] [BIG DATA]
Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Integrative Omics Analysis of NHLBI TOPMed Data (Parent R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute

**Deadline(s):** 10/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 05/08/2023 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** James Luo, Ph.D.; Division of Cardiovascular Sciences; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI); Telephone: 301-435-0533

Email: luoja@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-RM-21-022.html

[NTW] [ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE]

Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for NIH Bridge2AI Integration, Dissemination, and Evaluation (BRIDGE) Center (U54 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** Office of Strategic Coordination (Common Fund)

**Deadline(s):** 08/20/2021 (Estimated First Application Due Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Shurjo Sen, Ph.D.; National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI); 301 827-7028; bridge2ai@od.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-RM-21-021.html

[NTW] [CANCER]

New York State Department of Health/Health Research, Inc. Comprehensive Cancer Control Program

**Sponsor:** Health Research, Inc (HRI) and the New York State Department of Health (NYSDOH)

**Deadline(s):** Applications will be accepted starting immediately and will be reviewed and awarded in the order received on a rolling basis until funds are no longer available.

**Contact:** Please click on the link to the Community Project Application below to apply: Community Project Application


**Additional Information:** New York State Department of Health/Health Research, Inc. Comprehensive Cancer Control Program; Health Research, Inc (HRI) and the New York State Department of Health (NYSDOH) Comprehensive Cancer Control Program are soliciting applications from organizations to conduct projects in support of the New York State Comprehensive Cancer Control Plan and the work of the New York State Cancer Consortium (Consortium) action teams. The Consortium is a voluntary network of individuals and organizations that collaborate to address New York’s cancer burden. The Consortium recommends statewide and local interventions to: prevent skin cancer, promote the human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine, promote programs and services to increase quality of life for cancer survivors, and prevent and promote early detection of colorectal cancer. The purpose of this funding opportunity is to support local interventions to address the burden of cancer in communities and across the state. This funding will support awards, valued at $1,000 each to implement one of the six (6) community interventions listed in the
attached solicitation.; Applications will be accepted beginning November 18, 2020, and will be reviewed and awarded in the order received on a rolling basis until funds are no longer available; **Eligible applicants:** Nonprofit organizations and municipal organizations located in New York State including, but not limited to: local government and public health agencies, local educational agencies, academic institutions, community-based organizations, faith-based organizations, health care systems, primary care networks, professional associations, public and private schools, and volunteer associations.; **Applications will be accepted starting immediately and will be reviewed and awarded in the order received on a rolling basis until funds are no longer available.**; Please click on the link to the Community Project Application below to apply: Community Project Application

**[NTW] [CANCER]**

**Clinical Characterization of Cancer Therapy-induced Adverse Sequelae and Mechanism-based Interventional Strategies (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)**

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute  
**Deadline(s):** 02/05/2022 through 11/05/2024; 11/06/2024 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Kelly Filipski Ph.D., M.P.H; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-6841; Email: Filipskikk@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-329.html

**[NTW] [CANCER]**

**Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Clinical Characterization and Intervention Strategies for Cancer Therapy Induced Adverse Sequelae**

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute  
**Deadline(s):** 01/25/2022 (First Available Due Date); 05/08/2023 (Expiration Date)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Kelly Filipski, PhD, MPH; National Cancer Institute; Telephone: (240) 276-6841; Email: Kelly.Filipski@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-CA-22-005.html

**[NTW] [CANCER]**

**Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Cancer Prevention-Interception Targeted Agent Discovery Program (CAP-IT) Centers (U54 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute  
**Deadline(s):** 10/01/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Shizuko Sei, M.D.; Division of Cancer Prevention; National Cancer Institute (NCI); 240-276-5005; seis@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-CA-21-079.html

**[NTW] [CANCER]**

**Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Cancer**
Preparation-Interception Targeted Agent Discovery Program (CAP-IT) Data and Resource Coordination Center (DRCC) (U24 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute  
**Deadline(s):** 10/01/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Shizuko Sei, M.D.; Division of Cancer Prevention; National Cancer Institute (NCI); 240-276-5005; seis@nih.gov  

[NTW] [CANCER]
**Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Mechanisms that Impact Cancer Risk after Bariatric Surgery (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)**

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute  
**Deadline(s):** 11/01/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)  
**Contact:** Edward Sauter, M.D., Ph.D.; Division of Cancer Prevention; National Cancer Institute (NCI); 240-276-7657; Email: edward.sauter@nih.gov  

[NTW] [CANCER]
**Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Leveraging Real-World Imaging Data for Artificial Intelligence-based Modeling and Early Detection of Abdominal Cancers**

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute  
**Deadline(s):** 06/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 01/08/2024 (Expiration Date)  
**Contact:** Natalie Abrams, PhD; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: (240) 474-7336; Email: natalie.abrams@nih.gov  

[NTW] [CANCER]
**Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Telehealth in Cancer Care**

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute  
**Deadline(s):** 06/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 03/08/2024 (Expiration Date)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Gurvaneet Randhawa, M.D., M.P.H.; National Cancer Institute Telephone: (240) 276-6940; Email: Gurvaneet.Randhawa@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** [https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-CA-21-043.html](https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-CA-21-043.html)

[NTW] [CANCER]
**Notice of Special Interest: National Cancer Institute Administrative Supplement Opportunity for Strategies to Optimize Recruitment and Retention of Cancer Prevention and Symptom Management Clinical Trial Participants**
Sponsor: National Cancer Institute  
Deadline(s): 06/15/2021 (First Available Due Date); 05/16/2023 (Expiration Date)  
Contact: Please direct all inquiries to: Ellen Richmond, MS, GNP-BC; Division of Cancer Prevention; National Cancer Institute;  
Telephone: 240-276-7043; E-mail: richmone@mail.nih.gov  

[NTW] [CANCER]  
Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Expanding Cancer Control Research in Persistent Poverty Areas  
Sponsor: National Cancer Institute  
Deadline(s): 09/24/2021 (First Available Due Date); 05/08/2023 (Expiration Date)  
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Shobha Srinivasan, Ph.D.; Division of Cancer Control and Population Sciences; National Cancer Institute; Telephone: 240-276-6938; Email: sriniva2@mail.nih.gov  

[NTW] [CANCER]  
Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Pancreatic Ductal Adenocarcinoma (PDAC) Stromal Reprogramming Consortium (PSRC) (U01 - Clinical Trial Not Allowed)  
Sponsor: National Cancer Institute  
Deadline(s): 11/01/2021 (Estimated First Application Due Date)  
Contact: Peter Ujhazy, MD, PhD; Division of Cancer Treatment & Diagnosis; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-5686; Email: pu5s@nih.gov  
Link(s): https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-CA-21-075.html

[NTW] [CANCER]  
Notice of Intent to Publish: Pancreatic Ductal Adenocarcinoma Stromal Reprogramming Consortium Coordinating and Data Management Center (PSRC CDMC) (U24 - Clinical Trial Not Allowed)  
Sponsor: National Cancer Institute  
Deadline(s): 11/01/2021 (Estimated First Application Due Date)  
Contact: Peter Ujhazy, MD, PhD; Division of Cancer Treatment & Diagnosis; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-5686; Email: pu5s@nih.gov  

[NTW] [CANCER]  
Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Early-life Factors and Cancer Development Later in Life
**Sponsor**: National Cancer Institute

**Deadline(s)**: 06/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 03/08/2024 (Expiration Date)

**Contact**: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Somdat Mahabir, Ph.D., M.P.H.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: (240) 276-6941; Email: mahabir@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s)**: https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-CA-21-074.html

---

**[NTW] [CANCER]**

**Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Integration of Individual Residential Histories in Cancer Research**

**Sponsor**: National Cancer Institute

**Deadline(s)**: 10/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 03/08/2024 (Expiration Date)

**Contact**: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Zaria Tatalovich, Ph.D.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-6976; Email: tatalovichzp@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s)**: https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-CA-21-092.html

---

**[NTW] [NIH ANNOUNCEMENTS]**

**NIH Extramural Nexus New Policy for Data Management and Sharing**

**Final NIH Policy for Data Management and Sharing**

**Sponsor**: Office of The Director, National Institutes of Health (OD) [Announcement]; https://grants.nih.gov/grants/oer.htm [Extramural Nexus; Office of Extramural Research]

**Deadline(s)**: 10/29/2020 (Release Date); 01/25/2023 (Effective Date)

**Contact**: ExtramuralNexus@mail.nih.gov [Extramural Nexus]; Please direct all inquiries to: NIH Office of Science Policy; SciencePolicy@od.nih.gov

**Link(s)**: https://nexus.od.nih.gov/all/2020/10/29/nih-releases-new-policy-for-data-management-and-sharing/

**Additional Information**: NIH Extramural Guest Post by Carrie Wolinetz, Ph.D., NIH Associate Director for Science Policy

---

**[NTW] [BIG DATA]**

**Final NIH Policy for Data Management and Sharing**

**Sponsor**: National Institutes of Health

**Deadline(s)**: 10/29/2020 (Release Date); 01/25/2023 (Effective Date)

**Contact**: Please direct all inquiries to: NIH Office of Science Policy; SciencePolicy@od.nih.gov


---

**[NTW] [NIH ANNOUNCEMENTS]**
Reminder: NIH Policy on Use of Hypertext in NIH Grant Applications

Reminder - No Hyperlinks and URLs in NIH Proposals

The Do's & Don'ts of Hyperlinks in Grant Applications

NIH formatting instructions

**Sponsor:** NIH National Institutes of Health; Office of The Director, National Institutes of Health (OD)

**Deadline(s):** NA; 09/16/2020 (Release Date)

**Contact:** Division of Grants Policy; Office of Policy for Extramural Research Administration (OPERA); GrantsPolicy@OD.NIH.gov ; As always feel free to reach out to your SPA Project Officer if you have any questions.

[brought to our attention by] Stephanie F. Scott, MS, CRA; Director of Policy and Research Development; Columbia | Research; Sponsored Projects Administration; sfs2110@cumc.columbia.edu; Website: https://spa.columbia.edu/

**Link(s):**
- https://nexus.od.nih.gov/all/2019/05/13/the-dos-donts-of-hyperlinks-in-grant-applications/

[NTW] [RESTARTING RESEARCH]


[2] Restart Survey Requested for All Projects


**Sponsor:** Mailman School, Research Resources

**Deadline(s):** 09/11/2020 (Event Date)

**Contact:** msph_research@cumc.columbia.edu ; https://health.columbia.edu/content/make-appointment

[Appointment for Covid-19 Testing; Please also note the NEW phone number 212-854-7426]

**Link(s):**
- https://health.columbia.edu/content/make-appointment

[Restart survey requested for all projects]
- https://cumc.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_3ZVnNGSjy7mqyqh
  [Guidelines for Resumption of Field Research (International Studies)]
- https://covid19.columbia.edu/sites/default/files/content/Documents%20%26%20Forms/Guidelines%20and%20Form%20for%20Resumption%20of%20Field%20Research%20%28International%20Studies%29.pdf

[Downloadable Form for Resumption of Field Research (International Studies)]

[NTW] [RETURNING TO CAMPUS]

[1] Mailman School; Returning to Campus [provided for reference; please note the updated phone number for Covid-19 testing, below]


[3] Returning to Campus Update 09.18.2020

**Sponsor:** Mailman School

**Deadline(s):** NA; page updated regularly

**Contact:** Please see Returning to Campus link for multiple sources, and contacts

**Link(s):** https://www.publichealth.columbia.edu/coronavirus-updates/returning-campus
[NTW] [IRB RESEARCH REMINDER]
Survey Required to Resume Un-Paused IRB-Approved Projects

*Sponsor:* Mailman School  
*Deadline(s):* ASAP  
*Contact:* msph_research@columbia.c.edu  
*Link(s):* [https://cumc.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_3ZVrNGSJy7qmyqH](https://cumc.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_3ZVrNGSJy7qmyqH)

*Additional Information:* IRB Research Reminder. Remember, in order to resume un-paused IRB-approved projects investigators must complete the following survey to receive School-level approval. [https://cumc.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_3ZVrNGSJy7qmyqH](https://cumc.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_3ZVrNGSJy7qmyqH). This is necessary to assure that the research conforms with the CUIMC requirements for building occupancy and participant and worker safety.

[NTW] [RASCAL IRB 2.1]

*Rascal IRB 2.1*

*Sponsor:* The Columbia University Human Research Protection Office (HRPO)  
*Deadline(s):* 09/20/2020 (Release Date)  
*Contact:* rascal@columbia.edu  
*Link(s):* www.rascal.columbia.edu/irb

[NTW] [COVID-19 OPPORTUNITIES CURATED IN PIVOT]

Resources to access COVID-19 Funding Opportunities and New Website:

1. Coronavirus Funding Opportunities Curated by SPA in PIVOT [this regularly updated link may require PIVOT registration (see below for instructions)]
2. Pivot is a Funding Opportunity Database, as a one-stop shop to identify COVID-19 opportunities from federal, private, and global sponsors
3. Pivot Instructions
4. COVID-19: FAQs and Resources Relating to Research [Columbia Research and SPA]
5. COVID-19 Research Opportunities and other resources to support researchers
6. COVID-19 Research Funding Opportunities Curated by SPA and Research at Columbia
7. Pivot, New Dashboard!
8. Pivot Quick Guide

*Sponsor:* Columbia Research [https://research.columbia.edu ; SPA [https://spa.columbia.edu/ [brought to our attention by] Stephanie Scott [Director of Policy and Research Development] Columbia | Research; Sponsored Projects Administration; sfs2110@columbia.edu ; Website: [https://spa.columbia.edu/]

*Deadline(s):* Please note that effective May 01, 2020 (05/01/2020) SPA will continue to support the funding opportunity database Pivot, and will no longer support InfoEd SPIN / SMARTS

*Contact:* Please continue to email questions to COVID19_research@columbia.edu; we will make sure your questions are routed to the right person so you receive a timely answer. For questions concerning Pivot, email Pivot-Help@columbia.edu
**[NTW] [SPA COVID-19 TOWN HALL]**

**SPA COVID TOWN HALLS [ARCHIVAL]**

**Sponsor:** SPA  
**Deadline(s):** NA, Archival Postings  
**Contact:** We encourage you to submit any questions in advance to SPA-TownHall@columbia.edu.  
**Link(s):** [SPA Town Halls, Archival](https://research.columbia.edu/SPA-TownHalls)

---

**[NTW] [COVID-19]**

**Columbia Public Health’s Free Online Course COVID-19 from Virus to Vaccine: Biological, Clinical, and Public Health Dimensions (Archival)**  
**Sponsor:** Columbia Mailman School of Public Health.  
**Deadline(s):** Archival  
**Contact:** Register Here to Access to Columbia Public Health’s Covid-19 Course (Archival)  
**Link(s):** [COVID-19](https://mailchi.mp/cumc/covid-19-course?mc_cid=69e04428cb&mc_eid=17b4454a9b)  
**Additional Information:** Register here to access Columbia Public Health’s free online course, COVID-19 from Virus to Vaccine: Biological, Clinical, and Public Health Dimensions. Through lectures and virtual labs, world-class scientific experts and leaders explore a broad range of topics related to COVID-19 including understanding the science of the virus; who is particularly vulnerable to the virus and why; developing and implementing tests, treatments and vaccines; modeling projections of the pandemic’s spread; and advancing strategies to contain the pandemic.

---

**[NTW] [COVID-19/FOUNDATION FUNDING]**

**Pfizer: COVID-19 Vaccine Grants**  
**Sponsor:** [https://www.pfizer.com](https://www.pfizer.com)  
**Deadline(s):** Not Specified  
**Contact:** [https://www.pfizer.com/contact](https://www.pfizer.com/contact)  

---

**Additional Information:** Please note that effective May 01, 2020 (05/01/2020) SPA will continue to support the funding opportunity database Pivot, and will no longer support InfoEd SPIN / SMARTS.
[NTW] [COVID-19/FOUNDATION FUNDING]
**COVID-19 Early Treatment Fund: Outpatient Clinical Trials for Effective Early Treatment for COVID-19, Using Existing Drugs, Rolling Deadline**

**Sponsor:** Foundation Funding Opportunities brought to our attention by the Columbia University Office of Alumni Development

**Deadline(s):** Please see piecemeal announcements

**Contact:** Please see piecemeal announcements

**Link(s):** [Register for monthly CFR Opportunities Newsletter]

[NTW] [CU TEACHING AND LEARNING GRANTS]

**Columbia University Center for Teaching and Learning, Office of the Provost; Teaching and Learning Grants Presented by Consortium of Institutes & Centers**

**Sponsor:** Columbia University Center for Teaching and Learning, Office of the Provost; [https://scienceandsociety.columbia.edu](https://scienceandsociety.columbia.edu)

**Deadline(s):** Open; Applications for the grants are open via rolling submission throughout the 2020-21 academic year

**Contact:** For questions, please contact scienceandsociety@columbia.edu.

**Link(s):** [https://mailchi.mp/mail/blu77w5zbr-1376422?e=418f36c458](https://mailchi.mp/mail/blu77w5zbr-1376422?e=418f36c458)

[NTW] [NIH ANNOUNCEMENTS/CLINICAL TRIALS]

**Policy Update - Results Information Reporting for Applicable Clinical Trials (ACTs)**

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; General Notices

**Deadline(s):** 07/28/2020 (Release Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: NIH Office of Policy for Extramural Research Administration; Division of Grants Compliance and Oversight; Telephone: 301-435-0949; Email: grantscompliance@od.nih.gov


**Additional Information:** The purpose of this notice is to inform the extramural community that a Federal court has held that Section 801 of the Food and Drug Administration Amendments Act of 2007 (“FDAAA”) requires submission of results information for any “applicable clinical trial” (“ACT”), as defined in section 402(j)(1)(A) of the Public Health Service (“PHS”) Act, that was initiated after September 27, 2007, or that was ongoing as of December 26, 2007, if the ACT studied a product that is approved, licensed, or cleared by FDA at any time, including after the ACT’s primary completion date.

[NTW] [FORMS-F]

**eRA Information: Changes in HSS Post-Submission Updates with FORMS-F Starting June 13**

**NIH Policy and Guidelines on the Inclusion of Individuals Across the Lifespan as Participants in Research Involving Human Subjects**

**High-level Grant Application Form Change Summary: FORMS-F**

**Sponsor:** NIH eRA
Deadline(s): 06/13/2020 (Effective Date); 06/15/2020 (Release Date)

Contact: NIH Office of Extramural Research; Questions? Please contact the eRA Service Desk. Check out self-help resources on the Help page before submitting an online ticket; or call Toll-free: 1-866-504-9552, Phone: 301-402-7469. The eRA Service Desk hours are Mon-Fri, 7 a.m. to 8 p.m. ET.; Help us improve our communications; send your suggestions and feedback to eRCCommunications@mail.nih.gov or call 301-435-8185.; To read other recent articles and messages, please visit our Latest News page at https://era.nih.gov/news


Participant-level Data Template

Additional Information: [SPA News] FW: eRA Information: Changes in HSS Post-Submission Updates with FORMS-F Starting June 13; NIH sent this announcement yesterday after they had already made the changes in their Human Subjects System (HSS). Please see below, it outlines the changes made to the HSS and its integration with the updated FORMS-F PHS Human Subjects and Clinical Trials Form. [brought to our attention by] Stephanie Scott; eRA Information: Changes in HSS Post-Submission Updates with FORMS-F Starting June 13; eRA Information: Changes in HSS Post-Submission Updates with FORMS-F Starting June 13; Monday, June 15, 2020; As of Saturday, June 13, 2020, all applicants and recipients submitting post-submission updates in the Human Subjects System (HSS) will use the updated FORMS-F PHS Human Subjects and Clinical Trials Information Form. These updates address new requirements for participant-level data on sex/gender, race, ethnicity, and age at enrollment for projects subject to the NIH Policy and Guidelines on the Inclusion of Individuals Across the Lifespan as Participants in Research Involving Human Subjects.; Users with records currently in progress will need to modify the records to meet new FORMS-F requirements.; The changes listed below include items released by eRA in March and items released on June 13.; Key FORMS-F Changes to the PHS Human Subjects and Clinical Trials Information Form; [*] A new Inclusion Enrollment Report title field is now available. The human subjects study title will appear by default for all existing studies and may be changed by the user. For new studies and those with a work in progress study, the title will be blank and need to be filled by the grantee. See Figure 1.; Figure 1: Inclusion Enrollment Report Title Field; [*] For clinical trials, the “Brief Summary” field will no longer appear in Section 4. Information in this field prior to June 13, 2020 will continue to be available in the PDF images of applications and Research Performance Progress Reports (RPPRs) submitted prior to this change.; [*] Question 1.4.a. “Does the study involve human subjects/participants” now has a default value of yes and cannot be changed unless the user changes their response to the question “Are Human Subjects Involved?” on the Other Projects Information form. As a study record should be completed only for research involving human participants, the “No” option is no longer available for this question. See Figure 2.; Figure 2: Question 1.4.a of the Clinical Trial Post Submission Study Record; [*] In Section 2.8 of the Study Record: PHS Human Subjects and Clinical Trials Information screen, the language has been changed from ‘Enrollment of First Subject’ to ‘Enrollment of First Participant.; [*] A new question has been added to the Study Record: PHS Human Subjects and Clinical Trials Information screen — Section 4.6 asks ‘Is this an applicable clinical trial under FDAAA.’; [*] For a full list of significant FORMS-F changes, see the High-level Grant Application Form Change Summary: FORMS-F PDF.; Key Inclusion Across the Lifespan Changes; [*] Recipients reporting actual enrollment progress for a grant application submitted for due dates January 25, 2019 or later must provide participant-level data on sex/gender, race, ethnicity, and age at enrollment in the Inclusion Enrollment Report of the PHS Human Subjects and Clinical Trials Information Form using HSS.; [*] Users must use the spreadsheet template available in HSS to submit participant-level data. The column titles must not be altered, and data should be provided using the values modeled in the template. Changes to the template may result in a submission error. See Figure 3.; Figure 3: Download Participant Level Data Template button on the Inclusion Enrollment Report; [*] Participant-level data must be uploaded in .csv format. Users do not need to separately enter
Reminder of Upcoming FORMS-F and Inclusion Across the Lifespan Requirements for NIH Applicands and Recipients Submitting Post-Submission Updates Using the Human Subjects System (HSS)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health  
**Deadline(s):** 06/17/2020 (Release Date)  
**Contact:** For questions about this notice, contact: Office of Policy for Extramural Research Administration; Telephone: 301-435-0949; Email: grantspolicy@mail.nih.gov; For requests for technical assistance using HSS, contact the eRA Service Desk.  

Additional Information: Related Announcements:  
- NOT-OD-18-179 - Transition from Inclusion Management System to New Human Subjects System (HSS) as of June 9, 2018  
- NOT-OD-20-026 - New NIH "FORMS-F" Grant Application Forms and Instructions Coming for Due Dates on or after May 25, 2020

Reminder: Required use of FORMS-F application forms for application submission

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health  
**Deadline(s):** 04/14/2021 (Release Date)  
**Contact:** NIH Office of Policy for Extramural Research Administration (OPERA); Systems Policy Branch; Email: OPERA systems policy@nih.gov  

Data Tables for FORMS-F required institutional training grant proposals; required for applications due May 25th, 2020 or later
Data Tables Changes from FORMS-E to FORMS-F

**Sponsor:** NIH, SPA  
**Deadline(s):** 05/25/2020 (Forms-F, required for applications due 05/25/2020 or later)  
**Contact:** https://grants.nih.gov/support/index.html ; SPA  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/forms-f/data-tables.htm  

**Additional Information:** Data Tables for training grants; NIH just posted the latest Data Tables for FORMS-F required institutional training grant proposals. These tables will be required for applications due May 25th, 2020 or later. Go to: https://grants.nih.gov/grants/forms-f/data-tables.htm ; They did not post a significant changes document yet, so I took the instructions from the previous tables and did a comparison to the new tables. See attached “Changes from FORMS-E to FORMS-F”; I have an email to NIH to clarify the significant changes, and any impact they may have in xTRACT. Upon first glance, the changes appear to be more of clarifications of the instructions, rather than anything drastically different.; I know a number of you are preparing training grant proposals for May. Please feel free to take a look at these changes, and let me know if you have questions. This way I can collect them all and send them to NIH for clarification. As every training grant program is different, you may also need to go to your Program Officials for direction on how they want the table completed for your specific set of circumstances.; As soon as I have more information from NIH I will pass it along.; [brought to our attention by] Stephanie F. Scott, MS, CRA; Director of Policy and Research Development

Training Grant RPPRs and Survey

**Sponsor:** SPA/HICCC  
**Deadline(s):** 10/01/2020 (Release Date)  
**Contact:** [brought to our attention by Stephanie Scott, SPA], sfs2110@cumc.columbia.edu ; If you have any questions about it, please contact Stuart Fischer at sgf2@cumc.columbia.edu ; For inquiries concerning the policy described in the NOT-OD-20-178 Notice, contact: NIHTrain@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-20-178.html  
https://cumc.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_dnlpKjMHjOq5kp

NIH Summary Statement Available to the Signing Officials (SO) through the eRA Commons

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health  
**Deadline(s):** 06/18/2020 (Release Date)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: System Policy Branch; Office of Policy for Extramural Research Administration; Office of Extramural Research; Email: OPERSystemsPolicy@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-20-126.html

**Additional Information:** To facilitate award management and communications with applicant organizations via Authorized Organization Representatives (AORs), NIH has modified the system of records by adding a new routine use to clarify that information may be shared with applicant organizations.; Effective June 24, 2020, the overall impact score and the NIH Summary Statement
Statement will be made available in the eRA Commons to the Authorized Organization Representatives (AORs) of the applicant organization with the Signing Official (SO) user role in the eRA Commons.

[NTW] [COVID-19/HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPUTING]
SRC PAC Major players offering Access to High Performance Computing for COVID-19 Research

**Sponsor:** [https://covid19-hpc-consortium.org](https://covid19-hpc-consortium.org);
**Deadline(s):** Please see all active projects

**Contact:** Questions:  George Garrett, Manager, Research Computing Services shinobu@columbia.edu

**Link(s):**

[NTW] [NIH GUIDE FOR GRANTS AND CONTRACTS]
[3] Subscribe to Weekly NIH Funding Opportunities and Notices

**Sponsor:** NIH

**Deadline(s):** Accrued and posted throughout the week (usually available no later than Monday AMs), Distributed weekly, usually Friday afternoons and archivally available

**Contact:** [https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/listserv_dev.htm](https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/listserv_dev.htm) [subscribe to receive weekly updates]

**Link(s):**
- [https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/WeeklyIndexMobile.cfm?WeekEnding=MM-DD-YYYY](https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/WeeklyIndexMobile.cfm?WeekEnding=MM-DD-YYYY) [generic format that may be modified weekly to access the Guide]
- [https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/YearlyIndex/AllYearsIndex.cfm](https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/YearlyIndex/AllYearsIndex.cfm) [archival NIH Funding opportunity postings]

[NTW] [COVID-19]
Extending the Special Exception to the NIH/AHRQ/NIOSH Post-Submission Material Policy During the COVID-19 Pandemic

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health

**Deadline(s):** This Notice extends the special exception for post-submission material (see NOT-OD-20-123) to applications submitted for the May 2021 Council round.; For applications submitted for the May 2021 council (beginning with applications submitted for the September 25, 2020 due date for Spring 2021 review meetings), the NIH, AHRQ, and NIOSH will accept a one-
page update with preliminary data as post-submission materials for applications submitted under all activity codes, ONLY if the Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) used for submission allowed preliminary data in the application. One page of preliminary data will be accepted for single component applications or for each component of a multi-component application.

The deadline for submitting all post-submission materials, including preliminary data, will be 30 days before the study section meeting. Because applications for emergency competitive revisions and urgent competitive revisions undergo expedited review, post-submission materials will not be accepted for those applications; All other materials listed in NOT-OD-19-083 as acceptable post-submission materials will continue to be accepted if submitted 30 days before the study section meeting.

Contact: Please direct all inquiries to: Sally A. Amero, Ph.D.; NIH Review Policy Officer; ReviewPolicyOfficer@mail.nih.gov


Additional Information: Related Announcements: NOT-OD-20-123 - Special Exception to the NIH/AHRQ/NIOSH Post-Submission Material Policy During the COVID-19 Pandemic; NOT-OD-19-083 - Update to the NIH/AHRQ/NIOSH Policy on Post-Submission Materials

[NTW] [COVID-19]

Notice of Special Interest: Administrative Supplements and Urgent Competitive Revisions on Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) within the Mission of NIAAA

Sponsor: National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism

Deadline(s): 12/31/2021 (First Available Due Date); 05/08/2024 (Expiration Date)

Contact: M. Kathy Jung, Ph.D.; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); 301-443-8744;

Email: jungma@mail.nih.gov


[NTW] [F-AWARDS]

[1] Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Award (NRSA) Individual Predoctoral Fellowship (Parent F31) PA-21-051


[3] All NIH Fellowship Parent Announcements [F32 Posting on this link pending, as of 10.27.2020]

Sponsor: National Institutes of Health (NIH)

Deadline(s): Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 09/08/2023 (Expiration [F31 and F32])

Contact: Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements, and Staff Contacts [F32 Scientific / Research Contacts];

Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements, and Staff Contacts [F31 Scientific / Research Contacts]

Link(s): https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-21-051.html [Individual Predoctoral Fellowship (Parent F31)]

https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-21-048.html [Individual Postdoctoral Fellowship (Parent F32)]

https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/parent_announcements.htm#fel [All NIH Fellowship Parent Announcements]

[NTW] [F-AWARDS]

Notice of Participation of NINR in PA-21-050, Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Award (NRSA) Individual Fellowship for Students at Institutions Without NIH-Funded Institutional Predoctoral Dual-Degree Training Programs (Parent F30)
R2eport
Friday Newsletter 12/17/2021

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Nursing Research

**Deadline(s):** 06/08/2021 (Release Date)

**Contact:** David Banks, Ph.D., M.P.H., M.S.S.W., R.N.; National Institute of Nursing Research (NINR); Telephone: 301-496-9558; Email: david.banks@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-NR-21-004.html

[NTW] [F-AWARDS]

**Notice of Change to NOT-NR-21-001: "Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): NINR Priority Areas for Training and Career Development Awards"**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Nursing Research

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 09/08/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** David Banks, PhD, MPH, MSSW, RN; National Institute of Nursing Research (NINR); Telephone: 301-496-9558; Email: david.banks@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-NR-21-006.html

**Additional Information:** This Notice informs applicants of the addition of PA-21-050: "Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Award (NRSA) Individual Fellowship for Students at Institutions Without NIH-Funded Institutional Predoctoral Dual-Degree Training Programs (Parent F30)" to NOT-NR-21-001: "Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): NINR Priority Areas for Training and Career Development Awards."

[NTW] [NIH ANNOUNCEMENTS]

**Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Award (NRSA) Stipends, Tuition/Fees and Other Budgetary Levels Effective for Fiscal Year 2021**

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality; Health Resources and Services Administration

**Deadline(s):** 01/27/2021 (Release Date)

**Contact:** See Frequently Asked Questions Related to NRSA Tuition, Fees, and Health Insurance Policies: https://grants.nih.gov/training/nrsa_tuition_q&a.htm; Specific questions concerning this notice or other policies relating to training grants or fellowships should be directed to the grants management office in the appropriate NIH Institute or Center, AHRQ, or HRSA; General inquiries concerning NRSA stipend and tuition policies should be directed to: Division of Biomedical Research Workforce; Office of Extramural Research; Website: https://researchtraining.nih.gov; Email: NIHTrain@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-21-049.html

[NTW] [T32 TRAINING GRANTS]

**Notices for changes in T32 submission instructions; Reminder: Changes to Forms and Instructions for Research Training Grant, Fellowship, and Career Development Award Applications for Applications Due on or After May 25, 2020 [NOT-OD-090]**

**Sponsor:** NIH; NIEHS

**Deadline(s):** 05/25/2020 (for Research Training Grant, Fellowship, and Career Development Award Applications for Applications Due on or After May 25, 2020)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Division of Biomedical Research Workforce; Office of Extramural Research; National Institutes of Health; E-mail: NIHTrain@mail.nih.gov [NOT-OD-090]
Additional Information: Notices for changes in T32 submission instructions; Dear Training Directors: This announcement of interest was published Friday; [brought to our attention by] Carol Shreffler, PhD; Program Officer; Exposure, Response, and Technology Branch; Division of Extramural Research and Training; Phone: 984-287-3322; Shreffl1@niehs.nih.gov; Related Announcements; NOT-OD-20-077; NOT-OD-20-033

[NTW] [T32]
T32 Training Program for Institutions That Promote Diversity (T32 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

Sponsor: National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute

Deadline(s): 02/28/2022; 09/13/2022; 02/28/2023; 09/13/2023; 02/28/2024; 02/29/2024 (Expiration)

Contact: Scientific/Research Contacts; Traci Mondoro, PhD; National Heart, Lung, And Blood Institute (NHLBI); Telephone: 301-435-0050; E-mail: NHLBI_Blood_Training@nhlbi.nih.gov


[NTW] [T32s]
National Institute of General Medical Sciences Institutional Predoctoral Research Training Grant (T32 - Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

Sponsor: National Institute of General Medical Sciences

Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); For general information, contact Dr. Alison Gammie or Dr. Shiva Singh. For specific information about an area of training or questions about the application process, contact the relevant NIGMS Program Director.


[NTW] [T32]
NINDS Institutional Research Training Program (T32 - Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

Sponsor: National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke

Deadline(s): 05/25/2022; 05/25/2023; 05/26/2023 (Expiration)

Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Stephen Korn, Ph.D.; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); Email: korns@ninds.nih.gov

Link(s): https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-149.html

[NTW] [TRAINING GRANTS]
Columbia University Research SPA Training Grant Sessions and Resources

Sponsor: https://research.columbia.edu/; https://spa.columbia.edu/

Deadline(s): NA, updated regularly
Contact: Stephanie Scott; Director of Policy and Research Development; Sponsored Projects Administration; sfs2110@columbia.edu

Link(s): https://research.columbia.edu/nih-institutional-training-grants
https://columbia.hosted.panopto.com/Panopto/Pages/Sessions/List.aspx#folderID=%22d092e80a-486f-4b1a-a3e6-a9e9012f5ed4%22

[NTW] [COLUMBIA PUBLIC HEALTH NOW PODCASTS]
Columbia Public Health Now Podcasts

Sponsor: Mailman

Deadline(s): NA

Contact: Care to share your comments and questions? Contact the Columbia Public Health Now podcast team at publichealthnow@cumc.columbia.edu.

Link(s): https://www.mailman.columbia.edu/public-health-now/publications/columbia-public-health-now-podcast

[NTW] [HEALTH POLICY AND MANAGEMENT VIRTUAL EVENTS]
Health and Policy Management Virtual Events

Sponsor: Health Policy and Management; https://www.mailman.columbia.edu/academics/departments/health-policy-and-management

Deadline(s): ongoing and archived

Contact: [brought to our attention by] Becca Schoenfeld; Events & Administrative Manager; Department of Health Policy & Management; Columbia University Mailman School of Public Health; Email: rs3665@columbia.edu

Link(s): https://www.mailman.columbia.edu/academics/departments/health-policy-and-management/hpm-virtual-events

Additional Information: Click here to view HPM virtual events, then click “watch live” listed under each panel. Live webinars will begin at 4:30pm EST.

[NTW] [FREE LISTS OF GRANTS AND FELLOWSHIPS AROUND THE WORLD AVAILABLE ONLINE]
Three searchable databases provide information on global opportunities for graduate students, postdocs and junior faculty members

Sponsor: Curated by Johns Hopkins University

Deadline(s): NA

Contact: RDT@jhu.edu

Link(s): https://research.jhu.edu/rdt/funding-opportunities/graduate/ [JHU curated Graduate Student Funding Opportunities]
https://research.jhu.edu/rdt/funding-opportunities/postdoctoral/ [JHU curated Postdoctoral Funding Opportunities]
https://research.jhu.edu/rdt/funding-opportunities/early-career/ [JHU curated Early Career Funding Opportunities]

Additional Information: The databases — one for graduate students, one for postdoctoral researchers and one for junior faculty members — are produced and posted by Johns Hopkins University (JHU) in Baltimore, Maryland. These are continuously updated repositories of federal and private funding opportunities that are intended for graduate students, postdoctorals and early career researchers. The opportunities are pre-sorted chronologically and alphabetically, and can be searched by funding amount and subject matter; [brought to our attention by] https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-020-00599-z
HICCC Funding Opportunities

**Sponsor:** HICCC

**Deadline(s):** NA, site updated regularly

**Contact:** https://cancer.columbia.edu/patientresourcesgroup/contact-us

**Link(s):** https://cancer.columbia.edu/events/funding

---

**[NTW] [RESEARCH SUPPORT SERVICES]**

**Update on Research Support Services, Spring 2019; we are pleased to expand the Research Support Services to also include resubmissions of otherwise eligible R01, P, K, Center and T32 grants**

**Grant Review Submission Form (updated Spring 2019)**

**Sponsor:** Mailman School

**Deadline(s):** relative to upcoming NIH Grant Submission Deadline(s): 5 weeks prior to submission deadline (Inform R2 of intent to utilize services); 4 weeks prior to submission deadline (science draft for external review); 2 weeks prior to submission deadline (submission for editing services)

**Contact:** Pam Factor-Litvak (Associate Dean, Research Resources, and Professor of Epidemiology) prf1@cumc.columbia.edu; Craig Kandell (Project Coordinator, Research Resources) ckk7@cumc.columbia.edu

**Link(s):** [Grant Review Submission Form (updated Spring 2019)](https://r2eport.files.wordpress.com/2015/05/mailmanschoolgrantreviewsubmissionformwordgenericspring2019_04-09-19d.docx)

**Additional Information:**

Dear Mailman School faculty,

I want to give you an update on Research Support Services—the School’s new program for pre-submission external review and final editing. As Dean Fried wrote in October, the program is geared “to support faculty in preparing grant applications with the highest chance of success.”

I’m happy to report that those using the services this fall have found them valuable. Katherine Keyes in Epidemiology spoke enthusiastically at the recent Assembly: “It was a great experience. I got to focus on the science without having to deal with any of the administrative aspects. I got really good feedback. I will be using these services again.”

In my estimation, all the grants were greatly improved by these services. Of course, the ultimate test is how they are scored and funded. As soon I have that information, I will share it with you.

I encourage everyone to take advantage of Research Support Services to give your grants a competitive advantage. Please keep in mind the following deadlines:

- **5 weeks prior to submission deadline**—Inform Research Resources (via Craig Kandell at ckk7@cumc.columbia.edu) if you plan on using Research Support Services with information about the type of grant at least five weeks prior to the grant due date. If you seek external review, please provide the name and contacts of at least three potential reviewers so we can reach out to them in your order of preference.
• **4 weeks prior to submission deadline** — Send us your science draft for external review three to four weeks prior to submission. We will forward it to the external reviewer. Generally, they will provide feedback within a week.

• **2 weeks prior to submission deadline** — For editorial services, send us your manuscript at least 10 days ahead of the deadline. We will make arrangements with the editor. Comments will be returned to Craig and the PI for finalization and submission within a few days.

Please keep in mind that it may take you a day or two to incorporate comments and edits. For best results, get in touch with us prior to these deadlines.

Research Support Services cover first-time submissions, and we are pleased to expand the service to encompass resubmissions of R01, P, K, Center, T32, or other complex NIH proposals by full-time faculty with primary appointments in the School. I am available to provide feedback for grants that utilize this service and also for other grant types that are ineligible for the services.

If you have any questions about your eligibility or the above process, please visit Research Resources online or contact me at prf1@cumc.columbia.edu.

Best wishes,

Pam Factor-Litvak

---

**[NTW] [FOUNDATION FUNDING]**

**RWJF Evidence for Action: Investigator-Initiated Research to Build a Culture of Health**

**Sponsor:** https://www.rwjf.org  
**Deadline(s):** Open  
**Contact:** evidenceforaction@ucsf.edu  
**Link(s):** https://www.rwjf.org/en/library/funding-opportunities/2019/evidence-for-action-investigator-initiated-research-to-build-a-culture-of-health.html [*]

---

**[NTW] [FOUNDATION FUNDING]**

**Subscribe to RWJF Funding Alerts**

**Sponsor:** RWJF  
**Deadline(s):** NA  
**Contact:** https://www.rwjf.org/en/contact.html  
**Link(s):** https://www.rwjf.org/en/manage-your-subscriptions.html  
**Additional Information:** Subscribe to RWJF emails. Enter your email address on the link provided to have RWJF news and funding alerts delivered directly to your inbox.

---

**[NTW] [FOUNDATION FUNDING]**

**Evidence for Action: Innovative Research to Advance Racial Equity**

**Sponsor:** RWJF; https://www.evidenceforaction.org/  
**Deadline(s):** Open  
**Contact:** Email: evidenceforaction@ucsf.edu; Website: www.evidenceforaction.org
Additional Information: New funding opportunity: Innovative research to advance racial equity; As we enter into a year and a half of the pandemic there’s no doubt that we have had many difficult conversations as a country. One particular topic we should not stop discussing is the harm structural racism has on the health and well-being of society and how we can dismantle it.; RWJF’s Evidence for Action program is currently seeking proposals to evaluate specific policies, programs, and practices that have the potential to contribute to dismantling and counteracting the harms of structural and systemic racism and improving health, well-being, and equity outcomes. Knowing that some approaches to disrupting racism are in early stages of development; other types of research that can advance racial equity will be considered.; Learn more about eligibility an selection criteria >

[NTW] [FOUNDATION FUNDING]
The Elsa U. Pardee Foundation | Cancer Research
Sponsor: https://pardeefoundation.org/
Deadline(s): 12/31/2021
Contact: https://pardeefoundation.org/contact-2/
Link(s): https://pardeefoundation.org/how-to-apply/

[NTW] [FOUNDATION FUNDING]
Anesthesia Patient Safety Foundation | Mentored Research Training Grant
Sponsor: https://www.apsf.org
Deadline(s): 01/01/2022
Contact: https://www.apsf.org/contact/
Link(s): https://www.apsf.org/grants-and-awards/apsf-faer-mentored-research-training-grant/

[NTW] [FOUNDATION FUNDING]
Simons Foundation | Collaboration Grants for Mathematicians
Sponsor: https://www.simonsfoundation.org
Deadline(s): 01/26/2022
Contact: Elizabeth Roy; Senior Manager, Programs and Administration; Mathematics and Physical Sciences Division; mps@simonsfoundation.org
Link(s): https://www.simonsfoundation.org/grant/collaboration-grants-for-mathematicians/

[NTW] [FOUNDATION FUNDING]
Leukemia Research Foundation | Research Grants Program
Sponsor: https://allbloodcancers.org
Deadline(s): 02/04/2022
Contact: grants@lrfmail.org
Link(s): https://allbloodcancers.org/research-grants/application-process/
Notice of Intent to Publish Funding Opportunity Announcements for Research on Firearm Injury and Mortality Prevention

**Sponsor:** Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research  
**Deadline(s):** 06/01/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Dara R. Blachman-Demner, Ph.D.; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research; 301-496-8522; dara.blachman-demner@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-21-059.html

Gun Violence Research RFP Pre-Announcement; Dissertation Awards and Postdoctoral Fellowships

**Sponsor:** The National Collaborative on Gun Violence Research; ncvgr.org  
**Deadline(s):** RFP will be posted in January 2022  
**Contact:** research@ncgvr.org  
**Link(s):** https://cumcolumbia.sharepoint.com/teams/r2report/Shared%20Documents/Forms/AllItems.aspx?q=ncgvr&id=%2Fteams%2Fr2report%2FShared%20Documents%2FNCGVR%20RFP%202022%2Epdf&parentid=%2Fteams%2Fr2report%2FShared%20Documents&parentview=7  
**ncgvr.org/rfp [after 01/06/2022]**  
**Additional Information:** Gun violence research funding opportunity; Dear Colleague, The National Collaborative on Gun Violence Research will be issuing a request for proposals (RFP) in January 2022 for dissertation awards and post-doctoral fellowships; Dissertation awards are funded at $25,000, and post-doctoral fellowships at $50,000. Individuals and research groups are eligible to apply for fellowship funding. Research groups do not have to have a hired post-doc at the time of applying; The collaborative hopes you will help us raise awareness of this grant opportunity among researchers across disciplines; Please spread the word about these grants by forwarding this email to colleagues. You also can print and post the attached flyer in appropriate common areas of your institution, or request printed copies by contacting us at research@ncgvr.org.; The RFP will be available on January 6 from ncvgr.org/rfp, and letters of interest must be submitted in February.; The collaborative is a philanthropic organization with a mission to fund and disseminate non-partisan scientific research that offers the public and policymakers a factual basis for developing fair and effective gun policies.; To learn more about the collaborative visit NCGVR.org.; Thank you, Andrew Morral, Ph.D.; Director, National Collaborative on Gun Violence Research; Senior behavioral scientist at the RAND Corporation

Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Research on Community Level Interventions to Prevent Firearm and Related Violence, Injury and Mortality

**Sponsor:** Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research  
**Deadline(s):** 04/22/2022 (First Estimated Application Due Date)  
**Contact:** Dara R. Blachman-Demner, Ph.D.; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research (OBSSR); 301-496-8522; dara.blachman-demner@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** http://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-22-028.html
[NTW] [FOUNDATION FUNDING]

**RWJF; Pioneering Ideas: Exploring the Future to Build a Culture of Health**

**Sponsor:** RWJF  
**Deadline(s):** Open  
**Contact:** pioneeringideas@rwjf.org  

**Additional Information:** What can we do today to create a better, more equitable tomorrow? Through this new funding opportunity, RWJF seeks to understand and anticipate what dramatic changes we might see in the next five to 15 years in four areas: 1) Future of Evidence; 2) Future of Social Interaction; 3) Future of Food; and Future of Work. Additionally, this call for proposals seeks to support unconventional approaches and breakthrough ideas outside of these areas that could improve health equity and well-being for generations to come. We welcome proposals from scientists, anthropologists, artists, urban planners, community leaders—anyone, anywhere who has a cutting edge idea that could alter the trajectory of health and increase opportunities for everyone in the United States to live their healthiest life possible. Please note, while this CFP is focused on broader and longer-term societal trends and shifts that were evolving prior to the COVID-19 outbreak, we recognize the unique circumstances and learning created by the COVID-19 pandemic may inform your response. It is at your discretion whether you propose a project related to the pandemic directly or indirectly.

---

[NTW] [FOUNDATION FUNDING]

**Arnold & Mabel Beckman Foundation | Arnold O. Beckman Postdoctoral Fellowship**

**Sponsor:** [https://www.beckman-foundation.org](https://www.beckman-foundation.org)  
**Deadline(s):** 09/03/2021 (LOI); 12/13/2021 (Application)  
**Contact:** Catrina Bryant; 949-531-0465; aobpostdoc@beckman-foundation.org  
**Link(s):** [https://www.beckman-foundation.org/programs/beckman-postdoctoral-fellows/](https://www.beckman-foundation.org/programs/beckman-postdoctoral-fellows/)

---

[NTW] [HIV]

**Notice of Special Interest: Advancing Health Communication Research on HIV Prevention, Treatment and Cure**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health  
**Deadline(s):** 05/08/2021 (First Available Due Date); 05/09/2024 (Expiration Date)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Collene Lawhorn, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-828-7186; Email: collene.lawhorn@nih.gov  

---

[NTW] [HIV]

**Expanding Differentiated Care Approaches for Adolescents Living with HIV (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health  
**Deadline(s):** 01/06/2022; 01/07/2022 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Susannah Allison, PhD; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 240-627-3861; Email: allisonsu@mail.nih.gov
Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Examining Effects of HIV Pre-Exposure Prophylaxis (PrEP) on Heart, Lung, Blood, and Sleep Function

**Sponsor:** National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute
**Deadline(s):** 05/07/2022 (First Available Due Date); 05/08/2025 (Expiration Date)
**Contact:** Josh Fessel, MD, PhD; NHLBI, Division of Lung Diseases; Telephone: 301-827-5514; Email: josh.fessel@nih.gov
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-HL-21-025.html

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Basic and Translational Oral Health Research Related to HIV/AIDS

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research
**Deadline(s):** 01/07/2022 (First Available Due Date); 05/08/2023 (Expiration Date)
**Contact:** National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; Telephone: 301-594-7404; Email: hiroko.iida@nih.gov
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DE-21-019.html

Expanding Differentiated Care Approaches for Adolescents Living with HIV (R34 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health
**Deadline(s):** 01/06/2022; 01/07/2022 (Expiration)
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Susannah Allison, PhD; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 240-627-3861; Email: allisonsu@mail.nih.gov
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/RFA-MH-22-106.html

Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Improving Uptake and Use of the Dapivirine Vaginal Ring for HIV Prevention (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health; Office of Research on Women's Health
**Deadline(s):** 08/15/2022 (First Estimated Application Due Date)
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Teri Senn, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health; 301-761-7852; teri.senn@nih.gov
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-MH-22-020.html

Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Improving Uptake and Use of the Dapivirine Vaginal Ring for HIV Prevention (R21 Clinical Trial Optional)
Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Improving Uptake and Use of the Dapivirine Vaginal Ring for HIV Prevention (R34 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health; Office of Research on Women's Health  
**Deadline(s):** 08/15/2022 (First Estimated Application Due Date)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Teri Senn, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health; 301-761-7852; teri.senn@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-MH-22-021.html

NOSI: Notice of Special Interest: Resilience and Vulnerability following Acute Heart, Lung, Blood, and Sleep Insults in People with HIV (R01, Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute  
**Deadline(s):** 01/07/2022 (First Available Due Date); 01/08/2024 (Expiration Date)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Shimian Zou, PhD; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI); Telephone: 301-827-8301; Email: shimian.zou@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-HL-22-002.html

Research Bases for HIV/Cervical Cancer Prevention 'CASCADE' Clinical Trials Network (UG1 Clinical Trial Required)

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute  
**Deadline(s):** 12/28/2021; 12/29/2021 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Vikrant V. Sahasrabuddhe, M.B.B.S., Dr.P.H.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-7332; Email: sahasrabuddhev@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/RFA-CA-21-046.html

Clinical Sites for HIV/Cervical Cancer Prevention 'CASCADE' Clinical Trials Network (UG1 Clinical Trial Required)

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute  
**Deadline(s):** 12/28/2021; 12/29/2021 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Vikrant V. Sahasrabuddhe, M.B.B.S., Dr.P.H.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-7332; Email: sahasrabuddhev@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/RFA-CA-21-047.html
[NTW] [HIV]
Interventions for Stigma Reduction to Improve HIV/AIDS Prevention, Treatment and Care in Low- and Middle-Income Countries (R01 - Clinical Trial Optional)
**Sponsor:** John E. Fogarty International Center; National Cancer Institute; *Eunice Kennedy Shriver* National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Mental Health
**Deadline(s):** 12/20/2021; 12/20/2022; 12/21/2022 (Expiration)
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Geetha P. Bansal, Ph.D.; Fogarty International Center; Telephone: 301-496-1492; Email: geetha.bansal@nih.gov

[NTW] [HIV]
The role of Epstein Barr virus (EBV) infection in Non-Hodgkin Lymphoma (NHL) and Hodgkin disease (HD) development with or without an underlying HIV infection (U01 Clinical Trial Optional)
**Sponsor:** NIH, NCI
**Deadline(s):** 12/15/2022; 12/15/2023; 12/16/2023 (Expiration)
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Elizabeth L. Read-Connole, Ph.D.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-6190; Email: bconnole@mail.nih.gov

[NTW] [HIV]
Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Adolescent Medicine Trials Network for HIV/AIDS Intervention (ATN) Scientific Leadership Center (UM2 Clinical Trial Required), and Operations and Collaborations Center (UM1 Clinical Trial)
**Sponsor:** *Eunice Kennedy Shriver* National Institute of Child Health and Human Development
**Deadline(s):** 01/07/2022 (First Estimated Application Due Date)
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Sonia Lee, Ph.D.; *Eunice Kennedy Shriver* National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); 301-594-4783; Sonia.Lee@nih.gov

[NTW] [HIV]
Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Evaluation of sex differences on HIV-associated comorbidities in the context of stimulant use
**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse
**Deadline(s):** 02/05/2022 (First Available Due Date); 01/08/2025 (Expiration Date)
Contact: Please direct all inquiries to the Scientific/Research, Peer Review, and Financial/Grants Management contacts in Section VII of the listed funding opportunity announcements.; Scientific/Research Contact(s): Da-Yu Wu, PhD; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: 301-435-4649; Email: wudy@nida.nih.gov


[NTW] [HIV]

Multipurpose Prevention Technology: Novel Systemic Options for Young Adults (R41/R42 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

Sponsor: Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development
National Institute of Mental Health

Deadline(s): 12/09/2022; 12/09/2023; 12/10/2023 (Expiration)

Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Nahida Chakhtoura MD, MSGH; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); Telephone: 301-435-6872; Email: nahida.chakhtoura@mail.nih.gov


[NTW] [HIV]

Multipurpose Prevention Technology: Novel Systemic Options for Young Adults (R43/R44 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

Sponsor: Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Mental Health

Deadline(s): 12/09/2022; 12/09/2023; 12/10/2023 (Expiration)

Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Nahida Chakhtoura MD, MSGH; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); Telephone: 301-435-6872; Email: nahida.chakhtoura@mail.nih.gov


Additional Information: The objective of this Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) is to support the development of new and innovative long-acting systemic and non-systemic multipurpose prevention technologies (MPT). It supports development of MPTs that prevent HIV infection and pregnancy (hormonal and non-hormonal methods) in adolescent and young women

[NTW] [HIV]

Innovative Multi-Level Approaches and Strategies to Prevent, Test and Treat HIV in Primary Care Settings in Health Disparity Populations in Geographic Hot Spots in the United States (R01 - Clinical Trial Required)

Sponsor: National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Mental Health

Deadline(s): 01/14/2022; 01/15/2022 (Expiration)

Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Rick Berzon, DrPH, PA; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities (NIMHD); Telephone: 301-594-8949; Email: Rick.berzon@nih.gov

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Harnessing Big Data to Halt HIV

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Mental Health

**Deadline(s):** 09/07/2021 (First Available Due Date); 05/08/2024 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Rosemary McKaig, M.P.H, Ph.D.; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAD); Telephone: 240-627-3214; Email: rm434n@nih.gov


Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Implementation Science for Cancer Control in People Living with HIV in Low- and Middle-Income Countries (U01 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute

**Deadline(s):** 09/05/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)

**Contact:** Vidya Vedham, Ph.D.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); 240-276-7272; vidya.vedham@nih.gov

**Link(s):** [https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-CA-21-084.html](https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-CA-21-084.html)

Coordinating Center for the HIV/AIDS and Substance Use Cohorts Program (U24 - Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse

**Deadline(s):** 02/17/2022; 02/18/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Peter Hartsock, Ph.D; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: 301-402-1964; Email: peter.hartsock@nih.gov


HIV-associated Non-Communicable Diseases Research at Low- and Middle-Income Country Institutions (R21 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** John E. Fogarty International Center; National Cancer Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Mental Health

**Deadline(s):** 12/08/2022; 12/09/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Geetha P. Bansal, Ph.D.; Fogarty International Center (FIC); Telephone: 301-496-1492 Email: geetha.bansal@nih.gov

[NTW] [HIV]
Development and Testing of Novel Interventions to improve HIV Prevention, Treatment, and Program Implementation for People Who Use Drugs (R34 Clinical Trial Required)

Sponsor: National Institute on Drug Abuse

Deadline(s): 01/07/2022; 05/07/2022; 09/07/2022; 01/07/2024; 05/07/2024; 05/08/2024 (Expiration)

Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Richard A. Jenkins, Ph.D.; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: 301-443-1923; Email: jenkinsri@mail.nih.gov

Link(s): https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-21-205.html

[NTW] [HIV/CANCER]
Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Coordinating Center for HIV/Cervical Cancer Prevention 'CASCADE' Clinical Trials Network (U24 Clinical Trial Required)

Sponsor: National Cancer Institute

Deadline(s): 12/28/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)

Contact: Please direct all inquiries to: Vikrant V. Sahasrabuddhe, M.B.B.S., Dr.P.H.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); 240-276-7332; sahasrabuddhevv@mail.nih.gov


[NTW] [HIV/CANCER]
Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Research Bases for HIV/Cervical Cancer Prevention 'CASCADE' Clinical Trials Network (UG1 Clinical Trial Required)

Sponsor: National Cancer Institute

Deadline(s): 12/28/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)

Contact: Please direct all inquiries to: Vikrant V. Sahasrabuddhe, M.B.B.S., Dr.P.H.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); 240-276-7332; sahasrabuddhevv@mail.nih.gov


[NTW] [HIV/CANCER]
Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Clinical Sites for HIV/Cervical Cancer Prevention 'CASCADE' Clinical Trials Network (UG1 Clinical Trial Required)

Sponsor: National Cancer Institute

Deadline(s): 12/28/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)

Contact: Please direct all inquiries to: Vikrant V. Sahasrabuddhe, M.B.B.S., Dr.P.H.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); 240-276-7332; sahasrabuddhevv@mail.nih.gov

[NTW] [HIV/SUBSTANCE USE DISORDERS]
High Priority HIV and Substance Use Research (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse  
**Deadline(s):** 02/15/2022; 08/15/2022; 02/15/2023; 08/15/2023; 02/15/2024; 02/16/2024 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Vasundhara Varthakavi, DVM, PhD; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: 301-443-2146; Email: vasundhara.varthakavi@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/RFA-DA-22-040.html

[NTW] [HIV/SUBSTANCE USE DISORDERS]
Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Identification of Biomarkers of HIV Pathogenesis and Substance Use Disorder Comorbidity

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse  
**Deadline(s):** 06/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 09/08/2024 (Expiration Date)  
**Contact:** Lennin F. Greenwood; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: 301-827-6686; Email: lennin.greenwood@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DA-21-014.html

[NTW] [SUBSTANCE USE DISORDERS]
Notice of Special Interest: Advanced Computational Approaches to Elucidate Disease Pathology and Identify Novel Therapeutics for Addiction

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse  
**Deadline(s):** 10/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 01/08/2025 (Expiration Date)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Susan Wright, PhD; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: (301) 402-6683; Email: susan.wright@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DA-21-004.html

[NTW] [SUBSTANCE USE DISORDERS]
Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for HEAL Initiative: Advancing Health Equity in Pain and Comorbidities (R61/R33 Clinical Trial Required)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; *Eunice Kennedy Shriver* National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Nursing Research; Office of Research on Women's Health; Notices of Special Interest  
**Deadline(s):** 04/01/2022 (First Estimated Application Due Date)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Cheryse A. Sankar, PhD; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); 301-318-2889; cheryse.sankar@nih.gov
[NTW] [SUBSTANCE USE DISORDERS]

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): International Research Collaboration on Drug Abuse and Addiction Research

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse

**Deadline(s):** 10/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 09/08/2024 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to the Scientific/Research, Peer Review, and Financial/Grants Management contacts in Section VII of the listed funding opportunity announcements.; Steve Gust, Ph.D.; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: 301-402-1118; Email: sgust@nida.nih.gov


[NTW] [SUBSTANCE USE DISORDERS]

Pilot Health Services and Economic Research on the Treatment of Drug, Alcohol, and Tobacco Use Disorders (R34 - Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism

**Deadline(s):** 02/16/2022; 06/16/2022; 10/16/2023; 02/16/2024; 05/08/2024 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Keisher Highsmith, DrPH; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Email: keisher.highsmith@nih.gov


[NTW] [SUBSTANCE USE DISORDERS]

Notice of Special Interest: Public Policy Effects on Alcohol-, Cannabis-, Tobacco-, and Other Drug-Related Behaviors and Outcomes

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Cancer Institute; National Institute on Drug Abuse

**Deadline(s):** 06/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 09/08/2024 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Gregory Bloss, M.A., M.P.P.; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); Email: Gregory.Bloss@nih.gov


[NTW] [SUBSTANCE USE DISORDERS]

Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Limited Competition for the Continuation of the National Consortium on Alcohol and Neurodevelopment in Adolescence (NCANDA) Research Project Sites (U01)
**Friday Newsletter 12/17/2021**

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Mental Health

**Deadline(s):** 08/17/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Abraham P. Bautista, Ph.D.; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); bautista@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-AA-21-016.html

**[NTW] [SUBSTANCE USE DISORDERS]**

**Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Limited Competition for the Continuation of the National Consortium on Alcohol and Neurodevelopment in Adolescence (NCANDA) Administrative Resource (U24)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Mental Health

**Deadline(s):** 08/18/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Abraham P. Bautista, Ph.D.; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); bautista@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-AA-21-017.html

**[NTW] [SUBSTANCE USE DISORDERS]**

**Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Collaborative Initiative on Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders (CIFASD), Research Project (U01 Clinical Trial optional)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism

**Deadline(s):** 08/15/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)

**Contact:** H. Joe Wang, Ph.D.; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); 301-451-0747

**joe.wang1@nih.gov**

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-AA-21-020.html

**[NTW] [SUBSTANCE USE DISORDERS]**

**Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Collaborative Initiative on Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders (CIFASD), Administrative Core (U24) (Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism

**Deadline(s):** 08/15/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact: H. Joe Wang, Ph.D.; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); 301-451-0747

**joe.wang1@nih.gov**

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-AA-21-021.html
Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Collaborative Initiative on Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders (CIFASD), Diagnostic-Telemedicine Core (U24 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism  
**Deadline(s):** 08/15/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact: H. Joe Wang, Ph.D.; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); 301-451-0747; joe.wang1@nih.gov  

Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Collaborative Initiative on Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders (CIFASD), Data Coordination Core (U24 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism  
**Deadline(s):** 08/15/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact: H. Joe Wang, Ph.D.; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); 301-451-0747; joe.wang1@nih.gov  

Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Collaborative Initiative on Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders (CIFASD), Developmental Project (UH2 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism  
**Deadline(s):** 08/15/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact: H. Joe Wang, Ph.D.; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); 301-451-0747; joe.wang1@nih.gov  

HEAL INITIATIVE: Development of Therapies and Technologies Directed at Enhanced Pain Management (R43/R44 - Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; **Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of General Medical Sciences**;
National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Nursing Research; National Library of Medicine; Division of Program Coordination, Planning and Strategic Initiatives, Office of Research Infrastructure Programs

**Deadline(s):** 01/06/2022; 04/06/2022; 09/08/2022

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Stephanie Fertig, MBA; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); Phone: 301-496-1778; Email: fertigs@ninds.nih.gov


---

**[NTW] [SUBSTANCE USE DISORDERS]**

**Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Synthetic Psychoactive Drugs and Strategic Approaches to Counteract Their Deleterious Effects**

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse

**Deadline(s):** 06/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 09/08/2024 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Sam Ananthan, Ph.D.; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: 301-435-2199; Email: sam.ananthan@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DA-21-028.html

---

**[NTW] [SUBSTANCE USE DISORDERS]**

**Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Administrative Supplements for research on fentanyl and derivatives**

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse

**Deadline(s):** 04/01/2021 (First Available Due Date); 04/01/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Aidan Hampson, Ph.D.; National Institute on Drug Abuse; Telephone: 301-827-5925; Email: hampsona@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DA-21-032.html

---

**[NTW] [SUBSTANCE USE DISORDERS]**

**Other NIH NIDA Funding Opportunities**

1. National Institute of Drug Abuse NIDA Funding Opportunities; NIDA Notices
2. National Institute of Drug Abuse NIDA Funding Opportunities; NIDA Notices of Special Interest
3. National Institute of Drug Abuse NIDA Funding Opportunities; Active NIDA Requests for Applications, RFAs
4. National Institute of Drug Abuse NIDA Funding Opportunities; Active NIDA Program Announcements, PAs

**Deadline(s):** Please see piecemeal opportunities

**Contact:** https://www.drugabuse.gov/about-nida/contact-us

**Link(s):** https://www.drugabuse.gov/funding/nida-funding-opportunities

**Special Emphasis Notice (SEN): AHRQ Announces Interest in Health Services Research to Address Substance Use Disorder Epidemic**

**Sponsor:** Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality  
**Deadline(s):** 04/03/2021 (Release Date)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Sebastian Tong, MD, MPH; Center for Evidence and Practice Improvement; Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality; Sebastian.Tong@ahrq.hhs.gov  

**Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for HEAL Initiative: Analgesic Development Initial Translational Efforts [Small Molecules and Biologics] (U19 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Eye Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Mental Health  
**Deadline(s):** 04/27/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Michael Oshinsky; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); 301-496-9964; michael.oshinsky@nih.gov  

**NIH-DOD-VA Pain Management Collaboratory Pragmatic and/or Implementation Science Demonstration Projects ((UG3/UH3) Clinical Trial Required)**

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health NIH; Components of Participating Organizations; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health NCCIH  
**Deadline(s):** 03/15/2022; 03/16/2022 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Peter Murray, PhD; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health (NCCIH); Telephone: 301-496-4054; Email: peter.murray@nih.gov  
[NTW] [PAIN MANAGEMENT]
Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for HEAL Initiative: Planning Studies for Initial Analgesic Development Initial Translational Efforts [Small Molecules and Biologics]

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Eye Institute; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Mental Health

**Deadline(s):** 04/27/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Michael Oshinsky; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); 301-496-9964; michael.oshinsky@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-NS-21-034.html

[NTW] [PAIN MANAGEMENT]
Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for HEAL Initiative: Sickle Cell Disease Pain Management Trials Utilizing the Pain Effectiveness Research Network Cooperative Agreement (UG3/UH3, Clinical Trial Required)

**Sponsor:** National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Nursing Research; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research; Office of Research on Women's Health

**Deadline(s):** 12/15/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Della White, Ph.D.; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health (NCCIH); 301-827-6358; della.white@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-AT-21-017.html

[NTW] [PAIN MANAGEMENT]
Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for HEAL Initiative: Pragmatic and Implementation Studies for the Management of Sickle Cell Disease Pain (UG3/UH3, Clinical Trials Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Nursing Research; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research; Office of Research on Women's Health

**Deadline(s):** 12/15/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Della White, Ph.D.; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health (NCCIH); 301-827-6358; della.white@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-AT-21-018.html
[NTW] [PAIN MANAGEMENT]
Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Promoting Pain Research Within the NIAMS Mission Areas

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases  
**Deadline(s):** 11/05/2021 (First Available Due Date)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Leslie K. Derr, Ph.D.; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; Telephone: 301-402-4735; Email: leslie.derr@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-AR-22-007.html

[NTW] [PAIN RESEARCH]
Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Administrative Supplements for NCCIH Grants to Support Pain-Focused High Priority Research Areas

**Sponsor:** National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health  
**Deadline(s):** 01/03/2022 (First Available Due Date); 05/03/2022 (Expiration Date)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to the program officer listed in each NCCIH award.  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-AT-22-003.html

[NTW] [SUICIDE PREVENTION]
Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) in Reducing Suicide Risk in Young People in Low- and Middle-Income Countries and Low-Resource Settings

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health  
**Deadline(s):** 06/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 05/08/2024 (Expiration Date)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Andrea Horvath Marques, MD, MPH, PhD; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-646-7320; Email: andrea.horvathmarques@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-MH-21-090.html

[NTW] [SUICIDE PREVENTION]
Enhanced Interpersonal Focused Strategies for Suicide Prevention Interventions (R34 Clinical Trial Required)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health  
**Deadline(s):** 02/18/2022; 02/19/2022 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Stephen O’Connor, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-480-8366; Email: stephen.o’connor2@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/RFA-MH-22-125.html

[NTW] [SUICIDE PREVENTION]
Notice of Change to NOT-MH-21-090, "Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) in Reducing
Suicide Risk in Young People in Low- and Middle-Income Countries and Low-Resource Settings"

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health  
**Deadline(s):** 06/09/2021 (Release Date)  
**Contact:** Andrea Horvath Marques, MD, MPH, PhD; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-646-7320; Email: andrea.horvathmarques@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-MH-21-305.html

[NTW] [SUICIDE PREVENTION/PILOT]  
**Notice of Pre-Application Webinar for RFA-MH-22-120, "Pilot Practice-based Research for Primary Care Suicide Prevention (R34 Clinical Trial Optional)"

**Pilot Practice-based Research for Primary Care Suicide Prevention (R34 Clinical Trial Optional)**

12/08/2021 Webinar (Registration is not required)  
03/16/2021 Webinar (Registration is not required)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health  
**Deadline(s):** 03/16/2022 (Webinar Dates); 06/21/2022 (Application); 06/22/2022 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Stephen O'Connor, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-480-8366; Email: stephen.oconnor2@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-MH-22-070.html  
https://nih.zoomgov.com/j/1605360354 [03/16/2021 Webinar]  

**Additional Information:** Related Announcement: **RFA-MH-22-120** - Pilot Practice-based Research for Primary Care Suicide Prevention (R34 Clinical Trial Optional); The National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) will hold two public pre-application teleconferences via Zoom for applicants to Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) **RFA-MH-22-120**, "Pilot Practice-based Research for Primary Care Suicide Prevention". The first teleconference will be held on December 8, 2021 at 3:00 pm ET; the second teleconference will be held on March 16, 2022 at 3:00 pm ET. Links to join the teleconferences are included below.; NIMH staff members involved in managing **RFA-MH-22-120** will provide technical assistance to potential applicants by explaining the goals and objectives of this initiative and answering questions from attendees.; **Questions for the webinar:** Potential applicants are encouraged to submit their questions or comments to Dr. Stephen O'Connor (stephen.oconnor2@nih.gov) no later than five (5) business days prior to each webinar. Please include "NIMH Technical Assistance Webinar for RFA-MH-22-120" in the subject line of the email.; **Webinar information:** Pre-registration for the webinar is not required.; **December 8, 2021** at 3:00pm ET. Please join the December 8, 2021 teleconference by clicking here.; **March 16, 2022** at 3:00 pm ET. Please join the March 16, 2022 teleconference by clicking here.; Participation in this teleconference, although encouraged, is not required for the submission of an application in response to **RFA-MH-22-120**.; **Inquiries:** Please direct all inquiries to: Stephen O'Connor, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-480-8366; Email: stephen.oconnor2@nih.gov
[NTW] [COUNTERMEASURES AGAINST CHEMICAL THREATS]
Countermeasures Against Chemical Threats (CounterACT) Research Centers of Excellence (U54 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Eye Institute; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences

**Deadline(s):** 09/13/2022; 09/12/2023; 09/13/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): For questions related to the overall CounterACT program and/or neurological injury research including threat agents of interest: David A. Jett, Ph.D.; National Institute of Neurological Disorder and Stroke (NINDS); Telephone: 301-496-6035; Email: jettd@ninds.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-20-316.html

[NTW] [COUNTERMEASURES AGAINST CHEMICAL THREATS/EARLY CAREER]
Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for NIH Countermeasures Against Chemical Threats (CounterACT) Early-stage Investigator Research Award

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Eye Institute; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute on Drug Abuse

**Deadline(s):** 06/27/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Shardell M. Spriggs, PhD; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); 301-443-8189; shardell.spriggs@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-NS-21-030.html

[NTW] [COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT]
NIDDK High Risk Multi-Center Clinical Study Implementation Planning Cooperative Agreements (U34 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases

**Deadline(s):** 02/17/2022; 10/13/2022; 06/08/2023; 02/15/2024; 02/16/2024 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Tracy Rankin, Ph.D., M.P.H.; Division of Kidney, Urologic and Hematologic Diseases; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases (NIDDK); Telephone: 301-594-4748; Email: rankint@mail.nih.gov


[NTW] [COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT]
NIDDK High Risk Multi-Center Clinical Study Cooperative Agreement (U01 Clinical Trial Required)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 01/08/2024 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Tracy Rankin, Ph.D., M.P.H.; Division of Kidney, Urologic and Hematologic Diseases; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases (NIDDK); Telephone: 301-594-4748; Email: rankint@mail.nih.gov
R\^eport
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[NTW] [COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT]
NIDDK High Risk Multi-Center Clinical Study Cooperative Agreement (U01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 01/08/2024 (Expiration)
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Tracy Rankin, Ph.D., M.P.H.; Division of Kidney, Urologic and Hematologic Diseases; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases (NIDDK); Telephone: 301-594-4748; Email: rankint@mail.nih.gov
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-102.html

[NTW] [IMPLEMENTATION RESEARCH]

[1] Dissemination and Implementation Research in Health R01 Clinical Trial Optional
[2] Dissemination and Implementation Research in Health R21 Clinical Trial Optional
[3] Dissemination and Implementation Research in Health R03 Clinical Trial Not Allowed

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health (NIH); Components of Participating Organizations: National Cancer Institute (NCI); National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI); National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI); National Institute on Aging (NIA); National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID); National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases (NIAMS); Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders (NIDCD); National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research (NIDCR); National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS); National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); National Institute of Nursing Research (NINR); National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities (NIMHD); National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health (NCCIH); All applications to this funding opportunity announcement should fall within the mission of the Institutes/Centers. The following NIH Offices may co-fund applications assigned to those Institutes/Centers: Division of Program Coordination, Planning and Strategic Initiatives, Office of Disease Prevention (ODP); Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research (OBSSR); Office of Research on Women’s Health (ORWH)

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2022 (Expiration)
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Lindsey Ann Martin, PhD; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS); Phone: (984) 287-4036; Email: Lindsey.Martin@nih.gov
[NTW] [RARE DISEASES]
Basket Clinical Trials of Drugs Targeting Shared Molecular Etiologies in Multiple Rare Diseases (U44 Clinical Trial Required)
Sponsor: National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences
Deadline(s): 01/12/2022; 01/13/2022 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); P.J. Brooks, Ph.D.; National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences (NCATS); Telephone: 301-443-0513; Email: pjbrooks@mail.nih.gov

[NTW] [FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION/RARE DISEASES]
Efficient and Innovative Natural History Studies Addressing Unmet Needs in Rare Diseases (R01) Clinical Trials Not Required
Sponsor: Food and Drug Administration
Deadline(s): 02/15/2022; 02/13/2024; 02/14/2024 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Katherine Needleman; Director, Orphan Products Grants Program; Office of Orphan Products Development; Food and Drug Administration; E-mail: katherine.needleman@fda.hhs.gov

[NTW] [FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION]
The FDA’s Cooperative Agreement Program for States and Territories to Implement a National Produce Safety Program (U2F) Clinical Trials Not Allowed
Sponsor: Food and Drug Administration
Deadline(s): 03/01/2022; 03/02/2023 (Expiration)
Contact: Program Official Contact(s); Laurie Keppley; Office of Regulatory Affairs (ORA); Office of Management; Telephone: 240-402-7736; Email: Laurie.Keppley@fda.hhs.gov

[NTW] [SMALL BUSINESS]
NIAID SBIR Phase II Clinical Trial Implementation Cooperative Agreement (U44 Clinical Trial Required)
Sponsor: National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases
Deadline(s): 01/14/2022; 05/13/2022; 09/13/2022; 01/13/2023; 05/13/2023; 09/14/2023; 01/13/2024; 05/13/2024; 09/14/2024 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Natalia Kruchinin, Ph.D.; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID); Telephone: 240-669-2919; Email: NIAIDU44@mail.nih.gov
Link(s): https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-082.html

[NTW] [SMALL BUSINESS]
Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for PHS 2021

COLUMBIA
RESEARCH RESOURCES
mailman.columbia.edu/r2
Omnibus Solicitations of the NIH, CDC, and FDA for Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) and Small Business Technology Transfer (STTR) Grant Applications

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health

**Deadline(s):** 09/07/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)

**Contact:** SEED (Small business Education and Entrepreneurial Development); Office of Extramural Research; 301-435-2688; SEEDinfo@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-21-083.html

[NTW] [SMALL BUSINESS]

PHS 2021-2 Omnibus Solicitation of the NIH, CDC and FDA for Small Business Innovation Research Grant Applications (Parent SBIR [R43/R44] Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research; National Library of Medicine; Division of Program Coordination, Planning and Strategic Initiatives, Office of Research Infrastructure Programs

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates ; 04/06/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); NIH SEED (Small business Education and Entrepreneurial Development); Telephone: 301-435-2688; Fax: 301-480-0146; Email: SEEDinfo@nih.gov ; For Agency, Institute and Center Scientific/Research (Program) contacts, please see middle column here: https://sbir.nih.gov/engage/ic-contacts

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-21-259.html

[NTW] [SMALL BUSINESS]

PHS 2021-2 Omnibus Solicitation of the NIH and CDC for Small Business Innovation Research Grant Applications (Parent SBIR [R43/R44] Clinical Trial Required)
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; 04/06/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); NIH SEED (Small business Education and Entrepreneurial Development); Telephone: 301-435-2688; Fax: 301-480-0146; Email: SEEDinfo@nih.gov; For Agency, Institute and Center Scientific/Research (Program) contacts, please see middle column here: https://sbir.nih.gov/engage/ic-contacts

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-21-260.html

**[NTW] [SMALL BUSINESS]**

**PHS 2021-2 Omnibus Solicitation of the NIH for Small Business Technology Transfer Grant Applications (Parent STTR [R41/R42] Clinical Trial Required)**

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; *Eunice Kennedy Shriver* National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Nursing Research

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; 04/06/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); NIH SEED (Small business Education and Entrepreneurial Development); Telephone: 301-435-2688; Fax: 301-480-0146; Email: SEEDinfo@nih.gov; For Agency, Institute and Center Scientific/Research (Program) contacts, please see middle column here: https://sbir.nih.gov/engage/ic-contacts

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-21-261.html

**[NTW] [SMALL BUSINESS]**

**PHS 2021-2 Omnibus Solicitation of the NIH for Small Business Technology Transfer Grant Applications (Parent STTR [R41/R42] Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; *Eunice Kennedy Shriver* National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research; National Library of Medicine; Division of Program Coordination, Planning and Strategic Initiatives, Office of Research Infrastructure Programs

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; 04/06/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); NIH SEED (Small business Education and Entrepreneurial Development); Telephone: 301-435-2688; Fax: 301-480-0146; Email: SEEDinfo@nih.gov; For Agency, Institute and Center Scientific/Research (Program) contacts, please see middle column here: https://sbir.nih.gov/engage/ic-contacts

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-21-262.html
[NTW] [SUPPORT FOR RESEARCH EXCELLENCE (SURE)]

Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Support for Research Excellence (SuRE)

Sponsor: National Institute of General Medical Sciences
Deadline(s): 05/25/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)
Contact: Please direct all inquiries to: Irina N. Krasnova, Ph.D.; National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS); 301-827-7323; irina.krasnova@nih.gov

[NTW] [SUPPORT FOR RESEARCH EXCELLENCE (SURE)]

Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Support for Research Excellence - First Independent Research Support & Transition (SuRE-First)

Sponsor: National Institute of General Medical Sciences
Deadline(s): 09/25/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)
Contact: Please direct all inquiries to: Irina N. Krasnova, Ph.D.; National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS); 301-827-7323; irina.krasnova@nih.gov

[NTW] [SUPPORT FOR RESEARCH EXCELLENCE (SURE)]

Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for a National Resource Center for the Support for Research Excellence (SuRE) Program

Sponsor: National Institute of General Medical Sciences
Deadline(s): 09/25/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)
Contact: Please direct all inquiries to: Michele McGuirl, Ph.D.; National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS); 301-594-3555; michele.mcguirl@nih.gov

[NTW] [DIVERSITY]

SuRE R16 Program Funding Announcements and Upcoming Webinar

Support for Research Excellence (SuRE) Award (R16 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)
Support for Research Excellence – First Independent Research (SuRE-First) Award (R16 - Clinical Trial Not Allowed)
SuRE program, please join our informational webinar: Tuesday, April 13, 3:00-4:30 p.m. ET
Sponsor: NIH
**Deadline(s):** 05/26/2022; 05/26/2023; 09/08/2023 (Expiration) [Support for Research Excellence (SuRE) Award (R16 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)]; 09/28/2021; 09/28/2022; 09/28/2023; 01/08/2024 (Expiration) [Support for Research Excellence – First Independent Research (SuRE-First) Award (R16 - Clinical Trial Not Allowed)]

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Irina N. Krasnova, Ph.D.; National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS);

Email: irina.krasnova@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-169.html
https://nih.zoomgov.com/j/1603290386?pwd=YTtVRYXiUdWck5ZizEk3TGIxTDDfFd09

[NTW] [DIVERSITY]

**Notice of Special Interest: National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health (NCCIH) T32 Supplement Program for Pre- and Postdoctoral Candidates from Diverse Backgrounds**

**Sponsor:** National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health

**Deadline(s):** 03/01/2022 (First Available Due Date); 07/02/2025 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Lanay Mudd, Ph.D.; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health (NCCIH); Telephone: 301-594-9346;

Email: Lanay.mudd@nih.gov

**Link(s):** http://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-AT-21-013.html

[NTW] [DIVERSITY]

**AHRQ Policy on the Inclusion of Priority Populations in Research**

**Sponsor:** Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality

**Deadline(s):** 05/18/2021 (Release Date)

**Contact:** Brenda Harding; AHRQ/Division of Priority Populations; Office of Extramural Research, Education, and Policy; Brenda.harding@ahrq.hhs.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-HS-21-015.html

[NTW] [DIVERSITY]

**New Investigators to Promote Workforce Diversity in Genomics and other Health-Related Research (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)**

**Sponsor:** National Human Genome Research Institute; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Office of the Director, NIH

**Deadline(s):** 02/22/2022; 02/22/2023; 02/23/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Jyoti Dayal, M.S.; National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI); Telephone: 301-480-2307; Email: jyotig@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/RFA-HG-21-025.html
Research on Interventions that Promote the Careers of Individuals in the Biomedical Research Enterprise (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of General Medical Sciences  
**Deadline(s):** 10/13/2022; 10/13/2023; 10/14/2023 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Sydella Blatch, Ph.D.; National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS); Email: sydella.blatch@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-269.html

Mentored Career Development Award to Promote Faculty Diversity in Biomedical Research (K01 Independent Clinical Trial Required)

**Sponsor:** National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute  
**Deadline(s):** 02/11/2022; 10/13/2022; 02/14/2023; 10/13/2023; 02/13/2024; 05/08/2024 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Jane D. Scott, ScD, MSN, FAHA; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI); Telephone: 301-435-0535; Email: scottj2@nhlbi.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/RFA-HL-22-010.html

Mentored Career Development Award to Promote Faculty Diversity in Biomedical Research (K01 Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute  
**Deadline(s):** 02/11/2022; 10/13/2022; 02/14/2023; 10/13/2023; 02/13/2024; 05/08/2024 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Jane D. Scott, ScD, MSN, FAHA; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI); Telephone: 301-435-0535; Email: scottj2@nhlbi.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/RFA-HL-22-011.html

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): NIH Research Project Grant (R01) Applications from Individuals from Diverse Backgrounds, Including Under-Represented Minorities

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute on Drug Abuse  
**Deadline(s):** 06/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 05/08/2023 (June 05, 2021)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to the Scientific/Research, Peer Review, and Financial/Grants Management contacts in Section VII of the listed funding opportunity announcements.  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-NS-21-049.html
[NTW] [CONFERENCE AND MEETING SUPPORT]
NIOSH Support for Conferences and Scientific Meetings (R13 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health  
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; 12/15/2025 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific / Research Contact(s); Sharon Chiou, PhD; National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH); Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC); Telephone: 304-285-6029; Email: SChiou@cdc.gov  

[NTW] [CONFERENCE AND MEETING SUPPORT]
NIH Support for Conferences and Scientific Meetings (Parent R13 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; *Eunice Kennedy Shriver* National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Library of Medicine; Division of Program Coordination, Planning and Strategic Initiatives, Office of Research Infrastructure Programs  
**Deadline(s):** standard due dates: 01/07/2024; 01/08/2024 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact information is listed in the table at R13 Contacts and Special Interest website.  

[NTW] [GENDER INCLUSIVE EXCELLENCE]
Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Advancing Gender Inclusive Excellence (AGIE) Coordinating Center (U54)

**Sponsor:** Office of Research on Women’s Health; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases  
**Deadline(s):** 01/29/2021 (Release Date)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Lynn Morin; Office of Research on Women’s Health; 301-451-2730; lynn.morin@nih.gov  

[NTW] [VACCINE HESITANCY]
Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Urgent Competitive Revisions and Administrative Supplements for Research at NIMHD Research Centers in Minority Institutions (RCMI U54s) on SARS-CoV-2 Vaccine Hesitancy, Uptake, and Implementation
Sponsor: National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities
Deadline(s): 03/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 05/04/2024 (Expiration Date)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact; Deborah E. Linares, Ph.D., M.A.; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities http://www.nimhd.nih.gov; Telephone: 301-402-2516; Email: deborah.linares@nih.gov

[NTW] [VACCINES]
Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Promoting Vaccine Access, Acceptance and Uptake among Children, Adolescents, Pregnant and Lactating Women, and Persons with Disabilities
Sponsor: Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development
Deadline(s): 09/08/2021 (First Available Due Date); 05/08/2024 (Expiration Date)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Regina M. Bures, Ph.D.; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); Phone: 301-496-9485; Email: regina.bures@nih.gov

[NTW] [VACCINES]
Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Advancing Research Needed to Develop a Universal Influenza Vaccine
Sponsor: National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases
Deadline(s): 02/05/2022 (First Available Due Date); 01/08/2025 (Expiration Date)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Jennifer L. Gordon, Ph.D.; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID); Division of Microbiology and Infectious Diseases; Telephone: 301-761-6805; Email: Jennifer.gordon2@nih.gov

[NTW] [DIGITAL HEALTHCARE]
Using Innovative Digital Healthcare Solutions to Improve Quality at the Point of Care (R21/R33 - Clinical Trial Optional)
Sponsor: Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality
Deadline(s): Standard dates; 06/18/2024 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); CDR Derrick L. Wyatt; Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality; Center for Evidence and Practice Improvement (CEPI); Division of Health Information Technology; Telephone: 301-427-1505; Email: DigitalHealthcareResearch@ahrq.hhs.gov (preferred method of contact)
Link(s): https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-21-158.html
Using Innovative Digital Healthcare Solutions to Improve Quality at the Point of Care (R21/R33 - Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality  
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; 07/18/2024 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** CDR Derrick L. Wyatt; Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality; Center for Evidence and Practice Improvement (CEPI); Division of Health Information Technology; Telephone: 301-427-1505; Email: DigitalHealthcareResearch@ahrq.hhs.gov (preferred method of contact)  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-21-164.html

AHRQ Announces Interest in Research on Digital Healthcare Safety

**Sponsor:** Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality  
**Deadline(s):** 10/28/2021 (Release Date)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Sheena Patel; Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ); Center for Evidence and Practice Improvement; Division of Digital Healthcare Research  
Telephone: 301-427-1505; Email: DigitalHealthcareResearch@ahrq.hhs.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-HS-22-004.html  
**Additional Information:** NOT-OD-21-169 - New NIH "FORMS-G" Grant Application Forms and Instructions Coming for Due Dates on or after January 25, 2022; NOT-OD-21-170 - Updates: Notification of Upcoming Change in Federal-wide Unique Entity Identifier Requirements

Global Infectious Disease Research Training Program (D43 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** John E. Fogarty International Center; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases  
**Deadline(s):** 08/03/2022; 08/03/2023; 08/04/2024 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Barbara Sina Ph.D.; Fogarty International Center (FIC); Telephone: 301-402-9467; Email: sinab@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-120.html

Systems Biology for Infectious Diseases (U19 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases  
**Deadline(s):** 01/14/2022; 01/15/2022 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Reed Shabman, Ph.D.; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID); Telephone: 301-761-6433; Email: reed.shabman@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/RFA-AI-21-065.html
[NTW] [TOBACCO]

Tobacco Regulatory Science (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Cancer Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences

**Deadline(s):** 02/15/2022; 07/14/2022; 02/14/2023; 02/15/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Rachel Grana Mayne, PhD; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-5899; Email: granar@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/RFA-OD-21-002.html

[NTW] [TOBACCO]

Secondary Analyses of Existing Datasets of Tobacco Use and Health (R21 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Cancer Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences

**Deadline(s):** 08/08/2022; 03/08/2023; 03/09/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Rachel Grana Mayne, PhD; National Cancer Institute (NCI)
Telephone: 240-276-5899; Email: granar@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/RFA-OD-21-003.html

[NTW] [TOBACCO]

Center for Rapid Surveillance of Tobacco (CRST) to Assess Changes in Use Behaviors, Product Marketing, and the Marketplace (U01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** Office of Disease Prevention; National Cancer Institute

**Deadline(s):** 05/18/2022; 05/19/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Maria Roditis, PhD, MPH; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: (240) 276-5326; Email: maria.roditis@nih.gov


[NTW] [TOBACCO]

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Electronic Nicotine Delivery Systems (ENDS) and Alternative Nicotine and Tobacco Delivery Systems: Basic Mechanisms of Health Effects

**Sponsor:** Office of Disease Prevention; National Cancer Institute; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences

**Deadline(s):** 02/05/2022 (First Available Due Date); 05/09/2023 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Scientific Contacts: Ron Johnson, Ph.D.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-6250; Email: rjohnso2@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** http://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-22-022.html

**Sponsor:** Office of Disease Prevention; National Cancer Institute; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities

**Deadline(s):** 02/05/2022 (First Available Due Date); 05/09/2024 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Scientific Contacts: Rachel Grana Mayne, PhD, MPH; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-5899; Email: rachel.mayne@nih.gov


Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Center for Coordination of Analysis, Science, Enhancement, and Logistics (CASEL) in Tobacco Regulatory Science (U54 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** Office of Disease Prevention; National Institute on Drug Abuse

**Deadline(s):** 07/01/2022 (First Estimated Application Due Date)

**Contact:** Mary Kautz, PhD; National Institute of Drug Abuse (NIDA); 301-443-3206; kautzm@nih.gov


Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Tobacco Centers of Regulatory Science (TCORS) for Research Relevant to the Family Smoking Prevention and Tobacco Control Act (U54 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** Office of Disease Prevention; National Cancer Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences

**Deadline(s):** 07/01/2022 (First Estimated Application Due Date)

**Contact:** Tobacco Regulatory Science Program (TRSP); Office of Disease Prevention; 301-451-7464; TRSP@nih.gov


Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Electronic Nicotine Delivery Systems (ENDS) and Alternative Nicotine and Tobacco Delivery Systems: Basic Mechanisms of Health Effects

**Sponsor:** Office of Disease Prevention; National Cancer Institute; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences

**Deadline(s):** 10/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 05/08/2023 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Ron Johnson, Ph.D.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-6250; Email: rjohnso2@mail.nih.gov
[NTW] [TOBACCO]

**Sponsor**: Office of Disease Prevention; National Cancer Institute; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities

**Deadline(s)**: 10/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 05/08/2024 (Expiration Date)

**Contact**: Rachel Grana Mayne, PhD, MPH; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-5899; Email: rachel.mayne@nih.gov

**Link(s)**: https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-21-127.html

---

[NTW] [TOBACCO]
Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for the Center for Rapid Surveillance of Tobacco (CRST) to Assess Changes in Use Behaviors, Product Marketing, and the Marketplace (U01 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor**: Office of Disease Prevention; National Cancer Institute

**Deadline(s)**: 05/2022 (First Estimated Application Due Date)

**Contact**: Maria Roditis PhD, MPH; National Cancer Institute (NCI); (240) 276-5326; Maria.Roditis@nih.gov

**Link(s)**: https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-21-175.html

---

[NTW] [RESPIRATORY]
Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for the ARDS, Pneumonia, and Sepsis Phenotyping Consortium Clinical Centers (U01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor**: National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute of General Medical Sciences

**Deadline(s)**: 06/17/2022 (First Estimated Application Due Date)

**Contact**: Please direct all inquiries to: Lora Reineck, MD, MS; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI); 301-435-0222; lora.reineck@nih.gov

**Link(s)**: https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-HL-21-002.html

---

[NTW] [RESPIRATORY]
Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for the ARDS, Pneumonia, and Sepsis Phenotyping Consortium Coordinating Center (U01)

**Sponsor**: National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute of General Medical Sciences

**Deadline(s)**: 06/17/2022 (First Estimated Application Due Date)

**Contact**: Please direct all inquiries to: Lora Reineck, MD, MS; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI); 301-435-0222; lora.reineck@nih.gov

**Link(s)**: https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-HL-21-002.html

[NTW] [BEHAVIORAL]

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Behavioral Economics for Implementation Research (BEIR) to improve use of Evidence-Based Practices for HLBS conditions

**Sponsor:** National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute  
**Deadline(s):** 10/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 09/08/2024 (Expiration Date)  
**Contact:** Rebecca A. Roper, MS, MPH; Center for Translation Research and Implementation Science; National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute (NHLBI); Telephone: 301-496-1051; Email: Rebecca.Roper@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-HL-21-006.html  
**Additional Information:** This Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) is intended to stimulate the use of behavioral economics strategies for implementation research (BEIR) in order to develop more effective strategies for implementation of evidence-based practices (EBP) to address heart, lung, blood, and sleep (HLBS) conditions.


[NTW] [BEHAVIORAL]

NIDCR Behavioral and Social Intervention Clinical Trial Planning and Implementation Cooperative Agreement (UG3/UH3 Clinical Trial Required)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research  
**Deadline(s):** 02/08/2022; 06/07/2022; 10/04/2022; 02/07/2023; 06/06/2023; 10/03/2023; 02/06/2024; 05/07/2024 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Melissa W. Riddle, PhD; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research (NIDCR); Telephone: 301-451-3888; Email: riddleme@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-HL-21-010.html

[NTW] [BEHAVIORAL]

Request for Information (RFI): Research Challenges and Needs in the Biobehavioral Mechanisms of Aggression

**Sponsor:** Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; *Eunice Kennedy Shriver* National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute of Mental Health  
**Deadline(s):** 01/31/2022 (Response Date)  
**Contact:** Kristin Brethel-Haurwitz, Ph.D; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research (OBSSR); Telephone: 301-402-3930; Email: kristin.brethel-haurwitz@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** http://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-22-041.html

[NTW] [EARLY DETECTION]

Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for The Early Detection Research Network: Biomarker Characterization Centers (U2C Clinical Trial Not Allowed)
[NTW] [EARLY DETECTION]
Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement: Early Detection Research Network (EDRN) Clinical Validation Centers

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute  
**Deadline(s):** 08/31/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)  
**Contact:** Sudhir Srivastava, Ph.D., M.P.H.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); 240-276-7028; srivasts@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-CA-21-050.html

[NTW] [EARLY DETECTION]
Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement: Early Detection Research Network (EDRN) Data Management and Coordinating Center

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute  
**Deadline(s):** 08/31/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)  
**Contact:** Sudhir Srivastava, Ph.D., M.P.H.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); 240-276-7028; srivasts@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-CA-21-051.html

[NTW] [RESEARCH TRAINING]
Innovative Programs to Enhance Research Training (IPERT) (R25 Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of General Medical Sciences  
**Deadline(s):** 10/14/2022; 10/13/2023; 10/14/2023 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Edgardo Falcón Ph.D.; National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS); Email: edgardo.falcon@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-196.html

[NTW] [POST-ACUTE INTERVENTIONS]
Effectiveness Trials for Post-Acute Interventions and Services to Optimize Longer-term Outcomes (R01 Clinical Trial Required)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health  
**Deadline(s):** 03/06/2024 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Adam Haim, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-435-3593; Email: haima@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-210.html
[NTW] [POST-ACUTE INTERVENTIONS]
Pilot Effectiveness Trials for Post-Acute Interventions and Services to Optimize Longer-term Outcomes (R34 Clinical Trial Required)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health  
**Deadline(s):** 03/17/2024 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Adam Haim, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-435-3593; Email: haima@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** [https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-211.html](https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-211.html)

[NTW] [OBESITY]
**Time-Sensitive Obesity Policy and Program Evaluation (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Cancer Institute; *Eunice Kennedy Shriver* National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; Office of Disease Prevention  
**Deadline(s):** 12/09/2021; 03/08/2024; 04/09/2024; 07/09/2024; 08/09/2024; 09/10/2024; 09/11/2024 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Mary Evans, Ph.D.; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases (NIDDK); Telephone: 301-594-4578; Email: evansmary@mail.nih.gov  

[NTW] [OBESITY]
**National Centers for Metabolic Phenotyping in Live Models of Obesity and Diabetes (MPMOD) (U2C - Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases  
**Deadline(s):** 03/08/2022; 03/09/2022 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Kristin Abraham, Ph.D.; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases (NIDDK); Telephone: 301-451-8048; Email: kristin.abraham@nih.gov  

[NTW] [POPULATION DYNAMICS]
**Notice of Information: NICHD Population Dynamics Centers Research Infrastructure Program FY2023 and FY2024**

**Sponsor:** Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development  
**Deadline(s):** 06/08/2021 (Release Date)  
**Contact:** Rosalind B. King, PhD; *Eunice Kennedy Shriver* National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); Telephone: 301-435-6986; Email: rozking@mail.nih.gov  

[NTW] [TRANSLATIONAL]
**Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Translational and Basic Science Research in Early Lesions (TBEL) (U54 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute  
**Deadline(s):** 10/01/2021 (First Estimated Due Date)
Virtual Consortium for Translational/Transdisciplinary Environmental Research (ViCTER)

ViCTER (including 11.18.2021 Webinar description)

ViCTER Webinar 11.18.2021 Registration

SRP Funding Opportunities

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences

**Deadline(s):** 11/18/2021 (Webinar Date); 02/01/2022; 02/01/2023; 02/01/2024; 02/02/2024 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Heather Henry, Ph.D.; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS); Telephone: 984-287-3268; Email: heather.henry@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/RFA-ES-21-007.html
https://nih.zoomgov.com/webinar/register/WN_71d5gtGnS_-jEvS13n4FrQ
https://www.niehs.nih.gov/research/supported/translational/victer/index.cfm
https://www.niehs.nih.gov/research/supported/centers/srp/funding/index.cfm

**Additional Information:** ViCTER RFA Released!; Hello Colleagues, just wanted to share information about the release of NIEHS’s Request for Applications (RFA) for the multi-disciplinary “Virtual Consortium for Translational/Transdisciplinary Environmental Research (ViCTER)” RFA-ES-21-007, which posted yesterday evening.; The purpose of the ViCTER program is to foster and promote early-stage transdisciplinary collaborations and/or translational research efforts to address fundamental research among basic (technology and mechanism oriented), clinical (patient-oriented) and population-based researchers in the environmental health field. The newly established collaborative teams will come together in common interest to investigate potential linkages between human health and one or more environmental stressor(s). The ViCTER program is intended to support innovative high-risk, high-reward transdisciplinary/translational research projects that are more difficult to achieve in a typical R01 application. Collaboration among investigators at different institutions through a virtual consortium arrangement is encouraged. The next due date is February 1, 2022. There will be a free informational webinar on November 18th from 2-3pm ET. Please visit the ViCTER webpage for a link to register to the webinar and for any updates related to this announcement: https://www.niehs.nih.gov/research/supported/translational/victer/index.cfm.; I invite you to share this announcement with teams of researchers who might be interested in this funding mechanism. If you have questions, please don’t hesitate to reach out to me.; Thank you, Heather Henry; [brought to our attention by] Heather F. Henry, Ph.D.; Program Administrator; Superfund Research Program; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; Email: henryh@niehs.nih.gov; SRP Funding Opportunities

Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Antiviral Drug

[NTW] [TRANSLATIONAL]

[NTW] [ANTIVIRALS]
Discovery (AViDD) Centers for Pathogens of Pandemic Concern (U19 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases  
**Deadline(s):** 10/15/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)  
**Contact:** Michael Schaefer, Ph.D.; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID); 240-627-3364; MSchaefer@niaid.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-AI-21-064.html

[NTW] [CHRONIC LUNG DISEASE]

Notice of Change in Key Dates and Award Information for RFA-HL-21-013 "Disease Modifying Therapies for Chronic Lung Disease (R61/R33 Clinical Trial Required)"

**Sponsor:** National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute  
**Deadline(s):** 06/02/2022 (Revised/update application due date); 06/03/2022 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Antonello Punturieri, MD, PhD; Division of Lung Diseases; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI); Telephone: 301-435-0233; Email: punturieria@nhlbi.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-HL-21-012.html

[NTW] [DOWN SYNDROME]

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Use of Digital Technology and Mobile Health (mHealth) to Improve Diagnosis, Assessments, Interventions, Management and Outcomes for Individuals with Down Syndrome Across the Lifespan (R21 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research  
**Deadline(s):** 10/16/2021 (First Available Due Date) ; 11/17/2023 (Expiration Date)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Sujata Bardhan, Ph.D.; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); Telephone: 301-435-0471; Email: sujata.bardhan@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-21-092.html

[NTW] [VISION RESEARCH]

NEI Vision Research Epidemiology Grant (UG1 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Eye Institute  
**Deadline(s):** 01/25/2022; 05/25/2024; 09/08/2024 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Sangeeta Bhargava, PhD, National Eye Institute (NEI); Telephone: 301-451-2020 ; Email: bhargavas@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-21-092.html
**[NTW] [CELIAC DISEASE]**

**Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Accelerating Progress in Celiac Disease Research**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases

**Deadline(s):** 01/12/2022 (First Available Due Date); 01/08/2025 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to the contacts in Section VII of the listed funding opportunity announcements with the following additions/substitutions: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Annette L. Rothermel, Ph.D.; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases NIAID; Telephone: 240-627-3477; Email: arothermel@niaid.nih.gov; (and others listed in the announcement)


---

**[NTW] [AGRICULTURE]**

**Centers for Agricultural Safety and Health (U54)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health

**Deadline(s):** 01/24/2022; 10/24/2022; 10/24/2023; 10/22/2024; 12/01/2024 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Steve Dearwent, PhD; Scientific Program Official; Office of Extramural Programs; National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health; Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; SDearwent@cdc.gov


---

**[NTW] [IMMUNITY]**

**Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Molecular and Genetic Characterization of Inborn Errors of Immunity**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases

**Deadline(s):** 02/05/2022 (First Available Due Date); 01/08/2025 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Frosso Voulgaropoulou, PhD; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases NIAID; Telephone: 240-627-3205; Email: fvoulgaropoulou@niaid.nih.gov


---

**[NTW] [IMMUNITY]**

**Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Immune Drivers of Autoimmune Disease (U01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases

**Deadline(s):** 07/01/2022 (Estimated First Application Due Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Thomas Esch, Ph.D.; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID); 240-627-3565; tesch@niaid.nih.gov


---

**[NTW] [MALARIA]**

**Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Accelerating Malaria Vaccine Discovery**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases
Deadline(s): 02/05/2022 (First Available Due Date); 01/08/2025 (Expiration Date)
Contact: Annie Mo, Ph.D.; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID); Telephone: 240-627-3320;
Email: moa@niaid.nih.gov
Link(s): http://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-AI-22-014.html

[NTW] [INTERDISCIPLINARY]
High Impact, Interdisciplinary Science in NIDDK Research Areas (RC2 Clinical Trial Optional)
Sponsor: National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases
Deadline(s): 01/01/2022; 10/30/2024; 10/31/2024 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Norann Zaghloul, Ph.D.; Division of Diabetes, Endocrinology and Metabolic Diseases; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases (NIDDK); Telephone: 301-435-6677;
Email: norann.zaghloul@nih.gov

[NTW] [STANDARD DUE DATES]
Standard Due Dates
COVID-19 AND TELECOMMUTING

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Administrative Supplements for the Clinical and Translational Science Award (CTSA) Program to Address COVID-19 Public Health Needs

**Sponsor**: National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences  
**Deadline(s)**: 01/28/2021 (First Available Due Date); 08/17/2024 (Expiration Date)  
**Contact**: Please contact the program officer on your active award  
**Link(s)**: https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-TR-21-017.html

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Medical Consequences of Smoking and Vaping Drugs of Abuse in Individuals with HIV and COVID-19

**Sponsor**: National Institute on Drug Abuse  
**Deadline(s)**: 05/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 09/08/2024 (Expiration Date)  
**Contact**: Raul Mandler, MD; NIDA/DTMC/CMB; Telephone: 301-480-2541; Email: mandierr@nih.gov  
**Link(s)**: https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DA-21-017.html

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Long-Term Neurocognitive Consequences of COVID-19 in Individuals Living with HIV and Substance Use Disorders

**Sponsor**: National Institute on Drug Abuse  
**Deadline(s)**: 02/03/2021 (First Available Due Date); 05/07/2024 (Expiration Date)  
**Contact**: Raul Mandler, MD; NIDA/DTMC/CMB; Telephone: 301-480-2541; Email: mandierr@nih.gov  
**Link(s)**: https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DA-21-018.html

Notice of Special Interest: Administrative Supplements for COVID-19 Impacted NIMH Research

**Sponsor**: National Institute of Mental Health  
**Deadline(s)**: 01/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 06/02/2023 (Expiration Date)

**Contact**: Applicants should direct their inquiries to the program officer of the parent award.  
**Link(s)**: https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-MH-21-120.html

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Aging-Related Behavioral and Social Research on Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)

**Sponsor**: National Institute on Aging  
**Deadline(s)**: 03/04/2021 (First Available Due Date); 05/08/2023 (Expiration Date)  
**Contact**: Scientific/Research Contact; Jonathan W. King, Ph.D.; National Institute on Aging (NIA); Telephone: 301-496-3136; Email: kingjo@nia.nih.gov  
**Link(s)**: https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-AG-21-015.html

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): NIDCR Support for Research on the Physiological Involvement of Oral Cavity in Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)

**Sponsor**: National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research  
**Deadline(s)**: 06/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 05/08/2023 (Expiration Date)  
**Contact**: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Amanda Melillo, Ph.D.; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research (NIDCR); Telephone: 301-529-7217; Email: amanda.melillo@nih.gov  
**Link(s)**: https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DE-21-001.html

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Effects of smoking and vaping on the risk and outcome of COVID-19 infection

**Sponsor**: National Institute on Drug Abuse  
**Deadline(s)**: 06/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 09/08/2024 (Expiration Date)  
**Contact**: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Raul Mandler, MD; FAAN; FANA; National Institute on Drug Abuse; Telephone: 301-480-2541; Email: mandierr@nih.gov  
**Link(s)**: https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DA-21-011.html

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Research to Address Vaccine Hesitancy, Uptake, and Implementation among Populations that Experience Health Disparities

**Sponsor**: National Institute on Minority Health and Health
Disparities; National Cancer Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Nursing Research; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research; Office of Disease Prevention; Office of Research on Women’s Health

**Deadline(s):** 02/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 01/08/2022 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Integrative Biological and Behavioral Sciences; Deborah E. Linares, Ph.D., M.A.; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities

http://www.nimhd.nih.gov; Telephone: 301-402-2516; Email: deborah.linares@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-MD-21-008.html

**Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) regarding the Availability of Urgent Competitive Revisions and Administrative Supplements for Research on Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) in Individuals with Down Syndrome**

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Aging

**Deadline(s):** 11/10/2020 (Release Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Kenneth Santora, Ph.D.; National Institute on Aging (NIA); Email: kenneth.santora@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-AG-20-055.html

**Additional Information:** Effective on December 1, 2020, the National Institute on Aging (NIA) withdraws its participation in NOT-OD-20-129, "Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) regarding the Availability of Urgent Competitive Revisions and Administrative Supplements for Research on Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) in Individuals with Down Syndrome for the INCLUDE Project." Submissions intended for NIA which are received on December 1, 2020 or later will be withdrawn.


**Sponsor:** Mailman School

**Deadline(s):** 10/14/2020 (Distribution Date)

**Contact:** distributed by Sepi Sepasi, Vice Dean, Finance and Administration [ss5827]

**Link(s):** https://mailchi.mp/cumc.columbia.edu/covid-19-update-bulletin?e=17b4454a9b

Extending the Special Exception to the NIH/AHRQ/NIOSH Post-Submission Material Policy During the COVID-19 Pandemic: August/October 2021 Councils

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health

**Deadline(s):** This Notice extends the special exception for post-submission material (see NOT-OD-20-123 and NOT-OD-20-163) to applications submitted for the August/October 2021 Council round.; The deadline for submitting all post-submission materials, including preliminary data, will be 30 days before the study section meeting.

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Sally A. Amero, Ph.D.; NIH Review Policy Officer; Email: ReviewPolicyOfficer@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-20-179.html

**COVID-19/SARS-CoV-2 Small Animal Studies and ABSL-3 Facility** [Downloadable .docx application]

**Sponsor:** Vagelos College of Physicians and Surgeons Office for Research

**Deadline(s):** Rolling basis

**Contact:** Noel Manu at nm3091@cumc.columbia.edu

**Link(s):** https://r2eport.files.wordpress.com/2014/04/application-SARS-CoV-2 Khách Động vật nhỏ và phòng ABSL-3 [Đoạn tạo .docx ứng dụng]

**Policy for Charging Personal Protective Equipment to NIH Grants and Cooperative Agreements as Direct Costs**

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; Office of The Director, National Institutes of Health (OD)

**Deadline(s):** 09/11/2020 (Release Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Division of Grants Policy; Office of Policy for Extramural Research Administration; Office of Extramural Research; GrantsPolicy@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-20-164.html

**Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) Research on Rehabilitation Needs Associated with the COVID-19 Pandemic**

**Sponsor:** Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development

**Deadline(s):** 02/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 05/08/2023 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Theresa Cruz, PhD.; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); Telephone: 301-496-9233; Email: cruzth@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-HD-20-031.html

**COVID-19 Early Treatment Fund (CETF)-Outpatient clinical trials for COVID-19**
Notice of Expiration of PAR-20-178 "Emergency Awards: Rapid Investigation of Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) and Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)"

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases

**Deadline(s):** After 08/14/2020, applicants are encouraged to consider applying to PA-19-056, NIH Research Project Grant (Parent R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed).

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Diane Post, Ph.D.; Division of Microbiology and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID); Telephone: 240-627-3348; Email: NIAID.DMID.SARS2.PAR@niaid.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-AI-20-062.html

**Notice to Extend Eligibility for Submission of Diversity K22 Applications due to COVID related Disruptions**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke

**Deadline(s):** NINDS understands that COVID-19 has caused a major disruption in the ability of many individuals to make progress on their research. Though subject to future updates, NINDS now will provide at least a 2-receipt cycle extension (roughly 8 additional months) of eligibility for individuals whose eligibility to apply for the K22, under normal eligibility rules (including resubmission policy as defined in NOT-OD-18-197), is expiring between June/July 2020 and February/March 2021 (inclusive of these dates). In addition, those who normally would have been eligible to apply for the June/July 2021 receipt date will have a 1-receipt cycle (roughly 4 months) extension.

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Michelle Jones-London, Ph.D.; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); E-mail: NINDSdiversityTraining@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-NS-20-076.html

**Additional Information:** Related Announcements: PAR-18-469 - NINDS Advanced Postdoctoral Career Transition Award to Promote Diversity in Neuroscience Research (K22-No Independent Clinical Trials); PAR-18-468 - NINDS Advanced Postdoctoral Career Transition Award to Promote Diversity in Neuroscience Research (K22-Clinical Trial Required)

**NIDCR Announces Availability of Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) for Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)-Related Notices of Special Interest (NOSI) NOT-DE-20-022 and NOT-DE-20-023**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research

**Deadline(s):** 05/13/2020 (Release Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Alicia Chou, M.S.; Division of Extramural Research; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research (NIDCR); Telephone: 301-594-4874; Email: alicia.chou@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DE-20-025.html

---

**COVID-19 Early Treatment Fund (CETF)-Outpatient clinical trials for COVID-19**

**Sponsor:** http://www.treatearly.org/

---

**Additional Information:** Related Announcements:

[1] Oak Ridge Associated Universities (ORAU)’s University Consortium


**Sponsor:** Oak Ridge Associated Universities (ORAU) University Consortium; https://www.orau.org

**Deadline(s):** rolling

**Contact:** Researchers who would like to use the Rapid Access Proposals resources should submit a short rapid access proposal, outlining experiment aims and scope, at https://snsapp1.sns.ornl.gov/xprod_ro/?p=109:26. A facility scientist will contact you regarding your proposal within 2 days. Scientific and technical questions should be sent to Dean Myles at mylesd@ornl.gov.

**Link(s):** https://www.orau.org/university-partnerships/membership.html
https://www.orau.org/impact/webinar.html

---
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**Sponsor:** http://www.treatearly.org/

**Deadline(s):** open

**Contact:** http://www.treatearly.org/contact (sponsor contact provided for reference); For any questions and further information, please contact: Dimitra Koutsantoni, PhD; Director of University Corporate and Foundation Relations; Office of Alumni and Development; Dk2617@columbia.edu [who brought these opportunities to our attention]

**Link(s):** http://www.treatearly.org/

Research at Columbia, updated Covid-19 focused FAQs and Links COVID-19 SPA Town Hall 05/08/2020 (Slides) COVID-19 Research FAQs Sponsored Projects Town Halls What you should know about your Sponsored Projects: A Summary of the SPA COVID Town Hall 5/8/2020 Sponsor: Research @ Columbia Deadline(s): NA Contact: Please continue to email questions to COVID19_research@columbia.edu; we will make sure your questions are routed to the right person so you receive a timely answer. Link(s): https://research.columbia.edu/sites/default/files/content/SPA/SPA%20Town%20Halls/SPA%20Town%20Hall_1_%205-8-2020.pdf [SPA Covid-19 Town Hall, 05/08/2020, 'slides] https://research.columbia.edu/SPA-TownHalls https://report.files.wordpress.com/2014/04/covid-related-spa-town-hall-summary-5.8.20.pdf.pdf [Columbia Research Covid-19: FAQs and Resources Relating to Research] https://research.columbia.edu/sites/default/files/content/SPA/Department%20Assignments/MSPH%20Dept%20assignment%203-5-2020.pdf [Columbia Research, MSPH Sponsored Projects Administration, Project Officer Departmental Assignments]

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health (NIH); Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ); The National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH)

**Deadline(s):** For applications submitted for the January 2021 council (beginning with applications submitted for the May 25, 2020 due date for Fall 2020 review meetings), the NIH, AHRQ, and NIOSH will accept a one-page update with preliminary data as post-submission materials for applications submitted under all activity codes, ONLY if the Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) used for submission allowed preliminary data in the application. One page of preliminary data will be accepted for single component applications or for each component of a multi-component application.; The deadline for submitting all post-submission materials, including preliminary data, will be 30 days before the study section meeting. Because applications for emergency competitive revisions and urgent competitive revisions undergo expedited review, post-submission materials will not be accepted for those applications.; All other materials listed in NOT-OD-19-083 as acceptable post-submission materials will continue to be accepted if submitted 30 days before the study section meeting.

Contact: Please direct all inquiries to: Sally A. Amero, Ph.D.; NIH Review Policy Officer; ReviewPolicyOfficer@mail.nih.gov; Francis D. Chesley, Jr., M.D.; Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality; Telephone: 301-427-1521; Email: Francis.Chesley@ahrq.hhs.gov; Steve Dearwent, Ph.D.; Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; Telephone: 404-498-6382; Email: Sed7@cdc.gov; Michael Goldcamp, Ph.D.; Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; Telephone: 304-285-5951; Email: ehg8@cdc.gov

Link(s): https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notic-files/NOT-OD-20-123.html

Guide Notice of Information Highlighting Harmonization and Data Sharing Expectations for Supplement and Revision Projects Addressing Social, Behavioral, Economic and Health Impacts of the COVID-19 Public Health Emergency

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health

**Deadline(s):** 06/10/2020 (Release Date, this is a NOI, Notice of Information)

Contact: Erica Spotts, Ph.D.; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research (OBSSR); Telephone: 301-594-2105; Spottse@od.nih.gov


Special Exception to the NIH/AHRQ/NIOSH Post-Submission Material Policy During the COVID-19 Pandemic

---

**COLUMBIA**
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Notice of Change in Application Due Date for PAR-19-215
Due to Public Health Emergency for United States Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)

Sponsor: National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering

Deadline(s): It is anticipated that the emergency declaration related to novel coronavirus (COVID-19) will adversely affect many NIH applicants’ ability to submit applications in a timely manner. Hence, the May 28, 2020 due date for Funding Opportunity Announcement PAR-19-215 has been changed to June 29, 2020 by 5:00 PM local time of applicant organization.

07/29/2020 (Extended Deadline): 05/29/2021 (Expiration)

Contact: Please direct all inquiries to: Joan Greve, Ph.D.; Division of Interdisciplinary Training; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Telephone: 301-451-6649; Email: joan.greve@nih.gov


Additional Information: Related Announcements: PAR-19-215 Team-Based Design in Biomedical Engineering Education (R25 Clinical Trial Not Allowed); NOT-OD-20-082 - NIH LATE APPLICATION POLICY Due to Public Health Emergency for United States for 2019 Novel Coronavirus (COVID-19); NOT-OD-20-083 - General Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) - Proposal Submission and Award Management

Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Digital healthcare interventions to address the secondary health effects related to social, behavioral, and economic impact of COVID-19 (R01 - Clinical Trial Optional)

Sponsor: National Institute of Mental Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Eye Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Nursing Research; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research; Office of Disease Prevention

Deadline(s): 07/20/2020 (First Estimated Application Due Date)

Contact: Please direct all inquiries to: Adam Haim, Ph.D; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); 301-435-3593; haima@mail.nih.gov


Additional Information: The National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) with other ICs are issuing this Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement to promote new initiatives that will solicit applications to support research to determine the role and impact of digital health interventions [e.g., mobile health (mhealth), telemedicine and telehealth, health information technology (IT), wearable devices] to address secondary health effects of the social, behavioral, and economic changes following the COVID-19 pandemic, particularly among populations who experience health disparities and vulnerable populations.

Notice of Participation of National Institute of Nursing Research (NINR) in PA-20-135 "Emergency Competitive Revision to Existing NIH Awards (Emergency Supplement - Clinical Trial Optional)"

Sponsor: National Institute of Nursing Research

Deadline(s): See the Emergency Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) for any applicable Application Due Dates.; Applicants are encouraged to apply early to allow adequate time to make any corrections to errors found in the application during the submission process by the due date.; 03/10/2023 (Expiration) [For PA-20-135]

Contact: Please direct all inquiries to: For any scientific or research-related questions on this emergency competitive revisions notice please contact the Program Officer listed on the NoA of the most recent parent award.

Link(s): https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-NR-20-005.html

Additional Information: Related Announcements: PA-20-135 - Emergency Competitive Revision to Existing NIH Awards (Emergency Supplement - Clinical Trial Optional)

Notice of NLM’s Participation in PA-20-135 ”Emergency Competitive Revision to Existing NIH Awards (Emergency Supplement - Clinical Trial Optional)"

Sponsor: National Library of Medicine

Deadline(s): See the Emergency Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) for any applicable Application Due Dates.; Applicants are encouraged to apply early to allow adequate time to make any corrections to errors found in the application during the submission process by the due date.; 03/10/2023 (Expiration) [For PA-20-135]

Contact: Please direct all inquiries to: Hua-Chuan Sim, MD; National Library of Medicine (NLM); Telephone: 301-594-4882; Email: simh@mail.nih.gov


Additional Information: Related Announcements: PA-20-135 - Emergency Competitive Revision to Existing NIH Awards (Emergency Supplement - Clinical Trial Optional)
Notice of NIMH Participation in PA-20-135, "Emergency Competitive Revision to Existing NIH Awards (Emergency Supplement - Clinical Trial Optional)"

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health  
**Deadline(s):** See the Emergency Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) for any applicable Application Due Dates.; Applicants are encouraged to apply early to allow adequate time to make any corrections to errors found in the application during the submission process by the due date.; 03/10/2023 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Gregory Greenwood, PhD; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 240-669-5332; Email: gregory.greenwood@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-MH-20-064.html  
**Additional Information:** Related Announcements: PA-20-135 - Emergency Competitive Revision to Existing NIH Awards (Emergency Supplement - Clinical Trial Optional)

Notice of Correction to NOT-OD-21-065 "Notice of Intent to Publish a Research Opportunity Announcement for RADx-UP Return to School Diagnostic Testing Approaches (OT2 Clinical Trial Required)" for Clinical Trial Requirements

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health  
**Deadline(s):** NA  
**Contact:** Sonia Lee, Ph.D.; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); Telephone: 301-594-4783; Email: lesonia@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-21-072.html

Notice of NIA Participation in PA-20-135, "Emergency Competitive Revision to Existing NIH Awards (Emergency Supplement - Clinical Trial Optional)"

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Aging  
**Deadline(s):** See the Emergency Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) for any applicable Application Due Dates.; Applicants are encouraged to apply early to allow adequate time to make any corrections to errors found in the application during the submission process by the due date.; 03/10/2023 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Partha Bhattacharyya, Ph.D.; National Institute on Aging (NIA); Telephone: 301-496-3136; Email: bhattacharyyaP@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-AG-20-036.html  
**Additional Information:** Related Announcements: PA-20-135 - Emergency Competitive Revision to Existing NIH Awards (Emergency Supplement - Clinical Trial Optional)

Notice of NIDA Participation in PA-20-135, "Emergency Competitive Revision to Existing NIH Awards (Emergency Supplement - Clinical Trial Optional)"

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse  
**Deadline(s):** 03/10/2023 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: For any scientific or research-related questions on this emergency application notice please contact the Program Officer listed in the Emergency Notice of Special Interest (NOSI);  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DA-20-061.html  
**Additional Information:** Related Announcements: PA-20-135 - Emergency Competitive Revision to Existing NIH Awards (Emergency Supplement - Clinical Trial Optional)

Notice of NIDCD's Participation in PA-20-135 "Emergency Competitive Revision to Existing NIH Awards (Emergency Supplement - Clinical Trial Optional)"

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders  
**Deadline(s):** 03/10/2023 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Janet L. Cyr, Ph.D.; NIDCD/Division of Scientific Programs; Telephone: 301-402-3458; Email: cyrj@nidcd.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DC-20-010.html  
**Additional Information:** Related Announcements: PA-20-135 - Emergency Competitive Revision to Existing NIH Awards (Emergency Supplement - Clinical Trial Optional)

Notice of ORWH Participation in PA-20-135, Emergency Competitive Revision to Existing NIH Awards (Emergency Supplement Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** Office of Research on Women’s Health  
**Deadline(s):** 03/10/2023 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Rajeev K. Agarwal, Ph.D.; Office of Research on Women’s Health (ORWH); Telephone: 301-451-7058; Email: rajeev.agarwal@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-20-111.html  
**Additional Information:** Related Announcements: PA-20-135 - Emergency Competitive Revision to Existing NIH Awards (Emergency Supplement - Clinical Trial Optional)

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): NIDCD is Interested in Supporting Research on the Impact of COVID-19 on Mission Specific Sensory and Communication Disorders

---
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**Sponsor:** National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders  
**Deadline(s):** 10/05/2020 (First Available Due Date); 09/08/2022 (Expiration Date)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Bracie Watson, Jr. Ph.D.; NIDCD/Division of Scientific Programs; Telephone: 301-402-3458; Email: watsonb@nidcd.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DC-20-008.html

**Notice of Information: Contributing to the Global COVID-19 Crisis Response by Allowing Some NCI-supported Projects to be Redirected to COVID-19-related Research During the Crisis**  
**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute  
**Deadline(s):** 04/28/2020 (Release Date); For the duration of the present crisis  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: The NCI program director/officer who has stewardship of the applicable parent grant or cooperative agreement award.  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-CA-20-054.html

**Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Availability of Urgent Competitive Revisions and Administrative Supplements for Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) Research within the Mission of NIDCR**  
**Sponsor:** National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; Office of Research on Women’s Health  
**Deadline(s):** Please see piecemeal related announcements  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Dena Fischer, DDS, MSD, MS; Center for Clinical Research; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research (NIDCR); Telephone: 301-594-4876; Email: dana.fischer@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DE-20-022.html

**HICCC; UPDATE ON NIH FUNDING FOR COVID RESEARCH**  
**Sponsor:** Columbia University Herbert Irving Comprehensive Cancer Center; https://cancer.columbia.edu/  
**Deadline(s):** NA  
**Contact:** Please see individual funding opportunities  
**Link(s):** https://cancer.columbia.edu/contact-us (HICCC); please see individual opportunities for funding agency contacts  
**Link(s):** https://cancer.columbia.edu/update-nih-funding-covid-research

**Notice of NEI’s Participation in PA-18-935 “Urgent Competitive Revision to Existing NIH Grants and Cooperative Agreements (Urgent Supplement - Clinical Trial Optional)”**  
**Sponsor:** National Eye Institute  
**Deadline(s):** Earliest start dates may vary by awarding IC. See the Urgent Guide Notices for any applicable Application Due Dates.; 01/25/2022 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: For any scientific or research-related questions on this urgent competitive revisions notice please contact the Program Officer listed on the NoA of the most recent parent award.  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-EY-20-009.html

**Additional Information:** Related Announcements: PA-18-935 - Urgent Competitive Revision to Existing NIH Grants and Cooperative Agreements (Urgent Supplement - Clinical Trial Optional)

**NIH Extramural Nexus**  
**New NIH Resource to Analyze COVID-19 Literature: The COVID-19 Portfolio Tool**  
**Sponsor:** NIH Office of Extramural Research; https://grants.nih.gov/grants/oer.htm  
**Deadline(s):** 04/15/2020 (Release Date)  
**Contact:** ExtramuralNexus@mail.nih.gov  

**NIH COVID-19 Funding and Funding Opportunities**  
**NIH Extramural Nexus**  
**Sponsor:** NIH  
**Deadline(s):** 04/13/2020 (Release Date)  
**Contact:** https://nexus.od.nih.gov/all/author/lauemi/ [NIH Extramural Nexus]; ExtramuralNexus@mail.nih.gov  

**Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Availability of Emergency Competitive Revisions on Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) for Currently Active NHLBI Phase I-II Clinical Trials**  
**Sponsor:** National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute  
**Deadline(s):** 05/01/2020 (First Available Due Date); 10/06/2022 (Expiration Date)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Patricia Noel, PhD; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; Division of Lung Diseases; Telephone: 301-435-0202; Email: noelp@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-HL-20-782.html
Additional Information: Related Announcements: NOT-OD-20-077
   ; PA-20-135 Emergency Competitive Revision to Existing NIH Awards (Emergency Supplement - Clinical Trial Optional)

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Data Driven Research on Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) (R21)
   Sponsor: National Library of Medicine
   Deadline(s): 06/16/2020 (First Available Due Date); 06/17/2022 (Expiration Date)
   Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Hua-Chuan Sim, MD; National Library of Medicine (NLM); Telephone: 301-594-4882; Email: simh@mail.nih.gov

Notice of Eligibility Change for NIDCD Urgent Competitive Revisions and Administrative Supplements for Research on COVID-19
   Sponsor: National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders
   Deadline(s): Please see deadlines for piecemeal Supplements, this Notice does not affect their due dates
   Contact: Please direct all inquiries to: Janet Cyr Ph.D.; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders (NIDCD); Telephone: 301-402-3458; Email: cyjr@nidcd.nih.gov

Columbia University Biobank
   Sponsor: https://www.ps.columbia.edu/research/core-and-shared-facilities/core-facilities-category
   Deadline(s): NA
   Contact: Researchers: Please contact the VP&S Office for Research with any questions.
   Potential participants: Please contact CUbiobankCOVID19@cumc.columbia.edu with any questions.
   Link(s): https://www.ps.columbia.edu/research/core-and-shared-facilities/core-facilities-category/columbia-university-biobank
   [Columbia University Biobank]
   https://www.recruit.cumc.columbia.edu [RecruitMe Details]

National Science Foundation awards rapid response grants to support coronavirus (COVID-19) research
   NSF COVID-19 RAPID Awards
   National Science Foundation Dear Colleague Letter
   Sponsor: National Science Foundation

Deadline(s): Please see piecemeal / individual opportunities
   Contact: https://www.nsf.gov/help/contact.jsp [please also see piecemeal / individual opportunities]
   Link(s): https://www.nsf.gov/news/special_reports/announcements/041720.jsp
   [National Science Foundation awards rapid response grants to support coronavirus (COVID-19) research]

[1] NIH Extramural Nexus; Temporary, Emergency Situations Due to COVID-19 and Application Scores Received During Peer Review
[2] NIH Coronavirus Update Guidance for Peer Reviewers
   Sponsor: NIH; NIH Office of Extramural Research;
   https://grants.nih.gov/grants/oer.htm
   Deadline(s): 04/21/2020 (Release Date)
   Contact: Sally Amero, Ph.D., NIH’s Review Policy Officer; and Extramural Research Integrity Liaison Officer [Author];
   https://nexus.od.nih.gov/all/author/sally-amero/;
   ExtramuralNexus@mail.nih.gov

Columbia Researchers Against COVID-19 (The CRAC Team)
   Sponsor: https://www.olivelab.org
   Deadline(s): Ongoing
   Contact: https://columbiacovid.weebly.com/contact.html
   Link(s): https://www.olivelab.org/columbia-researchers-against-coronavirus.html

OBSSRS Updates; COVID-19 Urgent Competitive Revisions and Administrative Supplement Notices of Scientific Interest (NOSIs) Relevant to the Social and Behavioral Sciences
   Sponsor: NIH Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research
   Deadline(s): See piecemeal OBSSR_Relevant NOSIs
   Contact: https://obssr.od.nih.gov/about/contact-us/
   Link(s): https://obssr.od.nih.gov/research-support/funding-announcements/

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) regarding the Availability of Emergency Competitive Revisions to Existing NIH Grants and Cooperative Agreements for Tissue Chips Research on the 2019 Novel Coronavirus
   Sponsor: National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences

R²eport
Friday Newsletter 12/17/2021
**Deadline(s):** 05/15/2020 (First Available Due Date); 01/26/2022 (Expiration Date)
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Danilo A. Tagle, Ph.D.; National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences (NCATS); Telephone: 301-594-8064; Email: danilo.tagle@nih.gov
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-TR-20-017.html; Related Announcements; PA-20-135 Emergency Competitive Revision to Existing NIH Awards (Emergency Supplement - Clinical Trial Optional)

Notice of Early Expiration of "Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) regarding the Availability of Administrative Supplements for Tissue Chips Research on the 2019 Novel Coronavirus

**Sponsor:** National Institute of General Medical Sciences
**Deadline(s):** 05/15/2020 (First Available Due Date); 01/26/2022 (Expiration)
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Danilo A. Tagle, Ph.D.; National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences (NCATS); Telephone: 301-594-8064; Email: danilo.tagle@nih.gov

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) regarding the Availability of Administrative Supplements for Tissue Chips Research on the 2019 Novel Coronavirus

**Sponsor:** National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences
**Deadline(s):** 05/15/2020 (First Available Due Date); 01/26/2022 (Expiration)
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Danilo A. Tagle, Ph.D.; National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences (NCATS); Telephone: 301-594-8064; Email: danilo.tagle@nih.gov

**Deadline:** See the Emergency Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) for any applicable Application Due Dates.; Applicants are encouraged to apply early to allow adequate time to make any corrections to errors found in the application during the submission process by the due date.; 03/10/2023 (Expiration)
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: For any scientific or research-related questions on this emergency competitive revisions notice please contact the Program Officer listed on the NoA of the most recent parent award.

**Guidance for Cost-Related Flexibilities Available to Support of Competitive Research (SCORE) Award Recipients Affected by COVID-19**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of General Medical Sciences
**Deadline(s):** NA, please see Guidance
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Irina Krasnova, PhD; National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS); Email: irina.krasnova@nih.gov
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-GM-20-026.html

**Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Availability of Administrative Supplements and Urgent Competitive Revisions for Research on Stress Management in Relation to Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) NOT-AT-20-011**

**Sponsor:** National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism
**Deadline(s):** Due dates may vary by awarding IC. See the awarding IC’s web site for any applicable Application Due Dates.
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Lanay M. Mudd, Ph.D.; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health (NCCIH); Telephone: 301-594-9346; Email: lanay.mudd@nih.gov

**Notice of NCATS’ Participation in PA-20-135 “Emergency Competitive Revision to Existing NIH Awards (Emergency Supplement - Clinical Trial Optional)”**

**Sponsor:** National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences
NIH Update: Responding to Frequent Questions on Flexibilities Related to NIH Funding and COVID-19
[3] Update on Covid-19 Flexibilities for the Research Community; Mike Lauer, NIH Deputy Director for Extramural Research; Video
Sponsor: NIH; Office of Extramural Research
Deadline(s): 03/26/2020 [Release Date] ; Please read the notice in its entirety. Grant applications submitted late for due dates between March 9, 2020, and May 1, 2020, will be accepted through May 1, 2020
Contact: Please feel free to send all your questions related to COVID-19 and research to COVID19_research@columbia.edu. As always, your SPA Project Officer can assist you with questions specific to grant proposals and awards.
Link(s): https://grants.nih.gov/grants/natural_disasters/corona-virus.htm
[Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19): Information for NIH Applicants and Recipients]
[UPDATE: NIH Late Application Policy Due to Public Health Emergency for United States for 2019 Novel Coronavirus (COVID-19)]
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v5-Ry-2uGxs&feature=youtu.be
[Update on Covid-19 Flexibilities for the Research Community; Mike Lauer, NIH Deputy Director for Extramural Research]
Applicants are encouraged to apply early to allow adequate time to make any corrections to errors found in the application during the submission process by the due date.

Contact: Please direct all inquiries to: For any scientific or research-related questions on this urgent competitive revisions notice please contact the Program Officer listed on the NoA of the most recent parent award.


Notice of NCATS’ Participation in PA-18-935 "Urgent Competitive Revision to Existing NIH Grants and Cooperative Agreements (Urgent Supplement - Clinical Trial Optional)"

Sponsor: National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences (NCATS)

Deadline(s): Earliest start dates may vary by awarding IC. See the Urgent Guide Notices for any applicable Application Due Dates. Applicants are encouraged to apply early to allow adequate time to make any corrections to errors found in the application during the submission process by the due date.; 01/25/2022 (Expiration, PA 18-935)

Contact: Please direct all inquiries to: For any scientific or research-related questions on this urgent competitive revisions notice please contact the Program Officer listed on the NoA of the most recent parent award


COVID-19 research: Notice of Early Expiration of NOT-AL-20-030; Notice of Early Expiration of "Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) regarding the Availability of Urgent Competitive Revisions for Research on the 2019 Novel Coronavirus (2019-nCoV)," NOT-AL-20-030

Sponsor: National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID); National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS)

Deadline(s): NOT-AL-20-030 is going to expire as of 4/8/2020

Contact: Please direct all inquiries to: Diane Post, Ph.D.; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID); Telephone: 240-627-3348; Email: postd@niaid.nih.gov; Daniel E. Janes, Ph.D.; National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS); Email: daniel.janes@nih.gov


FDA - Flexibilities Available to Applicants and Recipients of Federal Financial Assistance Affected by COVID-19

Sponsor: Food and Drug Administration
**Deadline(s):** 03/26/2020 (Release Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Questions concerning specific awards should be directed to the assigned Grants Management Specialist and Program Official listed on the Notice of Award in eRA Commons; Questions concerning this Notice may be directed to: Food and Drug Administration (FDA); Office of Acquisitions and Grants Services (OAGS); Grants Management Branch; Email: OAGSGrantsPolicy@fda.hhs.gov


**Notice of Intent: Revision Supplements to Existing AHRQ Grants and Cooperative Agreements to Address Health System Responsiveness to COVID-19**

**Sponsor:** Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality [http://www.ahrq.gov](http://www.ahrq.gov)

**Deadline(s):** 03/26/2020 (Release Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Lisa Scott-Morring, MS, MSHS, CRA; Director, Division for Policy, Coordination and Analysis; Office of Extramural Research, Education, and Priority Populations; Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, HHS; Email: Grant_Queries@ahrq.hhs.gov


**Sponsor:** Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality; [http://www.ahrq.gov](http://www.ahrq.gov)

**Deadline(s):** 03/26/2020 (Release Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Lisa Scott-Morring, MS, MSHS, CRA; Director, Division for Policy, Coordination and Analysis; Office of Extramural Research, Education, and Priority Populations; Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, HHS; Email: Grant_Queries@ahrq.hhs.gov


**Flexibilities for Assured Institutions for Activities of Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees (IACUCs) Due to COVID-19**

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; Office of The Director, National Institutes of Health (OD)

**Deadline(s):** 03/16/2020 (Release Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Office of Laboratory Animal Welfare; Telephone: 301-496-7163; Email: olaw@od.nih.gov

**Link(s):** [https://www.cogr.edu/washington-office](https://www.cogr.edu/washington-office)

**NSF Dear Colleague Letter: Request for SBIR/STTR Phase I Proposals Addressing COVID-19**

**Sponsor:** NSF; [https://www.nsf.gov](https://www.nsf.gov)

**Deadline(s):** 03/25/2020 (Release Date); please see piecemeal opportunities

**Contact:** Questions about this DCL should be directed to sbir@nsf.gov or to the cognizant SBIR/STTR Program Director on your current SBIR/STTR award


**Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) Clinical and Translational Science Award (CTSA) Program Applications to Address 2019 Novel Coronavirus (COVID-19) Public Health Need**

**Sponsor:** National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences (NCATS)

**Deadline(s):** 05/04/2020 (First Available Due Date); 07/10/2021 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to the Scientific/Research, Peer Review, and Financial/Grants Management contacts in Section VII of the listed funding opportunity announcements.


**Council on Governmental Relations (COGR); Frequently Asked Questions Regarding COVID-19’s Impact on Federal Awards**

**Sponsor:** COGR; [https://www.cogr.edu/](https://www.cogr.edu/)

**Deadline(s):** NA, 03/12/2020 (update, Release Date)

**Contact:** please see FAQ link; COGR contact: [https://www.cogr.edu/washington-office](https://www.cogr.edu/washington-office)


**Archived Research Resources Covid-19 Transmission to Faculty 03/18/2020**

**Sponsor:** Research Resources

**Deadline(s):** 03/18/2020 (Transmission Date)

**Contact:** ckk7@cucm.columbia.edu

**Link(s):** [https://r2report.files.wordpress.com/2014/04/r2covid19transmission03182020copydpdf.pdf](https://r2report.files.wordpress.com/2014/04/r2covid19transmission03182020copydpdf.pdf)
Research Resources Covid-19 Transmission to Faculty
03.23.2020 Archived

**Sponsor:** Research Resource

**Deadline(s):** 03/23/2020 (Transmission Date)

**Contact:** ckk7@cumc.columbia.edu

**Link(s):**
https://r2eport.files.wordpress.com/2014/04/r2covid19transmission03232020copybpdf.pdf

Memorandum to the Heads of Executive Departments and Agencies; 03/19/2020; Executive Office of the President Office of Management and Budget

**Sponsor:** Executive Office of the President Office of Management and Budget

**Deadline(s):** 03/19/2020 (Release Date)

**Contact:** To receive the latest information on grants, including COVID-19 update, sign up for the Grants Community of Practice by clicking at: https://www.performance.gov/CAP/grants/; Questions regarding the above administrative relief provisions should be directed to Office of Federal Financial Management Grant link at GrantsTeam@omb.eop.gov. 0MB will continue to provide updates and additional information as the situation unfolds. For the latest information, sign up for the Grants Community of Practice by clicking at: https://www.performance.gov/CAP/grants/

**Link(s):** https://r2eport.files.wordpress.com/2014/04/covid19-omb-memo-on-grants-and-contracts.pdf

**Additional Information:** Administrative Relief for Recipients and Applicants of Federal Financial Assistance Directly Impacted by the Novel Coronavirus (COVID-19) due to Loss of Operations

R2eport 03/20/2020 Newsletter Preamble; A Message from The Vice Dean for Research Strategy and Innovation

**Sponsor:** Research Resources

**Deadline(s):** R2eport 03/20/2020 Newsletter Preamble

**Contact:** ckk7@cumc.columbia.edu

**Link(s):**
https://r2eport.files.wordpress.com/2014/04/r2covid19newsletterpreamble032020archivebpdf.pdf

Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19): Information for NIH Applicants and Recipients

**Sponsor:** NIH

**Deadline(s):** NA 03/17/2020 (Last updated)

**Contact:**
https://grants.nih.gov/grants/index.html

**Link(s):**
https://grants.nih.gov/grants/natural_disasters/corona-virus.htm


**Sponsor:** https://research.columbia.edu

**Deadline(s):** NA; This webpage will continue to be updated frequently as new information is received.

**Contact:** As always, if you have questions about sponsored projects, reach out to your assigned SPA Project Officer. Other research-related matters may be addressed in the FAQs.

**Link(s):**

**Additional Information:** [SPA News] COVID-19 FAQs Relating to Research; The Offices of the Executive Vice President for Research have collected FAQs relating to COVID-19 (Novel Coronavirus) and its impact on research activities. These can be found on the Research homepage, or directly at COVID-19 (Novel Coronavirus): Frequently Asked Questions Relating to Research. ; These FAQs contain information about COVID-19 as it relates to the conduct of research, research operations, and sponsored projects. This webpage will continue to be updated frequently as new information is received. As always, if you have questions about sponsored projects, reach out to your assigned SPA Project Officer. Other research-related matters may be addressed in the FAQs. We will continue to keep you posted.; [brought to our attention by] Stephanie F. Scott, MS, CRA, Director of Policy and Research Development; Columbia | Research; Sponsored Projects Administration; sfs2110@cumc.columbia.edu ; Website: https://spa.columbia.edu/


[2] NSF Supporting Research to Address Coronavirus Disease

**Sponsor:** NSF

**Deadline(s):** 03/04/2020 (Release Date)

**Contact:** All questions should be directed either to a program officer managing an NSF program with which the research would be aligned or to rapid-covid19@nsf.gov
Guidance for NIH-funded Clinical Trials and Human Subjects Studies Affected by COVID-19

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health  
**Deadline(s):** 03/16/2020 (Release Date)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Division of Grants Policy; Office of Policy for Extramural Research Administration; Office of Extramural Research; Telephone: 301-435-0949; GrantsPolicy@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-20-087.html

---

**ANNOUNCEMENTS (NIH and Other)**

Clarification on Prohibition on Expendng NIH Grant Funds for Covered Telecommunications Equipment or Services

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health  
**Deadline(s):** 08/13/2020 (Effective Date); 12/11/2020 (Date, Expiration)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: OPERA Division of Grants Policy; GrantsPolicy@nih.gov; Please direct all compliance inquiries to: OPERA Division of Grants Compliance and Oversight grantscompliance@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-21-041.html

Guidance for Applicants Preparing Applications for the Fall 2020 Due Dates During the COVID-19 Pandemic NIH Review and Award Cycles

**Sponsor:** SPA/NIH  
**Deadline(s):** NIH issued guidance today (07/08/2020) related to preparing proposals for the May 2021 Council round beginning with applications submitted for the September 25, 2020 due date (see Review and Award Cycles)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Sally A. Amero, Ph.D.; NIH Review Policy Officer; ReviewPolicyOfficer@mail.nih.gov [NIH Contact for reference]; Feel free to ask me, or your SPA Project Officer, any questions; [brought to our attention by] Stephanie F. Scott, MS, CRA; Director of Policy and Research Development; Columbia | Research; Sponsored Projects Administration; sfs2110@cumc.columbia.edu; Website: https://spa.columbia.edu  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-20-122.html  
https://www.whitehouse.gov/openingamerica/  

---

**NIH Operates Under a Continuing Resolution**

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health  
**Deadline(s):** 10/21/2020 (Release Date)  
**Contact:** Questions regarding adjustments applied to individual grant awards may be directed to the Grants Management Specialist identified in the Notice of Award.  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-21-009.html

**NLM Grants for Scholarly Works in Biomedicine and Health (G13 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** National Library of Medicine  
**Deadline(s):** 02/24/2022; 02/24/2023; 02/25/2023 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Alan VanBiervliet, PhD; National Library of Medicine (NLM) Telephone: 301-594-4882; Email: vanbiervlietag@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-046.html

**Successor-in-Interest (Type 6 Parent Clinical Trial Optional)**

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; John E. Fogarty International Center; National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities;
Research Resources has been apprised that the R2eport distribution email to Faculty and other colleagues at times sorts to MS Outlook’s “Other” vs. “Focused” tab when web accessed. You may move an email from the “Other” to “Focused” in box tabs, by selecting Move to Focused if you want only the selected message moved; or you may select Always Move to Focused if you want all future messages from the sender to be delivered to the Focused tab. You may also Turn off Focused In Box when accessing MS Outlook via the web by accessing the settings (cog icon adjacent to your initials), accessing “all outlook settings”, activating the “Don’t sort my messages” button and saving this setting. Rectifying email sorting to Outlook’s Junk folder, may also be addressed. R2eports are posted weekly on our Reports Page,

[1]Temporary Extension of Eligibility for the NIH K99/R00 Pathway to Independence Award During COVID-19 Pandemic; NIH just released the following announcement regarding a temporary extension of eligibility for the K99/R00 due to the COVID-19 pandemic

[2] NIH Extramural Nexus relative to this announcement

Sponsor: NIH
Deadline(s): NIH will be providing up to a two-receipt cycle extension (roughly eight additional months) of eligibility for
prospective applicants meeting the requirements for submission of a K99/R00 application from the time period covered by the June/July 2020 due dates through the February/March 2021 due dates. 

Contact: Please direct all inquiries to: Division of Biomedical Research Workforce; Office of Extramural Research; Website: https://researchtraining.nih.gov; Email: NIHTrain@mail.nih.gov


Notice of Requirement for Electronic Submission of all Administrative Supplements

Sponsor: National Institutes of Health

Deadline(s): [1] Effective immediately, NIH will begin accepting administrative supplement applications for multi-project awards electronically. Since the administrative supplement applies to the parent award as a whole, the single-project application form package used for research grants and cooperative agreements will be used for these submissions (e.g., Competition ID= "FORMS-F-ADMINSUPP-RESEARCH."); [2] Effective July 25, 2020, the streamlined submission method through the eRA Commons will be discontinued and replaced with the option to initiate the administrative supplement application within eRA Commons and leverage technology available in NIH ASSIST to complete submission.; [3] Effective July 25, 2020, all supplement applications to existing single and multi-project awards must be submitted electronically through Grants.gov using NIH ASSIST, Grants.gov Workspace, or institutional system-to-system (S2S) solutions.

Contact: Please direct all inquiries to: NIH Office of Policy for Extramural Research Administration (OPERA) Systems Policy Branch; Email: operasystemspolicy@nih.gov


Additional Information: Related Announcements: PA-18-591-Administrative Supplements to Existing NIH Grants and Cooperative Agreements (Parent Admin Supp Clinical Trial Optional); PA-18-592- Research Supplements to Promote Re-Entry into Biomedical and Behavioral Research Careers (Admin Supp - Clinical Trial Not Allowed); This Notice alerts the extramural community of three updates to our administrative supplement submission policies.

Guidance Regarding Change in Status, Including Absence of PD/PI and Other Key Personnel Named in the Notice of Award

Sponsor: National Institutes of Health

Deadline(s): 06/11/2020 (Release Date)

Contact: Please direct all inquiries to: Division of Grants Policy; Office of Policy for Extramural Research Administration; Office of Extramural Research; Telephone: 301-435-0949; GrantsPolicy@nih.gov


Additional Information: Related Announcements: NOT-OD-18-172 - Clarification of NIH’s Policy Regarding a Change in Program Director’s/Principal Investigator’s Status

NIH Center of Scientific Review, Review Matters, Race and Peer Review


Deadline(s): 06/12/2020 (Release Date)

Contact: Noni Byrnes, Director CSR; If you are interested in participating, please email kramerkm@csr.nih.gov

Link(s): https://www.csr.nih.gov/reviewmatters/2020/06/12/race-peer-review/

[1] A Message from the Vice Deans of Finance and Administration, and Research Strategy

[2] CUIMC Human Subject Research IRB Procedures in Preparation for Restarting Paused or Modified Research

Sponsor: CUIMC, Mailman School

Deadline(s): 06/09/2020 (Release Date)

Contact: If you have additional questions about the procedures, contact irboffice@columbia.edu

Link(s): https://mailchi.mp/cumc.columbia.edu/irb-memo?e=17b4454a9bhttps://mcusercontent.com/0d54f3f8118eb99919ffba3d0/files/b2f5ee75-072d-4cfb-834b-090b2ad0171/Human_Subjects_Research_Memo_CUIMC_06_08_20_sign.pdf

Competing Revisions to Existing NIH Grants and Cooperative Agreements (Clinical Trial Optional)

Sponsor: National Institutes of Health; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences

Deadline(s): See the competitive revision NOSI published by an NIH Institute or Center for applicable Application Due Dates.; 04/03/2023 (Expiration)
Emergency (PA-20-135) Competitive Revision FOAs is Underway - Continue to use the Current Announcements and Forms Packages Until Reissuance

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health

**Deadline(s):** Reissue of Parent Announcements (PA-18-589, PA-18-590, PA-18-591, and PA-18-592) and the Urgent (PA-18-935) and Emergency (PA-20-135) Competitive Revision FOAs is Underway - Continue to use the Current Announcements and Forms Packages Until Reissuance

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: NIH Office of Policy for Extramural Research Administration (OPERA); Systems Policy Branch; Email: OPERAsystemspolicy@nih.gov


**Research Project Grant (Parent R01 Clinical Trial Required)**

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Eye Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research; Application

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates: 05/08/2023 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Participating NIH Institutes and Centers are listed in "Components of Participating Organizations" in Part 1. Overview.; Scientific/Research Contact information is listed on R01 Clinical Trial Required IC-Specific Scientific Interests and Contact website


**Research Project Grant (Parent R01 Basic Experimental Studies with Humans Required)**

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Eye Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research; Application

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates: 05/08/2023 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Participating NIH Institutes and Centers are listed in "Components of Participating Organizations" in Part 1. Overview.; Scientific/Research Contact information is listed on R01 Clinical Trial Required IC-Specific Scientific Interests and Contact website


---

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): For any scientific or research-related questions on this competitive revision notice please contact the Program Officer listed on NoA of the most recent parent award.


---

**[1] NIH Extramural Nexus_Don’t Forget to Use Updated Grant Application Forms (FORMS-F)**

**[2] NIH Extramural Nexus_NOIs & Reissued FOAs**

**[3] [Re-Rleased] NIH Parent Announcements**

**Sponsor:** NIH; Extramural Nexus; Office of Extramural Research

**Deadline(s):** 06/03/2020 [Release Date]

**Contact:** As always, please reach out to your SPA Project Officer should you have any questions.; [brought to our attention by] Stephanie F. Scott, MS, CRA; Director of Policy and Research Development; Columbia Research; Sponsored Projects Administration; sfs2110@cumc.columbia.edu

**Website:** [https://spa.columbia.edu/](https://spa.columbia.edu/)

**Link(s):** [https://nexus.od.nih.gov/all/2020/06/03/dont-forget-to-use-updated-grant-application-forms-forms-f.html](https://nexus.od.nih.gov/all/2020/06/03/dont-forget-to-use-updated-grant-application-forms-forms-f.html)

[https://nexus.od.nih.gov/all/2020/06/03/nosis-reissued-foas](https://nexus.od.nih.gov/all/2020/06/03/nosis-reissued-foas)


---

**[1] R01 Parent Funding Opportunity Announcements (FOAs) that include FORMS-F**

**[2] The FORMS-F Application Instructions**

**[3] The Annotated Form Set**

**[4] Summary of Significant Changes to the Forms**

**Sponsor:** NIH/SPA

**Deadline(s):** NA

**Contact:** [brought to our attention by] Stephanie F. Scott, MS, CRA; Director of Policy and Research Development; Columbia Research; Sponsored Projects Administration; Email: sfs2110@cumc.columbia.edu; Website: [https://spa.columbia.edu/](https://spa.columbia.edu/)

**Link(s):** [https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/parent_announcements.htm](https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/parent_announcements.htm)

---

[https://grants.nih.gov/grants/how-to-apply-application-guide.html](https://grants.nih.gov/grants/how-to-apply-application-guide.html) [The FORMS-F Application Instructions]


[https://grants.nih.gov/grants/how-to-apply-application-guide/forms-ffgeneral/g.120-significant-changes.html](https://grants.nih.gov/grants/how-to-apply-application-guide/forms-ffgeneral/g.120-significant-changes.html) [Summary of Significant Changes to the Forms]

---

**Reissue of Parent Announcements (PA-18-589, PA-18-590, PA-18-591, and PA-18-592) and the Urgent (PA-18-935) and Emergency (PA-20-135) Competitive Revision FOAs is Underway - Continue to use the Current Announcements and Forms Packages Until Reissuance**

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health

**Deadline(s):** Reissue of Parent Announcements (PA-18-589, PA-18-590, PA-18-591, and PA-18-592) and the Urgent (PA-18-935) and Emergency (PA-20-135) Competitive Revision FOAs is Underway - Continue to use the Current Announcements and Forms Packages Until Reissuance

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: NIH Office of Policy for Extramural Research Administration (OPERA); Systems Policy Branch; Email: OPERAsystemspolicy@nih.gov

Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research; National Library of Medicine

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2023 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Participating NIH Institutes and Centers are listed in "Components of Participating Organizations” in Part 1. Overview; Scientific/Research Contact information is listed on R01 Clinical Trial Required IC-Specific Scientific Interests and Contact website


---

**NIH Research Project Grant (Parent R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research; National Library of Medicine; Division of Program Coordination, Planning and Strategic Initiatives, Office of Research Infrastructure Programs

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2023 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Participating NIH Institutes and Centers are listed in "Components of Participating Organizations” in Part 1. Overview; Scientific/Research Contact information is listed on R01 Clinical Trial Required IC-Specific Scientific Interests and Contact website


---

**NIH Small Research Grant Program (Parent R03 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Participating NIH Institutes and Centers are listed in "Components of Participating Organizations” in Part 1. Overview; Scientific/Research Contact information is listed on the R03 IC-Specific Scientific Interests and Contact website.


---

**NIH Exploratory/Developmental Research Grant Program (Parent R21 Clinical Trial Required)**

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Eye Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Nursing Research

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Participating NIH Institutes and Centers are listed in "Components of Participating Organizations” in Part 1. Overview; Scientific/Research Contact information is listed on the R21 IC-Specific Scientific Interests and Contact website.


---

**NIH Exploratory/Developmental Research Grant Program (Parent R21 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research;
NIH Exploratory/Developmental Research Grant Program (Parent R21 Basic Experimental Studies with Humans Required)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Eye Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Library of Medicine; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2023 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Participating NIH Institutes and Centers are listed in "Components of Participating Organizations" in Part 1. Overview. Scientific/Research Contact information is listed on the R21 IC-Specific Scientific Interests and Contact website.

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-20-195.html

NIH Pathway to Independence Award (Parent K99/R00 Independent Clinical Trial Required)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2023 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Scientific / Research Contact(s); See Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements and Staff Contacts

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-20-187.html

NIH Pathway to Independence Award (Parent K99/R00 Independent Basic Experimental Studies with Humans Required)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2023 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Scientific / Research Contact(s); See Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements and Staff Contacts

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-20-188.html
Email: jungma@mail.nih.gov
Contact: Kathy Jung, Ph.D.; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); Phone: 301-443-8722; Email: jungma@mail.nih.gov

Notice of Participation of NIAAA in PA-20-135 "Emergency Competitive Revision to Existing NIH Awards (Emergency Supplement - Clinical Trial Optional)"
Sponsor: National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism
Deadline(s): See the Emergency Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) for any applicable Application Due Dates.; Applicants are encouraged to apply early to allow adequate time to make any corrections to errors found in the application during the submission process by the due date.
Contact: Kathy Jung, Ph.D.; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); Phone: 301-443-8722; Email: jungma@mail.nih.gov

Notice of Common Funds Participation in PA-20-135 "Emergency Competitive Revision to Existing NIH Awards (Emergency Supplement - Clinical Trial Optional)"
Sponsor: Office of Strategic Coordination (Common Fund); National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities
Deadline(s): See the Emergency Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) for any applicable Application Due Dates.; Applicants are encouraged to apply early to allow adequate time to make any corrections to errors found in the application during the submission process by the due date; 03/10/2023 (Expiration)
Contact: Mary Ellen Perry, Ph.D.; Office of Strategic Coordination (OSC); Office of the Director (OD); Telephone: 301-435-5082; Email: cfcovid19@od.nih.gov

Revised and Corrected Notice on Policy Regarding Minimum Level of Effort for NCI-Funded Awards
Sponsor: National Cancer Institute
Deadline(s): 04/08/2020 (Release date); replaces NOT-CA-20-033
Contact: Please direct all inquiries to: Questions regarding NCI’s implementation of this policy should be directed to the NCI Grants Management Specialist for the award. Questions of a programmatic nature should be directed to the NCI Program Official for the award.

AHRQ Guide Notice on Implementation of the Use of a Single Institutional Review Board (IRB) for Cooperative Research at 45 CFR 46.114 (b)
Sponsor: Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality
Deadline(s): 01/10/2020 (Release Date)
Contact: Please direct all inquiries to: Hope Hongzhu He, JD, MPA, MA; Human Protections Administrator; Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality; Telephone: (301) 427-1905; Email: HopeHongzhu.He@ahrq.hhs.gov
NIH Single IRB (sIRB) Policy

**Sponsor:** NIH

**Deadline(s):** 01/22/2020 (Release Date)

**Contact:** If you have questions about the application process, you may contact your SPA Project Officer (CU); Please direct all compliance inquiries to: Office of Policy for Extramural Research Administration; Email: grantscompliance@mail.nih.gov


Reminder: FORMS-F Grant Application Forms & Instructions Must be Used for Due Dates On or After May 25, 2020- New Grant Application Instructions Now Available

**Sponsor:** Issued by the Office of The Director, National Institutes of Health (OD); Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ)

**Deadline(s):** 03/10/2020 (Release Date); for FORMS-F, required for use for proposals due on or after May 25, 2020

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: NIH Office of Policy for Extramural Research Administration (OPERA); Systems Policy Branch; Email: OPERAsystemspolicy@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-20-077.html

[1] NIH video on FORMS-F transition
[2] Preparing for Updated Application Forms (FORMS-F), NIH Extramural Nexus

**Sponsor:** NIH, https://grants.nih.gov/aboutoer/intro2oer.htm

**Deadline(s):** for FORMS-F, required for use for proposals due on or after May 25, 2020

**Contact:** [brought to our attention by] Stephanie F. Scott, MS, CRA; Director of Policy and Research Development; Columbia | Research; Sponsored Projects Administration; sfs2110@cumc.columbia.edu; Website: https://spa.columbia.edu/

**Link(s):** https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qxwuA8Uy84A&feature=youtu.be
https://nexus.od.nih.gov/all/2020/03/03/preparing-for-updated-application-forms-forms-f/;
https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/parent_announcements.htm

New Science & Security Website for the Columbia Community

**Sponsor:** Executive Vice President for Research

**Deadline(s):** NA

**Contact:** https://research.columbia.edu/directory/michelle-avallone; mla25@columbia.edu

**Link(s):** https://research.columbia.edu/science-security

Harassment and Discrimination Protections in NIH Training Applications

[a New NIH Discrimination and Harassment letter for training grants is accessible via CU Uni and PW and linked in the Additional information section of the posting in the Newsletter]

**Sponsor:** NIH

**Deadline(s):** This policy applies to applications submitted for due dates on or after January 25, 2019

**Contact:** NIH contact; Please direct all inquiries to: Division of Biomedical Research Workforce; Office of Extramural Research; Website: https://researchtraining.nih.gov Email: NIHTrain@mail.nih.gov ; If you are applying for a new or competing renewal, you need to include this letter or else your application will be withdrawn by NIH. Please let me or your SPA Project Officer know if you have any questions.; [brought to our attention by] Stephanie F. Scott, Director of Policy and Research Development; Columbia | Research, Sponsored Projects Administration; sfs2110@cumc.columbia.edu


**Additional Information:** New NIH Discrimination and Harassment letter for training grants; As per NOT-OD-19-029, applications for NIH institutional training grants (T15, T32, T34, T35, T36, T37, T90/R90, TL1, TL4) must include a letter on
institutional letterhead signed by a key institutional leader that describes the institutional commitment to ensuring that proper policies, procedures, and oversight are in place to prevent discriminatory harassment and other discriminatory practices.; We just updated this letter and it is available on our website for you to download to include with your Letters of Support into a single PDF file. It is dated January 14, 2020, signed by Deborah Stiles; You can download the letter directly from here, or go to our Institutional Training Grants webpage and download the letter from the Proposal Boilerplate/Template Text/Letters section. You will need your UNI and password to access the letter.; If you are applying for a new or competing renewal, you need to include this letter or else your application will be withdrawn by NIH. Please let me or your SPA Project Officer know if you have any questions.; [brought to our attention by] Stephanie F. Scott, Director of Policy and Research Development; Columbia | Research, Sponsored Projects Administration; sfs2110@cumc.columbia.edu ; Website: https://spa.columbia.edu/

Broadening the Pool of NIH Reviewers

Sponsor: NIH Center for Scientific Review

Deadline(s): 01/24/2020 (Release Date)

Contact: https://public.csr.nih.gov/AboutCSR/ContactCSR

Link(s): https://www.csr.nih.gov/reviewmatters/2020/01/24/broadening-the-pool-of-nih-reviewers/

Additional Information: The latest Review Matters blog post from the NIH Center for Scientific Review. Check Out the Change: Broadening the Pool of NIH Reviewers.

NIH Announces $1 Million Prize Competition to Target Global Disease Diagnostics

Sponsor: National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering (NIBIB)

Deadline(s): 02/26/2020 (Release Date); No Deadline at this point

Contact: Media Contacts: Raymond A. Macougall, nibibpress@mail.nih.gov

https://www.nibib.nih.gov/

You can use a figure in Specific Aims and the NIH Division of Receipt and Referral (DRR) won’t withdraw your application


Deadline(s): NA, 01/30/2020 (Release date)

Contact: https://www.nih.gov/about-nih/contact-us

Link(s): https://twitter.com/CSRPeerReview/status/1228649189842329966
https://twitter.com/csrpeerreview?lang=en

Selecting the Correct Budget Format for Your Application

Sponsor: NIH Office of Extramural Research

Deadline(s): 12/03/2019 (Release Date)

Contact: ExtramuralNexus@mail.nih.gov

Link(s): https://nexus.od.nih.gov/all/2019/12/03/selecting-the-correct-budget-format-for-your-application/

NEW NCI Policy on Minimum Level of Effort for NCI-Funded Awards

Sponsor: NIH, NCI

Deadline(s): 03/03/2020 (Release Date)

Contact: Questions regarding NCI’s implementation of this policy should be directed to the NCI Grants Management Specialist for the award. Questions of a programmatic nature should be directed to the NCI Program Official for the award.


https://researchtraining.nih.gov

Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Award (NRSA) Stipends, Tuition/Fees and Other Budgetary Levels Effective for Fiscal Year 2020

Sponsor: National Institutes of Health (NIH); Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ); Health Resources Services Administration (HRSA)

Deadline(s): 02/07/2020 (Release Date)

Contact: Please direct all inquiries to: See Frequently Asked Questions Related to NRSA Tuition, Fees, and Health Insurance Policies: https://grants.nih.gov/training/nrsa_tuition_q&a.htm.; Specific questions concerning this notice or other policies relating to training grants or fellowships should be directed to the grants management office in the appropriate NIH Institute or Center, AHRQ, or HRSA.; General inquiries concerning NRSA stipend and tuition policies should be directed to: Division of Biomedical Research Workforce; Office of Extramural Research;

Website: https://researchtraining.nih.gov ; Email: NIHTrain@mail.nih.gov


Guidance on Salary Limitation for Grants and Cooperative Agreements FY 2020

**Sponsor:** NIH/SPA  
**Deadline(s):** NA

**Contact:** If you have questions, please contact the https://research.columbia.edu/office-research-compliance-and-training

**Link(s):** [NIH Grants Policy Statement (GPHS) for FY 2020, including other support](https://grants.nih.gov/grants/forms/other-support.htm) [NIH Definition of Other Support (not yet updated)]

NIH Office of Extramural Research Extramural Nexus; NSTC Seeks Insights on the American Research Environment

**Sponsor:** NIH Office of Extramural Research  
**Deadline(s):** 12/02/2019 (Release Date)

**Contact:** ExtramuralNexus@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** [NSTC Seeks Insights on the American Research Environment](https://nexus.od.nih.gov/all/2019/12/02/nstc-seeks-insights-on-the-american-research-environment/)

NIH eRA Items of Interest and Video Tutorials

**Sponsor:** NIH eRA

**Deadline(s):** The eRA Commons is migrating their modules and data to Amazon Web Services (AWS), and will be unavailable from 8 a.m. ET on Friday, April 17 to 8 p.m. ET on Monday, April 20. Please plan ahead if you have proposals due on either of those days.

**Contact:** [grants.nih.gov/support/index.html](https://grants.nih.gov/support/index.html)


[1] New “All About Grants” Podcast on Notices of Special Interest (NOSIs)


**Sponsor:** NIH Extramural Nexus; Important Reminders for Fellowship and Career Development Applicants

**Deadline(s):** NA, release date 01/06/2020

**Contact:** ExtramuralNexus@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** [ExtramuralNexus@mail.nih.gov](mailto:ExtramuralNexus@mail.nih.gov)

---

**Sponsor:** Office of The Director, National Institutes of Health (OD)

**Deadline(s):** FY 2020

**Contact:** Questions about specific awards may be directed to the Grants Management Specialist identified on the Notice of Award (NIH); Please work with your SPA Project Officer if you have any questions [CU]


---

**Sponsor:** NIH Extramural News (Grants Podcast); NIH Office of Policy for Extramural Research (Video Submissions)

**Deadline(s):** NA

**Contact:** ExtramuralNexus@mail.nih.gov (All About Grants podcast queries); Please direct all inquiries to: NIH Office of Policy for Extramural Research Administration (OPERA); Systems Policy Branch; Email: OPERAsystemspolicy@nih.gov (Video Guidance queries)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health (NIH); Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ)

**Deadline(s):** 12/03/2019 (Release Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Division of Biomedical Research Workforce; Office of Extramural National Institutes of Health; E-mail: NIHTrain@mail.nih.gov; or sfs2110@cumc.columbia.edu; Website: [https://spa.columbia.edu/](https://spa.columbia.edu/)

**Link(s):** [NOT-OD-20-033.html](https://grants.nih.gov/grants-guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-20-033.html)

**Sponsor:** NIH Office of Policy for Extramural Research (Video Submissions)

**Deadline(s):** NA

**Contact:** ExtramuralNexus@mail.nih.gov (All About Grants podcast queries); Please direct all inquiries to: NIH Office of Policy for Extramural Research Administration (OPERA); Systems Policy Branch; Email: OPERAsystemspolicy@nih.gov (Video Guidance queries)

---

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health (NIH); Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ)

**Deadline(s):** 12/03/2019 (Release Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Division of Biomedical Research Workforce; Office of Extramural National Institutes of Health; E-mail: NIHTrain@mail.nih.gov; or sfs2110@cumc.columbia.edu; Website: [https://spa.columbia.edu/](https://spa.columbia.edu/)

**Link(s):** [NOT-OD-20-026.html](https://grants.nih.gov/grants-guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-20-026.html)

**Sponsor:** NIH Office of Policy for Extramural Research (Video Submissions)

**Deadline(s):** NA

**Contact:** ExtramuralNexus@mail.nih.gov (All About Grants podcast queries); Please direct all inquiries to: NIH Office of Policy for Extramural Research Administration (OPERA); Systems Policy Branch; Email: OPERAsystemspolicy@nih.gov (Video Guidance queries)

---

**Sponsor:** NIH Office of Policy for Extramural Research (Video Submissions)

**Deadline(s):** NA

**Contact:** ExtramuralNexus@mail.nih.gov (All About Grants podcast queries); Please direct all inquiries to: NIH Office of Policy for Extramural Research Administration (OPERA); Systems Policy Branch; Email: OPERAsystemspolicy@nih.gov (Video Guidance queries)

---

**Sponsor:** NIH Office of Policy for Extramural Research (Video Submissions)

**Deadline(s):** NA

**Contact:** ExtramuralNexus@mail.nih.gov (All About Grants podcast queries); Please direct all inquiries to: NIH Office of Policy for Extramural Research Administration (OPERA); Systems Policy Branch; Email: OPERAsystemspolicy@nih.gov (Video Guidance queries)
Changes to the NIH Early Career Reviewer (ECR) Program

**Sponsor:** NIH Center for Scientific Review  
**Deadline(s):** NA  
**Contact:** Questions should be directed to CSRearlyCareerReviewer@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** [https://public.csr.nih.gov/ForReviewers/BecomeAReviewer/ECR](https://public.csr.nih.gov/ForReviewers/BecomeAReviewer/ECR)  
[https://public.csr.nih.gov/AboutCSR/Director](https://public.csr.nih.gov/AboutCSR/Director)  
[https://www.csr.nih.gov/reviewmatters](https://www.csr.nih.gov/reviewmatters/)  
**NIH launches new NIH/Gates Foundation collaboration to develop gene-based cures for sickle cell disease and HIV on global scale**  
**Sponsor:** NIH, Gates Foundation  
**Deadline(s):** NA  
**Contact:** nhibi_news@nhbi.nih.gov; 301-496-5449; Ask for press officer on duty  
**Requirement for ORCID iDs for Individuals Supported by Research Training, Fellowship, Research Education, and Career Development Awards Beginning in FY 2020**  
**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health (NIH); Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ); Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)  
**Deadline(s):** 07/10/2019 (Release Date)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: For inquiries concerning the policy described in this Notice, contact: NIHTrain@mail.nih.gov [NIH Contact]  
**Reminders of NIH Policies on Other Support and on Policies related to Financial Conflicts of Interest and Foreign Components**  
**Sponsor:** NIH; Office of The Director, National Institutes of Health (OD); SPA  
**Deadline(s):** 07/09/2019 (Release Date)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Office of Policy for Extramural Research Administration; Division of Grants Compliance Oversight; Telephone: 301-435-0949; Email: grantscompliance@od.nih.gov [NIH Contact provided for reference]; For questions, please free to reach out to your SPA Project Officer  
**NIH launches new NIH/Gates Foundation collaboration to develop gene-based cures for sickle cell disease and HIV on global scale**  
**Sponsor:** NIH, Gates Foundation  
**Deadline(s):** NA  
**Contact:** nhibi_news@nhbi.nih.gov; 301-496-5449; Ask for press officer on duty  
**Requirement for ORCID iDs for Individuals Supported by Research Training, Fellowship, Research Education, and Career Development Awards Beginning in FY 2020**  
**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health (NIH); Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ); Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)  
**Deadline(s):** 07/10/2019 (Release Date)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: For inquiries concerning the policy described in this Notice, contact: NIHTrain@mail.nih.gov [NIH Contact]  
**Reminders of NIH Policies on Other Support and on Policies related to Financial Conflicts of Interest and Foreign Components**  
**Sponsor:** NIH; Office of The Director, National Institutes of Health (OD); SPA  
**Deadline(s):** 07/09/2019 (Release Date)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Office of Policy for Extramural Research Administration; Division of Grants Compliance Oversight; Telephone: 301-435-0949; Email: grantscompliance@od.nih.gov [NIH Contact provided for reference]; For questions, please free to reach out to your SPA Project Officer  

**NIH launches new NIH/Gates Foundation collaboration to develop gene-based cures for sickle cell disease and HIV on global scale**  
**Sponsor:** NIH, Gates Foundation  
**Deadline(s):** NA  
**Contact:** nhibi_news@nhbi.nih.gov; 301-496-5449; Ask for press officer on duty  
**Requirement for ORCID iDs for Individuals Supported by Research Training, Fellowship, Research Education, and Career Development Awards Beginning in FY 2020**  
**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health (NIH); Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ); Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)  
**Deadline(s):** 07/10/2019 (Release Date)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: For inquiries concerning the policy described in this Notice, contact: NIHTrain@mail.nih.gov [NIH Contact]  
**Reminders of NIH Policies on Other Support and on Policies related to Financial Conflicts of Interest and Foreign Components**  
**Sponsor:** NIH; Office of The Director, National Institutes of Health (OD); SPA  
**Deadline(s):** 07/09/2019 (Release Date)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Office of Policy for Extramural Research Administration; Division of Grants Compliance Oversight; Telephone: 301-435-0949; Email: grantscompliance@od.nih.gov [NIH Contact provided for reference]; For questions, please free to reach out to your SPA Project Officer
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https://grants.nih.gov/grants/forms/othersupport.htm [Other Support Forms]
https://grants.nih.gov/grants/faq-other-support-foreign-components.htm [FAQs]
https://nexus.od.nih.gov/all/2019/07/11/clarifying-long-standing-nih-policies-on-disclosing-other-support/
https://nexus.od.nih.gov/all/2019/07/11/clarifying-long-standing-nih-policies-on-disclosing-other-support/ [NIH Extramural Nexus]

NIH Extramural Nexus Newsletter, May 2019; Sample Grant Applications and Summary Statements
Sponsor: NIH, National Institutes of Health, Office of Extramural Research, Extramural Nexus
Deadline(s): May 2019 (Released)
Contact: ExtramuralNexus@mail.nih.gov
Link(s): https://nexus.od.nih.gov/all/2019/05/01/sample-grant-applications-summary-statements-and-more/
https://nexus.od.nih.gov/all/2019/05/01/

NIH Extramural Nexus: The Do’s & Don’ts of Hyperlinks in Grant Applications
Sponsor: NIH Office of Extramural Research; https://grants.nih.gov/grants/oer.htm
Deadline(s): NA; 05/13/2019 (Release Date)
Contact: ExtramuralNexus@mail.nih.gov
Link(s): https://nexus.od.nih.gov/all/2019/05/13/the-dos-donts-of-hyperlinks-in-grant-applications/

NIH FY 19 Salary Cap & FY 19 AHRQ Salary Cap: Guidance on Salary Limitation for Grants and Cooperative Agreements FY 2019
Sponsor: NIH; AHRQ
Deadline(s): 01/06/2019 [Effective Date]
Contact: Questions about specific NIH awards may be directed to the Grants Management Specialist identified on the Notice of Award.; Please direct all AHRQ inquiries to: AHRQ Division of Grants Management
Email: GrantsManagementInbox@AHRQ.HHS.gov

Notice of Data Sharing Policy for the National Institute of Mental Health
Sponsor: National Institute of Mental Health
Deadline(s): NA; 06/17/2019 (Release Date)
Contact: Please direct all inquiries to: For technical assistance with data submission, please contact the NDA help desk NDAHelp@mail.nih.gov For other inquiries please contact: Gregory K. Farber, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-435-0778; E-mail: farberg@mail.nih.gov


Registration for Summer 2020 Skills for Health and Research Professionals (SHARP) Training at Columbia University is now open
Sponsor: Mailman
Deadline(s): Organizers hope to leave registration open until capacity is reached, up until a few days before the event. Please note piecemeal event dates and locations.
Contact: Please see piecemeal opportunities for contact
Link(s): https://mailman.columbia.edu/SHARP-training
https://www.mailman.columbia.edu/research/precision-prevention/training-workshops

Notice of Correction to NOT-AG-19-007. "Notice of Special Interest: High-Priority Research Topics for PAR-19-071"
Sponsor: National Institute on Aging
Deadline(s): NA (Notice)
Contact: Please direct all inquiries to: Austin Yang, Ph.D.; National Institute on Aging (NIA); Telephone: 301-496-9350; Email: yangj13@mail.nih.gov

NIH Early Career Reviewer Program
Deadline(s): Ongoing
Contact: csdr@mail.nih.gov;
https://public.csr.nih.gov/AboutCSR/ContactCSR;
CSRearlyCareerReviewer@mail.nih.gov.
Link(s): https://public.csr.nih.gov/ForReviewers/BecomeAReviewer/ECR

Registration for Summer 2019 Skills for Health and Research Professionals (SHARP) Training at Columbia University is now open
Sponsor: Mailman School
Deadline(s): Announcement(s), NA, Please see piecemeal announcements for dates and registration information
Contact: please see piecemeal announcements
Link(s): https://www.mailman.columbia.edu/research/precision-prevention/sharp-training-skills-health-and-research-professionals

Update to the NIH/AHRQ/NIOSH Policy on Post-Submission Materials
Sponsor: Center for Scientific Review
Deadline(s): 05/25/2019 (Implementation Date)
Contact: Please direct all inquiries to: Division of Receipt and Referral; Center for Scientific Review (CSR); National Institutes of Health; Telephone: 301-435-0715; Email: csdr@mail.nih.gov

COLUMBIA
MAILMAN SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH
mailman.columbia.edu/r2
Funding and Grantsmanship for Research and Career Development Activities; A Course for Students, Post Doctoral Scientists, Clinical Fellows, New Investigators, Faculty, & Administrators

**Sponsor:** CUMC

**Deadline(s):** 01/24/2019 (First Class)

**Contact:** Please contact me if there are any questions.; Regards; Jaime Rubin, Course Director; [brought to our attention by] Jaime S. Rubin, Ph.D.; Vice Chair for Investigator Development; Professor of Medical Sciences (in Medicine) at CUMC; Department of Medicine; Columbia University; JSR9@columbia.edu; (212) 342-3184

**Link(s):** http://grantscourse.columbia.edu/

Summary of Significant NIH Application Changes for 2019

**Sponsor:** NIH; SPA

**Deadline(s):** 01/25/2019 • January 25th, 2019 or later:
Application changes take effect involving the Rigor and Reproducibility Policy, inclusion reporting, and new human subjects exemption criteria. • (02/05/2019) February 5th, 2019 due date or later: Must prepare proposal using the new or re-issued Parent FOAs.

**Contact:** Medical Center SPA Office; grants-office@columbia.edu ; (212) 305-4191; https://research.columbia.edu/content/directory

**Link(s):** https://research.columbia.edu/new-nih-foas-and-application-changes-2019


NIH Policy for Review and Resubmission of New Investigator R01 Applications

**Sponsor:** Center for Scientific Review

**Deadline(s):** 01/25/2019 (Starting with R01 applications submitted for due dates on or after January 25, 2019)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Division of Receipt and Referral; Center for Scientific Review; Telephone: 301-435-0715; Email: csrdrn@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NIH-OD-19-055.html

Removal of the Requirement for Institutional Review Board Review of NIH Grant Applications and Contract Proposals Related to Research

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health

**Deadline(s):** The HHS Office of Human Research Protections (OHRP) published the Final Rule in the Federal Register on (01/19/2017) January 19, 2017 and amended the Final Rule to delay implementation until January 21, 2019 (01/21/2019).

**Contact:** Inquiries; Please direct all inquiries to: Office of Policy for Extramural Research Administration; Telephone: 301-435-0949; Email: grantspolicy@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NIH-OD-19-055.html
Final Revisions to the Federal Policy for the Protection of Human Subjects (the Common Rule) Information Sessions, please see accompanying schedule

**Sponsor:** [https://research.columbia.edu/irb](https://research.columbia.edu/irb)

**Deadline(s):** 01/21/2019 (The general compliance date for the Revised Common Rule is January 21, 2019); (Information Session Dates): 01/08/2019, 12:30-1:30p, HSC LL204; 01/09/2019, 1-2p, HSC LL204; 01/10/2019, 3-4p, HSC LL204; 01/14/2019, 10-11a, HSC LL204; 01/15/2019, 11:30-12:30p, HSC LL203;

**Contact:** If you have questions, please contact:
[https://research.columbia.edu/irb](https://research.columbia.edu/irb); Medical Center Office: Phone: 212.305.5883; e-mail: [irboffice@columbia.edu](mailto:irboffice@columbia.edu) ; Morningside Office: Phone: 212.851.7040; e-mail: [askirb@columbia.edu](mailto:askirb@columbia.edu) ;
Columbia | Research; Human Research Protections Office; Institutional Review Boards

**Link(s):** [https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/retrieveECFR?gp=&SID=83cd09e1c0f5c6937cd9d7513160fc3f&pitd=20180719&p=PART&ty=HTML](https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/retrieveECFR?gp=&SID=83cd09e1c0f5c6937cd9d7513160fc3f&pitd=20180719&p=PART&ty=HTML)


[https://research.columbia.edu/irb](https://research.columbia.edu/irb)

NIH Implementation of the Final Rule on the Federal Policy for the Protection of Human Subjects (Common Rule)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health

**Deadline(s):** 01/02/2019 (Release Date); 01/21/2019 (The general compliance date for the Revised Common Rule is January 21, 2019)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Office of Policy for Extramural Research Administration; Telephone: 301-435-0949; Email: [grantspolicy@mail.nih.gov](mailto:grantspolicy@mail.nih.gov)


Several updates to the NIH & AHRQ application instructions and review criteria for applications due on January 25, 2019 and beyond; [please also see links in Additional Information]

**Sponsor:** NIH

**Deadline(s):** for applications due on January 25, 2019 (01/25/2019) and beyond

**Contact:** Feel free to reach out to me regarding some of these changes. NIH & AHRQ also has specific contact information: For questions about enhancing reproducibility contact: [reproducibility@nih.gov](mailto:reproducibility@nih.gov); For questions about inclusion across the lifespan contact: [inclusion@od.nih.gov](mailto:inclusion@od.nih.gov); For questions about NIH protections for human subjects in research contact: [oep-hs@mail.nih.gov](mailto:oep-hs@mail.nih.gov); For questions about AHRQ protections for human subjects in research contact: HopeHongzhu.He@ahrq.hhs.gov

**Link(s):** [https://grants.nih.gov/policy/reproducibility/index.htm](https://grants.nih.gov/policy/reproducibility/index.htm)


New (updated) NIH Grants Policy Statement (GPS) Oct 2018

**Sponsor:** NIH

**Deadline(s):** NA; 10/23/2018 (Release Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: NIH Office of Policy for Extramural Research Administration; Telephone: 301-435-0949; Email: [grantspolicy@mail.nih.gov](mailto:grantspolicy@mail.nih.gov); As always, if you have any questions, please feel free to reach out to your SPA Project Officer


NIH Research Project Grant (Parent R01 Basic Experimental Studies with Humans Required)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research; National Library of Medicine

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates. 01/08/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Participating NIH Institutes and Centers are listed in "Components of Participating Organizations" in Part 1. Overview. Scientific/Research Contact information is listed on R01 Basic Experimental Studies with Humans Required IC-Specific Scientific Interests and Contact website.


NIH Exploratory/Developmental Research Grant Program (Parent R21 Basic Experimental Studies with Humans Required)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Nursing Research

**Deadline(s):** 01/02/2019 (Release Date); 01/21/2019 (The general compliance date for the Revised Common Rule is January 21, 2019)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Office of Policy for Extramural Research Administration; Telephone: 301-435-0949; Email: [grantspolicy@mail.nih.gov](mailto:grantspolicy@mail.nih.gov)

**Link(s):** [https://grants.nih.gov/policy/reproducibility/index.htm](https://grants.nih.gov/policy/reproducibility/index.htm)


[https://research.columbia.edu/real-di-program](https://research.columbia.edu/real-di-program)
Deadline(s): Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 01/08/2022 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Participating NIH Institutes and Centers are listed in "Components of Participating Organizations" in Part 1. Overview. Scientific/Research Contact information is listed on R01 Basic Experimental Studies with Humans Required IC-Specific Scientific Interests and Contact website.

Reminder: NIH Natural Disaster Policy - Hurricane Florence
Sponsor: National Institutes of Health
Deadline(s): NA
Contact: Please direct all inquiries to: Division of Receipt and Referral; Center for Scientific Review; Telephone: 301-435-0715; Email: csdrn@mail.nih.gov

Conferences Approve FY 2019 HHS Funding Bill; All ASPPH Priority Accounts Funded; NIH Up $2 Billion
Sponsor: House-Senate Conference Committee
Deadline(s): NA
Contact: NA
Link(s): https://docs.house.gov/billsthisweek/20180910/CRPT-115hrpt952.pdf (conference report)

NIH Extramural News: How do you define a “study” for the purposes of providing information on the PHS Human Subject and Clinical Trial form?
Sponsor: NIH; Office of Extramural Research; Extramural News;
Deadline(s): NA; 07/25/2018 (Release Date)
Contact: ExtramuralNexus@mail.nih.gov

NIH Guide Notice on Delayed Enforcement and Short-Term Flexibilities for Some Requirements Affecting Prospective Basic Science Studies Involving Human Participants
Sponsor: National Institutes of Health (NIH)
Deadline(s): NA; 07/20/2018 (Release Date)
Contact: Please direct all inquiries to: NIH Grants Information; Email: grantsinfo@od.nih.gov (preferred method of contact); [brought to our attention by] Stephanie F. Scott, MS, CRA;
Director of Policy and Research Development; Columbia | Research; Sponsored Projects Administration; Email: stephanie.scott@columbia.edu or sfs2110@columbia.edu; Website: https://spa.columbia.edu/

Additional Information: NIH Guide Notice on Delayed Enforcement for Some Requirements Affecting Prospective Basic Science Studies Involving Human Participants; As I previously announced a few weeks ago, NIH will be delaying enforcement for some requirements affecting prospective basic science studies that also meet NIH's definition of a clinical trial. NIH just released the official notice stating this, along with their future plans: https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-18-212.html; Please read the notice in its entirety. The Council on Governmental Relations (COGR) provided a summary below. Here are some highlights: (*) Registration and Reporting: NIH still expects the registration and reporting of these prospective basic science studies, but is giving flexibility to allow reporting on existing basic science portals, and expects the data to eventually be transported to ClinicalTrials.gov. Flexibility given through September 24, 2019.
They are issuing a Request for Information (RFI) to collect stakeholder feedback on this topic; (*) Funding Opportunity Announcements (FOAs): NIH will not administratively reject any proposal application for submission to an incorrect FOA based on study-type designation, and they plan to issue an FOA specifically for prospectively basic science studies in November for due dates starting on January 25th, 2019.; (*) The PHS Human Subjects and Clinical Trial Information Form (new in FORMS-E) – they still expect that form for all applications involving prospective basic science studies.; (*) Good Clinical Practice (GCP) training is still being enforced for all personnel involved in the conduct, oversight, or management of prospective basic science studies involving human participants. As a reminder, Columbia offers GCP training in Rascal through Course TC3450. For more information, see https://research.columbia.edu/content/good-clinical-practice-training or email NIH-GCP@columbia.edu.; Please read the notice in its entirety for more information, and stay tuned for more updates from me on this topic; [brought to our attention by] Stephanie F. Scott, MS, CRA; Director of Policy and Research Development; Columbia | Research; Sponsored Projects Administration; Email: stephanie.scott@columbia.edu or sfs2110@columbia.edu; Website: https://spa.columbia.edu/; NIH Guide Notice on Delayed Enforcement for Some Requirements Affecting Prospective Basic Science Studies Involving Human Participants; Dear COGR Members, NIH issued the following Guide Notice this morning. Delayed Enforcement and Short-Term Flexibilities for Some Requirements Affecting Prospective Basic Science Studies Involving Human Participants.; As you know, COGR and other organizations have expressed concern that the NIH clinical trial case studies broadened the agency's definition of "clinical trial" to include basic science studies involving human participants. NIH, in response to report language in the Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2018, has released this notice NOT-OD-18-212 which delays enforcement of registration and reporting policies for prospective basic science studies involving
human participants under NOT-OD-16-149. Per the notice, “through September 24, 2019, NIH will continue to expect registration and reporting for prospective basic science studies involving human participants, with additional flexibility to allow reporting on existing basic science portals, with the expectation that data will eventually be transported to ClinicalTrials.gov.” NIH will issue a Request for Information (RFI) to seek additional input “on registration and results reporting standards best suited for prospective basic science studies involving human participants.”

The notice also provides a period of “leniency for applications submitted to the incorrect FOA based on the study type designation” during which time NIH will not “administratively reject any application for submission to an incorrect FOA based on study-type designation.” The notice also indicates the agency “plans to issue FOAs specifically for prospective basic science studies involving human participants.” Please see the notice for details.

; Lisa Nichols, Ph.D.; Council on Governmental Relations; 1200 New York Avenue, N.W., Suite 460; Washington, D.C. 20005; lnichols@cogr.edu; 202-289-6655

Now Available: Delegate Tasks When Working on Interim or Final RPPRs

Sponsor: NIH

Deadline(s): 05/21/2018 (posted on date)

Contact: ExtramuralNexus@mail.nih.gov ; https://grants.nih.gov/support/index.html

Link(s): https://nexus.od.nih.gov/all/2018/05/21/now-available-delegate-tasks-when-working-on-interim-or-final-rpprs/

June 9th, 2018-NEW NIH Human Subjects System (HSS);

NIH announced last week that they are retiring the Inclusion Management System (IMS) and replacing it with a new Human Subjects System (HSS) as of June 9th, 2018

Sponsor: NIH

Deadline(s): 06/09/2018 (Effective Date)

Contact: https://grants.nih.gov/support/index.html

Link(s): https://era.nih.gov/hss_overview.cfm

NIH Announces Stipend and Benefit Increases for National Research Service Award Recipients

Sponsor: NIH

Contact: Inquiries; Please direct all inquiries to: See Frequently Asked Questions Related to NRSA Tuition, Fees, and Health Insurance Policies: https://grants.nih.gov/training/nrsa_tuition_q&a.htm

Specific questions concerning this notice or other policies relating to training grants or fellowships should be directed to the grants management office in the appropriate NIH Institute or Center, AHRQ, or HRSA.

General inquiries concerning NRSA stipend and tuition policies should be directed to: Division of Biomedical Research Workforce; Office of Extramural Research;

Website: https://researchtraining.nih.gov; Email: NIHTrain@mail.nih.gov

Clarification of NIH’s Policy Regarding a Change in Program Director’s/Principal Investigator’s Status

Sponsor: National Institutes of Health (NIH)

Deadline(s): 05/01/2018 (Release Date)

Contact: Please direct all inquiries to: Office of Policy for Extramural Research Administration

Telephone: 301-435-0949; Email: grantspolicy@mail.nih.gov


Provision of Table 3 for PIs to be included in NIH and AHRQ institutional training grant proposals

Sponsor: NIH/SPA

Deadline(s): Announcement, NA

Contact: The form is an excel file with two tabs. You should make sure to include the first and last names of all participating faculty, along with their UNIs (not email addresses) and departments. The completed form should be sent to SPA-eBiz@columbia.edu.

Link(s): https://research.columbia.edu/content/nih-institutional-training-grants


National Science Foundation - National Institutes of Health

NSF-NIH Interagency Initiative: Smart and Connected Health

Sponsor: Office of the Director, NIH; National Cancer Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Biomedical; Imaging and Bioengineering; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Library of Medicine

Deadline(s): 03/09/2018 (Release Date)

NIH Salary Cap: Guidance on Salary Limitation for Grants and Cooperative Agreements FY 2018

Sponsor: National Institutes of Health (NIH)

Deadline(s): 03/07/2018 (Release Date)

Contact: Questions about specific awards may be directed to the Grants Management Specialist identified on the Notice of Award.


Additional Information: NIH Salary Cap: Guidance on Salary Limitation for Grants and Cooperative Agreements FY 2018; NIH issued guidance on the use of a new NIH salary cap, to increase from $187,000 to $189,600. See https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-18-137.html The effective date of this increase is January 7th, 2018.; NIH has not received the final Fiscal Year (FY) 2018 appropriation and is operating under a continuing resolution through March 23rd, 2018 (see NOT-OD-18-136 also a very important notice). However, NIH
issued this guidance until a budget is passed; in summary, this is how the $189,600 salary cap can be applied: (*) NIH proposal budgets may be submitted using the new cap; (*) Active NIH awards may rebudget to the new cap if restricted to Executive Level II, and adequate funds are available, and the salary cap increase is consistent with the institutional base salary. The new cap should be prorated for the applicable months: (***) Cap is $187,000 through 1/6/18; (****) Cap is $189,600 from 1/7/18 – present; if you have any questions, please feel free to reach out to your SPA Project Officer. We will keep you posted on any developments. Please note I am currently out of the office, returning on Monday; Stephanie F. Scott, MS, CRA; Director of Policy and Research Development; Columbia | Research; Sponsored Projects Administration; Email: sfs2110@columbia.edu ; Website: http://spa.columbia.edu/

**NICHID Policy on Early T32 Renewal Applications**

**Sponsor:** NIH/NICHD  
**Deadline(s):** 05/25/2018 (Effective Date)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: NICHD Referral Officer; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Health and Human Development (NICHD); Telephone: 301-451-3371; Email: NICHDReferral@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-HD-18-005.html

**Outsourcing of IRB Review for NIH Single IRB Policy**

**Sponsor:** NIH/IRB OFFICE AT COLUMBIA  
**Deadline(s):** Now in effect; 01/25/2018 (Effective Date)  
**Contact:** Please contact the HRPO at (212) 305-5883 or by email at irboffice@columbia.edu if you have any questions  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-16-094.html

**xTRACT will be required in FY2020**

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health (NIH); Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ)  
**Deadline(s):** xTRACT will be required in FY2020  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: NIHTrain@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-18-133.html

**Update on Research Support Services, Spring 2018: we are pleased to expand the Research Support Services to also include resubmissions of otherwise eligible R01, P, K, Center and T32 grants (if the services have not yet been utilized)**

**Sponsor:** Mailman School  
**Deadline(s):** relative to upcoming NIH Grant Submission Deadlines: 5 weeks prior to submission deadline (Inform R2 of intent to utilize services); 4 weeks prior to submission deadline (science draft for external review); 2 weeks prior to submission deadline (submission for editing services)  
**Contact:** Pam Factor-Litvak (Associate Dean, Research Resources, and Professor of Epidemiology) prf1@columbia.edu; ckk7@cumc.columbia.edu  

---

**Link(s):**  
https://r2report.files.wordpress.com/2015/05/updateofgrantsupportservicesspring2018.pdf  
**Additional Information:**

Dear Mailman School faculty,

I want to give you an update on Research Support Services—the School’s new program for pre-submission external review and final editing. As Dean Fried wrote in October, the program is geared “to support faculty in preparing grant applications with the highest chance of success.”

I’m happy to report that those using the services this fall have found them valuable. Katherine Keyes in Epidemiology spoke enthusiastically at the recent Assembly: “It was a great experience. I got to focus on the science without having to deal with any of the administrative aspects. I got really good feedback. I will be using these services again.”

In my estimation, all the grants were greatly improved by these services. Of course, the ultimate test is how they are scored and funded. As soon I have that information, I will share it with you.

I encourage everyone to take advantage of Research Support Services to give your grants a competitive advantage. Please keep in mind the following deadlines:

- **5 weeks prior to submission deadline**—Inform Research Services (via Craig Kandell at ckk7@cumc.columbia.edu) if you plan on using Research Support Services with information about they the type of grant at least five weeks prior to the grant due date. If you seek external review, please provide the name and contacts of at least three potential reviewers so we can reach out to them in your order of preference.

- **4 weeks prior to submission deadline**—Send us your science draft for external review three to four weeks prior to submission. We will forward it to the external reviewer. Generally, they provide feedback within a week.

- **2 weeks prior to submission deadline**—For editorial services, send us your manuscript at least 10 days ahead of the deadline. We will make arrangements with the editor. Comments will be returned to Craig and the PI for finalization and submission within a few days.

Please keep in mind that it may take you a day or two to incorporate comments and edits. For best results, get in touch with us prior to these deadlines.
Research Support Services cover first-time submissions, and we are pleased to expand the service to encompass resubmissions (if the support services have not been utilized for the grant) of R01, P, K, Center, T32, or other complex NIH proposals by full-time faculty with primary appointments in the School. I am available to provide feedback for grants that utilize this service and also for other grant types (such as R21s) that are ineligible for the services.

If you have any questions about your eligibility or the above process, please visit Research Resources online or contact me at prf1@columbia.edu.

Best wishes,

Pam Factor-Litvak

NIH Single IRB Policy Reminder

**Sponsor:** NIH

**Deadline(s):** Effective for NIH Funding submissions whose due dates are 01/25/2018 or after

**Contact:** If you have questions, please contact: https://research.columbia.edu/irb; Medical Center Office: Phone: 212.305.5883; e-mail: irboffice@columbia.edu; Morningside Office: Phone: 212.851.7040; e-mail: askir@columbia.edu; Columbia | Research; Human Research Protection Office; Institutional Review Boards

**Link(s):** https://research.columbia.edu/content/single-irb-review-multi-site-research

**NIH single IRB (sIRB) policy**

**Sponsor:** NIH

**Deadline(s):** (for NIH application submissions on or after)
01/25/2018

**Contact:** If you are preparing an NIH application due on or soon after January 25th, 2018, you should contact the Human Research Protection Office (HRPO) immediately at irboffice@columbia.edu if your application proposes to: (*) Conduct non-exempt human subjects research; AND; (*) The same research protocol will be conducted at multiple domestic sites; If Columbia University is being proposed as one of the participating sites in an application to be submitted this month or soon after by another applicant organization, you must also contact the HRPO immediately. Moving forward, it is recommended that you contact the HRPO as soon as a decision is made to participate in a multi-site study to which the NIH sIRB Policy applies.; An official process that details the requirements for addressing the NIH sIRB Policy is being finalized, to be released shortly. In the meantime, PIs and/or departments can reach out to irboffice@columbia.edu to inform the HRPO about these applications. Upon receipt of your email, HRPO will send you an online form to be completed, and you will be provided with next steps.; In addition, we are offering several options to learn more about the sIRB process. **Note:** Protocols that address the same research questions, involve the same methodologies, and evaluate the same outcomes are considered to be the “same research protocol.” Additionally, sites that are accruing research participants for studies that are identical except for variations due to local context consideration would be considered to be conducting the “same research protocol”; If you have any questions, please contact irboffice@columbia.edu.; Our website contains resources to help you while you get accustomed to all of the policy changes impacting proposal preparation. We have an Excel checklist to help you complete the new PHS NIH Human Subjects and ClinicalTrials Information Form. We also have a one-page reference guide (thank you Katherine Rochmat of School of Social Work for the initial template); https://research.columbia.edu/content/nih-proposal-information; As always, feel free to contact your SPA Project Officer should you have any questions about NIH proposal preparation.; [brought to our attention by] Stephanie F. Scott, Director of Policy & Research Development, SPA; Columbia | Research; Sponsored Projects Administration; Phone: (212) 854-0606; Email: sfs2110@columbia.edu; Website: http://spa.columbia.edu; and Alan Teller, Director of Operations, HRPO. At2059@cumc.columbia.edu

Administrative Supplements to Existing NIH Grants and Cooperative Agreements (Parent Admin Supp - Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; John E. Fogarty International Center; National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of
Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research; National Library of Medicine; Office of Behavioral and Social Science Research; Division of Program Coordination, Planning and Strategic Initiatives, Office of Research Infrastructure Programs; Office of Research on Women’s Health; The Common Fund/Office of Strategic Coordination

**Deadline(s):** Due dates may vary by awarding IC. See the awarding IC web site for any applicable Application Due Dates.

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); For any scientific or research-related questions on this administrative supplement notice please contact the Program Officer listed on the NoA of the most recent parent award.


**Change of Grantee Organization (Type 7 Parent Clinical Trial Optional)**

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research; National Library of Medicine; Office of Behavioral and Social Science Research; Division of Program Coordination, Planning and Strategic Initiatives, Office of Research Infrastructure Programs; Office of Research on Women’s Health; The Common Fund/Office of Strategic Coordination

**Deadline(s):** A change of grantee organization request must be made before the anticipated start date at the new organization and preferably several months in advance.

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); For any scientific or research-related questions on this Change of Grantee Organization announcement please contact the Program Officer listed on NoA of the most recent award.


---

**Updates from the Human Research Protection Office (HRPO) on recent new or revised policies, regulations or requirements that may affect IRB activities and requirements**

**Sponsor:** Columbia | Research Human Research Protection Office; Institutional Review Boards; [https://research.columbia.edu/irb](https://research.columbia.edu/irb)

**Deadline(s):** NA

**Contact:** We look forward to hearing from you; [https://research.columbia.edu/irb](https://research.columbia.edu/irb)

**Link(s):** [https://research.columbia.edu/sites/default/files/content/HRPO/HIPAAPrivacyRulePolicyREVISEDFINAL12.22.18.pdf](https://research.columbia.edu/sites/default/files/content/HRPO/HIPAAPrivacyRulePolicyREVISEDFINAL12.22.18.pdf)

**Additional Information:** HRPO and IRB Updates; Dear colleagues, This email provides updates from the Human Research Protection Office (HRPO) on recent new or revised policies, regulations or requirements that may affect IRB activities and requirements.; **Status of the Revised Common Rule:** The Final (revised) Common Rule, i.e., revisions to Subpart A of the DHHS regulations for the Protection of Human Subjects (45 CFR 46), were published on January 19, 2017, with an effective and compliance date of January 19, 2018 for the majority of the revisions. On January 17, 2018, an Interim Final Rule was released that delays the effective date for 6 months, to July 19, 2018. Certain federal departments and agencies are in the process of developing a proposed rule to further delay implementation.; **Revised Policies:** Revisions have been made to the new IRB Policy on the Privacy Rule and the Use of Health Information in Research (IRB HIPAA & Research Policy) and the IRB Data Security Plans Involving the Use, Storage or Transmission of Electronic Research Data Constituting Sensitive Data (IRB Data Security Policy). The IRB HIPAA & Research Policy, which was released on November 1, 2017, was revised to provide clarifications of definitions, scope, and when a Data Use Agreement is necessary. In addition, several case studies were added to assist with implementation of this policy. The IRB Data Security Policy was revised to include new terminology and definitions that are included in the IRB HIPAA & Research Policy. Sessions to explain the policy and review the examples will be scheduled. In addition, please let us know if you would like to have us come to your departmental meeting to
A few questions as you prepare your NIH proposals and Clinical Trials

**Sponsor:** NIH

**Deadline(s):** NA

**Contact:** [Brought to our attention] by Stephanie F. Scott, MS, CRA; Director of Policy and Research Development; Columbia | Research; Sponsored Projects Administration; Phone: (212) 854-0606; Cell Phone: (646) 248-8573; Email: sfss210@columbia.edu; Website: http://spa.columbia.edu/

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/ct-decision/index.htm

Update: Notice of NIH's Interest in Diversity

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health

**Deadline(s):** 01/03/2018 (Release Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Division of Biomedical Research Workforce; Office of Extramural Research; Website: https://researchtraining.nih.gov; Email: NIHTrain@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-18-122.html

Changes to NIH policies and procedures related to human subjects research

**Sponsor:** NIH

**Deadline(s):** these proposal application changes in effect for proposals due January 25th, 2018 or later; 01/25/2018 (Effective Date)

**Contact:** [brought to our attention by] Meredith D. Temple-O'Connor, Ph.D.; Senior Policy Advisor for Clinical Research; Division of Extramural Research; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institutes of Health / DHHS; Bethesda, MD 20892; NICHDTrials@nih.gov; [and] Stephanie Scott; Director of Policy and Research Development; Sponsored Projects Administration; sfs2110@columbia.edu


**Additional Information:** I wanted to pass along this email we received from NICHD. Regardless of whether you receive funding from NICHD, I thought it was a great summary of the recent NIH policies concerning human subjects research and the definition of a clinical trial. It also highlights contacting the NIH Program Officials when you are uncertain if your study meets the NIH clinical trial definition.; I promise you will see more communications from me as we prepare you for these proposal application changes in effect for proposals due January 25th, 2018 or later.; Stephanie Scott Changes to NIH policies and procedures related to human subjects research; Dear NICHD Investigator, NIH has broadened its definition of clinical trial, and it may impact your future applications (new, resubmission, or revision) and awards.; NIH’s definition of clinical trial now includes some research approaches not traditionally considered clinical trials. Also, conducting experiments that involve human subjects may be considered a clinical trial. If you are conducting studies involving human subjects, it is very important that you understand this definition and determine whether it applies to your research.; How do I know if my study is a clinical trial?; NIH has four questions that researchers need to answer to determine whether their study is a clinical trial. These questions may use terminology that has a different meaning than the typical meanings understood by certain research communities. It’s important to review the FAQs and case studies provided by the NIH Office of Extramural Research. If you answer “yes” to each of these four questions, your research will be considered a clinical trial by NIH: (1) Does the study involve human participants?; (2) Are the participants prospectively

Review the policy!: Revised Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs): Version 5.0 of the IRB's SOPs were recently released. Included in this version: (*) Comprehensive information on Expanded Access; (*) Incorporation of Columbia’s Institutional Conflict of Interest Policy; (*) Clarifications on when Unanticipated Problems are reported to federal agencies; (*) Updates to the sections regarding recruitment of inpatients at NYP; (*) Addition of the new Single IRB processes; (*) Clarification on the process for IRB disapproval; Process for Implementing the NIH Single IRB Policy: The NIH Single IRB (sIRB) Policy is applicable to new and competing renewal applications/proposals for NIH funding that are due on or after January 25, 2018, and contract solicitations issued on or after January 25, 2018. It is applicable to NIH-funded multi-site domestic studies involving non-exempt human subjects research, whether supported through grants, cooperative agreements, contracts, or the NIH Intramural Research Program; If you are preparing an NIH application that is due on or before March 5, 2018, it is important that you contact the HRPO immediately at irboffice@columbia.edu if your application proposes to: (*) Conduct non-exempt human subjects research; AND (*) The same research protocol will be conducted at multiple domestic sites.; The HRPO and SPA have developed tools to facilitate implementation of this policy. These tools, including an overview of our process and template language that can be used in your grant applications, can be accessed here. The IRB’s web page will continue to be updated with additional resources as more information becomes available to facilitate compliance with this policy.; Upcoming HRPO Education Sessions: Monthly IRB- Investigation Monthly Meetings: (*) February 22, 3:30-4:30pm, P&S Amphitheatre 1; (*) March 22, 3:30-4:30pm, P&S Amphitheatre 1; (*) April 26, 3:30-4:30pm, P&S Amphitheatre 1; (*) May 24, 3:30-4:30pm, P&S Amphitheatre 1; We want to hear from you!: Please send us your questions as well as suggestions for topics for future education sessions!, We look forward to hearing from you!; https://research.columbia.edu/irb/; Medical Center Office: Phone: 212.305.5883; e-mail: irboffice@columbia.edu; Morningside Office: Phone: 212.851.7040; e-mail: askirb@columbia.edu; Columbia | Research Human Research Protection Office; Institutional Review Boards

Contact: Please direct all inquiries to: Division of Biomedical Research Workforce; Office of Extramural Research; Website: https://researchtraining.nih.gov; Email: NIHTrain@mail.nih.gov

assigned to an intervention? (3) Is the study designed to evaluate the effect of the intervention on the participants? (4) Is the effect being evaluated a health-related biomedical or behavioral outcome? Here is a link that can help you determine if your research is a clinical trial: https://grants.nih.gov/cl-decision/index.htm.

Why is this important? What are the implications if my study is considered a clinical trial? Beginning with applications submitted on or after January 25, 2018, if your application involves a clinical trial, you must: (*) Submit the application through a Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) that accepts clinical trials.; (*) Provide additional information in the application, which will be subject to different and distinct review criteria for clinical trials.; If selected for funding, you will need to designate individual(s) to serve as the responsible party for the trial and to register and post results in the ClinicalTrials.gov system.; NIH has also issued other policy updates involving Good Clinical Practice training requirements and the use of Single Institutional Review Board (sIRB) approaches for domestic, multi-site human subjects research. Details about all updates/changes are available at https://grants.nih.gov/policy/clinical-trials.htm. Note: These policy updates/changes also apply to individuals conducting research through contracts.; Why is NIH making these changes? As stewards of public funding, NIH is implementing these changes in support of our scientific and ethical obligation to ensure that the burden and risk that volunteers assume as research participants ultimately contributes to scientific knowledge. In addition, these changes facilitate transparency in how NIH conducts and supports human subjects and clinical trials research and increases dissemination of data and conclusions derived from NIH-conducted or -supported clinical trials. More discussion of the reasons for the policy changes is at: https://grants.nih.gov/policy/clinical-trials/why-changes.htm. We know this is a lot to process but we are here to answer your questions. Please contact your Program Officer with any questions. If you're uncertain who your Program Officer is, this information is available in your Commons account.; Kind regards,

New IRB Policy on the Privacy Rule and the Use of Health Information in Research

Sponsor: CU IRB
Deadline(s): 11/01/2017 (Effective Date)
Contact: Questions about the policy may be directed to the HRPO by email at irboffice@columbia.edu.

New NIH Review Criteria for K’s, F’s, & T’s; The NIH Announces New Review Criteria for Career Development Award Applications Involving Clinical Trials

Sponsor: NIH
Deadline(s): NA
Contact: [brought to our attention by] Stephanie Scott Stephanie F. Scott, MS, CRA; Director of Policy and Research Development; Columbia | Research; Sponsored Projects Administration; Phone: (212) 854-0606; Cell Phone: (646) 248-8573; Email: sfs2110@columbia.edu; Website: http://spa.columbia.edu/
Link(s): https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guidelines/NOT-OD-17-121.html

NIH Peer Review News

Sponsor: NIH Center for Scientific Review
Deadline(s): NA, 09/2017 (Release Date)
Contact: https://public.csr.nih.gov/aboutcsr/ContactCSR/Pages/ContactCSR.aspx
Link(s): https://www.csr.nih.gov/csrprp/

FY 2019 Administration Research and Development Budget Priorities

Sponsor: [forwarded to our attention by] Tony Mazzaschi | Senior Director, Policy and Research; Association of Schools and Programs of Public Health (ASPPH) | 1900 M Street NW, Suite 710 | Washington, DC 20036; Tel: 202-296-1099, ext. 132 | Email: tmazzaschi@aspph.org
Deadline(s): NA; released 08/17/2017
Contact: [forwarded to our attention by] Tony Mazzaschi | Senior Director, Policy and Research; Association of Schools and Programs of Public Health (ASPPH) | 1900 M Street NW, Suite 710 | Washington, DC 20036; Tel: 202-296-1099, ext. 132 | Email: tmazzaschi@aspph.org

Page 369/456
Announcing New Research Support Services

**Sponsor:** Mailman School

**Deadline(s):** relative to the upcoming 10/05/2017 NIH Grant Submission: Initial Request form (5 weeks prior to the Grant Due Date): 09/01/2017

Science Draft Submission (for those seeking external review): Three (3) to Four (4) weeks prior to submission 09/14/2017 (3 weeks) or 09/07/2017 (4 weeks)

(Final) Scientific Editing (an outside company that has already been used by several departments will be engaged as needed): 10 to 14 days prior to submission 09/21/2017 – 09/25/2017

**Contact:** If you have any questions about your eligibility or the above process, please contact Pam Factor-Litvak, Associate Dean Research Resources prf1@columbia.edu

Please submit the submission form and documents to Craig Kandell at ckk7@cumc.columbia.edu

**Link:** [Dean Fried’s Announcement](https://r2eport.files.wordpress.com/2014/04/mailmanschooleanfried-announcingnewresearchsupportservices.pdf)

[Grant Review Submission Form]: submit to Craig Kandell via email at ckk7@cumc.columbia.edu

**Link:** [Grant Review Submission Form](https://r2eport.files.wordpress.com/2014/04/mailmanschoolsubmissionformworder_08-15-17a.docx)

**Additional Information:** [adapted from] A MESSAGE FROM DEAN FRIED (previously distributed) to Faculty; Dear Mailman School faculty,: In acknowledgement of the increasingly competitive federal funding environment, the School’s administrative and academic leadership teams have been working to develop new resources to support faculty in preparing grant applications with the highest chance of success. In the fall, we will announce and begin rolling out a suite of such supports.; Given the initial fall NIH submission deadline of October 5, I write today to inform you about the first of these resources. The School is providing support for pre-submission external review and for scientific final editing of R01, P, K, Center or other complex NIH proposals for NIH’s October 5 submission deadline, for all full-time faculty with primary appointments in the School. These services will only apply to first submissions (not to resubmissions). Note that, at this time, other grant types such as R03 and R21 are not eligible for this service.; For the external review of applications, the PI will be requested to identify an external expert who they think would be willing to review the grant. Please remember that an individual who serves as a reviewer in this way would then become ineligible to review the proposal for NIH. The School will arrange for the review and provide reviewers a $750 honorarium for R01 review and $1,000 for review of P or other more complex proposals. This external review is independent of any departmental review of aims or entire proposals, is independent of review by R*, and is entirely optional.; For the final scientific editing, an outside company that has already been used by several departments will be engaged as needed. The editing review will polish writing, help with organization and logical progression, and assist with the production of figures.; Below is the timeline and process for requesting and utilizing these supports: (*) To ensure an adequate amount of time for grant review and/or editing, faculty wishing to participate must first inform Research Resources (via Craig Kandell at ckk7@cumc.columbia.edu) at least five weeks before the grant is due [in the case of the 10/05/2017 deadline, 09/01/2017] that you will be requesting one or both of these services. This request must include: the title of the grant, type of grant, due date, and name of the suggested external reviewer with contact information.; (*) Research Resources will contact the external reviewer to ensure his/her willingness to review within one week. That office will also send the appropriate paperwork for paying the honorarium. Three to four weeks prior to submission, [in the case of the 10/05/2017 deadline], 09/14/2017 (3 weeks) or 09/07/2017 (4 weeks) the PI must send the draft of the science to Craig, who will forward it to the external reviewer to complete his/her review within one week. The external reviewer will return comments directly to Craig and the PI. If you think you cannot meet this timeline, please discuss with Pam Factor-Litvak, Associate Dean for Research Resources.; (*) For editing of grant proposals, Craig will send the revised manuscript to the scientific editor ten to 14 days prior to submission [in the case of the 10/05/2017 deadline], 09/21/2017 – 09/25/2017, and the editor’s comments will be returned to Craig and the PI for finalization and submission within a few days.; If you have any questions about your eligibility or the above process, please contact Pam Factor-Litvak at prf1@columbia.edu.; I hope you will consider taking advantage of these new services and that you find them helpful.; With best wishes, Linda P. Fried, MD, MPH; Dean and DeLamar Professor of Public Health; Mailman School of Public Health; Senior Vice President; Columbia University Medical Center; Professor of Epidemiology and Medicine

**NIH Drops “Grant Support Index” Proposal; Adopts an Even Larger Initiative to Support Early- and Mid-Career Investigators**

**Sponsor:** NIH

**Deadline(s):** NA

**Contact:** publicinput@od.nih.gov

**Link:** [https://www.nih.gov/about-nih/who-we-are/nih-director/statements/launching-next-generation-researchers-initiative-strengthen-biomedical-research-enterprise](https://acd.od.nih.gov/documents/presentations/06082017Tabak.pdf)

[https://nexus.od.nih.gov/all/2017/05/02/nih-grant-support-index](https://nexus.od.nih.gov/all/2017/05/02/nih-grant-support-index)


1 NIH Rigor and Reproducibility Policy; Reminder: Authentication of Key Biological and/or Chemical Resources

**Sponsor:** NIH

**Deadline(s):** 05/31/2017

**Contact:** Dr. Michelle Benson [Assistant Director for Research Integrity and Compliance]; mb3852@columbia.edu and Stephanie Scott [sfs2110@columbia.edu] continue to be points of contacts for
questions concerning the NIH Rigor and Reproducibility Policy; For reference: NIH Contact: Reproducibility@NIH.Gov


NIH to Limit Total Grant Support to PIs

Sponsor: NIH

Deadline(s): NA

Contact: National Institutes of Health; Office of Extramural Research; ExtramuralNexus@mail.nih.gov

Link(s): https://www.nih.gov/about/NIH-director/statements/new-nih-approach-grant-funding-aimed-optimizing-stewardship-taxpayer-dollars

https://nexus.od.nih.gov/all/2017/05/02/nih-grant-support/index/

http://www.nature.com/news/nih-grant-limits-rie-biomedical-research-community-1.21949

Additional Information: NIH to Limit Total Grant Support to PIs; NIH announced on Tuesday that it will implement a limitation on the total grant support it will provide to principal investigators (Pis) who have multiple awards. The agency will use a “Grant Support Index” that assigns point values to various types of grants. PIs who exceed a set point, linked to having three or more awards with a single PI, will be forced to adjust their portfolio with reduced resources. NIH said that the proposed formula will be discussed by institute and center councils during their spring meetings before a final formula is shared with the community. NIH says that it believes 6 percent of PIs will be affected and that resources will be freed up to fund about 1,600 additional awards. NIH insists that no existing awards will be rescinded.; An article posted by Nature reports that some researchers believe the new policy will disincentivize research collaborations.; Tentative plans are to make the process effective for applications submitted starting in September 2017. NIH also said that non-NIH funding sources will not enter the formula, nor would promised effort. Dr. Francis Collins released a statement on the announcement and Dr. Michael Lauer, NIH Deputy Director for Extramural Research, posted additional information about the proposal on his blog site. Both Drs. Collins and Lauer report that 10 percent of NIH awardees receive 40 percent of NIH extramural funding.

additional information: NIH to limit total grant support to PIs; NIH announced on Tuesday that it will implement a limitation on the total grant support it will provide to principal investigators (PIS) who have multiple awards. The agency will use a “grant support index” that assigns points to variables to types of grants. PIs who exceed a set point, linked to having up to three or more awards with a single PI, will be forced to adjust their portfolio with reduced resources. NIH said that the proposed formula will be discussed by institute and center councils during their spring meetings before a final formula is shared with the community. NIH says that it believes 6 percent of PIs will be affected and that resources will be freed up to fund about 1,600 additional awards. NIH insists that no existing awards will be rescinded.; An article posted by Nature reports that some researchers believe the new policy will disincentivize research collaborations.; Tentative plans are to make the process effective for applications submitted starting in September 2017. NIH also said that non-NIH funding sources will not enter the formula, nor would promised effort. Dr. Francis Collins released a statement on the announcement and Dr. Michael Lauer, NIH Deputy Director for Extramural Research, posted additional information about the proposal on his blog site. Both Drs. Collins and Lauer report that 10 percent of NIH awardees receive 40 percent of NIH extramural funding.

where your personal information goes and who can see it.” This initiative combines a podcast, newsletter and even a “privacy quiz” designed to help you make more informed choices about who you allow to access your digital information.; If you are interested, you can check it out at:


NIH to Limit Total Grant Support to PIs

Sponsor: NIH

Deadline(s): NA

Contact: National Institutes of Health; Office of Extramural Research; ExtramuralNexus@mail.nih.gov

Link(s): https://www.nih.gov/about/NIH-director/statements/new-nih-approach-grant-funding-aimed-optimizing-stewardship-taxpayer-dollars

https://nexus.od.nih.gov/all/2017/05/02/nih-grant-support/index/

http://www.nature.com/news/nih-grant-limits-rie-biomedical-research-community-1.21949

Additional Information: NIH to Limit Total Grant Support to PIs; NIH announced on Tuesday that it will implement a limitation on the total grant support it will provide to principal investigators (PIS) who have multiple awards. The agency will use a “grant support index” that assigns point values to various types of grants. PISs who exceed a set point, linked to having three or more awards with a single PI, will be forced to adjust their portfolio with reduced resources. NIH said that the proposed formula will be discussed by institute and center councils during their spring meetings before a final formula is shared with the community. NIH says that it believes 6 percent of PISs will be affected and that resources will be freed up to fund about 1,600 additional awards. NIH insists that no existing awards will be rescinded.; An article posted by Nature reports that some researchers believe the new policy will disincentivize research collaborations.; Tentative plans are to make the process effective for applications submitted starting in September 2017. NIH also said that non-NIH funding sources will not enter the formula, nor would promised effort. Dr. Francis Collins released a statement on the announcement and Dr. Michael Lauer, NIH Deputy Director for Extramural Research, posted additional information about the proposal on his blog site. Both Drs. Collins and Lauer report that 10 percent of NIH awardees receive 40 percent of NIH extramural funding.

Additional Information: NIH to Limit Total Grant Support to PIs; NIH announced on Tuesday that it will implement a limitation on the total grant support it will provide to principal investigators (PIS) who have multiple awards. The agency will use a “grant support index” that assigns point values to various types of grants. PISs who exceed a set point, linked to having three or more awards with a single PI, will be forced to adjust their portfolio with reduced resources. NIH said that the proposed formula will be discussed by institute and center councils during their spring meetings before a final formula is shared with the community. NIH says that it believes 6 percent of PISs will be affected and that resources will be freed up to fund about 1,600 additional awards. NIH insists that no existing awards will be rescinded.; An article posted by Nature reports that some researchers believe the new policy will disincentivize research collaborations.; Tentative plans are to make the process effective for applications submitted starting in September 2017. NIH also said that non-NIH funding sources will not enter the formula, nor would promised effort. Dr. Francis Collins released a statement on the announcement and Dr. Michael Lauer, NIH Deputy Director for Extramural Research, posted additional information about the proposal on his blog site. Both Drs. Collins and Lauer report that 10 percent of NIH awardees receive 40 percent of NIH extramural funding.

NIH to Limit Total Grant Support to PIs

Sponsor: NIH

Deadline(s): NA

Contact: National Institutes of Health; Office of Extramural Research; ExtramuralNexus@mail.nih.gov

Link(s): https://www.nih.gov/about/NIH-director/statements/new-nih-approach-grant-funding-aimed-optimizing-stewardship-taxpayer-dollars

https://nexus.od.nih.gov/all/2017/05/02/nih-grant-support/index/

http://www.nature.com/news/nih-grant-limits-rie-biomedical-research-community-1.21949

Additional Information: NIH to Limit Total Grant Support to PIs; NIH announced on Tuesday that it will implement a limitation on the total grant support it will provide to principal investigators (PIS) who have multiple awards. The agency will use a “grant support index” that assigns point values to various types of grants. PISs who exceed a set point, linked to having three or more awards with a single PI, will be forced to adjust their portfolio with reduced resources. NIH said that the proposed formula will be discussed by institute and center councils during their spring meetings before a final formula is shared with the community. NIH says that it believes 6 percent of PISs will be affected and that resources will be freed up to fund about 1,600 additional awards. NIH insists that no existing awards will be rescinded.; An article posted by Nature reports that some researchers believe the new policy will disincentivize research collaborations.; Tentative plans are to make the process effective for applications submitted starting in September 2017. NIH also said that non-NIH funding sources will not enter the formula, nor would promised effort. Dr. Francis Collins released a statement on the announcement and Dr. Michael Lauer, NIH Deputy Director for Extramural Research, posted additional information about the proposal on his blog site. Both Drs. Collins and Lauer report that 10 percent of NIH awardees receive 40 percent of NIH extramural funding.
and staff of the Division of Receipt and Referral in NIH’s Center of Scientific Review. It explains each role’s responsibility, when it is appropriate to contact them, and where to find their contact information.; See Who At NIH Can Answer my Question About….?; Remember that your Sponsored Projects Administration (SPA) Project Officer must communicate with NIH staff directly when submitting proposals, negotiating awards, submitting Just-in-Time information, submitting formal requests for prior approval, submitting progress reports, clarifying NIH policies, and discussing financial or administrative issues. However, there may be times when contacting NIH directly is appropriate, for example, to identify the right type of grant program and/or funding opportunity for you and your research, or to verify that your idea fits within the mission and priorities of an NIH Institute or Center. When in doubt, reach out to your SPA Project Officer.; [brought to our attention by] Stephanie F. Scott, M.S., CRA; Communications and Outreach Director; Columbia | Research; Sponsored Projects Administration; Phone: (212) 854-0606; Cell Phone: (646) 248-8573; Email: sfs2110@columbia.edu; Website: http://spa.columbia.edu/
REQUEST FOR INFORMATION

NA

Courses

NA
LISTINGS

NIH DIRECTOR'S AWARDS PROGRAM

NA

CUIMC MEDICAL LIBRARY AND SYSTEMATIC REVIEW

Covidence. Systematic Review Demonstration, 01.26.2021, Archival posting pending
Cochrane Interactive Learning, Systematic Review Demonstration, 02.02.2021, Archival posting pending

**Sponsor:** The Knowledge Center; Columbia University Irving Medical Center; Covidence and Cochrane Interactive Learning

**Deadline(s):** 01/26/2021, 11AM (Covidence Demo; Archival posting TBD); 02/02/2021, 10AM (Cochrane Interactive Demo; Archival posting TBD)

**Contact:** Marian LaForest, MPH; Informationist; The Knowledge Center; Columbia University Irving Medical Center;
ml4338@cumc.columbia.edu

**Link(s):** [https://www.covidence.org/](https://www.covidence.org/) [Covidence]
[https://training.cochrane.org/interactivelearning](https://training.cochrane.org/interactivelearning) [Cochrane Interactive Learning]

EARLY CAREER, EARLY RESEARCHER, YOUNG RESEARCHER

**Stephen I. Katz Early Stage Investigator Research Project Grant (R01 Basic Experimental Studies with Humans Required)**

**Deadline(s):** 01/26/2022; 05/26/2022; 09/27/2022; 01/26/2023; 05/26/2023; 09/26/2023; 12/29/2023

**Contact:** [https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-038.html](https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-038.html)

**Stephen I. Katz Early Stage Investigator Research Project Grant (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Deadline(s):** 01/26/2022; 05/26/2022; 09/27/2022; 01/26/2023; 05/26/2023; 09/26/2023; 12/29/2023

**Contact:** [https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-039.html](https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-039.html)

**Introducing the Stephen I. Katz Early Stage Investigator Research Grant Program**

**Deadline(s):** 11/09/2020 (Release Date)

**Contact:** ExtramuralNexus@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** [https://nexus.od.nih.gov/all/2020/11/09/introducing-the-stephen-i-katz-early-stage-investigator-research-grant-program/](https://nexus.od.nih.gov/all/2020/11/09/introducing-the-stephen-i-katz-early-stage-investigator-research-grant-program/)

**K-AWARDS, F-AWARDS**

**International Research Scientist Development Award (IRSDA) (K01) Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed (PAR-21-104)**
R²port
Friday Newsletter 12/17/2021

International Research Scientist Development Award (IRSDA) (K01) Independent Clinical Trial Required (PAR-21-105)

**Sponsor:** NIH, Fogarty

**Deadline(s):** 03/09/2022; 03/08/2023; 03/09/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Christine Jessup, PhD; Fogarty International Center (FIC)

Telephone: 301-496-1653; Email: Christine.Jessup@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-104.html
https://www.fic.nih.gov/Programs/Pages/research-scientists.aspx

NIDCD Research Career Enhancement Award for Established Investigators (K18 Clinical Trial Required)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders

**Deadline(s):** 02/08/2022; 06/07/2022; 10/07/2022; 02/08/2023; 06/08/2023; 10/10/2023; 01/08/2024 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Alberto L. Rivera-Rentas, Ph.D.; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders (NIDCD); Telephone: 301-496-1804; Email: riverara@nidcd.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-094.html

NIDCD Research Career Enhancement Award for Established Investigators (K18 Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders

**Deadline(s):** 02/08/2022; 06/07/2022; 10/07/2022; 02/08/2023; 06/08/2023; 10/10/2023; 01/08/2024 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Alberto L. Rivera-Rentas, Ph.D.; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders (NIDCD); Telephone: 301-496-1804; Email: riverara@nidcd.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-095.html

NIDCD Research Career Enhancement Award for Established Investigators (K18 Independent Basic Experimental Studies with Humans Required)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders

**Deadline(s):** 02/08/2022; 06/07/2022; 10/07/2022; 02/08/2023; 06/08/2023; 10/10/2023; 01/08/2024 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Alberto L. Rivera-Rentas, Ph.D.; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders (NIDCD); Telephone: 301-496-1804; Email: riverara@nidcd.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-096.html

NIA Academic Leadership Career Award (K07 Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Aging

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2024 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): NIA Training Office; National Institute on Aging (NIA); Email: NIAtraining@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-106.html

NIDCR Dual Degree Dentist Scientist Predoctoral to Postdoctoral Transition Award (F99/K00 Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 01/08/2024 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Leslie A. Frieden, Ph.D.; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research (NIDCR); Telephone: 301-496-4263; Email: leslie.frieden@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-108.html

Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Award (NRSA) Individual Fellowship for Students at Institutions Without NIH-Funded Institutional Predoctoral Dual-Degree Training Programs (Parent F30)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National...
Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Library of Medicine; Division of Program Coordination, Planning and Strategic Initiatives, Office of Research Infrastructure Programs

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 09/08/2023

**Expiration**

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements, and Staff Contacts

**Link:** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-21-050.html

**Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Award (NRSA) Individual Predoctoral Fellowship to Promote Diversity in Health-Related Research (Parent F31-Diversity)**

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research; National Library of Medicine; Division of Program Coordination, Planning and Strategic Initiatives, Office of Research Infrastructure Programs

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 09/08/2023

**Expiration**

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements, and Staff Contacts

**Link:** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-21-094.html

**NIDCD Research Dissertation Fellowship for Au.D. Audiologists (F32)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 01/08/2024

**Expiration**

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Alberto L. Rivera-Rentas, Ph.D.; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders (NIDCD); Telephone: 301-496-1804; Email: riverara@nidcd.nih.gov

**Link:** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-093.html

**Limited Competition: Small Research Grant Program for NIAID K01/K08/K23 Recipients (R03 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 12/08/2023

**Expiration**

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Email: AITrainingHelpDesk@niaid.nih.gov

**Link:** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-20-290.html

**Limited Competition: Exploratory and Developmental Research Grant Program for NIAID K01/K08/K23 Recipients (R21 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 12/08/2023

**Expiration**

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Email: AITrainingHelpDesk@niaid.nih.gov

**Link:** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-20-291.html
Notice to Extend Eligibility for Submission to PAR-19-371, NIAID Career Transition Award (K22 Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed) due to COVID-related Disruptions

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID)

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 01/08/2022 (Expiration) [for PAR-19-371]; Though subject to future updates, NIAID now will provide at least a 2-receipt cycle extension (roughly 8 additional months) of eligibility for individuals whose eligibility to apply for the K22, under normal eligibility rules (including the resubmission policy as defined in NOT-OD-18-197), is expiring between June/July 2020 and February/March 2021 (inclusive of these dates). In addition, those who normally would have been eligible to apply for the June/July 2021 receipt date will have a 1-receipt cycle (roughly 4 months) extension.

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Deborah Philp, Ph.D.; Office of Research Training and Special Programs; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID); Email: AITrainingHelpDesk@niaid.nih.gov


Temporary Extension of Applicant Eligibility in PAR-19-343 “Maximizing Opportunities for Scientific and Academic Independent Careers (MOSAIC) Postdoctoral Career Transition Award to Promote Diversity (K99/R00 - Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)”

**Sponsor:** National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS)

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 11/15/2022 (Expiration) [for PAR-19-343]; Under normal circumstances, individuals must have no more than four years of postdoctoral research experience to be eligible to apply for the MOSAIC Postdoctoral Career Transition Award to Promote Diversity. The purpose of this Notice is to inform the extramural community that due to disruptions caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, the NIH will be providing up to a two-receipt date cycle extension of eligibility (roughly eight additional months) for prospective applicants meeting the requirements for submission of a K99/R00 application from the time period covered by the June/July 2020 due dates through the February/March 2021 due dates.

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Kenneth D. Gibbs, Jr., Ph.D., MPH; National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS); Email: kenneth.gibbs@nih.gov


Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Award (NRSA) Individual Postdoctoral Fellowship (Parent F32)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Nursing Research

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** If you have any questions, please feel free to reach out to your SPA Project Officer.; [brought to our attention by] Stephanie F. Scott, MS, CRA; Director of Policy and Research Development; Columbia | Research; Sponsored Projects Administration; sfs2110@cumc.columbia.edu

**Website:** [https://spa.columbia.edu/](https://spa.columbia.edu/); NIH; Scientific/Research Contact(s): Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements, and Staff Contacts


Mid-Career Enhancement Awards to Integrate Basic Behavioral, Biomedical, and/or Social Scientific Processes (K18 No Independent Clinical Trials)

**Sponsor:** NIH Basic Behavioral and Social Science Opportunity Network; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research

**Deadline(s):** 03/17/2022; 03/17/2023; 03/18/2023 (Expiration)
**Contact:** William Elwood, PhD; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research (OBSSR); Telephone: 301-402-0116; Email: william.elwood@nih.gov


**Additional Information:** Related Announcements; PA-20-198 Mentored Quantitative Research Development Award (Parent K25 Independent Basic Experimental Studies with Humans Required)

**Mid-Career Enhancement Awards to Integrate Basic Behavioral, Biomedical, and/or Social Scientific Processes (K18 Basic Experimental Studies with Humans Required)**

**Sponsor:** NIH Basic Behavioral and Social Science Opportunity Network; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research

**Deadline(s):** 03/17/2022; 03/17/2023; 03/18/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** William Elwood, PhD; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research (OBSSR); Telephone: 301-402-0116; Email: william.elwood@nih.gov


**Notice of NCI's Participation on PA-20-197, "Mentored Quantitative Research Development Award (Parent K25 Independent Clinical Trial Required)"**

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2023 (Expiration) [for PA-20-197]

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Sonia B. Jakowlew, Ph.D., National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-5630; Email: jakowlew@mail.nih.gov


**Additional Information:** Related Announcements; PA-20-197 Mentored Quantitative Research Development Award (Parent K25 Independent Clinical Trial Required)

**Notice of NCI's Participation on PA-20-198, "Mentored Quantitative Research Development Award (Parent K25 Independent Basic Experimental Studies with Humans Required)"**

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2023 (Expiration) [for PA-20-198]

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Sonia B. Jakowlew, Ph.D., National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-5630; Email: jakowlew@mail.nih.gov


**NIAID Physician-Scientist Pathway to Independence Award (K99/R00 Clinical Trial Required)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 01/08/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Deborah Philip, Ph.D.; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID); Telephone: 301-761-7776; Email: AITrainingHelpDesk@niaid.nih.gov

**Link(s):** [https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/PA-20-209.html](https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/PA-20-209.html)

**NIAID Physician-Scientist Pathway to Independence Award (K99/R00 Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 01/08/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Deborah Philip, Ph.D.; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID); Telephone: 301-761-7776; Email: AITrainingHelpDesk@niaid.nih.gov


**Mentored Clinical Scientist Research Career Development Award (Parent K08 Independent Basic Experimental Studies with Humans Required)**

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2023

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); See Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements and Staff Contacts

Mentored Clinical Scientist Research Career Development Award (Parent K08 Independent Clinical Trial Required)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; *Eunice Kennedy Shriver* National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2023

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); See Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements and Staff Contacts

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-20-202.html

Mentored Clinical Scientist Research Career Development Award (Parent K08 Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; *Eunice Kennedy Shriver* National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2023

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); See Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements and Staff Contacts

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-20-203.html

Mentored Patient-Oriented Research Career Development Award (Parent K23 Independent Basic Experimental Studies with Humans Required)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Eye Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; *Eunice Kennedy Shriver* National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2023

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); See Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements and Staff Contacts

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-20-204.html

Mentored Patient-Oriented Research Career Development Award (Parent K23 Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Eye Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; *Eunice Kennedy Shriver* National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2023

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); See Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements and Staff Contacts

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-20-205.html

Mentored Patient-Oriented Research Career Development Award (Parent K23 Independent Clinical Trial Required)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; *Eunice Kennedy Shriver* National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2023

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); See Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements and Staff Contacts

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-20-206.html
Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates: 05/08/2023

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); See Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements and Staff Contacts


Notice of NCI’s Participation on PA-20-199, “Mentored Quantitative Research Development Award (Parent K25 Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)"

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates: 05/08/2023 (Expiration) [for PA-20-199]

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Sonia B. Jakowlew, Ph.D., National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-5630; Email: jakowlew@mail.nih.gov


**Additional Information:** Related Announcements: PA-20-199 Mentored Quantitative Research Development Award (Parent K25 Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

Midcareer Investigator Award in Patient-Oriented Research (Parent K24 Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Nursing Research

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates: 05/08/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); See Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements and Staff Contacts


Midcareer Investigator Award in Patient-Oriented Research (Parent K24 Independent Clinical Trial Required)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Nursing Research

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates: 05/08/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** See Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements and Staff Contacts


Mentored Research Scientist Development Award (Parent K01 - Independent Clinical Trial Required)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Arthritis and...
Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Nursing Research

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); See Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements and Staff Contacts


**Mentored Research Scientist Development Award (Parent K01 - Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Nursing Research; Division of Program Coordination, Planning and Strategic Initiatives, Office of Research Infrastructure Programs

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); See Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements and Staff Contacts

**Link(s):** [https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-20-190.html](https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-20-190.html)

**Mentored Research Scientist Development Award (Parent K01 Independent Basic Experimental Studies with Humans Required)**

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Nursing Research

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); See Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements and Staff Contacts


**Mentored Quantitative Research Development Award (Parent K25 Independent Clinical Trial Required)**

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); See Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements and Staff Contacts


**Mentored Quantitative Research Development Award (Parent K25 Independent Basic Experimental Studies with Humans Required)**

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); See Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements and Staff Contacts

Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); See Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements, and Staff Contacts


**Sponsor**
National Institutes of Health; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke

**Independent Scientist Award (Parent K02 - Independent Clinical Trial Required)**

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); See Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements, and Staff Contacts


**Independent Scientist Award (Parent K02 Independent Basic Experimental Studies with Humans Required)**

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); See Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements, and Staff Contacts


**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); See Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements, and Staff Contacts


**Sponsor**
National Institutes of Health; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke

**Independent Scientist Award (Parent K02 - Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); See Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements, and Staff Contacts


**Maximizing Opportunities for Scientific and Academic Independent Careers (MOSAIC) Postdoctoral Career Transition Award to Promote Diversity (K99/R00 - Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor**
Participating Organization(s): National Institutes of Health (NIH); Components of Participating Organizations: National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS); National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering (NIBIB); National Institute of Nursing Research (NINR); National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities (NIMHD); National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI); National Institute on Aging (NIA); National Library of Medicine (NLM); National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute (NHLBI); National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS); National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders (NIDCD)

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; 11/15/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Carol Shreffler, PhD; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS); Telephone: 984-257-3322; Email: shreff1@niehs.nih.gov


**Mentored Clinical Scientist Research Career Development Award (Parent K08 Independent Clinical Trial Required)**

**Sponsor:** NIH

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 01/08/2022

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); See Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements and Staff Contacts


**Notice of Special Interest: Administrative Supplements to Promote Research Continuity and Retention of NIH Mentored Career Development (K) Award Recipients and Scholars**

**Sponsor**
National Institutes of Health; John E. Fogarty International Center; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); See Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements, and Staff Contacts

Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research; National Library of Medicine; Division of Program Coordination, Planning and Strategic Initiatives, Office of Research Infrastructure Programs

**Deadline(s):** 03/05/2020 (First Available due date); 03/06/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Division of Biomedical Research Workforce; Office of Extramural Research; Website: https://researchtraining.nih.gov; Email: NIHTrain@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-20-054.html

**AHRQ Mentored Research Scientist Career Development Award (K01)**

**Sponsor:** Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; 11/14/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Direct your questions about general FOA issues, including information on the inclusion of priority populations to: Tamara Willis, PhD, MPH; Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ); Office of Extramural Research, Education, and Priority Populations; Division of Research Education

**Telephone:** (301) 427-1011; E-mail: Tamara.Willis@ahrq.hhs.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/PA-20-067.html

**NIH Career Transition Award (K22 Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 09/08/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Shawn Drew Gaillard, Ph.D.; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID); Telephone: 240-627-3857; Email: Shawn.Gaillard@nih.gov


---

[1] Maximizing Opportunities for Scientific and Academic Independent Careers (MOSAIC) Postdoctoral Career Transition Award to Promote Diversity (K99/R00 - Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)


---

**Sponsor:** NIH; National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS)

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; 11/15/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** [for Webinar] Please direct all inquiries to: Kenneth D. Gibbs, Jr., Ph.D; National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS); Email: kenneth.gibbs@nih.gov


**Mentored Clinical Scientist Research Career Development Award (Parent K08 Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 01/08/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); See Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements and Staff Contacts

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/PA-19-117.html

**Mentored Patient-Oriented Research Career Development Award (Parent K23 Independent Clinical Trial Required)**

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 01/08/2022 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); See Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements and Staff Contacts


**Mentored Patient-Oriented Research Career Development Award (Parent K23 Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Eye Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 01/08/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); See Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements and Staff Contacts

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-19-119.html

**Midcareer Investigator Award in Patient-Oriented Research (Parent K24 Independent Clinical Trial Required)**

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Nursing Research

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 01/08/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); See Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements and Staff Contacts

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-19-121.html

**Midcareer Investigator Award in Patient-Oriented Research (Parent K24 Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Nursing Research

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 01/08/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); See Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements and Staff Contacts

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-19-125.html

**Mentored Research Scientist Development Award (Parent K01 - Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute;
Mentored Research Scientist Development Award (Parent K01 - Independent Clinical Trial Required)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Nursing Research; Division of Program Coordination, Planning and Strategic Initiatives, Office of Research Infrastructure Programs

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 01/08/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); See Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements and Staff Contacts

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-19-126.html

NIH Pathway to Independence Award (Parent K99/R00 - Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research; National Library of Medicine; Division of Program Coordination, Planning and Strategic Initiatives, Office of Research Infrastructure Programs

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 01/08/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); See Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements and Staff Contacts

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-19-130.html

Independent Scientist Award (Parent K02 - Independent Clinical Trial Required)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 01/08/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); See Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements and Staff Contacts


Independent Scientist Award (Parent K02 - Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 01/08/2022 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); See Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements and Staff Contacts


Mentored Patient-Oriented Research Career Development Award (Parent K23 Independent Basic Experimental Studies with Humans Required)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Eye Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates: 01/08/2022

Expiration

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements and Staff Contacts

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-19-087.html

Midcareer Investigator Award in Patient-Oriented Research (Parent K24 - Independent Basic Experimental Studies with Humans Required)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Eye Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Nursing Research

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates: 01/08/2022

Expiration

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements and Staff Contacts

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-19-088.html

Mentored Quantitative Research Development Award (Parent K25 - Independent Basic Experimental Studies with Humans Required)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Eye Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Nursing Research

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates: 01/08/2022

Expiration

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements and Staff Contacts

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-19-089.html
NIH Pathway to Independence Award (Parent K99/R00 Independent Basic Experimental Studies with Humans Required)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Eye Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 01/08/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact; Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements and Staff Contacts

---

K01 Mentored Research Scientist Development Award

**Sponsor:** Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; 11/18/2023 (Expiry)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact; Linda West, MSPH; National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health; Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; Telephone: 404-498-5767; Email: LWest@cdc.gov


---

CDC: Mentored Research Scientist Development Award (K01)

**Sponsor:** Department of Health and Human Services; Centers for Disease Control and Prevention – ERA

**Deadline(s):** 12/01/2023 (Archive)

**Contact:** Steve Dearwent; (404) 639-7091; sed7@cdc.gov; CDC Procurement and Grants Office (PGO) Technical Information Management Section (TIMS) Phone: 770-488-2700 Email: pgotim@cdc.gov


---

CDC: Mentored Research Scientist Development Award (K01)

**Sponsor:** Department of Health and Human Services; Centers for Disease Control and Prevention – ERA

**Deadline(s):** 12/01/2023 (Archive)

**Contact:** Steve Dearwent; (404) 639-7091; sed7@cdc.gov

**Link(s):** Forecasted; CDC: Mentored Research Scientist Development Award (K01)

---

**TRANSPORTATION**

**TRB: National Cooperative Highway Research Program**

**Sponsor:** Transportation Research Board

**Deadline(s):** Closing Date: TBD

**Contact:** Address inquiries to: Christopher J. Hedges; Manager, National Cooperative Highway Research Program; Transportation Research Board; chedges@nas.edu


**TELEHEALTH / MOBILE HEALTH (MHEALTH) / HEALTH APPS / HEALTH TECHNOLOGY**

**Investigator Initiated Clinical Trials of Complementary and Integrative Interventions Delivered Remotely or via mHealth (R01 Clinical Trial Required)**

**Sponsor:** National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2023

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact; Lanay Mudd, Ph.D; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health (NCCIH); Telephone: 301-594-9346; Email: lanay.mudd@mail.nih.gov


**Additional Information:** Weekly NIH Funding Opportunities and Notices; Funding Opportunities

---

**ARTICLES**

**From The New York Times: Why the Medical Research Grant System Could Be Costing Us Great Ideas**

**Sponsor:** NY Times Article

**Deadline(s):** NA, published on 06/18/2018

**Contact:** NA


---

**COLUMBIA, RESEARCH RESOURCES AND SPA ANNOUNCEMENTS**

**New Research Data and Integrity ReaDI Program and Research Data and Integrity ReaDI October 2019 eNewsletter**

**Sponsor:** Research and Data Integrity (ReaDI) Program

**Deadline(s):** NA
NEW YORK TIMES E-NEWSLETTER

Deadline(s): NA


Deadline(s): NA

FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION AND FOOD SAFETY

Deadline(s): 05/03/2022 (Expiration)

Contact: Claudine Kabera; Center for Veterinary Medicine (CVM); Telephone: 240-402-5430; Email: Claudine.Kabera@fda.hhs.gov


Notice of 2nd deadline extension for the 2020 Application Due Date for PAR-20-091 "Revision Applications - FSMA Human Foods Preventive Controls Implementation Expansion Supplement to RFA-FD-18-001 (U18 Clinical Trials Not Allowed)"

Deadline(s): 03/25/2022 [Extended Deadlines]

Contact: Michelle C. Benson, Ph.D., Asst. Director for Research Integrity & Compliance at mb3852@columbia.edu.

Link(s): https://research.columbia.edu/ReaDI-Program [ReaDI Program]
https://research.columbia.edu/sites/default/files/content/RCT%20content/Rea DI%20Program/2019-October.pdf [ReaDI E-Newsletter]

NOTICE TO EXTEND THE 2020 APPLICATION DUE DATE FOR PAR-20-124 "NARMS COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT PROGRAM TO ENHANCE AND STRENGTHEN ANTIBIOTIC RESISTANCE SURVEILLANCE IN RETAIL FOOD SPECIMENS (U01)"

Deadline(s): 03/25/2022

Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Claudine Kabera; Center for Veterinary Medicine (CVM); Telephone: 240-402-5430; Email: Claudine.Kabera@fda.hhs.gov


Notice of 2nd deadline extension for the 2020 Application Due Date for PAR-20-091 "Revision Applications - FSMA Human Foods Preventive Controls Implementation Expansion Supplement to RFA-FD-18-001 (U18 Clinical Trials Not Allowed)"

Deadline(s): 03/25/2022 [Extended Deadlines]

Contact: Please direct all inquiries to: Daniel Lukash; Grants Management Specialist; Office of Acquisitions & Grants Services (OAGS); Food and Drug Administration; Telephone: 240-402-7596; Email: daniel.lukash@fda.hhs.gov


NEW VERSIONS OF THE SPONSORED PROJECTS HANDBOOK, CLINICAL RESEARCH HANDBOOK, ANIMAL RESEARCH HANDBOOK AND RESEARCH RADIATION SAFETY HANDBOOK

Deadline(s): NA

Contact: Piecemeal, per publication

Link(s): http://evpr.columbia.edu/content/selected-resources-pw-protected, you will be prompted to log in.

FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION AND FOOD SAFETY

Deadline(s): 05/03/2022 (Expiration)

Contact: Claudine Kabera; Center for Veterinary Medicine (CVM); Telephone: 240-402-5430; Email: Claudine.Kabera@fda.hhs.gov

Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Nutrition for Precision Health, powered by the All of Us Research Program: Research Coordinating Center (U24 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** Office of Strategic Coordination (Common Fund)

**Deadline(s):** 04/06/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Ashley J. Vargas, Ph.D., M.P.H.; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); 301-827-6030; ashley.vargas@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-RM-21-008.html

---

SMALL BUSINESS

Notice of Change to Award Budget for PHS 2020-02 Omnibus Solicitation of the NIH, CDC, and FDA for Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) and Small Business Technology Transfer (STTR) Grant Applications

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health

**Deadline(s):** 12/15/2020 (Release Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Stephanie Fertig, MBA; Office of Extramural Activities, Office of Extramural Review, Office of Extramural Research, National Institutes of Health; Telephone: (301) 594-3420; Email: stephanie.fertig@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-21-039.html

NCCIH Policy Change to Budget Limit and Grant Durations for SBIR/STTR Phase I and Phase II Applications

**Sponsor:** National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health

**Deadline(s):** 07/29/2020 (Release Date)

**Contact:** Merav Sabri, Ph.D.; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health (NCCIH); Phone: 301-496-2583; Email: merav.sabri@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-AT-20-017.html

MENTAL HEALTH DISORDERS

Behavioral Tasks Targeting Brain Systems Relevant to Anhedonia (R01 Basic Experimental Studies with Humans Required)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; 05/08/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Andrew Rossi; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-443-1576; Email: rossia@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-MH-19-039.html

---

Notice of Interest in Advancing Research on FMR1-Associated Conditions

**Sponsor:** Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke

**Deadline(s):** 06/05/2020 (Release Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Tracy King, M.D., M.P.H.; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); Telephone: 301-402-1822; Email: tracy.king@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-HD-20-009.html

**Additional Information:** Related Announcements: RFA-HD-20-003 - Centers for Collaborative Research in Fragile X and FMR1-Associated Conditions (P50 Clinical Trial Optional); NOT-HD-17-033 - Request for Information (RFI): Future Directions in Research on Fragile X Syndrome and FMR1-Related Conditions

NIMH Short Courses for Mental Health Related Research (R25 -Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health/NIH/DHHS

**Deadline(s):** 05/25/2021; 05/25/2022

**Contact:** Nick Gaiano, Ph.D.; 301-827-3420; nick.gaiano@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-AT-20-017.html

---

Notice of Special Interest in High Priority Research Areas for Sex and Gender Influences on the Adolescent Brain and the Mental Health of Girls and Young Women (Ages 12-24)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health

**Deadline(s):** 05/18/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Scientific / Research Contact: Tamara Lewis Johnson, MPH, MBA; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: (301)594-7963; Email: tamara.lewisjohnson@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-MH-19-039.html

Clinical Studies of Mental Illness (Collaborative R01 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard dates; 09/08/2022
Reducing the Duration of Untreated Psychosis in the United States (R34 Clinical Trial Required)
Sponsor: National Institute of Mental Health
Deadline(s): Standard dates; 05/08/2022 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Susan T. Azrin, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-443-3267; Email: susan.azrin@nih.gov

Reducing the Duration of Untreated Psychosis in the United States (R01 Clinical Trial Required)
Sponsor: National Institute of Mental Health
Deadline(s): Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates 05/08/2022 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Susan T. Azrin, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-443-3267; Email: susan.azrin@nih.gov

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Development and Preliminary Testing of Health-related Behavioral Interventions
Sponsor: Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research; National Center for Complementary and Integral Health; National Cancer Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Nursing Research
Deadline(s): 07/23/2020 (First Available Due Date); 09/26/2022 (Expiration Date)
Contact: Scientific Contacts: Will M. Aklin, Ph.D.; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: 301-827-5909; Email: aklinwm@nida.nih.gov

NIH Releases Protocol Template for Behavioral and Social Sciences Research Involving Humans
Sponsor: National Institutes of Health

Deadline(s): 03/26/2019 (Release Date)
Contact: Please direct all inquiries to: NIH Office of Science Policy SciencePolicy@od.nih.gov

Additional Information: Purpose: The National Institutes of Health (NIH) has released a clinical trial protocol template with instructional and example text for NIH funded investigators to use in writing protocols for behavioral and social sciences clinical trials. This template was developed in response to changes in NIH policies that expanded the requirements associated with clinical trials beyond FDA-regulated clinical trials to those studies including behavioral or social interventions. Use of the template is recommended, but not required.

Behavioral and Integrative Treatment Development Program (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)
Sponsor: National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; Office of Behavioral and Social Science Research
Deadline(s): 03/23/2022; 03/24/2022 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Will M. Aklin, Ph.D.; National Institutes on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone:301-827-5909; Email: aklinwm@mail.nih.gov

Behavioral and Integrative Treatment Development Program (R34 Clinical Trial Optional)
Sponsor: National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; Office of Behavioral and Social Science Research
Deadline(s): 03/23/2022; 03/24/2022 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Will M. Aklin, Ph.D.; National Institutes on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone:301-827-5909; Email: aklinwm@mail.nih.gov

Development and Optimization of Tasks and Measures for Functional Domains of Behavior (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)
Sponsor: National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism
Deadline(s): Standard dates; 01/08/2022 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Sarah Morris, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-443-9233; Email: sarah.morris@nih.gov
Multimorbidity

Advancing Research to Develop Improved Measures and Methods for Understanding Multimorbidity (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** Office of Disease Prevention; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 09/08/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); David L. Tilley, MPH, MS, CPH; Office of Disease Prevention (ODP); Telephone: 301-827-6014; Email: david.tilley@nih.gov


Identifying Innovative Mechanisms or Interventions that Target Multimorbidity and Its Consequences (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** Office of Disease Prevention; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Nursing Research; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 09/08/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); David L. Tilley, MPH, MS, CPH; Office of Disease Prevention (ODP); Telephone: 301-827-6014; Email: david.tilley@nih.gov


Gun Violence Research Collaborative to Release First Request for Research Proposals in January

**Sponsor:** [http://rand.org](http://rand.org)

**Deadline(s):** NA; Gun Violence Research Collaborative to Release First Request for Research Proposals in January

**Contact:** Researchers who would like to suggest areas of focus for gun-policy research funding can contact us at ncgvr@rand.org


SLEEP AND SLEEP DISORDERS

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Heart, lung, blood and sleep focused ancillary studies to large ongoing clinical trials

**Sponsor:** National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute

**Deadline(s):** 05/08/2022 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Division of Cardiovascular Sciences; Jue Chen, Ph.D.; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI); Telephone: 301-435-0550; Email: jue.chen@nih.gov


Mechanisms and Consequences of Sleep Disparities in the U.S. (R01 - Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Cancer Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke

**Deadline(s):** 07/14/2022; 07/15/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Rina Das, Ph.D.; National Institute on Minority health and health Disparities (NIMHD); Telephone: 301-496-3996; Email: dasr2@mail.nih.gov


CHRONIC DISEASES AND CHRONIC CONDITIONS

Special Emphasis Notice (SEN): AHRQ Announces Interest in Research on Improving Organizational Health Literacy to Prevent and Manage Chronic Disease

**Sponsor:** Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality

**Deadline(s):** NA; AHRQ will use standing program announcements for the R01, R03, R18 funding mechanisms to support this research.

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Cindy Brach; Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality; Center for Evidence and Practice Improvement; Email: cindy.brach@ahrq.hhs.gov

GUN VIOLENCE

NIH awards grants for firearm injury and mortality prevention research

**Sponsor:** NIH

**Deadline(s):** NA (Announcement of Awards Granted)

**Contact:** [https://obssr.od.nih.gov/about/contact-us/](https://obssr.od.nih.gov/about/contact-us/)

QUALITY CONTROL, QUALITY ASSURANCE

Pre Solicitation Notice: Clinical Pharmacology Quality Assurance (CPQA) Program, RFP: 75N93021R00003
Sponsor: National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases
Deadline(s): 12/17/2020 (Release Date)
Contact: Please direct all inquiries to: Sashia Sarchiapone; Contract Specialist; AIDS Research Contracts Branch; Office of Acquisitions; Division of Extramural Activities; National Institute of Allergy & Infectious Diseases; National Institutes of Health, DHHS;
Email: sashia.sarchiapone@nih.gov

POPULATION HEALTH AND DYNAMICS

RFP -- Population Health Research Support
Sponsor: NIH/DHHS; The Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD) Division of Intramural Population Health Research (DIPHR) plans to compete and award a contract for population health research centers.
Deadline(s): NA, this is a Notice of Intent
Contact: Jacquelin Jones, Contracting Officer; 301-435-6965; jacquelin.jones@nih.gov;
Link(s): https://www.fbo.gov/index?s=opportunity&mode=form&id=a8f3828c5bcff66599fb83689c10e21&tab=core&_cview=0

ALLERGIES AND INFECTIOUS DISEASES AND EMERGING INFECTIONS

Global Infectious Disease Research Administration Development Award for Low-and Middle-Income Country Institutions (G11 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)
Sponsor: National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases
Deadline(s): 07/28/2022; 07/28/2023; 07/29/2023 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific / Research Contact(s); Paula S. Strickland, Ph.D., MPH; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID); Telephone: 240-669-2922; Email: pstricklan@mail.nih.gov
Link(s): https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/PAR-21-037.html

Global Infectious Disease Research Training Program (D43 Clinical Trial Optional)
Sponsor: John E. Fogarty International Center

Deadline(s): 08/03/2022; 08/04/2022 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Barbara Sina Ph.D.; Fogarty International Center (FIC); Telephone: 301-402-9467; Email: sinab@mail.nih.gov

NIAID Investigator Initiated Program Project Applications (P01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)
Sponsor: National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases
Deadline(s): 01/11/2022; 06/10/2022; 09/08/2022 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); For the Division of AIDS (DAIDS): Martin Gutierrez, Ph.D.
NIAID Plans to Compete and Award a Program Project Grant Application
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID); Telephone: 240-292-4844; Email: mgutierrez@niaid.nih.gov

Ecology and Evolution of Infectious Diseases (EEID)
Sponsor: Directorate for Biological Sciences/NSF
Deadline(s): 12/16/2022 (Archive)
Contact: Katharina Dittmar; 703-292-7799; kdittmar@nsf.gov
Link(s): https://www.grants.gov/web/grants/view-opportunity.htm?oppId=308337

ZIKA

Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Zika Virus (ZIKV) Complications (R21)
Sponsor: Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Eye Institute; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institutes of Health; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke
Deadline(s): NA
Contact: Please direct all inquiries to: Nahida Chakhtoura MD, MScGH; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); Telephone: 301-435-6872; Email: nahida.chakhtoura@nih.gov
Link(s): http://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-HD-16-033.html

HUMAN ANIMAL INTERACTIONS, HAI

Human-Animal Interaction (HAI) Research (R03 Clinical Trial Optional)
R2eport

Friday Newsletter 12/17/2021

Sponsor: National Institutes of Health (NIH); Components of Participating Organizations; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD)
Deadline(s): 11/30/2021; 12/21/2021 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s): Layla Esposito, PhD; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); Telephone: 301-435-6888; Email: espositl@mail.nih.gov

ASPPH Announcements

ASPPH Policy and Advocacy Newsletter Announcement relative to FY 2020 Budget
Sponsor: ASPPH Policy and Advocacy Newsletter
Deadline(s): FY 2020
Contact: NA
Link(s): http://go.pardot.com/webmail/497911/155448232/c9e160e813908c88f2e96d0eaeef6dbd4563af575667c7375d26406000ca67a60#FY2020

ASPPH Weekly Newsletter
Weekly Newsletter Submission Guidelines Link: http://www.aspph.org/friday-letter-submission-guidelines/
Sponsor: ASPPH; Association of Schools & Programs Of Public Health; Links to Friday Newsletter;
Association of Schools & Programs Of Public Health;
Deadline(s): NA
Contact: To share updates, email submissions@aspph.org. View submission guidelines: Public Health Reports, published by ASPPH, is the official journal of the U.S. Public Health Service and the U.S. Surgeon General, since 1878.; ASPPH 1900 M Street NW, Suite 710 Washington, DC 20036

ASPPH Weekly Newsletter (continued):
https://www.aspph.org/friday-letter/ [henceforth, this link will be updated weekly with the contents of the ASPPH Friday Letter]; ASPHP Newsletter 07/09/2021 New Format; ASPHP has Redesigned its Newsletter Page; ASPHP Newsletter 07/02/2021; ASPHP Newsletter 06/25/2021; ASPHP Newsletter 06/18/2021; ASPHP Newsletter 06/11/2021; ASPHP Newsletter 06/04/2021; ASPHP Newsletter 05/28/2021; ASPHP Newsletter 05/21/2021; ASPHP Newsletter 05/14/2021; ASPHP Newsletter 05/07/2021; ASPHP Newsletter 04/30/2021; ASPHP Newsletter 04/23/2021; ASPHP Newsletter 04/16/2021; ASPHP Newsletter 04/09/2021; ASPHP Newsletter 04/02/2021; ASPHP Newsletter 03/26/2021; ASPHP Newsletter 03/19/2021; ASPHP Newsletter 03/12/2021; ASPHP Newsletter 03/05/2021; ASPHP Newsletter 02/28/2021; ASPHP Newsletter 02/19/2021;
NATIVE AMERICAN HEALTH / INDIGENOUS PEOPLES

Research to Improve Native American Health (R21 Clinical Trials Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Nursing Research;
Health Services Research on Minority Health and Health Disparities (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute on Drug Abuse; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research; Office of Disease Prevention; Office of Research on Women’s Health

**Deadline(s):** 11/17/2021; 03/17/2022; 11/17/2022; 02/17/2023; 03/28/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Please direct all inquiries to the contacts in Section VII of the listed funding opportunity announcements with the following additions/substitutions: NIMHD; Rada K. Dagher, Ph.D; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities (NIMHD); Telephone: 301-451-2187; rada.dagher@nih.gov [please see rfa for other agency’s scientific contacts]

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-20-310.html

NLM Information Resource Grants to Reduce Health Disparities (G08 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Library of Medicine; Office of Research on Women's Health

**Deadline(s):** 10/21/2022; 10/22/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Alan VanBiervliet, PhD; National Library of Medicine (NLM); Telephone: 301-594-4882; Email: vanbiervlietag@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-20-283.html

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Simulation Modeling and Systems Science to Address Health Disparities

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Cancer Institute; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Mental Health; National Library of Medicine; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research; Office of Disease Prevention

**Deadline(s):** 10/05/2020 (First Available Due Date); 05/08/2023 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Rada Dagher, Ph.D., M.P.H.; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities (NIMHD); Telephone: 301-451-2187; Email: rada.dagher@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-MD-20-025.html

**Additional Information:** Related Announcements: PA-20-185 - NIH Research Project Grant (Parent R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)
Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Comprehensive Care for Adults with Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus from Health Disparity Populations  
**Sponsor:** National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities 
**Deadline(s):** 10/05/2020 (First Available Due Date); 05/08/2021 (Expiration Date) 
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Larissa Aviles-Santa, MD, MPH; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities (NIMHD); Tel. 301-827-6924; Email: avilessantal@nih.gov 
**Additional Information:** Related Announcements: PA-20-183 - Research Project Grant (Parent R01 Clinical Trial Required); PA-20-185 - NIH Research Project Grant (Parent R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed) 

**Long-Term Effects of Disasters on Health Care Systems Serving Health Disparity Populations (R01 - Clinical Trial Optional)**  
**Sponsor:** National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Cancer Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Drug Abuse  
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 09/08/2023 (Expiration) 
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Larissa Avilés-Santa, MD, MPH; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities (NIMHD); Telephone: 301-827-6924; Email: avilessantal@nih.gov 

Notice of Special Interest: Health Services Research on Minority Health and Health Disparities (R01 - Clinical Trial Optional)  
**Sponsor:** National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Cancer Institute; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research 
**Deadline(s):** 06/05/2020 (First Available Due Date); 09/08/2022 (Expiration) 
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to the contacts in Section VII of the listed funding opportunity announcements with the following additions/substitutions: Scientific/Research Contact for NIMHD; Rada Dagher, PhD; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities NIMHD/ http://www.nimhd.nih.gov/; Telephone: 301-451-2187; rada.dagher@nih.gov 

Surgical Disparities Research (R01 - Clinical Trial Optional)  
**Sponsor:** National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Cancer Institute 
**Deadline(s):** New Applications: 06/05/2022; Resubmission/revision applications: 07/05/2021; 07/05/2022; 07/06/2022 (Expiration) 
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Benyam Hailu, MD, MPH; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities (NIMHD); Telephone:301-594-8696; Email: Benym.Hailu@nih.gov 

Notice of Participation of the National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities (NIMHD) in PA-18-935 Urgent Competitive Revision to Existing NIH Grants and Cooperative Agreements (Urgent Supplement - Clinical Trial Optional)  
**Sponsor:** National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities (NIMHD) 
**Deadline(s):** 01/25/2022 (Expiration, PA-18-935); Earliest start dates may vary by awarding IC. See the Urgent Guide Notices for any applicable Application Due Dates. 
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Nathan Stinson Jr, PhD, MD; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities (NIMHD); Telephone: 301-594-8704; Email: stinsonn@mail.nih.gov 

Social Epigenomics Research Focused on Minority Health and Health Disparities (R01-Clinical Trial Not Allowed)  
**Sponsor:** National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute on Aging 
**Deadline(s):** 11/08/2021; 11/09/2022 (Expiration) 
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Lucia Hindorff, Ph.D.; National Human Genome Research Institute; Phone: 240-271-1509; Email: hindorffl@mail.nih.gov 

MEDICAL MONITORING
NA
BIOSPECIMENS, MOLECULAR ANALYSIS

Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Maximizing the Scientific Value of Existing Biospecimen Collections (R21 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** Office of Disease Prevention; National Cancer Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences

**Deadline(s):** 10/08/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Tobacco Regulatory Science Program; Office of Disease Prevention; 301-451-7464; TRSP@nih.gov


ORTHOPEDICS

Notice of Special Interest: Promoting Research on Mechanisms of Pathogenesis and Pathophysiology of Atypical Femoral Fracture (AFF) and Osteonecrosis of the Jaw (ONJ)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute on Aging; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; Office of Research on Women's Health

**Deadline(s):** 06/05/2020 (First Available Due Date); 07/18/2023 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Faye Chen, Ph.D.; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases (NIAMS); Telephone: 301-594-5055; Email: chenf1@mail.nih.gov


ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SCIENCES

Outstanding New Environmental Scientist (ONES) Award (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences

**Deadline(s):** 02/24/2023; 02/25/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Carol A. Shreffler, Ph.D.; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS); Telephone: 984-287-3322; Email: shreffl1@niehs.nih.gov


**Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Maximizing the Scientific Value of Existing Biospecimen Collections (R21 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** Office of Disease Prevention; National Cancer Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences

**Deadline(s):** 10/08/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Tobacco Regulatory Science Program; Office of Disease Prevention; 301-451-7464; TRSP@nih.gov


**Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Stimulating Intervention Research to Reduce Cardiopulmonary Impacts of Particulate Matter in Air Pollution among High-Risk Populations**

**Sponsor:** National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences

**Deadline(s):** 10/05/2020 (First Available Due Date); 09/08/2025 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Lawrence J. Fine, MD, DrPH; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI); Telephone: 301-435-0305; Email: Lawrence.Fine@nih.gov


**Notice of Participation of the Environmental Influences on Child Health Outcomes (ECHO) in PA-18-935 "Urgent Competitive Revision to Existing NIH Grants and Cooperative Agreements (Urgent Supplement - Clinical Trial Optional)"

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health

**Deadline(s):** Earliest start dates may vary by awarding IC. See the Urgent Guide Notices for any applicable Application Due Dates. Applicants are encouraged to apply early to allow adequate time to make any corrections to errors found in the application during the submission process by the due date.; 01/25/2022 (Expiration) for PA-18-935

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Manjit Hanspal, PhD; Environmental Influences on Child Health Outcomes (ECHO), Office of The Director, NIH (OD); Telephone: 301-435-5008; Email: manjit.hanspal@nih.gov


**Additional Information:** Related Announcements: PA-18-935 - Urgent Competitive Revision to Existing NIH Grants and Cooperative Agreements (Urgent Supplement - Clinical Trial Optional)
Participations for Environmental Public Health (PEPH)
Funding Opportunities

**Sponsor:**
https://www.niehs.nih.gov/research/supported/translational/peph/index.cfm

**Deadline(s):** Please see piecemeal announcements on regularly updated page

**Contact:**
https://www.niehs.nih.gov/research/supported/translational/peph/contactus/in dex.cfm

**Link(s):**
https://www.niehs.nih.gov/research/supported/translational/peph/newsletter/2 020/02/index.cfm#step4 [PEPH Newsletter, 02/2020, Funding Opportunities]
https://www.niehs.nih.gov/research/supported/translational/peph/newsletter/2 020/02/index.cfm [PEPH Newsletter, 02/2020]

Mechanism for Time-Sensitive Research Opportunities in
Environmental Health Sciences (R21 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health (NIH); National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS)

**Deadline(s):** 12/02/2019; [monthly through] 10/03/2022; 10/04/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Martha I. Barnes, M.S.; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS); Telephone: 984-287-3235; Email: barnes@niehs.nih.gov


ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

Mechanism for Time-Sensitive Research Opportunities in
Environmental Health Sciences (R21)

**Sponsor:** Participating Organization(s): National Institutes of Health (NIH); Components of Participating Organizations: National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS)

**Deadline(s):** 10/03/2022; 10/04/2022 (Expiration) (RFA-ES-19-011)
07/31/2019 (New Expiration Date for RFA-ES-16-005); per issuance of RFA-ES-19-011

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Martha I. Barnes, MS; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS); Telephone:984-287-3235; Email: barnes@niehs.nih.gov


IRVING INSTITUTE

Call for Applications: Irving Institute Pilot Awards

**Sponsor:** Irving Institute

Please see individual Pilots

**Contact:** http://irvinginstitute.columbia.edu/people/contact.html

**Link(s):** http://irvinginstitute.columbia.edu/research_ops/pilot_funding.html

EXPLORATORY, SMALL GRANT, DEVELOPMENTAL AND PILOT PROJECTS

Pilot Services Research Grants Not Involving Clinical Trials (R34 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health

**Deadline(s):** 01/08/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Denise Juliano-Bult, M.S.W.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-443-1638; Email: djuliano@mail.nih.gov


AHRQ RESEARCH AND DISSEMINATION

AHRQ Encourages Use of Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR) Standard

**Sponsor:** Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality

**Deadline(s):** 09/09/2019 (Release Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Lisa Scott-Morring, MS, MSHS, CRA; Director, Division for Policy, Coordination and Analysis; Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, HHS; Office of Extramural Research, Education, and Priority Populations; Email: Lisa.Scott-Morring@ahrq.hhs.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-HS-19-020.html

RESEARCH EDUCATION

NIAID Research Education Program (R25 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases

**Deadline(s):** 12/07/2022; 12/08/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s):
Email: AITrainingHelpDesk@niaid.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-20-289.html

P GRANTS PROGRAM PROJECT GRANTS

**NHLBI Program Project Applications (P01 Clinical Trials Optional)**

**Sponsor:** National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute  
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; 09/26/2023 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Division of Cardiovascular Sciences; Denis Buxton, Ph.D.; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI); Telephone: 301-435-0515;  
**Email:** denis.buxton@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** [https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/files/PA-20-142.html](https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/files/PA-20-142.html)

**New Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Award (NRSA) Institutional Training Grant T32 Parent Announcement PA-20-142 with FORMS-F**

**Sponsor:** NIH/SPA; National Institutes of Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Nursing Research; Division of Program Coordination, Planning and Strategic Initiatives, Office of Research Infrastructure Programs  
**Deadline(s):** If you are planning to submit for the May 25th, 2020 deadline to the Parent T32, then you must use PA-20-142, in addition to using the latest data tables below; Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2023 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific / Research Contact(s); See: Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements and Staff Contacts; [As soon as more information is available] from NIH it will be passed along.; [brought to our attention by] Stephanie F. Scott, MS, CRA; Director of Policy and Research Development; sfs2110@cumc.columbia.edu ; Website: [https://spa.columbia.edu/](https://spa.columbia.edu/); [also forwarded to our attention (to Training Directors) by] Carol Shreffler; Carol Shreffler, PhD; Program Officer; Exposure, Response, and Technology Branch; Division of Extramural Research and Training; Phone: 984-287-3322; Shreffler1@niehs.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** [https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/files/PA-20-142.html](https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/files/PA-20-142.html)  

**Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Award (NRSA) Short-Term Institutional Research Training Grant (Parent T35)**

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Eye Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; Division of Program Coordination, Planning and Strategic Initiatives, Office of Research Infrastructure Programs  
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2023 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s);  

**UNDERGRADUATE, PREDOCTORAL, POSTDOCTORAL, POSTBACCALAUREATE FELLOWSHIPS, INTERNSHIPS, TRAINING GRANTS**

**Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Award (NRSA) Individual Fellowship for Students at Institutions Without NIH-Funded Institutional Predoctoral Dual-Degree Training Programs (Parent F30)**

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Library of Medicine; Division of Program Coordination, Planning and Strategic Initiatives, Office of Research Infrastructure Programs  
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2023 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** [https://spaf.columbia.edu/](https://spaf.columbia.edu/)  
**Website:** [https://spaf.columbia.edu/](https://spaf.columbia.edu/)  
**Email:** ruth.kirschstein@nih.gov  
Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Award (NRSA) Individual Predoctoral Fellowship (Parent F31)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; Office of Research Infrastructure Programs

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements, and Staff Contacts


Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Award (NRSA) Individual Predoctoral Fellowship (Parent F33)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Cancer Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements, and Staff Contacts


Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Award (NRSA) Individual Senior Fellowship (Parent F33)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Cancer Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements, and Staff Contacts


Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Award (NRSA) Individual Predoctoral Fellowship for Students at Institutions with NIH-Funded Institutional Predoctoral Dual-Degree Training Programs (Parent F30)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; Division of Program Coordination, Planning and Strategic Initiatives, Office of Research Infrastructure Programs

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements, and Staff Contacts


Jointly Sponsored Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Award Institutional Predoctoral Training Program in the Neurosciences (T32 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Mental Health

**Deadline(s):** 05/26/2022; 05/26/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Applicants should refer to the (JSPTPN website) for each IC's scientific/research contact for this NRSA T32 program. Applicants should contact the Chair of the JSPTPN Steering Committee with questions about this FOA or the application itself.


Postbaccalaureate Research Education Program (R25 - Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of General Medical Sciences

**Deadline(s):** 01/27/2022; 01/28/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Kenneth Gibbs; National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS);

**Email:** kenneth.gibbs@nih.gov

Undergraduate Research Training Initiative for Student Enhancement (U-RISE) (T34)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of General Medical Sciences

**Deadline(s):** 05/22/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Anissa J. Brown, Ph.D.; National Institutes of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS);

**Email:** anissa.brown@nih.gov


---

Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Award (NRSA) Individual Fellowship for Students at Institutions with NIH-Funded Institutional Predoctoral Dual-Degree Training Programs (Parent F30)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; *Eunice Kennedy Shriver* National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; Division of Program Coordination, Planning and Strategic Initiatives, Office of Research Infrastructure Programs

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 01/08/2022

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements, and Staff Contacts


---

Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Award (NRSA) Individual Predoctoral Fellowship to Promote Diversity in Health-Related Research (Parent F31)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Library of Medicine; Division of Program Coordination, Planning and Strategic Initiatives, Office of Research Infrastructure Programs

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 01/08/2022

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements, and Staff Contacts


---

Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Award (NRSA) Individual Predoctoral Fellowship Without NIHFunded Institutional Predoctoral Dual-Degree Training Programs (Parent F30)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Library of Medicine; Division of Program Coordination, Planning and Strategic Initiatives, Office of Research Infrastructure Programs

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 01/08/2022

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements, and Staff Contacts


---

Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Award (NRSA) Individual Postdoctoral Fellowship (Parent F32)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; *Eunice Kennedy Shriver* National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases;
National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates: 01/08/2022  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements, and Staff Contacts  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-19-188.html

**Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Award (NRSA) Individual Senior Fellowship (Parent F33)**  
**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Cancer Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences  
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates: 01/08/2022  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements, and Staff Contacts  

**Additional Information:** The National Institutes of Health (NIH) awards senior individual research training fellowships to experienced scientists who wish to make major changes in the direction of their research careers or who wish to broaden their scientific background by acquiring new research capabilities as independent investigators in research fields relevant to the missions of participating NIH Institutes and Centers.

NIH released the Fellowship (F-series) Parent Announcements for proposals due on or after April 8th, 2018 with the FORMS-E packages

**Sponsor:** NIH  
**Deadline(s):** for due dates on or after 04/08/2018  
**Contact:** please see individual announcements for contact(s)  

NIH REVISED SUBMISSION RULES

NIH Guide for Grants and Contracts

Sign Up for the NIH List-Serve Here  

Hint: the URL for a weekly announcement is:  
where MM = Month, DD= Date and YYYY = Year

TRAVEL / CONFERENCE / MEETING SUPPORT

**NIH Support for Conferences and Scientific Meetings (Parent R13 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**  
**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Library of Medicine; Division of Program Coordination, Planning and Strategic Initiatives, Office of Research Infrastructure Programs  
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates: 05/08/2023 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Scientific/Research Contact information is listed in the table at R13 Contacts and Special Interest website.  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-20-207.html

FDA Support for Conferences and Scientific Meetings (R13 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)  
**Sponsor:** Food and Drug Administration  
**Deadline(s):** 04/12/2022; 10/11/2022; 10/12/2022 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Application Submission Contacts; eRA Service Desk (Questions regarding ASSIST, eRA Commons, application errors and warnings, documenting system problems that threaten submission by the due date, and post-submission issues); Finding Help Online: http://grants.nih.gov/support/ (preferred method of contact); Telephone: 301-402-7469 or 866-504-9552 (Toll Free); Grants.gov Customer Support (Questions regarding Grants.gov registration and Workspace); Contact Center Telephone: 800-518-4726; Email: support@grants.gov  

MAIN PAGE FUNDING LINKS FOR HUD, CDC, DOE
HEALTH

Maximizing Investigators' Research Award (R35 - Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of General Medical Sciences

**Deadline(s):**
- 01/18/2022; 05/17/2022; 05/18/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Zhongzhen Nie, Ph.D.; National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS); Email: MIRA2019RESEARCH@NIGMS.NIH.GOV


OUTCOMES

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Research to Improve the Interpretation of Patient-Reported Outcomes at the Individual Patient Level for Use in Clinical Practice

**Sponsor:** Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research; Office of Disease Prevention; Office of Research on Women's Health

**Deadline(s):**
- 06/05/2020 (First Available Due Date); 01/08/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Ashley Wilder-Smith, Ph.D., MPH; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-6714; Email: smithas@mail.nih.gov


ETHICS / BIOETHICS

Ethical, Legal and Social Implications (ELSI) Funding Opportunity Announcements

[1] PAR-20-254: Ethical, Legal and Social Implications (ELSI) Research (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)


[3] PAR-20-257: Ethical, Legal and Social Implications (ELSI) Small Research Grant (R03 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** NIH

**Deadline(s):**
- 02/17/2022; 06/17/2022; 10/19/2022; 02/17/2023; 06/19/2023; 10/19/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Joy Boyer; National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI); Telephone: 301-402-4997; Email: boyerj@mail.nih.gov


STEM Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math

Interactive Digital Media STEM Resources for Pre-College and Informal Science Education Audiences (STTR) (R41/R42 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of General Medical Sciences

**Deadline(s):**
- 09/02/2022; 09/03/2022 (Expiration)
Dissemination and Implementation Research in Health

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Use of Predictive Analytics to Accelerate Late-Stage Implementation Research to Address Heart, Lung, Blood, and Sleep Disorders

**Sponsor:** National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute

**Deadline(s):** 02/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 01/08/2024 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to the contacts in Section VII of the listed funding opportunity announcements with the following additions/substitutions: Scientific/Research Contact(s): For Clinical Trial PAIR Applications (that target PAR-19-274 Dissemination and Implementation Research in Health (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)); Rebecca A. Roper, MS, MPH; Center for Translation Research and Implementation Science; National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute (NHLBI); Telephone: 301-496-1051; Email: Rebecca.Roper@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-HL-20-815.html

NIAID Clinical Trial Implementation Cooperative Agreement (U01 Clinical Trial Required)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases

**Deadline(s):** 01/14/2022; 05/13/2022; 09/13/2022; 01/13/2023; 09/14/2023; 01/13/2024; 01/14/2024 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Greg Deye, M.D.; Division of Microbiology and Infectious Diseases (DMID); National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID); Telephone: 240-627-3371; Email: gregory.deye@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/PAR-21-083.html

[1] Dissemination and Implementation Research in Health R01 Clinical Trial Optional
[2] Dissemination and Implementation Research in Health R21 Clinical Trial Optional
[3] Dissemination and Implementation Research in Health R03 Clinical Trial Not Allowed

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health (NIH); Components of Participating Organizations: National Cancer Institute (NCI); National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI); National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI); National Institute on Aging (NIA); National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID); National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases (NIAMS); Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders (NIDCD); National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research (NIDCR); National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS); National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); National Institute of Nursing Research (NINR); National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities (NIMHD); National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health (NCCIH); All applications to this funding opportunity announcement should fall within the mission of the Institutes/Centers. The following NIH Offices may co-fund applications assigned to those Institutes/Centers.; Division of Program Coordination, Planning and Strategic Initiatives, Office of Disease Prevention (ODP); Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research (OBSSR); Office of Research on Women’s Health (ORWH)

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2022 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Lindsey Ann Martin, PhD; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS); Phone: (984) 287-4036; Email: Lindsey.Martin@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/PAR-19-274.html


**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/PAR-21-081.html

Dissemination and Implementation Research in Health R01 Clinical Trial Optional
**Sponsor:** NIH, DHHS; National Cancer Institute; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; Office of Behavioral and Social Science Research; Office of Disease Prevention; Office of Research on Women’s Health

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Gila Neta, Ph.D.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-6785; Email: gila.neta@nih.gov


---

**Sponsor:** NIH, DHHS; National Cancer Institute; John E. Fogarty International Center; National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research; Office of Behavioral and Social Science Research; Office of Disease Prevention; Office of Research on Women’s Health

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Gila Neta, Ph.D.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-6785; Email: gila.neta@nih.gov


---

**Sponsor:** NIH, DHHS; National Cancer Institute; John E. Fogarty International Center; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; Office of Behavioral and Social Science Research; Office of Disease Prevention; Office of Research on Women’s Health

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Gila Neta, Ph.D.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-6785; Email: gila.neta@nih.gov


---

**Sponsor:** NIH, DHHS; National Cancer Institute; John E. Fogarty International Center; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; Office of Behavioral and Social Science Research; Office of Disease Prevention; Office of Research on Women’s Health

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Gila Neta, Ph.D.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-6785; Email: gila.neta@nih.gov


---

**Sponsor:** NIH, DHHS; National Cancer Institute; John E. Fogarty International Center; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; Office of Behavioral and Social Science Research; Office of Disease Prevention; Office of Research on Women’s Health

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Gila Neta, Ph.D.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-6785; Email: gila.neta@nih.gov


---

**Sponsor:** NIH, DHHS; National Cancer Institute; John E. Fogarty International Center; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; Office of Behavioral and Social Science Research; Office of Disease Prevention; Office of Research on Women’s Health

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Gila Neta, Ph.D.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-6785; Email: gila.neta@nih.gov


---

**Sponsor:** NIH, DHHS; National Cancer Institute; John E. Fogarty International Center; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; Office of Behavioral and Social Science Research; Office of Disease Prevention; Office of Research on Women’s Health

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Gila Neta, Ph.D.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-6785; Email: gila.neta@nih.gov


---

**Sponsor:** NIH, DHHS; National Cancer Institute; John E. Fogarty International Center; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; Office of Behavioral and Social Science Research; Office of Disease Prevention; Office of Research on Women’s Health

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Gila Neta, Ph.D.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-6785; Email: gila.neta@nih.gov


---

**Sponsor:** NIH, DHHS; National Cancer Institute; John E. Fogarty International Center; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; Office of Behavioral and Social Science Research; Office of Disease Prevention; Office of Research on Women’s Health

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Gila Neta, Ph.D.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-6785; Email: gila.neta@nih.gov


---

**Sponsor:** NIH, DHHS; National Cancer Institute; John E. Fogarty International Center; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; Office of Behavioral and Social Science Research; Office of Disease Prevention; Office of Research on Women’s Health

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Gila Neta, Ph.D.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-6785; Email: gila.neta@nih.gov

Diversity in Health-Related Research (Parent F31-Diversity)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research; National Library of Medicine; Division of Program Coordination, Planning and Strategic Initiatives, Office of Research Infrastructure Programs

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements, and Staff Contacts


Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for a National Resource Center for the Support for Research Excellence (SuRE) Program

**Sponsor:** National Institute of General Medical Sciences

**Deadline(s):** 09/25/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Michele McGuirl, Ph.D.; National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS); 301-594-3555; michele.mcguirl@nih.gov


NIDDK Education Program Grants (R25 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases (NIDDK); Telephone: 301-594-7719; Email: castlea@mail.nih.gov


**Notice of Special Interest to Encourage Eligible NIH HEAL Initiative Awardees to Apply for PA-20-222: Research Supplements to Promote Diversity in Health-Related Research (Admin Supp - Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Eye Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research; National Library of Medicine; Division of Program Coordination, Planning and Strategic Initiatives, Office of Research Infrastructure Programs

**Deadline(s):** 11/15/2020 (First Available Due Date); 05/15/2024 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Eric M. Hudak, PhD; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); Telephone: 301-496-1779; Email: eric.hudak@nih.gov


Reissue of Parent Research Supplements to Promote Diversity in Health-Related Research FOA in October 2020

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health

**Deadline(s):** 09/10/2020 (Release Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Division of Biomedical Research Workforce; Office of Extramural Research

**Website:** [https://researchtraining.nih.gov](https://researchtraining.nih.gov); Email:NITraining@mail.nih.gov


**Additional Information:** Related Announcements: NOT-OD-20-128 - Notice of Requirement for Electronic Submission of all Administrative Supplements ; PA-20-222 - Research Supplements to Promote Diversity in Health-Related Research (Admin Supp - Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Research Supplements to Promote Diversity in Health-Related Research (Admin Supp - Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**
Sponsor: National Institutes of Health; John E. Fogarty International Center; National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research; National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health; National Library of Medicine; Division of Program Coordination, Planning and Strategic Initiatives, Office of Research Infrastructure Programs

Deadline(s): Due dates vary by awarding IC; Applicants are encouraged to apply early to allow adequate time to make any corrections to errors found in the application during the submission process by the due date; 05/08/2023 (Expiration)

Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); See Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements and Staff Contacts

Link(s): https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-20-222.html [*]

NIH Neuroscience Development for Advancing the Careers of a Diverse Research Workforce (R25 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

Sponsor: National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Mental Health

Deadline(s): 09/26/2022; 09/27/2022 (Expiration)

Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Michelle Jones-London, Ph.D.; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); Telephone: 301-451-7966; Email: jonesmiche@ninds.nih.gov


Enhancing Science, Technology, EnginEering, and Math Educational Diversity (ESTEEMED) Research Education Experiences (R25)

Sponsor: National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering

Deadline(s): 06/24/2022; 06/25/2022 (Expiration)

Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Zeynep Erim, Ph.D.; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering (NIBIB); Telephone: (301) 451-4797; Email: etrmz@mail.nih.gov


Research Supplements to Promote Diversity in Health-Related Research (Admin Supp - Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

Sponsor: John E. Fogarty International Center; National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research; National Library of Medicine; Division of Program Coordination, Planning and Strategic Initiatives, Office of Research Infrastructure Programs; National Institutes of Health

Deadline(s): Due dates vary by awarding IC; Applicants are encouraged to apply early to allow adequate time to make any corrections to errors found in the application during the submission process by the due date; 05/22/2023 (Expiration)

Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); See Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements and Staff Contacts

Link(s): https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-20-166.html

NIH Science Education Partnership Award (SEPA) (R25 - Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

Sponsor: National Institute of General Medical Sciences

Deadline(s): 07/13/2022; 07/14/2022 (Expiration)

Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Tony Beck, Ph.D.; National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS); Email: beckl@mail.nih.gov


Additional Information: Weekly NIH Funding Opportunities and Notices; Funding Opportunities
Support of Competitive Research (SCORE) Pilot Project Award (SC2 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health (NIH); Components of Participating Organizations: National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS); National Institute on Aging (NIA); National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID); National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders (NIDCD); National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research (NIDCR); National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases (NIDDK); National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS); National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute (NHLBI); National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI)

**Deadline(s):** 09/08/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Albert Avila, Ph.D.; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: 301-496-8804; Email: aavila@nida.nih.gov


Support of Competitive Research (SCORE) Research Advancement Award (SC1 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health (NIH); Components of Participating Organizations: National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS); National Institute on Aging (NIA); National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID); National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders (NIDCD); National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research (NIDCR); National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases (NIDDK); National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS); National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute (NHLBI); National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI)

**Deadline(s):** 05/25/2020; 09/08/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Albert Avila, Ph.D.; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: 301-496-8804; Email: aavila@nida.nih.gov


NIMHD Exploratory/Developmental Research Grant Program (R21 - Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 06/17/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Please use the links below to identify Scientific/Research contacts for NIMHD’s three research interest areas: Community Health and Population Sciences; Clinical and Health Services Research; Integrative Biological and Behavioral Sciences


**Additional Information:** NIMHD invites applications to support short-term exploratory or developmental research projects that have the potential to break new ground in the fields of minority health and/or health disparities or extend previous discoveries toward new directions or applications that can directly contribute to improving minority health and/or reducing health disparities in the U.S.

Notice of NIDA Participation in PAR-20-039, Support of Competitive Research (SCORE) Research Advancement Award (SC1 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse

**Deadline(s):** 05/25/2022; 09/08/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Albert Avila, Ph.D.; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: 301-496-8804; Email: aavila@nida.nih.gov


Notice of NIDA Participation in PAR-20-040, Support of Competitive Research (SCORE) Pilot Project Award (SC2 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse

**Deadline(s):** 05/25/2022; 09/08/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Albert Avila, Ph.D.; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: 301-496-8804; Email: aavila@nida.nih.gov


Increasing Uptake of Evidence-Based Screening in Diverse Adult Populations (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** Office of Disease Prevention; National Cancer Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 01/08/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Dionne C. Godette, PhD; Office of Disease Prevention (ODP)

**Telephone:** 301-480-1161; Email: dionne.godette@nih.gov

Research Supplements to Promote Diversity in Health-Related Research (Admin Supp - Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health; John E. Fogarty International Center; National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research; National Library of Medicine; Division of Program Coordination, Planning and Strategic Initiatives, Office of Research Infrastructure Programs

**Deadline(s):** Due dates vary by awarding IC. See Table of IC-Specific Information, Requirements and Staff Contacts for more details; https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-MH-20-042.html

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-MH-20-042.html

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): NIMH Administrative Supplement Program to Enable Continuity of Research Experiences of MD/PhDs during Clinical Training (Admin Supp Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health

**Deadline(s):** 04/01/2021 (First Available Due Date); 04/02/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Mark Chavez, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-443-0942; Email: mchavez1@NIMH.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-MH-20-040.html

NIMH Biobehavioral Research Awards for Innovative New Scientists (NIMH BRAINS) (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health

**Deadline(s):** 06/20/2022; 06/21/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Eric R. Murphy, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-443-9230; Email: eric.murphy@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/RFA-MH-20-525.html

**NCMRR Early Career Research Award (R03 Clinical Trial Optional)**

**Sponsor:** Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development

**Deadline(s):** 03/30/2022; 04/01/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Theresa Hayes Cruz, PhD; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); Telephone: 301-496-9233; Email: cruzth@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DA-21-013.html

**NIDCR Small Grant Program for New Investigators (R03 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 09/08/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); R. Dwayne Lunsford, PhD; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research (NIDCR); Telephone: 301-827-4635; Email: lunsfordr@niddcr.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DA-21-019.html

**SUBSTANCE USE DISORDERS, OPIOIDS AND ADDICTION**

**Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): High-Priority Interest to Enhance Data Science Research Training in Addiction Research**

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse

**Deadline(s):** 03/08/2021 (First Available Due Date); 12/09/2024 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Susan Wright, PhD; Program Director for Big Data and Computational Science; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: 301-402-6683; Email: susan.wright@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DA-21-013.html

**Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Telehealth Strategies for Individuals with HIV and Substance Use Disorders**

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse

**Deadline(s):** 05/07/2021 (First Available Due Date); 09/08/2024 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Raul Mandler, MD; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: 301-480-2541; Email: manderr@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DA-21-019.html
Notice of Special Interest: Alcohol-induced Tissue-specific and Organ System Diseases (R01/R21/R03)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism  
**Deadline(s):** 02/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 05/08/2024 (Expiration Date)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Li Lin; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); Telephone: 301-827-7749; Email: linli@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-AA-20-024.html

Prevention and Intervention Approaches for Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders (R34 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism  
**Deadline(s):** 02/17/2022; 06/17/2022; 10/18/2022; 02/17/2023; 06/19/2023; 10/17/2023; 02/18/2023 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Preclinical Studies and Medical Care; William Dunty, PhD  
National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); Telephone: 301-443-7351; Email: duntyw@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/PAR-21-097.html

Prevention and Intervention Approaches for Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders (R61/R33 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism  
**Deadline(s):** 02/17/2022; 06/17/2022; 10/18/2022; 02/17/2023; 06/19/2023; 10/17/2023; 02/18/2023 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Preclinical Studies and Medical Care; William Dunty, PhD  
National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); Telephone: 301-443-7351; Email: duntyw@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/PAR-21-098.html

Notice of Special Interest: Advances in Research for the Treatment, Services, and Recovery of Alcohol Use Disorder

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism  
**Deadline(s):** 01/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 09/08/2023 (Expiration Date)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): For general inquiries and those specific to Behavioral Treatment Development / Mechanisms of Behavior Change and Recovery portfolios contact: Brett T. Hagman, Ph.D.; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); Division of Treatment and Recovery Research (DTRR); Telephone: 301-443-0638; Email: brett.hagman@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-AA-20-022.html

Multi-Site Studies for System-Level Implementation of Substance Use Prevention and Treatment Services (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Cancer Institute; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism  
**Deadline(s):** 07/19/2022; 11/15/2022; 07/19/2023; 11/15/2023; 11/16/2023 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Lori Ducharme, Ph.D.; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: 301-827-6331; Email: Lori.Ducharme@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-21-022.html

Multi-Site Studies for System-Level Implementation of Substance Use Prevention and Treatment Services (R34 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism  
**Deadline(s):** 07/19/2022; 11/15/2022; 07/19/2023; 11/15/2023; 11/16/2023 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Lori Ducharme, Ph.D.; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: 301-827-6331; Email: Lori.Ducharme@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-21-023.html

Development of Medications to Prevent and Treat Opioid Use Disorders and Overdose (UG3/UH3) (Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse  
**Deadline(s):** 09/02/2022 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Ivan D. Montoya, M.D., M.P.H.; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: 301-827-5936; Email: imontoya@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-20-092.html

Avenir Award Program for Genetics or Epigenetics of Substance Use Disorders (DP1 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse  
**Deadline(s):** 10/19/2022; 10/20/2022 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Jonathan D. Pollock, Ph.D.; National Institute on Drug Abuse; Telephone: 301-435-1309; Email: jpollock@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-20-225.html
Notice of Special Interest to Encourage Eligible NIH HEAL Initiative Awardees to Apply for PA-20-222: Research Supplements to Promote Diversity in Health-Related Research (Admin Supp - Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

Sponsor: National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Eye Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Mental Health; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research; Office of Research on Women’s Health

Deadline(s): 11/15/2020 (First Available Due Date); 05/15/2024 (Expiration Date)
Contact: Eric M. Hudak, PhD; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); Telephone: 301-496-1779; Email: eric.hudak@nih.gov

Providing Research Education Experiences to Enhance Diversity in the Next Generation of Substance Use and Addiction Scientists (R25 Clinical Trials Not Allowed)

Sponsor: National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism
Deadline(s): 03/15/2022; 08/10/2022; 11/15/2022; 03/15/2023; 08/10/2023; 11/15/2023; 11/16/2023 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s): Albert Avila, PhD; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: 301-496-8804; Email: aavila@nida.nih.gov
Link(s): https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-20-236.html

Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for HEAL Initiative: Optimizing Multicomponent Service Delivery Interventions for People with Opioid Use Disorder, Co-Occurring Conditions, and/or Suicide Risk (R01 Clinical Trials Optional)

Sponsor: National Institute of Mental Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Institute on Drug Abuse
Deadline(s): 03/15/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)
Contact: Please direct all inquiries to: Michael C. Freed, Ph.D., EMT; National Institute on Mental Health; 301-443-3747; michael.freed@nih.gov

Notice of Special Interest: Secondary Analyses of Existing Alcohol Research Data

Sponsor: National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism
Deadline(s): 10/05/2020 (First Available Due Date); 09/05/2023 (Expiration Date)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s): Wenxing Zha, Ph.D. (Methodology, Measurement and Epidemiology); National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA/DEPR); Telephone: 301-443-0633; Email: zhaw@mail.nih.gov

Additional Information: Related Announcements: PA-20-185 - NIH Research Project Grant (Parent R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed); PA-20-200 - NIH Small Research Grant Program (Parent R03 Clinical Trial Not Allowed); PA-20-195 - NIH Exploratory/Developmental Research Grant Program (Parent R21 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

Device-Based Treatments for Substance Use Disorders (UG3/UH3, Clinical Trial Optional)
National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism
Deadline(s): 10/05/2022; 12/14/2022; 08/10/2023; 08/11/2023 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Michael Hilton, Ph.D.; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: 301-827-5980; Email: mike.hilton@nih.gov

NIDA Core "Center of Excellence" Grant Program (P30 Clinical Trial Optional)
Deadline(s): 09/26/2022; 11/18/2022 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Kevin Walton, Ph.D.; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: 301-827-5980; Email: Kevin.Walton@nih.gov
Link(s): https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-20-2067.html

Notice of Special Interest: Epidemiology and Prevention in Women's Health Research
Deadline(s): 10/05/2020 (First Available Due Date); 09/08/2023 (Expiration Date)
Contact: Please direct all inquiries to the contacts in Section VII of the listed funding opportunity announcements with the following additions / substitutions: Michael Hilton, Ph.D.; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); Email: Mike.Hilton@nih.gov
Link(s): https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-18-017.html

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Utilizing Telemedicine or Other Remote-Based Platforms to Develop and Support Treatments for Substance Use Disorders
Deadline(s): 10/05/2020 (First Available Due Date); 01/08/2024 (Expiration Date)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Evan S. Hermann, PhD; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Email: evan.hermann@nih.gov

Additional Information: Related Announcements: PA-20-185- NIH Research Project Grant (Parent R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed); PA-20-183- Research Project Grant (Parent R01 Clinical Trial Required); PA-20-195 - NIH Exploratory/Developmental Research Grant Program (Parent R21 Clinical Trial Not Allowed); PA-20-194 - NIH Exploratory/Developmental Research Grant Program (Parent R21 Clinical Trial Required)

NIDA Mentored Clinical Scientist Development Program Award in Substance Use and Substance Use Disorder Research (K12 Clinical Trial Optional)
Deadline(s): 03/01/2022; 08/02/2022; 11/15/2022; 03/01/2023; 08/02/2023; 11/15/2023; 11/16/2023 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Aria Davis Crump, Sc.D.; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Division of Epidemiology, Services and Prevention Research; Telephone: 301-435-0881; Email: acrump@nida.nih.gov
Link(s): https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-20-249.html

Avenir Award Program for Genetics or Epigenetics of Substance Use Disorders, Substance Use Disorders, and Other Psychiatric Disorders
Deadline(s): 10/19/2022; 10/20/2022 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Jonathan D. Pollock, Ph.D.; National Institute on Drug Abuse; Telephone: 301-435-1309; Email: jpollock@mail.nih.gov

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Research on Co-morbid Substance Use, Substance Use Disorders, and Other Psychiatric Disorders
Deadline(s): 10/05/2020 (First Available Due Date); 05/08/2023 (Expiration Date)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Amy B. Goldstein, PhD; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: 301-827-4124; Email: amy.goldstein@nih.gov
Link(s): https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-20-004.html

Avenir Award Program for Research on Substance Use Disorders and HIV/AIDS (DP2 Clinical Trial Optional)
Deadline(s): 08/11/2023 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Redonna Chandler, PhD; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: 301-402-1919; Email: redonna.chandler@nih.gov
NIDA Avant-Garde Award Program for HIV/AIDS and Substance Use Disorder Research (DP1, Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse  
**Deadline(s):** 08/15/2022; 08/16/2022 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Redonna Chandler, PhD; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: 301-402-1919; Email: redonna.chandler@nih.gov  

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Advancing Research on SUD through Computational Neuroscience

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse  
**Deadline(s):** 06/05/2020 (First Available Due Date); 09/08/2023 (Expiration Date)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Yu (Woody) Lin; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: 301-435-1318; Email: ylin1@mail.nih.gov  

Substance Use/Substance Use Disorder Dissertation Research Award (R36 - Clinical Trials Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse  
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates ; Standard AIDS dates ; 05/08/2023 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Aria Crump, Sc.D.; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: 301-435-0881; Email: acrump@nida.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** [https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/PA-20-208.html](https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/PA-20-208.html)

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Cannabis, Prescription Opioid, or Prescription Benzodiazepine Drug Use Among Older Adults

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse  
**Deadline(s):** 06/05/2020 (First Available Due Date); 09/08/2023 (Expiration Date)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to the Scientific/Research, Peer Review, and Financial/Grants Management contacts in Section VII of the listed funding opportunity announcements.; Scientific/Research Contact(s); Shelley Su, Ph.D.; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: 301-402-3869; Email: shelley.su@nih.gov  

NIDA Small Research Grant Program (R03 Clinical Trial Required)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse  
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates ; Standard AIDS dates ; 05/08/2023 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Katrina L Foster, PhD; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Division of Therapeutics and Medical Consequences; Telephone: 301-827-5815; Email: fosterk@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** [https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/PA-20-146.html](https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/PA-20-146.html)

Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Collaborative Partnership between on Alcohol Research Centers and Institutions serving Underserved Communities and Populations (U54 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism  
**Deadline(s):** 10/07/2020 (First Estimated Application Due Date); October 07, 2020  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Hemin Chin, Ph.D.; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); 301-443-1282; hchin@mail.nih.gov  

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Neuroimmune Signaling and Function in Substance Use Disorders

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse  
**Deadline(s):** 06/05/2020 (First Available Due Date); 09/08/2023 (Expiration Date)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to the Scientific/Research, Peer Review, and Financial/Grants Management contacts in Section VII of the listed funding opportunity announcements.; Scientific/Research Contact(s); Roger G Sorensen, Ph.D., MPA; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Email: rsorensen@nida.nih.gov  

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI):Sleep and Substance Use Disorders

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse  
**Deadline(s):** 06/05/2020 (First Available Due Date); 09/08/2023 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to the Scientific/Research, Peer Review, and Financial/Grants Management contacts in Section VII of the listed funding opportunity announcements.;
Scientific/Research Contact(s): Steven Grant, PhD; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: (301) 4443-8869; Email: sgrant@nida.nih.gov

**Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Research Training and Career Development Awards to Support Individuals Pursuing Research Focused on Developing Treatments for Substance Use Disorders and the Associated Medical Consequences of these Disorders**
**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse
**Deadline(s):** 06/12/2020 (First Available Due Date); 09/08/2023 (Expiration)
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Guifang Lao, MD, PhD; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: 301-827-5931; Email: laog@mail.nih.gov.
Link(s): https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DA-20-037.html

**NIH HEAL Initiative Announcements**
**Sponsor:** https://heal.nih.gov/about/research-plan
**Deadline(s):** please see piecemeal funding announcements on open funding page; https://heal.nih.gov/funding/open
**Contact:** healquestion@od.nih.gov
Link(s): https://heal.nih.gov/funding/open

**Development of Medications to Prevent and Treat Opioid Use Disorders and Overdose (UG3/UH3) (Clinical Trial Optional)**
**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse
**Deadline(s):** 09/02/2022 (Expiration)
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Ivan D. Montoya, M.D., M.P.H.; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: 301-827-5936; Email: imontoya@mail.nih.gov.

**Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Preclinical and Clinical Studies of the Interactions of Opioids and Stimulants**
**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse
**Deadline(s):** 06/05/2023 (Expiration)
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Nathan M. Appel, Ph.D.; National Institute on Drug Abuse / Division of Therapeutics and Medical Consequences; Telephone: 301-827-5918; Email: nappel@nih.gov.

**Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Modeling Social Contagion of Substance Use Epidemics**
**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse
**Deadline(s):** 01/08/2023 (Expiration)
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to the contacts in Section VII of the listed funding opportunity announcements with the following additions/substitutions: Scientific/Research Contact(s): Susan Wright, PhD; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: (301) 402-6683; Email: susan.wright@nih.gov.

**Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement Re-issuance for HEAL Initiative: Pragmatic and Implementation Studies for the Management of Pain to Reduce Opioid Prescribing (PRISM) (UG3/UH3, Clinical Trials Optional)**
**Sponsor:** National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research
**Deadline(s):** 03/30/2020 (First Estimated Due Date)
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Wendy Weber, N.D., Ph.D., M.P.H.; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health (NCCIH); 301-402-1272; weberwj@mail.nih.gov.
Link(s): https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-AT-20-005.html

**Strategic Alliances for Medications Development to Treat Substance Use Disorders (R01-Clinical Trial Optional)**
**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse
**Deadline(s):** Applications will be accepted on a rolling basis, beginning on 08/26/2019; 09/02/2022 (Expiration)
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Ivan D. Montoya, M.D., M.P.H.; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: 301-827-5936; imontoya@mail.nih.gov.

**Mechanisms of Tolerance (R21/R33 - Clinical Trial Required)**
**Sponsor:** National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates: 01/08/2022 (Expiration)
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Elizabeth M Powell, PhD; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); Telephone: 301-443-0786; Email: elizabeth.powell3@nih.gov.

**Behavioral Science Track Award for Rapid Transition (B/Start)/R03 Clinical Trial Optional**
**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates: 01/08/2022 (Expiration)
Exploiting Genome or Epigenome Editing to Functionally Validate Genes or Variants Involved in Substance Use Disorders (R21/R33 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse

**Deadline(s):** 12/17/2021; 12/18/2021 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); John Satterlee Ph.D.; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: 301-435-1020; Email: satterleej@nida.nih.gov


NIDA Research Center of Excellence Grant Program (P50 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse

**Deadline(s):** 09/25/2021; 01/08/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Kevin Walton, Ph.D.; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: 301-435-0762; Email: kevin.walton@nih.gov


**CENTER CORE, PROGRAM PROJECT AND P GRANTS**

NA

**PATIENT SAFETY**

Developing Measures of Shared Decision Making (R01); Synopsis 1

HHS; Department of Health and Human Services; Agency for Health Care Research and Quality

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; 02/05/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** If you have difficulty accessing the full announcement electronically, please contact: Jerry Calderone AHRQ Referral Officer Phone 301-427-1548; Scientific/Research Contact(s); Direct your questions about general FOA issues, including information on the inclusion of priority populations to: Monique D. Cohen, PhD, MPH; Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality; Center for Evidence and Practice Improvement; Telephone: (301) 427-1630; E-mail: Monique.Cohen@ahrq.hhs.gov

**Link(s):** [http://www.grants.gov/web/grants/view-opportunity.html?oppId=288658](http://www.grants.gov/web/grants/view-opportunity.html?oppId=288658)

**COLUMBIA TECHNOLOGY VENTURES (CTV)**

Columbia Technology Ventures (CTV) Opportunities and News

**Sponsor:** Columbia Technology Ventures (CTV);
[https://techventures.columbia.edu/](https://techventures.columbia.edu/)

**Deadline(s):** please see individual opportunities

**Contact:** [https://techventures.columbia.edu/contact; techventures@columbia.edu](https://techventures.columbia.edu/contact; techventures@columbia.edu)

**Link(s):** [https://techventures.columbia.edu/](https://techventures.columbia.edu/)

**NATURAL PRODUCTS**

Pilot Projects Increasing the Impact of the NIH Centers for Advancing Research on Botanicals and Other Natural Products (PI2 CARBON) (R03 Clinical Trials Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** Office of Dietary Supplements; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health

**Deadline(s):** 02/01/2022; 09/30/2022; 10/15/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Barbara C. Sorkin, Ph.D.; Office of Dietary Supplenets (ODS); Telephone: 301-435-3605; Email: orkinb@mail.nih.gov


Clinical Coordinating Center for NCCIH Multi-Site Investigator-Initiated Clinical Trials of Natural Products (Collaborative UG3/UH3 Clinical Trial Required)

**Sponsor:** National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health

**Deadline(s):** 06/01/2022; 02/01/2023; 05/08/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Wendy Weber, ND. Ph.D, MPH; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health (NCCIH); Telephone: 301-402-1272; Email: weberrwj@mail.nih.gov


NCCIH Natural Product Mid Phase Clinical Trial Cooperative Agreement (U01 Clinical Trial Required)

**Sponsor:** National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health

**Deadline(s):** 06/01/2022; 02/01/2023; 05/08/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Wendy Weber, ND. Ph.D, MPH; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health (NCCIH); Telephone: 301-402-1272; Email: weberrwj@mail.nih.gov

NCCIH Natural Product Early Phase Clinical Trial Award (R33 Clinical Trial Required)
**Sponsor:** National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; Office of Dietary Supplements  
**Deadline(s):** 06/01/2022; 02/01/2023; 05/08/2023  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Wendy Weber, ND. Ph.D, MPH; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health (NCCIH); Telephone: 301-402-1272; Email: weberwj@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-20-217.html

NCCIH Natural Product Early Phase Clinical Trial Phased Innovation Award (R61/R33 Clinical Trial Required)
**Sponsor:** National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; Office of Dietary Supplements  
**Deadline(s):** 06/01/2022; 02/01/2023; 05/08/2023  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Wendy Weber, ND. Ph.D, MPH; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health (NCCIH); Telephone: 301-402-1272; Email: weberwj@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-20-218.html

Natural Product Multi-Site Clinical Trial Data Coordinating Center (Collaborative U24 Clinical Trial Required)
**Sponsor:** National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health  
**Deadline(s):** 06/01/2022; 01/01/2023; 05/08/2023  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Wendy Weber, ND. Ph.D, MPH; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health (NCCIH); Telephone: 301-402-1272; Email: weberwj@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-20-219.html

NCCATS Announces Plans to Publish the ASPIRE 2020 Reduction-to-Practice Challenge Prize Competition
**Sponsor:** National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences  
**Deadline(s):** The Announcement is expected to be published in September 2020 with an expected submission window from late November through the end of February 2021.

Contact: Please direct all inquiries to: We strongly encourage interested parties to contact NCATS ASPIRE Program staff listed below to discuss potential submissions. Inquiries may also be sent to: NCATSASPIREChallenge@mail.nih.gov (link sends e-mail); Danilo Tagle, Ph.D.; National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences (NCATS); Telephone: 301-594-8064; Email: danilo.tagle@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-TR-20-035.html

NCI Clinical and Translational Exploratory/Developmental Studies (R21 Clinical Trial Optional)
**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute  
**Deadline(s):** 02/22/2022; 06/21/2022; 07/21/2022  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Applications Related to Cancer Treatment/Diagnosis (Clinical Studies): William C. Timmer, Ph.D.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-6130; Email: william.timmer@nih.gov; [please see announcement for other contacts]  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-20-292.html

IDeA Program Infrastructure for Clinical and Translational Research (IDeA-CTR)(U54 - Clinical Trial Optional)
**Sponsor:** National Institute of General Medical Sciences  
**Deadline(s):** 10/07/2022; 10/08/2022 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Ming Lei Ph.D.; National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS); Email: leim@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-20-175.html

Notice of Special Interest: Clinical and Translational Science Award (CTSA) Program Administrative Supplements
**Sponsor:** National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences  
**Deadline(s):** 09/10/2022 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to the Scientific/Research, Peer Review, and Financial/Grants Management contacts in Section VII of the listed funding opportunity announcements.  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-TR-20-014.html

NCI Clinical and Translational Exploratory/Developmental Studies (R21 Clinical Trial Optional)
**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute  
**Deadline(s):** 02/22/2022; 06/20/2022; 06/21/2022 (Expiration)
Notice of Special Interest: NCCIH Administrative Supplements to NCATS CTSA Programs for Scholars Pursuing Complementary Health Research Career Development

**Sponsor:** National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences

**Deadline(s):** 10/01/2020 (First Available Due Date); 10/04/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Lanay M. Mudd, Ph.D.; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health (NCCIH); Telephone: 301-594-9346; Email: lanay.mudd@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-AT-20-010.html

Center of Excellence for Research on Complementary and Integrative Health (P01, Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; 05/26/2023

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Craig Hopp, Ph.D.; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health (NCCIH); Telephone: 301-496-5825; Email: hoppdc@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-20-138.html

Countermeasures Against Chemical Threats (CounterACT) Exploratory/Developmental Projects (R21 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences

**Deadline(s):** 05/31/2022; 05/30/2023; 05/31/2023

**Expiration**

**Contact:** For questions related to the overall CounterACT Program and/or neurological injury research including threat agents of interest; David A. Jett, Ph.D.; National Institute of Neurological Disorder and Stroke (NINDS); Telephone: 301-496-6035; Email: jettdd@ninds.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-20-253.html

ENVIRONMENTAL AND OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY

**NIOSH Centers of Excellence for Total Worker Health (U19)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
LUNG / PULMONARY DISEASE

**Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): The Influence of Host Resilience on Heterogeneity of Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome/Acute Lung Injury (ARDS/ALI)**

**Sponsor:** National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute

**Deadline(s):** 10/05/2020 (First Available Due Date); 07/06/2024 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Guofei Zhou, PhD; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI)/Division of Lung Diseases; Telephone: 301-827-7825; Email: guofei.zhou@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-HL-20-814.html

**Additional Information:** Related Announcements: PA-20-183 - Research Project Grant (Parent R01 Clinical Trial Required); PA-20-185 - Research Project Grant (Parent R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

NIH Research Evaluation and Commercialization Hub Awards

NA

VISION, EYE DISEASE, OPHTHALMOLOGY

**NEI Clinical Research Study Planning Grant Program (R34 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** National Eye Institute

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates ; 05/08/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Donald Everett, MA; National Eye Institute (NEI); Telephone: 301-451-2020; Email: everettd@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-19-231.html

IMPORTANT EXTRAMURAL FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES

**PCORE = Patient Oriented Outcomes Research and Evaluation**

An ASPPH YouTube Webinar on Developing A Strategic Plan For Prevention Research At NIH

An Updated Chart Of Grant Application Due Dates MSPH SPA

The Health Research Board Funding Opportunity

**EPIDEMIOLOGY COHORT**
Notice of Update to PAR-17-338 "Continuation of Existing Grant Based Epidemiology Cohort Studies in Heart, Lung, Blood, and Sleep Diseases and Disorders (U01 - Clinical Trials Not Allowed)"
National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; Department of Health and Human Services; National Institutes of Health; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute
Deadline(s): 09/28/2017 (Release Date); 2027 (Continuation Expiration)
Contact: Please direct all inquiries to: Sean Coady, MS; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI); Telephone: 301-435-1289; Email: coadyse@mail.nih.gov
Link(s): http://www.grants.gov/web/grants/view-opportunity.html?oppid=296672

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Leveraging Population-based Cancer Registry Data to Study Health Disparities
Sponsor: National Cancer Institute
Deadline(s): 02/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 05/08/2023 (Expiration Date)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s): Kathy Cronin, Ph.D.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-6836; Email: cronink@mail.nih.gov

Cancer Research Education Grants Program - Curriculum or Methods Development (R25 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)
Sponsor: National Cancer Institute
Deadline(s): Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 01/08/2024 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Jeannette F. Korczak, Ph.D.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-5630; Email: korczakj@mail.nih.gov

Cancer Research Education Grants Program - Courses for Skills Development (R25 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)
Sponsor: National Cancer Institute
Deadline(s): Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 01/08/2024 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Jeannette F. Korczak, Ph.D.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-5630; Email: korczakj@mail.nih.gov

Cancer Research Education Grants Program - Research Experiences (R25 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)
Sponsor: National Cancer Institute
Deadline(s): Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 01/08/2024 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Jeannette F. Korczak, Ph.D.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-5630; Email: korczakj@mail.nih.gov

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Understanding the effects of cancer and cancer treatment on aging trajectories and aging outcomes
Sponsor: National Cancer Institute; National Institute on Aging
Deadline(s): 03/08/2021 (First Available Due Date); 01/08/2024 (Expiration Date)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s): Lisa Gallicchio, Ph.D.; National Cancer Institute; Telephone: (240) 276-5741; Email: lisa.gallicchio@nih.gov

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Tailoring Follow-up Care for Survivors Using Risk-Stratified Pathways
Sponsor: National Cancer Institute
Deadline(s): 02/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 02/05/2023 (Expiration Date)
Contact: Michelle Mollica, PhD, MPH, RN, OCN; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-7621; Email: michelle.mollica@nih.gov

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Administrative Supplement Opportunity to Support Global Cancer Stigma Research
Sponsor: National Cancer Institute
Deadline(s): 01/22/2021 (First Available Due Date); 05/16/2021 (Expiration Date)
National Cancer Institute's Investigator-Initiated Early Phase Clinical Trials for Cancer Treatment and Diagnosis (R01 Clinical Trial Required)

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute  
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 01/08/2024 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); For Therapeutic Studies: Lori A. Henderson, Ph.D.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-5930; Email: hendersonlori@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide-files/PAR-21-033.html

Cancer Prevention and Control Clinical Trials Grant Program (R01 Clinical Trial Required)

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute  
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 01/08/2024 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); For cancer prevention, early detection, screening, and symptom management-related clinical trials, contact: Brandy Heckman-Stoddard, Ph.D., M.P.H.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-7048; Email: heckmanbm@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide-files/PAR-21-035.html

Assay Validation of High Quality Markers for Clinical Studies in Cancer (UH2/UH3 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute  
**Deadline(s):** 02/14/2022; 07/11/2022; 10/11/2022; 02/14/2023; 07/10/2023; 10/10/2023; 10/11/2023 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); For inquiries related to response, resistance, and risk stratification markers for treatment trials, please contact: Tracy G. Lively, Ph.D.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-5944; Email: livelyt@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide-files/PAR-20-313.html

Assay Validation of High Quality Markers for Clinical Studies in Cancer (UH3 Clinical Trials Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute  
**Deadline(s):** 02/14/2022; 07/11/2022; 10/11/2022; 02/14/2023; 07/10/2023; 10/10/2023; 10/11/2023 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); For inquiries related to response, resistance, and risk stratification markers for treatment trials, please contact: Tracy G. Lively, Ph.D.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-5944; Email: livelyt@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide-files/PAR-20-314.html

Social and Behavioral Intervention Research to Address Modifiable Risk Factors for Cancer in Rural Populations (R01 Clinical Trial Required)

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute; Office of Disease Prevention  
**Deadline(s):** 01/18/2022; 01/19/2022 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Kelly D. Blake, ScD; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-281-5934; Email: kelly.blake@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide-files/RFA-CA-20-051.html

Core Infrastructure Support for Cancer Epidemiology Cohorts (U01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute  
**Deadline(s):** 04/07/2022; 11/09/2022; 11/10/2022 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Joanne Elena, PhD, MPH; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-6818; Email: joanne.elena@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide-files/RFA-CA-20-074.html

Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for New Cohorts to Assess Environmental Exposures and Cancer Risk (UG3/UH3 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute  
**Deadline(s):** 01/29/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Somdat Mahabir, Ph.D., M.P.H.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-6914; Email: mahabir@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide-files/NOT-CA-20-086.html  
**Additional Information:** Related Announcements: NOT-CA-20-091 - Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Coordinating Center for New Cohorts to Assess Environmental Exposures and Cancer Risk (U24 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for a Coordinating Center for New Cohorts to Assess Environmental Exposures and Cancer Risk (U24 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute  
**Deadline(s):** 01/29/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Somdat Mahabir, Ph.D., M.P.H.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-6914; Email: mahabir@mail.nih.gov
Notice of Intent; Inter/Intra-Programmatic Pilot Program (IPPP) grants supported by HICCC; RFP to be released August 2020
The four HICCC Research Programs and member alignment
Sponsor: Columbia University Herbert Irving Comprehensive Cancer Center; Columbia University
Deadline(s): An RFP will be released August 2020. We expect to award at least two 1-year IPPP cancer research pilot projects in September.
Contact: [brought to our attention by] Tanisha Jackson, Ph.D.; Senior Research Program Manager; Herbert Irving Comprehensive Cancer Center; Columbia University Irving Medical Center; tj2325@cumc.columbia.edu
Link(s): https://cancer.columbia.edu/research-group/research-programs
https://cancer.columbia.edu/research-group/shared-resources

New Informatics Tools and Methods to Enhance U.S. Cancer Surveillance Research (U01 Clinical Trial Optional)
Sponsor: National Cancer Institute
Deadline(s): 11/18/2021; 06/06/2022; 11/18/2022; 06/06/2023; 06/07/2023 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); For Research Area 1 related inquiries: Angela B. Mariotto, Ph.D.
National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-6698; Email: mariotta@mail.nih.gov

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Using Historical Cohort Data to Study Cancer Outcomes and Cancer Risk (U01 Clinical Trial Optional)
Sponsor: National Cancer Institute
Deadline(s): 06/05/2020 (First Available Due Date); 09/09/2023 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Tanya Agurs-Collins, Ph.D., R.D.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-6956; Email: collinsta@nih.gov

Notice of Special Interest: Alcohol and Cancer Control
Sponsor: National Cancer Institute
Deadline(s): 06/05/2020 (First Available Due Date); 09/09/2023 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contacts; Tanya Agurs-Collins, Ph.D.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-6956; Email: collinsta@nih.gov

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Geospatial Approaches in Cancer Control and Population Sciences
Sponsor: National Cancer Institute
Deadline(s): 02/05/2020 (First Available Due Date); 01/08/2022 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Cancer Epidemiology; Armen Ghazarian, PhD, MPH; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-7305; Email: ghazariana@mail.nih.gov
Link(s): https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/CA-20-003.html

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Use of Biological Information to Understand the Interplay of Environmental Exposures and Genes Influences Cancer Risk
Sponsor: National Cancer Institute
Deadline(s): 02/05/2020 (First Available Due Date); 01/08/2022 (Expiration)
Contact: Please direct all inquiries to: Stefanie Nelson, Ph.D.; Division of Cancer Control and Population Sciences; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-6944; Email: nelsons@mail.nih.gov
Link(s): https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/CA-20-004.html

Perception and Cognition Research to Inform Cancer Image Interpretation (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)
Sponsor: National Cancer Institute; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering
Deadline(s): Standard dates ; 01/08/2023 (Expiration)
Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Todd S Horowitz, Ph.D; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-6963; Email: todd.horowitz@mail.nih.gov

Perception and Cognition Research to Inform Cancer Image Interpretation (R21 Clinical Trial Optional)
Sponsor: National Cancer Institute
Deadline(s): Standard dates ; 01/08/2023 (Expiration)
Intervening with Cancer Caregivers to Improve Patient Health Outcomes and Optimize Health Care Utilization (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor**: National Cancer Institute  
**Deadline(s)**: Standard dates; Standard AIDs dates: 09/08/2022 (Expiration)  
**Contact**: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Todd S Horowitz, Ph.D.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-6963; Email: todd.horowitz@mail.nih.gov  


Stimulating Innovations in Behavioral Intervention Research for Cancer Prevention and Control (R21 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor**: National Cancer Institute  
**Deadline(s)**: Standard dates ; Standard AIDs dates: 09/08/2022 (Expiration)  
**Contact**: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Tanya Agurs-Collins, Ph.D., R.D.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-6956; Email: collinsta@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s)**: https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-19-309.html

NIH NCI Microbial Based Cancer Therapies; [1] Microbial-based Cancer Therapy - Bugs as Drugs R21 Clinical Trial Not Allowed; [2] Microbial-based Cancer Therapy - Bugs as Drugs R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed

**Sponsor**: National Institutes of Health (NIH); National Cancer Institute (NCI)  
**Deadline(s)**: Standard dates : 05/08/2022 (Expiration)  
**Contact**: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Avi Rasooly, PhD; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 301-240-276-6196; Email: rasoolya@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s)**: https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-19-194.html (R21)  

**Notice of NIDCR’s Participation in PAR-19-194 "Microbial-based Cancer Therapy-Bugs as Drugs (R21- Clinical Trial Not Allowed)"

**Sponsor**: National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research  
**Deadline(s)**: Standard dates ; 05/08/2022 (Expiration)  
**Contact**: Please direct all inquiries to: Chiayeng Wang, Ph.D.; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research (NIDCR); Telephone: 301-827-4647; Email: chiayeng.wang@nih.gov  
**Link(s)**: https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DE-19-007.html

**Notice of NIDCR’s Participation in PAR-19-193 "Microbial-based Cancer Therapy-Bugs as Drugs (R01- Clinical Trial Not Allowed)"

**Sponsor**: National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research  
**Deadline(s)**: Standard dates ; 05/08/2022 (Expiration)  
**Contact**: Please direct all inquiries to: Chiayeng Wang, Ph.D.; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research (NIDCR); Telephone: 301-827-4647; Email: chiayeng.wang@nih.gov  
Improving Outcomes in Cancer Treatment-Related Cardiotoxicity (R21 Clinical Trial Optional)
National Cancer Institute
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; 01/08/2022 (Expiration)
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Nonniekaye Shelburne, MS, CRNP, AOCN; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-6897; Email: nshelburne@mail.nih.gov
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-19-111.html

Improving Outcomes in Cancer Treatment-Related Cardiotoxicity (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)
National Cancer Institute
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; 01/08/2022 (Expiration)
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Nonniekaye Shelburne, MS, CRNP, AOCN; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-6897; Email: nshelburne@mail.nih.gov
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-19-112.html

Cancer Moonshot Update: NCI Funding Opportunities
**Deadline(s):** please see https://www.cancer.gov/research/key-initiatives/moonshot-cancer-initiative/funding?cid=eb_govdel_en_grantees_moonshot-foa_announcement_rsr#current for currently open funding opportunities
**Contact:** https://www.cancer.gov/contact
**Link(s):** https://www.cancer.gov/research/key-initiatives/moonshot-cancer-initiative/funding?cid=eb_govdel_en_grantees_moonshot-foa_announcement_rsr
https://www.cancer.gov/research/key-initiatives/moonshot-cancer-initiative/funding?cid=eb_govdel_en_grantees_moonshot-foa_announcement_rsr#current

FERTILITY, REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH, CONTRACEPTION

Fertility Status as a Marker for Overall Health (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)
**Sponsor:** Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Cancer Institute; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; Office of Disease Prevention; Office of Research on Women’s Health
**Deadline(s):** 02/19/2022; 10/19/2022; 06/19/2023; 06/20/2023 (Expiration)
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Susan Taymans, PhD; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); Telephone: 301-496-6517; Email: taymanss@mail.nih.gov
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-20-281.html

Current Wellcome UK Funding Opportunities
**Sponsor:** https://wellcome.ac.uk
**Deadline(s):** please see piecemeal opportunities
**Contact:** https://wellcome.ac.uk/about-us/contact-us [general contact email] https://wellcome.ac.uk/about-us/contact-us/funding-enquiry-enhanced?ref=1961 [contact relative to grants]
**Link(s):** https://wellcome.ac.uk/funding/guidance
https://wellcome.ac.uk/funding/schemes

Kresge Foundation Healthy Housing and Neighborhoods Initiative
**Sponsor:** Kresge Foundation; www.kresge.org
**Deadline(s):** NA; We accept and review these proposals on an ongoing basis. There is no deadline.
**Contact:** http://kresge.org/email
**Link(s):** http://kresge.org/programs/health/developing-healthy-places
https://kresge.fluxx.io/user_sessions/new

NWJF Evidence for Action: Investigator-Initiated Research to Build a Culture of Health
**Sponsor:** https://www.rwjf.org
**Deadline(s):** Open
**Contact:** evidenceforaction@ucsf.edu
**Link(s):** https://www.rwjf.org/en/library/funding
https://www.rwjf.org/en/library/funding/enquiry
https://www.rwjf.org/en/library/funding/open-opportunities

Additional Information: What research has taught us about what works to create healthier, more equitable communities; Advances; Building a Culture of Health by Working Together; Robert Wood Johnson Foundation; We combed through our research and identified the top five things your community can do to thrive in the next decade: [1] Set a shared vision; [2] Use big data locally; [3] Practice resiliency; [4] Foster radical collaboration; [5] Lift up marginalized communities; Set your community up for success by taking on one or more of these strategies to promote health equity.
Sponsor: Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Cancer Institute; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; Office of Disease Prevention; Office of Research on Women’s Health

Deadline(s): 02/19/2022; 10/19/2022; 06/19/2023; 06/20/2023 (Expiration)

Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s): Jane Waldfogel, Dr.P.H., RN; National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); Telephone: 301-496-6971; Email: waldfogel@columbia.edu


Additional Information: Related Announcements; PA-20-183 - Research Project Grant (Parent R01 Clinical Trial Required); PA-20-185 - NIH Research Project Grant (Parent R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed); PA-20-200 - NIH Small Research Grant Program (Parent R03 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

WOMEN’S HEALTH

Notice of Intent to Publish the Reissuance of Building Interdisciplinary Research Careers in Women’s Health Program (K12 Clinical Trial Optional)

Sponsor: Office of Research on Women’s Health

Deadline(s): 05/27/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)

Contact: Please direct all inquiries to: Lisa Begg, Dr.P.H., RN; Office of Research on Women’s Health (ORWH); (301) 496-3975; beggl@od.nih.gov


NHLBI Announces Plan to Fund a Women's Health Initiative Home-Based Exam in the Long Life Study 2 Cohort

Sponsor: National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute

Deadline(s): 01/24/2020 (Release Date)

Contact: Please direct all inquiries to: Shari Eason Ludlam, MPH; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI); Telephone: 301-435-6667; Email: ludlams@mail.nih.gov


Multidisciplinary Research in Vulvodynia (R21 Clinical Trial Optional)

Sponsor: Department of Health and Human Services; National Institutes of Health (NIH); Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development

Office of Research on Women’s Health

Deadline(s): 02/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 09/08/2023 (Expiration)

Contact: Scientific / Research Contact(s): Esther Eisenberg, MD MPH; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); Telephone: 301-496-6516; Email: esther.eisenberg@nih.gov


Additional Information: Related Announcements; PA-20-183 - Research Project Grant (Parent R01 Clinical Trial Required); PA-20-185 - NIH Research Project Grant (Parent R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed); PA-20-200 - NIH Small Research Grant Program (Parent R03 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

Notice of Special Interest: Ancillary Reproductive Health Projects to Existing Large and/or Longitudinal Studies

Sponsor: Issued by; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID); National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases (NIDDK); National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities (NIMHD); National Cancer Institute (NCI); All applications to this funding opportunity announcement should fall within the mission of the NIH Institutes/Centers. The following NIH Offices may co-fund applications assigned to those Institutes/Centers; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research (OBSSR); Office of Research on Women’s Health (ORWH)

Deadline(s): 05/01/2020 (First Available Due Date); 05/02/2022 (Expiration)

Contact: Scientific/Research Contact(s): Candace Tingen, PhD; Program Official; National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); Telephone: 301-435-6971; Email: Candace.Tingen@nih.gov; There may be someone in your department or unit who would like to apply but needs some suggestions about a reproductive health expert to collaborate with; Jane Waldfogel; j.waldfogel@columbia.edu, my CPRC co-director, or I are happy to provide introductions


GYNECOLOGY

Notice of Special Interest: Optimizing Precision Treatment of Gynecologic, Reproductive and Obstetrical Outcomes in Adolescents and Adults with PCOS and Associated Comorbid Conditions (Clinical Trial Optional)

Sponsor: Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development

Office of Research on Women’s Health

Deadline(s): 02/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 09/08/2023 (Expiration)

Contact: Scientific / Research Contact(s): Esther Eisenberg, MD MPH; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); Telephone: 301-496-6516; Email: esther.eisenberg@nih.gov


Additional Information: Related Announcements; PA-20-183 - Research Project Grant (Parent R01 Clinical Trial Required); PA-20-185 - NIH Research Project Grant (Parent R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed); PA-20-200 - NIH Small Research Grant Program (Parent R03 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)
Multidisciplinary Research in Vulvodynia (R01)

**Sponsor:** Department of Health and Human Services; National Institutes of Health (NIH); Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); Office of Research on Women's Health (ORWH)

**Deadline(s):** Any due dates on or after Jan 25, 2018 must use reissued FOA.

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Susan Meikle, M.D., M.S.P.H.; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); Telephone: 301-273-8541; Email: meikles@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DK-20-036.html

**Additional Information:** Related Announcements: PA-19-270 - NIH 2019-02 Omnibus Solicitation of the NIH for Small Business Technology Transfer Grant Applications (Parent STTR [R41/R42] Clinical Trial Not Allowed); PA-19-272 - NIH 2019-02 Omnibus Solicitation of the NIH, CDC, and FDA for Small Business Innovation Research Grant Applications (Parent SBIR [R43/R44] Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Improving Methods to Assess Body Composition in Infants and Young Children**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering

**Deadline(s):** 09/05/2020 (First Available Due Date); 09/05/2022 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Voula Osganian, M.D., Sc.D., M.P.H.; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases (NIDDK); Telephone: 301-827-6939; Email: voula.osganian@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DK-20-036.html

**Additional Information:** Related Announcements: PA-19-270 - NIH 2019-02 Omnibus Solicitation of the NIH for Small Business Technology Transfer Grant Applications (Parent STTR [R41/R42] Clinical Trial Not Allowed); PA-19-272 - NIH 2019-02 Omnibus Solicitation of the NIH, CDC, and FDA for Small Business Innovation Research Grant Applications (Parent SBIR [R43/R44] Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for HEALthy Brain and Child Development Study**

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse

**Deadline(s):** 03/01/2021 (First Estimated Due Date)

**Contact:** Michelle Freund; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: 301-827-4128; Email: freundm@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DA-20-068.html

**Notice of Special Interest: Research to Advance the Understanding and Management of the Multiple Organ Dysfunction Syndrome in Children (R01, R21)**

**Sponsor:** Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development

**Deadline(s):** 07/01/2020 (Release Date); Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2023 (Expiration for PA-20-185); 01/08/2021 (Expiration for PA-18-480 and PA-18-482)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to the contacts in Section VII of the listed funding opportunity announcements with the following additions/substitutions: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Robert Tamburro, MD, MSc; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); Telephone: 301-451-4295; Email: robert.tamburro@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-HD-20-019.html
Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Understanding Sudden Death in the Young Through Research

**Sponsor:** Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development

**Deadline(s):** 03/17/2022; 03/17/2023; 03/18/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Cashell E. Jaquish, PhD; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); Telephone: 301-435-0447; Email: jaquischc@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-HD-19-004.html

Small Research Grants for Establishing Basic Science-Clinical Collaborations to Understand Structural Birth Defects (R03 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health (NIH); Components of Participating Organizations: Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research (NIDCR); National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS)

**Deadline(s):** 01/08/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Reiko Toyama, PhD; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); Telephone: 301-435-2723; Email: toyamar@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-HD-20-065.html
**R²port**

**Friday Newsletter 12/17/2021**

**Sponsor:** Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Cancer Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 01/08/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); William Dunty, Ph.D.; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); Telephone: 301-443-7351; Email: duntyw@mail.nih.gov


**Forecasted: HRSA: Emergency Medical Services for Children Data Center**

**Sponsor:** Department of Health and Human Services; Health Resources and Services Administration

**Deadline(s):** None Provided

**Contact:** Theresa Morrison-Quinata, (301) 443-1527; tmorrisonquinita@hrsa.gov

**Link(s):** A direct link is not currently available following is the results of a grant title based grants.gov search that returns a top link to HRSA-17-092 http://www.grants.gov/web/grants/search-grants.html?keywords=Emergency%20Medical%20Services%20for%20Children

**RFP -- Best Pharmaceuticals for Children Act (BPCA) Data Coordinating Center (DCC)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Child Health and Human Development/NIH/DHHS

**Deadline(s):** NA

**Contact:** Deborah Brock; 301-435-6961; Deborah.Brock@nih.gov

**Link(s):** [https://www.fbo.gov/index?s=opportunity&mode=form&id=d84ebc7c37568a0&tab=core&_cview=0](https://www.fbo.gov/index?s=opportunity&mode=form&id=d84ebc7c37568a0&tab=core&_cview=0)

**BIOSTATISTICS**

**Speed Biostatistics Consulting Sessions; First Thursday of Every Month; 3:00 – 5:00 PM**

**Sponsor:** This service is sponsored by the Biostatistics, Epidemiology and Research Design Resource (BERD).

**Deadline(s):** NA; held first Thursday of every month.; 3:00 - 5:00pm; 722 West 168th Street Floor 6, Room 627; Department of Biostatistics; Mailman School of Public Health; Allan Rosenfield Building

**Contact:** Email Dr. Martina Pavlicova at mp2370@cumc.columbia.edu with questions and/or any materials necessary for the consultation.

**Link(s):** [http://irvinginstitute.columbia.edu/resources/biostatistics.html](http://irvinginstitute.columbia.edu/resources/biostatistics.html) [https://doodle.com/poll/7m7vt5s9atwe6wy7](https://doodle.com/poll/7m7vt5s9atwe6wy7)

**BIG DATA, INFORMATICS, HEALTH INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND GENOMICS**

**Biomedical Knowledgebase (U24 – Clinical Trials Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** Participating Organization(s): National Institutes of Health (NIH); Components of Participating Organizations: National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS); National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID); National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS); National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities (NIMHD); National Cancer Institute (NCI)

**Deadline(s):** 01/25/2023; 05/08/2023; 05/09/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Veerasamy Ravichandran, Ph.D.; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; Email: veerasamy.ravichandra@nih.gov


**Biomedical Data Repository (U24 – Clinical Trials Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** Participating Organization(s): National Institutes of Health (NIH); Components of Participating Organizations:
National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS); National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID); National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS); National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities (NIMHD); National Cancer Institute (NCI)

**Deadline(s):** 01/25/2023; 05/08/2023; 05/09/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Veerasamy Ravichandran, Ph.D.; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; Email: veerasamy.ravichandra@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-20-089.html

**Supplemental Information to the NIH Policy for Data Management and Sharing: Elements of an NIH Data Management and Sharing Plan**

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health

**Deadline(s):** 10/29/2020 (Release Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: NIH Office of Science Policy; SciencePolicy@od.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-21-014.html

**Research Experiences in Genomic Research for Data Scientists (R25)**

**Sponsor:** National Human Genome Research Institute

**Deadline(s):** 05/25/2022; 05/25/2023; 05/26/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Shurjo K. Sen, Ph.D.; National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI); Phone: 301-827-7028; Email: sensh@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-075.html

**Supplemental Information to the NIH Policy for Data Management and Sharing: Allowable Costs for Data Management and Sharing**

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health

**Deadline(s):** 10/29/2020 (Release Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: NIH Office of Science Policy; SciencePolicy@od.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-21-015.html

**Supplemental Information to the NIH Policy for Data Management and Sharing: Selecting a Repository for Data Resulting from NIH-Supported Research**

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health

**Deadline(s):** 10/29/2020 (Release Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: NIH Office of Science Policy; SciencePolicy@od.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-21-016.html

**Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Integrative Omics Analysis of NHLBI TOPMed Data (Parent R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute

**Deadline(s):** 02/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 05/08/2023 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:**

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-HL-20-823.html

**Notice of Special Interest: Small Grants for Secondary Analyses of Existing Data Sets and Stored Biospecimens**

**Sponsor:** Eunice Kennedy Shriver; National Institute of Child Health and Human Development

**Deadline(s):** 10/16/2020 (First Available Due Date); 05/08/2023 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact: Regina Bures, PhD; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); Telephone: 301-496-9485; Email: regina.bures@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-HD-20-022.html

**BRAIN Initiative: Data Archives for the BRAIN Initiative (R24 Clinical Trial Optional)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health

**Contact:**

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/RFA-MH-20-600.html
Secondary Analysis and Integration of Existing Data to Elucidate the Genetic Architecture of Cancer Risk and Related Outcomes (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute; National Human Genome Research Institute; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; 09/08/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Melissa Rotunno, Ph.D.; Division of Cancer Control and Population Sciences (DCCPS), National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-7245; Email: rotunnom@mail.nih.gov


Notice Announcing the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) Expectations for Collection of Common Data Elements

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health

**Deadline(s):** 10/01/2020 (Unless NIMH stipulates otherwise during the negotiation of the terms and conditions of a grant award, this Notice applies to all grant applications involving human research participants submitted after October 1, 2020)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Gregory K. Farber, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-435-0778; E-mail: farбер@mail.nih.gov


Notice of a Joint Veterans Health Administration/National Cancer Institute Data Science Postdoctoral Fellowship - the Big Data Scientist Training Enhancement Program (BD-STEP)

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute

**Deadline(s):** Applications should be submitted online [https://service.cancer.gov/BD-STEP](https://service.cancer.gov/BD-STEP) and will be accepted on a rolling basis. Cohorts of fellows will launch annually in October, starting October 2020.

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Michelle Berny-Lang, Ph.D.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-781-3310; Email: michelle.berny-lang@nih.gov


Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): NIAID Priorities for Biomedical Knowledgebases & Repositories

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases

**Deadline(s):** 01/25/2022; 09/26/2022; 01/25/2023; 05/09/2023 (Expiration) [for PAR-20-097 and PAR-20-089]

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to the Scientific/Research, Peer Review, and Financial/Grants Management contacts in Section VII of the listed funding opportunity announcements.


**Additional Information:** Related Announcements; PAR-20-097 - Biomedical Knowledgebase (U24 - Clinical Trials Not Allowed); PAR-20-089 - Biomedical Data Repository (U24 - Clinical Trials Not Allowed)

Advancing Genomic Medicine Research (Clinical Trial Optional) (R01)

**Sponsor:** National Human Genome Research Institute

**Deadline(s):** 08/01/2022; 03/13/2023; 03/14/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Ms. Christine Chang; National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI); Telephone: 301-480-2255; Email: christine.chang2@nih.gov


Advancing Genomic Medicine Research (Clinical Trial Optional) (R21)

**Sponsor:** National Human Genome Research Institute

**Deadline(s):** 08/01/2022; 03/13/2023; 03/14/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Ms. Christine Chang; National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI); Telephone: 301-480-2255; Email: christine.chang2@nih.gov

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) of NIDCR in Supporting Dental, Oral, and Craniofacial Research Using Bioinformatic, Computational, and Data Science Approaches

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research  
**Deadline(s):** 08/11/2020 (First Available Due Date); 08/08/2023 (Expiration Date)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact: Lu Wang, Ph.D.; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; Telephone: 301-594-4846; Email: wanglu@nidcr.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/files/NOT-DE-20-006.html

The Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality Data Management Plan Policy

**Sponsor:** Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality  
**Deadline(s):** 05/26/2020 (Release Date)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Hope Hongzhu He, JD, MPA, MA; AHRQ Human Protections Administrator; Office for Extramural Research, Education, and Priority Populations; Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ); Telephone: 301-427-1905; Email: PublicAccess@ahrq.hhs.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/files/NOT-HS-20-011.html

Biomedical Knowledgebase (U24 – Clinical Trials Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** Participating Organization(s): National Institutes of Health (NIH); Components of Participating Organizations: National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS); National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID); National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS); National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities (NIMHD); National Cancer Institute (NCI)  
**Deadline(s):** 01/25/2023; 05/08/2023; 05/09/2023 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Veerasamy Ravichandran, Ph.D.; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; Email: veerasamy.ravichandra@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/files/PAR-20-097.html

Biomedical Data Repository (U24 – Clinical Trials Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** Participating Organization(s): National Institutes of Health (NIH); Components of Participating Organizations: National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS); National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID); National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS); National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities (NIMHD); National Cancer Institute (NCI)  
**Deadline(s):** 01/25/2023; 05/08/2023; 05/09/2023 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Veerasamy Ravichandran, Ph.D.; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; Email: veerasamy.ravichandra@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/files/PAR-20-089.html

Notice of NHGRIs Participation in PA-18-935 “Urgent Competitive Revision to Existing NIH Grants and Cooperative Agreements (Urgent Supplement - Clinical Trial Optional)”

**Sponsor:** National Human Genome Research Institute  
**Deadline(s):** 03/31/2020 (Release Date); Earliest start dates may vary by awarding IC. See the Urgent Guide Notices for any applicable Application Due Dates.; Applicants are encouraged to apply early to allow adequate time to make any corrections to errors found in the application during the submission process by the due date. [From pa-18-935]  
**Contact:** Inquiries; Please direct all inquiries to: Jennifer Troyer, Ph.D.; NIH National Human Genome Research Institute; Telephone: 301-312-3276; Email: jennifer.troyer@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/files/PAR-20-034.html  

Notice of Transfer of The National Children’s Study (NCS) Archive Materials to the NICHD Data and Specimen Hub (DASH)

**Sponsor:** Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development  
**Deadline(s):** 03/27/2020 (Release Date)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Jack Møye, Jr., MD; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); Telephone: 301-594-8624; Email: john.moye@nih.hhs.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/files/PAR-20-010.html

Notice of Information: Leveraging STRIDES for Cloud Computing Activities in Common Fund Awards

**Sponsor:** Office of Strategic Coordination (Common Fund)  
**Deadline(s):** 03/19/2020 (Release Date)
Secondary Analysis of Existing Datasets in Heart, Lung, and Blood Diseases and Sleep Disorders (R21 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute

**Deadline(s):** 02/26/2022; 10/28/2022; 11/26/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Ruth Kirby, RN, BS; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI); Telephone: 301-435-0401; Email: kirbyr@nih.nhlbi.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-20-078.html

Genetic Architecture of Mental Disorders in Ancestrally Diverse Populations (U01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health

**Deadline(s):** 09/15/2022; 09/16/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Miri Gitik, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-827-3523; Email: miri.gitik@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-20-026.html

Genetic Architecture of Mental Disorders in Ancestrally Diverse Populations (Collaborative U01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health

**Deadline(s):** 09/15/2022; 09/16/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Miri Gitik, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-827-3523; Email: miri.gitik@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-20-027.html

Omics-guided Biobehavioral Interventions for Improved Health Outcomes: A Step Forward in Translation (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Nursing Research

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 01/08/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Lois A. Tully, PhD; National Institute of Nursing Research (NINR); Telephone: 301-594-5968; Email: tullyla@mail.nih.gov


ABCD Study News; The Adolescent Brain Cognitive Development (ABCD) Study

**Sponsor:** https://nda.nih.gov/abcd

**Deadline(s):** NA

**Contact:** https://abcdstudy.org/contact/

**Link(s):** https://abcdstudy.org/

https://nda.nih.gov/abcd
Data Coordinating Center for Multi-Site Investigator-Initiated Clinical Trials (Collaborative U24 Clinical Trial Required)

**Sponsor:** National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute

**Deadline(s):** New and Revision Applications: 02/11/2022; 06/10/2022; 09/09/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Division of Blood Diseases and Resources; Nancy DiFronzo, PhD; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI); Telephone: 301-435-0065; Email: difronzo@nih.gov


**Additional Information:** Applications must be submitted for the same due date as the collaborating CCC (UG3/UH3) application.

Computing Resources Available at Data Science Institute

**Sponsor:** CU Data Science Institute

**Deadline(s):** NA

**Contact:** help@datascience.columbia.edu

**Link(s):** https://datascience.columbia.edu/columbia-data-science

Secondary Analysis of Existing Datasets for Advancing Infectious Disease Research (R21 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; 01/08/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Chandramouliswaran M.S., M.B.A.; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID); Telephone: 301-761-7822; Email: ishwarchandramouliswaran@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-19-068.html

New Computational Methods for Understanding the Functional Role of DNA Variants that are Associated with Mental Disorders (R01 (Collab) Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 01/08/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Alexander Arguello, PhD; National Institute of Mental Health; (NIMH); Telephone: 301-827-3547; Email: alexander.arguello@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-19-006.html

New Computational Methods for Understanding the Functional Role of DNA Variants that are Associated with Mental Disorders (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Alexander Arguello, PhD; National Institute of Mental Health; (NIMH); Telephone: 301-827-3547; Email: alexander.arguello@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-18-908.html

Columbia University Data Science Institute DSI Research (formerly Campus Connections) Program

**Sponsor:** http://datascience.columbia.edu

**Deadline(s):** NA

**Contact:** Rachel Fuld Cohen; Assistant Director of Student Services & Career Development; Data Science Institute; Columbia University; 500 West 120th Street; Room 432 (Mudd); New York, NY 10027; (212)854-9325; rachel.cohen@columbia.edu

**Link(s):** http://datascience.columbia.edu/project-submission-form

LEARNING / DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES

Notice of Special Interest: Innovative Technologies to Improve Assessments, Interventions, and Outcomes for Individuals with Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities (R43/R44)

**Sponsor:** NIH; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD)

**Deadline(s):** 01/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 01/08/2022 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Sujata Bardhan, PhD; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); Telephone: 301-435-0471; Email: sujata.bardhan@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-HD-20-025.html

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE (DOD), and DEFENSE ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECTS AGENCY (DARPA)

Department of Defense, Peer Reviewed Medical Research Program (PRMRP) Anticipated Funding Opportunities for FY21

**Sponsor:** Department of Defense

**Deadline(s):** NA, Anticipated Funding Opportunities FY21

**Contact:** Point of Contact: CDMRP Public Affairs; usarmy.detrick.medcom-cdmrp.mbx.cdmrp-public-affairs@mail.mil

**Link(s):** https://cdmrp.army.mil/pubs/press/2021/21prmrppreann

FY21 DOD Pre-Anouncements
Department of Defense Neurofibromatosis Research Program Anticipated Funding Opportunities for Fiscal Year 2021 (FY21)

Defense Health Program Department of Defense Peer Reviewed Orthopaedic Research Program Anticipated Funding Opportunities for Fiscal Year 2021 (FY21)

Sponsor: Department of Defense
Deadline(s): NA, Pre-Announcements
Contact: help@ebrap.org

FY21 DoD DMRDP Program Announcements; Defense Medical Research and Development Program (DMRDP) being managed by the office of Congressionally Directed Medical Research Programs (CDMRP)

Sponsor: Department of Defense
Deadline(s): please see piecemeal opportunities
Contact: help@ebrap.org
Link(s): https://cdmrp.army.mil/funding/prgdefault.shtml

Department of Defense, New FY21 Policy on the Inclusion of Women and Minorities in Clinical Research

Sponsor: Department of Defense
Deadline(s): NA; New FY21 Policy; Updated July 2020
Contact: help@ebrap.org
Link(s): https://ebrap.org/eBRAP/public/ViewFileTemplate.htm?fileTemplateId=8286800&fileType=pdf

Department of Defense, FY21 Ovarian Cancer Research Program Pre-Announcements

Department of Defense, FY21 Breast Cancer Research Program Pre-Announcements

Department of Defense, FY21, Currently Available Funding Opportunities

Sponsor: Department of Defense
Deadline(s): NA; New FY21 Policy; Updated July 2020
Contact: help@ebrap.org
Link(s): https://ebrap.org/eBRAP/public/ViewFileTemplate.htm?fileTemplateId=8286800&fileType=pdf

Department of Defense FY21 Pre-Announcements

URGENT: EXTENSIONS / VARIANCES IN SUBMISSION DEADLINES FOR CDMRP FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES DUE TO HURRICANE DORIAN

Sponsor: Department of Defense
Deadline(s): Pre-applications will not be accepted [post deadline] if you do not submit an appeal with an explanation to
the eBRAP Helpdesk at Help@eBRAP.org; Approval must be received from the appropriate program for a submission extension: FULL APPLICATION DEADLINES: A Grace Period has been added to the Grants.gov submission deadline, but the application will not be accepted if you do not submit an appeal with an explanation to the eBRAP Helpdesk at Help@eBRAP.org; Approval must be received from the appropriate program for a submission extension

**Contact:** Help@eBRAP.org

**Link(s):** https://cdmrp.army.mil/funding/prgdefault

**Additional Information:** URGENT: SUBMISSION DEADLINES FOR CDMRP FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES DUE TO HURRICANE DORIAN; CDMRP and USAMRAA understand that Hurricane Dorian [has prevented] some of you from submitting your pre-applications or applications. If your ability to submit your pre-application or application by the deadline is (or was) impacted by Hurricane Dorian, you must submit an appeal with an explanation to the eBRAP Helpdesk at Help@eBRAP.org; CDMRP FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES anticipated to be affected by Hurricane Dorian include: Please contact eBRAP Helpdesk as soon as possible at Help@eBRAP.org; Pre-applications will not be accepted if you do not submit an appeal with an explanation to the eBRAP Helpdesk at Help@eBRAP.org; Approval must be received from the appropriate program for a submission extension

*Subscribing to DoD Program Announcements*

**Sponsor:** DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

**Deadline(s):** NA

**Contact:** NA

**Link(s):** https://ebrap.org/eBRAP/programSubscription/Subscribe.htm

**Additional Information:** To subscribe to specific Department of Defense/DoD/CDMRP program announcements, please see: https://ebrap.org/eBRAP/programSubscription/Subscribe.htm.

*DoD Program Announcements*

**Sponsor:** DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

**Deadline(s):** Please see piecemeal/individual announcements (below)

**Contact:** contact the CDMRP Help Desk at 301-682-5507 or help@eBRAP.org; Applications must be submitted through the federal government’s single-entry portal, Grants.gov. For email notification when Program Announcements are released, subscribe to program-specific news and updates under “Email Subscriptions” on the eBRAP homepage at https://ebrap.org. For more information about the VRP or other CDMRP-administered programs, please visit the CDMRP website http://cdmrp.army.mil; CDMRP Help Desk; 301-682-5507; help@ebrap.org

**Link(s):** http://cdmrp.army.mil/funding/prgdefault

TOBACCO, NICOTINE AND E-CIGARETTES

*Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Secondary Analyses of Existing Datasets of Tobacco Use and Health (R21 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)*

**Sponsor:** Office of Disease Prevention; National Cancer Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences

**Deadline(s):** 10/08/2021 (First Estimated Application Due Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Tobacco Regulatory Science Program; Office of Disease Prevention; 301-451-7464; TRSP@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-21-045.html

*Population Assessment of Tobacco and Health (PATH) Study Biospecimen Access (X01)*

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse

**Deadline(s):** 04/29/2022; 10/31/2022; 04/28/202; 10/31/2023; 11/01/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Heather L. Kimmel, Ph.D.; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: 301-443-6504; Email: heather.kimmel@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/parfiles/PAR-21-044.html

*Tobacco Control Policies to Promote Health Equity (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)*

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute; Office of Disease Prevention

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; 09/08/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Bob Vollinger, DrPH, MSPH; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-6919; Email: Bob.Vollinger@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/parfiles/PAR-20-302.html

*Tobacco Control Policies to Promote Health Equity (R21 Clinical Trial Optional)*

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute; Office of Disease Prevention

**Deadline(s):** 11/12/2020; Standard dates; 09/08/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Bob Vollinger, DrPH, MSPH; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-6919; Email: Bob.Vollinger@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/parfiles/PAR-20-303.html

**PALLIATIVE / END OF LIFE CARE / HOSPICES / SURVIVORSHIP**
End-of-Life and Palliative Care Approaches to Advanced Signs and Symptoms (R21 - Clinical Trial Optional)
**Sponsor:** National Institute of Nursing Research
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 01/08/2022 (Expiration)
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Karen A. Kehl, Ph.D.; National Institute of Nursing Research (NINR); Telephone: 301-594-8010; Email: kehika@nih.gov
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/files/PAR-19-044.html

End-of-Life and Palliative Care Approaches to Advanced Signs and Symptoms (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)
**Sponsor:** National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases from Academic/Non-profit Lab to Marketplace (SBIR [R43/R44] Clinical Trial Not Allowed)
**Sponsor:** National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 01/08/2022 (Expiration)
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Karen A. Kehl, Ph.D.; National Institute of Nursing Research (NINR); Telephone: 301-594-8010; Email: kehika@nih.gov
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/files/PAR-19-045.html

**MUSKULOSKELETAL ISSUES/ORTHOPEDICS/ARTHRITIS**

Late-Stage Translation of Biomedical and Behavioral Research Results in Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases from Academic/Non-profit Lab to Marketplace (SBIR [R43/R44] Clinical Trial Not Allowed)
**Sponsor:** National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 09/06/2022 (Expiration)
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Xibin Wang, PhD; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases (NIAMS); Telephone: 301-451-3884; Email: wangx1@mail.nih.gov
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/files/PAR-21-030.html

**PAIN AND PAIN MANAGEMENT**

HEAL Initiative: Development of Therapies and Technologies Directed at Enhanced Pain Management (R41/R42 Clinical Trial Required)
**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Nursing Research
**Deadline(s):** 01/06/2022; 04/06/2022; 09/08/2022; 09/09/2022 (Expiration)
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Stephanie Fertig, MBA; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); Phone: 301-496-1778; Email: fertigs@ninds.nih.gov
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/files/RFA-NS-20-009.html

HEAL Initiative: Development of Therapies and Technologies Directed at Enhanced Pain Management (R41/R42 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)
**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Nursing Research; National Library of Medicine; Division of Program Coordination, Planning and Strategic Initiatives, Office of Research Infrastructure Programs
**Deadline(s):** 01/06/2022; 04/06/2022; 09/08/2022; 09/09/2022 (Expiration)
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Stephanie Fertig, MBA; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); Phone: 301-496-1778; Email: fertigs@ninds.nih.gov
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/files/RFA-NS-20-009.html

HEAL Initiative: Development of Therapies and Technologies Directed at Enhanced Pain Management (R43/R44 - Clinical Trial Required)
**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Nursing Research
**Deadline(s):** 01/06/2022; 09/08/2022; 09/09/2022 (Expiration)
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Stephanie Fertig, MBA; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); Phone: 301-496-1778; Email: fertigs@ninds.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/RFA-NS-20-010.html

**HEAL INITIATIVE: Development of Therapies and Technologies Directed at Enhanced Pain Management (R43/R44 - Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Nursing Research; National Library of Medicine; Division of Program Coordination, Planning and Strategic Initiatives, Office of Research Infrastructure Programs

**Deadline(s):** 01/06/2022; 04/06/2022; 09/08/2022

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Stephanie Fertig, MBA; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); Phone: 301-496-1778; Email: fertigs@ninds.nih.gov


**HEAL/NINDS Early Phase Pain Investigation Clinical Network (EPPIC-Net): Opening to applications for non-addictive pain therapeutics**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke

**Deadline(s):** The application form and information packet can be found at https://www.ninds.nih.gov/Current-Research/Trans-Agency-Activities/NINDS-Role-HEAL-Initiative/NINDS-Role-HEAL-Initiative-EPPIC. EPPIC-Net will open for applications on September 3, 2019.

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Barbara L Karp, MD; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; Telephone: 301-496-0150; Email: barbara.karp@nih.gov; Rebecca Hommer, MD; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; Telephone: 301-827-2257; Email: rebecca.hommer@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-NS-19-075.html

**Mechanisms Underlying the Contribution of Sleep Disturbances to Pain (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)**

**Sponsor:** National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research; Office of Behavioral and Social Science Research; Office of Research on Women’s Health

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; 05/08/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Inna Belfer, M.D., Ph.D.; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health (NCCIH); Telephone: 301-435-1573; Email: inna.belfer@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/PA-19-200.html

**Mechanisms Underlying the Contribution of Sleep Disturbances to Pain (R21 Clinical Trial Optional)**

**Sponsor:** National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Nursing Research; Office of Behavioral and Social Science Research; Office of Research on Women’s Health

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; 05/08/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Inna Belfer, M.D., Ph.D.; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health (NCCIH); Telephone: 301-435-1573; Email: inna.belfer@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/PA-19-201.html

**FOOD, DIGESTIVE, NUTRITION, METABOLITES, OBESITY, DIETARY, SUPPLEMENTS, SAFETY**

**Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Obesity Policy Evaluation Research (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Cancer Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research; Office of Disease Prevention

**Deadline(s):** 09/08/2023 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to the contacts in Section VII of the listed funding opportunity announcements with the following additions/substitutions: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Mary Evans, Ph.D.; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases (NIDDK); Telephone: 301-594-4578; email: evansmary@niddk.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DK-20-035.html
**VACCINES / IMMUNIZATIONS**

**Linking the Provider Recommendation to Adolescent HPV Vaccine Uptake (R21 Clinical Trial Optional)**

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; 09/08/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Luke Stoeckel, Ph.D.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-6931; Email: luke.stoeckel@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/NOT-AG-20-030.html

**Linking the Provider Recommendation to Adolescent HPV Vaccine Uptake (R03 Clinical Trial Optional)**

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; 09/08/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Sarah Kobrin, Ph.D., MPH; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-6931; Email: kobrins@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-20-227.html

**Linking the Provider Recommendation to Adolescent HPV Vaccine Uptake (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)**

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute

**Deadline(s):** 10/05/2020 (First Available Due Date); 01/08/2022 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to the contacts in Section VII of the listed funding opportunity announcements with the following additions/substitutions: Scientific/Research Contact(s): Janine Simmons, M.D., Ph.D.; National Institutes on Aging (NIA); Telephone: 301-480-8959; Email: janine.simmons@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notic-files/NOT-AG-20-040.html

**ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE / DEMENTIA**

**Notice of Special Interest: Basic and Translational Research on Affective, Motivational, and Social Function in Normative Aging and/or Alzheimer’s Disease and Related Dementias (AD/ADRD)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Aging

**Deadline(s):** 10/05/2020 (First Available Due Date); 01/08/2022 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to the contacts in Section VII of the listed funding opportunity announcements with the following additions/substitutions: Scientific/Research Contact(s): Janine Simmons, M.D., Ph.D.; National Institutes on Aging (NIA); Telephone: 301-480-8959; Email: janine.simmons@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notic-files/NOT-AG-20-040.html

**Notice of Special Interest: Fundamental and Translational Research on Decision Making in Aging and/or Alzheimer’s Disease and Alzheimers Disease Related Dementias (AD/ADRD)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Aging

**Deadline(s):** 10/05/2020 (First Available Due Date); 01/08/2022 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Luke Stoeckel, Ph.D.; National Institute on Aging (NIA); Telephone: 202-570-9388; Email: luke.stoeckel@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notic-files/NOT-AG-20-040.html

---

**Additional Information:** Related Announcements: PA-20-185 - NIH Research Project Grant (Parent R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**NIDDK 2020-2030 Strategic Plan for NIH Nutrition Research**

**Sponsor:** NIDDK

**Deadline(s):** 05/2020 (Release Date)

**Contact:** healthinfo@niddk.nih.gov


**Administrative Supplement for Research on Dietary Supplements (Admin Supp-Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** Office of Dietary Supplements; John E. Fogarty International Center; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; Division of Program Coordination, Planning and Strategic Initiatives, Office of Research Infrastructure Programs

**Deadline(s):** 01/15/2023; 04/15/2023; 04/16/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Cindy Davis; Office of Dietary Supplements (ODS); Telephone: 301-496-0168; Email: davisci@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-19-359.html

**Linking the Provider Recommendation to Adolescent HPV Vaccine Uptake (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)**

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; 07/17/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Sarah Kobrin, Ph.D., MPH; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-6931; Email: kobrins@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-20-227.html
Small Research Grant Program for the Next Generation of Clinical Researchers in AD/ADRD Research: Area of Focus Archiving and Leveraging Existing Data Sets for Analyses (R03 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Aging  
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; 11/17/2022 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Sarthak Bhattacharyya, Ph.D.; Division of Behavioral and Social Research; National Institute on Aging (NIA); Telephone: 301-496-3136; Email: bhattacharyya@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAS-19-391.html

**Additional Information:** This Small Research Grant (R03) will support important and innovative projects to provide needed scientific insight to improve the prevention, diagnosis, treatment, and/or care for individuals with Alzheimer’s disease and Alzheimer’s disease-related dementias (AD/ADRD). Specifically, this FOA will support archiving and leveraging existing data sets for analyses of projects covering a wide array of topics relating to AD/ADRD.

Small Research Grant Program for the Next Generation of Clinical Researchers in AD/ADRD Research: Area of Focus Basic Science (R03 Clinical Trials Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Aging  
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; 11/17/2022 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Lisa Opanashuk, Ph.D.; National Institute on Aging (NIA); Telephone: 301-807-5422; Email: lisa.opanashuk@nih.gov  

Small Research Grant Program for the Next Generation of Clinical Researchers in AD/ADRD Research: Area of Focus Systems Biology (R03 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Aging  
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; 11/17/2022 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Alison Yao, Ph.D.; National Institute on Aging (NIA); Telephone: 301-496-9350; Email: alison.yao@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAS-19-393.html

Harmonization of Alzheimers Disease and Related Dementias (AD/ADRD) Genetic, Epidemiologic, and Clinical Data to Enhance Therapeutic Target Discovery (U24 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Aging  
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates apply, 05/08/2023 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Marilyn Miller, Ph.D.; National Institute on Aging (NIA); Telephone: 301-496-9350; Email: millerm@nia.nih.gov  

Notice of Intent to Publish a Funding Opportunity Announcement for Impact of Alcohol on the Onset and Progression of Alzheimers Disease and Its Related Dementias (R01 - Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute on Aging  
**Deadline(s):** 04/01/2020 (First Estimated Application Due Date)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Changhai Cui, Ph.D.; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); Telephone: 301-496-9350; Email: changhai.cui@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAS-19-393.html

Translational Bioinformatics Approaches to Advance Drug Repositioning and Combination Therapy Development for Alzheimers Disease (R21 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Aging  
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; 05/08/2023 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Jean Yuan, Ph.D.; National Institute on Aging (NIA); Telephone: 301-496-9350; Email: yuanx4@mail.nih.gov  

**Additional Information:** Weekly NIH Funding Opportunities and Notices; Funding Opportunities

Novel Mechanism Research on Neuropsychiatric Symptoms (NPS) in Alzheimers’s Dementia (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Mental Health  
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; 05/08/2023 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Jovier Evans, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-443-1369; Email: jevans1@mail.nih.gov  

Novel Mechanism Research on Neuropsychiatric Symptoms (NPS) in Alzheimer’s Dementia (R21 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Mental Health  
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; 05/08/2023 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Jovier Evans, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-443-1369; Email: jevans1@mail.nih.gov  

**Additional Information:** Weekly NIH Funding Opportunities and Notices; Funding Opportunities
Advancing Research on Alzheimer's Disease (AD) and Alzheimer's-Disease-Related Dementias (ADRD) (R43/R44 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Aging  
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; 09/07/2022 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Zane Martin, Ph.D.; National Institute on Aging (NIA); Division of Neuroscience (DN); Telephone: 301-827-7130; Email: zane.martin@nih.gov  

Advancing Research on Alzheimer's Disease (AD) and Alzheimer's-Disease-Related Dementias (ADRD) (R41/R42 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Aging  
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; 09/07/2022 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Zane Martin, Ph.D.; National Institute on Aging (NIA); Division of Neuroscience (DN); Telephone: 301-827-7130; Email: zane.martin@nih.gov  

Cognitive Systems Analysis of Alzheimer’s Disease Genetic and Phenotypic Data (U01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Aging  
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; 09/08/2022  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Marilyn Miller, Ph.D.; National Institute on Aging (NIA); Telephone: 301-496-9350; Email: millem@nia.nih.gov  

Notice to Specify High-Priority Research Topic for PAR-19-070 and PAR-19-071

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Aging  
**Deadline(s):** 02/02/2019 (Release Date); 11/12/2021; 11/13/2021 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Elena Fazio; National Institute on Aging (NIA); Telephone: 301-496-3136; Email: elena.fazio@nih.gov  

Research on Current Topics in Alzheimer’s Disease and Its Related Dementias (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Aging; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke  
**Deadline(s):** 11/12/2021; 11/13/2021 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Robin A. Barr, D.Phil.; National Institute on Aging (NIA); Telephone: 301-402-7715; Email: BarrR@mail.nih.gov  

Small Business Alzheimer's Disease Research (R41/R42)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Aging  
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates, by 5:00 PM local time of applicant organization;  
[http://grants.nih.gov/grants/funding/submissionschedule.htm](http://grants.nih.gov/grants/funding/submissionschedule.htm)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Partha Bhattacharyya, Ph.D.; National Institute on Aging (NIA); Division of Behavioral and Social Research (DBSR); Telephone: 301-496-3138; Email: bhattacharyya@mail.nih.gov  

CLINICAL TRIALS

NIH PHS Human Subjects and Clinical Trials Information Form Walk-through and CU SPA NIH Proposal Information

**Sponsor:** NIH  
**Deadline(s):** NA  
**Contact:** [brought to our attention by] Stephanie F. Scott, MS, CRA; Director of Policy and Research Development; Columbia | Research ; Sponsored Projects Administration; sfs210@cucm.columbia.edu ; Website: [https://spa.columbia.edu/](https://spa.columbia.edu/)  
**Link(s):**  
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FNgOHqmk0rY&feature=youtu.be](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FNgOHqmk0rY&feature=youtu.be)  
[https://research.columbia.edu/nih](https://research.columbia.edu/nih)  
**Additional Information:** [SPA News] new NIH PHS HS/CT form walk-through video; NIH just posted a new walk-through video of their PHS Human Subjects and Clinical Trials Information form to align with the new FORMS-F. See video [here](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FNgOHqmk0rY&feature=youtu.be), it’s only 6 minutes long.; This, plus other resources related to helping you with NIH/AHRQ FORMS-F, are posted on our website at [https://research.columbia.edu/nih-proposal-information](https://research.columbia.edu/nih-proposal-information).

NIAD Clinical Trial Planning Grant (R34 Clinical Trials Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases  
**Deadline(s):** 01/12/2022; 05/13/2022; 09/14/2022; 01/13/2023; 05/12/2023; 05/13/2023 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Greg Deye, M.D.; Division of Microbiology and Infectious Diseases (DMID); National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID); Telephone: 240-627-3371; Email: gregory.deye@nih.gov  

Single-Site Investigator-Initiated Clinical Trials (R61/R33 Clinical Trial Required)
Clinical Coordinating Center for Multi-Site Investigator-Initiated Clinical Trials (Collaborative UG3/UH3 Clinical Trial Required)

**Sponsor**: National Institutes of Health (NIH); National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI)

**Deadline(s)**: New and Revision Applications: 02/11/2022; 06/10/2022; 09/09/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact**: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Division of Blood Diseases and Resources; Nahed El Kassar, MD
National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI); Telephone: 301-435-0065; Email: nahed.elkassar@nih.gov


**INFLAMMATION**

Notice of Special Interest: Promoting Fundamental and Applied Research in Inflammation Resolution

**Sponsor**: National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases

**Deadline(s)**: 10/05/2020 (First Available Due Date); 05/31/2024 (Expiration Date)

**Contact**: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Srikanth S Nadadur, PhD; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS); Telephone: 984-287-3296; Email: nadadur@niehs.nih.gov


**BLOOD / HEMATOLOGIC / CARDIOLOGY** Heart, Lung, Blood

Notice of Special Interest: Competitive Supplements for Implementation Science Research as Part of NHLBI-funded Phased Awards (R61/R33 and UG3/UH3)

**Sponsor**: National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute

**Deadline(s)**: 11/23/2020 (First Available Due Date); 11/24/2022 (Expiration Date)

**Contact**: Please direct all inquiries to the contacts in Section VII of the listed funding opportunity announcements with the following additions/substitutions: Cheryl Anne Boyce, Ph.D.; National Institute of Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI); Telephone: 301-496-1051; Email: cheryl.boyce@nih.gov


**NIDDK, DIABETES AND PANCREAS**

Pilot and Feasibility Studies to Facilitate the Use of Diabetes Self-Management Education and Support to Improve Diabetes Care (R34 Clinical Trial Required)

**Sponsor**: National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases

**Deadline(s)**: 06/22/2022; 06/22/2023; 06/23/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact**: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Henry B. Burch, M.D. (for health behaviors and policy effects diabetes research);
Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Biomarkers and Biotypes of Drug Addiction

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse  
**Deadline(s):** 05/07/2023 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Tanya Ramey, MD, PhD; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: (301) 827-5944; Email: tanya.ramey@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DA-20-012.html

Revision Applications for Validation of Biomarker Assays Developed Through NIH-Supported Research Grants (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute  
**Deadline(s):** 02/28/2022; 07/11/2022; 10/28/2022; 10/29/2022 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Sumana Dey, Ph.D.; National Cancer Institute; Telephone: 240-276-5748; Email: sumana.dey@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-20-074.html

**LOAN REPAYMENT PROGRAM**

Next Window will be in the Fall of 2020, from September 2022 through November 2022

**COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY INTERNAL FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES**

**Pilot and Collaborative Studies Resource**

**Sponsor:** Irving Institute  
**Deadline(s):** Please see individual announcements  
**Contact:** For more information, contact: Nancy King Reame, MSN, PhD, FAAN; Mary Dickey Lindsay Professor of Nursing; Director, Pilot and Collaborative Studies Resource (PCSR); Columbia University Medical Center; nr2188@cumc.columbia.edu  
**Link(s):** http://irvinginstitute.columbia.edu/research_ops/pcsr.html

**IMAGING/BIOMARKERS**

Academic-Industrial Partnerships (AIP) to Translate and Validate In Vivo Imaging Systems (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research  
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2023  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Susan Mendley, M.D.; Division of Kidney, Urologic and Hematologic Diseases; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases (NIDDK); Telephone: 301-594-7789; Email: susan.mendley@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAS-20-160.html

**Additional Information:** Weekly NIH Funding Opportunities and Notices; Funding Opportunities

**Notice of Special Interest: Administrative Supplements to Support Emerging Physician-Scientists to Develop Research Expertise in Diabetes, Endocrinology and Metabolic Diseases**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases  
**Deadline(s):** 02/03/2021 (First Available Due Date); 02/04/2023 (Expiration Date)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Carol R. Haft, PhD; Division of Diabetes, Endocrinology and Metabolic Diseases; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Disease (NIDDK); Telephone: 301-594-7789; Email: haftc@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOSI-DK-20-040.html

Small R01s for Clinical Trials Targeting Diseases within the Mission of NIDDK (R01 Clinical Trial Required)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases  
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2023  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Susan Mendley, M.D.; Division of Kidney, Urologic and Hematologic Diseases; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases (NIDDK); Telephone: 301-594-7789; Email: susan.mendley@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAS-20-160.html

**IMAGING/BIOMARKERS**

Academic-Industrial Partnerships (AIP) to Translate and Validate In Vivo Imaging Systems (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research  
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 09/08/2022 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Christopher M. Hartshorn, Ph.D.; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-781-3315; Email: christopher.hartshorn@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-20-155.html

**Additional Information:** Weekly NIH Funding Opportunities and Notices; Funding Opportunities

**Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Biomarkers and Biotypes of Drug Addiction**

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse  
**Deadline(s):** 05/07/2023 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Tanya Ramey, MD, PhD; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: (301) 827-5944; Email: tanya.ramey@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DA-20-012.html

Revision Applications for Validation of Biomarker Assays Developed Through NIH-Supported Research Grants (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute  
**Deadline(s):** 02/28/2022; 07/11/2022; 10/28/2022; 10/29/2022 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Sumana Dey, Ph.D.; National Cancer Institute; Telephone: 240-276-5748; Email: sumana.dey@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-20-074.html

**LOAN REPAYMENT PROGRAM**

Next Window will be in the Fall of 2020, from September 2022 through November 2022

**COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY INTERNAL FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES**

**Pilot and Collaborative Studies Resource**

**Sponsor:** Irving Institute  
**Deadline(s):** Please see individual announcements  
**Contact:** For more information, contact: Nancy King Reame, MSN, PhD, FAAN; Mary Dickey Lindsay Professor of Nursing; Director, Pilot and Collaborative Studies Resource (PCSR); Columbia University Medical Center; nr2188@cumc.columbia.edu  
**Link(s):** http://irvinginstitute.columbia.edu/research_ops/pcsr.html

**Additional Information:** Internal Columbia University Seed Funding Programs: For translational and clinical projects in the biomedical sciences, the Pilot and Collaborative Studies Resource, run through the Irving Institute for Clinical and Translational Research.

**VIROLOGY**

Notice of Special Interest: Emerging Viral Infections and their Impact on the Male and Female Reproductive Tract

**Sponsor:** Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development  
**Contact:** Office of Research on Women's Health

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DA-20-040.html
**Deadline(s):** 10/05/2020 (First Available Due Date); 07/16/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to the Scientific/Research, Peer Review, and Financial/Grants Management contacts in Section VII of the listed funding opportunity announcements; Scientific/Research Contact(s): Stuart B. Moss, PhD; Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); Telephone: 301-435-6979; Email: mossstua@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-HD-20-021.html

**STDs SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DISEASES / HIV / AIDS / IMMUNODEFICIENCY**

Exploratory studies to investigate mechanisms of HIV infection, replication, latency, and/or pathogenesis in the context of substance use disorders (R61/R33 - Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse

**Deadline(s):** 07/15/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Minjuan Flournoy Floyd, PhD; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: 301-827-5842; Email: sundstromj@niaid.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DA-21-004.html

**HIV Vaccine Research and Design (HIVRAD) Program (P01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases

**Deadline(s):** 03/15/2022; 03/16/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Minjuan Flournoy Floyd, PhD; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID); Telephone: 301-827-5842; Email: sundstromj@niaid.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DA-21-024.html

**Pilot Studies of Biological, Behavioral and Social Mechanisms Contributing to HIV Pathogenesis Within the Mission of the NIDDK (R21 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases

**Deadline(s):** Standard AIDS dates; 01/08/2024 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Division for Digestive Diseases and Nutrition-related inquiries: Peter J. Perrin, Ph.D.; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases (NIDDK); Telephone: 301-451-3759; Email: Peter.Perrin@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DK-21-062.html

**New Models of Integrated HIV/AIDS, Addiction, and Primary Care Services (R01 Clinical Trial Required)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse

**Deadline(s):** 08/11/2022; 11/18/2022; 08/11/2023; 08/12/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Christopher Gordon, PhD; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 240-627-3867; Email: cgordon1@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DA-20-273.html

**Developmental AIDS Research Center on Mental Health and HIV/AIDS (P30 Clinical Trial Optional)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health

**Deadline(s):** 08/25/2022; 08/25/2023; 09/14/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Christopher Gordon, PhD; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 240-627-3867; Email: cgordon1@mail.nih.gov


**Advisory Committee**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases

**Deadline(s):** 07/16/2022 - 07/15/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Stuart J. B. Moss, PhD; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases (NIDDK); Telephone: 301-827-8301; Email: zus@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DK-21-027.html

**Multidisciplinary Approaches to HIV-Associated Comorbidities and Prioritizing Intervention Targets (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute

**Deadline(s):** 01/07/2022; 05/07/2022; 01/07/2023; 01/08/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Shimian Zou, Ph.D.; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI); Telephone: 301-827-8301; Email: zus@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-HL-21-024.html

**New Models of Integrated HIV/AIDS, Addiction, and Primary Care Services (R34 - Clinical Trial Optional)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse

**Deadline(s):** 08/11/2022; 11/18/2022; 08/11/2023; 08/12/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Minjuan Flournoy Floyd, PhD; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: 301-827-6474; Email: Minjuan.Flourneyfloyd@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DA-20-273.html
Directions on using eCPS, go to the website at NIAID electronic Contract Proposal Submission (eCPS) website. For solicitation, the NIAID requires proposals to be submitted by April 10, 2020 and may be accessed through beta.SAM.gov. For this Solicitation:

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke

**Deadline(s):** Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2023 (Expiration）

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Jeymohan Joseph, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 240-627-3869; Email: jeymoha@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-MH-20-035.html

**Additional Information:** Weekly NIH Funding Opportunities and Notices; Notice of Changes to Funding Opportunities

**Notice of Special Interest (NOSI):** Stigma or Other Social Determinants of Health (SDOH) in HIV Prevention and Treatment

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health

**Deadline(s):** 05/08/2023 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Gregory Greenwood, Ph.D, MPH; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 240-669-5532; Email: gregory.greenwood@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-MH-20-020.html

**Pre-Solicitation Notice: Preclinical and Translational Vaccine Development for HIV and Other Candidate Agents, RFP:** 75N93019R00023

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases

**Deadline(s):** NA; This RFP will be available electronically on/about April 10, 2020 and may be accessed through beta.SAM.gov. For this solicitation, the NIAID requires proposals to be submitted via the NIAID electronic Contract Proposal Submission (eCPS) website. For directions on using eCPS, go to the website at https://ecps.nih.gov and then click on “How to Submit.” Submission of proposals by facsimile or e-mail is not acceptable.

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Patrick Finn; Contracting Officer; AIDS Research Contracts Branch, Office of Acquisitions; Division of Extramural Activities; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institutes of Health, Email: patrick.finn@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-AI-20-041.html

**Notice of Special Interest: Developmentally Tailored HIV Prevention and Care Research for Adolescents and Young Adults**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health

**Deadline(s):** 05/08/2023 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to the contacts in Section VII of the listed funding opportunity announcements with the following additions/substitutions: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Susannah Allison; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 240 627-3861; Email: allisonsu@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-MH-20-035.html

**Notice of Special Interest (NOSI):** Mental Health Comorbidities in HIV Prevention and Treatment

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health

**Deadline(s):** 05/08/2023 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Teri Senn, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-761-7852; Email: teri.senn@nih.gov


**Additional Information:** Weekly NIH Funding Opportunities and Notices; Notice of Changes to Funding Opportunities

**Innovation for HIV Vaccine Discovery (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke

**Deadline(s):** Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific / Research Contact(s); Jeymohan Joseph, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 240-627-3869; Email: jeymoha@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/PA-20-149.html

**Eradication of HIV-1 from Central Nervous System Reservoirs (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke

**Deadline(s):** Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific / Research Contact(s); Jeymohan Joseph, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 240-627-3869; Email: jeymoha@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/PA-20-151.html

**HIV Infection of the Central Nervous System (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Drug Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke

**Deadline(s):** Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Jeymohan Joseph, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 240-627-3869; Email: jeymoha@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/PA-20-274.html

**Notice of Special Interest:** Vaccine Development for HIV and Other Candidate Agents, Prevention and Treatment Determinants of Health (SDOH) in HIV Prevention

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health

**Deadline(s):** 07/28/2022; Funding Opportunities and Notices; Additional Information

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-AI-20-013.html

**Notice of Special Interest: Stigma or Other Social Determinants of Health (SDOH) in HIV Prevention and Treatment**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health

**Deadline(s):** 05/08/2023 (Expiration Date)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Gregory Greenwood, Ph.D, MPH; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 240-669-5532; Email: gregory.greenwood@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-MH-20-020.html
**Additional Information:** Weekly NIH Funding Opportunities and Notices; Notice of Changes to Funding Opportunities

**Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Strengthening the HIV Care Continuum**
**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health
**Deadline(s):** 05/08/2023 (Expiration Date)
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Gregory Greenwood, PhD, MPH; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 240-669-5532; Email: gregory.greenwood@nih.gov

**Additional Information:** Weekly NIH Funding Opportunities and Notices; Notice of Changes to Funding Opportunities

**Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Implementation Science to Advance the United States HIV Prevention and Treatment Goals and the Global HIV Prevention and Treatment Targets**
**Sponsor:** National Institute of Drug Abuse
**Deadline(s):** 05/08/2023 (Expiration Date)
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Christopher Gordon, PhD; National Institute of Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: 240-627-3867; Email: cgordon1@mail.nih.gov

**Additional Information:** Weekly NIH Funding Opportunities and Notices; Notice of Changes to Funding Opportunities

**Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Strengthening the HIV Prevention Continuum**
**Deadline(s):** 05/08/2023 (Expiration)
**Contact:** please direct all inquiries to the Scientific/Research, Peer Review, and Financial/Grants Management contacts in Section VII of the listed funding opportunity announcements.; Scientific/Research Contact(s); Michael J. Stirratt Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 240-627-3875; Email: stirrattm@nih.gov

**Innovations in HIV Prevention, Testing, Adherence and Retention to Optimize HIV Prevention and Care Continuum Outcomes (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)**
**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health
**Deadline(s):** Standard AIDS dates; 01/08/2023 (Expiration)
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Christopher Gordon, PhD; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 240-627-3867; Email: cgordon1@mail.nih.gov

**Innovations in HIV Prevention, Testing, Adherence and Retention to Optimize HIV Prevention and Care Continuum Outcomes (R21 Clinical Trial Optional)**
**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health
**Deadline(s):** Standard AIDS dates; 01/08/2023 (Expiration)
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Christopher Gordon, PhD; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 240-627-3867; Email: cgordon1@mail.nih.gov

**Extracellular RNA carrier subclasses in processes relevant to Substance Use Disorders or HIV infection (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**
**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse
**Deadline(s):** 03/15/2022; 10/13/2022; 03/15/2023; 05/08/2023 (Expiration)
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); John Satterlee Ph.D.; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: 301-435-1020; Email: satterleej@nida.nih.gov

**Extracellular RNA carrier subclasses in processes relevant to Substance Use Disorders or HIV infection (R21 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**
**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse
**Deadline(s):** 03/15/2022; 10/13/2022; 05/08/2023 (Expiration)
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); John Satterlee Ph.D.; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: 301-435-1020; Email: satterleej@nida.nih.gov

**Formative and Pilot Intervention Research for Prevention and Treatment of HIV/AIDS (R34 Clinical Trial Optional)**
**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health
**Deadline(s):** Standard AIDS dates; 01/08/2023 (Expiration)
**Report**  
Friday Newsletter 12/17/2021

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Christopher Gordon, PhD; Telephone: 240-627-3867; Email: cgordon1@mail.nih.gov
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/PA-20-141.html

**Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): The HIV-HCV-Substance Use Disorder Syndemic: Therapeutic Approaches**
**Sponsor:** National Institute on Drug Abuse
**Deadline(s):** 06/05/2020 (First Available Due Date); 09/08/2023 (Expiration)
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Raul Mandler, MD; FAA; FANA; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); Telephone: 301-480-2541; Email: mandler@nih.gov
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NCT-DA-20-032.html

**Getting To Zero: Understanding HIV Viral Suppression and Transmission in the United States (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)**
**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health (NIH); Components of Participating Organizations: National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID); National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD)
**Deadline(s):** 09/08/2022
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Robin E. Huebner, Ph.D., M.P.H.; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID); Telephone 240-627-3216; Email: rhuebner@niaid.nih.gov
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DA-20-036.html

**Control of Sexually Transmitted Infections (STIs) Through a Comprehensive Understanding of the Natural History of Infection (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**
**Sponsor:** National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases
**Deadline(s):** Standard AIDS dates
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Leah R. Vincent, Ph.D.; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID); Telephone: 301-761-7365; Email: leah.vincent@nih.gov
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/PA-19-096.html

**Research to Advance HBV Cure: HIV/HBV Co-Infection and HBV Mono-infection (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**
**Sponsor:** National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Chris Lambros, PhD (HIV/HBV co-infection); Division of AIDS (DAIDS); National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID); Telephone: 240-627-3093; Email: clambros@niaid.nih.gov
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/PAS-19-097.html

**NHLBI Interest in Administrative Supplements to Enhance HIV-related Heart, Lung, Blood, and Sleep Research**
**Sponsor:** National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Aging
**Deadline(s):** NA
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Shimian Zou, PhD; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI)
Telephone: 301-435-0065; Email: shimian.zou@nih.gov
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NCT-DE-20-035.html

**DENTAL/ORAL/CRANIOFACIAL**

**Notice of Special Interest: Administrative Supplements to Support Dentist Scientists Post Specialty or Residency to Develop Expertise in Dental, Oral and Craniofacial Research**
**Sponsor:** National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research
**Deadline(s):** 11/02/2020 (First Available Due Date); 07/24/2023 (Expiration Date)
**Contact:** Lynn Mertens King, PhD; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; Telephone: 301-594-5066; Email: lynn.king@nih.gov
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DE-20-036.html
**Additional Information:** Related Announcements; PA-20-272 - Administrative Supplements to Existing NIH Grants and Cooperative Agreements (Parent Admin Supp Clinical Trial Optional)

**National Dental Practice-Based Research Network Clinical Trial or Observational Study Planning and Implementation Cooperative Agreement (UG3/UH3 Clinical Trial Optional)**
**Sponsor:** National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research
**Deadline(s):** 02/09/2022; 06/09/2022; 10/07/2022; 02/09/2023; 06/09/2023; 09/08/2023 (Expiration)
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Dena Fischer, DDS, MSD, MS; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research (NIDCR); Telephone: 301-594-4876; Email: dena.fischer@nih.gov
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/PAR-20-306.html

**Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Defining Mechanisms of Disease Recurrence in Dental, Oral, and Craniofacial Tissues**
**Sponsor:** National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research
Music and Health: Understanding And Developing Music Medicine (R21 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Nursing Research; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research

**Deadline(s):** 02/16/2022; 02/16/2023; 02/17/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): NINDS; Robert Riddle, PhD; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); Telephone:301-496-5745; Email: riddler@ninds.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DC-20-007.html

Music and Health: Understanding And Developing Music Medicine (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Nursing Research; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research

**Deadline(s):** 02/05/2022; 02/05/2023; 02/06/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): NINDS; Robert Riddle, PhD; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); Telephone:301-496-5745; Email: riddler@ninds.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DE-20-001.html

**Related Announcements:** PAR-19-172 Achieving Tissue Robustness Through Harnessing Immune System Plasticity (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed); PAR-19-173 Achieving Tissue Robustness Through Harnessing Immune System Plasticity (R21 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**MUSIC AND HEALTH**

**Music and Health: Understanding And Developing Music Medicine (R21 Clinical Trial Optional)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Eye Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of Nursing Research; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research

**Deadline(s):** 02/05/2020 (First Available Due Date); 05/08/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to the Scientific/Research, Peer Review, and Financial/Grants Management contacts in Section VII of the listed funding opportunity announcements.

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DE-20-001.html

**Additional Information:** Related Announcements: PAR-19-172 Achieving Tissue Robustness Through Harnessing Immune System Plasticity (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed); PAR-19-173 Achieving Tissue Robustness Through Harnessing Immune System Plasticity (R21 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Promoting Research on Music and Health: Phased Innovation Award for Music Interventions (R61/R33 Clinical Trial Optional)**

**Sponsor:** National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Cancer Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Mental Health; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research

**Deadline(s):** 06/02/2022; 10/03/2022; 06/02/2023; 06/20/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Wen G. Chen, Ph.D.; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health (NCCIH); Telephone: 301-451-3989; Email: chenw@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DC-20-007.html

**Hearing, Deafness and Communication Disorders**

**Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Improving Outcomes for Disorders of Human Communication**

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders

**Deadline(s):** 06/16/2020 (First Available Due Date); 01/10/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Kelly King, Au.D, Ph.D.; NIDCD/Division of Scientific Programs; Telephone: 301-402-3458; Email: kingke@nidcd.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DC-20-007.html

**Chronic Fatigue Syndrome**

**Research on Myalgic Encephalomyelitis/Chronic Fatigue Syndrome (ME/CFS) (R01 Clinical Trials Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; National...
Research on Myalgic Encephalomyelitis/Chronic Fatigue Syndrome (ME/CFS) (R21 Clinical Trials Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; 05/08/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Vicky Whittemore, PhD; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); Telephone: 301-496-1917; Email: vicky.whittemore@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-notice-files/PAR-21-019.html

---

**PARKINSON'S DISEASE**

**NINDS Morris K. Udall Centers of Excellence for Parkinson's Disease Research (P50 Clinical Trial Optional)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke

**Deadline(s):** 09/28/2022; 09/29/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Beth-Anne Sieber, PhD; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); Telephone: 301-496-5680; Email: Beth-Anne.Sieber@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-001.html

---

**Progression Markers for Cognitive Impairment in Parkinson's Disease Dementia (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute on Aging

**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/08/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Debra Babcock, PhD; MD; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); Telephone: 301-496-9966; Email: dbabcock@mail.nih.gov


---

**NEUROSCIENCES, NEUROLOGY, NEUROLOGICAL, BRAIN DISORDERS, CONCUSSION AND COGNITION**

**Notice of Clarification to Career Stages Supported for PAR-20-240 "NIH Neuroscience Development for Advancing the Careers of a Diverse Research Workforce (R25 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)"**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute of Mental Health

**Deadline(s):** 09/26/2022; 09/27/2022 (Expiration) [for PAR-20-240]

**Contact:** Michelle Jones-London, Ph.D.; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); Telephone: 301-451-7966; Email: jonesmiche@ninds.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notices-files/NOT-NS-21-019.html

**Additional Information:** PAR-20-240 - NIH Neuroscience Development for Advancing the Careers of a Diverse Research Workforce (R25 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

---

**Analytical Validation of a Candidate Biomarker for Neurological or Neuromuscular Disorders (U01 Clinical Trial Optional)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke

**Deadline(s):** 02/22/2022; 06/22/2022; 02/22/2023; 06/22/2023; 09/08/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Carol Taylor-Burds, PhD; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); Telephone: 301-496-1779; Email: carol.taylor-burds@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-notice-files/NOT-NS-21-056.html

---

**Analytical Validation of a Candidate Biomarker for Neurological or Neuromuscular Disorders (U44 Clinical Trial Optional)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke

**Deadline(s):** 02/22/2022; 06/22/2022; 02/22/2023; 06/22/2023; 09/08/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Carol Taylor-Burds, PhD; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); Telephone: 301-496-1779; Email: carol.taylor-burds@nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-notice-files/NOT-NS-21-057.html

---

**Clinical Validation of a Candidate Biomarker for Neurological or Neuromuscular Disorders (U01 Clinical Trial Optional)**
Clinical Validation of a Candidate Biomarker for Neurological or Neuromuscular Disorders (U44 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke

**Deadline(s):** 02/22/2022; 06/22/2022; 02/22/2023; 06/22/2023; 09/08/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Carol Taylor-Burds, PhD; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); Telephone: 301-496-1779; Email: carol.taylor-burds@nih.gov


---

**BRAIN Initiative Fellows:** Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Award (NRSA) Individual Postdoctoral Fellowship (F32)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Eye Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute on Neurological Disorders and Stroke; Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research; Japan Brain Research Cooperative Program (JBRCP) - U.S. Entity (Admin Supp)

**Deadline(s):** 02/22/2022; 06/22/2022; 02/22/2023; 06/22/2023; 09/08/2023 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Ashlee Van't Veer, PhD; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-443-3107; Email: Brain.Initiative.Training@nih.gov


---

Collaborative Research in Computational Neuroscience (CRCNS) NSF Innovative Approaches to Science and Engineering Research on Brain Function

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Eye Institute; National Institute on Aging; National Institute of Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke

**Deadline(s):** 11/22/2022

**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Written and telephone inquiries are encouraged. Please see the NSF program announcement for names and contact information for each of the participating NSF DOs and/or NIH ICs at [https://www.nsf.gov/pubs/2020/nsf20609/nsf20609.htm](https://www.nsf.gov/pubs/2020/nsf20609/nsf20609.htm).


---

Notice of Special Interest: Administrative Supplements for the U.S.-Japan Brain Research Cooperative Program (BRCP) - U.S. Entity (Admin Supp)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences; National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health; National Institute on Aging; National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; National Institute on Drug Abuse; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Mental Health

**Deadline(s):** 09/08/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Stacey D. Chambers; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); Telephone: 301-496-0690; Email: chambers@ninds.nih.gov


---

BRAIN Initiative: Biology and Biophysics of Neural Stimulation and Recording Technologies (R01 Clinical Trials Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health (NIH); Components of Participating Organizations; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); National Eye Institute (NEI); National Institute on Aging (NIA); National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering (NIBIB); Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development

**Deadline(s):** 04/11/2022; 12/09/2022; 12/10/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Carol Taylor-Burds, PhD; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); Telephone: 301-496-1779; Email: carol.taylor-burds@nih.gov

BRAIN Initiative Advanced Postdoctoral Career Transition Award to Promote Diversity (K99/R00 Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health (NIH); Components of Participating Organizations; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); National Eye Institute (NEI); National Institute on Aging (NIA); National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering (NIBIB); Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders (NIDCD); National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health (NCCIH)

**Deadline:** 02/10/2022; 06/08/2022; 10/11/2022

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Edmund (Ned) Talley, PhD; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); Telephone: 301-496-1917; Email: BRAINDIVERSITYK99R00@nih.gov


BRAIN Initiative Advanced Postdoctoral Career Transition Award to Promote Diversity (K99/R00 Independent Clinical Trial Required)

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health (NIH); Components of Participating Organizations; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); National Eye Institute (NEI); National Institute on Aging (NIA); National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering (NIBIB); Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders (NIDCD); National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health (NCCIH)

**Deadline:** 02/10/2022; 06/08/2022; 10/11/2022

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Edmund (Ned) Talley, PhD; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); Telephone: 301-496-1917; Email: BRAINDIVERSITYK99R00@nih.gov


Publically Available Data from the NCAA-DoD Concussion Assessment Research Education (CARE) Consortium

**Sponsor:** NCAA, Department of Defense

**Deadline:** NA

**Contact:** http://www.careconsortium.net/contact/

**Link:** [https://fitbir.nih.gov/study_profile/310](https://fitbir.nih.gov/study_profile/310)

http://www.careconsortium.net/

http://www.ncaa.org/sport-science-institute/topics/ncaa-dod-care-consortium

Discovery of Biomarkers and Biomarker Signatures for Neurological and Neuromuscular Disorders (R61/R33 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke; National Institute on Aging

**Deadline:** 02/14/2022; 03/08/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Mary Ann Pellemounter, PhD; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); Telephone: 301-496-1779;

Email: mary.pelleymounter@nih.gov


Comparative Effectiveness Research in Clinical Neurosciences (UG3/UH3 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke

**Deadline:** Standard AIDS dates; 01/08/2022

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Adam L. Hartman, MD; National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS);

Telephone: 301-496-9135; E-mail: adam.hartman@nih.gov


MOOD / MENTAL HEALTH / ILLNESS / PSYCHIATRY / PSYCHIATRIC DISORDERS / INTELLECTUAL DISABILITIES

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Supporting Research Education in High-Priority Intervention and Services Research Areas for Mentoring Networks for Mental Health Research Education and Short Courses for Mental Health Related Research

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health

**Deadline:** 05/26/2022 (Expiration)
**SUICIDE PREVENTION**

**Practice-Based Suicide Prevention Research Centers (P50 Clinical Trial Optional)**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health  
**Deadline(s):** 01/26/2022; 01/27/2022 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Joel Sherrill, Ph.D.; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-443-2477; Email: jsherril@mail.nih.gov  

**Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) in Research on Risk and Prevention of Black Youth Suicide**

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; Office of Disease Prevention  
**Deadline(s):** 08/25/2020 (First Available Due Date); 07/31/2022 (Expiration Date)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Stacia Friedman-Hill, PhD; Division of Translational Research; National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); Telephone: 301-443-8458; Email: friedmans@mail.nih.gov  

**VETERINARY MEDICINE**

**Notice to extend the 2020 Application Due Date for PAR-20-132 "Development and Maintenance of the Animal Feed Regulatory Program Standards with Optional Coordinated Preventive Control Regulatory Activities and Capacity Building (U18)"**

**Sponsor:** Food and Drug Administration; Notices of Special Interest  
**Deadline(s):** 02/16/2022 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Gordana Zuber; Office of Acquisitions & Grants Services (OAGS); Food and Drug Administration; Telephone: 301-348-1747; Email: gordana.zuber@fda.hhs.gov  
**Link(s):** [https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-MH-20-041.html](https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-MH-20-041.html); Related Announcements; PAR-20-132

**VERTEBRATE ANIMAL RESEARCH**

**Notice of Special Interest: Integrative Studies of Neural Mechanisms Underlying Fundamental Affective Processes in Aging**

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Aging  
**Deadline(s):** 02/05/2021 (First Available Due Date); 01/08/2024 (Expiration Date)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to the contacts in Section VII of the listed funding opportunity announcements with the following additions/substitutions: Scientific/Research Contact(s); Luci Roberts, Ph.D.; Division of Neuroscience; National Institute on Aging (NIA); Email: roberlu@mail.nih.gov  

**Notice of Special Interest: Advancing the Science of Geriatric Palliative Care**

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Aging; National Cancer Institute; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities; National Institute of Nursing Research; Office of Research on Women's Health  
**Deadline(s):** 10/05/2020 (First Available Due Date); 09/08/2023 (Expiration Date)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Diane St. Germain; National Cancer Institute (NCI); Telephone: 240-276-7082; Email: dstgermain@mail.nih.gov  

**Notice of Special Interest: Alcohol and Aging**

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism  
**Deadline(s):** 10/05/2020 (First Available Due Date); 09/08/2023 (Expiration Date)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); Andras Orosz, Ph.D.; Division of Metabolism and Health Effects; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); Phone: 301-443-2193; Email: orosza@mail.nih.gov  
Paul B. Beeson Emerging Leaders Career Development Award in Aging (K76 Clinical Trial Required)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Aging  
**Deadline(s):** 10/21/2022; 10/22/2022 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Shahrooz Vahedi, Ph.D.; National Institute on Aging (NIA); Telephone: 301-496-9322; Email: shahrooz.vahedi@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-AG-21-021.html

Notice of Special Interest to Highlight High Priority Opportunities for Intervention Development Research in Geriatric Mental Health

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health  
**Deadline(s):** 09/08/2023 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Jovier D. Evans, PhD.; NIMH/Division of Translational Research; Telephone: (301-443-1369); Email: jevans1@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-MH-20-027.html

Research Infrastructure Development for Interdisciplinary Aging Studies (R21/R33 - Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Aging  
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; 11/17/2022 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Winifred K. Rossi; National Institute on Aging (NIA); Telephone: 301-496-3836; Email: rosiwi@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-20-070.html

Advanced-Stage Development and Utilization of Research Infrastructure for Interdisciplinary Aging Studies (R33 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Aging  
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; 11/17/2022 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Winifred K. Rossi; National Institute on Aging (NIA); Telephone: 301-496-3836; Email: rosiwi@mail.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-20-071.html

Could where you live influence how long you live?

**Sponsor:** RWJF  
**Deadline(s):** NA  
**Contact:** https://www.rwjf.org/en/manage-your-subscriptions.html [subscribe to RWJF emails]  
**Link(s):** https://www.rwjf.org/en/library/interactives/whereyouliveaffectshowlongyouliv e.html

National Academy of Medicine Launches Global Competition Seeking Solutions for Improving Healthy Longevity

**Sponsor:** National Academy of Medicine  
**Deadline(s):** The first cycle of the Catalyst Phase of the Healthy Longevity Global Competition opens in January 2020. Proposals will be accepted for approximately 6 weeks  
**Contact:** Don’t see your location? New Global Collaborators will be added in the coming years. If your organization is interested in becoming a Global Collaborator, contact HealthyLongevity@nas.edu  

Complex Integrated Multi-Component Projects in Aging Research (U19 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Aging  
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; 09/26/2022 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Sanoj Suneja, Ph.D.; National Institute on Aging (NIA); Telephone: 301-402-7710; Email: sunejas@mail.nih.gov  

NIA Program Project Applications (P01 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Aging  
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates; 05/26/2022 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Robin A. Barr, D. Phil.; National Institute on Aging (NIA); Telephone: 301-496-9322; Email: BarrR@mail.nih.gov  

Early-Stage T1 Translational Aging Research (Bench to Bedside) for the Development of Novel Therapeutics (R21/R33 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Aging  
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; 07/12/2022 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Chhanda Dutta, Ph.D.; National Institute on Aging (NIA); Telephone: 301-496-4161; Email: duttac@nia.nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-19-305.html

Early-Stage T1 Translational Aging Research (Bench to Bedside) for the Development of Novel Therapeutics (R33 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** National Institute on Aging  
**Deadline(s):** 07/17/2022 (Expiration)  
**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s): Chhanda Dutta, Ph.D.; Division of Geriatrics and Clinical Gerontology; National Institute on Aging (NIA); Telephone: 301-496-4161; Email: duttac@nia.nih.gov  

Clinical Research to Improve the Oral Health of Older Adults (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)
Clinical Research to Improve the Oral Health of Older Adults (R21 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research  
**Deadline(s):** Standard dates; Standard AIDS dates 09/07/2022 (Expiration)

**Contact:** Scientific/Research Contact(s); For questions related to general clinical research, contact: Darien Weatherspoon, DDS, MPH; National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research (NIDCR); Telephone: 301-594-5394; Email: darien.weatherspoon@mail.nih.gov

**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-19-240.html

Deadline(s): NA  
Contact: To learn more or to request an appointment outside walk-in hours, contact Rui by phone or email: (*) 212-342-5136; (*) rf2554@cumc.columbia.edu  
Link(s): http://www.cumc.columbia.edu/dept/irb/  
Additional Information: Dear Colleagues: At the start of the New Year, in response to requests from the research community, we are pleased to announce that beginning Monday January 4th an additional hour will be established. Walk-in hours are available for researchers at the IRB Liaison office in PH10 to meet with Rui Ferreira, IRB Specialist. Rui will be available to assist researchers with understanding and addressing IRB requirements and requests. He will also be able to help navigate Rascal IRB 2.0; Scheduled walk-in hours are on Monday, Wednesday and Thursday: (*) Time: (*) Mondays 3-4p.m; (*) Wednesdays and Thursdays 10:00 – 11:00 am; (*) Location: 622 West 168 St., PH-10-402D ; (*) Attendees will be asked to sign in, and will meet with Rui in order of arrival. If other people are waiting, individual consultations may be limited to 30 minutes; (*) Consultation is available to Columbia faculty researchers, who may be accompanied by student or trainee/mentees; Researchers may also call Rui at during working hours for assistance: 212-342-5136.; To learn more or to request an appointment outside walk-in hours, contact Rui by phone or email: (*) 212-342-5136; (*) rf2554@cumc.columbia.edu  
We thank you for your continued commitment to the ethical conduct of human research.; Columbia | Research; Human Research Protection Office; Institutional Review Board;

Policy on Charging and Documentation of Personnel Costs Charged to Sponsored Projects

**Sponsor:** COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY  
**Deadline(s):** Information Sessions are offered to ensure clear understanding of this policy. Attendance is strongly encouraged. Information sessions will be held in October on both the CUMC and Morningside campuses: (*) CUMC – Alumni Auditorium, Black Building, 650 W. 168 St; (**) Tuesday, October 11, 11:00-12:30; (**) Thursday, October 13, 10:30-12:00; (*) Morningside – Schapiro Center, Davis Auditorium, 412 CEPSR, 530 W. 120 Street; (**) Thursday, October 13, 2:15-3:45; (**) Tuesday, October 18, 9:00-10:30  
**Contact:** For questions, please contact research-compliance@columbia.edu  
**Link(s):** http://policylibrary.columbia.edu/policy-charging-and-documentation-personnel-costs-charged-sponsored-projects

STUDENTS

Notices From Columbia University

Policy on Charging and Documentation of Personnel Costs Charged to Sponsored Projects

**Sponsor:** COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY  
**Deadline(s):** Information Sessions are offered to ensure clear understanding of this policy. Attendance is strongly encouraged. Information sessions will be held in October on both the CUMC and Morningside campuses: (*) CUMC – Alumni Auditorium, Black Building, 650 W. 168 St; (**) Tuesday, October 11, 11:00-12:30; (**) Thursday, October 13, 10:30-12:00; (*) Morningside – Schapiro Center, Davis Auditorium, 412 CEPSR, 530 W. 120 Street; (**) Thursday, October 13, 2:15-3:45; (**) Tuesday, October 18, 9:00-10:30  
**Contact:** For questions, please contact research-compliance@columbia.edu  
**Link(s):** http://policylibrary.columbia.edu/policy-charging-and-documentation-personnel-costs-charged-sponsored-projects

UROLOGY, Kidney

[1] Notice of Pre-Application Webinar and Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) for PAR-20-220 " Institutional Network Award for Promoting Kidney, Urologic, and Hematologic Research Training (U2C/T1L1 - Clinical Trial Not Allowed) "  
[2] PAR-20-220 pre submission Webinar Registration Link  
**Sponsor:** National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases  
**Deadline(s):** 09/28/2022; 09/29/2022 (Expiration for PAR-20-220)  
**Contact:** Please direct all inquiries to: Victoria Spruance, Ph.D.; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases (NIDDK); Telephone: 301-827-5091; Email: victoria.spruance@nih.gov  
**Link(s):** https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DK-20-027.html

Additional Information: Related Announcements: PAR-20-220 - Institutional Network Award for Promoting Kidney, Urologic, and Hematologic Research Training (U2C-Clinical Trial Not Allowed)
Contact Us
Dr. Pam Factor-Litvak
Associate Dean for Research Resources
Associate Professor of Clinical Epidemiology
Mailman School of Public Health
722 West 168th Street, Room 1614 New York, NY 10032
Phone: 212-305-7851
prf1@cumc.columbia.edu
mailman.columbia.edu/r2

Craig Kandell
Project Coordinator
212-305-3615
ckk7@cumc.columbia.edu
END